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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-IO-01295 CI

Applicant,

Respondent

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

------------)
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

ORDER

Having considered the Respondent's non-opposed motion to continue oral

'.""
arguments on the State's Second Motion to Dismiss Haeg's PCR Application,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the state's non-opposed motion IS
. . -' .,

e-.J '-=e-.J GRANTED and oral arguments on the state's second motion to dismiss Haeg's PCR

application is set for March .:?a ,2012, at 01: :?iD a.m./p.m. for one hour.

DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this 6~YOfM~ ,2012.

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

) "C~rnIFicATION OF DISTRiBUTION
j I certifythat a copyof the foregoing was mailedto '

I
i the following at theiraddresses of record:
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be out of state. This motion is non-opposed by Mr. Haeg.

2012, from 9:30 - 10:30, 2:00 - 3:00 and 4:00 - 5:30; March 21, 2012, from

. POST~CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-1O-01295 CI

COMES NOW the State' of Alaska, by' and through Assistant Attorney

STATE'S NON-OPPOSED MOTION TO 'CONTINUE'
. ORAL ARGUMENTS SET FOR MARCH 13,2012

The State is asking for the hearing to be rescheduled between the dates of

Yj{A .<;:EB-D,FICATION, I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (I) the name ofa
i ,,~ictihi ofa sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or'(2) a residence or business address or telephone number of

a victim or witness to any crime unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it is an address
. or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure ofthe information was ordered by the

court. ;'; . :', -, 1 "': .'-. '"r " , -: '-,:, <'.. <. ;_ ~-l .

.' "

arguments set for March 13,2012, at 3:00 p.m. The state is asking for the hearing to be

General Andrew Peterson, and hereby files this non-opposed motion to continue oral

STATE OF ALASKA,

•.. :... :RespondenL :

The state is generally available on those dates with the following exceptions: March 19,

continued as the Assistant Attorney General handling this matter is unavailable and will

v.

March 19,2012, and March 30, 2012. Mr. Haeg is not available on March 20-21, 2012.
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the week of March 26,2012.

DATED this 28th day of February, 2012, at Anchorage, Alaska.

MICHAEL C. GERAGHTY
ATTORNEY GENERAL

RY~:tldfew PeterSOn
Assistant Attorney General
Alaska Bar No. 0601002

CERTIFICATION

2:00 - 3:00; and March 23; 2012, from 3:00 - 5:30. Both parties are available anytime

I certify that on this date, correct copies of
the foregoing, Affidavit, and Order were
mailed to:

David Haeg
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State's Non-Opposed Motion to Continue Oral Arguments
Dauid Haeg u. State of Alaska; 3KN-I0-1295 CI
Page 2of2
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

Applicant,

Respondent.

I, A. Andrew Peterson, being duly sworn, hereby state and depose as

AFFIDAVIT

VRA CERTIFICATION. I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (I) the name of a
victim of a sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or business address or telephone number of
a victim or witness to any crime unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it is an address
or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the information was ordered by the
court.

2. All of the statements in the State's motion are true and correct.

I. I am an Assistant Attorney General in the Office of Special

Prosecutions and Appeals, Fish and Game Unit, and I am assigned to the above-

captioned case.

follows:

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

------------)

STATE OF ALASKA )
) ss.

. THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT )
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3. I am unavailable to attend the scheduled hearing as I will be on

leave on August 13, 2012 and out of state. This vacation was planned approximately

six months ago.

4. The Office of Special Prosecutions received notice of the

scheduled Oral Arguments on February 23, 2012. I did not see the notice prior to

leaving work on Friday, February 24, 2012. I contacted Mr. Haeg via email regarding

my unavailability upon reading the'notice 'oil Monday, February 27, 2012.

5. Mr. Haeg called me later in the afternoon and informed me that he

does not oppose the state's motion. Mr. Haeg informed me that he is not available on

March 20-21, 2012.

6. I am generally available from March 19,2012 - March 30,2012,

but I am unavailable the following times:

• March 19,2012 from 9:30 - 10:30 and from 2:00 - 3:00

• March 21,2012 from 2:00 - 3:00

• March 23,2012 from 3:00 - 5:30.

Affidavit
David Haeg v. State of Alaska; 3KN-IO-1295 CI
Page 2 of3
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7. This motion IS not being filed for the purpose of harassment or

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

delay.

day of

blic in and for 'Alaska. . .
.. issionexpires: with office

STATE OFALASKA
OFFICIAL SEAL

Christine Osgood
NOTARY PUBUC

_~y..90mmlsslon. Ires \I.L

n w Peterson
Assistant Attorney Genera! .
Alaska Bar No. 0601002

DATED at Anchorage, Alaska, this 2a:h day of February, 2012.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this '2-0
February, 2012.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-10-00064CI)
)
)
)

)-J..')-/J.

'<::t
C"J

=UJ
u...

The applicant's 2-24-12 motion, for an extension of time, to March 19, 2012, in
which to file a memorandum detailing the ineffectiveness of Cole and Robinson, is
hereby GRANTED! ~tUE£).

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this ). ~ T day of F-chv. .. A.A" 1-' 2012.

~A·· .~
Superior Court Judge

CARL llAUMAN-

I V?ify'lhat a copy of the f r_ oj 9 wes
mmiled to Hde I ~

----placed In court b x t~ _
_ fexsdto
_sconned'1'":t-o--------

.,z.l1c
Judldal A8slst~nt Date
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-10-00064CI)
)
)
)

Applicant,

Respondent.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALA~l""~
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI "~"'~.

i1t::S~1
j:"~e;~··~~

~ ' •.~;Ot
: ...~ ~,

'-'...v.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

2-24-12 UNOPPOSED MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME (TO MARCH 19,
2012) IN WHICH TO FILE INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE MEMORANDUM

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this unopposed

motion for an extension of time in which to file an ineffective assistance

memorandum.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On January 3, 2012 the court ordered Haeg, by February 29,2012, to

depose Cole and to file a memorandum detailing the ineffectiveness of both Cole

and Robinson.

(2) On February 7,2012 - after weeks of filings/requests by Cole and

the state to quash Cole's subpoena, eliminate Cole's deposition, and/or to change

the location - Haeg was finally able to depose Cole in Anchorage, Alaska.

(3) On February 21,2012 a member of Haeg's family died.

02007



(4) On February 22,2012 Haeg attempted to contact state attomey

Peterson by phone, was unsuccessful, and left a message. Haeg then attempted

contact by email and Peterson responded the state did not oppose an extension of

time in which Haeg could file the memorandum.

Conclusion

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks that he be granted an extension

of time, to March 19,2012, in which to file a memorandum detailing the

ineffectiveness of Cole and Robinson.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on h bvv.- eu</ ~ L( ( 2(j/2. A notary public or other official empowered
, ,. / (

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haegs case are

located a(pa~orruntiou.com

David S. Haeg
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

~

Certificate of Service: I certify that on f ..f6ruCi/.,J ;2 ( J 0/2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the following parties: Peterson, Judge
Gleason-Judge JoannidesLl.S: Department of Justice, FBI, and media.
By: ;::), -1/ /} 'l&~

-~ ~. c- I
2
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,
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-I0-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

DateJudicial Assistl1lnt

V
The applicant's 9-23-11 motion for protection order that he not be required to give
up his right against self-incrimination and that he itallowed to answer the state's
discovery request as attached, is hcreby~GRANTED,I~~

L(LN~!:;:>
.;1- I.'

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this 7A day of~~1.tM 1 ,201:~.s'~:"'~?~':\\
I certify that 6 copy of the f'pr~oing was .~,,;;:·iff gJlJ~~~~9
............mailed to_1-k1..:Lt:L. /rrt'USDn . C:J..~. :;/ c:..s~",. ....~Jo.. 0,

elsced in court lfox to :J J....-l-~. ....ISI ..~-----r ,~ '. \ ~fmced to " ; •• • • ~

scanned to ~~q\ :: ..J~t;~
)I)/" . '\ -.;1..:2,-1,), Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman ~~~. .!,t;,.. "i'~$rr-L d $'A'~~ .,;",~8-r.••'.'~y~c:,'a'

'ij~'/(; ,ArEO '0" g
~I),,~,?)tt:If::~r.g~

~~\;"""..-\!\'~'.;- ...
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-10-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 1-30-12 motion, thatthe HH]'lired oral argument-beaeieg be held
on the state's second motion to dismiss Haeg's PCR application, is hereby
GRANTED /-~IEf).

Oral Argument is set for March 13, 2012 at 3:00 p.m. for one hour.

'5.f- /
,p,.QI)~,at Kenai, Alaska, this 21 day of Eelrrv..tJ...1 '1 ,2012.

",~Ci: 11:(~\\.'~ .
.r«: COUb .... -QQ. ~

"r# ,~.",oo~,...••-a». If C
f(/ c'::.· d' -;".01' I. ~' ""--
«' I-.'l '.. ~
~ i~ \ ~ --=--c--=--'------,~'--"'-"==:.=.:=------
~ \ '\ :.;...1J~t~ Car1 Bauman
~;:i \, lrJJr-~
IQQ~~~""""a'{~~~ Superior Court Judge

•• ,/ " STATE "'O'~.
'~~..tL,:DIC\P:~~·~

~~~~~~~~

I cartify that a COm' 9f th! f9r~oingwas
V'" mailed to ITa ;{A /.. ,.,nrson
~1SC<ilc.! in court i16x to' _

faxed to;..,- _
-scanned to~ _

,tr..,
Judicial AS$iBtmnt Date
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t'
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-0l295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 8-3-11 MOTION TO RECONSTRUCT PCR RECORD with the
March 19,2010 (filed March 26,2010) opposition to the state's motion to dismiss
Haeg's PCR application is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this__day of :, 2011.

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

.) -J.+-IJ....

I certify thai a copy pf the fotegoing wss
_v::=.ml!liled to litH" I fff(noYJ
--placed in court bof to .faxed tO

I
,..-- _

- scanned to, _

;1'(."
Judicial ASSllstillnt Date
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Person Filing Proposed orde.

Name: _

II
,',

• r~

.)

Daytime Telephone No. _

\
Mailing Address: ----," _

IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA AT _

CI

(Time and

vs.

)
)
)

___________ Plaintiff(s), )
)
)
)

~ CASE NO, '3r;n -/0 ~1c:l9S-
__________ Defendanus). )

-------------)

It is ordered that:

D The motion is granted.

D The motion is denied.

D A hearing on the motion will be held at -=_---;:-:::-~"'----

Further Orders:

Date Judge's Signature

I certify that on --,--- ;:--:---::-:-
a copy of this order was mailed to (list
names):

Type or Print Judge's Name

Clerk: _

CIV-820 (5/02) (cs)
ORDER ON MOTION

Civil Rules 7(b) & 77
02012



~ ~J Yl fIv, )'tl'eNi>'!t' (O/,lr I- /!,/ f4, 5"~fe 0 -f /4lcrs-~ ~f J<e"1~ /
IN TIlE COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

&Wlloti60 Cllief JUdge Kobe"l1-(;oab)

DAVID HAEG, .

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

.',;--«~".:- ••, lJ
"1'iiiI .....

Itt (all~ "''-'.
lref1el.lj~~~.<,

) f:'£"e, ' !/o!18kct ~t
) ".Clerl,_Of, J 20/2
) I / .'-=B Ih" ];"I~I
) ~"-. ,
) POST-coNVicTION RELIEF ...._,...
) Case No. 3KN-lO-Ol295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

2-13-12 REPLY, MOTION, AND AFFIDAVIT FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING
AND FOR ORAL ARGUMENT HEARING ON SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

CARL BAUMAN'S REFUSAL TO DISQUALIFY HIMSELF FOR CAUSE

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this reply, motion,

and affidavit for an evidentiary hearing and for an oral argument hearing on

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman's refusal to disqualify himself for cause.

After Judge Bauman refused to disqualify himselffor cause, AS 22.20.020

requires that an independent judge hear and determine the request for Judge

Bauman's disqualification.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On November 21,2009 Haeg filed his post-conviction relief (PCR)

applicatiorilmemorandum/affidavit. In these documents Haeg asked multiple times

for hearings before his PCR was decided.

(2) On December 31,2009 Haeg filed for expedited PCR consideration.

1
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(3) On January 20, 2010 the state opposed expedited PCR consideration.

(4) On January 20 2010 the court denied Haeg's motion for expedited

PCR consideration - without giving Haeg the required time in which to reply to

the state's opposition - so the court did not consider Haeg's timely reply of

January 25, 2010 in deciding to deny his motion for expedited consideration.

(5) On January 21, 2010 the state filed a motion that Judge Margaret

Murphy should decide Haeg's PCR application - when one of Haeg' s PCR claims

was that Judge Murphy, while she was presiding over Haeg's trial, was corruptly

chauffeured full-time by the main witness against Haeg.

(6) On January 27, 2010 Haeg filed an opposition that Judge Murphy

could not decide the case against herself.

(7) On February 23, 2010 the state filed a motion to dismiss Haeg's

PCR.

(8) On March 3, 2010 Fairbanks Judge Raymond Funk assigned Judge

Murphy to decide Haeg's PCR - over another of Haeg's objections Judge Murphy

could not decide a case against herself.

(9) On March 8, 2010 Haeg filed a motion for Judge Funk to reconsider

his decision to let Judge Murphy decide the case against herself. Judge Funk

denied Haeg's motion.

(10) On March 10, 2010 Haeg filed a motion to disqualify Judge Murphy

for cause, on March 15, 2010 the state opposed this, and on April 23, 2010 Judge

Murphy denied Haeg's motion she could not decide the case against herself.

2
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(11) On March 19,2010 Haeg filed an opposition to the states motion to

dismiss. In this opposition Haeg cited the fact he had already askedfor hearings

before his peR application was decided.

(12) On April 7, 2010 the state filed a reply to Haeg's opposition.

(13) On April 30, 2010 presiding Judge Sharon Gleason assigned

Superior Court Judge Stephanie Joannides to review Judge Murphy's decision not
c~.

to disqualify herself from the case against herself.

(14) On May 2, 2010 Haeg filed a reply, affidavit, and request for hearing

on Judge Murphy's refusal to disqualify herself for cause.

(IS) On July 9, 2010 Judge Joannides ruled Haeg could supplement the

case that Judge Murphy must be disqualified. On July 25, 2010 Haeg filed

supplemental evidence that Judge Murphy must be disqualified - evidence proving

Judge Murphy was chauffeured by the main witness against Haeg (Trooper

Gibbens) while Judge Murphy presided over Haeg's case, Judge Murphy and

Trooper Gibbens lied about this during the investigation into it, and they conspired

with judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein to cover everything up.

(16) On July 28, 2010 Judge Joannides ordered a two-day evidentiary

hearing to be held on Haeg's motion to disqualify Judge Murphy for cause.

(17) On August 25,2010 Judge Joannides granted Haeg's motion that

Judge Murphy must be disqualified for cause.

(18) On August 27,2010 Judge Joannides certified Haeg's evidence of

Judge Murphy's corruption and conspiracy with judicial conduct investigator

3
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Marla Greenstein and Trooper Brett Gibbens and referred this evidence to the

Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct (ACJC) "for its consideration".

(19) On October 29,2010 presiding Judge Sharon Gleason assigned

Valdez Judge Daniel SchaIIy to Haeg's case.

(20) On November 3,2010 Haeg filed a "Motion for Change ofVenue to

Kenai or if Change of Venue to Kenai is Not Granted, to Notice of Change of

Judge Daniel SchalIy".

(21) On November 8, 2010 the state opposed changing venue to Kenai.

(22) On December 1,2010 presiding Judge Sharon Gleason assigned

Kenai Judge Peter Ashman to Haeg's PCR for all purposes.

(23) On December 3, 2010 the state peremptorily disqualified Kenai

Judge Ashman from Haeg's case.

(24) On December 8,2010 presiding Judge Sharon Gleason assigned

Kenai Judge Carl Bauman to Haeg's case.

(25) On December 13,2010 Haeg's PCR file was sent to Kenai "for

Judge Bauman to rule upon motions."

(26) On December 28, 2010 Haeg filed an Alaska Bar Association

complaint against Marla Greenstein, who is a licensed attorney. On March 1,2011

the Bar ruled there was probable cause to investigate Greenstein but "deferred" its

investigation of Greenstein until Haeg's PCR was finished "since the issues he

[Haeg] raised in his complaint will be addressed in PCR proceedings."

4
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(27) On December 28,2010 Judge Bauman ordered venue be changed

"from Homer to Kenai".

(28) On January 5,2011, because Judge Bauman had just been assigned

after lengthy maneuvering by the state to keep Haeg from a venue he could afford

(Kenai), and no one had given Haeg the hearings he had previously asked for

during the pleadings on the state's motion to dismiss, Haeg filed ANOTHER

motion for the required hearing in response to the state's Motion to Dismiss. In

this additional motion for hearing to Judge Bauman Haeg specifically states:

"In his PCR application and memorandum Haeg asked for a hearing
before his PCR application was decided; the State filed a motion to
dismiss the PCR application: and Rule 77 states that a hearing must
be held on motions to dismiss. A hearing in which oral argument is
presented and witness credibility can be determined will affect the
fairness of this decision."

(29) On March 25, 2011, after the Alaska Commission on Judicial

Conduct decided her August 27,2010 referral "was not genuine", Judge Joannides

reissued her certified evidence of the corruption and conspiracy of Judge Murphy,

Trooper Brett Gibbens, and judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein. In her

new 77-page referral (which Judge Joannides sent to Haeg; Judge Bauman; all 9

members (3 judges, 3 attorneys, and 3 public persons) of the ACJC; the Alaska

Bar Association; the Ombudsman; judicial"conduct investigator Marla Greenstein;

Judge Murphy's attorney Peter Maassen; and original to the Kenai Court to be

placed in its file). In her new referral Judge Joannides stated,

"These errors have further frustrated a long and fairly complicated
case that required careful review."

5
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To make sure the ACJC was acting on Judge Joannides referral this time

Haeg, and most of the witnesses whose testimony ACJC investigator Marla

Greenstein had falsified, tried to testify during the public testimony portion of one

ofthe ACJC's quarterly meetings - but were told they could not testify and were

met at the door by a law enforcement SWAT team. ACJC chairman Judge Ben

Esch stated that since Marlkreenstein was covered by "confidentiality" the only

way Haeg or the other witnesses would ever know if Marla Greenstein were

disciplined would be if she no longer worked for the ACJC. Imagine how

surprised all were when, nearly a year later, it was Marla Greenstein who

dismissed Haeg's ACJC complaint that Judge Bauman was falsifying sworn

affidavits in order to be paid when he had issues outstanding for more than six

months and that Judge Bauman was corruptly covering up Marla Greenstein's

corrupt investigation of Judge Murphy. In her dismissal Greenstein never even

mentioned Haeg's principal claim that Judge Bauman was falsifying sworn

affidavits. See attached Haeg complaint and attached Greenstein dismissal.

(30) On July 6, 2011 Judge Bauman held a hearing and specifically

asked Haeg in person ifHaeg saw a reason for oral argument on the state's

motion to dismiss - and then asked Haeg, "Other than the fact the whole case

hangs in the balance'?" This statement by Judge Bauman is why Rule nee)

requires oral argument to be held on motions to dismiss if it is requested - because

a motion to dismiss can resolve the entire proceeding. Haeg answered Judge

6
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Bauman that he absolutely wanted oral arguments on the state's motion to dismiss.

Judge Bauman then stated, "If I need the benefit of oral argument, I'll schedule
. -

._or~1 argU;iAel).t ~Il fairlyshortnotice:~'_, This proves Judge Baumanmistakenly. ._._.". __
.~.. . ..' -..~:: -~ _.' ::- ~,- '. ': -. ::~. ',', :~<:"-~' ,- .,. ::~.,,~ '.>.~" ..', "'r:""" :.~:_:': ;-..,: -'~ ~". "..",,<.:. '; ,~:.~~ ::'.' .;"':' <~.,. -. : ", .'.,._:~:-~.: ~~~·,;·"':·,.' ..·~~:;~·L~;:;,:;:~~~:~,~·::~·:.::t~~,::~ ..;: .~.~:~ :.~.

';0::::;:t,:;~:~[~:~:~;~~lr~~!t~~~li~~~1~]~iri~~~~~1~ill%~t~~'~
.~:···~·:;tr~·~'~.~~;.,::·:"·:.',:,~:·.,:~':~-,~-·,~,~ .:.~:".: (:.''''~~~~~~~.'~ ~':~~::';:~~:;;." .' .. ,._, ," ,'," _':'. _." . ..~~~::~,:,:.:.~,~~7..~:, l~.~'{jY."~.~:,~"~'~i·~-: ...:·.':::::":~-i~:"~·<~::\:;:·.'.~{?-i:~~~~' ~::':~:"~'.:;"

your view on 'oralargumenton yoUr-long-pen:ding-inotionto'disiriiss?"-pioviiJ.g::~:~:-.::.. ...• .

Judge Bauman kriew it had been made long ago. See July 6, 2011court record,

.. :~.:-:'::_'. •... '.:'(3if'0nAtigU§t~3;:2Qll,jijdg~':13mlInimcaskedthe,shltetobrl~fj'l~eg'~:':": .': "'-;' .:., ..
'''. •• .>". " -."

motiohfOr-the-required-hearing o-n/he state's motio/'} to dismiss..

'. """_'::": .. :}:._ . "-." P~) .. qt;lSeptember4,. 20glfa;eg filed.a repiY,tothe§ta1e:soppo$itiq-Q-to·,::.: ,,'.; ~ . -

_.-. -- - ._.-
the-fact it was-a-reguired'hearing:·_ . -,-." - .<'- ....

(34) On January 3, 2012 Judge Bauman granted most of the state's

,.- .•. -',

. motion-to dismiss ~l~ithouie~er-':uli~i on Haeg 'sn~nierous1hotlonSror.'the·.-. ... - - ' .

• - ',.. ~ .•',.. ,< •••, : ."

requiredoral argument hearing - and Without-holding the required hearing. In

this corrupt decision Judge Bauman (a) eliminated the corruption and conspiracy

between Judge Murphy (Haeg's trial judge),Trooper Gibbens (the main witness
. . . ..,. " . . . -. ,.' . . '" "-:'

'. ~ ..
7

' ..~ - .,~- .

.,,:, .. ',..'
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against Haeg), and judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein because it was

too "attenuated" (weak) - when Judge Joannides had ruled this was so strong it

precluded Judge Murphy from presiding over Haeg's PCR proceedings and

prompted Judge Joannides to certify the evidence and make 43 and 77 page

referrals of corruption and conspiracy to the ACJC; (b) falsified Haeg's claim that

Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens had conspired to rig Haeg's entire trial and

sentencing - Judge Bauman now falsely states that Haeg had limited this claim of

corruption to a now worthless plane (having sat outside rusting away for the past 8

years in the state's impound yard); (c) eliminated Haeg from presenting the

evidence that Marla Greenstein, after Judge Joannides' referral, falsified a

"verified" document to cover up her corrupt investigation ofJudge Murphy; (d)

falsely ruled many of Haeg's claims have already been decided; (e) falsely ruled

Haeg had no constitutional claims that could be brought up during PCR; and (f)

falsely claimed Haeg had not made a "prima facie" case that his attorneys were

ineffective - when to do this all Haeg had to do was to swear a claim, which if true

and without considering any evidence from the state, would mean Haeg did not get

effective representation. In his PCR application/memorandum/affidavit Haeg

swore his own attorneys lied to him, conspired with each other, the prosecution,

and the presiding judge to illegally, unjustly, and unconstitutionally convict and

sentence him. In other words, ifHaeg's own attorneys actually did all this, would

it mean Haeg did not get effective counselor a fair trial? Ifit does (which it

irrefutably does) then Haeg has met his burden of a making "prima facie" case -

8
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and then Haeg must be allowed to present the evidence and witnesses proving his

claims in an "open to the public" evidentiary hearing and then the state must

present evidence and witnesses refuting them - if they can. The significance of all

this is that if Judge Bauman rules Haeg has not made a "prima-facie" case, Haeg

will never get to present the mountain of evidence and witnesses he already has to

prove the incomprehensible injustice. A copy ofHaeg's

application/memorandum/affidavit, proving Judge Bauman's above falsehoods, is

located at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com and the Kenai courthouse for those

wishing to see the proof themselves.

(35) On 1-13-12 Haeg filed a motion that Judge Bauman must be

disqualified for corruption. In his motion Haeg claimed Judge Bauman (in addition

to violating other laws, rules, and canons to deny Haeg mandatory open-to-the-

public hearings):

"has almost certainly [Qlsified the sworn affidavits he is required to
submit to be paid - since it is unlikely he has gone without pay fOr
the over 6 months since he was required to have decided Haeg 's
motion fOr a hearing according to AS 22.10.190 (which requires a
judge to swear under oath that no item submitted for an opinion or
decision is older than 6 months - and Haeg's motion for a hearing is
over a year old)."

(36) On January 18,2012, after his motion that Judge Bauman must be

disqualified for cause, Haeg obtained a copy ofJudge Bauman's affidavit for the

pay period ending on the last day of December 2011 - in which Judge Bauman

claims no issue presented to him for an opinion or decision was older than 6

9
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months - when the court record irrefUtably proves this is not true. See attached

affidavit.

(37) On January 23,2012 Haeg filed acriminal complaint that Judge

Bauman was falsifying sworn affidavits so he could be paid after not deciding

motions within the six-month time limit. See attached criminal complaint.

(38) On January 23, 2012 Haeg filed an Alaska Commission on Judicial

Conduct complaint that Judge Bauman was falsifying sworn affidavits so he could

be paid after not deciding motions within the six-month time limit. See attached

judicial conduct complaint.

(32) On February 2,2012 (2-5-12) Judge Bauman (immediately after

receiving Haeg's criminal and judicial complaints against him) issued numerous

orders (approximately 20) denying all ofHaeg's motions. One of the orders Judge

Bauman issued on this date was to deny Haeg's "1-5-11 Motion for Hearing and

Rulings Before Deciding State's Motion to Dismiss". See attached order. This

means Judge Bauman ruled on Haeg 's motion over a year after Haeg made it - in

exact opposition to Judge Bauman's sworn 1-3-12 affidavit that:

"no matter currently referred to mefor opinion or decision has been
uncompleted or undecided by me for a period ofmore than six
months. " See Judge Bauman's attached affidavit.

Another order Judge Bauman issued on February 2,2012 was to deny

Haeg's April11, 2011 motion for Judicial Notice of Additional Caselaw-

meaning Judge Bauman issued this order on Haeg 's motion over 10 months after

Haeg made it - in exact opposition to Judge Bauman's sworn 1-3-12 affidavit that:

10
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· "no matter currently referred to me for opinion or decision has been
uncompleted or undecided by me for a period ofmore than six
months. " See Judge Bauman's attached affidavit.

(33) As shocking as the forgoing is that Judge Bauman backdated, to

January 17, 2012, his ruling on Haeg's 8-1-11 Motion for an Order Invalidating

the Southern Boundary Change to Guide Use Area 19-07 - to fraudulently make it

appear that this order was made within six months o(when it was referred to

Judge Bauman. The courts own date stamp of February 2, 2012 on the order

itself proves this backdating by Judge Bauman, along with the courts postmark of

February 3,2012 on the envelope to Haeg.

(34) To explain away the denial ofHaeg's required oral argument

hearing Judge Bauman claims Haeg filed his January 5, 2011 request for a hearing

after the 5 day deadline for doing so had expired. Yet Judge Bauman ignores the

fact that, before Judge Bauman had ever been assigned to Haeg's case, Haeg had

previously asked for the hearing within the required time limit. Itwas a year

AFTER he first requested a hearing, and AFTER Judge Bauman was assigned to

hear Haeg's PCR, that Haeg filed ANOTHER motion for a hearing on January 5,

2011 - because no one had ruled on Haeg's previous motions for a hearing or

given him the required hearing.

Law

Alaska Statute 22.10.190. Compensation.

(b) A salary warrant may not be issued to a superior court judge
until the judge has .filed with the state officer designated to issue
salary warrants an affidavit that no matter referred to the judge for

11
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opinion or decision has been uncompleted or undecided by the judge
for a period ofmore than six months.

Civil Rule 77(e) Oral Argument.

(1) If either party desires oral argument on the motion, that party
shall request a hearing within five days after service of a responsive
pleading or the time limit for filing such a responsive pleading,
whichever is earlier.

(2) Except on motions to dismiss; motions for summary judgment;
motions for judgment on the pleadings; other dispositive motions;
motions for delivery and motions for attachment, oral argument shall
be held only in the discretion of the judge. The amount of time to be
allowed for oral argument shall be set by the judge.

(3) If oral argument is to be held, the argument shall be set for a date
no more than 45 days from the date the request is filed or the motion
is ripe for decision, whichever is later.

AS 22.20.020 Disqualification of Judicial Officer for Cause

(c) If a judicial officer is disqualified on the officer's own motion
or consents to disqualification, the presiding judge of the district
shall immediately transfer the action to another judge of that
district to which the objections of the parties do not apply or are
least applicable and if there is no such judge, the chiefjustice of
the supreme court shall assign a judge for the hearing or trial of the
action. If a judicial officer denies disqualification the question shall
be heard and determined by another judge assigned for the purpose
by the presiding judge of the next higher level of courts or, if none,
by the other members of the supreme court. The hearing may be ex
parte and without notice to the parties or judge.

Rule 35.1 Post-Conviction Procedure

(f) Pleadings and Judgment on Pleadings.
(1) In considering a pro se [someone representing themselves like
Haeg] application the court shall consider substance and disregard
defects ofform...

Alaska Code of Judicial Conduct.... .. . - - - - _. ,.;.-. ..,.
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.Canon 1. A Judge Shall Uphold the Integrity and Independence of
the judiciary.

An independent and honorable judiciary IS indispensable to
achieving justice in our society.

Commentary. -- Deference to the judgments and rulings of courts
depends upon public confidence in the integrity and independence of
judges. The integrity and independence of judges depend in turn
upon their acting without fear or favor. Public confidence in the
impartiality of the judiciary is maintained when judges adhere to the
provisions of this Code.

Conversely, violation of this Code diminishes public confidence in
the judiciary and thereby does injury to the system of government
under law.

Canon 2. A Judge Shall Avoid Impropriety and the Appearance of
Impropriety in All of the Judge's Activities.

A. In all activities, a judge shall exhibit respect for the rule of law,
comply with the law,* avoid impropriety and the appearance of
impropriety, and act in a manner that promotes public confidence in
the integrity and the impartiality of the judiciary.

Commentary. -- Public confidence in the judiciary is eroded by
. irresponsible or improper conduct by judges. A judge must avoid all
impropriety and appearance of impropriety. A judge must expect to
be the subject of constant public scrutiny. A judge must therefore
.accept restrictions on the judge's conduct that might be viewed as
burdensome by the ordinary citizen and should do so freely and
willingly.

The prohibition against behaving with impropriety or the appearance .
of impropriety applies to both the professional and personal conduct
of a judge. Because it is not practicable to list all prohibited acts, the
proscription is necessarily cast in general terms that extend to
conduct . by judges that is harmful although not specifically
mentioned in the Code.

Actual improprieties under this standard include violations of law,
court rules, and other specific provisions of this Code. The test for
appearance of impropriety is whether the conduct would create in

13
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reasonable minds a perception that the judge's ability to carry out
judicial responsibilities with integrity, impartiality, and competence
is impaired.

(7) A judge shall accord to every person the right to be heard
according to law.

(8) A judge shall dispose of all judicial matters promptly, efficiently,
andfairly.

D. Disciplinary Responsibilities.

A judge having information establishing a likelihood that another
judge has violated this Code shall take appropriate action.

[Why Judge Joannides documented, certified, and referred the
evidence of Judge Murphy's and judicial investigator Marla
Greenstein's corruption and conspiracy to cover up that Judge
Murphy was chauffeured by the main witness against Haeg during
Haeg's entire week-long trial and two day sentencing]

The words "shall" and "shall not" mean a binding obligation on
judicial officers, and a judge's failure to comply with this obligation
is a groundfor disciplinary action.

"Law" means court rules as well as statutes, constitutional
provisions, and decisional law.

Discussion

(1) There is irrefutable evidence that Judge Bauman has been falsifying

the sworn pay affidavits required by 22.10.190 so he can be paid while he is

denying Haeg's right to a prompt decisions and prompt PCR disposition.

(2) It is clear that Judge Bauman has now fraudulentlypre-dated orders

to avoid further evidence of his perjury in falsifying his sworn pay affidavits.

(3) It is clear that Judge Bauman is fraudulently claiming Haeg missed

the deadline with his hearing request of January 5, 2011 to corruptly cover up his
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denial of Haeg's required oral argument hearing. Haeg had filed requests for the

hearing in TIMELY responsive pleadings over a year previous to January 5,2011

and the only reason Haeg filed ANOTHER motion for a hearing on January 5, .

2011 is that after a whole year no one had given him the hearing that was required

to be given within 45 days of asking. It is common sense that with a new judge

just assigned (Bauman) that Haeg would renew his year old request for a hearing.

And Judge Bauman's claim the "hearing" which Haeg requested was a non-

required "evidentiary" hearing instead of an "oral argument" hearing, Haeg

specifically cited "oral argument" in his motions and Rule 77(e) specifically states

you request a "hearing" NOT an "oral argument hearing". Judge Bauman is

falsifying the truth and using semantics to justify denying Haeg the required open-

to-the-public oral argument needed to expose the widespread corruption and

conspiracy that taints Haeg's prosecution.

(4) The following excerpt of the transcription of Haeg's last in-person

hearing with Judge Bauman on July 6, 2011 proves just how puzzling Judge

Bauman's claim is that Haeg did notrequest "oral argument" or that Haeg did not

ask for it in a timely manner:

Judge Bauman: The next motion that it appears to the court that
should have priority is in fact the Peterson motion on behalf of the
state to dismiss the postconviction relief petition. That is what I '
might characterize as a common motion. It's not uncommon early in
a PCRcase for the state to move to dismiss. I haven't reviewed that
motion yet. And remind me Mr. Haeg, have you filed an opposition
to the states motion to dismiss the PCR?

Haeg: I have and the state has filed a reply to my opposition.

15
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Judge Bauman: Right. I will ask you first Mr. Haeg. Do you see a
reason for oral argument on that motion? Other than the fact the
whole case hangs in the balance?

Haeg: I would like to have oral argument on it. As you have pointed
out if it's granted it's over. I pack up and go home. So 1 would greatly
like to have oral arguments on that.

Judge Bauman: Mr. Peterson, what is your view on oral argument
on your long-pending motion to dismiss?

Peterson: I don't know that there is a need for oral argument, not to
be argumentative with Mr. Haeg. A lot of the basis for the states .
motion to dismiss is just pointing out that certain claims that he is
raising in his PCR were fully addressed on his appeal and that as a
matter of law the court can take a look at that, can take a look at the
appellate record and see that yes the court of appeals did deal with
this issue and therefore not be raised in the PCR. Now things like the
ineffective assistance of counsel the state objected to being raised in
the appeal and that was not dealt with because the court said it was
an appropriate matter to be raised in a PCR. So clearly that issue I
suspect will survive. So I would think the court can dismiss the
claims that were appropriately addressed on appeal and could greatly
narrow and focus this pending PCR so the parties have' a nice focus
on where were headed as opposed to re-litigating every aspect of the
trial and the prior appeal.

Judge Bauman: Well, at this point where I'm going to leave the
motion to dismiss is it's my intention to review that motion, the
opposition, the reply, and also take into account the several
subsequent motions, or motions along the way by Mr. Haeg to
supplement. I'll be looking at it with an eye to sorting out, if you
will, those claims that have been addressed by the Court of Appeals.
I have the sense that they've addressed some claims that may have
been included by Mr. Haeg in this PCR. I had actually hoped an
attorney for Mr. Haeg would be helping the court in that exercise
because one of typically appointed duties of appointed counsel, one
of the duties of appointed counsel, is to go through the PCR and
weed out those things that the attorney cannot stamp, if you will, or
bless under rule 11. I don't have the benefit of that. We didn't get to
that part. So that's what I'll be doing. If I get through that exercise
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" and feel that I need the benefit of oral argument, I'll schedule oral
argument on fairly short notice .

.The last line of the above statement by Judge Bauman proves that he

believed (or was leading Haeg to believe) oral argument was not required to be

held if it is requested on a motion to dismiss. It is now clear that Judge Bauman

proceeded to decide the motion to dismiss without the required hearing and,

ONLY AFTER Haeg protested this denial of the required due process,

fraudulently manufactured an excuse to justify his not holding the very oral

arguments he encouraged Haeg to request in the July 6, 2011 hearing.

(5) Another glaring example of the bias that Judge Bauman gives the

State over that which he gives Haeg: On January 5, 20 11 (docketed by the court

on January 10, 2011) Haeg filed his motion for Hearing and Rulings Before

Deciding States Motion to Dismiss. Judge Bauman then the allowed the state to

file an opposition (without the state ever having asked for an extension) to this on

August 26, 2011, or over 7 months later, when the time limit for the state to do so

was 10 days. This is the same motion Judge Bauman falsely claims Haeg missed

the deadline for filing. It is the state that missed their deadline of 10 days by well

over 7 months - while Haeg never missed the filing deadline. Something is

terribly wrong for Judge Bauman to punish Haeg for non-existent violations and

then give the state a "wink and nod" for massive due process violations.

(6) The court record of Haeg's PCR proves Haeg has been persistently

claiming each and every PCR hearing to which he is entitled. PCR Rule 35.1(f):
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"In considering a pro se [someone representing themselves like
Haeg] application the court shall consider substance and disregard
defects ofform..."

Judge Bauman has apparently never read this - for he is ignoring substance

and holding pro se Haeg to unattainably high form, and allowing the state to

violate all the rules. And all the while Judge Bauman himself falsifies the facts,

falsifies affidavits, and pre-dates orders, so he can be paid while denying Haeg the

required hearings and prompt proceedings.

Conclusion

(1) No one would believe they had an unbiased judge if that judge was

irrefutably falsifying sworn affidavits to be paid after failing to make the required

rulings on that person's case - especially when that person were filing over and

over, as Haeg has for years, for expedited consideration of their case. It would

confirm anyone's fear that the delays totaling very nearly 8 years were intentional-

and meant to "starve" Haeg and his family into submission.

(2) No one would believe they had an unbiased judge if, after being

caught red-handed going over the deadline for doing so, the judge immediately

issued approximately 20 orders an long with pre-dating orders so it would appear

as if they were made within the six-month deadline for doing so.

(3) No one would believe they had an unbiased judge if, after being

caught red-handed failing to provide required and asked for hearing, the judge

falsified past events to provide a justification for not providing the hearing.
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Especially when the motive for failing to provide the required hearing is so

obvious - the opposing party (in Haeg's case the state) hadfiled a 47-page

opposition to the required hearing.

(4) The above actions by Judge Bauman, all of which benefit the state

and harm Haeg, are either felony crimes or violations of rules that are not within

the discretion of any judge. In other words they irrefutably prove Judge Bauman's

actual bias for the state and against Haeg.

(5) For a single count of unsworn falsification (a misdemeanor) Haeg,

who had no criminal history whatsoever, was sentenced to 90 days injail. For his

multiple counts of sworn falsification (all felonies) Judge Bauman will be

sentenced to at least several years in prison. It is more than apparent that Judge

Bauman cannot be allowed to preside over the case ofthe very person (Haeg) who

filed the criminal charges against Judge Bauman.

(6) In our country, land of the free and home of the brave, we have an

absolute and unquestionable right to a judge who is not, for whatever reason,

falsifying sworn affidavits - PERIOD.

(7) A recent deposition of Haeg's first attorney (Brent Cole) produced

shocking new evidence of why the fundamental breakdown in justice started. Cole

testified under oath that he had "personal" conflict of interest against Haeg and for

the state but "could keep this separate from my professional duty" to Haeg. Yet

Cole, in his written contract to "represent" Haeg for $200 per hour, certified he

had no conflicts of interests with Haeg. In other words Cole lied so he could be a
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double agent and "second prosecutor" for the state prosecution and sell ignorant

and unsuspecting Haeg out to the state - explaining why Cole lied to Haeg about

his rights and why every single thing Cole did harmed Haeg and benefited the

state. As Mark Osterman (Haeg's third attorney) told Haeg on tape, "This is the

biggest sellout of a client by an attorney I have ever seen - you didn't know your

attorneys were goanna load the dang dice so the state would always win."

The enormity and growing size of the cover up being attempted is mind-

boggling. Haeg and a growing number of the public continue to watch in horror as

attorney after attorney and judge after judge try to cover up the impossible.

Calmly, inexorably, and with complete disregard to personal consequences Haeg,

along with many others seriously concerned, will continue to very carefully

document the now rapidly expanding corruption, conspiracy, and cover up in his

. case and, when no more are willing, or forced, to "drink the loyalty Kool-Aid",

will fly to Washington, DC and not leave until there is a federal prosecution of

everyone involved.
,

Our constitution and the innumerable people who have died for it demand

nothing less.

Prayer for Relief

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks for an evidentiary hearing and

for an oral argument hearing on Judge Bauman's refusal to disqualify himselffor
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cause. Further, Haeg respectfully asks that after these hearings are held that Judge

Bauman be disqualified for cause.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed
.---

on /-('//(/. prv' /3 i 26/2. A notary public or other official empowered
/ I

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many ofthe documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

~A/L
David S. Haeg - p
PO Box 123 '.
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on ;:;kt-< /{/'1/ /.J( '2oj2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the following parties: 'Peterson, Judge
Gleason-Judge J9annides, U.S. Department of Justice, FBI, and media.

By/0LV 4- ?:i
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Date
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P. O. SOX 110204
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0204
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DOA.DOl".PR.Affidavits@alaska.gov
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(Time and Date)
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A hearing on the motion will be held at ------;;;;;:----;-::::-7"-:---- Courtroom __

The motion is granted.

The motion is denied.

It is ordered that:

Further Orders:

o
JkJ
o
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7J . .. } .CASEN0.3tn"/O~7cJ]Y- -. CI
_______--'---,.__ Defendant(s). )._

) .. ORDER. ONMO~N~,~ .' ..

;;'t~~~~
)fi k~

I~ /7-20/2-
Dare Judge's Signature

CARL BAUMAN
I certify that on d-' 3-13-
a copy of this order was mailed to (list
names): rbg I P~.so)JJ 1=="lo.nj a.n

Type or Print Judge's Name
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(Time and Date)

________---Defendant(s).

Further Orders:

It is ordered that:

o The motion is granted.

S The motion is denied.

o A hearing on the motion will be held at __-'-----;::,,---_--:-::,--~-_Courtroom __

... . ':

---

Date

Type or Print Judge's Name
I certify that on d -3· {d--
a copy of this order'\was mailed to (list
names):·1-\oe.S I -Y.QAeC5~J :t="(CX(\ 56.f)

(:

Clerk: C.f~btd=6
'J

CJV-820 (5/02) (cs)
ORDER ON MOllO,,!

Civil Rules 7(b) & 77
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DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

_ ••• n ',': ...::'::-:':: : -, '-:::--.1;.:':~. _.:--.:-' "-:-:":::_. ".;:.,.:.•

.-~'.~~::~~~~~!~U·~i~f,")~~~~~~rt~~I~~~L~~~':~-'t~-\~?"· - ".~
r. 'c

). . '., .
) POSI::CONVle-nGN RELIEF

..) CaseN6;:'31Q~::Jo::oYi9'5C("
. -) (fonnerly'3HO-fO-00064CI)

)'. .

)
)

C'·.", ..

The applicant's 8-1-1 I MOTION FOR AN ORDER INVALIDATING THE-
SOUTHERN BOUNDARY CHANGE TO GUIDE USE AREA 19-07; THAT NO

HEARINGS BE SET FROM AUGUST 3, 2011 TO AUGUST 19, 2011; AND THAT

HAEG BE EXEMPTED FROM FILING DOCUMENTS BETWEEN THESE DATES IS

hereby GRANTE&I DENIED.

~ .

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this 1'1 day of .Ilk u..ov-.1

Superior COUIt Judge Carl Bauman

- ..._--'-- ...

.CiRyit=iCAfiON OF DISTRIBUTION: !
~ I certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed to [
! the Iollowino at their addresses of record: 1

.!loco -.c(J..J'5:)i --'.0(c::l.n,qa/, i, , '::J : ' -" ./ J :~ J- I
. ~ ,---;"J?' C!.\ f@ ;;"). H- S:'.u.L'.O£'J-/ ~_._,

:C~¥ ~r~ !
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The official courtdocuments ptovingcJudge\l;raumIDl:s'=affidiiVitis:fa1sEattlocate<L :.."_~>'t:·~~.,,,-,:
in the court record of David Haeg's pCRcase3:KN;;lO·.;-6t295CI:' . " :. "

The courthouse in Kenai, Alaska currently holds these records.
. '

The attached 1-5-11 Motion for Hearing is a copy of one ofthe court records
provingJudge Bauman's perjury.

c::

The attached copy of the 1-13-12 Motion to Disqualify Judge Bauman for Cause
(Corruption) identifies other court records provingJudge Bauman committed
perjury and provides evidence why he did so and ~!!t he. did so knowingly,

In addition the I-I3- 12 Motion identifies other mandatory rules, cannons, and
rights Judge Bauman violated during the same criminal enterprise.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on J;,ow<ry 73/ 20/2 . A notary public or other official empowered

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in '

accordance with AS 09.63'()20

/'} -" ~<~~:> /
/ / /. /

- (.I \,1 _._/ -." ',_. ':-d
1/
",/

,/ ,-,/
I -. I \'./\>...~_.-//

David S. Haeg
PO Box 123

.Soldotna, '?Alaska 99669
(9dij262:'9249 and 262-8867 fax
haep"@'al&ski(riet
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Complaint About An Alaska State COllri-Judge='-::-="' '" '.-

Name of Judge:

Date: 1-23- /2

C, .
\' ..'. ~'.

Court: Supreme _ Appeals . Superior X District

Court Location ~'{j!«'4 ~
Case N3mC(J{Rdnun,):i!i =1;= .>'1 & 0 f.'JlL~--
Case NUlllber(I{R~{"'''''''): 3 J{!l/-/CJ - CJ/295 c T
Your Name: [)« l/ld Ht{y -

liSt, of your name: If the box below is not checked, the Commission will proceed
8t its own discretion.

I
I,
!

'::, ...... /;'-;- .'. ,",

"

r;-7f The Commission may use my name in any communications with the judge related
~ to the Commission's disciplinary functions. -

''102- ?-~2.- Cf7:'11.. .{'4~
(0..,·) (C,_lng'

2

Your Telephone No:

YOUr Signature:

,d'I,' /> ,:',
,/

.'..
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Alaska Commission on [udiclal Conduct
1029 W. 3rd Ave .. Suite 550. Anchorage, Alaska 99501-1.944.

(907) 272-1033 In Alaska 800-478-1033 FAX (907)'.272-9309'

Marl" N. Greenstein
Executive Director
E.-M<lil: Il1greenstein@a.cjc,state.al<.us

David Hatg
P.O. Box 123
Soldotna, AK99669

CONFIDENTIAL
January 27.2012

(....

Re: Nonjurisdictional Accusation Judge Bauman

Dear Mr. Haeg:

I have reviewed your complaint that Judge Bauman made several rulings that you believe
are incorrect and made statements that you believe were 'false: "'Alkof:your concerns seem to be
related to decisions the judge made concerning your Post-Conviction Relief Petition and do not
appear to raise any ethics issues under the Alaska Code of Judicial Conduct. Whether to grant oral
argument, for example, is up to the discretion of the judge and is not required.

The Commission on Judicial Conduct has limited powers and duties under Alaska law (see
A.S. 22.30.0 II) and has no power to enter into cases or reverse judicial decisions. The complaint
you have filed does not appear to raise an ethical issue. The judge's decisions in the case may be
appealable, but do not appear to constitute misconduct as defined in A.S. 22.30.011 (copy
enclosed).

Commission staff has consequently concluded that your complaint against the judge be
dismissed as being outside the scope of the commission's authority. The full commission will
review your complaint al its next meeting, March 16'11 in Anchorage. If you have additional
information you wish to present, please coniaci this office. If this dismissal is set aside. your
complaint will be reopened and you will be informed.

,,',
:..'

.: ~'- ",'

, ~-

4~-·.-'. -
. i " Marla N, Greenstein.'

Executive Director

'.'.~
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

YS.

STATE OF ALASKA,

,
Respondent.

Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 CI

STATE'S REPLY TO 1-30-12 OPPOSITION TO STATE'S SECOND MOTION
TO DISMISS HAEG'S APPLICATION FOR PCR AND OPPOSITION TO

1-30-l2'MOTION FOR ORAL ARGUMENT HEARING ON STATE'S SECOND
MOTION TO DISMISS

VRA CERTIFICATION
I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (I) the name of a victim of a sexual
offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or business address or telephone number of a

"victim of or witness to any crime unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it
is an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the
infonnatioJi \vasordered by the court.

COMES NOW the State of Alaska (hereinafter "State"), by and through its

. . .
undersigned Assistant Attorney General, Andrew Peterson ("Peterson") and hereby files

this reply to I-Iaeg's 1-30-12 opposition to the State's second motion to dismiss and an

opposition to Haeg's motion for oral argument hearingon the motion to dismiss: '
. .

. This Court should dismiss Haegs supplernental PCR claim based on the factthat

Haeg failed to plead specific facts showing prejudice and instead pleaded a mere

'. , '

conclusion of facts. See LaBrake Y. State, 152 P.3d 474, 481 (Alaska App. 2007). This
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Courtis not obligatedto presume the truthofa mere allegation 'without proof offered by

the moving party. See id.

. This Court should furtherdismiss thesupplemehtal claim alleging prosecutorial

misconduct due to the fact that Hieg'Sallegations do not give rise to an assertion that
. .

wouldwarrantrelief See id., at'480.' The LaBrake opinion sets forth the general rules

for resolving a first-phasestatemotion:todismiss ~PCR claim. LaBrake provides that

-when-a.court-resolves afirst-phase, motion todismiss for failing to plead a prima facie;

case, the court must treat'as true aH'''well~ple~ded factual assertions made by the

applicant and must then determine whether those well-pleadedassertions, if ultimately

.proven at a hearing, would warrant-relief See id, at480.

In this case; Haeg repeatedlyfiledmotions and affidavits under oath attesting

that h~ personally was the owner Of the airplane that was forfeited by the court to the

State. SeeExh. A, Notarized Affidavit of David Haeg 6nAttorneyOsterman'spleading

paper submitted to the Court of Appeals, signed April 2 i,2006 stating "lamthe owner

of one Piper PA-12 airplane with FAA Registration no. N4011M." Haeg cannot now

come before this Court and claim that the mere filct that his corporation is the registered

owner will somehow defeat the forfeitureofhis airplane tothe State. Haeg has already

challenged the forfeiture of his airplane to the Court of Appeals and his claim that.the
. .., .. .

airplane was wrongfully seized an wrongfully forfeited was denied by the Court of

Appeals.

State's Reply to Haeg's Oppositiontothe State's Second Motion to Dismiss
Application for Post Conviction Relief and Opposition to Haeg's Motion for - 2 
Evidentiary Hearing
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Haeg is further not entitled.to any relief in this case. Haeg's corporation has

repeatedly been offered the opportunity to file for a remission hearing. No pleading by
.." . . .

The Bush Pilot, Inc. has been filed. The reason for the corporation's failure to file is

presumably" due to the fact that the corporation, which is solely owned by Haeg, must

show that it was an innocent third party and had no knowledge that Haeg was using the

airplane to commit criminal acts. This will be impossible given Haeg's testimony at his

-own ·trialin 'which he admitted flying the airplane and killing wolves outside of the

predator control zone. The mere fact that the FAA has a policy of requiring court

judgments to provide specific information before transferring title is not grounds to

show that a fraud is being committed by the state or that Haeg is entitled to some relief.

The Court of Appeals previously addressed Haeg's claim that the forfeiture of his

plane was illegal and that he was entitled to the return of his plane. Haegmaintained all

through the appellate process that he was the owner of the airplane and that it should be

returned to him. The Court of Appeals denied Haeg's claim. Similarly, this Court

should deny Haeg's claim that the State's prosecutor committed misconduct by tiling a

motion for modification or clarification with the trail court that would allow the State to

register the plane that was properly forfeited to the State. There is no scenario in which

Haeg is entitled to relief and this Court should dismiss his claim and not allow Haeg to

make allegations that are contrary to his previously filed notarized documents.

State's Reply to Haeg's Opposition to the State's Second Motion to Dismiss
Application for Post Conviction Relief and Opposition to Haeg's Motion for - 3 
EVidentiary Hearing
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Haeg is similarly not entitled to an evidentiary hearing ifthis Court grants the

State's motion to dismiss. A PCR applicant, like the State in a criminal prosecution,

does not get to conduct discovery or have a hearing on faith that the missing elements

exist. The elements must be alleged. If it is not, the case goes no further. See Billy v.

State, 5 P.3d 888, 889 (Alaska App. 2000)(upholding trial court's dismissal ofa petition

for PCR based on the applicant's failure to meet his burden of pleading). Similarly,

-Haeg is-not- entitled to an evidentiary hearing in this case if he is unable to meet his

burden of pleading. Consequently, this Court should deny Haeg's motion for an

evidentiary hearing.

DATED at Anchorage, Alaska this l" day of February 2012.

MICHAEL C. GERAGHTY
ATTORNEY GENERAL

Byfla&.,
Assistant Attorney General
ABA #0601002

-
This is to certify that on this date, a correct
copy of the forgoin¥ was mailed to:

I»,1l\' 6t I~Ctj

y-:.. .1/ \I,i?
Date

State's Reply to Haeg's Opposition to the State's Second Motion to Dismiss
Application for Post Conviction Relief and Opposition to Haeg's Motion for - 4 -
EVidentiary Hearing .
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Mark D. Osterman, Attorney
Osterman Law Office, P.C.
215 Fidalgo Drive, Suite 106
Kenai, Alaska 99611
907 -283-5660

Ii'J THE COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

DAVID HAEG,

Appellant,

vs.

STATE OF-ALASKA,

Appellee

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Appeals Case No. A-09455

Trial Court No. 4MC-S04-024 CR

STATE OF ALASKA )
) SS.

THiRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT )

DAVID HAEG, being first duly sworn, deposes and states the following:

1. I am the defendant in the above referenced case.

2. I am the owner of one Piper PA-12 airplane with FAA Registration
no. N4011M.

3. On April 1, 2004, my airplane was seized by the Alaska State
Troopers in connection with my case for possible forfeiture.

4. I am the owner of The Bush Pilot, Inc. dba Dave Haeg's Alaskan
Hunts and Adventure Lake Lodge which I and my wife have operated
since 1990. The business operates during the months of April
through October (hunting, sightseeing, bear viewing and banner
towing) primarily in the Kenai Peninsula and West Cook Inlet. This
business in my entire family's yearly income. I do flightseeing, bear
viewing and banner towing in June, July and August which accounts
for approximately 15% of my family's yearly income.

Page 1 of 2
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5. The above described airplane is the only plane we have modified to
provide the sightseeing, bear viewing, and banner towing.

6. I have had the airplane appraised to determine its fair market value.
The fair market value is $11,290. Attached hereto is the appraisal of
the value of the airplane.

7. I understand that should I get convicted of certain game violations I
am currently charged with in this case that the court may forfeit my
airplane.

8. I am ready, willing and able to place in the court registry the fair
market value of the airplane in the sum of $11,290 as a cash bond
for security of the airplane and in lieu of the forfeiture of the airplane
in the event I am convicted of the game violations and the court in its
discretion orders that the airplane be forfeited.

9. In the event the court orders forfeiture of the airplane, the bond
amount can be used to satisfy the forfeiture of the airplane by the
State of Alaska and said amount of the bond shall be the property of
the State.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT
.-

.-~.,

,W~jJ'lc(~
DAVID HAEG // ./

I /
~.

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN TO before me this~ day of April,
2006.

Page 2 of 2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

The applicant's 1-30-12 motion, that Cole appear and be deposed at 310 K Street,
Suite 308 Anchorage, AK 99501 on February 7, 2012 starting at 10 am, is hereby
GRANTED /.DFWPD.

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this

)
)
)
) .
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

,2012.

Superior Court Judge

.~-- . ~- -.--~

i CERTIFICATION OF DISTRIElUTIU!',
I certify thatacopy of theforegoing was maIIe9 to

, thefollowing at their addresses of racord: ~~ed-

f-\~-Pe.kr~1 Colt l)

l. ;;J-,;)- (.;l. ~)'rbv,+1\ l
Da~ ~ I

. . J
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Marston&Cole ,017/021

Brent R. Cole, Esq.
Law Offices of Marston & Cole, P.C.
821 N Street, Suite 208
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 277-8001

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

ORDER QUASHING SUBPQENA

Applicant,

Respondent.

vs.

quashed. Mr. Cole is not required to appear at the deposition on January 31, 2012.

Brent R. Cole, having moved for an order quashing the subpoena requiring his

IT IS ORDERED that the subpoena issued January 18, 2012, to Brent Cole is

appearance at a deposition on January 31, 2012, at 10:00 am, and the court being advised,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

___________'----__,) Case No.: 3KN-10-01295CI

DATED this __ day 0[ -', 2012, at Anchorage, Alaska.

Order Quashing Subpoena
Haeg v. SOA. 3KN-l0-01295Cl
Page I of I

Carl Bauman
Judge of the District Court _ -,

:' "'ER-'IFICATION OF DISTRIBUTiON ,
: I.. I , asmeiied tq I
., I ertify, that a copy of the foregomgw d'-lC1.lO<O' \

\

. ~,CefOIlO~~;;~"rad,dC::~Of recor - \) \

;;:?-;J-ld ~
, Date Clef _.

(
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
CASE NO. 3KN-IO-1295 CI

Respondent.

Applicant,

vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

---------------)

ORDER DENYIN':' 'l?ERMISSION TO FILE CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT FOR
__JAMAGES IN THIS PCR PROCEEDING

David Haeg, through counsel, has filed a motion to permit the filing in this per

case of a class action complaint for damages. The State opposed the motion, and a reply was

tiled on behalf of Mr. Haeg.

A post conviction relief proceeding under AS 12.72 and Criminal Rule 35.1 has

limitations. See Criminal Rule 35.I(a) & (b). Those limitations lead the court to decline to

hear a class action complaint for damages in the context of a PCR proceeding. The motion to

permit the filing of the class action complaint in this PCR proceeding is therefore denied,

without prejudice to the merits or lack thereof in the class action complaint. The class action

{J;!.v~
Carl Bauman
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

; Date __.-::.C::.:le:;:-----~.

complaint may be filed in the superior court as a new, separate case .

...,f
Dated this L day of February, 2012.

Order Denying Permission To File Class Action Complaint in this PCR Case
Haeg v. State, 3KN-IO-1295 CI Page I of I
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
CASE NO. 3KN-10-1295 CI

Applicant,

Respondent.

vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

----------------)

DECISION ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE AND STRIKE JANUARY 2012
RULINGS

David Haeg filed a 25-page motion on January 13, 2012, to disqualify the

undersigned judge and to strike the rulings entered on January 3, 2012. Various grounds are

alleged for disqualification and to strike the January rulings. Mr. Haeg filed supplemental

information on January 23,2012, regarding a pay affidavit by the undersigned, and a motion

for an evidentiary hearing on his motion to disqualify and to strike the January 2012 rulings.

Prefatory Points: In his 43-page memorandum filed on November 30, 2009, in

support of his application for post-conviction relief, Mr. Haeg stated, among other things, on

page 42:

(4) if no justice is granted after exhausting all remedies Haeg will exercise the one
right that does not need an attorney, has yet to be taken away, and that is reserved
for dire situations such as this, his Second Amendment rights.

The Second Amendment provides a constitutional right for people to keep and bear arms.

One reading of what Mr. Haeg wrote is a not-so-veiled threat to "exercise" (i.e., use) the

arms which the Second Amendment permits him to keep and bear. In other words, a subtle

threat that if a judge does not rule in his favor, Mr. Haeg may shoot the judge. In the five

Decision on Motion To Disqualify Judge and Strike January Rulings
Haeg v. State, 3KN-IO-1295CI Page 1 of8
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hearings held to date in this case by the undersigned, Mr. Haeg has conducted himself

appropriately. The undersigned has not perceived and does not perceive a personal safety

threat, veiled or otherwise, from Mr. Haeg.

In other pleadings Mr. Haeg has made it clear that he will sue a judge for

conspiracy if the judge issues rulings adverse to Mr. Haeg. Judges in Alaska have immunity,

so an express or implied threat of civil action presents no particular concern. However, given

the thinly veiled rule-in-my-favor-or-I-will-shoot-you-or-sue-you (paraphrase) commentary

by Mr. Haeg, the opportunity to grant a motion to disqualify and avoid this case has

superficial appeal. But doing so would not be consistent with the obligations of a judge as

set forth in the Code of Judicial Conduct and the law of Alaska. A judge has a duty to sit. In

other words, a judge may not recuse himself or herself "simply because she does not want to

hear the matter, because of the difficulty of the subject matter, or even because of calendar

constraints." Alaska Federation for Community Self-Reliance v. Alaska Public Utilities

Comm'n, 879 P.2d 1015, 1021 (Alaska 1994), quoting In re Ellis, 108 B.R. 262,266 (D.

Hawaii 1989).

Canon 3 of the Code of Judicial Conduct and the commentary thereto counsel

against the temptation to escape a case by granting a baseless request for recusal, but also

remind the court to bear in mind the importance of avoiding the appearance of bias. There is

a non-exclusive list in Canon 3 of instances in which disqualification is appropriate where the

judge's impartiality might reasonably be questioned. Alaska Statute 22.20.020(a) also sets

forth grounds for' disqualification of a judge for cause. Some of the grounds for

disqualification in AS 22.20.020 duplicate grounds covered in Canon 3.

AS 22.20.020(c) provides in pertinent part:

Decision on Motion To Disqualify Judge and Strike January Rulings
Haegv. State, 3KN-IO-1295CI Page 2 of 8
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If a judicial officer' denies disqualification the question shall be heard and
determined by another judge assigned for the purpose by the presiding judge of the
next higher level of courts or, if none, by the other members of the supreme court.
The hearing may be ex parte and without notice to the parties or judge.

The undersigned is not aware of any ground to disqualify him from sitting on this

case. It is not uncommon for a party to believe a judge is biased against them when the judge

rules against them on a procedural or substantive motion. Something more is required to

establish bias or a reasonably based appearance of bias.

Judges are required to recuse themselves not only if there is actual bias but also if
there is the appearance of bias. However, the mere appearance of bias requires a
"greater showing" by the petitioner for recusal. The refusal by a judge to be
recused from a case is reviewed for an abuse of discretion. Issuing an evidentiary
ruling against Jourdan does not constitute bias. The evidentiary ruling is appealable
and has in fact been appealed. Even if Judge Hunt's ruling on this evidentiary issue
were found to be improper, this does not rise to the level of bias.

Jourdan v. Nationsbanc Mortg. Corp., 42 P.3d 1072, 1082 (Alaska 2002) (footnotes omitted)

(the alleged grounds for bias included Judge Hunt having been appointed by a Governor who

was a close personal friend of one of the adversary parties, which the Alaska Supreme Court

found not to create an appearance of impropriety). The court noted that the party seeking

recusal in the Jourdan case did not exercise the right to peremptorily challenge Judge Hunt

and instead waited until after an adverse substantive ruling was issued. Similar rulings have

been made in other cases. See,~ DeNardo v. Corneloup, 163 P.3d 956 (Alaska 2007). In

this DeNardo case the Court held,

Judges should recuse themselves if there is the appearance of bias, but "[b]y
themselves, interpretations of the law are not sufficient to demonstrate the existence
of bias." Wehave recognized that "[d]isqualification 'was never intended to enable

,a discontented litigant to oust a judge because of adverse rulings made.' "

DeNardo v. Corneloup, 1'63 P.3d at 967, quoting Wasserman v. Bartholomew, 38 P.3d 1162,

1171 (Alaska 2002). The Alaska Court of Appeals has explained that a judge has a counter-

Decision on Motion To Disqualify Judge and Strike January Rulings
Haeg v. State, 3KN-10-1295CI Page 3 of 8
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balancing duty to avoid the appearance of shirking responsibility. Feichtinger v. State, 779

P.3d 344, 348 (Alaska App. 1989). Bearing the foregoing in mind, the court will address the

reasons Mr. Haeg advances for disqualification, tracking his 18 numbered issues.

1. Mr. Haeg contends he was entitled to oral argument under Civil Rule 77(e)

before the court ruled on the State's motion to dismiss. Civil Rule 77(e)(l) provides a five

day period within which an oral argument must be requested if desired after service of a

responsive pleading or when the responsive pleading was due, whichever is earlier. The
,

State filed a Motion to Dismiss Application for Post-Conviction Relief on March 10, 2010

(the "Motion to Dismiss"). Mr. Haeg filed an Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss on March

19, 2010 (the "Opposition"). The State filed a "reply" on April 12, 2010, in which it

provided notice that it would rely upon its motion and not file a reply brief in response to

Mr. Haeg's Opposition. Mr. Haeg did not request oral argument on the motion to dismiss

within five days' of his Opposition or within five days of the non-substantive reply. In a

pleading filed on January 10, 2011, Mr. Haeg requested a hearing and rulings 'on various

motions before deciding the motion to dismiss. His description of the hearing he wanted was

one at which witnesses would be called to testify and their credibility judged. Mr. Haeg

made it clear that he wanted a hearing at which witnesses would be permitted and compelled

to testify in the largest courtroom in Kenai' to accommodate interested members of the

public. Such a hearing would have been an evidentiary hearing, not a mere oral argument.

There is no requirement for a court to conduct an evidentiary hearing on a motion to dismiss.

The court has discretion whether to hear oral argument on non-dispositive motions, whether

to hear oral argument on dispositive motions when the oral argument request is not timely,

and whether to grant an evidentiary hearing on a motion to dismiss.

Decision on Motion To Disqualify Judge and Strike January Rulings
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Here the court exercised its discretion not to hear oral argument and not to have

an evidentiary hearing on the motion to dismiss. It is noteworthy that Haeg PCR proceeding

was not dismissed in the January 3, 2012, Order. Mr. Haeg was given additional time and

. opportunity to gather information on his ineffective assistance of counsel claims. Oral

argument on the motion to dismiss after the further briefing opportunity has not been

foreclosed. Also, an evidentiary hearing may be held in due course on any claims that

survive the motion to dismiss.

2. Mr. Haeg claims the undersigned maliciously violated Civil Rule n(e)(2) and

'illegally acquiesced in the State's 47-page request that public oral argument take place. The

47-page State request referenced by Mr. Haeg played no role in the court's decision not to

hear oral argument at this stage of the motion to dismiss, The reasons no oral argument was

scheduled include (a) the request was untimely under Civil Rule nee), (b) this PCR case

already has five volumes of court files, (c) time was passing, and (d) the court did not

perceive a benefit from oral argument on the issues at hand.

3. Mr. Haeg claims the court is 322 days, and counting, past the mandatory time

limit for holding an oral argument "hearing." Oral argument and an evidentiary hearing are

not the same.

4. Mr. Haeg claims the undersigned has falsified pay affidavits. This PCR

proceeding is not the appropriate forum for complaints about pay affidavits. Through the

documents provided with his January 23,2012, Motion to Supplement, Mr. Haeg's concerns
"'.,,

have been raised with the Alaska State Troopers and with the Alaska Commission on

Judicial Conduct.

\J .

Decision on Motion To Disqualify Judge and Strike January Rulings
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5. Mr. Haeg claims it blatant effort by the court to keep corruption from public

view, The pleadings and court proceedings in a PCR proceeding such as this are public.

6. Mr. Haeg claims he was precluded from bringing in new evidence. He was

not. The court ruled that some of the material Mr. Haeg wanted to add to this PCR

proceeding is not "newly discovered." The court provided Mr. Haeg an opportunity in the

January 3, 2012, rulings to gather and present new evidence and argument on particular,

identified points.

7. Mr. Haeg claims the court mischaracterized or misunderstood his newly

discovered evidence claim to involve an entrapment defense. The Alaska Court of Appeals

already addressed the Haeg argument that the State violated Evidence Rule 410 by using a

statement he made during failed plea negotiations to charge him with crimes more serious

than he initially faced.

8. Mr. Haeg claims that the court has precluded him from raising constitutional

. rights violations with regard to ineffective assistance of counsel. The ineffective assistance

of counsel claims as to attorneys Cole and Robinson are alive in this case, subject to the

January 3, 2012 rulings.

9. Mr. Haeg argues the post-trial and post-sentencing issues the court ruled were

"too attenuated" are not. The January 3, 2012 rulings stand.

10. Mr. Haeg disputes the January 3, 2012 ruling with regard to attorney

Osterman. The January 3, 2012 ruling as to Osterman stands.

11. Mr. Haeg contends the court failed to recognize his trial/conviction was

illegal despite his self-incriminating testimony at trial. The self-incriminating testimony

noted by the undersigned is from the Court of Appeals decision on the appeal.

Decision on Motion To Disqualify Judge and Strike January Rulings
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12. On the issue whether Mr. Haeg did or did not show sufficient detail

regarding the lack of affidavits by his trial counsel, the January 3, 2012 rulings stand.

13. On the issue whether Mr. Haeg or the State bear the burden of presenting a

prima facie case before the merits are reached, the January 3, 2012 rulings stand.

14. See the response to point 13.

IS. The issue of any conspiracy between Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens is

one as to which Mr. Haeg has an opportunity per the January 3, 2012 rulings, but has not yet,

met his burden of a prima facie showing.

16. As to whether parts of the peR application are defective, which Mr. Haeg

disputes, the January 3, 2012 rulings stand.

17. Mr. Haeg alleges the court is covering ,up corruption and a conspiracy rather

than allowing it to be exposed in open court. See response to points Sand 15. The January

3, 2012 rulings stand.

18. Mr. Haeg contends the court is trying to starve him into submission. Mr.

Haeg insisted on retaining a controlling hand in his representation, and decided to reject the

counsel appointed at public expense. The pro se presentations by Mr. Haeg have been

voluminous but have not yet established a prima facie case for post-conviction relief. The

court devoted time, attention, and priority to the issues regarding Mr. Haeg's master guide

license. That effort was not intended to starve Mr. Haeg into submission, just the opposite.

Mr. Haeg has been given additional time per the January 3, 2012 rulings.

Decision on Motion To Disqualify Judge and Strike January Rulings
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CONCLUSION AND ORDERS

Based on the foregoing, the motion to disqualify the undersigned is denied. The

motion to supplement the motion for disqualification is granted. The motion for an

evidentiary hearing on the motions to disqualify and to strike the January 3, 2012 rulings is

denied. The motion to strike the January 3,2012 rulings is denied.

...J.
Dated this 2..- day of February, 2012.

Carl Bauman
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

. -_. -
CERTIFICATION OF DISTRIBUTION

Icertify that a copy oftheforegoing was mailed to
thefollowing allheir addresses ofrecord:
-HGlC3 I ~Sc.¥JJ'F1~'~Q..(\

~·3-Ia. dgOOhs
, Date ~
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Plaintiff,

vs,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-1O-01295 Civil

ORDER

This matter having come before the Court on the motion of the Plaintiff for

one day extension to file his Reply Brief, re: Motion to Permit Filing of Supplementa

Complaint, good cause having been shown,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the motion is granted.

DATED THIS
'"J.-o/2

,'2011.

JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT

. "CERTIFICATION OF DISTRIBUTION"" ~
':, I certify that a copyof the foregoing was r:nalled to
, the followin~atfthelr addresses of record.

\

r\Q~J ~)-::tla..f'5tU\

.
d-3-lo. cgtdogr,11,

Date ark ~

Order
Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 Civil PAGE 1 OF 2
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,
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Order
was served by mail this 1st day ofDecember, 2011 on:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 403

Anchorage, Alaska ~_. _

FLANIGAN & BAT~

Order
Haeg V State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil PAGE 2 OF 2
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,
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

rmnn JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-10-01295 Civil

ORDER

This matter having come before the Court on the motion of the Plaintiff t

allow an overlength brief, good cause having been shown,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the motion is granted .

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT

. ~

17 DAY OF· ::r-AA k MAqDATED THIS

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 403

Anchorage, A~_9_5_0_1 _

FLANIGAN &AILLE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Order
was served by mail this lst day ofDecember, 2011 on:

;'~CEimF'ICAnON'bFDiSTRlBDl"ioN' '\.
; Icertify thata copy oftheforegoing wasdr:nalled to .

: 'I't~~;i,n~~r;;:~~~r;; \
;). 2>'\& .~~!...--

Date ~

Order
Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil PAGE 1 OF 1
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG )
)

Applicant )
)

v. )
)

STATE OF ALASKA )
)

-----------)
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-10-01295 CI

ORDER

Having considered the applicant's 9-15-11 Motion for

Transcription, the state's opposition, and any response thereto,
. .

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the applicant's motion IS

DENIED.

DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this
"'i"-t 7 day of , r~,(}

7-01-;;2..
, 2011:-

: ' CERTIFICATION OF OiSTRIBliff6N ':
j I certifythat a copyof the foregoing was mailedto

the following at theiraddresses of record:

Ha~,PW~ .. 17IW\~CU)
~.~ld/?f~;~

Date ~
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA,

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-OI295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 9-15-11 motion, that the state must transcribe the deposition of
Arthur Robinson and to make this transcription available to Haeg, is hereby

~/DENIED.

0
UJ
o»

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this ('1 'lday of J itA,) ttV}t. '1

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

2.o/~

,Wti.

: ' CERTIFICATION OF DISTRIBUTiON l
: I certifythat a copyof the foregoing was mailedto I
i the following at theiraddresses of record:

I Ho.~J p~~) "FlOJ)I~

! ~~3-~ ~
'\ Date ~
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Daytime Telephone No. _

I iliPersonFi mg Proposed Order:

Name: _

Mailing Address: _

IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA AT '---' _

Plaintiff(s),

CI

(Time and Date)

',.

It is ordered that:

D The motion is granted.

JtJ The motion is denied.

D A hearing on the motion will be held at -;=:_-----..,:-=-----,-- Courtroom __

Further Orders:

I
1-/7-20(2-

Date Judge's Signature
CARLBAUMAN

I certify that on d.. 3-13-
a copy of this order was mailed to (list
names): t-0e..31 Ptt~S()y)) 17lo..(\~Q.f)

Type or Print Judge's Name

Clerk:~
CIY -820 (5/02) (cs)
ORDER ON MOTION

Civil Rules 7(b) & 77

!
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Daytime Telephone No, _

)

Person Filing Proposed ord_:J
Name: _

Mailing Address: -----'- _

IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA AT _

Courtroom __---

\

-:,-

\ '.

;;Jiili~~
__________ Defendant(s),

It is ordered that:

D The motion is granted.

8 The motion is denied.

'D A hearing on the motion will be held at

Further Orders:

Date

I certify that on c!) -.:3' (,;)..
a copy of this order was mailed to (list
names): +--toe.S J -j).Q,.\er-5Q'\) "F\o.l\ :jC<...n

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

~ CASE NO-SYn- t()- IJt[C
)

(Time and Date)

Type or Print Judge's Name

Cl

Clerk:~.
crv-820 (5/02) (cs)
ORDER ON MOTION

Civil Rules 7(b) & 77
02064
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7

8

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

TI-DRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVrDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent,
POST-CONVICnO],i RELIEF
Case No. 3KN-HJ··Ol~:95CI

11

13

14

15

Iii "

"I

[7

ORDKR ON AlPPL][CA1~PSMO'fION FOR EVID1&:N1rlA..1RY HEARING

Upon consideration of the motion for an evidentiary hearing and the

opposition to it,

IT IS ORDERED that the motion is DENIED.
"J-ol 'Z-

DATED:_.__L=...LL=- ",~.

--C)""

C'J
CO
o
o
~

24

25

26

{~~ .
--,,----------,,--

Carl Bauman "
Superior Court Judge
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 8-1-11 MOTION FOR AN ORDER INVALIDATING THE

I'
SOUTHERN BOUNDARY CHANGE TO GUIDE USE AREA 19-07; THAT NO

HEARINGS BE SET FROM AUGUST 3, 2011 TO AUGUST 19, 2011; AND THAT

HAEG BE EXEMPTED FROM FILING DOCUMENTS BETWEEN THESE DATES is

hereby GRMHEB-I DENIED.

r-- 2-(.)12-

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this 1'1 day of JlkIlAl'-1__'~

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

:I-_ ..._.~--_.__._---'

51

("CERTIFICAfioNClFDlsTRIBUTION
.j I certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed to
, the following at their addresses of record:

I }tCl.5':P~j -ptClf\5CVl

'~~-?2.g~
'oat ~
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-OI295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064Ci)
)
)
)

The applicant's 12-15-11 motion for immediate hearings, rulings, and restart of
PCR proceedings, is hereby GE MsT'fED / DENIED.

'(""'-

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this 17 day of :T14;tJ .

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

cERriFicAiK;,';foFoiSfRisOTiON-· .
: I certifythat a copy of the foregoing was mailedto

I
'the following allheir addresses of record:

I j--\ll~1 P~-kc5o'"\J HM.5Ct()
~·~-It3- dlrhorlA,--_

. Date ~
- ._--------
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG,

Plaintiff:

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-IO-OI295 Civil

ORDER

This matter having come before the Court on the Plaintiffs motion for an

extension of time to file a Reply to the Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiffs Motio

for Leave to File a Class Action Complaint. good cause having been shown,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Plaintiffs motion is granted, the

Plaintiffs Reply Brief is now due on 11130/2011. .

DATED THIS ??V'-~AY OF f:::L"--,,,"-

JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT

l.::r
,20K

Motion And Memorandum To Perulit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-JO-1295 Civil PAGE I OF 2
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•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Order granting Motionfor extension ofTime
was served by mail this zs" day of November, 20 lIon:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 403

71llt(t:;l501

Motion And Memorandum To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
HaegvState, Case No. 3KN-JO-J295 Civil PAGE20F2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-IO-01295 CI

ORDER

Having considered the State's unopposed motion for an extension of time

to reply to Mr. H"aeg's complaint, and any response thereto,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the State has until October 21,201 I, to

respond to the Plaintiffs Supplemental Class Action Complaint.

DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

_ :.oj"{ I i~ICA1'ION OF DfsiRiBun~
. ,~ertlfy that a copyof the foregoing was mailedto

Ij;;~~g~~~~:e~~~;Cl()
L~?~tf-3_~~ ~4(UAbL---
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

reply, the applicant's opposition, and any response thereto,

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-IO-01295 CI

ORDER

Having considered the state's motion for an extension of time to file a

Applicant,

Respondent.

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

------------)

--.~
l<)

I

b
C5

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the motion to continue is granted. The

state has until October 14, 2011, to respond to the Opposition to State's Notice of

Supplemental Authority.

.» f-<?i
DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this '0 day of .ez;:t

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

~ .. _ _ ."-- .:~l""'_"·•. -.........,:; ....._~

1 g~R1'IFicJmON OF DISTRIBUTION
; \ e@f\ifY that a copy of the foregoingwas mailedto

\

' IR@ flllrllwlno~ th,elr addressesof record:

.' t1at3J~~) :PlCV1A3Qfl
i"3'~ ~:.--

,,~a itl,,""'.w.__._.:::::.=-------"
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Plaintiff,

NOV 21 2011
vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-IO-01295 Civil

Unopposed Motion for Extension of Time

Comes Now, David Haeg, by and through counsel, Flanigan & Bataille, an

moves the court for an extension of time until Wednesday, November 23, 2011 t

file his Reply to the Opposition to Motion to Allow Filing of Supplemental Clas

Action Complaint. Counsel for the defendant has advised he has no opposition t

this extension.

DATED THIS rs" DAY OF November, 2011.

Unopposed Motion/or Extension a/Time
Haeg V State, Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 Civil PAGE I OF 2
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" •

ORDER

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: ;2~;2-/ ?-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Unopposed Motion for Extension ofTime
was served by mail this 18th day of November, 2011 on:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 403

nchora e, Alaska 99501

r 1

Unopposed Motion for Extension ofTime
Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil

• I

• CERTiFICATION OF DlsTRIBlj:noN-" ~
I certify that a copy of the foregoing was maiied to
the following at their addresses of record:

t-hes,Pekr6Cf'j~~{an,'CUI

~-3-1¢ ~
Date ,". ,

PAGE 2 OF 2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant.

NOV 15 2011

Case No. 3KN-IO-01295 Civil

Unopposed Motion for Extension of Time

Comes Now, David Haeg, by and through counsel, Flanigan & Bataille, an

,: moves the court for an extension oftime until Friday, November 18,2011 to file hi

Reply to the Opposition to Motion to Allow Filing of Supplemental Class Actio

Complaint. Counsel for the defendant has advised he has no opposition to thi

extension.

DATED THIS 14th DAY OF November, 2011.

FLANIGAN & BATAILLE
Att r e~ Plaintiff

f.J::..-- ~A--. %330() Y
~y Michael W. Flanigan

ABA #7710114 .. ",

Q

Unopposed Motion for Extension ofTime

Haeg V State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil PAGE 1 OF 2
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ORDER

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: d- -) - ;J-ef2-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

CARLBAUMAN

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Unopposed Motion/or Extension ofTime
was served by mail this 14rd day of November, 2011 on:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Pro ecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite
Anchorage, Alaska 9 --------

FLANIGAN & BA

; . GERYIFICATION OF DISTRIBUTioN"';
~ I certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailedto I
(

the following ~ theiraddresses of record:

;-rJa~1 YW6Cn,'F~nl~
i a.-3-fd ~hV;

Date k ;

Unopposed Motion for Extension ofTime

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil PAGE20F2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID I-IAEG,

Plaintiff:

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

NOV - 42011

By Clerk Ofthe TrlmI Cour1a
-----_DeJ,"'Y

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-IO-01295 Civil

Unopposed Motion for Extension of Time

DATED THIS 3rd DAY OF November, 2011 .

Comes Now, David Haeg, by and through counsel, Flanigan & Bataille, an

,
his Reply tp. the Opposition to Motion to Allow Filing of Supplemental Clas

Action Con~plaint.. Counsel for the defendant has advised he has no opposition t
/. .' ". '.~, ..

. ~; ['.

moves the court for an extension of time until Monday, November 14,2011 to fil

this extension.

. (.
-"!

,~. -. .' . '..

Unopposed Motionfor Extension of Time
Haeg V State, Case No. 3KN-JO-J 295 Civil PAGE 1 OF 2
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: ;2':;2--?o( :<.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

t
/\

"

ORDER

SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

CARL BAUMAN

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Unopposed Motionfor Extension ofTime

was served by mail this 3rd day of November, 2011 on:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K treet, Suite 403
Anchc "ae, Alaska 99501

FL

. CERflFICATION OF DISTRIBUTION ,
. f 'ng was mailed to \
': Icertify that a copy of the oreqor d: .

'\'~:~~'T~;c.n \.
, d-~-\o- ~1s i
. rk
, Date .

Unopposed Motion for Extension ofTime

I-faeg V State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil PAGE 2 OF 2
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•
Mark D. Osterman (0211064)
Osterman Law, LLC
P.O. Box 312
Muncie, IN 47308
765-381-0339

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN KENAI

DAVID HAEG

Applicant;
CASE NUMBER: 3KN-10-01295 CI

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA
__..,..-'- ----'1

ORDER GRANTING TELEPHONIC PARTICIPATION

The Court having noted that Mark D. Osterman lives in Indiana and is not readily

available for appearance before the court, and further that a toll-free number has been

provided for court contact when necessary,

IT IS ORDERED that telephonic participation is GRANTED.

wA,
Carl ,. Bauman
Superior Court Judge

/

.........~

..--------'
, blSTRIBUTION

i' CEfnlf'lCATION OF· lied to
, of the foregOing was rna
','I certily that a copy ddresses of record~.n J!\

thefolloWlngal-!.het.a, ~I'-'

M-o..~ I f'1(;\U~~U
;)-,?\C} ~ _I'

'Date ,__-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVI~,A'A-th l
. .- (l' .......-:: nlt",\

I certify that all attorneys/parties of reeor41
have been served with the above-entitled
document by first class
mail/facsimile/personal delivery.

DATE £afl
SIGNED ~~!
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Mark D. Osterman (0211064)
Osterman Law, LLC
P.O. Box 312
Muncie, IN 47308
765-381-0339

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN KENAI

DAVID HAEG

Applicant;
CASE NUMBER: 3KN-10-01295 CI

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA

---------~----'---_-----.:/
ORDER GRANTING PROTECTIVE ORDER AND

QUASHING SUBPOENA AND DEPOSITIONS

This matter appears before the court on the Petition of a non--party seeking to quash a

subpoena demanding records and further seeking deposition of such records. The court

notes that counsel retained by Mister Haeg to prepare and perfect an appeal has opposed
.~

~ a subpoena issued on August 3,2011, Documents Requested for Scheduled Telephonic

fi.r>
[..... Deposition, and Notice of Taking Telephonic Records Deposition.
''t!)

,;::5
(""I:; Based upon the arguments of counsel and the ethical opinion provided hereunder,

IT IS ORDERED that a Protective Order is GRANTED, that the Subpoena for

Documents issued to Mark D. Osterman is QUASHED, and that no Deposition of Mark

D. Osterman shall be set without the express consent of this court.

MOOT
Carl S. Bauman
Superior Court Judge
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

I

This matter having come before the Court on the Motion of Plaintiff, :

ORDER PERMITTING FILING OF SUPPLEMENTAL CLASS ACTION
COMPLAINT

--c::>
('J

l.()

J

t;
o

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-10-01295 Civil

.pursuant to ARCP 15(a & c) and 18(a) to permit the joinder and filing of

Supplemental Class Action Complaint irtthis 'matter, which is concurrently lodge

with this Court, good cause having been shown,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the Plaintiffs motion is granted. Th

Defendant shall file an answer to the Supplemental Class Action Complaint withi

40 days.

DATED THIS .DAY OF , 2011.

NOT USED
~., ~ -'

JUDGE, SUPERIOR COURT
':.:',,} !

ORDER PERMITTING FlLlNG OF SUPPLEMENTAL CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 Civil PAGE I OF 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
ORDER PERMITTING FILING OF SUPPLEMENTAL CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

was served by mail this 4th day of October, 20 lIon:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 403

AnOhor~~aska 99501

ORDER PERMITTING FILING OF SUPPLEMENTAL CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-1 0-1295 Civil PAGE 2 OF 2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-10-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-10-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 1-13-12 motion for oral argument on his motion to strike Judge
Bauman's 1-3-12 orders is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this.__day of :, 2012.

NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

'. J],!i~1,~~s~!'J:?:,1.~<:;~~4"OOP~,4S~Rt...·:::..• " ,
. • ,_. r'''''' .'''' ,- .'.- •..,- •..•• ",.. '

- -"~" __ .-,. " •. ,,,-- •••.•,....-". ~•. -;, •.<..• < .... ,.... ~._,','"•.• ,., _.·,..~···,0'•• _",·· .,.".~

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-I0-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

, _ ... : .. <._ ....__ ....~ .. _~.;.

-.-,-,..-.. '.-- ,', - ..... . ....... ,.
_~. __• -,-,"""--',-0-".,'. .....,..."

••••• ~,,'''_ ,_.,$,., ...... , ~ ••.""''''<.,',-..','.~ _r"-_O · .. ,·o·.!-.···Vl"'.··, -_''-0'"-'''

'-- --'-, .~, -- ~ --', --' _.,..- -.' -_ ., .. - " ~ ..•-.~~., - .:.." "':", .-. - ".- ,""-'.' - " , ",'

The applicant's 1-13-12 motion to strike Judge Bauman's 1-3-12 orders is hereby
GRANTED / DENIED.

,,"'" ..,·Doll~~.~t'Kenai,·;Alaska,this:; " .'day6f. .. .' ... .,?OI2,~'.'·'. "._ -'.--.
. '" ..".-,;.;.'" ... . :'''N'O'·T'"······U·: ..' ·S·····E···<-'O·:.:.-'· .. · -'. -

.. ', .,~ -., ,-..~... '." .... ". ...: ".".. . ...

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

z ..... ,
'" «

-;)

.',:, .s ".~,.

,---'- _....,- ......._. _.

. :.~- ..' _.....
'.. ,,~, . 02083



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

Respondent.

)
)

,) .,'.' '" "'-' ....•- . .. .. , ". ._. --,." ..•.....y.. '0" • .'. ".; .. ,. "

,. . ' .. '. .. ....}POST~CONVICTION.~ ..RELIEF.. .
) Case No. 3KN-1O-OI295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)

'J ,', :,..',,:,'::,,;,:, -'.,:. ,.".-"".,,'.,
. ~ ", - .

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

The applicant's 1-13-12 motion that Judge Bauman be disqualified for cause is
hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

-, Y. r: ~

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
...

. '" ....-,."." .._~.- -- ._.-::~. ::,:::":,,.~- , .

- -- ,," ... " ..,,-,.: ..... " ..:,-
<.,' .

',~ . "

'~ ..,..~::' _....__ .::-;.:.~.:_..:..-:.::-.:.::-- ..;-.,-.- ".;,~'

. - . "._"
;":,.:.":':: .• -;;:-; :-.-•...~_ • h. ~. -:::':'('::".:.::':.7':''::- '.-. :.-',""'."'

.. " ..- "-'- .... -: ~'-"-::~-'':::~;;-:''','. ';-._. ..:..:-:-:-~.:;..-.." -"-~" --_. --,

~... ~. " .' .»
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

,
~ .

(Y.

The applicant's 1-13-12 motion for oral argument on his motion that Judge
·Bm.~manbe disqualified-for cause is hereby GRANT:ED / DENIED..

. . '" .. . :_~. .' .' .'

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this__day of , 2012.

_NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

"-l •• ~ _"
• '. :-,,-"-::- .-" " ·oC.:- --,' .""o--A""'"'-.·' ":"_.,:,"'~ ..•, • --.'.-".

.• ", ,", ~,...,~ ...' >~,:".'~':' - ',""',.""" '''',''' ". .o. --c' "':"""" ,'.' '-.--'.-0' "': ••••• ' .,.. "" .• ~'~ ", ., .•• ~: ~'....; ....., ....,

..... "; : -' .' .". -- .- -.-
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-lO-00064CI)
)
)
)

c....
>=

The applicant's 1-23-12 motion to supplement evidence that Judge Bauman must
be disqualified for cause is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of__---=::--__, 2012.

NQT USED~

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

\ STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 1-23-12 motion for an evidentiary hearing on the motion to
disqualify Judge Bauman from Haeg's PCR for cause is hereby GRANTED /
DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of , 2012.

NOT USED

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

.(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 1-23-12 motion for an evidentiary hearing on the motion to strike
. Judge Bauman's 1-3-12 orders is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this~_.day of , 2012.

NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly.3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

Respondent.

Applicant,

lS - "10:,. -

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA ~o';~~ii....
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI dPt,,"lth~~;;':"" VIJ

r- '-.q,... ;Vr... "',
rll~'''14I. "C~ ";

~_ a ... - ~ tJ-l(:t
'" ~'WI",,"Of elOp

II. M... x
. -1/ ....,. '''/~

" Ch..
....<, -~

.'\., .,..v.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

2-1-12 MOTION FOR RULING, BY FEBRUARY 3, 2012, ON THE MOTIONS
CONCERNING COLE'S DEPOSITION

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this motion for

ruling, by February 3,2012, on the motions concerning Cole's deposition.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On January 27,2012 the court granted Brent Cole's motion for

expedited consideration to quash Haeg's subpoena for Cole to be deposed on

January 31, 2012 at Haeg's office. The court granted expedited consideration,

ruled that the deposition could not be held at the location picked by Haeg, ruled

that the deposition may take place at a location agreed to by all the parties, and

ruled Haeg must have any opposition filed by I pm on January 30,2012.

9
1
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(2) OIi January 27,2012 Haeg called Cole and Peterson and both agreed

to hold the deposition at Petersons's office on February 7, 2012 at lOam.

(3) On January 30,2012 11:26 am Haeg filed his opposition to Cole

motion to quash and provided evidence that Cole and Peterson had agreed to hold

the deposition in Peterson's office on February 7, 2012 at 10 am - if the subpoena

was not quashed.

(4) No ruling on Cole's motion to quash was made by the court on

January 30, 2012, as should have occurred due to the granting of expedited

consideration and as the deposition was to have been held on January 31,2012 at

10 am.

(5) On February 1,2012 Haeg attempted to contact Cole and Peterson to

see if they would oppose th~ court rulingby February 3,2012 on the motions

concerning Cole's deposition. Cole's secretary stated Cole was in Juneau and

could not be contacted and Peterson said he would not oppose the court ruling on

the motions by February 3,2012.

Discussion

If the court does not make a decision on Cole's and Haeg's motions before

February 7,2012 no one will know whether they should prepare for or attend

Cole's deposition which was rescheduled to February 7, 2012 10 am due to the

courts January 27,2012 order.

2
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Conclusion

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks the court to decide, by February

3,2012 both his and Cole's motions concerning Cole's deposition.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on Ji:6/1.>( CV/ /i J0/2 . A notary public or other official empowered

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

,,;-- .

Certificate of Service: I certify that on hJ/'C/fAfV ), Z6/2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail and fax to the followingparties: Peterson,
CQle.' Judge G~eason, Judge J ~des, .S. Department of Justice, FBI, and
media. By: ) ,/} ,?,,., .

I ~ Of/" /?

3
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

Applicant,

Respondent.

i-'·/' r-«'" 7'" . L '- 0-'
\)~"iTr:.-nt- "-

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA T8i/[h','~'~'~iWA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI 2012 Ji 'I" ,C,

f'.I':;O n"1 '
/-j, If: ')6

CL tf~i! Or T?i" , . (.
I., •. , rnu'

B\' /l-..."-<A .,~ '~lJ Fa
--.'::LI
t~·.'·~7~--:.---.~

. I I.-,-;-r;',,'--,
-. t, t

v.

(Trial Case No, 4MC-04-00024CR)

1-30-12 OPPOSITION TO COLE'S MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA;

1-30-12 MOTION FOR ORDER THAT COLE APPEAR TO BE DEPOSED ON
FEBRUARY 7, 2012 IN ANCHORAGE;

1-30-12 MOTION FOR ORAL ARGUMENT HEARING ON STATE'S SECOND
MOTION TO DISMISS;

1-30-12 OPPOSITION TO STATE'S SECOND MOTION TO DISMISS HAEG'S
APPLICATION FOR PCR

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files: (1) this opposition

to Cole's motion to quash subpoena; (2) this motion for order Cole appear to be

deposed on February 7, 2012 in Anchorage; (3) this motion for oral argument

hearing on state's second motion to dismiss Haeg's PCR; and (4) this opposition

to state's second motion to dismiss Haeg' s PCR.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On January 17, 2012 Haeg called his former attorney Cole and

informed him a subpoena was being issued so Haeg could depose Cole, and

1
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requested to know when Cole would be available. Cole responded that he would

be available to be deposed on January 31, 2012.

(2) On January 18,2012 Haeg issued a subpoena, along with the witness

and travel fees, for Cole to be deposed in Haeg's office on January 31,2012.

(3). On January 27, 2012 Haeg received a 20-page emailed motion from

Cole to quash the' .subpoena requiring Cole to be deposed by Haeg or, in the

alternative, that it be held in a "safer" location then Haeg's office.

(4) On January 27, 2012 Haeg received an emailed copy of the state's

response to Cole's motion to quash his subpoena. In this response the state offered

the use of a "secure" state conference room at 310 K Street, Suite 308, Anchorage

.AK 99501. In addition" the state expressed concern there was no longer a judge

assigned because ofHaeg's motion to disqualify Judge Bauman for cause.

(5) On January 27, 2012 Judge Bauman faxed Haeg an order that Haeg

must file any response to the motion to quash by 1 pm on 1-30-12 and,

"The depo will not occur in Mr. Haeg's home in Soldotna,
but may occur on 1-31 if conducted at a court reporter's office or
other mutually agreed location."

(6) On January 27, 2012 Haeg received the state's second 42-page

motion to dismiss Haeg's PCR application.

(7) On January 27,2012 - although Judge Bauman must be disqualified

for corruption - Haeg contacted both Cole and. Peterson and all agreed to hold

Cole's deposition in Peterson's conference room (310 K Street, Suite 308

2
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Anchorage, AK 99501) on February 7, 2012, beginning at 10 am - if the court

does not quash Cole's subpoena. [See attached emails].

Discussion of Motion to Quash Cole's Subpoena

(1) Cole claims Haeg has already questioned him about the matters in

question. Haeg has looked at the questions he is currently drafting for Cole's

deposition and they have never been asked of Cole.

(2) Cole claims "Collateral Estoppel" prevents Haeg from deposing

Cole because Haeg had previously litigated the issue during Alaska Bar

Association fee arbitration against Cole. Cole then cites the requirement that the

issue to be precluded from re-litigation must be identical to that decided in the first

action. Haeg filed fee arbitration against Cole to recover money he had paid Cole

and this is not identical to Haeg's PCR claim Cole gave him ineffective assistance

of counsel which resulted in an unfair trial and sentencing. The fee arbitrators

specifically wrote that Haeg's fee arbitration complaint was Haeg:

"should be excusedfrom paying a fee. "

After fee arbitration the Alaska Bar Association specifically wrote:

"Whether Mr. Cole committed ineffective assistance in your
criminal case is not a question that is resolved through disciplinary
proceedings. "

It is clear Haeg' s claim of ineffective assistance of counsel was not litigated

during the Alaska Bar Association fee arbitration proceedings.

(3) Haeg has previously asked for an affidavit from Cole and Cole

responded in writing:

3
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"I am not aware of any legal duty] have to spend my time
answering these questions. ] do not intend to answer any ofyour
questions. "

Now that he has been subpoenaed Cole provides an affidavit that answers

absolutely none of the questions Haeg requires Cole to answer for the ineffective

assistance of counsel claim. Cole doesn't even answer any of the questions Haeg

asked in his original affidavit questions for Cole. In other words if Cole is allowed

to answer questions of Cole's own making Haeg is effectively prevented from a

fair presentation of his case - as Cole will only provide answers that will not

incriminate himselfor prove he was ineffective.

Every ruling authority has stated the attorney must answer the written

questions presented to him by the client claiming ineffective assistance and, if the

attorney refuses this, as Cole has, the attorney must answer the client's questions

during a formal deposition. [See State v. Jones, 759 P.2d 558 (AK 1988)]. Having

an attorney answer questions of his own design is absolutely useless - as was

proven by Osterman's "affidavit" - which answered not a single one of Haeg's

questions. Questions attorneys will ask of themselves: "Were you an a good

attorney?" Answer: "Why yes, and I was also handsome and polite to boot."

Cole will never ask himself if the state gave Haeg immunity for the 5-hour

statement (covering everything Haeg was prosecutedfor) the state required Haeg

to make. For Alaska law, in both AS 12.50.101 and the Alaska Supreme Court

case State v. Gonzalez, 853 P.2d 526 (AK Supreme Court 1993), prohibit

4
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prosecution for anything a person talks about during a statement given due to a

grant ofimmunity - no matter what other evidence there is:

State of Alaska v. Gonzalez; 853 P2d 526 (AK Supreme Court 1993):

Procedures and safeguards can be implemented, such as isolating the
prosecution team or certifying the state's evidence before trial, but
the accused often will not adequately be able to probe and test the
state's adherence to such safeguards.

One of the more notorious recent immunity cases, United States v.
North, 910 F.2d 843 (D.C.Cir.) modified, 920 F.2d 940

'"(D.C.Cir.1990) illustrates another proof problem posed by use and
derivative use immunity.

First, the prosecution could use the compelled testimony to refresh
the recollection of a witness testifying at North's criminal trial. The
second problem, however, is more troublesome. In a case such as
North, where the compelled testimony receives significant publicity,
witnesses receive casual exposure to the substance of the compelled
testimony through the media or otherwise. Id. at 863. In such cases,
a court would face the insurmountable task of determining the extent
and degree to which "the witnesses' testimony may have been
shaped, altered, or affected by the immunized testimony." Id.

Once persons come into contact with the compelled testimony they
are incurably tainted.

When compelled testimony is incnmmating, the prosecution can
"focus its investigation on the witness to the exclusion of other
suspects, thereby working an advantageous reallocation of the
govenunent's financial resources and personnel." With knowledge of
how the crime occurred, the prosecution may refine its trial strategy
to "probe certain topics more extensively and fruitfully than
otherwise." Id. These are only some of the possible nonevidentiary
advantages the prosecution could reap by virtue of its knowledge of
compelled testimony.

Even the state's utmost good faith is not an adequate assurance
against nonevidentiary uses because there may be "non-evidentiary
uses of which even the prosecutor might not be consciously aware."
State v. Soriano, 68 Or.App. 642, 684 P.2d 1220, 1234 (1984) (only

5
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transactional immunity can protect state constitutional guarantee
against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony). We sympathize
with the Eighth Circuit's lament in McDaniel that "we cannot escape
the conclusion that the testimony could not be wholly obliterated
from the prosecutor's mind in his preparation and trial of the case."
McDaniel, 482 F.2d at 312. This incurable inability to adequately
prevent or detect nonevidentiarv use, standing alone, presents a fatal
constitutional flaw ill use and derivative use immunity.

Because of the manifold practical problems in enforcing use and
derivative use immunity we cannot conclude that [former] AS
12.50.101 is constitutional. Mindful of Edward Coke's caution that
'it is the worst oppression, that is done by colour of justice,' we
conclude that use and derivative use immunity is constitutionally
infi "lTIll.

United States v. North, 910 F.2d 843 (D.C.Cir. 1990)

"[N]one of the testimony or exhibits... became known to the
prosecuting attorneys ... either from the immunized testimony itself
or from leads derived from the testimony, directly or indirectly ... we
conclude that the use of immunized testimony by witnesses to
refresh their memories, or otherwise to focus their thoughts, organize
their testimony, or alter their prior or contemporaneous statements,
constitutes evidentiary use rather than nonevidentiary use. This
observation also applies to witnesses who studied, reviewed, or were
exposed to the immunized testimony in order to prepare themselves
or others as witnesses.

If the government. chooses immunization, then it must understand
that the Fifth Amendment and Kastigar mean that it is taking a great
chance that the witness cannot constitutionally be indicted or
prosecuted.

This burden may be met by establishing that the witness was never
exposed to North's immunized testimony, or that the allegedly
tainted testimony contains no evidence not "canned" by the
prosecution before such exposure occurred."

"Where immunized testimony is used. .. the prohibited act is
simultaneous and coterminous with the presentation; indeed, they are
one and the same. There is no independent violation that can be
remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the ... process

6
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itself is violated and corrupted, and the [information or trial]
becomes indistinguishable from the constitutional and statutory

. transgression. If the government has in fact introduced trial
evidence that tails the Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is
entitled to a new trial. If the same is true as to grand jury evidence,

. then the indictment must . be dismissed."

Haeg has a tape recordings of Cole and Cole's partner during Haeg's

. prosecution (attorney Kevin Fitzgerald) testifying under oath that the state

specifically gave Haeg "transactional immunity" '- preventing Haeg from ever

being prosecuted no matter what other evidence there was.

Black's Law Dictionary (9th Ed. 2009).

"Transactional immunity protects a witness from prosecution fOr the offense to
which the compelled testimony relates. /I

Adding insult to injury is the fact that not only was Haeg prosecuted when

he could not be, he was prosecuted with this immunized statement being used in

innumerable wlrys: (a) the exact people who took Haeg's immunized statement

(Prosecutor Scot Leaders and Trooper Brett Gibbens) were the very ones who later

prosecuted and were the main witness against Haegat trial - [See Gonzalez and

North] above; (b) before his trial excerpts ofHaeg's immunized statement were

. printed in the Anchorage Daily News and all other major Alaska newspapers for

Haeg's jurors and witnesses against him to read - [See Gonzalez and North] above

.(c) the map Haeg was required to make during his immunized statement was the

main exhibit presented to Haeg's jurors at trial in order to convict Haeg - [See

Gonzalez and North] above (d) prosecutor Leaders and Trooper Gibbens recorded

7
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e·
themselves using the map Haeg was required to make to prepare Zellers before his

trial testimony against Haeg - [See Gonzalez and North] above and (e) Zellers,

. and Zellers' attorney Kevin Fitzgerald, have testified Zellers cooperated "mid

testified for the state as a direct result of Haeg's statement - [See Gonzalez and

North] above.

To keep this document short Haeg will not go over in detail the numerous

other issues that prove Cole knowingly helped the state protect the Wolf Control

Program by-first illegally breaking Haeg financially and then by illegally framing

Haeg for guiding crimes - the elimination of all evidence that the state was

fraudulently conducting the Wolf Control Program by telling permittees like Haeg

they must take the very actions Haeg was then prosecuted for taking; the knowing

falsification of evidence to Haeg' s guiding area - which the state then used to

justify charging Haeg with guiding crimes and shift the focus from the Wolf

Control Program; the knowing use of false warrants to the seize and deprive Haeg

of planes and other property he needed to provide for his family; the failure to'

provide the required immediate hearings to protest the deprivation of Haeg's

.business property; the illegal use of a plea agreement to strip Haeg of a years

income before forcing him to trial; and the refusal to obey valid subpoenas to

answer in open court questions of the forgoing.

In light of the above it is clear Cole must answer questions of Haeg's

choice; and not answer questions of his own choice.

8
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(4) The above also serves to conceal the fact that all Haeg is required at

this stage is make the case that there is a material issue in dispute that requires an

evidentiary hearing to resolve. In other words all that is required of Haeg is to

make a claim, which, if true, would mean he is entitled to post-conviction relief

and to have Cole (or any ofHaeg's other attorneys) respond that Haeg's claims are

not true. Then, since there is "a material issue in dispute" an evidentiary hearing

must be held in open court for witnesses and evidence to be presented so the court

may determine the credibility of the witnesses by their demeanor, as they are

thoroughly cross-examined. [See State v. Jones, 759 P.2d 558 (AK 1988), Peterson

v. State, 988 P.2d 109 (AK 1999), and Puisis v. State, 2003 WL 22800620 (AK

2003)]. All authorities hold that open court testimony and cross-examination in

front of a judge is required when credibility is an issue. Instead, Haeg is being

forced to conduct his entire peR by written questions and depositions so skilled,

evasive, and corrupt attorneys do not have to face the corruption cleansing effect

oftestimony and cross-examination in open-court while watched by the public.

(5) Cole claims his deposition cannot be held in Haeg's office because:

"Haeg has a history of threatening counsel and has acted
irrationally in the past. "

Haeg has never threatened counsel and has not acted irrationally - proved

by Cole not being able to provide a single instance of either. All Haeg has done is

consistently stated that he will not stop until Cole, and all those who have

conspired to violate our constitution by using the publics trust and the color of

9
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law, are held accountable. Haeg does not feel this is threatening or irrational 

Haeg feels it appropriate and required by our constitution and all those who have

died for it.

(6) Other statements made by Cole in his "affidavit", which answer only

questions of his own choosing, are misleading or provably false. This additional

perjury by Cole is to create the impression that he had informed Haeg of what

could be done to combat the numerous constitutional violations by the state to

illegally prosecute and bankrupt Haeg and that his actions in regard to an

ineffective assistance of counsel claim have already been litigated during fee

arbitration. Other false and misleading claims by Cole are that it was the

responsibility of Haeg's second attorney (Arthur "Chuck" Robinson) to combat

the state's illegal prosecution of Haeg. This is very puzzling as Haeg has tape

recordings of Robinson currently stating the reason he did nothing to combat the

.states illegal prosecution of Haeg was that it was Cole's duty to do so in the

beginning and that he (Robinson) had no obligation to do so later or to expose or

use the ineffective assistance of counsel by Cole to help Haeg later.

(7) In response to the court's 1-27-12 order (even though Judge Bauman

must be removed from Haeg's case for corruption) Haeg contacted both Cole and

Peterson and both agreed to conduct Cole's deposition in the state's conference

room at 310 K Street, Suite 308, Anchorage, AK 99501 on February 7, 2012 

unless the court (not Judge Bauman) grants Cole's motion to quash his subpoena.

10
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State's Second Motion to Dismiss Haeg's peR

State attorney AndrewPeterson claims in his second motion to dismiss that

Haeg's supplemental PCR claim, that Peterson himself committed prosecutorial

misconduct by falsifying the law to the court, must be dismissed.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On June 8, 2010 and on April 7, 2011 Peterson filed motions with

Magistrate Woodmancy (who has no legal training whatsoever) that the judgment

against Haeg must be, and could be, modified because the state wanted to sell the

plane seized during Haeg's case but could not get title to it. Peterson explained

that the Federal Aviation Administration would not transfer the plane title to the

.state because the corporation Bush Pilot Inc. owned the plane and the judgment

the state was trying to use to authorize transfer of title was against David Haeg.

(2) In his oppositions, sent to both Peterson and Magistrate

Woodmancy, Haeg pointed out his judgment was pronounced nearly 5 years

previous and the law (AS 12.55.088), backed up by the Alaska Supreme Court

(Davenport v. State, 543 P.2d 1204 (AK Supreme Court 1975))· clearly and

specifically prohibited modification of a judgment after 180 days of judgment

being pronounced - even ifthe reason was fraud The Supreme Court specifically

ruled no court had authority to relax the 180-day time limit imposed by AS

12.55.088.

(3) Magistrate Woodmancy took no action on the state's June 8, 2010

motion but after being affirmatively informed the law specifically prohibited this,

11
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granted the state's April 7, 2011 motion to amend thejudgment against Haeg over

5 years after judgment was pronounced - so the state could obtain title to a plane

which was owned by a legal entity that was never charged, taken to trial, or

convicted.

(4) Haeg appealed Woodmancy's order and filed a motion to amend his

PCR with the claim Peterson committed prosecutorial misconducts by falsifying

the law to ignorant Magistrate Woodmancy.

(5) In his illegal orders of January 3, 2012 (made without the required

and demanded open-to-the-public hearings) Judge Bauman, after completely

gutting Haeg's PCR of all substance, granted Haeg's request to add Peterson's

prosecutorial misconduct to what little remained ofHaeg's PCR claims.

(6) On January 19, 2012 Peterson filed his second motion to dismiss

Haeg's PCR claim of prosecutorial misconduct by falsifying the law to the court.

In his 42-page motion Peterson again and again makes the claim the court must

modify the judgment against Haeg 5 years after the fact so the state can dispose of

the plane seized during the prosecution of Haeg. In his current 42-jJage motion

Peterson makes not a Single reference to, or dispute, Haeg's claim the law (AS

12.55.088), backed up by the Alaska Supreme Court (Davenport v. State, 543P.2d

12M (AK 1975)) prohibit modification of a judgment after 180 days of the

judgmentfirst being pronounced - even ifthe reason wasfraud.

Peterson simply claims, "Haeg's allegation is without merit and should be

dismissed by the court."

12
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Discussion

It is unacceptable that the state, with full knowledge of what it is doing and

in full view of the public, is using its incredible power to intentionally violate the

law that is meant to protect the fragile citizen from the government.

It is clear the motive for this is to "fix" and cover up the fact the state never

provided the plane's legal owner (Bush Pilot Inc) with the required hearings;

charges, and trial that would (1) expose the plane's seizure warrants were

intentionally and materially falsified; (2) expose the immediate due process

mandatory when seizing business property was not provided; (3) expose the state

had destroyed evidence proving no crime had been committed; (4) expose the state

had manufactured false evidence to create a crime; (5) expose the state had

intentionally violated numerous other rights that are supposed to guarantee fair

proceedings; and (6) expose that Judge Murphy, Trooper Gibbens, prosecutor

Leaders, judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein; and numerous other

attorneys including Peterson have conspired to do and cover up the forgoing.

Rather then admit and expose the illegality - proven by the Federal

Aviation Administration's refusal to transfer title - it is/areasier to just break the.

law again to now convict and sentence the Bush Pilot Inc. without any trial or

sentencing - exactly as the state broke a stunning amount of laws and

constitutional rights when they prosecuted Haeg.
. .

The state's continued insistence the court become a party in breaking the

indisputable law, because "the end justifies the means", proves the chilling fact

13
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AFTER holding the REQUIRED open-to-the-public oral argument

that this corruption must be very widespread and accepted. Even after being found

out Peterson still fully expects the courts to sanction and approve, as they must

always have in the past, the blatant illegality.

After this display of naked corruption it is no wonder no one hesitated to

frame Haeg to cover up for thefraudulent WolfControl Program.

And think very carefully of this: who could not be convicted of anything,

no matter how innocent they are, if the state is allowed to destroy favorable

evidence and to manufacture false evidence - all concealed by the false advice of

your own trusted attorneys?

Conclusion

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks the court to:

(1) Deny Cole's motion to quash his subpoena.

(2) Order Cole to appear and be deposed at 310 K Street, Suite 308

Anchorage, AK 99501 on February 7,2012 starting at 10 arn.

(3) Order and schedule an open-to-the-public oral argument hearing in

open court on the state's motion to dismiss - AS IS REQUIRED BY RULE

77(e)(2).

(4)

in open' court on the state's second motion to dismiss, deny the state's second

motion to dismiss.

The enormity and growing size of the cover up being attempted is mind

boggling. Haeg and a growing number of the public continue to watch in horror as

14
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attorney after attorney and judge after judge try to cover up the impossible.

Calmly, inexorably, and with complete disregard to personal consequences Haeg,

along with many others seriously concerned, will continue to very carefully

document the now rapidly expanding corruption, conspiracy, and cover up in his

case and, when no more are willing, or forced, to "drink the loyalty Kool-Aid",

will fly to Washington, DC and not leave until there is a federal prosecution of

everyone involved.

. Our constitution and the innumerable people who have died for it demand

nothing less.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on J£Uz {L(ltL/ 30, 2-0/:2. . A notary public or other official empowered
7 I

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are. .

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

Q~A?~_
David S. Haeg /1
PO Box 123 f/
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on Ama "",; 5Q t 21)(1 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the followingpartie~: Peterson, Cole,
Judge/leason, J~dge JOanni~.U.S. Department of Justice, FBI, and media.

BY/C/),J":/>:J ??
15
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_. ,~~_,:"' __ ". _~fl~Itl!I~K~~!~~~{f~~~11F~~;.

.'. ~~i:l~~~E~D;~ia~~:~1!C.i~r.~~!~~~~te~·~o~... c..c.-...=...:...._~....:...-.•......_.!._...r....~-.:..~~.;:.~...~.-...:~.~...~.tcf.~..~..z..~..·.t.:.:.-.~:._:.~~..~.L..·.•.~.~.~·.~.c.~._~.i.·.[.~•.,~..•..,=_<.~,~.:.f_i.-,:r.._.=-.~..~..:~,~.'.~.~.~.f.~:'.•.:.;~_,••.,
.,:c~~gr~r;~:~~~2Z;<9~,2'~Sii!o,cS~li~~~RE~~1j,¥':";::;i;;~~f~;" .'-."

Although your secretary stated you were in Iliaveyefto:geta;phone~call:baCidrom,yoli]l.ndrewpeterson:' :#~:i~·c.:::;,. ';;',~-

offered to hold yourdepositio'n in his conference roon«QSi;>A);iiit-"~nchorage~';rhe,daie-s~i>ottj;tie(aiid IcaIL'\.;= . ,""c. ;...., .
make are February 2:(starting at noon); 3,7, 9, ort Q:.le{mej(no"tASAP·wtiich'(lf thesedaysare. '.
acceptable in case the court does not grant your motion to·q(jashctheJsubpi)'eria:~..:··I;~/,:· - ~. - ~':'. .~. >

• - • • ~,.", - • - •• .:.; > - . .-. - • • - ••

, .... -v :

I will ask the court to order you appearon one of these 'days in Peterson's conference room if you do not
get back to me before I finalize my opposition to your motion to quash.

David Haeg
907-262-9249

-- Original Message ----
From: Karin Gustafson
To: haeg@alaska.net ; andrew.peterson@alaska.gov
Sent: Thursday, January 26,20126:07 PM
Subject: Haag v. Cole

Attached are copies of the following pleadings which were fax filed today with the Kenai court:

C':' Motion to Quash Subpoena, Memorandum in Support. Affidavit in Support, and proposed Order
'.' '- Motion for Expedited Consideration and proposed Order

Karin Gustafson
Law Offices of Marston &Cole, P.C.
821 N Street, Suite 208
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
(907) 277-8001 (voice)
(907) 277-8002 (fax)
kgustafson@MarstonCole.comeemail)

WARNING: The information contained in this email (including any attachments) is CONFIDENTIAL and
may be PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS. If you are not the intended recipient of this email, you may
not read, retain, copy, distribute, or disclose the content of this email. If you have received this email in
error, please advise us by calling (907) 277-8001 and/or by retum email.

17'7~D602

O~ J'c<,nlAY/ 2~ :z 0/<-
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Mr. Cole.again apologizes for not getting back to.you,baffle hag!1'A:~3Q;geagh.f"l:eJoEfiling·a'.b.n.et(l.n~",·'t:~~.::.,c:;";""""·~'::'";.:t4;:~'
wasn't ableto break away until it was finished.Assumingth~.i:,ourtl'Ul~:th-athe'is r~qiJ1U;(:!'to';give:hi~; • ""/,"'" :," . . .,
deposition, he accepts youroffer.tohave the dep6sitiori~t~k~ii:9rfF;ebnJary~Zi'2·012;be~girinirilfaf.1.0:00,.,.;'''::~;;':::~". ':~>"_
am, in Mr. Peterson's conference room·in Anchorage::"~f: -, . ,.:'::;.~-~~-;~. c:-~:s ;:'~,-':;:.":.=,;C;:';;;;;.",-;:,:~~,:; .' ~'''' "0.

Please let me know ifyou have any other questions..:

,.' ,"I {

Karin Gustafson

From: Haeg [mallto:haeg@alaska.netJ
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 4:45 PM
To: Karin Gustafson
Cc: Peterson, Andrew (LAW)
Subject: Re: Haeg v. Cole

Brent Cole,

Although your secretary stated you were in I have yet to get a phone call back from you. Andrew Peterson
offered to hold your deposition in his conference room (OSPA) in Anchorage. The dates both he and I can
make are February 2 (starting at noon), 3, 7, 9, or 10. Let me know ASAP which of these days are
acceptable in case the court does not grant your motion to quash the subpoena.

I will ask the court to order you appear on one of these days in Peterson's conference room if you do not
get back to me before I finalize my opposition to your motion to quash.

David Haeg
907-262-9249

- Original Message 
From: Karin Gustafson
To: haeg@alaska.net ; andrew.peterson@alaska.gov
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 6:07 PM
Subject: Haeg v. Cole

Attached are copies of the following pleadings which were fax filed today With the Kenai court:

Motion to Quash Subpoena, Memorandum in Support, Affidavit in Support, and proposed Order
Motion for Expedited Consideration and proposed Order

Karin Gustafson
Law Offices of Marston & Cole, P.C.
821 N Street, Suite 208
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
(907) 277-8001 (voice)
(907) 277-8002 (fax)
kgustafson@MarstonCole.com(email)

WARNING: The information contained in this email (including any attachments) is CONFIDENTIAL and
may be PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS. If you are not the intended recipient of this email, you may
not read, retain, copy, distribute, or disciose the content of this email. If you have received this emai! in
error, please advise us by calling (907) 277-8001 and/or by return email.
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Brent R. Cole, Esq.
Law Offices ofMarston & Cole, P.C.
821 N Street, Suite 208
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 277-8001

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

Applicant,
VS.

ORDER GRANTING EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION
OF MOTION TO OUASH SUBPOENA

Having considered Brent R. Cole's Motion for Expedited Consideration of his

Motion to Quash Subpoena, and any oppositions relating thereto,
,

IT IS ORDERED that Brent R. Cole's Motion to Quash Subpoena will be decided

~
on an expedited basis .

. f'"
DATED this 22.- day of Jfl/v ,2012, at Anchorage, Alaska.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

_____---'- ) Case No.: 3KN-1O-01295CI

:., •••~ .•_.... _c;
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Brent R.. Cole, Esq.
Law Offices of Marston & Cole, P.c.
821 N Street, Suite 208 . .'"
Anchorage, AK 99501 --c"'9 Of'..,; -:

~ I;;:;l f

(907) 277-8001 ~tlre liI4q, ~:. -,
~l """ _..<,.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALi~..., ',-4/<t'9Jrlt'J'liI:r: e
.~(~ r cOl2

TmRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENA~OQ'r"iq. -
, l.o

~
DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

moves for expedited consideration of his Motion to Quash Subpoena. Mr. Cole requests

Applicant,

Respondent.

vs.

Brent R Cole, by and through counsel, the Law Offices of Marston & Cole, P.C.,

MOTION FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION
OF MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA

his motion be decided on an expedited basis because the deposition is scheduled for

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

_____~ ) Case No.: 3KN-I0-01295CI

January 31, 2012. This motion is supported by the attached Affidavit of Counsel.

*DATED this Z~ day of January, 2012, at Anchorage, Alaska.

LAW OFFICES OF MARSTON & COLE, P.C .

.B~""\ C\
Brent R. Cole
AK State Bar No. 8606074

Motion fOT Expedited Cons ideration
of Motion to QIUlSO Subpoena
Haeg v. SOA. 3KN-IO-01295CI
Page 1 of 1 02110
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Brent R. Cole, Esq.
Law Offices ofMarston & Cole, P.C.
821 N Street, Suite 208
Anchorage, AI( 99501
(907) 277-8001

DAVIDHAEG,

following;

STATE OF ALASKA,

Applicant,

Respondent.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ~L'~K~"""urh, .
W,lf/ss#( ~'.I 1;.01.1Y1tB
Atl( - 8,·r";ro'·

TmRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI enel,A'8Sltau'8u'Cf

JAN272012
ClerIc Of'I.- .

By' "OV Tria' C_______ ...... , Ollrta

____Deputy

vs.

for Expedited Consideration and proposed Order were mailed, faxed, e-mailed to the

This is to certify that on this 26th day of January, 2012, copies of the Motion to

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Quash Subpoena, Memorandum, Affidavit of Counsel, and proposed Order and Motion

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) Case No.: 3KN·1 O·01295CI---------------

David Haeg
P.O. Box 123
Soldotna, AK 99669

Andrew Peterson, Esq.
OSPA, Special Prosecutions Unit
310 K Street, Suite 308
Anchorage, AK 99501

Certificate of Service
Haag v, SOA. 3KN·l 0·0 J295CI
Page lof2
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-fl.
DATED this ~ day of January, 2012, at Anchorage, Alaska.

LAW OFFICES OF MARSTON & COLE, r.c

~ C~L--
Brent R. Cole
AK State Bar No. 8606074

Certificate or Service
Haeg v, SOA, 3 KN-I 0-0 129SCI
Page 2 of2
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" ~'J~";. :Stete '" J.{,oS

Brent R. Cole, Esq. ofA/allk .QJ'J~J) C;(;J!JSl"1i5At/( .a, f,lii t:I ,~.,

Law Offices of Marston & Cole, P,C. enel.A,asIl8~13'rici

821 N Street, Suite 208 , JAN 2 7 2lJl"
Anchorage, AK 99501 c
(907) 277-8001 8Jf~O'theT"'alC~

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OFALAS~~
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

vs.

COMBS NOW Brent R. Cole and moves to quash the subpoena to Brent Cole

which commands his appearance at Mr. Haeg's house on January 31, 2012, at 10:00 am.

An Order is provided for the Court's convenience.
it:'

DATED this Z~ day of January, 2012, at Anchorage, Alaska.

The reasons for this motion are more fully set forth in the memorandum filed herewith.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

______________) Case No.: 3KN-I0-01295CI

LAW OFFICES OF MARSTON & COLE. P.C.

- ~-.- ~L-
Brent R. Cole
AK State Bar No. 8606074

By:

Motionto Quash Subpoena
Haeg v, SOA, 3KN·1Q-0129SCl
Page I of 1 02113
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

the Applicant in the above-captioned matter for the following reasons:

Applicant,

Respondent.

vs,

Brent R. Cole, Esq.
Law Offices ofMarston & Cole, P.C.
821 N Street. Suite 208
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 277-8001

'iii "<'C'L •

teOf&::.~"IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF AL4~./~:"?(I)0!;i'~
efttll I'IJ/O'"

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI JAN2'A1sa
/ra&"b;, C:

. t.\b_, r2011
~01thar~~rts
~'oe~~

question because he has already done so on a previous occasion. Mr. Haeg questioned

1. There is no reason for the applicant to question counsel about the matters in

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO QUASH
SUBPOENA TO BRENT R. COI&

Brent Cole, as previous counsel for Mr. Haeg, seeks to quash a subpoena issued by

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

_____________~) Case No.: 3KN-I0-01295CI

counsel under oath extensively during a fee arbitration case that was held in 2006. The

applicant raised the same issues in the fee arbitration case that he is raising in this post-

conviction relief application. Namely that counsel failed to provide competent legal

services during his representation of Mr. Haeg from April 2004 until he was dismissed in

November 2004.

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena to Brent R. Cole
Haeg 11. BOA, 3KN"IO-OI295CI
Page 1 of6 02114
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2. The Doctrine of Collateral Estoppel precludes the applicant from re-

litigating the 'same issues that have already been litigated and ruled upon by the fee

arbitration, Kenai Superior Judge Brown, the Alaska Supreme Court, and the U.S.

Supreme Court. Mr. Haeg was a party in those prior proceedings, the same issues of

attorney competence were raised, and he had every opportunity to litigate these issues in

the fee arbitration proceedings.

3. Counsel is providing an affidavit regarding the allegations in the applicant's

application for post-conviction relief.

4. The applicant has scheduled this deposition at his home in Soldotna.

Counsel agreed to this date thinking that the deposition was going to be in Anchorage.

The applicant has a history of threatening his counsel and has acted irrationally in the

past. Counsel does not feel safe having this deposition at the applicant's home. Counsel

is requesting that if a deposition is necessary, that it be done in Anchorage at a neutral

site where any safety concerns can be addressed. Under these circumstances, it is not

prudent for a former attorney of the applicant to appear at a deposition in his home.

I. FACTS

Counsel represented the applicant from approximately April 10, 2004, through his

arraignment in November 2004. The applicant then fired counsel and hired Mr. Chuck

Robinson who represented the applicant through trial. The applicant was ultimately

convicted and this conviction was affirmed on appeal. In 2006, the applicant initiated a

fee arbitration complaint against counsel. A fee arbitration hearing was conducted over

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena to Brent R. Cole
Haeg v. SOA, 3KN-IO-OI295CI
Page 2 of6
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several days. Mr. Haeg represented himself at these proceedings and claimed that

counsel was ineffective in representing him in 2004, entitling him to a return of all

monies paid and compensation. These proceedings were recorded, although there were

problems, but the applicant also had a tape recorder and has had these recordings

transcribed. These transcripts were made part of the record on his appeals. I The Fee

Review Committee rendered its decision on August 25,2006 and rejected the applicant's

claims that counsel was ineffective. Mr. Haeg appealed the Fee Committee's decision to

the Superior Court in Kenai, which affirmed the Fee Review Committee's decision on

June 15, 2007. Mr. Haeg went on to appeal the decision of the Kenai Superior Court to

the Alaska Supreme Court. The Alaska Supreme Court affirmed the Fee Review

Conunittee's ruling with one exception, to direct the superior court to delete the

affirmative award of fees in favor of counsel as an award on a claim not submitted. See

Haeg v. Cole, Alaska Supreme Court Opinion No. 6334, January 30, 2009. Mr. Haeg

then petitioned for a rehearing on the Alaska Supreme -Court's decision, which petition

was denied. On May 14,2009, Mr. Haeg filed a petition for a writ of certiorari with the

Supreme Court of the United States, and that petition was denied on October 5, 2009.

II. ARGUMENT

A. Prior Questioning Under Oath.

At this point, Mr. I-Iaeg has already questioned counsel under oath. This occurred

at the fee arbitration hearing. This testimony was both recorded and transcribed and is in

I Counsel has not attached the transcript or the decision and award or any of the decisions on appeal because of the
volumlnous nature of these documents and the need for an expedited decision. Copies of any of these documents

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena to Brent R. Cole
Haeg v SOA. 3KN-\ 0-0 1295CI
Page 3 of6 02116
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the applicant's possession: -Ins pafConhe record on the applicant's appeal of the fee

arbitration hearing and part of record in this case. Generally speaking a litigant only gets

one opportunity to depose and individual in a case. The applicant has essentially already

had the opportunity to question counsel under oath on the very issues which he now seeks

another deposition. There has been no showing of why he needs a second opportunity to

question counsel in this matter, or how the issues might be different in this case than in

the fee arbitration case. Absent such a showing, he should not be given a second

opportunity to take the deposition of counsel.

B. Collateral Estoppel.

"There are three requirements for application of collateral estoppel: (1) The plea of

collateral estoppel must be asserted against a party or one in privity with a party to the

first action; (2) The issue to be precluded from re-litigation by operation of the doctrine

must be identical to that decided in the first action; (3) The issue in the first action must

have been resolved by a [mal judgment on the merits." State v. United Cook Inlet Drift

Ass'n, 868 P.2d 913 (Alaska 1994) citing Murray v. Feight, 741 P.2d 1148, 1153 (Alaska

1987). In this case, all three requirements for applying collateral estoppel to the

applicant's claims against counsel are in place and should be applied. The applicant was

a party in the fee arbitration hearing. He is the same party in these proceedings, The

applicant now claims that counsel was ineffective in representing him from April 2004

through November 2004. He made the same claims when he pursued the fee arbitration

can be provided in expedited fashion upon request.

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena to Brent R. Cole
Haeg v. SOA, 3KN-IO-01295Cl
Page 4 of6 02117
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claims against counsel back in 2006. Finally, the fee arbitration panel ruled against the

applicant and this ruling was affirmed at every level including the Alaska Supreme Court

and the U.S. Supreme Court. Under these circumstances, the applicant should be

collaterally estopped from relitigating issues already decided.

C. Affidavit of Brent Cole.

In order to facilitate a resolution of this matter, counsel is providing an affidavit in

lieu of a deposition regarding the allegations in the Application for Post-Conviction

Relief. See Affidavit of counsel. This affidavit mirrors the testimony given at the fee

arbitration hearing.

D. Venue of the Deposition.

If the court stilI determines that the applicant is entitled to take the deposition,

counsel requests that the Court order that the deposition be conducted in Anchorage at a

site that can insure the safety of the participants. The applicant has threatened other

attorneys who have represented him. He can be unstable, The attached affidavit

demonstrates that counsel does not feel comfortable having the deposition taken at

applicant's home. Counsel also requests that this deposition be done in Anchorage to

reduce the inconvenience and to allow it to be taken in a place more conducive to the

safety of the parties.

III. CONCLUSION

For the reasons forth above, it is requested that the Court hear this matter on

shortened time and grant the requested relief.

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena to Brent R. Cole
Haeg v. SOA. 3KN-IO-OI295CI
Page 5 of6
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.*DATED this ze day of January, 2012, at Anchorage, Alaska,

LA W OFFICES OF MARSTON & COLE, P.C.

~ CL
Brent R. Cole
AK State Bar No. 8606074

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Quash
Subpoena to Brent R. Cole
Haag v, SOA, 3KN-l 0-0 1295CI
Page 6 of6
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Brent R. Cole, Esq.
Law Offices of Marston & Cole, P.C.
821 N Street, Suite 208
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 277-8001

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
QUASH SUBPOENA AND FOR EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION

STATE OF ALASKA )
) ss

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT )

Applicant,

Respondent.

vs, -

Brent R. Cole, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I received a subpoena on January 24, 2012, to give testimony in this matter.

This subpoena directs me to appear at Mr. Haeg's house in Soldotna, Alaska, at 10;00

am. Although I spoke with Mr. Haeg about this date, I specifically requested that this

deposition be held in Anchorage.

2. I was retained by Mr. Haeg to represent him on Fish & Game charges on or

about April 10,2004. This representation occurred as a result of meetings I had with Mr.

Haeg regarding an ongoing trooper investigation for killing wolves same day airborne

outside an area where he had a permit to operate. Mr. Haeg was a well known and

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

____________~_.) Case No.: 3KN-IO-01295CI

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to
Quash Subpoena and for Expedited Consideration
Haeg v. SOA. 3KN-l0-01295CI
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licensed big game guide who provided spring bear hunting opportunities for his clients.

These hunts can be particularly lucrative with guides charging $10-$15,000 per hunter.

When I spoke with Mr. Haeg at the time, the troopers had seized one ofhis aircraft after

searching both his lodge and his home with search warrants. Mr. Haeg was extremely

emotional at the time and was very concerned that he was going to lose his guiding

business, which he had worked many years to build into a successful operation. Mr.

Haeg never denied that he shot the wolves in question or that they were outside the area

for which he had an aerial wolf hunting permit. He had falsified documents when the

wolf hides were sealed by incorrectly identifying where and how the wolves were killed.

3. At that time, AS 08.54.605 mandated that if a big game guide received a

sentence in excess of five days in jail or a $1,000 fine for violating a fish & game statute

or regulation, the violator was precluded from applying for their big game commercial

services license for a period of five years.

4. In 2004 I had been practicing for approximately 18 years in Alaska. While

a prosecutor for the state of Alaska, I worked with the commercial services enforcement

division with the Alaska State Troopers, which focused on. prosecuting guides and

outfitters for fish and wildlife violations. After leaving the district attorney's office, I

later began practicing criminal defense law and specialized in representing hunters,

fishermen, guides, assistant guides, and outfitters in all facets of fish and game law. I

have represented individuals and corporations on fish and game matters around the state,

I have taught courses on fish and game crimes and sanctions in the state.

5. After listening to Mr. Haeg's story, I likewise was very concerned with

how he would be punished if and when this case was filed and felt there was a strong

possibility that unless a plea agreement was negotiated, he would receive a sentence

exceeding five days in jailor a $1,000 fine. In either instance, such a sentence would

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to
Quash Subpoena and for Expedited Consideration
Haeg Y. SOA, 3KN·10-0 129SCI
Page 2 of8 02121
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automatically disqualify him from being a guide for five years pursuant to AS 08.54.605.

Based on my experience, I also believed that if a negotiated disposition was not reached,

he would have his privilege to hunt taken away by a court in Alaska, which would also

disqualify him from being a guide during the period of revocation. Finally, I had been

involved in a number of cases involving guides who conducted illegal hunts through the

use of aircraft or boats and was sure that the state of Alaska had a legal basis for seizing

and forfeiting Mr. Haeg's aircraft. I advised Mr. Haeg of all of these concerns early in

my representation of him. Because his overwhelming desire was to avoid losing his

guide license we agreed upon a strategy to minimize the damages in his case and the

length of any suspension of his guide license.

6. In handling a case where your client has obviously violated the law and

when faced with this knowledge and the possibility of severe penalties, there are limited

strategies available for a defendant. On one hand, you can refuse to negotiate with the

prosecutor, demand the return of any equipment seized, and contest each and every

aspect of the state's case. This can be a positive strategy if you are successful.

Unfortunately, it can also be an extremely detrimental strategy if you are unsuccessful

and you are convicted. On the other hand, it is not uncommon in these types of case for

the parties to engage in a dialog whereby a defendant cooperates with the prosecuting

authorities in order receive concessions on the crimes that he will be convicted of and the

punishment he will receive. The negative side to this strategy is that once you engage in

discussions with the prosecuting authorities, you are often required to give statements

outlining your criminal culpability and the culpability of others. Additionally, once you

start down this track, it is very difficult to change course later on and adopt a strategy to

fight the charges. The positive results from this strategy are that a defendant can receive

significant reductions in penalties and charges that are brought against him or her based

Affidavit ofCounsel in Support of Motion to
Quash Subpoena and for Expedited Consideration
Haeg v. SOA, 3KN-10-01295CI
Page3 of8 . 02122
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upon their acceptance of responsibility. These different strategies were explained to Mr.

Haeg, and he ultimately agreed that it was better to try to take steps to minimize any

license revocations Or suspensions of his big game commercial services license than to .

fight the case brought by the state.

7. Additionally, Mr. Haeg had a number of spring bear hunters who were

coming to Alaska to hunt that spring. In order to keep the state from shutting down his

business that spring and having to return all the deposits that had been made to those

hunters, we were able to negotiate that Mr. Haeg would be able to continue to conduct

these hunts. The state required that Mr. Haeg give a full statement to the investigating

officer outlining his criminal culpability in the shooting of the wolves in question.

Additionally, the state agreed not to immediately file charges but to work toward a

mutual resolution of this case through a plea agreement. Mr. Haeg was in agreement

with this strategy because it allowed him to conduct his spring bear hunts, and it avoided

the immediate filing of charges which would almost assuredly have resulted in onerous

bail conditions and immediate trial preparation. Mr. Haeg was interviewed and the

trooper had a tape recorder at the interview, but despite numerous requests, we never

received a copy ofthe tape and were informed that the recorder had malfunctioned.

8. Mr. Haeg did occasionally make inquiries about whether or not he could

get back his aircraft which had been seized by the troopers in late March or early April of

2004. I repeatedly told him that I felt there was sufficient evidence for the state to seize

and forfeit that aircraft because he was a big game commercial services guide who owed

special duties to the state of Alaska to conduct his affairs in matters involving the fish and

game at the highest level of professionalism and because the aircraft was used to facilitate

the unlawful killing of wolves. I knew that this demand was deal killer with Mr. Leaders,

and any attempts to try to recover the aircraft from the state would have resulted in a

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to
Quash SUbpoena and for Expedited Consideration
Haeg v, SOA, 3KN-10"01295CI
Page 4 of8
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breakdown of any negotiations. Over the next several months, Mr. Haeg would raise

issues relating to defenses of the charges against him and the seizure of the property. On

every occasion, I reminded him that our strategy was to cooperate with the government in

order to receive limitations on any license revocations in order to protect his business. I

always reminded him that if he chose to fight the charges against him, it would result in a

complete breakdown of any negotiations and would put him in a position where if he was

convicted, his sentence would be dictated by a judge and he would not have the benefit of

negotiating a positive outcome. Based on Mr. Haeg's statements to me and the evidence

I had, it was clear that he was guilty of the offenses and that if he went to trial, he would

be convicted on most if not all of the charges involving shooting wolves same day

airborne, shooting wolves outside of his permit, unlawful possession, and unsworn

falsification. A conviction on any of these counts, in my opinion, would have resulted in

Mr. Haeg's receiving a sentence of more than five days incarceration and a fine of more

than $1,000 and resulted in him losing his right to apply for a guide license for five years.

I consistently warned him against placing himself in a situation where he was proceeding

"open sentencing" and allowing ajudge to make determinations on his sentence after

argument by the parties. My experience in fish and game matters is that judges often

accept the sentencing recommendations of law enforcement and prosecutors in fish and

game matters. I explained as much to Mr. Haeg on numerous occasions.

9. The parties engaged in extensive settlement negotiations leading up to Mr.

Haeg's arraignment on November 9, 2004. Initially, this was scheduled to be an

arraignment and a sentencing hearing, but the parties reached a resolution on all facets of

the sentence the night before. In fact, Mr. Haeg and his family celebrated this fact with

me on the evening of November 8, 2004. Thereafter, further negotiations developed over

the return of Mr. Haeg's aircraft that was seized by the troopers, After he learned that the

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to
Quash Subpoena and for Expedited Consideration
Haeg v. SOA, 3KN·IO-01295Cl
Page 5 ofB
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state would not accept a substitute aircraft be forfeited, Mr. Haeg fired me and hired Mr.

Arthur Robinson to represent him at his trial. At that point, all that had happened was

that he had been arraigned, and he was free through his attorney to file any motions or

assert any defenses to the charges against him.

10. Mr. Robinson contacted me and asked me about the statement that Mr.

Haeg had given. I explained to him that I understood that that statement could not be

used against Mr. Haeg at the trial. He asked me to, and I subsequently did, send a letter

to Mr. Leaders confirming this understanding.

11. I later learned, as I expected, that Mr. Haeg was convicted on a number of

counts at trial in McGrath. This subjected him to being sentenced by the court based

upon the arguments of his counsel and counsel for the state of Alaska, a situation I

repeatedly warned him against. I received a subpoena to attend his sentencing, with a list

of questions that he proposed I answer. I contacted Mr. Robinson, his attorney, and

explained that if I was caIled to the stand, that in addition to answering the questions that

the court allowed, this would result in Mr. Haeg waiving his attorney-client privilege

regarding our prior conversations and could lead to very damaging information being

presented to the court against Mr. Haeg. Mr. Robinson agreed that that would be a poor

idea and that it would not be necessary for me to travel to McGrath for the hearing. I did

inform him that I would be by the phone that day and if he needed to contact me, I would

be available. I never received a caIl that day.

12. In 2006, Mr. Haeg filed for fee arbitration against me. He claimed that I

was ineffective as his counsel for almost the same reasons that he now seeks a finding of

ineffective assistance of counsel under Criminal Rule 35.1. This proceeding occurred

over several days and both Mr. Haeg and I testified under oath, subject to each other's

cross-examination questions. Mr. Haeg has had that entire proceeding transcribed and

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to
Quash Subpoena and for Expedited Consideration
Haeg v, SOA, 3KN-IO·01295CI
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made part of the record in the appeals that he filed after the fee review committee decided

against him. At that hearing, Mr. Haeg admitted that he violated the law by shooting

wolves outside the area for which he had a permit. He was given full latitude to question

me about all facets ofhis allegations of ineffective advocacy.

13. Mr. Haeg appealed the decision of the Fee Review Committee to the

Superior Court in Kenai. Judge Brown affirmed the decision of the fee review

committee. Mr. Haeg appealed this decision to the Alaska Supreme Court, and the

Alaska Supreme Court also affirmed this decision. Finally, Mr. Haeg appealed the fee

arbitration committee's decision to the United States Supreme Court and they rejected his

appeal.

14. Since Mr. Haeg has already had the opportunity to examine me under oath

at the fee arbitration, I'm not sure what more testimony I can provide that hasn't already

been touched upon in my prior testimony. Because I was not the trial attorney, I had no

control over what happened at trial, the presentation of evidence, or the ultimate

determinations that the jury and the judge made. Nothing that I did prevented Mr. Haeg

from raising any and all defenses or motions to any of the charges against him. I have

reviewed his application for post-conviction relief, and at least as to me, it appears to be a

rehash of the same issues that he raised in the fee arbitration hearing.

15. Over the last several years, I have had occasion to speak with Mr. Haeg. I

am concerned about his mental health and my well being. When Mr. Haeg contacted me

about this deposition, I agreed to the January 31 date, assuming that this deposition, if it

was actually going to take place, would occur in Anchorage. Because of Mr. Haeg's

implied threats to his former attomeys, I do not feel .comfortable having the deposition

being conducted at his house without some type of arrangements being made to protect

the safety of all involved. If it is truly necessary for me to give a deposition, even after

Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to
Quash SUbpoena and for Expedited Consideration
Haeg 1). SOA. 3KN-l 0-0 I295Cl
Page 7 of8
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the filing the underlying motion to quash, I have two requests. First, that Mr. Haeg not

be allowed to relitigate issues which he has already lost on and appealed. This would

require Mr. Haeg delineating issues of ineffective assistance of counsel that were not

raised at the fee arbitration from issues that are being raised at this post-conviction relief

application. Second, I request that the deposition be held in Anchorage at a neutral site

where the safety concerns of involved can be accommodated.

16. . I attempted to contact Mr. Haeg regarding the filing of this motion. No one

picked up the phone so I left a voice message at the number. I am also serving these

pleadings on bye-mail.

=-~-Cl
Brent R. Cole

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thi5c..=,~'f-

N YPublic in and for L\l.:llska
y commission expires: '6--/V-2.0]/

I

'.

..,.-

Affidavit ofCounsel in Support of Motion to
Quash Subpoena and for Expedited Consideration
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DAVID S. HAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 CI

Applicant,

Respondent.

COMES NOW the State of Alaska (hereinafter "State"), by and through its

VRA CERTIFICAnON
I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (l) the name of a victim of a sexual
offense listed in AS 12.61. 140 or (2) a residence or business address or telephone number of a
victim of or witness to any crime unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it
is an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the
information was ordered by the court.

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

. .

STATE'S SECOND MOTION TO DISMISS APPLICATION FOR POST-
CONVICTION RELIEF

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

vs.

undersigned Assistant Attorney General, Andrew Peterson ("Peterson"), and pursuant to

January 3, 2012, hereby moves this Court for dismissal of David S. Haeg's (hereinafter

Criminal Rule 35.1(t)(3) and this Court's Order on Motions to Supplement PCR on

"Haeg" or "Applicant") Application for Post-Conviction Relief with respect to Haeg's

seized plane. The State will rely upon the facts and proceedings statement set forth by

supplemental claim that Peterson committed prosecutorial misconduct regarding the

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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•
the Court of Appeals decision in Haeg v. State, 2008 WL 4181532 (Alaska App. 2008)

and the Order on Motion to Dismiss by this Court from January 3, 2012.

Haeg's amended PCR allegation claims that Peterson committed

-
prosecutorial misconduct by seeking a modification of Haeg's judgments in order to

allow the State of Alaska to title Haeg's airplane which was forfeited to the state in the

underlying criminal case. Haeg's argument appears to allege that Peterson violated

Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct 3.3(a)(l) by making a false statement of law to a

tribunal. See Haeg 4-21-11 Motion to Supplement PCR, p. 8. Haeg's allegation is

without merit and should be dismissed by this Court.

On July 5, 2005, Haeg movedthe trial court for an order allowing him

to post a bond for the seized airplane. See Exh. 1. In conjunction with that order,

Haeg filed a signed and notarized affidavit with the court, under penalty of perjury,

stating that he was the owner of one Piper PA-12 airplane with FAA Registration no.

N4011M. See id. Following Haeg's conviction, the trial court forfeited the airplane

to the State of Alaska. The forfeiture was upheld by the Court of Appeals.

On June 9, 2010, the state filed a motion for modification ofHaeg's

judgment. See Exh. 2. The state informed the trial court that it was seeking a

modified judgment in order to allow the state to register Haeg's airplane, Haeg filed

an opposition to the state's motion alleging that there was no authority to issue the

modified judgment as Criminal Rule 35 prohibits modification after 180 days. The

State's Second Motion to Dismiss Application for Post Conviction Relief

- 2 -
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Criminal Rule 53 gives the trial court the authority to relax the criminal rules when a

strict adherence to the rules will result in an injustice. The state argued that it was

the intent of the trial court to forfeit the airplane seized as to all owners and that it

would be an injustice to not uphold this ruling based on a policy of the FAA.

The state further argued that it was not seeking to limit the rights of

any innocent third party owner. If there was an innocent third party owner, that

individual and/or corporation could file a motion for a remission hearing and attempt

to establish the factors set forth in Rice. No motion for remission was ever filed by

The Bush Pilot, Inc.

No order was ever issued with respect to the state's motion tiled on

June 9, 2010. The state filed a renewed motion for modification of judgment on

April 4, 2010. See Exh. 4.. The state served both Haeg and The Bush Pilot, Inc. a

copy of the renewed motion for modification ofjudgment. The state requested that

The Bush Pilot, Inc. file a request for a remission hearing in order to give the

corporation the opportunity to seek remission. No opposition or request for

remission hearing was filed by either party. The trial court granted the state's

renewed motion.

The pleadings filed by the State of Alaska in this case make it clear that

the prosecutor never lacked candor toward the tribunal. . The prosecutor sufficiently

argued that Criminal Rule 35 did not apply and specifically set forth a Criminal Rule

allowing for relaxation of Criminal Rule 35. Finally the prosecutor repeatedly invited

State's Second Motion to Dismiss Application for Post Conviction Relief
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state filed a reply in July 2, 20 I0 specifically addressing Haeg's allegations. See

Exh.3.

The state's reply specifically set forth the law regulating forfeiture.

The court's judgment forfeited the airplane used by Haeg to the State of Alaska as to

all owners. If an innocent third party owner exists, that owner must file for a

remission hearing and sufficiently establish that the owner had no knowledge or

reason to believe that the property forfeited would be used to violate the law. See

Exh. 3, p. 2, citing State v. Rice, 626 P.2d 104 (Alaska 1981).

The state argued that under Rice, Haeg would be unable to show the

existence of an innocent third party owner. See id. The corporation, "The Bush

Pilot, Inc.," is a corporate entity that is 100% owned by Haeg and according-to

Haeg's previous affidavit, signed under penalty of perjury, he personally is the

owner ofthe airplane. See id.

The state further argued that Criminal Rule 35 did not apply to this

case. Specifically, the state argued that Criminal Rule 35 applies to a reduction,

correction or suspension of sentence, not a modification of the judgment which is

necessary to affect the clear intent of the trial court. The intent to forfeit Haeg's

airplane by the trial court was upheld by the Court of Appeals. The only issue that

. remained was a modification of the judgment showing that the plane was forfeited to

the State of Alaska as to all owners, thus allowing the state to properly title the

airplane. The state further argued that even if Criminal Rule 35 applied, that

State's Second Motion to Dismiss Application for Post Conviction Relief
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• •
modification and the court ultimately agreed with the state and signed the state's

for a remission hearing and once again makes the same offer. The state will not oppose

conviction. Rather, Haeg's corporation, The Bush Pilot, Inc. is at most entitled to a

ndrew Peterson
Assistant Attorney General
ABA #0601002

RICHARDSVOBODNY
ACTING TTORNEY GENERAL

This is to certify that on this date, a correct
copy of the forgoing wa~ / faxed /
hand-delivered to: t:l<::'eVt-~ ce"'A'j PG.",j). iJ.q:g

~ 4. ~q,)L 1- (9 _/Z
igmiture ~ Date

under Rice ifit intends to seek remission of the airplane forfeited to the State of Alaska.

Finally, it appears from the pleadings that Haeg is seeking a new trial by

is untimely. The state will, however, make the corporation meet its burden as set forth

DATED at Anchorage, Alaska this 19th day of January 2012.

Haeg based upon the state seeking a modification of his judgment five years after his

remission hearing. The state has repeatedly offered to allow Haeg's corporation to file

a motion for remission filed by The Bush Pilot, Inc. tiled in Kenai on the grounds that it

alleging that the prosecutor committed misconduct. This remedy is not applicable to

prosecutor knowingly made a false statement of law to a tribunal.

proposed order. Based upon these facts, this Court should dismiss Haeg's claim of

prosecutorial misconduct as Haeg has failed to set forth a prima facie case that the

the corporation to file for a remission hearing if a valid claim existed. The trial court

judge was fully aware of all of the pleadings filed with respect to the state's requested
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF ALASKA

2 FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT MCGRATH

STATE OF ALASKA,

.,",

,~,<~, t.;'

;:.))

4MC-04-024 Cr.Case No.

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

vs.

DAVID HAEG,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

---------------)

3

4

5

6

7

8

APPLICATION TO POST BOND FOR SEIZED PROPERTY

sightseeing business.

This application is supported by the attached affidavit

VRA CERTIFICATION
I certify that this document and its attachments do
not contain (1) the name of a victim ·of a sexual
offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or
business address or telephone number of a victim of or
witness to any offense unless it is an address used to
identify the place of the crime or it is an address or
telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding
and disclosure of the information was ordered by the
court.

COMES NOW the defendant, DAVID HAEG, by and through

counsel, Arthur S. Robinson, and makes application to post a

bond in the amount of $11,290 as security for the airplane

that is currently held 'and seized by the State of Alaska in

the above mentioned case, and for an order from this court

releasing the airplane to defendant in exchange for the

day of July, 2005.

The defendant needs use of the airplane for his

DATED this

bond.

and exhibit.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that a
copy of the foregoing was
served on the DA on 7/8/05
by ,c?)urier.. ('-p .
By: r".::'i"t)l;uJv<. i/ -\"--)/).;\ \j_....~_.

/\\
\.,

By:

ROBINSON & ASSOCIATES/'""\ t ?. I / ~- .
/ l,' (:j/ ~ / '/1"
( /1 'i1 // 11' .., I/! 1/ -t
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ArthJr S. Robinson
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FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT MCGRATH

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF ALASKA

the months of April through October (hunting, sightseeing,

bear viewing and banner towing) primarily in the Kenai

DAVID HAEG, being first duly sworn, deposes and states

the following:

1. I am the defendant in the above referenced case .

2. I am the owner of. one. Piper PA-12 airplane with

FAA Registration no. N4011~.

3. qn - April 1,·200-4, my airplane was seized by the

Alaska State Troopers in connection with my case for

P9ssible forfeiture.

4. I am the owner of The. Bush Pilot, Inc. dba Dave

Haeg's Alaskan Hunts and Adventure Lake Lodge which I and my

4MC-04-024 Cr.Case No.

The business operates during

SS .

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID HAEG

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

STATE OF ALASKA,

vs.

DAVID HAEG,

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

-------------)

STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

wife have operated since 1990.
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Peninsula and West Cook Inlet.
24

family's yearly income.

This business is my entire

I do flightseeing, bear viewing and
25 banner towing in June, July and August which accounts for

26 approximately 15% of my family's yearly income.

27

28 EXHIBIT i--'----
PAGLLOFL.
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1

5. The above described airplane is the only plane we

2

3

have modified to provide the sightseeing, bear viewing, and

banner towing.

6. I have had the airplane appraised to determine its

4 fair market value. The fair market value is $11,290.

5

6

7

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is the appraisal of the value

of the airplane.

7. I ·understand that should I get convicted of certain

game violations I am currently charged with in this case

8

9

,
that the court may forfeit my airplane.

S. I am ready, willing and able to place in the court

registry the fair market value of the airplane in the sum of

$11,290 as a cash bond for security of the airplane and in

lieu of the forfeiture of the airplane in the event I am

convicted of the game violations and the court in its

discretion orders that the airplane be forfeited.

9. In the event the court orders forfeiture of the

airplane, the bond amount can be used to satisfy the

forfeiture of the airplane by the State of Alaska and said

amount of the bond shall be the property of the State.

" OFFICIAL 5 EA L U

BONNIE H. BURGER
NOTARY PUBLIC STATE 0 ALA

MY COMMISSION· EXPIRE> "'r (:)
~~

DAVID HAEG

SAYETH .N-AUGHT.

xlfl A
FURTHER AFFIANT

EXH!Bir_-,--_~

PAGE?! OF?

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN TO before me this~~ day of July,
2005.

~
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The State's request to modify the judgments in this case willnot limit

judgment. First, the Piper FA-I2 plane in question was registered toHaegs corporation

•

Consequently, the FAA requires that the judgment reflect this fact.

COlvlES NOW the State of Alaska, by and through Assistant Artorney

The State of Alaska is in the process of selling the Pipet- PA-] 2 airp lane,

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASK/\

.......-

PlaintifC

vs.

DAVID S HAEQ;
DaB: ]/19/]966;'··
APSIN1D:5743491
SSN: 471-72c5023

above case. The judgments in the above case provide that the "Piper PA-12 plane tail

but the FAA will not re.. register the plane to the State of Alaska without," modified

number N40 11M" is forfeited to the State of Alaska.

Bush Pilot, Inc.

Second, The FAA has also requestedthat the plane's serial number (f,! 12-2828) be listed

,')11 the judgment in addition to the identification Piper PA-12 and tail number N4011M.

II
II
"II

i!.,
II

iJ, '
Ii
ii
[I
II FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS'I'RICT AT MCGRATH
! I
i; STATE OF ALASKA. ).
:1
!I )
" )Ii
!i ):, '. ' ..

i I )
l !
I: )
i! )
Ii
II)

i j )

! III .)
i I
:I )
~ : Defendant. )
!I ---- ----- )
,i No. 4MC-S04-24 CR.
II
!i, ,
II

i i

Ii, I
!! r'T~nitY ihis c!,)cu:1lcnt and its ~~~Ci1J;l{:llts do not contain the (]) -nameof a -,,jctim of a sexual offense listed in AS 12.G 1.J,;o~ or (2) 1

1r ~ ri;sjdt.:n~1.: or. ~)llsinl.:~s address or telephone number ct~ a victim of.- or \~:itncss to any on.~nSl: llnJc~s i.t is an a~dn:s: i~k!jlif~·j:lg the
, . place ,J!- n Cl 1:118 or an address or telephone number Ii": a truuscnpt O! a court P1"OCC(;IJJJ1g. and disclosure ol the: information '_','~:S l
jj i orc!cn.:cJ b)~~cOl!rt. . .. j

! I

II
I.
II
II
I!
;;
I i General Andrew Peterson, requesting this court modify the judgment entered in the
i i
II
! I

"ii
'1
[ I
II
!I

II
II
I·
I
!
i
i,
!
!

::.-;;
:.::=.~
-..:£. co .!Z

,~r _en 0 c,

"".-'

g~ ~~ ~

Hacgs remedies 1J1 the pending PCR application, but will allow the State to register

EXHiBIT l
PAGLLOF~5"
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• •
the plane as being owned by' the State of Alaska m accordance with the original

judgments.

DATED: June 9, 20 I0 at Anchorage, Alaska.

By:

DANIEI~ S. SULLIVAN
ArTORl'IEY GENERAL

~
. . .

. ../~.' -:::.:-2:=------>
fit ~ ~- . ....

1.',(". . .' ..~.---~--.....---- .~t;,;;,n--·--..-..··-------..----·
Assistant Attorney General
Alaska Bar No. 0601002

tf)

".
()

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify that a copy of the forgoing was [x] mailed [J hand

delivered r] faxed 1:.1 on June 9, 2010 to the following attorney/parties of record

Davie! l-lacg PO Box 123 Soldotna, Alaska 99669.

~~:;=---
Law\:;:,fPice Assistant]

'7

EXHIB!"L~~_.

PAGE 'l---. OF 5__
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IN THE DiSTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

DAVID S HAEG,
DOB: 1/19/]966
APSIN ID: 574349]
SSN: 471-72-5013

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

\IS.

FOURTH JUDICiAL DISTRICT AT MCGR/\.TH

STATE OF ALASKA, )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------_._.-._--------- --)
No. 4MC-S04-24 CR.

AFfIDAVIT

STATE OF ALASKA,

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

)
)
)
)

ss

i.'..
Co

1, A. Andrew Peterson, being first duly sworn upon oath, state and depose

as follows:

I. I am an assistant attorney general in the Office of Special Prosecutions and

Appeals -- Fish and Game Unit.

2. I spoke with Sherry Hassell of the Department of Public Safety and Froward

Martin, Chief Legal Officer for the FAA in the State of Alaska and determined that

the State of Alaska will be unable to register the Piper PA-11 that was forfeited to

8{HIS!l' _ 1-._.__
PAGE.-2... OF S-02138



• •
the State of Alaska as part of the judgment in this case to the State. Without beinz. ~........ ......

able to register the plane in the State's name in accordance with Federal Regulations,

the State will be unable to do anything withy the plane.

3. The facts set out in this memorandum are true to the best of my knowledge and

belief.

4. This motion is being re-filcd to reflect the correct date on the certificate of

service which 'was erroneously not changed.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYE'n-1 NOT.

DATED: June 9, 2010 at Anchorage, Alaska.

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this 9
th

day of June, 2010.

DANIEL S. SULLIVAN
ATJ.:;QfZ-NEY GENERAL

/ ,I .

!
II --''-~;>---
)/--"~ .•.._.:::-.-'-'- -""~

>L"<7f7:,,,,,::Z.~~·"-~·~::::_---_"" __"__···_·_-_,,
q~-<l"""'~=--:~=---"'-------'----'-----'-----'-'-'--' .-..,

iPAndrew Peterson
Assistant Attorney General
Alaska Bar No. 060 j 002

By:

EXHIBiT 2- ..
PAGL~OF 5
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IN THE DlSTR]Cf' COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

DAVID S HAEG,
DOB: ]/] 9/1966
APS]N ID: 5743491
SSN: 471-72-5023

Plai ntiff,

Defendant.

vs.

FOURTH JUDICIAL DlSTRICT lIT MCGRATH

S"j'A 'I'C 0]:' Ar A S'](" A )L./ r __._,1~ _ ~ _ ,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

.'.... ..-::-:-~ ==-_,__.__. --.J
No. 4MC-S04-24 CR

ORDER'----

Having considered the State of Alaska's motion for modification of the

judgments in the above case and having otherwise become fully advised in the premises,

IT IS HI~REBY OPJ)ERED that the ownership interest in one PIPER PA-12

registered to Bush Pilot, Inc. N-number N4011lVlm, serial number 12-2888, was

forfeited to the State of Alaska on September 30, 2005.

Date this __ day of .., 2010, lV1cGrath, Alaska.

District Court Judge
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

No. 4TvlC-S04-24 CR.

DAVID S HAEG,
DOB: 1/1911966
APSIN ID: 5743491
SSN: 471-72-5023

Plaintiff.

Defendant.

vs.

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT MCGRATH

STATE OF ALASKA, )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

-----~)

RFPLY TO J-1AEG'S OPPOSITION TO THE STATI:':'S MOTION FOR
MODIFICATION OF JUDGMENT

l ccrtity this document and its anacluncnts do not contain th~ (I) name ora victim of:1 sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2)
residence or business addn;ss or telephone number of a victim of or witness to any offense unless it is an address ith':l1lii)'jng the
place of '-1 crime or :1Il nddrcss or telephone number in a rrunscript or u court proceeding nnd disclosure uf the imbrm.nio» \Vas
ordered by the coun.

Haeg filed an opposition to the State's motion claiming that there is no

authority to modify the judgment, that Crimina! Rule 35 prohibits modification after

180 days and that the State falsified the FAA's requirements for registering an airplane.

COMES NOW the State of Alaska, by and through Assistant Attorney

General Andrew Peterson, and hereby files this reply to I-I21eg's Opposition to the

State's Motion for Modification of Judgment, Request for Protective Order and Motion

for Consolidation.

EXH!B!T--.-2~_...

PAGE;__L OF_ 15 ..

provide meaning to the forfeiture statutes utilized in this case.

Haeg is mistaken in is claims alleged in his opposition. This Court should modify the

i judgments issued in this case as it is the only way to affect the court's judgment and to
!
I

I

II
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u,
o
11.1
o
"[C
o

The judgment entered on September 30, 2005 provided that "Piper PA-12

plane tail number N4011 M" is forfeited to the. State of Alaska. See Exh. I. This

judgment gives title of the airplane to the State of Alaska as against all owners. If there

was an innocent third party owner, that owner is entitled to a remission hearing in which

the innocent third party owner can establish that they did not know or have reason to

believe that the property would be used to violate the law. See State v. Rice. 626 P.2d

104 (Alaska ]981).

In Rice, the defendant was convicted of committing a number of fish and

game violations while using an airplane. In addition to other sanctions, the trial court

ordered the forfeiture of the Cessna airplane used in committing the offenses. See id at

lOS. The defendant appealed and Cessna Finance Corp. sought and were granted leave

to intervene in the case. Cessna did not challenge the constitutionality of the State's

forfeiture laws, but rather its application as (0 an innocent holder of a security interest.

See id at II]. The Court in Rice found that Cessna was able to assert that it was an-- --

innocent holder of a security interest and thus remanded the case for a remission

hearing. The purpose of the remission hearing was to allow Cessna the opportunity to

show that it was entitled to reimbursement from the state for its share in the forfeited

airplane at the time of seizure. Cessna was not entitled to the return of the property in

question.

In the present case, Haeg will be unable to show the existence of an

innocent third party owner. The corporation "The Bush Pilot, Inc." is an entity that is

100% owned by David Haeg. See Exh. 2. Haeg's spouse was listed as a secretary,

treasurer and director, but in filings with the State of Alaska, Corporations, Business

and Professional Licensing Department, Mrs. I-beg does not have any ownership in

"The Bush Pilot, Inc.".

The Bush Pilot, Inc. is nothing more than an alter ego for David Haeg

The doctrine of piercing the corporate veil refers to instances in which courts disregard

the fundamental principle of limited liability of a corporate entity and instead impose

EXH~B~T~ _
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Co., 648 P.2d 1000 (Alaska 1982). In this case, David Haeg controlled the corporation

and he committed the criminal offenses for which he was convicted. Consequently.

there is no basis for allowing him to now claim that his plane was actually owned by an

I liability upon its shareholders. The test involves a two prong analysis by the court first

determining who controls the corporation and second whether there was misconduct by

the corporation or its shareholders. See Emde Air. [nco V. Corroon & Black/Dawson &

I

I

u,
o

innocent third party corporation.

In his opposition, Haeg first claims that there is no legal authority for

modifying the judgment and that Criminal Rule 35 prohibits modification of a j udgment

after 180 days. Criminal Rule 35, however, applies to a "reduction. correction or

suspension of sentence" not a modification of the judgment which is necessary to affect

the clear intent of the trial court. In this case, the clear intent of the court was to forfeit

David Haegs interest in his airplane. The airplane was registered to a corporation that

David Hacg was the president and 100% shareholder. The airplane in question has

already been forfeited to the State of Alaska. The State is now simply seeking a

modified judgment that will allow the State to sell the airplane.

If this Court were to determine that Criminal Rule 35 applies in this case,

Criminal Rule 53 provides this Court with the authority to relax Criminal Rule Criminal

Rule 35. Criminal Rule 53 authorizes courts to relax the criminal rules when a strict

adherence to the rules will result in an injustice. One of the purposes for allowing

forfeiture in Alaska is "to prevent possible use of the property in further illicit acts."

See State V. Rice, 626 P.2d 104, 114 (Alaska 1981). "This purpose is well served when

the seized property is not returned to the offender." See id. The purpose is not well

served when the "interests of innocent non-negligent third parties are left unprotected or

uncompensated." See id.

The airplane used by Haeg to commit his criminal offenses was forfeited

to the State of Alaska. Alaska Statute AS 16.05.195(0 provides that an item forfeited

under this section shall be disposed of at the discretion of the department. In this case,

EXHIBiT 0
PAGE '~_. OF..J.:L
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the Department of Fish and Game has determined the best course of action is to sell the

airplane. In order to sell the airplane, the Civil Air Registry of the FAA has specific

administrative requirements that must be met.' See Exh. 3. The judgment must reflect

the registered owner's name and a complete description of the aircraft, including the

make, model, and serial number. Sce id.

I-Iaeg, in his opposition, filed a motion for a protective order and motion.

for the modified judgment to be decided by the PCR court. The State opposes both of

Haegs requests as there is no basis for his request. Haegs underlying criminal case

was appealed to the Alaska Court of Appeals, the Alaska Supreme Court and ultimately

his case was rejected by the U.S. Supreme Court. The State's conviction of Haeg was

upheld, including the forfeiture of his aircraft. Given the extensive litigation in this

case, there is no basis for Haeg to now seek a protective order or to seek to add ncw

claims to his pending peR claim.

The State is not seeking 1O limit the rights of any innocent third party or to

reduce; correct or suspend a sentence. Rather, the State is seeking to simply modify the

judgments imposed in this present case in order to affect the judgment already imposed.

This court· forfeited Haeg's Piper PA-12 to the State of Alaska. The State is merely

seeking to have the judgment reflect the information necessary in order to allow the

State to register the plane that was actually forfeited. This process will not result in a

change in the actual judgment, but rather simply allow the State to fulfill its statutory

obligation of disposing of this airplane. If there is an innocent third party owner that

can establish the factors set forth in Rice, that person or entity is entitled to a remission

hearing. If not, there is no basis for this Court refusing to modify the judgment, which

I Haeg claims that the State falsified the requirements of the FAA. This claim is without merit. The State
attached Exh. 3 to its reply which expressly states that registry "requires that the Amended Judgment cites the
name of the registered owner of the aircraft"

EXH!B!1i----'3~_
PAGE~_OF is _.
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• •
will result in nothing more than simply allowing the State to dispose of the airplane as

was intended by the original forfeiture order.

DATED: July 2, 2010 at Anchorage, Alaska.

DANIEL S. SULLIVAN
ATTORNEY GENERAL

By: -- --~_.-- _.=--
.,.~ "-,=~ ._--------------

~!--ihri,Tlclr-ewq?J;>jers 0 n

Assistant Attorney General
Alaska Bar No. 0601002

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify that a copy of the forgoing was [xl mailed [] hand

delivered [I faxed [] on July 2, 20 I 0 to the following attorney/parties of record David

Haeg PO Box 123 Soldotna, Alaska 99669.

/.-:..\

--; ,1 )
;~ --l/J!' !f.~

t><F j/ {L..&t {l j.' ~.--_.-..<-.-

--Tina Osgood I
Law Office A-sbstant I
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_.__.0~~-03-2006 MON 02:2(.PM AN' • .rSTRrCT COURT FAX NO, 907 j 4278 p, 02

IN THE DVSTRldcOURT FOR THE STATE OF A.1i>..SR:;;:AT MCGRA.TH

~ STATE OFALP.SKA 0 CASE NO. 4tviC-04-024CR

vs,
DAVID HAEG AJN Tracking No. Count I

DOB 1-19-66 ~ ID# 57434.91 ATN. l0713727R

JUDGMENT - FISH AND GAME
Date or Offense: March 5, 2004 Slatute/Ord.JReg, AS 8.54.720(aY(,151
Offense Charged: Unlawful Acts by aGuide: Same Day-Airborne I.8l Misdemeanor U Violation

PLEA: [8J Not.GuPty 0 Guilty 0 No Contest TRIAL: OCouri l?:SJ Jury, '

Crim. R. 32 AND 32.6
AS12.55.041

o Bail toappty to fine.

EXHIBiT_--,~~J__

PAGlE_ip _OF \5

The defendantwasir'und and adjudged:

o NOT GUILTY. IT IS 0,RDERED that the defendant is acquitted and discharqed.
l8l GUILTY ofthe offense, named-above:o GUILTYOF I '
, St~tut8/0rdJReg.o /\ny appearancelor performance bond, in this case is exonerated.

I SENTENCE '

D Imposition of s~nience is suspended and the defendant is placed on probation. Any restitution
ordered' below will continue. to be' civilly enforceable after probation expires.

!ill Sentence is imppsc;d as follows: .
Police training,s~rcharge due in io days: ~S50 (Misdemeanor). 0$10 (viotaticn)
~Defendanti~fined $. 2, "",c. 0.0 with St.·sue.oo suspended. The unsuspended $ 1,000.00

is to be paidl fo.-I1"".tl"G~~. b"+.,,.+- ~~t ~{)'B',v (~//' !k·.k- :I!,( 'liS,,? 7' '1-:.3<). Ol,
D Jail surcharQ8 OS150v,iith $100 suspended (if wbbatibnordered) '0 $50 (If no probation

Duenow-to flttorney General's Office, 1031 W. 4'" Ave., SUite.200, Anchorage; .AK 9.950i

IZJ Defendant i~'commjtted to the custody of the Commissioner of-Corrections to serve .-fQ...days
with :5-~I,'}. 'davs) suspended. The unsuspended .:?fhD~(s.1:!days)areto

be served at.the..dtrectlon.otthe.jail. Remand date / / -1- 9> d;o-.' "'"" ,,-<-,c.,,~. c.."u..~T., I

® The follbwih· items are forfeited 'to the State:

n Fish t8ktn in the amount of pounds. iI Fair rnarketvalua of fish taken s
Fish Tic et Number__-'-. _

!XJ The sei ed fish or game or any- parts thereof:_"-'W"'c"".\c..+'---.!..!-,-"-,,·""d"",c"',, _

IZI Equipm ntused in orin aid of the violation: p:\"",<, 'f'fI-(j?- l,l,,-._~ +-~:!,~ bCr tJ<-{ollf",

~ G~ ........ " c.... _.J. 0.:_",,"- I· ~. '\6_

o -Defendant's [sa ~;S:~fi;#;;i1§- [Jhunting 0 trapping license is revoked~ -ho... .5' ~ ZAv 5.. 0

OOefendant's fommercial fishing privileges and licenses are suspended for months/years.

m The.defendant.is ordered to pay restitution as .stated in the Restitution Judgment and to apply for
an Alaska err'nanent Fund-Dividend, if'eligible, each year until restitution is paid in full.

o The am unt of restitution willbe determined as provide in Criminal Rule 32.6 (0) (2)

IZl Defend"nt is pia ed on probation for ..1l::-year(s), SUbject to the following condltions:
I:8J Comply wit .c:li~I)"~t,E2ur~~rdp:s",I~~tt..~;S?9;:'~}?Y ~he d.ea.dlihes stated,
jLgCommlt no . - '---- vro(atlons'Bunng the probation penod.

·0 Commit ri0fommerGial fishing violations durirjglhe probation period.
JZl 10<'-< \'~<+-:rf"""'-:- <--~'1-:-i~:-r,1- "~1 p_""lo:",. ,--.~-f-"t r ..iJ'· ..~)§

7- 3b - OS' ,,-~,-<p. ~,....~ .~
Ette!'ive Date Judge' -S' /

-- ' Iv!ara;;~rer'r'.· urohv
I certify that on Jr-. ;;.: (;$' acopy this Type or Prir-:t Judqes 'Name
Judgmeni.was sent f' 0: 4:>;.-£,,,,..1;: p,i: '~f1 ;';."h:. ,---
CIBrk:f~o/ <-1- '. ~"

CR-464 (2105) i
JUDGMENT - DISTRI9T COURT- FISH ,I,NDGAME

,
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• •
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA AT MCGRA,TH, ALfI,SKA

Screen (or VRA

State of Alaska CASE NO. 4MC-04~024CR 'Count No. V

emATN' 107137273

APSIN: _ST _DL/ID 5743491

vs. DAVID HA:EG

008: 1/19/1966

JUDGMENT - FISH and GAME
Date crottense: March' 23, 2004 Statute/Oro/Rep: i,S 0854720

Offense Charged: -"UC'.!n"la",wf=u",1A".. c""t,,,s_'---''-- _

PLEA: nNot Guilty [iGujlty nNo Contest TRIAL: UCourt 0 Juri

The defendant was found and adjudged: LJ Rulejl Plea-Aqreernentn NOTGUILTY, IT IS ORDEREO(hai,the defendant is acquitted and discharged'

~ GUILTY of the crime named above,
LJ GUILWO'F

SENTENCE

. s:2tL:(E-/Orc;/Reg

... ~. ,6,nyappearanc:e,.ocp;>r:Torrri"hce ,?ond inthis. case is exonerated, 0 Bail applleo to fine

-.12. '1 'I < J /! ...J;,L- .,:y . /7 '7) i';';; ;,t -'0'f\. I~f/.'-t.'//.. CL.U">t- I"\:-.. 1\ /'])'" .... ,l L!_-~.""'("

i i lmpostionof.sentence is suspended and' the defendant is placso.on.probatlon as set forth below. A.ny·
restitution orceredbelow will. continue to be civillyenforceable.aiter probation expires,

[Xl Sentence is imposed as follows:

Poiice training surcharge due in 10 cays; DS75 (OUI/Refus"l) [Kj S50, (~,lisd)' i S1a(Infroel [Jo (fineunder S30

rx; Defendant is fined 52:S0000 with S1,500,OOsuspended. The unsuspencec $,1,00000 is to be paic

by September 3D ZOQ?

[Xl Jail surcharge (state. offenses only)' @S1S0withS100 suspended .(if probation ordered)

OSSO (if no probation), Due'now!o Atty. General's Office, 1031 W 4th, Ave., Suite 200,
Anchorage, AK 99S01

!iJ Defendant is committed to the custody.of (he Commissioner of Corrections to serve GO days
wit 55 days suspended The unsuspendeo 5 days are to be served beginning no later than

March 02. 2009 Detendantto oe creditecfor time already'ser:led in this case.

[XJ T-h~ foHowi09 it::ms·are rcrfeitej:tc.,the'.State:

o Fish taken in the amount of pounds. nFair market value of fish taken: _

Fish ticket.number

[Kj The seized fish or game or any partsthereof: 'Wolfhides

lXJ Equipmentused i~ ,or in aid of the violation: PiDer FA-12'tail#'N401I'M, Guns and ammuniiioQ

LJ

EXHIBiT_..;;.3__

Pf.4.GE....l-OF 15

Guidino

Deferiqant is ordered to.pay restitution as stated in the Restitution Judgment and to apply for 31'1: .
Alaska Permanent Fund DiVidend, ifeliqible, each year until restitution is paid in full.

o The amount of:restitutjcn will be determined as provided. in Criminal Rule 32:6(c)(2),

lliJ Defencant's === licensels Suspendedfer 5 vears

o
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• •
Ix! Defendant is ordered to:

> foiieitwolihides, eouiprnent used in aid of the violation: Piper PA 12'plane, guns, ammunition

!XJ., Defendantis placec on probation .until September 10, 20.15 subject tothe.following conditions:

> Comply withalldirect.court.oroersltsteo above'bytne 'deadlines stated,

> Commit no hunting, .trapping, or Big Game'Guiding violations. Not participate in any way with any
predator control program.

> Pay restitution.as ordered in Restitution Judgement: Apply for PFD,if eligible, untilpaidin full.

September 30; 2005

Effective Dale:

I cenify tbat on \1ri-71.0 Cf
a copyor [hisjudgm.ent-,was".senl to:,'

~6'eft _ P'.:9licDefenderlf\tly

Pciico AG's Office ,\SAP OMV Other

Slale;of't'\laskG YS. ,DAVID HAEG

CR-16~,·(1.1 1061,(s t:5)

JUDGMENT - DISTRICT COURT - FISH ahdG,c,.ME

.•' c,\

CASE"NO.

P<3ge 2 of 2 Pages

cocot.Nc. .-2.-
Crim, R. 3, 32 and 32:6

AS 12.55,041
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Entity • • Page 1 oJ:2

-----------------_._---_.._.._----

Print Blank Biennial Report
(To view the report, you must have Acrobat Reader installed.)

Entity Name History

Filed Documents
(Click above to view filed documents that are available.)

I Search
,,;;Sy Entity Name
1,/ By AK Entity #
I.,,,' By Officer Name
1:7By Registered Agent

Verify
';'Verify Certification

Biennial Report
:"'File Online
,,,,Initial Biennial Report

LLC
.,.1File Online

Business Corporation
.i:File Online

Online Orders
,""Register for Online

Orders
:jOrder Good Standing

Name Registr'ation
·07Register a Business

Name Online
-:.:;.'t,Renew a Business Name

Date: 6/21/2010

Name

THE BUSH PILOT, INC.

Business Corporation Information

AK Entity #:

Status:

Entity Effective Date:

Primary NAICS Code:

Home State:

Principal Office Address:

Expiration Date:

Last Biennial Report Filed Date:

Last Biennial Report Filed:

Registered Agent

Agent Name:

Office Address:

Mailing Address:

Principal Office Address:

Name Type

Legal

57078D

Active - Non Compliant

11/17/1995

AK

PO BOX 123
SOLDOTNA AK 99669

Perpetual

10/18/2006

2007

DAVID HAEG

LOT 3 BLK 2 NORTH SHORE RIDGE SUBD
SOLDOTNA AK 99669

PO BOX 123
SOLDOTNA AK 99669

PO BOX 123
SOLDOTNA AK 99669

Officers, Directors, 5% or more Shareholders, Members or Managers

Name:

Address:

Title:

Owner Pet:

David S Haeg

PO Box 123
Soldotna AK 99669

President

100

'--?

EXH!BIT ?
PAGE C1_0F IS_

Name:

https:/ /myalaska,state.ak.us/business/soskb/Corp.asp'/257664

David S Haeg

t1-h' Z-
U)~. ~,..!~,
% {1 ,

6/21/201002149



Entity •Address:

Title:
Owner Pet:

Name:
Address:

Title:
Owner Pet:

Name:

Address:

Title:

Owner Pet:

Name:
Address:

Title:
Owner Pet:

Officers & Direciors

•PO Box 123
Soldoina AK 99669

Director
100

Jackie a Haeg

Same As President
Secretary

Jackie a Haeg

Same As President

Treasurer

Jackie a Haeg

Same As President
Director

Page 2 01'2

E-mail the Corporations Staff (907) 465-2550

httDS://rnvalaska. state. ale. us/busi ness/sosk b/Corp.aspn5 7664

.",
EXHIB!T_.....2..~.
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•state of Alaska
D,eparfm"ntof Ccrnrn erce, Community, and Economic Development
Division ..ofCcrpcrations, Busine'ss' and Professional Licensing
ccrpcranons Section
PO·8ox:1-1 0808
Juneau, AKSS81·r-080a

-------------------_._-
.- AK Entity;: 570780 J

[

' Date Filed: 1011llJ2006 02:05·PM

state of :Alaska

Dcpartmenr-of Commerce

-----_."~~-~._. . -_._---

Business Corporation
OnHnd007 Biennial Report

}'Uf tIle f"'rloo ~ndiJl;D~l'tnbl:':":31,~OO('i

PO Box 1-23

Soldotna, AK9S669

E!i-OIY Mailing Address

-,-------------=--c-~__:_

AlaskaEntitv if 57078D
I-····--_:_---_·_-----_····_-_·_----_·~-------,----'-~=~~------------~

! THE BUSH PILOT, INC_

IL. _

;ame and !\.dclres~_oE!.?'jstere_d:..-A___'g".c_'n_i-_-------------.------rP.hysical Address. of A~::rt_~~n]ilil2J1f!.' ~~OOress is" PO Boxor Mai]_~t.::p.
1 David Haeg Lot 3 Blk2 North-Shore Ridge Subd

PO Box 123: Soldotna,.AK 90069

Soldotna, AK996i39

Y. :;JilO'·o.
H~!,j

121 Checlobis boxlfth"rearc no cban·gcstothc entity-illfQrmationIEt~d· below:

I
Title·l N"-'.'ie. - ,. Mailing.Addness - -----·-·--··I'-;~;,-;fute,.;;-------- IV!;[ i ,,~,~ 1'-1 if";",

- ----i'- -+ +!_~_~D_n:.~.J Held ~,:U:!.i[;.l<l

~.c,,-lo,vidsH .•eg -.----- :POBcX123 JI_~Old:I".~~~~~~_9___ _---rl--- 0!;<J I ,. II DO
1 ~~~d_ret I 1 _
; ".-cr,,,,,,, IJaCkieaH.eg~-- ISame As·Pre'ident I I G2J --------01

l.~::,:,:'tac~:~.-~~~----- _=~~a~?s~p=~s~~e~ u_ •• _ ~_ • _ _ ____________I··-~-~~I_ ----1---5--1
Please note that.thistrcport.may.not.bejiled for the-record 'if'the required-information ill nor provided. All. corporations must have a president, secretary,
treasurer andat least one,director. "Inc secretary and tnepresidentcanncrbe the.same person unless.the president isI 09,*!:sh;uel10Ider. The-entity must-also
list any alien affiliutes.and 'those shareholdersthat hold'S% .or more of the issues shares.

Ente.r H!'Y cha,!g<'s to._the officer/dil'cctor infonnatio",n::.·.::li:=s.::tc:cd",.-=a-=b",o,-,v,-,e.c:-r-r-t _

i Title I N:uno ~\ddrCSS ICity,' Statc.Zip -j.

I Po",;'«, I +1 --+1_ -------j 0 liD I
1-"« I i I r-o -1--1- 0-1

I:~:;-I ------- I -+--- ---------- -1
1

-: -- - - - -

0
0 -Ii II 'DO -j

~~I I J-- --- To l --i_- o--~IL~"'" I 1._, _
Ifnlt:c.:u;lary;Rlt:ocil'Q listof oodilionnl,01fica3~direcrcra, Sharclicildei's. ,L:lC uiicn u1ij!ial~., Ol.1 a seperrce S'1/2_:X .n sheer of paper.

Thls nyo/t [q~uMlc I.nfOl-mvdon. Please do not: lintconfidential iri.li.xmaz.iol:'wdl as date ofbulU cr.Sccial Security Numbers.

N\)~: The registered ~etlt·i.1:forma:iOo> name of the en:ify and the,infoml:l1imlin lb.tl~uxtle below Ca:J:1.01'hc c!mnsed'll~ Lui.;; form. Y';)iI'CM request -ihe nee...ssary form lo'ch~ll'llt.c

infOfTtlhlion·byc.;J,!wS (9')7) 465·2530'·or~ii~our wcb"ne-.;:th.ctp:lh",'w\.\t.ccrpCll"lUinns.clldw:.;;ov·

AlaskaI scure.of'Dcuicile

, --------j--------------.

I

10/18/2006 Jackie-A Haec Secret~ _

Domestic Earirv - Sl OD.(10
Ifposanuriccd clrer.HbrUl:ry.I; 2007~ S137.50.

-~-----

T"ttl.c:

._--------_....
Foreigc Entity (Stcre.cfDorulcile 1Iot'AlaKku)'- szuo.oo
Ifpo$~:ui<cdailc;rFebruary 1,2007'· $247.50

---''----------- --~-----

'7EXH!B!T "1,--_

IPAGI:.LOFJc;
E",~. 2.

f~' "3 ~'i
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• •
Filed for Recore
State of ,l;i25'",

For Official Use Onlyr---------- FILE NO, 57078 - 0

~
I

SEE ENCLOSED SHEETFOR INSTRUCTIONS

BIENNIAL REPORT
(As required by AS 10:05;805)

RepOft'and tax are due 'on or before Januar/ 2

Stale of Alaska
Corporations Section
PO, Box 110808
Juneau. Alaska 99811·0808
Telephone: (907) 465-2530

DEC 0
~",~, , 5 /.'.:

, epartrnsnr of Con-:" .,-:,
rd Economic OS'/S'::::"""',·,

For pertodcndlnq.December 31, 2002

t. Name and,;Yailtng'Addrau otEnttty ICORPORATION'TAX DUE BIENNIALLY ON JANUARY 2
THE BUSH PILOT, INC.

DOMESTIr. (Formed 'n Alaska) $100 pOllaltyamount S 37,50

PO BOX 123 FOREIGN INo'forrnedln'A/aska) $200 penalty amount $.47.50

I SOLDOTNAAK, 99969 AUD PENALLy WHEN POSTMARKED AFTER FEBRUARY l'

2. R~lstered Agont: To dlanga'thls data,seemsmcuoos.

OAVID:HAEG',PO BOX,123 SOLDOTNA AK 99669

, 3. Corporation organized un,der the laws of stale/country of ALASKA

4, write.a cescnpuon or tho business ecnvmes orthe ccrpcratlon-tn Alaska, To ch3I1uuthls data. see lnstructlons.

ANY LAWFUL
Current SIC cOOe(5), Indicate changes on-the. right., SIC ccdechanqes:

Pr1mary Secondary Other Prlmary Secondary Other

7999

5. Total number cf.authcrizsd ~af&s corporation may Issue. as lndlcated maracres-cr Incorporation. To change thIs data. see mstrucuons.

No. 9(~SFlares Class' S9nes Par van..ePer Sham No, or Shares ctass Series Par-Value Por Stiare

10000 a
6, Ail corporations must have a president. secretary. treasurer ace dIrectors. SeQ.instructlons

The secretary and presfdentcannot'be th~'$amor..unlasa tne prooldQnt-l~ 100% &h<:Eroholdor.

Qj~Zp a< -.{ If y~ Shares 'i'lf Allen

Title Name Address Qty State. Country !?Os! COde Director Held' Affiliate

President Oa...;:& 5, Ilt<vJ I /.'0;3""'"1- D. '3 ~",Ido+., .. Jlj( 9U61 v' /co,OO%

Vlca President 0.00%

Secretary ~".r,'-( II. M<-'fJ /ol01 /23 {o!Jof~" Rtfr;pfpf j/ 0.00%

Treasurer D::d~.. Il. lia"f; loto~ f1. '5 So/dob" !If"! f&.9 V 0,00%

C? Attach'lIst of ac!<lltJooal oIlIca"" dlrectors,sIlarehoiders.and alien amllatoson a soparate'g-112~ x 1,· shootof ~pcr; If necessary,
OC·U3C·ttU:§::\W-o'fonn:'.

Title

Before solgnlng, you rnvst raspcndtc items numbered 1.througn6 or tne.rcpcrr.wtu net-be filo-Q. Any person providing lmormalion whlch IS false In any

'7/~'~~':'~;'~'~··'llJ'1·%L/
Date Signature Z;

[gJ MAll SIGNED REPORT WITH CORRECT AMOUNT.
INCLUDE PENALTY AMOUNT WHEN POSTMARKED AFTER FEBRUARY 1.

REPORT AND TAXlfEE(S) MUST BE RECEIVED AT THE SAME TIME.

08·590 '(Rev, 11102) pc

02152



U:S..Department
ofTransportation

Federal Aviation
Admi~isii'ation'

December 2;i, 2009

•
Flight Standards Ser'...ice
Aircraft Registration Branch,AfS-750

•
P.O. 30x 25504
QfJahomaCity, Oklahoma 73125-0504
(405) 954-311'6
TolI'Free: 1~B66-762·9434
WEB,Address: http://regj5try.f2'Lgav

ST.'\TE. OF AL...\.~K.·'\
l)EP';:ij(r~tENT'OF [~U13LIC Sl-.l:ETY
4027 A1RCR/JoT DR
A}iCHORAGE AJ':::99502
11,,,,1,1,,,1.1,11',, ,', ,I. 1,1, j, I

Dear Sirs:

The Amended-Judgmentreceived November l7, 2009; pertainingto aircraft N401U,:-t, Piper
PA-l2, serial 12-2383, has been rerurnedfor correction.

TheCivil Aviation Registry requires that the Amended Judgment: cites the name ofthe registered
owner of the aircraft, State cases must reference the registered owner's name. Ourrecords show
the aircraft is registered. to The BushPilot.Inc, Our records also show that.David S. Haeg to be
thepresidenrof thecompany. Additionally, the Amended Judgment must-show the complete
description of the aircraft toinciude the make, model, and serial number, as shown above.

Ifyou require further assistance,please contacttlie Aircraft Registration Branch at
(405) 954-3116 or toll free 1-866-762-9434.

Sincerely,

COREY WOODLEY
LegalInstrurnents.Exarniner
Aircraft Registration Branch

Enclosure: Amended. Judgment

AFS-700,LTR-l (7/1l4)"
EXHIBlr ........j_~

PAGE_l2 OF 1'5 .

f;t~. "3
r~' liL--

..._.._-_.._-_._----_._-------
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•
FAA Registry - Aircraft- N-Number Results

FAAREGlSTRY
N-Number Inquiry Results

•
Page 1 of2

"'---~"".,_ ,-~",_ '-'-'-'~--'_"""..Y-",_._-,---, _._-.._.. _._ ".'~'__" '":"__""""__'_"".'.'_'.""_ .."" .._.__ '_~ __.. ..__._ "_ __ ,H.",.' •..

1'140LIMis Assigned

Aircraft Description

Serial Number

Manufacturer Name

Model

Type Aircraft

Pending Number
Change

Date.Change
Authorized

.MFR Year

12-2388

PIPER

PA-12

Fixed Wing Single-Engine

None

None

1947

Type Registration

Certificate Issue
Date

Status

Type Engine

Dealer

Mod", S Code

Fractional Owner

Corporation

J2/18/1996

Valid

Reciprocating

No

51Bl337

NO

Name

Street

RegisteredOwner

BUSH PfLOT INC

PO BOX 123

City

County

Country

SOLDOTNA

KENAI PENINSULA

UNITED STATES

Airworthiness

State

Zip Code

ALASKA

99669"0]23

Engine Manufacturer LYCOMING

Engine Model 0-360-A1A

Classification

Category

A/WDale

Restricted

Aerial Advertising

06/04/2003

This is the most.current Airworthiness Certificate data, however, it may not reflect the current
aircraft configuration. For that inforrnation.isee theaircraftrecord. A copy can be obtained at

i+tt.p:!!I.~;2).S.,1,5)4J!.\;,goyINJ2!<ilrrecQrQsi>LDasl!

Other Owner Names

httn./1ree istrv. faa.co v/aircraftinoui rv!l'rNtlm Results,asDx?NNum bertxt=4011 M

EXHIB!T.--2..

PAGE.J1-:- OFJ..s:..
i/4/20 to

flf,.~ ~ .....................- - -.----.. ·············----·----?-S·~··'z=---
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• •FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER_SHEET__

OFFICE OF SPECIAL
PROSECUTIONS AND APPEALS

310 K Street, Suite 308
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-2064

OUR FAX: (907) 269-7939

FAX TRANSMITTAL SHEET

July 2, 2010

To: Clerk of the McGrath Court Fax Number: (907) 675-4278

From:

Re:

Tina Osgood for A. Andrew Peterson, AAG

SOA v. David Haeg; 4MC-04-24 CR

Number ofPages Including this Sheet: 20

OOCUMENT TO BE FILED: Motion to Accept Late Filed Reply, Affidavit, Order,
and the Reply to Haeg's Opposition to the State's Motion for Modification of
Judgment

A copy of the original pleading WILL follow in the mai~ unless requested by the court.

Tina Osgood
Law Office Assistant I
Office ofSpecial Prosecutions and Appeals.

The information contained in this FAX is confidential and/or privileged. This FAX is intended to be reviewed initially by only
the individual named above. If the reader of this TRANSMITI'AL pAGIi is not the intended recipient or a representative ofthe
intended recipient, you arc hereby notified that any review, dissemination) or copying of this FAX or the information contained
herein is prohibited. If you have received this FAX in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone and return this
FAX to the sender at the above address. Thank you. (NOTIi: With regard to any charges which may be noted in this fax, please
note that "the charge is merely an accusation and that the dcfcndanu x) is/arc presumed innocent until and unless proven guilty."
Rule 3.6(b)(6), Alaska Rules ofProfessional Conduct.)

Please inform us immediately ifyou do not receive this transmission in fllIExHIBIT__3 _
(907) 269-6262 Ask for: Tina Osgood PAGE Is OF 12
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• •
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

DAVID S HAEG,
DaB: 1/19/1966
APSIN ID: 5743491
SSN: 471-72-5023

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

vs.

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRJCtAT MCGRATH

STATE OF ALASKA, )
)
)
)
.)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

No. 4MC-S04-24 CR.

RENEWED MOTION FOR MODIFICATION OF JUDGMENT

I certify this document and its attachments do not contain the (I) name ofavictirnof a sexual offenselisted in AS 12,61.140 or (2)
residence or business address or telephone number of a victim of or witness to any offense unless it is an address identifying the
place ofa crime or an address or telephone number in a transcript ofa court proceeding and disclosure of the information was
ordered by thecourt.

COMES NOW the State of Alaska, by and through Assistant Attorney

General Andrew Peterson, and renews the state's request that this court modify the

judgment entered in the above case.

The judgments in the above case provide that the "Piper PA-12 plane tail

number N40 11 M" is forfeited to the State of Alaska. See Exh. I. The State of Alaska

is in the process of selling the Piper PA-12 airplane, but the FAA will not re-register the

plane to the State of Alaska without a modified judgment. First, the Piper PA-12 plane

in question was registered to Haeg's corporation The Bush Pilot, Inc. See Exhs. 2 & 3.

Consequently, the FAA requires that thejuq~rMei1t;ref1ect this fact. Second, The FAA

has also requested that the plane's serial number (#12-2888) be listed on the judgment

in addition to the identification Piper PA-12 and tail number N40 II M.

EXHIB!T_--,-__

PAGEL_L__ OF_ct
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• •
Alaska law provides that an aircraft used in or in aid of a violation of Title

8.54, Title 16 or a regulation adopted under Title 8.54 or Title 16 may be forfeited to the

state upon conviction of the offender in a criminal proceeding. See AS 16.05.195, This

statutory provision does not provide that th~':biJeqder must' actually own the airplane

forfeited. Haeg's appeal challenged the constitutionality of this statutory provision and

the court of appeals denied his claim.

Haeg's corporation is, however, not without recourse to seek remission of

the airplane seized. Alaska law provides that an innocent non-negligent owner of an

airplane that has been forfeited to the state may seek remission of the item forfeited.

See State v. Rice, 626 P.2d 104 (Alaska 1981). Thus Bush Pilot, Inc., may seek

remission of the forfeited airplane and this court may order its return to the corporation

if the corporation can show that prior to allowing Mr. Haeg to fly the plane the

corporation did not have reason to know that the airplane would be used to violate the

law.

The state is serving The Bush Pilot, Inc., with a copy of this motion. The
.,.....' ..

state further asks this court to set abriefing'deadl:;ne for The Bush Pilot, Inc. If the

corporation does not file a motion' seeking r6inission of the forfeited airplane by the

court's deadline, the state would then ask for this court to issue a modified judgment so

that the state may properly dispose of the forfeited airplane.

".

·Lt
EXHIBr( ~

PAGL?-_ OF.li.~
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• •

By:

The State's request to modify the judgments In this case will not limit
"" ,"

Haegs remedies in the pending PCR application, but will allow the State to register

the plane as being owned by the State of Alaska in accordance with the original

judgments. Moreover, this court should address the remission issue as there is no basis

fOT raising a remission claim as part of a post conviction relief application.

:' .. ',

.... \

DATED: April 4, 2011 :~t:1'\.I1cBorage,Alaska.

JOHN J. BURNS
ATTORNEY GENERAL

~::".:::::.::-.:::==----

Assistant Attorney General
Alaska Bar No. 0601002

-". :

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify that a copy of the forgoing was [x] mailed [] hand

delivered [J faxed [] on April 4, 2011 to David Haeg and The Bush Pilot, Inc to the

following address: PO Box 123 SOldotna;A,1a.sl~a99669.

EXHIBIT tf
PAGE~_OF~
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• •
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

Plaintiff,

vs.

DAVID S HAEG,
DOB: 1/19/1966
APSIN ID: 5743491
SSN: 471-72-5023

Defendant.

No. 4MC-S04-24 CR.

ORDER·

Having considered the states ten~w~~riiJotlon for modification of judgment in

. the above case and being fully advised in the premises,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that The Bush Pilot, Inc., will file a motion for

remission in the above identified case on or before , 2011. If

The Bush Pilot, Inc., does not file a motion for remission of the airplane forfeited in the

above identified case, this Court will grant thestates motion and modify the judgment

accordingly.

Date this __ day of ~", ; 2011, McGrath, Alaska.
. . .

.:.<;W//,; ,,~;';',:;:

District Court Judge

EXHIBiT Lr------
PAGE_..±_ OF-Ji
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Screen for VRA

Count No.

•
ApsIN:

.'---'------

AT MCGRATH, ALASKA

CASE NO. ,AMCc04:;024GR.

ATN 10713'1'278. ,Ccrt\J

,I
"
II•
ri
ST:Ii ~-,"",-,---~

.. '". " __ ,,' _ !i

JUDGIVlENlf -FISH and'GAME- .
1 Fi -'.- .

AS 08.54.720March.23. 2004

DUiD5743491

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FORTHES~ATEOF ALASKA
. I i;

II
H

ate of Alaska

Date of Offense:
---"-,-,=,,-"=,,,,---=~::,,---,

V5. DAVID HAEG
DOB: 1119/1,966

5. years

. I
[Xl Defendant is ·fiIJedS2:50000 with

. . . I

by Seoter'nber 30. 2007

Sentence is imposed as follows:

Offense Charged: ~U!.'nC':la:.!.Cw~fu~I,'-Ac::·c""ts"- ,-----+ -,-_~.;... .:..- _
PLEA: UNot GuiIty@GuiltyD No C~ntest TRIAL: Dcourt 0 Jury

The defendan(was,fbuM <:iM:Cldjudged: : II' , Rule i.1 Plea Aoreernent

!=JNOTGUICry.. IT.IS ORPERED 'thaith~ldefendantisaCqllittedarid'di~charged.
IXI GUILTYofThecnme namedabove.! II
r-~ _ _ ._ - . ' , d

LJ G.UJLTY OF . 'j
. .. .,... ii .. .. . '.. .Slii[ule/OidJReg·

[Xl Anyappearance or pertorrnancebono in'tnis[,base is.exonerateo: ··DSail'apPlied,to:fihe· .

i¥\- /);1'/Vi rft-L 7(:" : S&NTENG6 .,:~. ""q'))7'lfL'd J2.J2 }E
d ...' .

:J lrnpostion of sentence is suspended arid! thei6efendant ls.placed on pr~batioh as ?et forih below. Any
restitution ordered below \",;ill continue tOlbe~ivillyenfCJrceable after probation expires.

II
,I '. .

Police, training surcharge duein 10 day~:[])S75 (Dul/RefusaI)[Kl $SO \Mis'o) 0 Sl(}(lnfr2c) Do (fine under S30
. II
s1.500.00 suspended. The.unsuspendsd $1.000:00 is to be palo
'III .
"'I

ixl Jail surcharge (state offenses only) liR]S150with $100susperidFid (if probation ordered)o $50 (if no probation) Du~noV{to Atty. Generals office , '1931 ':f\j. 4th. Ave., Suite 200,
1/ Anchorage, AK 99501" ...

CXJ Defendant is.committed to the cusfod~ ottne Commissioner of Corrections to serve ~days
wit .55 days suspended. The uns~spended' _5_ days are tohe served beginning no later than
March 02.2009. Defendant tOb,:~credited for time already served inthis-case.

:t
:!

[XJ The following items are forfeited to th~ State:. '.' , . d .o Fish taken in the amount of, Ii pounds;DFair n:i~r:l<et value of fish taken---.c. _
Fishtrcket-nurnber 'I . , r;

[X}: Tile seizedfish or game or ~ny~aristhereof: Wolf hide;' '.

Ix) Equipment used in or in aid iofth:~ violation: Piber PA-12 tail # N4011 M. guns and ammunition

o :/
[X] Defendant's Guidinq [ucense is suspencedfor _":::""=-L=':=:-,,---

. ,I

o Defendant is ordered to pay restitution asi~tated in the Restitution Judgment and to apply for an
Alaska: Permanent FlInd Dividend; if ellglol.e, eachyear until restiti:Jtion is paid in fu!l.

n The amount of restitution will bed~termin'ed as provided in Criminal RUle 32:6(c)(2).
L-J .:

,I

,," ."

Crirn, R. 3. 32 and·32.6
AS 12.55.041q Page 1 of.Z Pages

I EXHISi1I_,•.:1_. E'AHiSiT I
·1 --..!_-~

'I PAGE C':; OF:_~_. P,AGU_OF 6~_
..,--~..__._--,..._---.__...._.. ,.__.~--_.....__..._--------------

CR-464 (11/05)(51.51
JUDGMENT - DIS'fRICT COURT - FISH and GAlVlE
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P. 05

",L

Q'Bali lo'apply·(ofine.

90TiWObltj'.

ATN Tra<;ki~g 'No,CgLJrit. i

JA,sa 'i,V

r :

::,

,INiWDIS'l'RlC'fc:OURTFOR THEBTA'I'.30FALASKA,A'r MCGRATH
:\.

(@ STATE0fALASKA 011
, vs.

bAVJDH:A:EG

LOO/TOO@

, "CASf(NO: 9MC,ci4,Q2~i!-,

c:CE/'v
OCr)! ,

Ipl! 574?49L., Am, ,1671l7278 ROeitvsOi{' t 201.

\:JIJDGMENT -PISHANJ GAME 0l~~S50Ci<l
-_,-, ,._,-;-~b~tec9fif"!f=se~I';8IC~~;!.~~. ,St2Ii,teJQrcqJ~g".MaM~d(a)r15) " .,... ' CA-::.....-'-

.QffensB Ghatged:Ui'iIaWfu/&ls,'bysGuide:SatheDaVAirboha:c8J,Misdern'eanor 0 Vialililon

PLEA: IBJ N6tC3~nty 0 ~urltY ClNe Cilnl~st TRIAl,: 0 CoUrt ' 0Jur/
::

Thadefendsnl was(curid:andadludged;,

o Nor t3\1JlhJ;Y.: TtISORD~'r;<:~Dthatih'edetendan(iS<lcqJ itted and.diSC!i~lrged:
~ GUllTYof'lhe offense namedabove. ",o GU1LjY'OF,,' ,L '

·Stilti.itelOro:-IReg;1 , , " ,
D,;ny appearance,ij(perforrililli'Cebor:id'lnthis.ci:is~:is,exohef2ted.

: SENTENCE!\
o Impo$jU~n OfSel)leriSe /sW§pen.ded anf'jth~ :d¢fends1!t. I. placed on prob~l.ioi1; Any, restifutiOr:)

ord!<~~{j' below,WiHc()nlit;li.l~t&pe,C{villyenfor¢e,~bieafferprO[ation, eXf}ir:es. '
,~ $ehtenc(j:is jrnpos8(j'aidolIOW~;, ',", " ",

Pi:lljc~:tta:iiiing'5urcharge(juefn10 days; (X]$50 (MisdeiJjaanorj O~W (vI6/;:itiOfl)
i~Defel1?arit 'is fin6d$:1)Q~j" o. '., with $ {15M'do , ,sUSfJ,mlle,d. Tlieunsu.spe!'Jo;Ie9}1c? o~. ~o , ,','

, 11itbliepaid ,+r> tl:. ,/1'<cG·.,,,-tJ h '$1:rX-T C&. ...+, \f:u,};r* 4~A"'i"k-jrt{'J3[I~;'J'::'39'01'.
DJail$ui:cn"Hie:;qii$'f5q''Y/Hh'i$r1'00r~(jS'Pi0,ceo:Cif~r,olfcj.li<Jn,ml~red) , 0'$50 (if. no'pro[)iIllon)"

Duen(>WloAttorneY'~rierai'sOffice; ,1031 W. 4"Ave •• :SI'llte,20Q, Anchorage, AK 99501

~ D~fendanliSCd~nii~ed!tot~e,<;USlodY of \heCOiDlD;$.~i~nl( of torretiidns to serve .-fuLdays
wilh:£6"" "!ljetlw'(days):suspe1)ded, Theuns~~pellded ' ..s-~COaysl ere-to
be served at the direcrion tifiPiejaiJ. Remand'dal~ .IT ",I,,:D>"O;f ,:;;>'-!...,iib ,,,A, A u'n' S:.Jl.i<.rt;

EI Tn",' fbllbwilig.items areforfe'ileCJ totheStale:. ",' .. 'r··o Fishtal\enin thE> amourii'(j( pourjils. o Far·mar!>etvalue'·6fffsh lriken,S.__~

Fish TicXetl'lurrit>er ,I, '

1.&l1'l1eseizedflshorg"rrie~r ;,In{pli.ctsIhI'T8i:Jf: ,W,,\£ ,\!.l,ftdc"""'O',,;,,,'' '''-,,_~_~__~_~_
,~. l;qUlp'n)!"riti:isediri'6iin~,doith,e0biatit:ih:et;i*>t.... ~a'i~ f,I~~+-:..'I:", ~~\;.c". fl 'i§:Lt\J

fi;!. \b"v..;.-..':3· ,,"~ "6,", ,o.:.~.....;,.JJ~:-.li'4) .. :" '. . '.. _;,-\ --_---=----~

[8I:oefef'da6t's" ~,,~#:f~l$iiJ;fvpnun tin g"DtraPPifl!l' liC1:hS~j#,re':o~ed~:&e,s~p:.>,>,-
[JDeflO!1d",nt:s.comm:~C1aJ'JishlngiPfj"lleges andiliceil Sf}s' (lr'e:sus'Orroded; for months/Years,

lZI Thed~ifen{ji:m(i~i;lrderedto p~y restitUtion as stat6dinthe:R~stitiJHon Judgmen!al1d to iipply.foT
anAlaska Permanent FUridDlykJend, if:eligible,eaC!'1 y",a(unl.;l.restllutlo,i,is paid In fUlil.

o The amoun/<of'JeslltUlibn viiJ'l'oe 'oeter:minedasprO):iJOe'ih<:r!tninal':RUi," 32.5 (0) (2)

~ Def6lldantis Placedqh:prgb<.itjO!lfo~\Jhyear(s).supJ~~l{9~ihefoll?WingrC9n<fiticns: '
,~ ,C,'qniply Wi,th, aall~j.'~O~i,~ih,~,~,rt,ot(je:,'SJistedab9:~",&Y,~tfied,eaCli~e,' 'stat,oo~ ,
~ Gommiiho~~' "':VtejE.ti&~s"M1iing lii"e.proha!ionpeno(l: ' ,
o Ccmmiino commercial iishl;.,g violC!\!ons QUriCl9,lhc'prcb',,1Jon psricd. '
pa N."" f"-~{;<"f"''''' t~ <--( ""o,.y "'::#- "''"'I:' r-<,H..- "" ..." I f"ij ""-, lEXHIBiT Lj

?- 350 '- as- . " ~AA~.e'~'~'~~~~~fflGE_L-O-FJ-4-.. ..
Effective Date ~ J. ',' ' . +

" .."" ',' " Marga"e' • .-lumhy_ ,
--·-'~"-=''f.:-:··'f;7P'''~'--D·p.i'int J0dge~s Na'iile-'-,---

, : t .~'" . ,::: '

Sep 24 89 12:15p

a '
!'/NAV.' ,
i t",",'11' :"

/' iifid', W(;/l.

?Jjidv1f'"

---- -_..-'-,-----_._-
02162



Sep 24 09 12:15p

JAU-03~OB TUE 10:23 AM

9072695616•
FAX' NO; 9b~39553

p.3

P. 06

:\
')

.. vs;

Q.A:)!IQHAt;f.G",,·~."c'~~-,-,-*~T--""'-"- ATNtrackl'1g;No... COon! Ii

1·Q7+37&'78.

.AS(8.5MgO[?):L15.}, .. .__
lcit· ·l8l.Mlsdemeanor 0 VtolatiQ{]

TRlAL: [J Courr(gJ.Jury

O:Sail to appty:loflrie.

,s1.6! 59Z t061

The defendantwas found ali:d~ojiJdged:'
• . L ..:.... .o .NOTGU;LTY' IrISORD~.REO !llaUhe,def&ni:!ahtis acqulltedand discharged,

'~ GUILTY of the offense·name<rabova.o GUiLiYOFi'-"=::±ti·i;;:;--:f"~~ ~ ~_~ -'- ~__~
. .... .StaluteJOfd.JReg;o Any appearance oipeJioriTlaii\=e bond in.thlscase is exonentted..

. 'SENTErJCE .
I.... 1 '. . . ," . . ... . . .o ImposiHonefs~f)t~e 'issu~pendoo and the derencant is pi-ace.d on probatiall'.AI1Y restltlltlon

O(dere(t.balowWillc.onllni:J~ to:pe tlvillyenforceabJe after pro.lalioh explres .
.0 sentence Is :mpcsed· as·'oHoWs:

Police Irainirrg sur,:harg.e due in to'days; !¥lS60 (ry'JsOeme.o,qr)... 0$1 O(ViOl~U:O<l) .
(gJ berendairhs fin89·$02M&6 . vritf1~t.5'ilo. 00'. :",qiip.erfdet'i,YhelliiSuspcnded$i oM..do

D ;~IIIOs~~~~~if~et=J*5~;Ji!W~I~s~i@'J¢~'.(~26b1t6~~fdae:'~H'r50.,(IFi10;pr98au<:n) .
Due nowtoAtlomeyG~I1eral's'Oflice, 103'W. 4: Ave... S JI!e,200;.AnCiiorage;.AK 99501

BJ Defend~lis ·comrriilladl()'thecusto.dy ()t.lheCommis$io.n~ro(Gdn:e(j~o6$lbserV(} ,{'bdays
wlih .' oF$: . .?88\'f#l:I@lys)·su:;p!if.1d~: Th.e un9uspindeg ...~ ...' ..·..:(I~aurs}(aayS)areto
bese·!yeilanliedk&cti~i1:of.!tIie'ia~: 8emarid:dafe If-:('OS'M'~;'''of-= ~4- H..,- ;,(:,p~+.

~.' ll1ofol1owlng,itei'i:1sar8'foii~i,ted:to the'$ta te:
:b,Flsh'l:3kenlntliearnbunii¢f . .pounds, 0 Far ITibrxetval'.J8 offish takeA -1i_~~\' .. ;," ....

Fish Ticket'Number .... ...'.'" .." .
.jgJ'. TheSeiiedfjsho(ga'me~t iiriy~arfs thereof: ' 'lJ,~'+-<H: ",L",\'...W""t;$:::;·_~.~. -'-- _

@ EqUI~f\'l~nt(lseciin ai, hal!,! oithe J!cilaiio~: E:g.;'t·PtU?-c....'I'-":""L""•.="",,,,-,~~ ~_
. 'r. I. I I· . r .. '. .I

C8J.o~..~!;G#gli~r=fu~:~;j;g·OtrapPilillJ' IIcens,isreyoke~.~.,.-£ ';I&<!. ~;;
. \.".:! . .' Q

Obeferid.ani!scdmmerc;jal'ns~lhgipriVneg€sandlit:enses'areSIJ;p:eiidedfor rT1onth'$/)'ears.

gj Thecfeitmdanrls ord\'lri::!d ~\[J p~yre.~!iKHiOn as\siated,inthePestitutionJup~tT'Ie8t<mdtb llPplyfor
,anAlaska Permanent, FunfitiiYI&end,.if..eligibla;.~ach yea(urtil'r~titU'lloilJsoi)sid irrfUlI. .

. '" ...li. . - •

D lihe:ambUriti.ofrristjtl'Jtid~SVill:be,cietetmli1ed;:js provide In jrln>ifi5lI;F<ul~:~2;6(C)(~).,;
S8eferdant'isPJaCed.On•pr06aliqlifo~\ *-. y'ear(s);" sUb)eet to ine;tolowiry9condHii;>ns:

I2?r .C:<i!h.. P'.y'W..JV}. ;:i1.~di~~.t,C. o,}l(t.J.D(&J~'r,&;'.'. l;jti'l~ov.e qylhEi:d....ea.dl,i~tiSSl. iii (J.d: .
0Commil'fl61jsh·2f1:';\i4!~'vrora!lBnsdunngfueprobatlonpeno:l. . Lj

~.,%~~.'~.'lt:O:~O~~L.r..'C.!!~t.h$~;~}.,. ~f~~lt'1>~\U"l~.'~.;:q.~.d.'....•.•..............~..'............. .. ~::~T~.-O~F-~~-
__~.-=',-,,-':.70,-05. '.' ~~k,~., ~~~~

EffC'c:ii'veDate '.: . ~~\j $llisSlg'i'\a., .
:: . . .. Margarelil ..liIi .

I certify that on .1:.1) ":>':.",;: . .' a.<;opy this Type,irpilnfjuOge's'Name
Jlldgmont:was·sE:'nt,to: 'h··4"·-+. :bflit;· ~':~~,... .'
C.. I·· '0'. .A01.~·.../M~" , . 'fl8r. iH>5 i
err\'~J~~." . .., 1

CR:4G4:(VOs) "'. - .: \ I
":Ir.l"'lJr-'..... r"I.,· ....ro."·T ......... , .• ,.. ........... ':'\•• • . • ,~ ....... • ,:;

YdS.O lIV"! iid30 .sv
LOOIZOO®
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seo 24 09 12015p

JAf{-'03-06 TUE 10 :24 AM DAO J~NA[
;.: ~ . .

FfH NO. 90,f---,;l83 8553

p.4

p, 08

. ..-'-'
VS·.

bAV!DHAEG",,'~_-,-~,--_,'\;-.-"",,-~ ATNTracHng Nb.eounl'V
"\ ." . , :..::,.

JD#,5~43 491 . AT'N >f.07137;z.'lS' .__._.

\JGOG:MENT ""FJSiJ~A"·!DGAME
_-'-c_iJa1"OfOIT~flS~<lrch2ij~o@1'" . .••. siat, It~rd~":~~g .aSi~;,ii9£aM-1~-. __._.'_"._._';_:'. _

Offense'<:;tJarged:\:'InlaWfu! iAclsby,a,Guioo: ,SameDavJi(\lroo'ne· . :8HMi.sdcmeanor 0 Violation

PL;EA:§INolGullty . d\GGiHY 0 NO:Corites.t1'l"<lA!;; OC:our.lr.8JJury

D,salt to apply to fine.

Th~deifef)<t.anf'was.'fi:Jundand·.adjuciged:
1 . • ~:

'O,!'Jp:r~9IGTY.iTI$q,Riji~R&:Dih?fjrie,defE:ndi.!nl fsacc 0fttedandi;lischarged,
@GUJqydfjheOffen$.e'\tlaiil€Cf.eDove..··n G'tJIHYOF .,i.

Slat"te/O[1:[IRe,g\,' . ..' :.C;.. " " .o Any appearance orpeHoi:'rnanceoondiri tiilscase'lS:exbi{i1'nifed ..
. I ". SE;N1;ENCE:""

o Im~~ili?f\ qfs~nteh~l~ sJ~pen,d~d and ~t:detepd~nt"spla~d onprobatlcn, My restlfution
orderad.•below wlll.contlnu\"'to\~ecIV1Hye"forc"abJeafler prol')i3tJol),exPlres.

@ Sentel1ccislmposed,'as follows: . . . '. ..' .. ..'
~oljce~alnif:\g.s,llr9har:9~,ciYeiJo.1o gays: ..l8:J:ji~(~Is<Jorliealor)O~1:0(vi<lr,"ticnJ
®Defepdarit'is firiQd'$:~.d'k~owlh.S·):;fy(j;C?o .suspep·ced: l~e urisli'spehi;1e<t $~ i?i:;~ ;<?o .

is!obe.pald u''': L0J:(i";i:..;f<:k,,,,;+ .~V" j,,3~./o2· ". ' '.', .'. ".o JaiJ surcri~rge •.... stSO\With!\S100suspeiiaedfiVprob'i!tiol) {rderedH}$yO(ifno'pfppatiori)
'D~enow'roAttorn'ey'Genetaj:sbfflce,'1031W:.;;lli Ave:. Siiile'ZOO, AncliOi'age, AK '99'501. ", '.' 'I.' ", . . . .. - , . - . "

@.b~feri(janJI.9tornmit,tedi!i;)t~ecuSIOC:yof.lhe.C;onitT1iS6j<:1liororCorrection'i to serve .. ,t'O days
with__, ,?:Z .,bC fJF.37!td<lYS} suspended. rhe.llPsusp6l1ded ;£ ---fl1ou@l,(aays)areto
be~i:ijyed,ahlhe'di(edli:>i't'(jfViiJJaiI.Remanddale' .11./ ,,,::5'" .

o The f61!owingiiemsare iOrfei\eatotnestale:",::" . . . . .
o PishtaKerUh thel'am6urit¢r. .. ". pounds'. O>i".ai·markeCvalue o(.f,shtaken 5_'_.__.'-

. ',' '. ", ' ..' .. ! "\r~\,: Ii,\ ~ .
Fish Ticket.Numbe-r. ,........ .' , /'.•' . .

!;Z). T/le'seizedflsf,l cr,gar\i~ o~anyparts thcrsci ..... u.(-£. bJ~s ..~~~~-'.,.,_",-,-..c
@ Equipmentused in orinal~,<if .Ilie yjdjatlon;Ji'i~'.i",'Bf?>tP;F&·>~, A....·"s .;;:-d"'"h.·..-~~:+i'c~

~.O~en6~D~sr$~~,~nui1Uhg'.tjtraPPin9·lj~e~:;~ns;~yOked~ic·.?()"" d~
[JDef~:"danl's(;'olT)m?rcl~i fIi;~,1ng:~t\iile£les'and.Jjcense.sar~ ,;us )~?e.iH9r . .... .rnonthslY(M~
t8T T~<Jetend.ahHsDrq e-r"dtQpa~rijSlitiiHon assf",t¢.O'in liii3''R,*,t,itY.fiol1. JI'J~Sm entand to,.applyfor

.an:AI-askaP'3rrnanenCFUhd',biY\gei'ld;.i1~er;g it,le;,e'Zch Year.;~J~tl'r€",ilfutJon'Is paid In fvIL

0,The arnounlofrsstitiiibf)wirltb a,cleteimjned.;iisp16vid~:\tM(riii1~halRi.Jle:32:6 (c)· (2}

® Oe(end,mt isplaced,6!\;prdbationfor\ '.it-. year(s), subject til:~e;foil'lWingcDI'ldlllons:

~.·g~~~~~g~~~~5~~~~1~\!?trI?t:6~~r~~~~~~e~,..staled, EXHIB!1-_~....\~~=
o c::orn Ii'll.:U1Q (;().ITI.•. me.r.clal·.fiShif1Q:.Yi~J,.ali<Xlsd.uriiigithe.prOb.a.. li.O.1'l'Pt'IiOd .. ' .' .'. C1, ~
:.''IN,,!-~~~~;\""\~, ..""; "1 "t''f \~ o._y r"""l~-\.;~~-~.t e'~J"~~ -.... .... .'. . PAGE l OF-1;;(.

t- 'l.~"'~:;'"\~'i§~ii;~iL"\~
I.cerliry that-on. jF:§.:d~ .aco'pY.:thi~ . Type or pri.nrJudsje'sName
JUdgn!!"Jtl;_~?~ssei1tit{), ,Y.k'...,/";"3~ M;jeQfci',..;p~ '.
CJerk~ . . .'. ,'U1;PP:>: '. '. ! .
\.11·404 (2JOSj •
1..1 ........ r: ..ae crr- nlC'-rOlr-r r» r;1.1D"T c:!O:,-l.:.I·I<.\,.·u·............ -

.yd S,0 MYo'l ,1d,ra iv.
!.oo/soofi!j

~_.__.--_.
.. __.c···· ." .....

. ..._..•.--_._-----_-:.-~--_ ...__._--_\...__ ..._. 02164



Entity Page I of2

Date: 4/4/2011

DAViD HAEG

LOT 3 BLK 2 NORTH SHORE RiDGE SUBD
SOLDOTNA AK 99669

POBOX 123
SOLDOTNA AK 99669

PO BOX 123
SOLDOTNA AK 99669

Name Type

Legal

AK

PO BOX 123
SOLDOTNAAK 99669

Perpetual
10/18/2006

,2007

57078D

,:i:',I'\Ctive -Non Compliant
,,::' ': '~. ;', _':'. , : .
:i'::~: ..11/17/1995;;;);rrJ!' :.~., .

Name

THE BUSH PILOT, INC.

Business Corporation Information,

AK Entity #:,

Status:
. '. 'I '

Entity Effective Date:
• ' ••1 •

Primary NAIC;SCOd~:

Home State:'

Principal Office Address:

Expiration Date:
. I

Last BiennialiReport Filed Date:
Last BienniallReport Filed:

,

Registered Agent

Agent Name:

Office Address:

Filed Documents
(Click above to view fileq documents that are available.)

. Print Blank 'Bieti~i~1Report

. (To view the report, you must have Acrobat Reader lnstalled.)

Entity Name History

Mailing Addr\lss:

Principal Office Address:

Search
oBy Entity Name
8> By AK Entity #
0-By Officer Name
0By Registered llgent

Verify
'oVerify Certification

Biennial Report
&File Online
01nitial Biennial Report

LLC
·9File Online

Business Corporation
0File Online

Online Orders
':b Register for Online

Orders
0'Order Good Standing

Name Registration
·0Register a Business

Name Online
,:::?Renewa Business Name

Officers, Directors, 50/0 or more Shareholders, Members or Managers
I .

Name:
Address:

'j :.Oavid S Haeg
"PO Bo~123
':;Sold~tria'AK 99669

Title: President IP . I ~ ", . t4
Owner Pet: 100 .' AGE--I.~_ 01=_...13:.".

~"._.~.~." .."'-'''~=._-,~,,-~-~--~-, ..= •._.~,,~_.:.=._...__.~·-·~·~·EXA!BIT-·~'.:2-

Name: David S Haeg
. PAGE__LOF 1~

4/4/20 II02165



Entity Page 2 of2

POBox 123
Soldotna AK 99669

Director

100

Jackie a Haeg
Same As President

Secretary

a Haeg

Same As President

Treasurer

Jackie. a Haeg
Same As President

,pirector

Address:

Name:
Address:
Title:
Owner Pet:

Title:
Owner Pet:

Name:

Address:
Title:
Owner Pet: I

Officers & Oirectors

Name:
Address:

Title:
Owner Pet:

E-mail the Corporations Staff (907) 465-2550

.' ,

"

. ";"

:.,' :.,:

4/4/20 II02166



FAA Registry - Aircraft - seriaisulrs

Aircraft Inquiries

N-Number.

Serial Number

-Name ..

Make /Model

FAA REGISTRY
Serial Number Inquiry Results

Serial Number Entered: 12-2888
. ~.- - _."" - .. _. .._.

Sorted By: N-Number

Page 1 of I

EDQine Reference

Dealer

Document Index

State and County

Territorv and Countrv

Pending / Expired /
Canceled Registration
Reports

N-number Availabilitv

Request a Reserved N ~

Number:
- Online
- In Writing

Reserved N-Number
Renewal
- Online

Request for Aircraft
Records
- Online

Help

Main Menu

Aircraft Registration

Aircraft Downloadable
Database

Definitions

N-Number Format

Registrations at Risk

Contact Aircraft
Registration

N- : Manufacture~ I. .Mo'del
;11

Name

INumbef
. ..';,\',., ~- ';; ,

Name ' ::·;.'i:":;':· Address!4011M:IL:JLJ BUSH PILOT INC
PO BOX 123
SOLDOTNA, AI( 99669-0123

Data Updated each Federal Working Day at Midnight

") ,>.

Showing 1 - lof I (Page I of 1)

".-\'

EXHlsn'_--,Y,-'__
PAGf:;....Jk OF-&'

EXHISIT -,_~3_~

PAGU-OF.3-

h""n'//""'Tidnl j"'~ (Tr\\I/~irrr"ftinnllirviSp.ricl! Results.asDx?serialtxt=12-2888&sort option=1... 4/4/201102167



. .' .~., .

FAA Registry - Aircraft - N-Nu*r Results

Aircraft Inquiries

Page 1 of2

N-Number

Serial Number

Name·

FAA REGISTRY
N-Number Inquiry Results

N401 1M is Assigned

Aircraft Description
;' :.;'.'::.:

Data Updated each ~\~iJ.eral Working Day
at Midnight

Make / Model

Engine Reference

Dealer

Document Index

State and County

Territorv and
Country

Pending /
Expired /
Canceled
Registration
Reports

N-number
AvailabiJi tv

Request a
Reserved N
Number:
- Online
- In Writing

Reserved N
Number Renewal
- Online

Serial Number 12-2888

Manufacturer Name PIPER

Model PA-12

Type Aircraft Fixed Wing Single-
Engine

Pending Number
None r'.

Change

Date Change
None

Authorized

MFR Year 1947

:',."

···Type
Corporation

Registration

Certificate 12!l8!l996
Issue Date

Expiration 06130/2013
Date

Status Valid

Type Engine Reciprocating

Dealer No

Mode S 51131337
Code

Fractional NO
Owner

Airw~rthines:8(H!B~T + !~&3'(i';~.b- (i:~,_.2.~_

Pf-\G&'::U.30FJ1.,

Request for
Aircraft Records
- Online

Help

Main Menu

Aircraft
Registration

Aircraft
Downloadable
Database

Name

Street

City

County

Country

.>'.~.: !

Registered Owner

BUSH PILOT INC

PO BOX 123

SOLDOTNA State

KENA1 PENINSULA Zip Code

UNITED STAJ~.S
, '.~'

ALASKA

99669-0123

4/4/201102168



FAA Registry - Aircraft - N-NUIlr Results Page 2 of2

Classification Restricted

Category Aerial
Advertising

Definitions

N-Number
Format

Registrations at
Risk

Engine Manufacturer LYCOMING

Engine Model 0-360-AIA

A/W Date 06/04/2003
Contact Aircraft
Registration This is the most current Airworthiness Certificate data, however, it mav,. ,

not reflect the current aircraft configuration. For that information, see the
aircraft record. Acopy can be obtained at

Http://aircraft.faa,gov/e.govIND/aitTecordsND.asp

. ; ~

Other Owner Names

None

Temporary;Certificate

None

Fuel Modifications

None

DataUpdatedeacbFederal Working Day at Midnight

-"",0,1.

: :,_ .....

EXH~B~T_ LI-
PAGE._,IL\. OFJ1-:>iS{~\i:, •.2~_d' .2L-.--
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF;A'L~SKA:}V'·
..- "-. '",,' Ii'.! .... J

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI
ZOl2 JAr! 23 PM 3: 32

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-OI295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

1-23-12 MOTION TO SUPPLEMENT EVIDENCE THAT JUDGE BAUMAN BE
DISQUALIFIED FOR CAUSE (CORRUPTION) AND 1-23-12 MOTION THAT

EVIDENTIARY HEARINGS BE HELD ON HAEG'S MOTIONS TO
DISQUALIFY JUDGE BAUMAN AND TO STRIKE JUDGE BAUMAN'S 1-3-12

ORDERS

VRA CERTIFICATION: I certify this document and its attachments do not contain the
(1) name of victim ofa sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) residence or business address
or telephone number of a victim of or witness to any offense unless it is an address identifying the
place of a crime or an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and
disclosure of the information was ordered by the court.

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files motions to

supplement the evidence that Judge Bauman mustbe disqualified for corruption

and that evidentiary hearings be held on Haegs motion to disqualify Judge

Bauman for cause and on Haeg's motion to strike Judge Bauman's 1-3-12 orders ..
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Prior Proceedings

(1) On 1-5-11 Haeg filed a Motion for Hearing with Judge Bauman in

response to the state's Motion to Dismiss - a hearing that is

required if requested and which is required to be held within 45

days of it being requested.

(2) On August 3,2011 Judge Bauman asked forbriefing fromthe state

on Haeg's motion for hearing.

(3) On August 23, 2011 the state filed a 47-page opposition to Haeg's

request for the required hearing.

(4) On January 3, 20~2 Judge Bauman granted most of the state's

. motion to dismiss -without ever ruling on Haeg's over year old

.motion for the required hearing or holding the required hearing.

(5) On 1-13-12 Haeg filed a motion that Judge Bauman must be

disqualified for corruption, In his motion Haeg claimed Judge

Bauman (in addition to violating other. laws, rules, and cannons to

deny Haeg mandatory open-to-the-public hearings):

"has almost certainly falsified the sworn affidavits he is required to
submit to be paid - since it is unlikely he has gone without pay for
the over 6 months since he was required to have decided Haeg's
motion for a hearing according to AS 22.10.190 (which requires a
judge to swear under oath that no item submitted for an opinion or
decision is older than 6 months - and Haegs motion for a hearing is
over a year old)."

(6) On January 18,2012, after his motion that Judge Bauman must be

disqualified for cause, Haeg obtained a copy of Judge Bauman's

2
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affidavit for the pay period ending on the last day of December 2011

- in which Judge Bauman claims no issue presented to him for an

opinion or decision is older than 6 months. See attached affidavit.

(7) On January 23,2012 Haeg filed a criminal complaint against Judge

Bauman. See attached criminal complaint.

(8) On January 23, 2012 Haeg filed an Alaska Commission on Judicial

Conduct complaint against Judge Bauman. See attached complaint.

Discussion

Haeg just obtained new evidence that Judge Bauman is in fact falsifying

affidavits in order he may be paid - just as Haeg claimed might be happening in

his January 13,2012 motion. Because this new evidence is material to Haeg's

claim Judge Bauman must be disqualified for corruption, it should be allowed to

supplement Haeg's claim.

In addition, because of the evidence against Judge Bauman, which now

includes committing felony perjury so he can be paid while he is violating Haeg's

right to prompt decisions and Haeg's right to mandatory hearings, Haeg should be

granted an evidentiary hearing on his motion to disqualify Judge Bauman and on

his motion to strike Judge Bauman's January 3,2012 orders.

Conclusion

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks the court to: (1) supplement the

record ofHaeg's case with the attached copy of Judge Bauman's affidavit, the

attached copy of Haeg' s criminal complaint against Judge Bauman, and the

3
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attached copy of Haeg's Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct complaint

against Judge Bauman; (2) order an evidentiary hearing be held on Haeg's motion

to disqualify Judge Bauman for cause; and (3) order an evidentiary hearing be held

on Haeg's motion to strike Judge Bauman's January 3, 2012 orders.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on V:;PJ ~(C(ryI ;( '3: lu!) . A notary public or other official empowered
/ )

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

DMdS. Haeg
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on ~C1'i.r<I .2-) 1. Q /2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the following£arties: ,teterson, Judge
Gleaso, dge J9al!lllides, U.S. epartment of Justice, FBI, and media.
By: '1/ A1

4
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".~iYi~~ AFFIDAVIT - .

F.orthe pay period ending on the .pf December ,2011

I, being first duly sworn, state that to the, best of my knowledge and belief no matter currently
referred. to me for opinion or decision has been uncompteted or Undecided by me for a period of
more than-six months. L :
Signature (.~{/~ Date 1~5" -:2.-0! ~
TiJle Curl Bauman Address 125'Ttadhig Bay Drive #100
Print Nanie Superior CourUildge l<~!Hii, A.i<. 99&11

1/3/12

Signaf reofNotary Public, clerk of Court,or
other pe son, authorized to sqmi!iister ~aths.

My commission explree. __-,-..:::::.:::..::.::::..:.:.::..__

« /

.. .,,,.::.r~

Date Si~natllre

INSTRUCTIONS

This affidaVit must be signed before a notary public, postmaster, or any other person authoriied
by AS 09.63.010 to administer oaths. If there is no one available who. is authoriied -to
administer oaths, you should sign and date the statement certifying thet the affidavit is true
(AS 09.63,020).

Anaffidavitmust be completed atthe end of each payperiod. Payperiods end on the 15th day
and-the lasLday of each month. The completed affidavit must be. sent to the DiVision of Finance
in Juneau /;lftheend ofeach pay. period:

Mail:
P. 0, Box 11'0204
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0204

ADM-100 (8i10)
AFFIDAVIT

Fax:
(907) 465-56.39

.' ScanandEmail:
D6A.D¢F.PR.Affidavits@alaska.gov

AS 2205.1<10(b), AS 22.07,090(b)
P.S 22.10.1 SOrb), AS 22.15220(c)
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\ ( O' ''''3:~..;~~j~~Y;~~i':_~f:·- ~~~, '- :;.~:-C:': :-~(:r~- . .,~
This is a formal criminal complaint agai.llsi'Ken~Sup~ricirC,ourtJadge:Carl. '.
Bauman for falsifying a sworn affidavit-See-attached cOPY:.oOudge,B(lUmlin~s .
affidavit. . . . .... ..,.".:, .........fo~, .' '.,> 'J'.',' .. . . ~

lJ .. :._>~-.:..-:,., _.
., .-".., ~.

,-,.. _., . - .- ". ,-

The official court documents proving Judge Bauman's affidavit is false are located
in the court record of David Haeg'sPCR case 3KN~10-01295CI.· .

The courthouse in Kenai, Alaska currently holds these records,

The attached 1-5-11 Motion for Hearing is a copy of one of the court records
proving Judge Bauman's perjury.

The attached copy of the 1-13-12 Motion to Disqualify Judge Bauman for Cause
(Corruption) identifies other court records proving Judge Bauman committed
perjury and provides evidence why he did so and that he did so knowingly,

In addition the 1-13-12 Motion identifies other mandatory rules, cannons, and
rights Judge Bauman violated during the same criminal enterprise.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on J':l1w:<rv' 2.3(20/Z ' A notary public or other official empowered
J7 I '

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020.

//---\ 1'" /
j-. f/ i -0 /

/1\» I)~ .~LL;;J
David S. Haeg .V
PO Box 123 '
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net
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Alaska Commtsslon on Judicial Conduct
1029 w, T' Ave.• Suire 550. Anchorage, Alaska 99501

(~I()7) 272· 1()]3 In Alaska" (ROO)4iR·IOD Fax (907) 2i2·9:l()~J

~Iarla N. Crvcnstvin
1~,(,(lIlil'l' Dlrcctur
E·mail: ill2.f....:.!.:;liL~lLL~:..aci.;.:..sh\.U:..~

Complaint About An Alaska State Court Judge

Name of Judge:

Dale: }-2J- /2

lJistrict

lise of your name: If the box below is not checked. the Commission will proceed'
at its own discretion.

Your Telephone No:
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IN THE DISTRICT/SUP~~IORZ~~TlOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

•

·Plailltiff(s), I
IIff )/ eee ,1

CASE NO. 3KA!-/().-O/29S·CI
SUBPOENA FOR TAKING DEPOSITION

9f501

o
25
\

-=-=:r~.:.L.-.Y-:~~1--=-C>.L.J.J2",---_ dm4W1 -reM (SEAL)
'Deputy Clerk .

Before this subpoena may be issued, the
above information must be filled in and
proof must be presented to the clerk that

Address: 0 23 Sc is 'tfb'Cfa notice to take deposition has been served
Telephone: . () ').- 2..(;2- '1;?, 'i r- upon opposing counsel.
If you have any questions, contact the person
named above.

RETURN
I certify that on the date stated below, I served this subpoena on the person to whom it is
addressed, , in ,
Alaska. I left a copy of the subpoena with the person named and also tendered mileage and
witness fees for one day's court attendance.

Print or Type Name

Date and Time of Service

Service Fees:
Service $ _
Mileage $ _
TOTAL $. _

If served by other than a peace officer, this return must be notarized.

Signature

Title

Subscribed and sworn to or affirmed before me at , Alaska
on _

(SEAL) Clerk of Court, Notary Public or other
person authorized to administer oaths.
My commission expires _

CIY-IIS (8/96)(st.3) Civil Rule 4S(d)
SUBPOENA FOR TAKING DEPOSITION 02177



DAVIDHAEG.

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) CaseNo. 3K.N-10-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

1-18-12 NOTICE OF BRENT COLE'S DEPOSITION

VRA CERTIFICATION: I certify this document and its attachments do not contain the
(1) name of victim of a sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) residence or business address
or telephone number of a victim of or witness to any offense unless it is an address identifying the
place of a crime or an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and
disclosure of the information was ordered by the court.

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby gives notice of the

deposition of Brent Cole on January 31, 2012 at 10:00 a.m. at 32283 Lakefront

Drive, Soldotna, Alaska, 99669. The deposition will be recorded by audio and

audio/visual-means and a court reporter-will not be used.
~ I ··f 1 r?7/1/' I /<,./ ~/::f/f I (J:/ / ?,/ ( __

U~_. .r __:--~/ ~, .. '- / 1 .- --('/-j

DaviJS. Haeg r.
.. /"

PO Box 123 1/
,/

Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

CErtificate of Service: I certify that on ! -/f!- ! ;2 a
copy ofth.eforgoing/,:-as seFesWw mail to the following parties: State of Alaska
B L~ .- r>: /1 /':' /V" /\ ..... / -._,/ ...../ I ./ /

, . '\ .... / .- . .." J.. -~--'..::"'':'''''''':''''':::'''''7'-

I<;:
..,.-

, ,
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

Applicant,

Respondent.

'::"/' "<:"'1-;- ", l_c.D .
•J '/'" EflF II L "
T13li"~) r'/'_,ASiIA

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA Ii""c LliS I r?lCT
THIRD JUDICIAL·DISTRICT AT KENAI 20/2 JAN /3 AN/O: 53

CL . -[RI( OF· 7'R' ',\,p L ('() , 'C'T
' l J I,)'"

BYh~D "
Dr, ':0.,:.";'7----_

1.:./ U i r CI :-~..,,:./ -~
:;'_li./-;

v.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

1-13-12 MOTION TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE BAUMAN FOR CAUSE
(CORRUPTION) AND TO STRIKE JUDGE BAUMAN'S 1-3-12 ORDERS

VRA CERTfFICAnON: I certify this document and its attachments do not contain the
(1) name of victim of a sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) residence or business address
or telephone number ofa victim of or witness to any offense unless it is an address identifying the
place of a crime or an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and
disclosure of the information was ordered by the court '

Comes now applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this motion to

disqualify Judge Bauman for cause and to strike Judge Bauman's 1-3-12 orders.

Prior Proceedings

(1) Haeg filed for post-conviction relief (PCR) on November 21, 2009

or over two years ago. In his 19 page PCR application, 43 page PCR

memorandum/affidavits, 310 pages of supporting evidence, and 7 independent

affidavits Haeg laid out a shocking case of corruption, conspiracy, and cover up by

his own attorneys, the state prosecutor, the troopers involved, and the judge

presiding over his trial - which stemmed from Haeg's involvement in the

incredibly controversial Wolf Control Program.
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. (2) Because Haeg has been nearly starved out by this time (the Haeg

family's business property was seized with false warrants on April 1,2004) Haeg

immediately filed for "expedited" PCR consideration - which the court denied.

(3) On August 27, 2010 and March 25,2011 Superior Court Judge

Stephanie Joannides certified, in 43 and 77 page referrals to the Alaska

Commission on Judicial Conduct, evidence proving Haeg's claims of corruption,

conspiracy and cover up by Haeg's trial judge (Judge Margaret Murphy), the main

witness against Haeg (Trooper Brett Gibbens), and Judicial Conduct's only

investigator ofjudges for the past 25 years (Marla Greenstein). Because of the

shocking evidence Judge Joannides ruled Judge Murphy, who had been assigned

to decide Haeg's PCR at the state's request, could not decide Haeg's PCR. In

addition, Judge Joannides ruled that Haeg 's peR claims required an evidentiary

hearing to be decided.

(4) On December 8,2010, or well over a year ago, Judge Bauman was

assigned to decide Haeg's PCR.

.(5) On February 11,2011 a U.S. Department of Justice section chief

told Haeg the DOJ was attending the proceedings in Haeg's case and that it was

clear why judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein covered up for Judge

Murphy and Trooper Gibbens: "No one in America would believe you got a/air

trial ifthe judge that was presiding over your prosecution was being chauffeured

by the main witness against you. "

2
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(6) On January 5, 2011, or over a year ago, Haeg filed, with Judge

Bauman, a motion for an oral argument hearing on the state's motion to dismiss.

(7) Judge Bauman, in one of the last open court in-person hearings with

Haeg, specifically asked if Haeg wanted an oral argument hearing before he

(Judge Bauman) decided the state's motion to dismiss - and even stated Haeg

should think carefully about this because it could greatly affect Haeg's peR. Haeg

answered Judge Bauman, in open court and in front ofa packed courtroom, that

he absolutely wanted an oral argument hearing before the state's motion to

dismiss was decided - again proving, beyond any doubt, Judge Bauman was

aware ofHaeg 's request for oral argument on the state's motion to dismiss.

(8) On August 3,2011, or almost exactly 7 months after Haeg's motion

for a hearing on the state's motion to dismiss, Judge Bauman requested briefing

from the state 'on Haeg's request for a hearing on the state's motion to dismiss 

again proving, beyond any doubt, Judge Bauman was aware ofHaeg 's request for

an oral argument hearing on the state's motion to dismiss. Rule 77(c)(2) required

the state's briefing to have been filed within 10 days ofHaeg's motion - not the 7

months Judge Bauman gave the state.

(9) On August 23,2011 the state sent Judge Bauman a 47-page

opposition to Haeg's request for a hearing on the state's motion to dismiss - again

proving, beyond any doubt, that Judge Bauman was aware ofHaeg's request for

an oral argument hearing on the state's motion to dismiss.

3
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(10) On September 2,2011 Haeg sent Judge Bauman a lO-page reply to

the state's opposition - citingfirst andforemost that Rule 77(e)(2) required a

hearing to be held ifrequested on a motion to dismiss - again proving that Judge

Bauman was aware ofHaeg 's request for an oral argument hearing on the state's

motion to dismiss and that Judge Bauman knew this hearing was required.

(11) On December 15,2011 Haeg filed another motion with Judge

Bauman for a hearing before Judge Bauman decided the state's motion to dismiss

- again proving that Judge Bauman was aware ofHaeg 's request for an oral

argument hearing on the state's motion to dismiss.

(12) OnJanuary 3, 2012 Judge Bauman issued orders that effectively

gutted Haeg's entire PCR - without ever holding the askedfor, and required,

"open to the public" oral argument hearing. In the orders Judge Bauman: (a)

eliminated Haeg from presenting Judge Joannides' certified evidence of Judge

Murphy's and Trooper Gibbens' corruption during Haeg's trial and sentencing; (b)

eliminated Haeg from presenting JudgeJoannides' certified evidence that Judicial

Conduct investigator Marla Greenstein conspired with Judge Murphy and Trooper

Gibbens to cover up Judge Murphy's conspiracy and corruption with Trooper

Gibbens during Haeg's trial and sentencing and afterward falsified her

investigation of Judge Murphy to cover up Judge Murphy's conspiracy and

corruption with Trooper Gibbens during Haeg's trial and sentencing; (c)

eliminated Haeg from presenting the evidence that Marla Greenstein, after Judge

Joannides' referral, falsified a "verified" document to cover up her corrupt

4
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investigation of Judge Murphy; (d) falsely ruled many ofHaeg's claims have

already been decided; (e) falsely ruled Haeg had no constitutional claims that

could be brought up during PCR; (1) altered the substance ofHaeg's claims; and

(g) falsely claimed Haeg had not made a "prima facie" case that his attorneys were

ineffective - when to do this all Haeg had to do was to swear a claim, which if true

and without considering any evidence from the state, would mean Haeg did not get

effective representation. In his PCR application/memorandum/affidavit Haeg

swore his own attorneys lied to him, conspired with each other, the prosecution,

and the presiding judge to illegally, unjustly, and unconstitutionally convict and

sentence him. In other words, ifHaeg's own attorneys actually did all this, would

it mean Haeg did not get effective counselor a fair trial? Ifit does (which it

irrefutably does) then Haeg has met his burden of a making "prima facie" case 

and then Haeg must be allowed to present the evidence and witnesses proving his

claims in an "open to the public" evidentiary hearing and then the state must

present evidence. and witnesses refuting them - if they can. The significance of all

this is that if Judge Bauman rules Haeg has not made a "prima-facie" case, Haeg

will never get to present the mountain of evidence and witnesses he already has to

prove the incomprehensible injustice. A copy ofHaeg's

application/memorandum/affidavit, proving Judge Bauman's above falsehoods, is

located at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com and the Kenai courthouse for those

wishing to see the proof themselves.

5
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Rule 77. Motions.

(e) Oral Argument.

(2) Except on motions to dismiss; motions for summary judgment; motions
for judgment on the pleadings; other dispositive motions; motions for
delivery and motions for attachment, oral argument shall be held only in
the discretion ofthe judge.

(3) If oral argument is to be held, the argument shall be set for a date no
more than 45 days from the date the request is filed or the motion is ripe for
decision, whichever is later.

Alaska Statute 22.10.190. Compensation.

(b) A salary warrant may not be issued to a superior court judge until the
judge has filed with the state officer designated to issue salary warrants an
affidavit that no matter referred to the judge for opinion or decision has
been uncompleted or undecided by the judge for a period ofmore than six
months.

United States Constitution, FourteenthAmendment
No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive
any person oflife, liberty, or property, without due process oflaw; nor deny
to any personwithin its jurisdiction the equal protection ofthe laws.

. .
ADMISSIBILITY OF RELEVANT EVIDENCE

Rule 401. Definition of Relevant Evidence.

Relevant evidence means evidence having any tendency to make the
existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of the
action more probable or less probable than it would be without the
evidence.

Rule 402. Relevant Evidence Admissible-- Exceptions--Irrelevant Evidence
Inadmissible.

All relevant evidence is admissible, except as otherwise provided by the
Constitution of the United States or of this state, by enactments of the

6
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Alaska Legislature, by these rules, or by other rules adopted by the Alaska
Supreme Court. Evidence which is not relevant is not admissible.

Rule 35.1 Post-Conviction Procedure

(f) Pleadings and Judgment on Pleadings.

(1) In considering a pro se [someone representing themselves like
Haeg] application the court shall consider substance and disregard defects
ofform...

Alaska Code ofJudicial Conduct

Canon I. A Judge Shall Uphold the Integrity and Independence of the
Judiciary.

An independent and honorable judiciary IS indispensable to achieving
justice in our society.

Commentary. -- Deference to the judgments and rulings of courts depends
. upon public confidence in the integrity and independence of judges. The

integrity and independence of judges depend in tum upon their acting
without fear or favor. Public confidence in the impartiality of the judiciary
is maintained when judges adhere to the provisions ofthis Code.

Conversely, violation of this Code diminishes public confidence in the
judiciary and thereby does injury to the system ofgovernment under law.

Canon 2. A Judge Shall Avoid Impropriety and the Appearance of
Impropriety in All of the Judge's Activities.

A. In all activities, a judge shall exhibit respect for the rule of law,
comply with the law,* avoid impropriety and the appearance of
impropriety, and act in a manner that promotes public confidence in the
integrity and the impartiality of the judiciary.

Commentary. -- Public confidence in the judiciary is eroded by
irresponsible or improper conduct by judges. A judge must avoid all
impropriety and appearance ofimpropriety. A judge must expect to be the
subject of constant public scrutiny. A judge must therefore accept
restrictions on the judge's conduct that might be viewed as burdensome by
the ordinary citizen and should do so freely and willingly.

7
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The prohibition against behaving with impropriety or the appearance of
impropriety applies to both the professional and personal conduct of a
judge. Because it is not practicable to list all prohibited acts, the
proscription is necessarily cast in general terms that extend to conduct by
judges that is harmful although not specifically mentioned in the Code.

Actual improprieties under this standard include violations of law, court
rules, and other specific provisions ofthis Code. The test for appearance of
impropriety is whether the conduct would create in reasonable minds a
perception that the judge's ability to carry out judicial responsibilities with
integrity, impartiality, and competence is impaired.

(7) A judge shall accord to every person the right to be heard according to
law.

(8) A judge shall dispose of all judicial matters promptly, efficiently, and
fairly.

D. Disciplinary Responsibilities.

A judge having information establishing a likelihood that another judge has
violated this Code shall take appropriate action.

[Why Judge Joannides documented, certified, and referred the evidence of
Judge Murphy's and judicial investigator Marla Greenstein's corruption
and conspiracy to cover up that Judge Murphy was chauffeured by the main
witness against Haeg during Haeg's entire week-long trial and two day
sentencing]

The words "shall" and "shall not" mean a binding obligation on judicial
officers, and a judge's failure to comply with this obligation is a ground for
disciplinary action.

"Law" means court rules as- well as statutes, constitutional provisions, and
decisional law.

Argument

(1) It is clear that Judge Bauman, according to Rule 77(e)(2). could not

legally decide the state's motion to dismiss until a public oral argument hearing

had been held. In other words Judge Bauman's January 3, 2012 orders are illegal,
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violates Haeg's constitutional rights to due process and equal protection of law,

violates judicial cannons, violates Haeg's right to an "open public" hearing, and is

not worth the paper it is written on.

(2) Because numerous filings were sent to Judge Bauman for the

"required" hearing before the state's motion to dismiss was decided, because Haeg

specifically pointed out to Judge Bauman the hearing was "required", and because

Judge Bauman specifically asked Haeg ifhe wanted an oral argument hearing

before the state's motion to dismiss was decided and Haeg said "yes" to Judge

Bauman himself, it is clear Judge Bauman intentionally, knowingly, and

maliciously violated Rule 77(e)(2) and Haeg's constitutional rights in order to

illegally acquiesce to the state's 47-page request, made to Judge Bauman himself,

that no public oral argument hearings take place.

(3) It is now over a year since Haeg first asked for a hearing on the

state's motion to dismiss and over a year since the motion to dismiss was ripe for a

decision, when the time limit for holding a hearing, according to Rule 77(e)(3), is

45 days after these events. Judge Bauman is now 322 days, and counting, past the

mandatory time limitfor holding Haeg's mandatory oral argument hearing.

(4) It is clear Judge Bauman has almost certainly falsified the sworn

affidavits he is required to submit to be paid - since it is unlikely he has gone

without pay for the over 6 months since he was required to have decided Haeg's

motion for a hearing according to AS 22.10.190 (which requires a judge to swear

under oath that no item submitted for an opinion or decision is older than 6 months
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- and Haeg's motion for a hearing is over a year old). If Judge Bauman has been

paid within the last 6 months it means he will have also committed felony perjury.

(5) The above actions by Judge Bauman irrefutably violate the law,

court rules, the Cannons of Judicial Conduct, and is clearly a blatant attempt to

keep the chilling and widespread corruption in Haeg's case from being witnessed

in person by the public - who have been attending the hearings in Haeg's case in

ever larger numbers - packing Haeg's PCR court to standing room only.

(6) In his orders Judge Bauman has ruled Haeg cannot bring in new

evidence and claims because Haeg's trial happened too long ago. As shown over

and over it is the court itself that has delayed Haeg's case for years over Haeg's

objections and requests for "expedited" consideration. Earlier the state asked for

380 days in which to file for a single brief- which Rule 217 Cd) required to be filed

within 20 days - and the court granted the state all 380 days - over Haeg's

repeated objections. It is the height ofinjustice to have Judge Bauman and the

courts delay proceedings for years over Haeg's objections and then rule Haeg

cannot submit evidence and claims because ofthe delay.

(7) In his orders Judge Bauman claims that Haeg's "newly discovered

evidence" claim is that he was entrapped and since Haeg knew this before trial

Haeg cannot claim it is "newly discovered evidence." Yet this is not the "newly

discovered evidence" Haeg claimed: (a) in Haeg's PCR memorandum! affidavit he

specifically states "Long after Haeg was convicted, sentenced, or could use it on

appeal" he had found out material evidence "had been removed out of the record
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while evidence it had been submitted remained in the record." Haeg attached, to

his PCR memorandum/affidavit, the very evidence proving this; (b) in Haeg's

PCR memorandum/ affidavit he specifically cites the fact that prosecutor Scot

Leaders, long after Haeg's trial and sentencing, falsified a sworn document to

cover up his illegal and unconstitutional use ofHaeg's immunized statement. Haeg

attached, to his PCR memorandum/affidavit, the very evidence proving this; (c) in

Haeg's PCR memorandum/ affidavit he specifically cites the factthat, long after

Haeg's trial and sentencing, irrefutable evidence surfaced that would have

prevented Haeg from ever being charged or prosecuted for anything. Haeg

attached, to his PCR memorandum/affidavit, the very evidence proving this; and

(d) in Haeg's PCR memorandum/ affidavit he specifically cites the fact that, long

after Haeg's trial and sentencing, irrefutable evidence surfaced that his attorneys

had lied to him. Haeg attached, to his PCR memorandum/affidavit, the very

evidence proving this. Judge Bauman's claim, that Haeg 's only "newly discovered

evidence" peR claim is that ofentrapment, is proven false.

(8) In his orders Judge Bauman claims Haeg has no constitutional rights

volitions that he can bring up in PCR. Ineffective assistance of counsel is a

constitutional right that can be brought up in PCR; the fact the official record of

his case was tampered with, tampering only found out long after trial, to remove

favorable evidence is a PCR issue that violates the constitutional rights to due

process and to the equal protection of the law; and the proof that prosecutor

Leaders, falsified a verified document long after trial to cover up his use ofHaeg's
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immunized statement is a clear PCR violation of the constitutional right against

self-incrimination. In Haeg's memorandum/affidavit numerous other instances of

PCR appropriate constitutional rights violations are specifically cited and proved.

(9) All private citizens who have seen the evidence that (a) Judge

Murphy was chauffeured by the main witness against Haeg (Trooper Gibbens)

during Haeg's prosecution (evidence certified as true by Superior Court Judge

Joannides); (b) both Murphy and Gibbens lied about this during the official

investigation into this by judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein (evidence

certified as true by Superior Court Judge Joannides); (c) judicial conduct

investigator Greenstein falsified all testimony from every single witness to cover

up for Judge Murphy's corruption (evidence certified as true by Superior Court

Judge Joannides); and irrefutable proof (tape recordings) that, after Judge.

Joannides' referral was submitted, investigator Greenstein falsified a "verified"

document to cover up her own corrupt investigation - meaning she has added

felony perjury to her list of crimes. Every single private citizen who has seen this

evidence agrees that this alone would convince him or her that Haeg did not

receive a fair prosecution - yet Judge Bauman has ruled this is "too attenuated"

(weak) to be included in the evidence Haeg can use to prove he did not receive a

fair prosecution. Rule 401 and 402 above and Judge Joannides use of this same

evidence to disqualify Judge Murphy from presiding over Haeg's case also prove

Judge Bauman's claim is false.
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(10) Judge Bauman states Osterman's affidavit claims Haeg fired

Osterman before Osterman could finalize Haeg's appeal- implying that since

Osterman did not finish Haeg's appeal this negated any effect Osterman may have

had on Haeg's appeal. Then Judge Bauman claims that Haeg's claim of ineffective

assistance of counsel against Mark Osterman must be dismissed. Yet Haeg's main

PCR claim against Osterman (supported by recordings of Osterman, Cole, and

Robinson) was that Osterman had a direct conflict of interest with Haeg and was

. conspiring with Haeg's pretrial and trial attorneys Cole and Robinson to cover up

their conflicts of interest. (Osterman was caught on tape stating the reason he

could not put the "sellout" ofHaeg by Cole and Robinson in Haeg's appellate

brief was that Osterman "could not do anything that would affect the lives of Cole

and Robinson.") The u.s. Supreme Court in Cuyler v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335

(1980), cited in Haeg's PCR, specifically holds that if you prove your attorney had

a conflict of interest you do not need to establish the attorney's conduct caused

harm. After Osterman's "sell out" Haeg was forced to represent himself on appeal,

when he has no training in the law - proving Osterman's conflict of interest

irrefutably harmed Haeg. And more shocking yet is the recordings of Osterman

while he was Haeg's attorney irrefutably prove Osterman lied throughout the

entire affidavit he filed in response to Haeg's PCR claims. In other words Judge

Bauman violated the ruling caselaw in another attempt to deprive Haeg of

opportunity to show he did not get a fair trial or appeal, that his attorneys

conspired to do this, and are now conspiring to cover it up.
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(11) Judge Bauman claims Haeg "must reconcile his ineffective

assistance of counsel claims with the fact that he took the stand at trial and

admitted to killing wolves outside the predator control zone. His admissions

provide a basis to uphold his conviction, regardless of the conduct ofhis counsel."

In his PCR memorandum/affidavit/attachments Haeg, (a) claimed and provided

proof that the state told him he had to kill wolves outside the predator control zone

and then claim they were taken inside so the program would be seen as effective;

(b) claimed and provided proof that his own attorneys told him this was not a legal

defense; (c) claimed and provided proof that when he put evidence ofwhat he had

been told into the court record (over his attorneys objections) it was removed

while evidence it had been in the court record remained; (d) claimed and provided

proof that the state telling Haegthe survival of the Wolf Control Program

depended on Haeg doing this was an irrefutable defense - and would have kept

Haeg from ever being prosecuted or convicted; (e) claimed and provided proof

that the state gave him immunity for a 5-hour statement about his actions with the

Wolf Control Program; (t) claimed and provided proof that his attorneys told him

he could be prosecuted after being forced to give a statement by a grant of

immunity (a grant of immunity replaces your right against self-incrimination - if

you refuse to talk you are thrown in jail until you do); (g) claimed and provided

proof that if this state gives someone immunity for a statement they can never be

charged or prosecuted for the actions talked about in the statement - no matter

what other evidence there is; (h) claimed and provided proof that not only was he
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prosecuted the state irrefutably used his statement to do so; (i) claimed and

provided proof that his attorneys told him that the state could, and was, using his

statement against him at trial so Haeg was forced to testify at trial; G) claimed and

provided proof that all of this was one of the most horrendous violations of the

right against self-incrimination in any case Haeg has found anywhere in the

nation; (k) claimed and provided proof that the state had promised him mild

charges ifhe gave up guiding for a year; (1) claimed and provided proof that, after

he had given up the year guiding and it was in the past, the state changed the

charges so they were devastating; (m) claimed and provided proof that his

attorneys told him nothing could be done about the state changing the charges to

severe ones after Haeg had paid in full for minor ones; (n) claimed and provided

proof that after he had paid in full for minor charges the state could not charge him

with severe charges; (0) claimed and provided proof the state presented known

false testimony against him at trial; (P) claimed and proved proof the state falsified

all evidence locations to his guide area (which the state claimed justified guide

charges against Haeg) on everything from search warrants to trial testimony; (q)

claimed and proved Judge Murphy specifically relied on the state's perjury; and (r)

claimed and provided overwhelming caselaw that any ofthe forgoing render

Haeg's conviction illegal no matter what Haeg testified to at trial.

(12) Judge Bauman claims Haeg did not show what effort was made to

get an affidavit from his former attorneys in response to his ineffective assistance

claims. Yet Haeg provided proof in his peR filings that he sent his former
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attorneys affidavits to fill out responding to Haeg's claims and provided proof his

former attorneys refused to fill out the affidavits - and he cannot force them to.

(13) Judge Bauman claims Haeg must now depose Cole "at Haeg's

expense" (puzzling as Judge Bauman ruled Haeg indigent) and then "file a

succinct and clear memorandum detailing (a) the alleged ineffective assistance of

counsel Cole, with citations to the record and to the deposition, addressing both

Risher standards, and (b) alleged ineffective assistance of counsel Robinson with

citations to the record and to the deposition, addressing both Risher standards."

Yet the ruling caselaw in State v. Jones, 759 P.2d 558 (Alaska 1998) proves this is

not the proper procedure. Jones states if a PCR application:

"[S]ets out facts which, if true, would entitle the applicant to the
relief claimed, then the court must order the case to proceed and call upon
the state to respond on the merits. The filing of a response on the merits by
the state commences the second phase of the post-conviction relief
proceeding. This stage is designed to provide 'an orderly procedure for the
expeditious disposition of non-meritorious applications... without the
necessity of holding a full evidentiary hearing.' The rule does so by
allowing the parties an opportunity to ascertain whether any genuine issues
of material fact actually exist. To this end, Criminal Rule 35.1(£)(3) and (g)

"place the full range of discovery mechanisms at the disposal of the parties.
The final phase of a post-conviction relief proceeding is the evidentiary
hearing, as provided for under Criminal Rule 35.1(g). A hearing is required
when, upon completion of the discovery and disposition phase, genuine
issues of material fact remain to be resolved. "

In his PCR application Haeg has specifically, irrefutably, and in detail "set

out facts, which, if true" would entitle Haeg to the relief claimed. Yet Judge

Bauman has not ordered ''the case to proceed and call upon the state to respond on

the merits", as required. Instead, Judge Bauman has skipped requiring the state to
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respond on the merits and gone directly to the Rule 26 "discovery mechanisms" of

depositions (which have already occurred and which Judge Bauman is requiring

more oj), admissions and interrogatories - which the state has been using for the

last 6 months. (On August 4, 2011 the state required Haeg to fill out 28 pages of

interrogatories, admissions, and releases.) It is clear Judge Bauman is violating

the rules by not requiring the state to respond to the PCR merits before discovery

is conducted, which is a disadvantage for Haeg. It is a further violation for Judge

Bauman to order further discovery "at Haeg's expense" without requiring the state

to respond to the merits of Haeg's case. Further injustice is that on September 22,

2011 state Assistant Attorney General Andrew Peterson filed an affidavit stating:

"Following the deposition ofMr. Robinson, I personally spoke with both Mr. Cole

and Mr. Osterman and both agreed to file an affidavit responding to Mr. Haeg's

allegations of ineffective assistance of counsel."

Haeg never received a copy of Cole's affidavit from the state, (eliminating

any need to depose Cole) and now Judge Bauman is ordering indigent Haeg to

conduct the expensive (subpoenas, travel, witness fees, camera's, recorders, etc)

deposition anyway ~ when Cole has already provided the state an affidavit.

(14) As shown above Haeg made an irrefutable and shocking "prima

facie" case against all his attorneys in his 19 page application 43 page PCR

memorandum/affidavits (in which Haeg specifically identified when, where, how,

and why his attorneys lied to him about each issue, specifically identified the facts

along with the proofproving they had lied to him, and then specifically applied the
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law that established that had he not been lied to there would have been a different

outcome). See Haeg's PCR filings; the state's motion to dismiss, Haeg's

opposition to the state's motion to dismiss; and the state's reply. These documents

prove Judge Bauman's claim Haeg has not made a "prima facie" case of

ineffective assistance to be false; prove his claim Haeg's testimony at trial

prevents him from relief is false; proves the evidence against investigator

Greenstein and attorney Osterman is incredibly relevant to Haeg's PCR; proves

new evidence has been discovered; and proves there are constitutional violations

properly brought up in this PCR. It is as if Judge Bauman never read Haeg's PCR

memorandum/affidavits and instead relied only upon the state's motion to dismiss.

Barry v. State, 675 P.2d 1292 (Alaska 1984) "As the supreme court of
California pointed out in People v. Pope, 23 Ca1.3d 412 (1979), an
evidentiary hearing is almost always a prerequisite to an effective assertion
ofineffective assistance ofcounsel. "

Wood v. Endell 702 P.2d 248 (Alaska 1985) "It is settled that a claim of
ineffective assistance of counsel is one that generally requires an
evidentiary hearing to determine whether the standard adopted in Risher v.
State, 523 P.2d 421 (AK 1974) was met by counsel's performance."

Machibroda v. United States, 368 U.S 487 (U.S. Supreme Court 1962) We
cannot agree with the Government that a hearing in this case would be
futile because of the apparent lack of any eyewitnesses to the occurrences
alleged, other than the petitioner himself and the Assistant United States
Attorney. The petitioner's motion and affidavit contain charges which are
detailed and specific.

Not by the pleadings and the affidavits, but by the whole of the testimony,
must it be determined whether the petitioner has carried his burden of proof
and shown his right to a discharge. The Government's contention that his
allegations are improbable and unbelievable cannot serve to deny him an
opportunity to support them by evidence. On this record, it is his right to be
heard.
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There will always be marginal cases, and this case is not far from the line.
But the specific and detailed factual assertions of the petitioner, while
improbable, cannot at this juncture be said to be incredible. If the
allegations are true, the petitioner is clearly entitled to relief Accordingly,
we think the function of28 u.s.c. 2255 can be served in this case only by
affording the hearing which its provisions require.

Haeg's claims are incredibly specific, factual, and detailed; backed up by

court documents, tape recordings, affidavits, and sworn testimony - and also by a

certified finding of corruption by a Superior Court Judge - who ruled Haeg had a

right to a peR evidentiary hearing. And, according to the u.s. Supreme Court in

Machibroda v. United States above Haeg has overwhelmingly met his burden of

proving his right to an evidentiary hearing so he may prove his case in open court.

(15) Judge Bauman's orders irrefutably altered Haeg's claims to strip

them of substance. Judge Bauman's claim Haeg had only complained ofJudge

Murphy and Trooper Gibbens' conspiracy to seize the plane - Haeg's actual claim

was that Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens had conspired to illegally prosecute

and convict Haeg and to then to sentence Haeg to almost 2 years injail, $19,500

fine, forfeiture of $100,000 in property, and the deprivation ofHaeg's guide

license (Haeg family's only income) for 5 years. In other words ifJudge Murphy

and Trooper Gibbens were conspiring during Haeg's case, why would Haeg claim

the conspiracy was limited to a now worthless plane (rusted to pieces in the last 8

years) instead ofclaiming the conspiracy covered everything including conviction

and all penalties?
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(16) As shown above Judge Bauman's orders strips Haeg of numerous

claims and mountains of compelling, pertinent evidence by falsely claiming

defects ofform in Haeg's PCR application/memorandum/affidavits. Even if there

were defects, which there isn't, Rule 35.1 specifically states, "a court must

consider substance and disregard defects ofform" when someone is "pro se" or

representing himselfor herselfin peR - as Haeg is doing.

(17) Every single member of the public who has read Judge Bauman's

orders, made without Haeg's required, open-to-the-public "day in court" - believes

wholeheartedly that it is a corrupt and illegal attempt by Judge Bauman to cover

up the corruption and conspiracy rather then exposing it in open court - and that it

is a deliberate and malicious deprivation ofHaeg's constitutional right to an

effective opportunity to present his case of shocking corruption in open court

where the public,news reporters, and the U.S. Department of Justice can attend.

Every single member of the public also believes Judge Bauman's orders were

further driven by the "can ofworms", "scandal", and "toxic release" that would

spread to other cases ifHaeg proved his own prominent attomeyswere conspiring

with the state prosecution and judges to frame people and rig trials - and then that

the only investigator ofjudges in Alaska for the past 25 years was falsifying

official investigations to cover up for the corrupt judges. How many cases could

this place in jeopardy? Every judge investigated by Marla Greenstein in the past

25 years would be suspect. The reality of this is proven by the recent "Jailing Kids

for Cash" scandal in Pennsylvania - where the outing ofjust two corruptjudges
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caused over 4000 convictions to be overturned. The public believes the incredible

number and length ofdelays Haeg has experienced, totaling nearly 8 years at

present, is a deliberate attempt to "starve" Haeg and his family into submission.

Conclusion

In light of the above:

(1) Haeg respectfully asks that Judge Bauman be disqualified from

Haeg's peR for cause - as Judge Bauman has intentionally, knowingly, and

maliciously violated law, court rule, and mandatory judicial cannon to prevent

Haegfrom exposing the conspiracy and corruption surrounding his prosecution.

Since Judge Bauman has broken law, rule, and cannon to harm Haeg - denying

Haeg the prompt public oral argument hearing that irrefutably was Haeg's right

and to "set the stage" for denying Haeg what was supposed to be a prompt public

evidentiary hearing at which Haeg can present the shocking evidence of

corruption and conspiracy ofhis own attorneys, Judge Murphy, Trooper Gibbens,

prosecutor Leaders, and investigator Greenstein - Judge Bauman cannot be

allowed to preside any further over Haeg's case. Haeg is filing criminal and

judicial conduct complaints against Judge Bauman. Marla Greenstein, the only

investigator ofjudges in Alaska, will investigate Judge Bauman for covering up

the corruption ofMarla Greenstein - another fantastic conflict of interest.

(2) Haeg respectfully asks that Judge Bauman's January 3,2012 orders

be stricken from the record.
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(3) Haeg respectfully asks that a new, uncorruptjudge - one unwilling

to cover up for the crimes and conspiracy of previous judges, attorneys, troopers,

and judicial investigators - be immediately assigned to decide Haeg's PCR. On

tape Robinson has stated the "good old boys club of Judges, Troopers, and

prosecutors protect their own" when Haeg asked how they can get away with such

blatant crimes. When Haeg said he was going to sue Robinson stated the Shaw v.

State, 861 P.2d 566 (AK 1993) prevented Haeg from suing his attorneys unless he

overturned his conviction on an ineffective assistance claim. Haeg also' asks the

new Judge allow him to supplement the record ofhis case with the evidence and

claims of Judge Bauman's corruption; that after a new judge is assigned he or she

immediately schedule oral arguments in open couf!: on the state's motion to

.dismiss; and that Haeg be given at least 45 minutes for his oral argument.

(4) Haeg asks oral argument be held in Kenai's largest courtroom

because ofthe growing crowd wishing to witness this judicial corruption scandal

unfold in person. The last hearing had standing room only..

(5) After oral arguments on the state's motion to dismiss is over Haeg

asks that a scheduling hearing be promptly held to schedule a PCR evidentiary

hearing of at least one week long in order that Haeg may fully and fairly present

his evidence and witnesses proving he did not receive a fair trial or sentencing.

(6) In the bitter end, paid for by almost 8 years of agony by the Haeg

family, all Haeg asks for is his basic constitutional right to present evidence and

witnesses in his favor effectively in open court and then to allow the state every
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opportunity to refute it. This means Haeg must be able to subpoena and examine,

in open court and under oath, at a very minimum all three ofHaeg's attorneys,

judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein, the witnesses whose testimony

Marla Greenstein falsified, Judge Margaret Murphy, Trooper Brett Gibbens, and

prosecutor Scot Leaders - exactly as Superior Court Judge Joannides allowed

Haeg when making the case Judge Murphy should be disqualified. In other words

Haeg asks for the same opportunity to put on his case as the state was allowed

when prosecuting Haeg almost 8 years ago - where the state was allowed to

present any and all evidence and any and all witnesses they wished in Haeg's

week-long trial and two day sentencing. Superior Court Judge Joannides has

already determined Haeg made a "prima facie" of Judge Murphy's corruption

during Haeg's prosecution, granted a two day long evidentiary hearing on this

issue alone, and then,jor cause, disqualified Judge Murphy from presiding over

Haeg's PCR - ruling that HI granted Mr. Haeg's request to disqualify Judge

Murphy from the Post Conviction Reliefcase because I found that, at a minimum,

there was an appearance ofimpropriety. "It seems clear that if Judge Murphy's

actions during Haeg's prosecution prevent her from presiding over Haeg's PCR it

is evident her same actions prevented Haeg from a fair prosecution. And Cannon 2

of Judicial Conduct states a judge shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of

impropriety. Judge Joannides ruled Judge Murphy has already, at a minimum

violated a Judicial Cannon that is required to be complied with. But if Judge

Bauman never allows Haeg to present, in an open court hearing, the evidence
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along with witnesses Judge Murphy, Marla Greenstein, Haeg's attorneys, Trooper

Gibbens, and prosecutor Leaders, they will never have to refute anything and the

blatant violations of the "Bill ofRights" in Haeg's case by the government will

never be known or addressed - rights to equal protection of law, right to due

process, right against unreasonable searches and seizures; right against self

incrimination; right to compel witnesses; right to the assistance of counsel; and

right to petition the Government with grievances.

"The object ofany tyrant would be to overthrow or diminish trial by
jury, for it is the lamp that shows that freedom lives." Sir Patrick
Devlin (1905-1992) British Lord ofAppeal, lawyer, judge and jurist

"During the debates on the adoption of the Constitution, its
opponents repeatedly charged that the Constitution as drafted would
open the way to tyranny by the central government. Fresh in their
minds was the memory of the British violation ofcivil rights before
and during the Revolution. They demanded a "bill of rights" that
would spell out the immunities of individual citizens. Several state
conventions in their formal ratification of the Constitution asked for
such amendments; others ratified the Constitution with the
understanding that the amendments would be offered." U.S. National
Archives and Records Administration

"In my judgment the people of no nation can lose their liberty so
long as a Bill ofRights like ours survives and its basic purposes are
conscientiously interpreted, enforced and respected so as to afford
continuous protection against old, as well as new, devices and
practices which might thwart those purposes. " Justice Hugo L.
Black, US Supreme Court Justice

Judge Bauman has clearly "opened the way to tyranny.by the government"

by breaking law, Cannon, and rule to deny Haeg the public hearing process due

under the numerous and specific rights, rules, Cannons, statutes, and laws above.
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(7) Haeg, and what he feels is a growing number of those seriously

concerned, will continue to very carefully document the expanding web of

corruption and conspiracy and will eventually, when no more are willing (or

forced) to enter the net to cover up for everyone else, fly to Washington DC to

demand federal prosecution of everyone involved for the felonies of conspiring to

use positions of trust and the color of law to intentionally violate our constitution.

. (8) Finally, Haeg asks that oral arguments be held on both his motion to

disqualify Judge Bauman for cause and his motion to strike 'Judge Bauman's

January 3, 2012 orders.· .

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on Lc/liA.4/1/ /3, 26)2 . A notary public or other official empowered
7 j I .

. .
to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption are located at:

WWW°]IL4°Ott
David S. Haeg ~
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on ~f/U.4 Iy /3 I '2OJ 2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the following parties(Peterson, Judge
Gleason.;.JU~geJoannides'Jl.& Department of Justice, FBI, and media.

By: 4./, [) a '7'?
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
CASE NO. 3KN-IO-1295 CI

Applicant, .

Respondent.

vs.

)

J
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

----------------.)

ORDER ON MOTIONS REGARDING FORFEITED PROPERTY

In open court on June 13, 20 II, this court ordered the State to put the title transfer

of the plane on hold pending a substantive ruling on related Haeg motions in this PCR

proceeding. The seized and forfeited property also includes firearms, wolf hides, and a

wolverine hide. As noted in the January 3, 2012 Order on the State's motion to dismiss, the

forfeiture of seized property involved in the offenses of which Haeg was convicted was not

mandatory, but rather was a matter of sentencing discretion.

PCR procedure and authority is addressed in Chapter 72 of Title 12 of the Alaska

Statutes and in Criminal Rule 35.1. Subsection (b) of Cr. Rule 35 states that a PCR

proceeding is not a substitute for, nor does it affect, any remedy incident to the proceedings in

the trial court, or direct review thereof. From the State's perspective, a remedy incident to the

conviction and the forfeiture to the State of the seized plane and other items is sale of those

items or conversion to use by the State. Direct review of the forfeitures was taken by appeal

of the constitutionality of the seizures, which the Court of Appeals addressed and resolved

against him in Case No. A-IOOI5.

Order on Motions Regarding Forfeited Property
Haeg v. State, 3KN-l O-1295CI Page 10f2
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Forfeiture and disposition (i.e., sale or other use) of property after a conviction is

governed by AS 16.05.195. The court concludes that disposition of the forfeited plane and

other items is a matter for the district court in the underlying criminal case (referenced for

ease here as the "McGrath case"). To whatever extent a defendant has a right to appeal a

disposition of forfeited property, the appeal would presumably be to the Alaska Court of

Appeals. This court will not entertain in this PCR proceeding a motion or appeal from a

modification of judgment in the McGrath case, 4MC-S04-24CR, or other order regarding

disposition of property forfeited in that case. .

It is possible that this PCR proceeding could result in the conviction or sentencing

of Haeg in the McGrath case being set aside. If the forfeiture of the seized property were set

aside, after the property has been sold by the State, then the State may be liable to reimburse

the owner for the fair market value of the property. Issues might arise regarding whether the

fair market value of the property should be determined as of the date of seizure, the date of

forfeiture, or the date of sale.

For the foregoing reasons, the motions by Haeg regarding the seized and forfeited

property are denied.
. ~~ .

Dated at Kenai, Alaska, this r day of January, 2012 .

. (-X~

Carl Bauman
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
CASE NO. 3KN-IO-I295 CI

Applicant,

Respondent.

vs..

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

---------------)

ORDER ON MOTIONS TO SUPPLEMENT PCR

This order addresses the pending motions to supplement by David Haeg ("Haeg")

to supplement his PCR application.

HAEG'S PCR CLAIMS

The original Haeg PCR filing is a 19-page application. Haeg has filed motions to.

supplement that original PCR Application:

I) Motion to Supplement PCR Application with Claim and Evidence, filed January
20,2011 (Docket #89);

2) Motion to Supplement PCR Application with Evidence, filed February 11, 2011
(Docket #96);

3) Motion to Supplement Haeg's PCR Application with the Alaska Bar
Association's March I, 2011, Letter for Marla Greenstein and the Alaska Bar
Association's March 1,2011, Letter to David Haeg, filed March 7, 2011 (Docket
#102); and

4) Motion to Supplement PCR Application with Claims and Evidence, filed April
21,2011 (Docket #114).

1. In the first motion to supplement PCR, Haeg requests leave to supplement his

PCR Application in seven numbered respects including the claim that his conviction is not

valid because Alaska Commission of Judicial Conduct ("ACJC") investigator Marla

Order on Motions to Supplement PCR
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Greenstein allegedly falsified her investigation to cover up Trooper Gibbens' chauffeuring of

Judge Murphy; and that his conviction is not valid because a conspiracy existed between

Judge Murphy, Trooper Gibbens, and ACJC Investigator Greenstein to cover up what Haeg

alleges was judicial misconduct.

The court has plenary power in a PCR proceeding to address judicial misconduct.

The claim that ACJC Greenstein falsified her investigation is too attenuated and long after

the fact of the 2005 jury conviction and the sentencing of Haeg. Haeg has been permitted to

depose the trial judge and the Trooper. No challenge to the ACJC investigator or her

investigation will be permitted in this PCR proceeding. The first Haeg motion to supplement

is denied.

2. In the second motion to supplement PCR, Haeg provides ACJC documentation

and his complaint to the Alaska Bar Association ("ABA") against Investigator Marla

Greenstein. The ABA apparently accepted Haeg's grievance complaint against Greenstein,

but deferred investigating the complaint until these PCR proceedings have concluded. Haeg

. asks that the letters from the ABA be made part of the PCR record. The court finds that to

whatever extent information was attached to the Haeg motion to supplement that information

is therefore part of the court file. That finding does not mean that the information is

. admissible or relevant to any issue in the PCR proceeding, nor does the finding mean that

any such information is not relevant or potentially admissible. Attaching a document to a

motion does not mean that the document is admitted evidence for the truth of facts addressed

therein. In accordance with the court denial of the first Haeg motion to supplement, the court

will not entertain as part of the Haeg PCR any issue regarding what the ACJC or ABA did or

did not do. To the extent that the sec~nd Haeg motion to supplement is to add new PCR

Order on Motions to Supplement PCR
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claims, it is denied. To the extent that the motion attaches new documents and new

information pertaining to existing claims, that information is now part of the court file.

3. In the third motion to supplement PCR, Haeg requests that his PCR application

be supplemented with additional evidence, namely Alaska Bar Association letters to Marla

Greenstein and to David Haeg. As with the disposition of the second motion to supplement,

to the extent the third motion to supplement attaches new documents and new information

pertaining to existing claims, that information is now part of the court file. To the extent the

third Haeg motion to supplement is to add new PCR claims, it is denied.

4. In the fourth motion to supplement Haeg alleges the conduct and

. representations of prosecutor Andrew Peterson constitute prosecutorial misconduct. He

requests that his PCR application be supplemented to include the prosecutorial misconduct

claims and that the record in this case include the prosecutor's court filings and arguments in

the underlying criminal proceeding regarding the seized plane. Some types of prosecutorial

misconduct may be raised in a PCR proceeding and some may not.

Haeg specifically alleges that Peterson filed a request for hearing to set a remand

date for Haeg to serve his jail sentence - and Haeg alleges this is violated Appellate Rule

206(a)(1), which Haeg reads to require a stay of imprisonment if an appeal is taken and the

defendant is released pending appeal. l-laeg says that based on Peterson's erroneous advice,

Haeg served 35 days in jail. There is also an issue that Peterson "said the State would oppose

electronic monitoring," which allegedly enforced Woodmancy's erroneous belief that

electronic monitoring was inappropriate ill Haeg's case (when l-laeg believes it was under

33.30.065). Haeg also believes that Peterson engaged in prosecutorial misconduct when he

filed Motions with Magistrate Woodmancy so the State could get the plane. Finally, Haeg

Order on Motions to Supplement PCR
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argues that Peterson failed to inform the court that at the state's request the license

suspension had been stayed during appeal which effectively turned Haegs 5 year suspension

into a 9 year suspension while his appeal was pending.

In Lockuk v. State, 2011 WL 5027060, a claim of prosecutorial misconduct, that

the prosecutor had threatened three witnesses, was heard by the superior court in Dillingham

in an evidentiary hearing in a PCR .case. In another case, Wilson v. State, 244 P.3d 535

(Alaska App. 20 I0), the defendant filed for PCR on the basis that he received ineffective

assistance of counsel because defense counsel was ineffective in responding to prosecutorial

misconduct. The superior court judge dismissed the PCR application for failure to state a

prima facie case and the court of appeals reversed.

On the one hand the alleged prosecutorial misconduct occurred after the jury

conviction of Haeg in 2005. On the' other hand the plane seizure is one of the primary

subjects for which Haeg seeks relief in this PCR proceeding.

The court finds that the alleged prosecutorial misconduct regarding the request for

remand while the appeal was pending and the opposition to electronic monitoring by DOC

are too attenuated and after the fact to merit inclusion in this PCR proceeding. The fourth

motion to supplement his PCR in that regard is denied.

The fourth motion to supplement his PCR with that regard to alleged prosecutorial

misconduct regarding the seized plane 'is granted.

CONCLUSION AND ORDER

Based on the foregoing findings and rulings the State will have 20 days to respond

to the alleged prosecutorial misconduct claim regarding the seized plane permitted above as a

supplement to the Haeg PCR application.

Order on Motions to Supplement PCR
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Dated at Kenai, Alaska, this~ day of]anuary, 2012.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
CASE NO. 3KN-IO-1295 CI

Respondent.

Applicant,

vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

---------------)

ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS

David Haeg ("Haeg") was convicted by a jury in 2005 in 4MC-04-024CR of five

counts of unlawful acts by a guide for same day airborne hunting of wolves, two counts of

unlawful possession of game, one count of unsworn falsification, and one count of trapping

wolverines in a closed season. Haeg appealed. In Haeg v. State, 2008 WL 418 1532 (Alaska

App. 2008), the Court of Appeals affirmed I-Iaeg's convictions, but found that his guide

license was suspended, not revoked. Haeg's appeals/petitions for review to the Alaska

Supreme Court and the United States Supreme Court were denied.

Haeg filed an Application for Post-Conviction Relief ("PCR") in November 2008.

l-Iaeg's guide license was fully reinstated pursuant to an order of this court on July 5, 2011.

Four motions to supplement the peR application are pending. The State filed a Motion to

Dismiss Application for Post-Conviction Relief on March 10, 2010 (the "Motion to

Dismiss"). Haegfiled an Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss on March 19, 20 I 0 (the

"Opposition"). The State did not file a reply, but later filed a Notice of Supplemental

Order on Motion to Dismiss
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Authority to which Haeg filed an opposition. The purpose of this order is to resolve the

Motion to Dismiss.

THE SCOPE OF POST-CONVICTION RELIEF IN ALASKA

PCR proceedings are governed by AS 12.72.010 - 040 and Alaska Criminal Rule

35.1. The scope ofa PCR action is not unlimited. A defendant is barred from raising a post-

conviction relief claim that was raised or could have been raised by direct appeal. AS

12.72.020(a)(2). Collateral estoppel and res judicata apply in PCR proceedings. Browll...Y..,.

State, 803 P.2d 887 (Alaska 1990). An issue that is litigated in a criminal prosecution and

addressed on the merits on appeal is outside of the scope of relief and may be dismissed. rd.

With regard to allegations that a defendant received ineffective assistance of

counsel, the standard is whether the counsel performed' at least as well as a lawyer with

ordinary training and skill in criminal law and conscientiously protected the client's interest,

un-deflected by conflict of interest considerations. See Risher v. State, 523 P.2d 421 (Alaska

1974). A PCR claim of ineffective assistance of counsel can require an evidentiary hearing

to determine whether the standard adopted in Risher was met by counsel's performance. See

Wood v. Endell, 702 P.2d 248 (Alaska 1985). However, counsel' are presumed competent,

and the PCR applicant has the burden to rebut that presumption. To prevail on a PCR based

Oil ineffective assistance of counsel, the applicant must not only meet the first test in the

Risher case, but must also meet the second test. The Risher court explained that the first

prong requires the accused to prove that the performance of trial counsel fell below an

objective standard:

Defense counsel must perform at least as well as a lawyer with ordinary training and
skill in the criminal law and must conscientiously protect his client's interest,
undeflected by conflicting considerations.

Order on Motion to Dismiss
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Secondly, there must be a showing that the lack of competency contributed to the
conviction. If the' first burden [the burden of proving deficient performance] has
been met, all that is required additionally is to create a reasonable doubt that the
incompetence contributed to the outcome.

Risher v. State, 523 P.2d at 424-25. See also State v. Jones, 759 P.2d 558, 567-68 (Alaska

App. 1988).

To prevail on a claim of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel, the Court of

Appeals explained, in an unpublished and therefore not-precedent decision, that the standards

in the Risher case and Burton v. State, 180 P.2d 964 (Alaska App. 2008) would apply, as

follows:

To prevail in her claim that she received ineffective assistance of counsel on
appeal, Slwooko must show that her appellate attorney argued her case
incompetently, and that there is a reasonable possibility that she was prejudiced by
her attorney's incompetence. Here, Siwooko claims that evidence of a witness's
inconsistent statements must be supported by some type of special corroboration
and that it was incompetent for her appellate attorney to fail to include this
argument in his opening brief. But even if we assume that it was incompetent for

, Slwooko's appellate attorney to fail to include this argument in his opening brief,
Slwooko has failed to demonstrate that she was prejudiced by her attorney's
purported lapse (i.e., prejudiced by the fact that her appellate attorney waited until
his reply brief to raise this argument) - because, as a claim of error, this "special
corroboration" argument has no merit.

Slwooko v. State, 2011 WL 1998370, 2 (Alaska App. 2011) (footnote 7, a citation to Risher

and Burton, omitted). In the Burton case the Court of Appeals addressed, inter alia, the

standard for finding plain error:

Under Alaska law, an error to which no objection was preserved in the trial
court will qualify as "plain error" only if (1) the error "was so obvious that it
should have been noticed by the trial court sua sponte" (i. e., the error should have
been apparent to any competent judge or lawyer); (2) the attorney representing the
party who now claims error had no apparent tactical reason for failing to object;
and (3) the error was so prejudicial to the fairness of the proceedings that failure to
correct it would perpetuate manifest injustice.

Burton v. State, 180 P.3d at 968 (footnotes omitted).

Order on Motion to Dismiss
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THE COURT OF APPEALS DECISION

The Court of Appeals decision speaks for itself, but. a review of the key rulings

follows to help determine the issues that were raised on appeal. The Court of Appeals

decision addressed two appeals by Haeg, In the first appeal, Case No. A-9455, Haeg alleged

use by the State of perjured testimony for search warrants, improper charges, improper use of

statements made by him during plea negotiations, and ineffective assistance of counsel. He

also alleged the district court errors detailed below. In the second appeal, Case No. A-tOOlS,

Haeg challenged the denial of his post-trial motion to suppress evidence used at the trial

which the State had seized during its investigation, and for return of the property.

Haeg contended in the Court of Appeals that the trial court:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

failed to inquire into the failed plea negotiations,

failed to rule' on a motion protesting the State's use of Haeg's statement made
during plea negotiations as the basis for the charges,

made prejudicial rulings concerning Haeg's defense that he was not "hunting,"

failed to instruct the jury that Haeg's co-defendant, Tony Zellers, was required
by his plea agreement to testify against Haeg, "-

unfairly required Haeg to abide by a term of the failed plea agreement,

failed to force his first attorney to appear at Haeg's sentencing proceeding, and

when imposing sentence, erroneously identified the location where the
majority of the wolves were taken.

Other than the change from revocation to suspension of the guide license, the COUl1 of

Appeals affirmed the district cOUl1 rulings, actions, and failures to act challenged by Haeg in

the seven' nUl~beredparagraphs above and also affirmed against his claim that the State'used

perjury testimony by Trooper Gibbens to get search warrants.

Order on Motion to Dismiss
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A. The Haeg claim that the State used perjured testimony:

The Court of Appeals found Haeg did not challenge the search warrant affidavit

prior to trial, so that claim was forfeited.

B. The Haeg claim that he could not be convicted of unlawful acts by a guide,
hunting wolves same day airborne:

The Court of Appeals concluded that Haeg was arguing In part that Gibbens'

allegedly perjured affidavit was an improper basis for which to charge Haeg with unlawful

acts as a guide. The Court ruled against Haeg with regard to what his permit allowed, where

the wolves were shot, and what the term "hunting" entails under the predator control program

and Alaska law.

C. The Haeg claim that he was not guiding when he and Zellers were taking
wolves:

The Court of Appeals noted that Gibbens retracted part of his testimony during

cross examination, and clarified that the wolves were killed in unit 19D, not in unit 19D-East.

The Court also noted that Haeg admitted that none of the wolves was killed in unit 19D-East.

No error was found.

D. The Haeg claim that the prosecutor violated Evidence Rule 410:

Haeg argued the State violated Evidence Rule 410 by using a statement he made

during failed plea negotiations to charge him with crimes more serious than he initially faced.

The Court of Appeals ruled Haeg did not litigate this issue in the district court and therefore

had to show plain error to prevail ~n that point on appeal. The Court commented that"[o]ne

of the components of plain error is proof that the asserted error manifestly prejudiced the

defendant. "

Order on Motion to Dismiss
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The Court concluded that the initial and amended charges were supported by a

probable cause statement that set out Gibbens' investigation and a summation of the

statements made by Haeg and Zellers. Thus, even if Haeg's statements were removed from

the charging document, the remaining evidence from Gibbens and Zellers would still support

the charges against Haeg. The State had discretion to file the more serious charges. The

Court concluded that even if the State had not used his statements to support the information,

Haeg would still have faced charges that he committed unlawful acts by a guide, hunting

same day airborne. The Court therefore concluded Haeg had not shown that the error he

asserts manifestly prejudiced him, and therefore did not show that plain error occurred.

The Court found that Haeg did not raise at trial the issue that the State used his

interview to convict him. The Court wrote that the record shows that the State did not offer

Haeg's pre-trial statement during its case-in-chief or during its rebuttal case. The Court noted

that Zellers testified. for the State and that. his testimony, with Gibbens' testimony, was

sufficient to support I-Iaeg's convictions. The Court wrote that in his own testimony, Haeg

admitted that he had committed all but two of the charged offenses, and he was acquitted on

those two. The Court said Haeg testified that he was a licensed guide, that he had taken the

wolves same day airborne, that he knew that he was acting outside the predator control

program area, that he and Zellers had falsified the sealing certificates, that they had

unlawfully possessed game, and that his leg traps were still catching game after the season

had closed. Haeg did not show plain error.
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E. The Haeg claim that his attorneys were ineffective:

The Court of Appeals ruled that Haeg's claim of ineffective assistance of counsel

must be raised in the trial court in an application for post-conviction relief under Alaska

Criminal Rule 35.1.

F. The Haeg claim (# 1) that the district court erred by failing to inquire about
plea negotiations:

The Court of Appeals concluded there is no requirement that a trial court in a

criminal case, without a motion or request from the parties, must ask why plea negotiations

failed.

G. The Haeg claim (# 2) that the trial court failed to rule on an outstanding
motion:

The Court of Appeals denied the Haeg claim that the trial judge failed to rule on a

motion "protesting the State's use" of the statement Haeg claims he gave during plea

negotiations because Haeg did not file a motion to dismiss based on a State violation of

Evidence Rule 4) O. The Court found that Haeg alluded in his reply onhis motion to dismiss

on other grounds to "another piece of-information that needs to be addressed.'" The Court of

Appeals ruled that a trial court can properly disregard an issue that is first raised in a reply to
. . ;

an opposition.

H. The Haeg claim (# 3) that the district court prejudiced his defense:

The Court found no factual or legal basis for the Haeg claim that his defense was

prejudiced by trial court rulings on his permit and on hunting. The Court concluded that the

trial judge rulings permitted Haeg to present evidence that he was acting in accord with his

permit and argue that he was not "hunting," which points the Court noted he argued at length

to the jury.
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I. The Haeg c1aim(# 4) that the district court failed to give a required jury
instruction:

The Court, of Appeals ruled that the trial judge was not required on her own to

instruct the jury that Zeller's plea agreement required him to testify against Haeg. Because

Haeg did not request an instruction on point, he did not preserve the issue for appeal.

J. The Haeg claim (# 5) that the district court held him to a term of the failed
plea agreement:

After a review of the record, including recordings, the Court of Appeals disagreed

with the contention by Haeg that the trial judge held him to a term of the failed plea

agreement. The Court wrote that the State is allowed to put on evidence at sentencing of a

defendant's uncharged offenses even if the defendant objects. Here, the State, irrespective of

the failed plea agreement, attempted to show that Haeg had committed an uncharged offense.

The State was entitled to do so. The Court noted the judge found that the State did not prove

Haeg committed the uncharged offense, and did not consider it when imposing sentence.

K. The Haeg claim (# 6) that the district court erred by not ordering a defense
witness to appear at sentencing:

Haeg subpoenaed his' first attorney to appear at the sentencing, but the attorney

did not show. Because Haeg did not ask the trial court to enforce the subpoena or seek any

other relief, his claim of error was waived.

L. The Haeg claim (# 7) that the district court erred when it found that most of
the wolves were taken in unit 19C:

The errors asserted by Haeg over where the wolves were killed versus trial court

comments at sentencing about where they were killed were addressed and resolved against

Haeg by the Court of Appeals. The Court further concluded that the trial court did not
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commit clear error when she found that Haeg had illegally killed wolves for his own

commercial benefit. .

M. The Issues Resolved in Case No. A-tOOlS:

On remand during the appeal the district court ruled on the Haeg arguments that

(a) his constitutional rights were violated by the seizure of his property without notice of his

right to contest the seizure and (b) the seizure statutes are unconstitutional. The Court of

Appeals affirmed the district court decision not to return the property that was ordered

forfeited at the sentencing. The forfeited property consisted of the airplane and the firearms

that Hacg and Zellers used when taking the wolves, the wolf hides, and a wolverine hide.

Haeg relied in part on a Ninth Circuit decision that due process requires an-

individualized notice of right to contest when police seize property. The Alaska Court of

Appeals found that the United States Supreme Court reversed that Ninth Circuit decision and

rejected its imposition of an individualized notice of right to contest forfeiture requirement.

City of West Covina v. Perkins, 525 U.S. 234 (1999). The Court of Appeals quoted rulings

by the U.S. Supreme Court in the City of West Covina case:

[W]hen police lawfully seize property for a criminal investigation, the federal due
process clause does not require the police to provide the owner with notice of state
Jaw remedies. "[Sjtate-law remedies :.. are established by published, generally
available state statutes and case law." Once a property owner has been notified that
his property has been seized, "he can turn to these public sources to learn about the
remedial procedures available to him." "[N]o rationale justifies requiring
individualized notice of state-law remedies." The "entire structure of our
democratic government rests on the premise that the individual citizen is capable of
informing himself about the particular policies that affect his destiny."

The Court of Appeals. found no violation of federal or State of Alaska

constitutional provisions because Haeg was present when the police seized his property and

because Criminal Rule 37 provides a post-seizure procedure for an owner to seek return of
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their property. The Court ruled there is no right to be separately informed of the right to

contest the seizure of property. For similar reasons, the Court rejected Haeg's attack on the

constitutionality of Alaska's seizure and forfeiture statutes, adding that Haeg's motion to

suppress was waived because he failed to file it prior to trial. The Court further concluded

that Haeg provided the district court no. grounds for overturning the sentencing judge's

decision to forfeit property related to Haeg's hunting violations.

N. Other "potential" claims by Haeg on appeal:

The Court of Appeals observed that Haeg's briefs and other pleadings were

sometimes difficult to understand, and noted that he may have intended to raise other claims'

besides the ones discussed above. The Court ruled that to the extent Haeg was attempting to

raise iother claims iii his briefs or in any of his other pleadings, those claims were

inadequately briefed.

HAEC'S PCR CLAIMS

Haeg advances three basic theories for post-conviction relief under AS 12.72.010:

1) Ineffective assistance of counsel under AS 12.72.010(9);

2) Constitutional violations of his rights under AS 12.72.010(1); and

3) Newly discoveredevidence under AS 12.72.010(4).

STATE'S MOTION TO DISMISS

In its Motion to Dismiss the State argues that Haeg failed to plead a prima facie

case for ineffective assistance of counselor any other grounds that would justify relief. The

State contends defense counsel are presumed to 'have acted competently, and the defendant

bears the burden of rebutting that presumption. Here, the State claims, Haeg failed to obtain

supportive affidavits of his former counsel and fai led to explain why he could not. Affidavits

addressing ineffective assistance of counsel have been held to be essential components of a
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prima facie case for post-conviction relief In addition, the State argues Haeg failed to cite to

the record to support his allegations of ineffective assistance of counsel and did not show that

the decisions of his counsel were anything more than tactical decisions, which are not

sufficient to support relief. Further, the State contends Haeg failed to allege specifically how

his conviction and sentence violate the U.S. and Alaska Constitutions, and did not

specifically identify his newly discovered evidence. Finally, the State contends the Court of

Appeals already addressed the facts and claims raised in the I-1aeg PCR application.

In his Opposition I-1aeg attempted to clarify his claims.

1. The Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Claims:

Haeg claims that he was poorly served by attorneys Cole, Robinson, and

Osterman. Claims for ineffective assistance of counsel are within the permissible scope of a

PCR proceeding.

The State argues Haeg has failed to plead a prima facie case because Haeg failed

to provide affidavits from the allegedly ineffective attorneys in which the attorneys address

the claims of ineffective assistance. This is an essential component of a prima(acie case for

ineffective assistance of counsel. Without the required affidavit or an explanation why it

cannot be obtained, the court may dismiss a PCR application. Haeg claimed in his PCR

application that the attorneys refused to provide affidavits of ineffective assistance of counsel

when asked. Haeg asks to subpoena the attorneys to respond to his ineffective assistance of

counsel claims.

Haeg has three basic claims for which he would like to have each former attorney

respond: (1) that the decisions the attorney made were not based on sound tactical choices;
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(2) that there were existing and un-waived cont1icts of interest; and (3) that the attorneys

erroneously advised Haeg on the law.

The State contends the attorneys made tactical decisions, which are not subject to

claims of ineffective assistance. Ifcounsel's actions or failures to act were done for tactical

or 'strategic reasons, "they will be virtually immune from subsequent challenge, even if, in

hindsight, the tactic or strategy appears to be mistaken or unproductive." State v. Jones, 759

P.2d 558, 569 (Alaska App. 1998). Haeg argues that tactics are not the basis of his

ineffective assistance of counsel claims. He says his counsel had conflicts of interest that

affected the representation. And he claims counsel erroneously informed him of the law.

Given the Court of Appeals decision, Haeg must reconcile his ineffective

assistance of counsel claims with the fact that he took the stand at trial and admitted to killing

wolves outside the predator control zone. His admissions provide a basis to uphold his

conviction, regardless of the conduct of his counsel. It is not enough for Haeg to assert that a

different strategy may have been more effective in hindsight. Haeg must make a prima facie

showing, just as any other PCR applicant alleging ineffective assistance of counsel must

meet, that both standards of Risher are met. Haeg has not yet done so. Haeg would like the

court to conduct a hearing and require his former counsel to be present to address the issues.

That approach would relieve Haeg of his obligation to present a prima facie case before a

hearing is justified.

fa) The Cole Situation: Absent an PCR affidavit from his former counsel Cole,

the burden was on l-laeg to show that he made reasonable efforts to obtain the affidavit from

Cole but could not. Haeg has alleged that his former counsel refused to provide an affidavit

l-laeg has not shown the efforts that he made to obtain the affidavit. If attorney Cole has not
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been deposed in this case, Haeg will be permitted the additional time set forth below to

depose Cole, at the expense of Haeg. The burden remains on Haeg to make a prima facie

showing that Cole provided ineffective assistance of counsel, and that the lack of competency

contributed to the conviction, with appropriate references to the record.

(b) The Robinson Deposition: Absent an affidavit from his former counsel

Robinson, the burden was on Haeg to show that Haeg made reasonable efforts to obtain an

affidavit from Robinson and could not. Haeg has made no such showing. However, attorney

Robinson was deposed in this case on September 9, 20 II. The burden is on Haeg to make a

'prima facie showing that Robinson provided ineffective assistance of counsel, and that the

lack of competency contributed to the conviction, with appropriate references to the record.

(e) The Osterman Affidavit: On September 29, 20 II, attorney Mark Osterman

submitted an affidavit in' this case, He acknowledges in ~ I that he was retained by Haeg to

pursue an appeal. He says he was fired by Haeg before a final product could be produced for

the appeal. In '1'1 5 and 6 of his affidavit Osterman disputes some of the statements in the

< I-1aeg PCR, including the fee quoted by Osterman per issue on appeal. Osterman also writes

in '1 6 that "MI. Haeg presented himself as a difficult person', one who was intent on wasting

as much time of mine as possible and under the circumstances, his fee was based upon the

level of difficulty in dealing with him as much as the merits of his case." The upshot of the

Osterman affidavit is that he was fired by Haeg before an opening brief on appeal was

finalized. Osterman had rio pertinent representation of Haeg at the trial or the sentencing. In

'114 Osterman contends his draft brief did not meet Haeg's requirements, that Haeg provided

no input into the brief, and that I-Iaeg fired him,
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The court finds that I-Iaeg has not met his burden of coming 'forward with prima

facie evidence regarding ineffective assistance of counsel Osterman or that any ineffective

advice by Osterman with regard to the appeal contributed to the conviction of Haeg at the

trial court level, The court therefore further finds that any PCR claims by Haeg based on

alleged ineffective assistance of counsel Osterman are dismissed.

2. The Constitutional Violations Claims:

The State alleges Haeg offered nothing in his PCR Application to support the

claim that his conviction and sentence violated the U.S. and Alaska Constitutions. In his

Opposition Haeg sets out nine alleged constitutional violations:

I)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

The right to due process;

The right against unreasonable searches and seizures;

The right that no warrants shall issue, but on probable cause, supported by oath
or affirmation; "

The right against self-incrimination;

The right to compel witness in your favor;

The right against double jeopardy;

The right to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation;

The right to equal protection under the laws;

The right that no state shall deprive any person of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws.

In Haegs Opposition, after each constitutional claim, Haeg references an alleged

I

error of his attorneys or misinformation provided to I-Iaeg by his attorneys. These claims go

to Haegs ineffective assistance of counsel claims. Haeg does not explain how his conviction

or sentence is in violation of the constitution of the United States or the constitution or laws

of Alaska, His basic claim is that he was convicted because his counsel was ineffective, and
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his constitutional rights were thereby violated. That argument does not form an adequate

basis for any of the constitutional claims listed by Haeg.

The constitutional claims are therefore dismissed. Any alleged constitutional

violation not previously addressed by the Court of Appeals might come within the Haeg

claim of ineffective assistance of counsel.

Forfeiture of equipment used 111 an offense in violation of AS 8.54 may be

forfeited. ,Forfeiture is a matter of judicial discretion at sentencing and is not mandatory.

The continued claim by Haeg that his constitutional rights were violated in the circumstances

surrounding the seizure of his airplane was addressed by the Court of Appeals as discussed

above, is therefore outside the scope of post-conviction relief, and is hereby dismissed.

Aside from the ineffective assistance 'of counsel claims, the other Haeg PCR

claim that remains potentially viable as to forfeiture of his plane is his claim of improper

contacts between the sentencing judge and Trooper Gibbens.

3. The Newly Discovered Evidence Claim:

Haeg's final PCR claim is that he has newly discovered evidence. In his

Opposition, Haeg claims the newly discovered evidence is that he was told by State of

Alaska officials that the Wolf Control Program was in jeopardy of termination if more

wolves weren't taken. Haeg claims that he was specifically told to take more wolves to

ensure the continuation of the Wolf Control Program, and if he took them outside the

authorized game management area, he should claim that they were' taken from inside the

area. Haeg's claim is that he was convicted for the very behavior that State game

management officials encouraged and directed him to undertake. For ease of reference this

will be characterized herein as the inducement/entrapment defense.
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The inducement/entrapment defense asserted by Haeg does not meet the standards

of newly discovered evidence under Alaska law. AS 12.n.020(b)(2) provides that the court

may hear a claim based on newly discovered evidence if the applicant establishes due

diligence in presenting the claim and sets out facts supported by admissible evidence that the

new facts were (A) not known within (i) 18 months after entry of the judgment of conviction

if the claim relates to a conviction; (B) are not cumulative to the evidence presented at trial;

(C) are not impeachment evidence; and (D) establish by clear and convincing evidence that

the applicant is innocent.

In his Opposition Haeg asserts that he tried repeatedly to have the inducement

defense presented at his trial. A fortiori, the inducement/entrapment defense was not newly

discovered. It was known by Haeg prior to his t;ial. Haeg claims he t~ld his attorneys prior

to trial that he was induced by the state to kill wolves out of the approved game management

area. He contends his attorneys did not proceed on that theory at trial because, according to

Haeg, his attorneys erroneously believed and informed him that entrapment was not a

defense. The subject of not pursuing an inducement/entrapment defense therefore comes

within the ineffective assistance' of counsel claim, but does not constitute newly discovered

evidence and is therefore dismissed as a stand-alone claim.

CONCLUSION AND ORDERS

Based on the pleadings, briefing, and information submitted to the court in this

case thus far, the court makes the following findings and orders:

I. The I-1aeg claim of ineffective assistance of counsel as to Osterman is dismissed
given the failure by Haeg to make a prima facie showing of ineffective assistance
of counsel as to Osterman, an attorney retained by Haeg for the appeal but
terminated by I-1aeg before filing a brief on appeal.
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2. No hearings will be conducted on the ineffective assistance of counsel claims in
. this case until and unless Haeg makes a prima facie showing of ineffective
assistance of counsel by attorney Cole or attorney Robinson.

3. Haeg is given an extension until February 29, 2012, by which to depose Cole (if
not already deposed in this case) and by which to file a succinct and clear
memorandum detailing (a) the alleged ineffective assistance of counsel Cole, with
citations to the record and to the deposition, addressing both Risher standards, (b)
alleged ineffective assistance of counsel Robinson with citations to the record and
to the deposition, addressing both Risher standards, and (c) the Haeg claims that
the sentence imposed by Judge Murphy was improper by virtue of alleged
improper contact with Trooper Gibbens.

4. The federal and state constitutional law violation claims by Haeg are dismissed.

5. The allegedly newly discovered evidence regarding a defense of inducement or
entrapment is not new information and is therefore dismissed. To the extent that
Haegcan establish ineffective assistance of counsel regarding the alleged legal
advice that an inducement or entrapment defense was not legally viable, that
should be detailed by Haeg in his filing under ~ 3(a) and (b) hereof, with citations
to legal authority establishing that such a defense was in fact legally viable.

Dated at Kenai, Alaska, this :7 ,.JJ,day of January, 2012.

(~~~
Carl Bauman
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

........,. -

i'~ cE~RfiFlcATlor;r6'FDisTRIBuTION'
-: I certifythat a copyof the foregoing was mailedto
: the following at theiraddresses of record:

I~1-f)e,[er.5Ol, fla.n~an
. 1-3"1;7 ~
Dale CI
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG )
)

Applicant )
)

v. )
)

STATE OF ALASKA )
)

-----------)
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-I0-01295 CI

ORDER

Having considered the applicant's 6-10-11 emergency motion,

the state's opposition, and any response thereto,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the applicant's motion is

DENIED. Bush Pilot Inc., may file for a remission hearing on or before

failure to file for a remission hearing by

the date set will result in the state being allowed to transfer title in the

Piper PA-12 plane with tail number N4011M.

DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this day of , 2011.

NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG )
)

Applicant )
)

v. )
)

STATE OF ALASKA )
)

----------~)
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF.
CASE NO. 3KN-I0-01295 CI

ORDER

Having considered the applicant's motion for order that he

may immediately return to guiding and the state must return his master

guide license, the State's opposition, and any response thereto,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the applicant's motion IS

DENIED.

DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this __ day of , 2011.

NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA, .

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
y
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's motion to supplement his PCR record with:

(1) March 1, 2011 Alaska Bar Association letter to Marla Greenstein

(2) MarchI, 2011 Alaska Bar Association letter to David Haeg

is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this~~_day of_--,- , 2011.

NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's motion to supplement his PCR record with:

The February 4, 2011 recording of Arthur Robinson
response.

(5)

(1) Haeg's December 22, 2010 Alaska Bar Association complaint
. against ACJC investigator Greenstein.

(2) ACJC investigator Greenstein's January 21, 2011 response to Haeg's
grievance complaint.

(3) The Bar's request for Haeg's reply to ACJC investigator
Greenstein's response.

(4) Haeg's February 4,2011 reply to ACJC investigator Greenstein's

5"'-e-e qde4~/' L.

is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of , 2011.

NOT USED
=u.J
u..

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

1
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT FAIRBANKS

DAVID S. HAEG, )
)

Applicant, )
)

vs. )
)

STATE OF ALASKA, )
)

Respondent. )
)

Case No. 4MC-OE)-OOOOS CI YtN, /0,-/C)..q5 U
In Connection wJ4M"C 04-024 CR

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS

VRA CERTIFICATION
I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (I) the name of a victim of a sexual
offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or business address or telephone number of a
victim of or witness to any crime unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it
is an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the
information was ordered by the court.

This matter having come before this court, and the court being fully

advised in the premises,

IT IS ORDERED that the Respondent's Motion to Dismiss Application

for Post-Conviction relief is hereby GRANTED. Applicant's Application for Post-

Conviction Relief is hereby DISMISSED.

ENTERED at Fairbanks, Alaska this _ day of , 2010.

NOT USED
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

- 14 -

I
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG )
)

Applicant )
)

v. )
)

STATE OF ALASKA )
)

~~~~~-------)
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-I0-01295 CI

Having considered the applicant's motion for order that he

may immediately return to guiding and the state must return his master

~

guide license, the State's opposition and any response thereto,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the applicant's motion IS

DENIED.

DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this day of , 2011.

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's motion that he may immediately go back to guiding, and

that the State must immediately return master guide license #146 to David Haeg, is

IiW hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

s-
~

/
1::::
§ (1) David Haeg may go back to guiding immediately.

(2) The State is ordered to immediately return master guide license #146

to David Haeg.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this. day of , 2011.

NOT USED

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

1
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)
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

'\
\

\

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-lO-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's motion to supplement his PCR application with claims and

I evidence is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

~
[C"J

(1) Haeg's PCR application includes Alaska Commission on Judicial

Conduct (ACJC) investigator Marla Greenstein's falsification of her investigation

to cover up the chauffeuring of Judge Murphy by Trooper Gibbens (the main

witness against Haeg) while Judge Murphy was presiding over Haeg's

prosecution.

(2) Haeg's PCR application includes the conspiracy between Judge

Murphy, Trooper Gibbens, and ACJC investigator Greenstein to cover up that the

main witness against Haeg (Trooper Gibbens) chauffeured Judge Murphy while

Judge Murphy presided over Haeg's prosecution.

1
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(3) Judge Joannides August 25,2010 hearing is part of the record upon

which Haeg's PCR will be decided - and this hearing will be listened to in open

court before Haeg's PCR is decided.

(4) Judge Joannides August 27,2010 referral to the Alaska Commission

on Judicial Conduct is part of the record upon which Haeg's PCR will be decided.

(5) Haeg's 5-2-10 reply, affidavit, and request for hearing to Judge

Murphy's refusal to disqualify herselffor cause is part of the record upon which

Haeg's PCR will be decided.

(6) Haeg's 7-25-10 motion to supplement the case to disqualify Judge

Murphy for cause is part of the record upon which Haeg's PCR will be decided.

(7) The Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct shall immediately

provide Haeg a complete copy of ACJC investigator Marla Greenstein's record of

her investigation into the chauffeuring of Judge Murphy by Trooper Gibbens

during Haeg' s case and this is part of the record upon which Haeg' s PCR will be·

decided.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of :, 2011.

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

2
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IN TILE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC~04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-I0-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 4-21-11 motion that he may supplement his PCR

application with claims and evidence, is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of , 2011.

NOTUSE'D

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-10-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-10-00064CI)
)
)
)

I

I ,

I

\

\

The applicant's 6-10-11 emergency motion for an immediate stay of the

June 8, 2011 order modifying the judgment against Haeg nearly 5 years after the

fact and for an immediate order preventing the State from disposing of property

disputed in Haeg's peR until Haeg's PCR is concluded, is hereby GRANTED /

DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of " 2011.

NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman

-"
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Applicant,

Respondent.

<;'-11 EOI _ , \
STIHE OF !J,LA,)hA
. nm;\i nlsT,.,iC:

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FORITHE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUD'~lt!:-:I!I ~<]n~~TKENAI

.-:>(") =
CLER\'\ r.r TRi)\L COUrH ~ ~ :::

BY. -----)---- ~.\ :;. ~
DEPUTY 9'LERI, ~\ ': ~

) ::1\ '/':l -o
) POST-CONVICTION REI1IEF;--: ~
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295~~\ g t:?
)(fonnerly 3HO-1O-00064CI) ':; ~
) \ _\

)
)

v.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

12-20-11 COUNTER OFFER TO STATE'S OFFER TO RETURN SEIZED
AIRPLANE IN ORDER TO END FURTHER PCR LITIGATION

VRA CERTIFICATION: I certify this documentand its attachments do not contain the
(I) name of victim of a sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) residence or business address
or telephone number of a victim of or witness to any offense unless it is an address identifying the
place of a crime or an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and
disclosure of the information was ordered by the court.

COMES NOW Applicant, DAVID Haeg, and hereby files this counter offer

to state's offer to return seized airplane in order to end further litigation in Haeg's

post-conviction relief case.

Prior Proceedings

On August 23,2011 the state asked if Haeg would end further PCR

litigation if the state returned the airplane seized in Haeg's case. Haeg refused this

settlement offer.

1
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Counter Offer

Haeg, his family, material witnesses, and many of those following this case

(after much discussion of the widespread corruption and conspiracy already

proved in this case) wish to present the following counter offer to the state in order

to end further litigation ofHaeg's PCR case:
\

1. OverturnHaeg's conviction with prejudice.

2. Compensatory damages to Haeg in the amount of $1,000,000 per

year - starting from April 1, 2004 to the date Haeg is paid - to be

paid jointly and severally by the state, the Alaska Department of

Law, the Alaska Department of Public Safety, the Alaska

Commission on Judicial Conduct, the Alaska Bar Association,

attorney Scot Leaders, Trooper Brett Gibbens, Judge Margaret

Murphy, attorney Marla Greenstein, attorney Kevin Fitzgerald,

attorney Brent Cole, attorney Arthur Robinson, and attorney Mark

Osterman.

3. Punitive damages to Haeg equal to compensatory damages - to be

paid jointly and severally by the state, the Alaska Department of

Law, the Alaska Department of Public Safety, the Alaska

Commission on Judicial Conduct, the Alaska Bar Association,

attorney Scot Leaders, Trooper Brett Gibbens, Judge Margaret

Murphy, attorney Marla Greenstein, attorney Kevin Fitzgerald,

2
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attorney Brent Cole, attorney Arthur Robinson, and attorney Mark

Osterman.

4. Return of all seized property after restoration to the same condition

as when seized.

5. Transfer of title, to Haeg, for the land surrounding and upon which

Haeg's hunting lodge, associated lake, runway, and hunting camps

rest.

6. In the event an exclusive use guide area system is implemented, an

exclusive use guide concession to Haeg for all areas he has guided in

Game Management Units 19,9, and 16.

7. State employees Scot Leaders, Brett Gibbens, Margaret Murphy, and

Marla Greenstein fired and retirement benefits denied.

8. Attorneys Scot Leaders and Marla Greenstein permanently

disbarred.

Conclusion

If the above conditions are met Haeg will not sue the above and will agree

not to press criminal charges against anyone involved or implicated. If the

conditions are not met Haeg will continue carefully documenting the expanding

conspiracy and corruption in this case and will eventually fly to Washington DC to

press charges against everyone involved, or implicated, with the U.S. Department

of Justice. See Alaska Bar Association Ethics Opinion No. 97-2:

3
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Use of Threats of Criminal Prosecution in Connection with a Civil Matter.

Under Alaska's Ethical Rules, it is ethical for a lawyer to use the possibility
of presenting criminal charges against the opposing party in a private civil matter
to gain relief for a client, provided that the criminal matter is related to the client's
civil claim, the lawyer has well-founded belief that both the civil claim and the
criminal charges are warranted by the law and the facts, and the lawyer does not
attempt to exert or suggest improper influence over the criminal process.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on &cP-eNh I r :< Q I J011. A notary public or other official empowered
~ T '

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

David S. Haeg
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 9966
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on J}..ecPj11i-er 20,20/1 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the 'following parties: Peterson, Cole,
Robinson, Osterman, ACJC, ABA, Judge Glea on, JUdge_Joanni~l.J.Sr
Department of Justice, FBI, and media. By: ~ _ .::lZ---,. Y

4
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Applicant,

Respondent.

f~"li c'r-
"~'\" ' .•,LU
:;-, fj,/~ OF /..\L.ASlil>.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA Thli~D D!STPICT
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT At KENAI 2011 DEC /5 Pi'! 2: 53

) CLERK OF THUd, COUrH

)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

v.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

12-15-11 MOTION FOR IMMEDIATE HEARINGS, RULINGS, AND RESTART
OF HAEG'S POST-CONVICTION RELIEF PROCEEDINGS

VRA CERTIFICATION: I certify this document and its attachments do not contain the
(I) name of victim ofa sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) residence or business address
or telephone number of a victim of or witness to any offense unless it is an address identifying the
place of a crime or an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and
disclosure of the information was ordered by the court.

COMES NOW Applicant, l?AVID Haeg, and hereby files this motion for

immediate hearings, rulings, and restart of proceedings in Haeg's PCR case.

Prior Proceedings

(1) Haeg filed for PCR on November 21,2009, or over two years ago.

(2) On March 5,2010 the state filed amotion to dismiss Haeg's PCR.

(3) On January 5, 2011 Haeg filed a motion for hearing and rulings

before the court decided the state's motion to dismiss Haeg's PCR.

1
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e e e e
(4) On January 17, 2011 Haeg filed a motion to supplement his PCR

application with claims and evidence that Judicial Conduct

investigator Marla Greenstein entered into a conspiracy with Judge

Murphy (Haeg's trial and sentencing judge) and Trooper Gibbens

(the main witness against Haeg) to cover up that Trooper Gibbens

corruptly chauffeured Judge Murphy while Judge Murphy presided

over Haeg's case.

(5) On February 10,2011 Haeg filed a motion to supplement his PCR

application with claims and evidence that Judicial Conduct

investigator Marla Greenstein had now falsified a "verified"

document (in response to Haeg's Alaska Bar Association complaint

against her) to further the conspiracy to cover up the chauffeuring of

Judge Murphy by Trooper Gibbens while Judge Murphy presided

over Haeg's case.

(6) On March 7, 2011 Haeg filed a motion to supplement his PCR

application with the Alaska Bar Association's decision there was

probable cause to investigate Marla Greenstein and the investigation

would be stayed until Haeg's PCR proceeding was decided, "so that

the courts and the Bar do not reach inconsistent results."

(7) On April 11, 2011 Haeg filed a motion for judicial notice of

additional caselaw proving Haeg's PCR claims that the state: (a)

knowingly falsified the location of the evidence against Haeg on all

2
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warrants used to seize Haeg's property; (b) knowingly testified

falsely about the evidence locations at Haegs trial; (c) knowingly

used Haegs immunized statement against Haeg; (d) knowingly

falsified a "verified" document to cover up that the state used Haeg's

immunized statement against him; (e) knowingly testified falsely

that the state did not know why Haeg had given up guiding for a

year prior to Haeg's trial; and (f) that the state could not tell Haeg he

must take specific actions for the greater good of everyone who

depended on moose and caribou for food and then charge Haeg for

those very same actions.

(8) On April 21, 2011 Haeg filed a motion to supplement his PCR

application with claims and evidence that state attorney Andrew

Peterson (who opposing Haeg in this PCR proceeding) is guilty of

prosecutorial misconduct - in part for falsifying the law to illegally

modify the judgment against Haeg so the state could sell the seized

plane before Haegs PCR concluded.

(9) On May 27, 2011 the court stayed Haeg's PCR proceedings.

(10) On June 10,2011 Haeg filed an emergency motion to stay the

amendment of the judgment against Haeg (which the state required

so it would include a judgment against the corporation which owned

the plane seized during Haeg's case - so the state could sell the

plane before Haeg's PCR case was finished) and to prevent the state

3
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e e ee
from disposing of property disputed in Haeg's PCR until Haeg's

PCR was concluded.

(11) On July 27,2011 Haeg filed a motion for an evidentiary hearing to

address the claims of privilege and confidentiality presented by

Judicial Conduct investigator Marla Greenstein and Judge Murphy 

claims which Greenstein and Murphy were using to prevent Haeg

from questioning them about Trooper Gibbens corruptly

chauffeuring Judge Murphy while Judge Murphy presided over

Haeg's case and about the subsequent cover up of this.

(12) On August 1, 2011 Haeg filed a motion for an order invalidating the

boundary change to Guide Use Area 19-07 (which was changed

without the required notice).

(13) On August 3, 2011 the court lifted the stay ofHaeg's PCR

proceedings.

(14) On August 4,2011 Haeg filed a motion to reconstruct.the court

record with his opposition to the state's motion to dismiss his PCR

proceeding (the court claimed Haeg never filed an opposition

when Haeg has a return receipt from the court proving it had been).

(15) On September 15, 2011 Haeg filed a motion for a transcription of

Arthur "Chuck" Robinson's deposition.

(16) On September 23, 2011 Haeg filed for a protection order preventing

the state from requiring Haeg to give a non- immunized statement

4
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nearly identical to the one Haeg was forced to give 7 years ago by

the state's grant of immunity (which the state intends to use to

corruptly "cure" the constitutional violation 7 years ago).

Discussion

Haeg filed his application for post-conviction relief over two years ago.

Many other motions and requests to the court are nearly a year old 

without a ruling yet by the court.

Even considering the 68-day stay of Haeg's PCR proceedings, many of the

motions and requests are now over 9 months old without a ruling.

In regard to "discovery" and Haeg's claims of ineffective assistance of

counsel: (1) Haeg's trial attorney Arthur "Chuck" Robinson has been deposed and

provided approximately 800 pages of evidence; (2) Haeg's appellate attorney

Mark Osterman has filed an affidavit and provided other evidence; (3) Haeg's

pretrial attorney Brent Cole has provided 8 megabits and over a thousand hard

pages of evidence - including evidence that the Department of Justice is

conducting an investigation into the widespread corruption thatsurfaced in Haeg's

case; and (4) the state has affmned that Cole has agreed to file an affidavit

responding to Haeg's allegations of ineffective assistance of counsel.

5
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Conclusion

e e

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks the court to: (1) schedule

immediate hearings in regard to the above motions, requests, and applications; (2)

make rulings on the above issues immediately after the hearings on the above

issues; and (3) immediately restart the proceedings that will decide Haeg's post-

conviction relief application.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on {?-kle-e/11l .Rr /), 20/I . A notary public or other official empowered
• I'

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

~f'?3
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on 12ecJ?//ll,P-er IS; 2DjI a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the following parties: Peterson, Judge
GleasAS)ll::J~dgdoannide ~ U.S. Department of Justice, FBI, and media.
By:,tl . ~
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

DAVIDHAEG,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-IO-01295 Civil

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ALLOW OVERLENGTH BRIEF

Comes Now Plaintiff and moves the Court to permit the filing of an overlengt

Reply Brief re: Plaintiffs motion to permit filing of a Supplemental Complaint. Th

overlength nature of the Reply Brief was necessitated by the fact that the State'

Opposition Brief did not limit itself to the motion to amend, but rather launched into

multi-pronged comprehensive dispositive brief, necessitating a comprehensive dispositiv

type brief in response requiring the 30 pages normally allowed for a responsive pleading i

such circumstances. Plaintiff did argue that the dispositive elements of the Defendant'

brief were not ripe, but out of an abundance of caution felt obliged to respond to·th

dispositive arguments of the Defendant brief, so as not to waive the right to oppose thos

arguments.

DATED THIS Ist DAY OF DECEMBER, 20II.

PI's Motion to Permit Overiength brief

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 Civil PAGE I OF 2
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ichael W. Flanigan
ABA #7710114

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
PI's Motion to Permit Overlength brief
was served by mail this 1st day of December, 2011 on:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 403
Anchorage, Alas .501

PI's Motion to Permit Overlength brief

Haeg V State, Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 Civil PAGE 2 OF 2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant.

DEC - 52011

By Ck!;2( (J~ f1~~ T!"tm O::ti!l1s .
==. OGputy

Case No. 3KN-IO-OI295 Civil

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO GRANT AN ADDITIONAL ONE DAY EXTENSION
OF TIME TO FILE PLAINTIFF'S REPLY BRIEF

Comes Now Plaintiff and moves the Court to grant one additional day extension t

file Plaintiffs Reply Brief re: Plaintiffs motion to permit filing of a Supplementa

Complaint. The additional day was necessitated by the loss of an internet connectio

between Plaintiffs counsel's office and the remote site where he was working preparing th

PI's Motion To Grant Extension to Time
Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-lO-1295 Civil PAGE 1 OF 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
PI's Motion to Grant a one day extension oftime
was served by mail this 1st day of December, 2011 on:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 403
Anchorage, Alaska 9950

FLANIGAN & BATAI

PI's Motion To Grant Extension to Time

Haeg V State, Case No. 3KN- J0-J295 Civil PAGE 2 OF 2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Plaintiff,

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-I0-01295 Civil

PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION TO ALLOW FILING OF CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

I
PlaiiitifFs Supplemental· Complliint

Meets The Requirements Of ARCP '15

complaint seeking injunctive relief and damages on behalf of guides whose licenses wer

Plaintiff has moved the Court to grant a motion to file a supplemental class actio

pleadings under ARCP 15, the Defendant devotes very little space in its brief to contestin

the Plaintiffs Rule ARCP 15 motion, other than mentioning the rule in a heading and a fe

lines on page 5-6 of its brief while claiming, erroneously, (at page 5-6 of its brief) that it i

~
....:l0
....:l ~ - suspended but not reinstated when the suspensions ended, which this Court ruled was a
~~~C\
G '3 o. o-: -e-
[""'(/)0\0\0

;2 .f.lJ d: ~ illegal increase of the sentences imposed by the Courts. The only issue before the Court i
.." ~ .$ ~ ~
OQ.,,;-<r'.~

~ 'S ~ ~ g whether the filing of the supplemental complaint is to be allowed under Alaska's libera
(1-1, U'J '-I r;:: X
V ~ ..2. 0 d;
l--l :::s. u ...c:j § .:2 >'< pleading rules, pursuant to ARCP 15.

i.I...
Well aware of Alaska's liberal pleadings rules, which include amendments t

Pl.'s Reply to Def's Opp. to Pl.'s Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil PAGE 1 OF 31
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unaware of what pleading is being supplemented or what post complaint occurrenc

prompted the filing of the Supplemental Complaint. These claims are disingenuous.

Plaintiffs motion to permit the filing of the Supplemental Complaint, clearly laid out th

circumstances that prompted filing of the Supplemental Complaint, which was the issuanc

of this Court 7/1l/11 decision declaring as illegal the Defendant's practice of no

reinstating suspended guiding licenses at the end of the suspension period, coupled wit.

the fact that the practice was continuing in the case of other guides license suspensions

causing damages to Plaintiff and the other guides. The complaint being supplemented i

.beyond obvious, it is of course the Plaintiffs complaint in this case. That was the even

that occurred .after the initial filing of the Plaintiffs complaint, upon which th

supplemental complaint was premised. The Defendant does not contend that Plaintiff coul

have pursued damages or injunctive relief prior to such a ruling and in fact controllin

precedent prevented requests for such relief until Plaintiff was granted post convictio

relief ordering the reinstatement of his suspended license, Shaw v. State, 816 P.2d 1358,

1362 (Alaska 1991), .

Contrary to the arguments of Defendant, Plaintiffs motion to allow the filing of

supplemental class action complaint, in this matter is permissible under ARCP 15(d

specifically authorizing supplemental pleadings, upon reasonable notice and upon sue

terms as 'are just to include claims which were not originally claimed in the origina

complaint. The Supreme Court has stated on numerous occasions that ARCP 15 is to b

interpreted liberally to permit amendments to pleadings unless prejudice would result

PI's Reply to Defs Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 Civil PAGE 2 OF 31
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Hallam v. Holland America Line, 27 P.3d 751, 755 (Alaska 2001); Magestro v. State, 785

P.2d 1211, 1212'(Alaska 1990); Estate of Thompson v. Mercedes-Benz, Inc., 514 P.2

1269, 1271 (Alaska 1973). Given the required liberal application of ARCP 15, Plaintiff

supplemental complaint more that satisfies the requirements of that rule.

II
Defendant's Procedural And Substantive Objections To Plaintiffs Supplemental

Complaint Are Not Ripe

The only issue which should be considered at this juncture is whether the Plaintif

(Alaska 1973) the Defendant may only interpose substantive objections to the Plaintiff

new action. Under the procedures adopted in the Hallam v. Holland America Line, 27 P.3

"claim splitting" to present his supplemental claims in this case, rather than commence

751,755 (Alaska 2001) and Estate Of Thompson v. Mercedes-Benz, Inc., 514 P.2d 1269

As stated in Plaintiffs initial brief, Plaintiff is compelled by prior decisions agains

term is used in ARCP 15, at this early date, nor has the Defendant claimed any. Thus th

the basis of collateral attacks on the procedural or substantive aspects of the amende

should be granted leave to file his supplemental complaint, pursuant to ARCP 15. Th

Plaintiffs Supplemental Complaint should be allowed.

Alaska Supreme has held that a motion to amend pleadings should not be determined 0

pleading, but only on whether the amendment would be prejudicial, Hallam v. Hollan

Benz, Inc., 514 P.2d 1269 (Alaska 1973)). Their is no prejudice to the Defendant, as tha

America Line, 27 P.3d 751, 755 (Alaska 200l)(citing Estate Of Thompson v. Mercedes

PI's Reply to Defs Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 Civil· PAGE 3 OF 31
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that a decision on class status, will be made after the commencement of a class action, no

before leave is granted to file one. Setting that additional hurdle aside, the Defendant'

The Defendant's ARCP 23 objections are not well taken. ARCP 23 (c)(l) provide

There are many reasons for this approach. First and foremost, are the due proces

issues, such as the size of the class or whether the Big Game Commercial Services Board'

by the Defendant below, without waiving its argument that such issues are not ripe at thi

time.

III
Defendant's ARCP 23 Objections Lack Merit

dispositive motion). Nevertheless, the Plaintiff will respond to the substantive issues raise

1063-1064 (Alaska 2002)(tmor to fail to permit time for' discovery before ruling 0

actions are immune from a damages suit, Kessey v. Frontier Lodge, Inc., 42 P.3d 1060,

rights of the Plaintiff. The Plaintiff is permitted discovery on the new claims once they ar

added to this case by way of the Supplemental Complaint, but not before, under ARC

. .

26(d). It would be a denial of the Plaintiff's due process rights at this point to requir

thereafter.

Complaint, before the Plaintiff has any opportunity to obtain discovery as "to the dispute

Plaintiff to respond to the Defendant's dispositive arguments as to Plaintiff's Supplemen

Supplemental Complaint In their Answer and affirmative defenses and file

objections to class status are lacking in merit.

The rule permitting class actions was designed to provide a form of action, wher .

the result for one becomes the result for many in the same legal predicament, as IS

Pl's Reply to Defs Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
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necessary to avoid a multiplicity of duplicative lawsuits, on the same issue, possibl

involving a huge waste of judicial resources, State v. Carlson, 65 P.3d 851, 872 (Alask

2003)(rejecting argument that in class action suit contesting increased state licensing fee

for out of state commercial fishermen, each affected class member should file their ow

suit). That is the situation here. As documented in this case, the State Big Gam

Commercial Services Board was denying reinstatement of guiding licenses that had bee

suspended based on a regulation requiring periodic renewal of the licenses, which coul

not occur during the period of suspension. A number of Big Game guides were caught i

this "catch 22" dilemma of the Board's making and denied reinstatement of their license

once their suspensions expired.

The Plaintiff was told by a Board Official that the number of guides denie

reinstatement for this reason is nine others, but Plaintiff assumes that is an understate

number. Contrary to the assertions in the Defendant's brief, the admission by the Boar

Official, is admissible as the statement of an agent/employee of a party opponent, pursuan

to AROE 801(d)(2)(D), Rutherford v State, 605 P.2d 16, 23-24(Ak. 1979); Kanayurak

North Slope Bor., 677 P.2d 893, 896-897(Ak. 1984); Knight v Amer. Guard & Alert, 71

P.2d 788, 795-796 (Ak. 1986); Klawaok Heenya Corp. v Dawson Const., 778 P.2d 219

220 (Ak.1989); Norcon v Kotowski, 971 P.2d 158, 170 (Ak. 1999); Lane v City 0

Kotzebue, 982 P.2d 1270, 1273 (Ak. 1999).

Although the Defendant admits they gave the Plaintiff back his Guiding licens

after this Court's decision, Plaintiff has discovered the Defendant is still denyin

PI's Reply to Defs Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint

Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil PAGE 5 OF 31
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reissuance of guide licenses to other guides whose license suspensions expired. Th

Defendant in its opposition brief does not deny this allegation, but rather infers, withou

stating a figure that the other affected guides are small in number.

So what is happening, IS that the State is refusing to apply this Court's decision i

this case to other guides in the same position by giving the Plaintiff back his license, thu

avoiding an appeal and a binding precedent, while not advising the other guides in th

same position of this Court's ruling. This is one of the reasons why the Plaintiff filed th

supplemental class. action complaint: to obtain.equitable relief requiring the Defendant t

grant the same relief to the other guides, when their suspension expires, as the Defendan

did for the Plaintiff in this case. To require each guide to file a suit over the same issue an

risk multiplicative cases and appeals with the possibility of conflicting decisions is exact!

the kind of situation Rule 23 was designed to avoid. Furthermore, since the decision in thi

case has not been communicated to the guides whose licenses were suspended but no

reinstated after the suspension period expired, those guides most likely are unaware of th

remedy at hand in the first place. That is one of the reasons often given for permitting clas

actions. As to the specific factors to be considered by the Court in determining whether t

certify a class action, the Court should find those factors are met in this case for th

following reasons.

ARCP 23(a)

1. Numerosity

PI's Reply to Defs Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
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The inquiry for class action numerosity IS whether, under. the facts an

circumstances of the case, joinder of all .: potential plaintiffs is. impractical.

"[I]mpracticability does not mean impossibility." Rodriguez v. Carlson, 166 F.R.D. 465,

471 (E.D. Wash. 1996); Hiatt v. County ofAdams, 155 F.R.D. 605, 608 (S.D. Ohio 1994),

citing Senter v. General Motors Corp., 532 F.2d 511,522 (6th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 429

U.S. 879 (1976). Plaintiffs need not show that joinder cannot be accomplished. Conte

Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions §3:4 p. 230 (4th ed. 2002). A showing of "stron

litigation hardship or inconvenience should be sufficient." Id. While the plaintiff has th

burden of showing that joinder is impracticable, "a good- faith estimate should be sufficien

when the number of class members is not readily ascertainable." Id. §3.5 p. 241.

Judicial economy and the application of common sense may warrant certification 0

a class comprised of even a relatively small number of members. Gaspar v. Linvate

Corp., 167 F.R.D. 51, 56 (N.D. Ill. 1996) (certifying class of 18 members), Philadelphi

Electric Co. v. Anaconda American Brass Co., 43 F.R.D. 452, 463 (E.D. Pa. 1968

(certifying class of 25 members); see also Conte & Newberg, Newberg on Class Action

§ 3:6 p. 254 (4th ed. 2002). The number of class representatives is "not significant ...

single plaintiff can adequately represent a class." Conte & Newberg, Newber on Clas

Actions § 3:27 pp. 438-39 (4th ed. 2002). Indeed, Rule 23(a) specifically provides tha

"[o]ne or more members ofa class may sue ...." (Emphasis added).

It is not necessary for plaintiffs to enumerate precisely the members of a class.

3b Moore's Federal Practice ~ 2J.05,at 23-150-J 51 (1987 Ed,) A reasonable estimate o

PI's Reply to Defs Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
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the number of purported class members satisfies the numerosity requirement of Rule 23

(a)(1). In Re Badger Mountain Irrig. Dist. Sec. Litig., 143 F.R.D. 693, 696 (W.D. Wash.

1992); Arkansas Educ. Ass'n v. Board of Educ., 446 F.2d 763 (8th Cir. 1971

(approximately 20 members); Swanson v. American Consumer Indus; Inc., 415 F.2d 132

(7th Cir. 1969) (40 members); Cypress v. Newport News Gen. & Nonsectarian Hosp. Ass 'n

375 F.2d 648· (4th Cir. 1967) (18 members); Basile v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

Smith, Inc., 105 F.R.D. 506 (S.D. Ohio 1985) (23 members).

2. Common Questions Of Law Or Fact Exist.

Rule 23(a)(2) requires simply that there exist "questions of law or fact common t

the class." Courts find this requirement satisfied where the defendant is alleged to hav

engaged in a "common course of conduct," or the plaintiffs allegations arise from

"common nucleus.of operative facts."

A common question is one which arises from a "common nucleus of
operative facts" regardless of whether "the underlying facts fluctuate over
the class period and vary as to individual claimants." Cohen v. Uniroyal,
Inc., 77 F.R.D. 685, 690-91 (E.D. Pa. 1977); In re Corrugated Container
Antitrust Litig., 80 F.R.D. 244, 250 (S.D. Tex. 1978). See also Muth v.
Dechert, Price & Rhoads, 70 F.R.D. 602, 607 (E.D. Pa.' 1976) (common
course of conduct yields common questions).

In re Asbestos School Litig., 104 F.R.O. 422, 429 (E.b. Pit. 1984), ajf'd sub nom. In r

School Asbestos Litig., 789 F.2d 996 (3d Cir. 1986), cert. denied sub nom. Nationa

Gypsum Co. v. School Dist. ofLancaster, 479 U.S. 915 (1986). If common questions 0

law or fact exist, the commonality requirement ofRule 23(a)(2)is satisfied.

PI's Reply to Defs Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 Civil PAGE 8 OF 31
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When focusing on the commonality requirement of Rule 23(a)(2), it is often helpfu

to look at the requirements of Civil Rule 23(b)(3) which requires, in part, that commo

questions of law and fact predominate over individual questions. Because th

"commonality" and the "individuality" of issues are often two sid~s of the same coin

courts have recognized that the requirements of these two subparts of Rule 23 tend t

"overlap." See Godbey v. Roosevelt School Dist. No. 66, 131 Ariz. 13, 17, 638 P.2d 235,

239 (Ct. App. 1981). If a single trial of common issues can accomplish significan

economies, then the pragmatic test of Rule 23(b)(3) is satisfied. 7A Wright, Miller

Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1778 at 527-530 (1986).

The difference between the claims ofclass members here is limited to the damages

The commonality subsection of Rule 23 only requires that there be a single common issu

of law or fact. Conte & Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions, §3.10 p. 273 (4th ed. 2002)

Where the plaintiff seeks to certify a rule 23(b )(3) class, there is no need to analyze thi

issue separately from the "predominance" requirement of subsection (b)(3).

subsection (b)(3) requirement [of predominance] is met, the subdivision (a)(2) prerequisit

[that there bea common issue of law or fact] is automatically satisfied." Id. At 290.

(b)(3) "predominance" issue is discussed in Section IV(B)(l), below.

In evaluating what constitutes a common question, the courts have taken a practica

approach. When the class is united by a common interest in determining whether th

defendant's course of conduct is legal, differences in the impact of this conduct 0

individual class members (and other individual differences). do not defeat clas

PI's Reply to Def's Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class ACtion Complaint
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certification. Blackie v, Barrack, 524 F.2d 891, 902 (9th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 429 U.S.

816 (1976).

In this case, the common issue is the Big Game Commercial Services Board'

practice of refusing reinstatement of suspended guide licenses, once a period of suspensio

ends. Since this Court has already ruled that practice is illegal, the only proof required fo

liability as to each guide is evidence of refusal to reinstate the license one the period 0

suspension ended. Since these factual allegations are common to every member of th

class, the commonality requirement ofRule 23(a)(2) is clearly satisfied as to this claim.

3. The Class Representatives' Claims Are Typical of the Class.

Rule 23(a)(3) requires the claims of the representative party be typical of the claim

of the class. This requirement is satisfied if the representative plaintiff's claim "stems. fro

the same event, practice, or course of conduct that forms the basis of the class claims an

is based upon the same legal theory or remedial theory." Jordan v. County ofLos Angeles,

. . th
669 F.2d 1311, 1321 (9. Cir.), vacated on other grounds, 459 U.S. 810 (1982).

Courts take a flexible attitude in determining whether the class representative meet

the typicality requirement. Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice and Procedur

§1764 p. 269 (2005). The class representative's claim need not be identical or co-extensiv

with the claims of the other class members. Id at 260. A plaintiffs clair,n is typical "if i

arises from the same event or practice or course of conduct which gives rise to the claim

of other class members, and ifhis or her claims are based on the same legal theory." Cont

PI's Reply to Defs Opp: to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
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& Newberg, Newberg' on Class Actions § 3:13 p. 328 (4th ed. 2002); see also Bartek v.

State, 31 P3d 100, 104 n.18 (Alaska 2001).

Moreover, the typicality requirement "may be satisfied even though varying fac

patterns support the claims or defenses of individual class members or there is a disparit .

in the damages claimed by the representative parties and the other class members."

Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure §1764 pp. 266-268 (2005). Mos

courts look to "the elements of the cause of action that the class representative must prov

in order to establish the defendant's liability; If they are substantially the same as thos

needed to be proved by the class members; the representative's claim is typical. When

plaintiff's claim is typical, the plaintiff and each member of the represented group have a

interest in prevailing on similar legal claims." Conte & Newberg: Newberg on Clas

Actions §3:15 pp. 359-360, § 3:16 p. 378 (4th ed. 2002). Some courts are even mor

relaxed in determining typicality and "have indicated that a lack of adversity between th

representatives and the absent class members demonstrates that the claims are typical 0

those held by other members of the class." Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice an

Procedure § 1764 p. 266 (2005).

In sum, since the claims by the representative plaintiff arise out of the same type 0

conduct for which the class relief is sought, the typicality requirement which "seeks t

assure that the interests of the representatives are aligned with the common question

affecting the class," is amply satisfied as to all claims asserted in the present class action.

ConteS; Newberg; Newberg on Class ACtions §3:13Ih 319 (4th ed. 2002),

PI's Reply to Defs Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
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4 Individual Damage Claims Do Not Preclude Class Certification.

The requirements of commonality and predominance do not require uniformity 0

damages. See,~, Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure §1778 pp.

123-25 (2005); Conte and Newburg, Newburg on Class Actions, §4-25 pp. 4-82 - 4-8

(4th ed. 2002). As Conte and Newburg note, the issue of damages is almost always a

individual matter. Id. at §4.26 pp. 4-90 - 4-97. Furthermore, there are many ways t

reduce the judicial burden of resolving individual damage issues, including devices sue

as:

bifurcated trials of liability and damage issues with the same or
different juries; use of masters or magistrates to preside over
individual damages proceedings; class decertification after
liability trial accompanied by notice to the class concerning
how they may proceed to prove individual damages;
establishment of presumptions or inferences of reliance or
causation which are predicates to damages entitlement; I

identification of aspects of individual damages proofs that are.
suitable for common adjudication or establishment of damage
fomiulas common for the class, e.g., those that define the
damages suffered per unit of items sold,' purchased, or owned

. or those that define. the guidelines for eligibility for damages
recovery and measurements of amounts or categories of
recovery allowed; use of the defendant's records or other
available sources. to compute or otherwise determine the
amount of damages each class member is entitled to recover;
use of pilot or test cases for damages with selected class

.members; and use of subclasses.

1 For example, in GEICO v. Graham-Gonzalez, 107 P.3d 279, 289-90 (Alaska 2005), Justice Fab
and Justice Brenner noted that, while the majority did not reach the issue of an appropriate remed
for an inadequate UMlUIM offer, they supported placing the burden on the insurer to prove tha
the insured would not have purchased higher limits.

PI's Reply to Def's Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
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Id. Thus, the authors conclude, the damage issue is better addressed "down the road, i

necessary," by altering or amending the class rather than denying certification at the outset.

Id.

In Weinberger v. Thornton, 114 F.R.D. 599, 603 (S.D. Cal. 1986), the cou

likewise noted that "damage awards sought by plaintiffs will almost certainly vary.'

Quoting In re Memorex Securities Cases, 61 F.R.D. 88, 103 (N.D. Cal. 1973), the cou

noted that "to deny a class determination on the ground that the computation of damage

might render the case unmanageable would encourage corporations to commit grand act

of fraud instead of small ones with the thought of raising the spectre of unmanageability."

.
5. The Representative Plaintiffs Will Fairly And Adequately Protect
The Interests Of The Class.

The ·fourth requirement of Rule 23(a), that the representative parties fairly an

adequately protect the interests of the class, involves a two-prong test: (1) the name

plaintiff must appear to be able to vigorously prosecute the action through qualifie

counsel, and (2) there must be no conflicting interests between the class representative

and the other members of the class. Lerwill v. Injlight Motion Pictures, Inc., 582 F.2d 507,
! . .

512 (9th Cir. 1978). The formulation of these elements is described in Eisen v. Carlisle

Jacquelin, 391 F.2d 555, 562 (2d Cir. 1968), rev'd on other grounds, 417 U.S. 156 (1974):

\

What are the ingredients that enable one to be termed "an adequate
representative of the class?" To be sure, an essential concomitant of
adequate representation is that the party's attorney be qualified, experienced
and generally able to conduct the proposed litigation. Additionally, it is
necessary to eliminate so far as possible the likelihood that the litigants are
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involved in a collusive suit or that plaintiff has interests antagonistic to those
of the remainder of the class. (emphasis added).

Jordan v. County ofLos Angeles, 669 F.2d 1311, 1323 (9th Cir. 1982) (plaintiffs' counse

must be capable and competent to conduct the litigation), vacated on other grounds, 459

. .
U.S. 810 (1982); Weinberger v. Jackson, 102 F.R.D. 839, 845 (N.D. Cal. 1984) ("Th

emphasis has been and should be placed on whether the representatives' counsel i

capable."); "Adequate representation depends on the qualifications of counsel for th

representatives, an absence of antagonism, a sharing of interests between representative

and absentees, and the unlikelihood that the suit is collusive." Bartek v. State, 31 P.3d 100

105 n.19 (Alaska 2001), quoting Local Joint Executive Bd. v. Las Vegas Sands, Inc., 24

F.3d 1152, 1162 (9th Cir. 2001); see also Conte & Newberg, Newberg on Class Action

§3:22 p. 409 (4th ed. 2002).

Both prongs of the "adequacy" test are met here. First, particularly in comple

litigation, "the focus [of the adequacy of representation inquiry] should be on th

qualifications of class counsel." Conte and Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions § 22.4

(4th ed. 2005); In re College Bound Consolidated Litigation, 1994 WL 236163 p.

(S.D.N.Y. 1994). Plaintiffs have retained qualified and experienced legal counse

consisting of the law firm of Flanigan & Bataille. The attorneys representing the clas

have extensive experience in complex litigation and the resources to ensure adequat

representation of the class.

Secondly, as explained herein, the class representatives' interests are the same a

the interests of the other members of the proposed class. Since the same issues form th
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basis of the claims of all class members, there is no conflict between the proposed clas

representatives and the other, non-named, class members.

The only qualification typically required of the class representative is an absence 0

antagonism between the class representative and the class. Ditty v. Check Rite, Ltd., 182

F.R.D. 639, 643 (D. Utah 1998) ("The only relevant inquiry where the named plaintiffs ar

concerned is whether they possess some interest that is antagonistic to other members 0

the class"). "Most courts have rejected any examination of the class representative'

knowledge, interests, or motivations as irrelevant in determining adequate representatio

issues, except insofar as any personal circumstances of the representative are relevant fo

the court to determine whether any conflict with class members may exist." Conte an

Newberg, Newberg on Class Actions §15:30 (4th ed. 2002); see also Bartek v. State, 31

P.3d 100, 105 n.19 (Alaska 2001) (listing only adequacy of counsel and absence 0

antagonism as test for adequate representation). "Although some courts have inquired int

the named plaintiffs' understanding of the lawsuit or their character, that factor is generall

given little weight." Ditty at 182 F.R.D. at 642.

In Surowitz v. Hilton Hotels Corp., 383 U.S. 363, 847 (1966), for example, th

Supreme Court held the plaintiff was an adequate class representative despite the fact tha

she "did not understand the complaint at all, that she could not explain the statements mad

in the complaint, that she had a very small degree of knowledge about what the lawsui

was about, that she did not know any of the .defendants by name, [and] that she did no

know the nature of their alleged misconduct."
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e.

Those courts that require a showing beyond simply the absence of antagonis

generally find that an individual is an adequate representative if he or she is interested i

the litigation and willing to cooperate in its prosecution. It is sufficient that "the name

plaintiffs know the nature of their complaint against the defendants, they have been i

contact with their attorneys, they are aware that they may be called to testify at trial, an

they are aware that they are representing a class of similarly situated people." Latuga v.

Hooters, Inc., 1996 WL 164427 p. 6, (N.D. Ill. 1996). "Minimal actions such as havin

readthe complaint and asserting a wrong occurred" together with "the willingness of th
, .

class representative to participate in the action" is sufficient. In re Insurance Managemen

Solutions Group, Inc. Securities Litigation, 206 F.R.D. 514, 517 (M.D. Fla. 2002). "Hi

not necessary that named class representatives be knowledgeable, intelligent, or that the

have a finn understanding of the legal or factual basis on which the case rests in order t

maintain a class action." In re Bristol Bay, Alaska Salmon Fishery Antitrust Litigation, 78

F.R.D. 622, 627 (W.D. Wash. 1978). ,

The representative plaintiffs here more than meet any such additional potentia

requirements for- service as a class representative. Plaintiff has conferred and cooperate

with their counsel and understand the general nature of the litigation and thei

responsibility as representative plaintiffs. Plaintiff has a meaningful financial stake in th

litigation based on losses they sustained with respect to one or more of the claims asserte

in the complaint and, as a consequence, are interested in its success. The plaintiff ha
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expressed he is committed to the success of the litigation and understands and accepts hi

obligations as class represeritative.

Rule 23(b).

In addition to the four prerequisites for certification found in' Rule 23(a), th

requirements of either Rule 23(b)(1), (b)(2) or (b)(3) must be met. Plaintiff has moved fo

certification of this action under Rule 23(b)(3). To certify a (b)(3) class, the court mus

find "the questions of law or fact common to the members of the class predominate ove

any questions affecting only individual members, and that a class action is superior t

other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy."

1. Common Questions Predominate.

Common questions predominate over individual issues when the common issue

present a significant aspect of a case and they can be resolved in a single action. See 7

Wright, MiIIer & Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1788 at 528. Commo
~
.....:10
.....:1 :,(J - questions predominate if class wide adjudication of the common issues will significantl
~E~C\r::: ';3 o. ci-; -e
[""'(/)0\0\0

~ ..f j;J d: ~ advance the resolution of the merits on behalf of all the class members. McClenDonn v.
H~.E~~
0(J"Cl-<~'";'

Z ,;) ,s g :; Continental Group Inc., 113 F.R.D. 39, 43-44 (D.N.J. 1986). Where a case involve< ~ ~-v 0\o ~ ~ .§ ~
-~fi..<::~
Z o- q 10< "standardized conduct of the defendants towards the members of the proposed class,
j§:-<
I.I..

common nucleus of operative facts is typicaIly presented, and the commonalit

requirement . . is usuaIly met." Franklin v. City of Chicago, 102 F.R.D. 944, 949

(N.D.!I!. 1984). Common questions need not be identical for each member of the class:

The common questions need not be dispositive of the entire action. ... Therefore,
when one or more of the central issues in the action are common to the class and
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can be said to predominate, the action will be considered proper under Rule
23(b)(3) even though other important matters will have to be tried separately.

Wright, Miller and Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1788 at 528-29.

The Alaska Supreme Court has stated that "Rule 23(b)(3) focuses

relationship between the common and individual issues. When common questions presen

a significant aspect of the case and they can be resolved for all members of the class in

single adjudication, there is clear justification for handling the dispute on a representativ

rather than on an individual basis." Bartek v. State, Dept. ofNatural Resources, 31 P.3

100, 105 n.20 (Alaska 2001),· quoting Local Joint Executive Board v. Las Vegas Sands,

Inc., 244 F.3d 1152, 1162 (9th Cir. 2001) (emphasis added).

As discussed above, there is a core of factual and legal questions common to all

class members. The predominance of those common questions is demonstrated by a simpl

fact: if plaintiffs and every class member were each to bring an individual action, eac

would be required to prove the defendants engaged in the same wrongful acts. This proo

would consist of evidence that the class members were denied reinstatement of thei

guiding license when their license suspension expired.

The primary individual issues concern the amount of damages suffered by eac

class member due to the Defendant's illegal refusal to reinstate their guide licenses. A

explained previously, it is well accepted that such damage issues are an insufficient basi

on which to find lack of predominance, manageability, or any other Rule 23 requirement.

See Aguirre v. Bustos, 89 F.R.D. 645, 649 (D.N.M. 1981). Even if this were not the rule,

the simplicity of providing prior tax returns to prove damages, should make individua
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losses fairly easy to calculate, especially if, as the Defendant claims, the number of clas

members is small. Further, if as the Defendant contends, the class members are not entitle

to damages, based on sovereign immunity or other defenses, the granting of equitabl

injunctive relief to all members would be fairly simple, since the Court has already decide

the legal issue involved.

In deciding whether common issues predominate, courts do not attempt to measur

the amount of time that will be spent litigating each issue. Wright, Miller & Kane, Federa

Practice and Procedure § 1778 p. 120 (2005). Indeed, because of the very nature of

class action, far more time may ultimately be spent litigating individual issues than is spen

litigating common issues. Jd. This is because, as a result of the class procedure, individua

class members do not have to prove the common issues over and over again in separat

lawsuits. Id. The authorities further note that the common issues need not be dispositiv

. of the entire action. Jd. at 122. In other words, "predominate" should not be automaticall

equated with "determinative" or "significant." Jd. at 122-23. Thus,courts generally hoi

that if the defendant's activities present' a "common course of conduct," the fact tha

damages or reliance vary for each class member does not prevent certification. Jd at 124

25. Wright, Miller and Kane conclude that the proper standard is a pragmatic one:

[w]hen common questions represent a significant aspect ofthe case and they can be
resolved for all members of the class in a single adjudication, there is a clear
justification for handling the dispute on a representative rather than on an individual
basis. (emphasis added)

Jdat 121. This is the same standard that the Alaska Supreme Court adopted in Bartek.
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Similarly, Conte and Newburg, Newburg on Class Actions, §4-25 pp. 4-82 - 4-8

(4th ed. 2002), agree that common issues do not have to be dispositive or eve

determinative of the liability issues. "The very definition of the requirement of th

predominance of common questions contemplates that individual issues will usuall

remain after the common issues are adjudicated." !d. The authors similarly note that th

predominance requirement is not a numerical test that identifies every issue in the suit a
" "

suitable for either common or individual treatment and" determines whether commo

questions predominate by examining the resulting balance on the scale. "A single commo

issue may be the overriding one in the litigation, despite the fact that the suit also entail

numerous remaining individual questions." !d. Conte and Newberg conclude" tha

"[i]mplicit in all these articulations of satisfaction of the predominance test is the notio

that adjudication of the common issues in the particular suit has important and desirabl

advantages of judicial economy compared to all other issues, or when viewed b
~

~ ~ ,- themselves." (emphasis added). Id.:< ~ ~ C\
L., "3 o. o. 0;
r-'CJ)C\o.o

~ ,r.l:l ~ ~ 2. A Class Action Is Superior To Other Methods Of Adjudication.
,,-<-.~~~
OQ"'O<~<;J

Z .;) 1£g 8 In addition to predominance of common questions, subpart 23(b)(3) requires
<~~Q.lC\

cJ<lo~~
>-<i3-5..<::U:.
Z o-: ~ p... finding that "a class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficien
j~<
u,

adjudication of the controversy." In considering this requirement, Rule 23 directs courts t

consider:

(A) the interest of members of the class in individually controlling the prosecution .
. . of separate actions; (B) the extent and nature of any litigation concerning the
controversy already commenced by or against members of the class; (C) the
desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation of the claims in the
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particular forum; (D) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the management of
a class action.

This claims asserted here meet the standards for class action superiority. First

every class member has an interest in proving each defendant's common course of conduc

explained in the Complaint. It would be enormously inefficient - for both the Court an

the parties - to engage in multiple cases in individual actions on the same liability issues,

7A Wright, Miller and Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1779 at 556-557. See als

Jordan v. County of Los Angeles, 669 F.2d 1311, 1319-20 (9th Cir.), vacated on othe

grounds, 459 U.S. 810 (1982), ("the relatively small size of each class member's claim an

the probability that the class members may be difficult to locate" are reasons fo

certification); Lerwill v. Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc. 582 Fold 507, #512 (9th Cir 1978) (

class action is superior to numerous individual actions which would be expensive and tim

consuming). Plaintiffs do not anticipate any management difficulties that would preclud

this action from being maintained as a class action. On the other hand, there would be

myriad of difficulties if certification was denied since this would require individual action

as providing the sole remedy, resulting in issues such as those described below:

Without class action certification, Uniroyal's shareholders will have two
options. One, the shareholders who believe they have suffered a loss may

. not seek redress because their individual losses may be too small to motivate
them to institute individual actions. Or, two, the shareholders may clog court
dockets with multiple and scattered suits. In either case, the result would be
both unjust and inefficient; the goals of Rule 23, the achievement of
"economies of time, effort and expense" (1966 Advisory Committee Note, 39
F.R.D. 98, 102-103 (1966), would clearly be defeated.

Cohen v. Uniroyal, Inc., 77 F.R.D.685, 695 (E.D. Pa. 1977\
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In short, prosecution of this action as a class action will "achieve economies 0

time, effort and expense, and promote uniformity of decisions as to persons similar!

situated." Fed. R. ct« P. 23(b)(3) Advisory Committee's Note. The alternatives to a clas

action are either no recourse, or a "multiplicity and scattering of suits with the inefficien

administration of litigation which follows in its wake." Green v. Wolf Corp., 406 F.2

291,302 (2d Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 395 U.S. 977 (1969). Accordingly, the court shoul

find that the provisions of subpart 23(b)(3) satisfied.

As explained herein, the prerequisites for certification as a class action are me

with respect to each of the claims asserted by plaintiffs under ARCP .23(a) and 23(b)(3).

Since numerous guides were subjected to the same improper conduct resulting in simila

losses, plaintiffs submit the claims asserted here are best suited for resolution through th

class action mechanism rather than through individual lawsuits. Accordingly, plaintif

respectfully requests the court grant their motion to certify their Supplemental Clas

Action Complaint.

IV
The Availability Of Damages

The Defendant places a great deal of emphasis on its argument that the Plaintiff an

the class members cannot recover damages against the Defendant caused by th

Defendant's illegal refusal to reinstate Plaintiffs guiding license. This argument ignores th

procedural posture of the Plaintiffs Supplemental Complaint, the fact that no discovery ha

occurred regarding the allegations in the Supplemental Complaint and the relative burde

of proof at this stage of the Class Action Complaint. As previously briefed, the Cou
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does not consider substantive or procedural arguments outside of ARCP 15 when ruling 0

a motion for leave to file a Supplemental Complaint, Hallam v. Holland America Line, 2

P.3d 751, 755 (Alaska 2001)(citing Estate Of Thompson v. Mercedes-Benz, Inc., 514 P.2

1269 (Alaska 1973)). Thus the Defendants "damages" arguments are putting the ca

before the horse. First the Court decides the motion to file a supplemental complaint.

Liberally granting such requests except in cases of prejudice, Miller v. Safeway, Inc., 10

P.3d 282,293-294 (Alaska 2004).

Defendant's position also ignores the fact that the Supplemental Complaint

requesting injunctive relief as well as damages. Whether damages can be collected or no

does not defeat a complaint that also contains a legally viable request for injunctive relief

As for the Defendant's attack on the damage claims contained in the Supplemental

Complaint, Defendant's efforts to short circuit the normal procedure (complaint, answer,

discovery, dispositive motions), by challenging the viability of the Supplementa

Complaint', requires the Defendant to meet the same burdens as a motion to dismiss, tha

is, that there are no facts under which the Plaintiffs Supplemental Complaint will succeed,

Miller v. Safeway, Inc., 102 P.3d 282,295 (Alaska 2004);

a complaint need only allege a set of facts consistent with and appropriate to
some enforceable cause of action." It "should not be dismissed for failure to
state a claim unless it appears beyond a doubt that the plaintiff can prove no
set of facts in support of the claims that would entitle the plaintiff to relief.
McGrew v. State, Dep't of Health & Soc. Servs., Div. of Family & Youth
Servs., 106 P.3d 319, 322 (Alaska 2005)

2 Normally referred to a a "futility" defense to an amendment to pleadings.
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Although, the Defendant points to the fact that the Plaintiffs Supplemental

Complaint does not allege a bad faith denial of his license reinstatement, that' fact i

immaterial since Alaska as a "notice" pleading jurisdiction, only requires notice of th

illegal conduct and the remedy requested. Specifics as to specific legal theories and th

"why" behind the illegal conduct is not required at the pleading stage, Brown v Ely, I

P.3d 257, 263 (Alaska 2000)(defendant on notice of claim, without necessity of reciting

malicious intent).

Going beyond these procedural arguments, the question becomes whether th

Plaintiff and members of his proposed class can claim damages against the Defendant, 0

the basis of an illegal refusal to reinstate their suspended guide licenses after a suspensio

period has expired. As Plaintiff has previously argued, this issue should not come befor

the Court before the Plaintiff has had an opportunity to conduct discovery on the "why"

behind the Big Game Commercial Services Board's refusal to reinstate suspended, license

when the period of suspension ended. Although the State would like the Court to believ

that it was simply a matter of an erroneous view of the applicable law, that explanatio

fails to explain why the Big Game Commercial Services Board is still refusing to reinstat

suspended guiding licenses after this Court has convincingly ruled why that practice i

illegal. The Big Game Commercial Services Board is composed of persons in the Guidin

Business, who are competitors with the suspended guides. Could that be a factor in th

Board's decision to ignore this Court's ruling, as it would apply to other guides? That an

may other facts regarding the Board's decision to refuse to reinstate suspended guidin
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licenses needs to be fleshed out before the Court should rules on damages issue regardin

the Supplemental Complaint.

Legally, it is also unclear if a cause of action would fall under A.S. 09.50.250 0

would have to be based on a constitutional violation. Under AS 09.50.250(1), the Plaintif

could not bring a claim for damages if the claim:

is an action for tort, and is based upon an act or omission of an employee of
the state, exercising due care, in the execution of a statute or regulation, .
whether or not the statute or regulation is valid; or is an 'action for tort, and
based upon the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform
a discretionary function or duty on the part of a state agency or an employee
of the state, whether or not the discretion involved is abused;

Without discovery on the actual basis for the Board's decision, it cannot be prove

at this point whether the denial of reinstatement of guiding licenses was a done with "du

care" or an exercise in discretion. If there is no remedy under AS 09.50.250, then th

constitutional issue arises.

There is precedence for cases against government or government. employees fo

violation of constitutional rights, Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents ofFed. Bureau 0

Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388, 397, 91 S.Ct. 1999,29 L.Ed.2d 619 (1971). The Alaska Suprem

Court has specifically authorized suits based on constitutional violations in the past,

Rathke v Corrections Corp., 153 P.3d 303 (Alaska 2007), and has not prohibited damage

claims based on constitutional violations where no other alternative remedy is present

Hertz v. Beach, 211 P.3d 668, 677 n. 12 (Alaska 2009) (quoting Lowell v. Hayes, 117 P.3

745, 753 (Alaska 2005)). Given the fact that the law is unsettled in Alaska as to th
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viability of constitutional claims, it would seen the best policy, consistent with judicia

economy to develop a factual record before ruling on the viability of such a claim.

As for the Defendant's claim that the deprivation of a license can never given rise t

a claim against government, Plaintiff disagrees. Unlike the cases cited by the Defendant,

this case does not involve regulation of the use of licenses, but rather refusal to folio

court orders, which specified a suspension, not a revocation. None of the cases cited by th

Defendant deal with that issue. Since Alaska does not have any such case Plaintiff turns t

federal law for guidance. Under analogous federal law:

A public official is immune from an action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 "[u]nless
the plaintiff's allegations state a claim of violation of clearly established
law." Mitchell v. Forsyth; 472 U.S. 511, 526 (1985); see also Harlow v.
Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800, 818 (1982) (qualified immunity applies if official's
conduct "does not violate clearly established statutory or constitutional rights
of which a reasonable person would have known"). In order to determine
whether the defendants are immune from an· action, the court must answer
two questions: (I) whether Stein alleged the violation of a constitutional
right, and (2) whether that right was clearly established. Pearson v.
Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 232, 236 (2009) (leaving the courts to decide, in
their sound discretion, which question to answer first). A right is "clearly
established" if its contours are "sufficiently clear that a reasonable official
would understand that what he is doing violates that right." Anderson v.
Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 640 (1987). Also, the right must be defined "at the
appropriate level of specificity." Cousins, 568 F.3d at 1070, quoting Wilson
v. Layne, 526 U.S. 603, 615 (1999).

Stein v. Ryan, 10-16527 (9th Cir. 11-18-2011)(advance sheet at 20242- 20243).

In determining whether an official is entitled to qualified immunity, courts
conduct a two-prong inquiry. For the first prong, a court considers
whether the facts alleged, construed in the light most favorable to the
plaintiff, show that the official's conduct violated a constitutional right.
For the second prong, a court considers whether the right at issue was

. "clearly established" at the time of the official's alleged misconduct, in
light of the specific context of the case. Saucier, 533 U.S. at 201.
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"Qualified immunity is applicable unless the official's conduct violated a
clearly established constitutional right." Pearson, 555 U.S. at 232. Courts
may consider the two prongs in either order. [d. at 236. If either question
is answered in the negative, the defendant is immune from liability for
damages. [d. "[A]lthough the first Saucier prong calls for a factual
inquiry, the second prong of the Saucier analysis is "solely a question of
law for the judge." Dunn v. Castro, 621 F.3d 1196, 1198-99 (9th Cir.
2010) (quoting Tortu v. Las Vegas Metro. Police Dep't, 556 F.3d 1075,
1085 (9th Cir. 2009) (internal citation omitted). Thus, courts have the
discretion to grant qualified immunity on the basis of the .clearly
established' prong alone, without deciding whether any constitutional right
has been violated. Dunn, 621 F.3d at 1199 (quoting James v. Rowlands,
606 F.3d 646, 651 (9th Cir. 2010).

To determine whether a right was "clearly established," the court must
tum to Supreme Court and Ninth Circuit law existing at the time of the
alleged act: See Osolinski v. Kane, 92 F.3d 934, 936 (9th Cir. 1996). In the
absence of binding precedent, the court should look to available decisions
of other circuits and district courts to ascertain whether the law was
clearly established. Jd. For the right to be clearly established, "[t]he
contours of the right must be sufficiently clear that a reasonable official
would understand that what he is doing violates that right." Anderson v.
Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 640 (1987). It is not necessary that the injured
party establish that the defendant's "behavior had been previously declared
unconstitutional." Rodis v. City, County ofSan Francisco, 558 F.3d 964,
969 (9th Cir. 2009) (internal quotation marks omitted). The relevant
inquiry is whether it would be clear to a reasonable official that his or her
conduct was unlawful in the situation he or she confronted. Saucier, 533
U.S. at 202; Rodis, 545 F.3d at 969.

Marilley v. Mctlamman, No. C-ll-02418 DMR, (N.D.Cal. 11-8-2011)

As. these cases exemplify, factual issues abound in determinations of whethe

qualified immunity attaches to governmental action. Thus it would seem improper to reac

the issue of governmental immunity without first engaging in some discovery as to wh

the Board was and still is blatantly ignoring Court Orders specifying suspensions an

telling the suspended guides that their licenses have been effectively revoked, requiring

re-application process.
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42 USC 1983, Jones v. State, 170 Wn.2d 338, 242 P.3d 825 (2010). In that decision, th

What we have in this case is an unexplained Board failure to follow a court orde

may go forward against the officials pursuant to 42 USC 1983. Having said that the Cou

license holder of his license, sufficient to constitute constitutional violations, damage suit

Court held that a professional licenses are property rights protected by the due proces

The Washington Supreme Court recently issued a similar holding in. a license cas

limiting a license sanction to a suspension, followed by a reinstatement of the Plaintiff

license once this Court found the Board's actions illegal, followed by the continued refusal

rise to an inference that the Board is refusing to reinstate suspended licenses for som

time, because all facts had to be construed in the light most favorable to teh Plaintiff, thu

Plaintiffs pharmacy, questions of fact existed as to whether liability could be establishe

found since there was evidence that the officials had acted inconsistently, in scoring th

in this case, than the cases cited by the Defendant concerning regulations affecting the us

in that case, even though the Plaintiff did not have evidence of a malicious intent at tha

where a pharmacist challenged the revocation of his license and asked for damages unde

clause of the constitution, giving rise to damage claims if that right is removed without du

process. It also held that where public officials act in a wrongful manner to deprive

of a license; rather than the deprivation of one.

to reinstate the licenses of other guides whose licenses were suspended. These facts giv

summary judgment was not appropriate. The Jones case is far closer to the circumstance
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other than a legitimate reason now, who puts into doubt any good faith basis for doing s

in the past.

Under these circumstances, the Plaintiff should be allowed to file his Supplementa

Complaint, move for injunctive relief for the class, granting the same rights t

reinstatement of the class, as the State as conceded are owed to the Plaintiff in this case

and conduct discovery as to whether the facts support a damages claim against the State,

its employees or members of the Big Game Commercial Services Board either as Stat

Constitutional Claims or pursuant to 42 USC 1983.

CONCLUSION

The Big Game Commercial Services Board was violating a court order in refusin

other guides with suspended licenses. As this Court has determined, that practice is illegal.

reinstate Plaintiffs license but none of the other suspended licenses, where the suspension

to reinstate Plaintiffs suspended license and is still engaging in the same conduct as t

discriminate on this basis under the equal protection clause of the Alaska Constitution.

wrong, by requiring the State to reinstate the suspended licenses once the suspensio

Rather than contest the matter further and create a precedent, the Board decided t

Plaintiffs Supplemental Class action complaint is the ideal vehicle for correcting thi

expired. This is onerous and an unconstitutional abuse of authority. The State canno

expires or appeal the injunction granting that relief. A multitude of suits to accomplish thi
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same end on a case by case basis is a huge waste of judicial resources and the type 0

situation for which class action lawsuits were designed for in the first place.

As to the damage claims in the Supplemental Complaint, it is far too early to rule 0

the viability of such claims. No evidence has been gathered, nor can it be until th

Supplemental Complaint is permitted to be filed, answered and discovery this commence.

As reflected in the last section of this brief, there is precedence for a damages suit for 'th

unconstitutional deprivation of an occupational license, Jones v. State, 170 Wri.2d 338,

242 P.3d 825 (2010). Whether, the Alaska Supreme Court will approve such a suit is a

open question. But in any case, since the issue may well end up in that Court on appeal, i

would appear to be the far better choice to allow a factual record to be developed befor

the legal question is answered, so this Court and any above it, may base a decision on th

actual facts of the case, as assembled following discovery, rather than a theoretical basis,

p:l which is where the case stands in the absence of a factual record.
;....10
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
PI's Reply to Def's Opp. to PI's Motion To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint

was served by mail this l st day ofDecember, 2011 on:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecution
310 K Street, Suite 403
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

FLANIGAN & BATAILLE
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.DAVID HAEG,

,.... /

ST:~TfC/.~E"D
7ft/po IE,ALA ;;:', .

't..> UIC:"f'~ Ur'A
1 ..... Ir'C-

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF AL2J...~Ij'8 J!
_ ["LEHi' _<. PH 3: 8

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI R I OJ- TRi.!.JL .,
" _ y IA ' lOU/?"___g!::L~j) , J

DEPriTf;--- .
I CL~. - t:-r'!(--------

'Iii

Plaintiff,

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Defendant. Case No. 3KN-I0-01295 Civil

UNOPPOSED MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

Comes Now, David Haeg, by and through counsel, Flanigan & Bataille, and

moves the COUl1 for an extension of time to file a Reply to the Defendant's

Opposition to the Plaintiff's Motion for leave to file amended class action complain

.in this case.

This additional extension of time is requested due to Plaintiff's counsel's

daughter's involvement in an auto accident on 11/22/11, which caused Plaintiff's

counsel to abandon all legal work to assist his daughter in regard to her accident,

and thus be unable to file the aforementioned Reply on 11/23/11, as previousl

scheduled.

Having now handled all matters arising from that incident, undersigned is

now back to work, and is prepared to file the aforementioned Reply brief 0

Motion And Memorandum To Penni/ Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
Haeg v State, Case No. 3KN-10-1295 Civil PAGE I OF 2
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•
11/30/11 and therefore requests the COUIt grant an additional extension for the

Plaintiffto file the aforementioned Reply brief at that time.

Undersigned has spoken to Defendant's counsel and has been advised they do

not oppose this motion.

An appropriate Order accompanies this request.

DATED THIS zs" DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2011.

By Michael W. Flanigan
ABA#7710114

FLANIGAN & BATAILLE
Attorneys for laintiff -#tf.t-I{ 1/~
, L:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Motion for 'extension ofTime

was served by mail this zs" day of November, 2011 on:

Alfred Petersen,
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 403
A ehcraze. ~ka- 9501

Motion And Memorandum To Permit Filing OfSupplemental Class Action Complaint
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL COURT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

OCT 26 2011

3KN-I0-0l295 CI

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO ALLOW FILING OF
SUPPLEMENTAL CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

The State of Alaska, through the Office ofthe Attorney General, opposes

Mr. Haeg's motion to allow the filing of a supplemental class action complaint because it

is well established in Alaska law that no damages remedy is available to compensate for

the licensing decisions Mr. Haeg has put at issue, because the motion fails to meet the

requirements of Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure 15 and 23, and because the request to

bring a class action suit within the context of a post-conviction relief context exceeds the

scope ofAS 12.72.010-.040.

I. No Damages Are Available

Until this court ordered otherwise, Mr. Haeg's master license was not

automatically reinstated by the Department of Commerce following his five-year

suspension but, instead, he was instructed to submit an application for a new license

02286



pursuant to AS 08.54.670, AS 08.01.1 OO(d) and AS 08.54.61O(b).1 On July 5, 2011, this

court held that reinstatement without the need for reapplication must occur forthwith, and

it did.2 Now, Mr, Haeg is seeking compensation forthe income he claims he lost during

the period between completion of his sentence and the reinstatement of his license.' He,

likewise, seeks damages on behalf of a class of others he believes are similarly situated."

No damages are available under these circumstances. In Owsichek v. State,

Guide Licensing and Control Board, 763 P.2d 488 (Alaska 1988), the Alaska Supreme

Court held that no damages were available for denial of a hunting guide's application to

be allowed to guide hunts within a particular area.' In doing so, the Court relied on the

discretionary function immunity provided for under Alaska's Tort Claims Act." The

Court went on to say, that even ifMr. Owsichek had raised a constitutional argument,

damages would not have been available in the absence of a statute authorizing damages,

relying on Vest v. Schafer, 757 P.2d 588,598 (AlaskaI988).7 That case had already held

that, "we do not believe it proper for the judiciary to assess damages against the state on

the ground that the legislature enacted a law later held unconstitutional, in the absence of

a statute requiring or allowing such damages.t"

Exhibit 1 to Haeg's Supplemental Class Action Complaint, pp. 2 and 13.
Id. and Supplemental Class Action Complaint, para. 13.
Supplemental Class Action Complaint, para.s 18-20 and Prayer for Relief no. 3.
Id., para. 29. and Prayer for Relief no. 3.
763 P.2d at 498.
Id.
Id. n. 19.
757 P.2d at 598.
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InMorry v. State, 872 P.2d 1209 (Alaska 1994), the Court expounded

further on its Owsichek ruling, noting that, in at least two previous cases, it had held that

acts of public officials who in good faith misinterpret the law and act in excess of their

authority remain immune from suit." Accordingly, the Court ruled that the immunity

identified in Owsichek applied where it was alleged that public officials, here the Board

of Game, had mistakenly relied on an existing, but ultimately unlawful, legal

interpretation which had denied subsistence hunting opportunities. '0 Mr. Haeg's

complaint does not allege bad faith, nor does it assert that any statute allows for the

recovery of damages in this case. Owsichek and Morry collectively stand for the

proposition that there is no damages remedy for denial of hunting or guiding

opportunities, even when those opportunities are critical to important economic interests

like basic subsistence or pursuit of an occupation, and they control the outcome in this

case.

Perhaps in an effort to avoid the impact of the above rulings, Mr. Haeg

relies, in part, on an uncompensated takings theory for his damages claim. J1 This

reliance is misplaced, as the Alaska Supreme Court has also already held that there is no

compensable property interest in similar circumstances. In Vanek v. State, Board of

Fisheries, 193P.3d 283 (Alaska 2008), the Court held that limited entry commercial

fishing permits are mere "use privileges" which do not rise to the level of property for

9 872 P.2d at 1211, citing Earth Movers ofFairbanks, Inc. v. State, 691 P.2d 281,
283-84 (Alaska 1984) and Bridges v. Alaska Housing Authority, 375 P.2d 696,698
(Alaska 1962).
10 872 P.2d at 1212-13.
II Supplemental Class Action Complaint, para.s 15 and 26.

Opposition to Motion to Allow Filing of Supplemental Class Action Complaint
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which compensation is due under either the Alaska or U.S. constitutions.f While the

Court relied, in part, on the Limited Entry Act's more or less unique language on point, it

also found, as an alternative ground for its ruling, that recognition of a compensable

property interest in such use privileges would imply a level of exclusivity that would be

inconsistent with Article VIII, Section 3 of the Alaska Constitution, the common use

clause.i ' Then, the Court went even further, examining caselaw from other jurisdictions

and especially federal opinions, and held that fishing permits are simply not property

within the meaning of the constitutional takings clauses, but are use privileges or

licenses. 14 Subsequently, relying on Vanek, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has

confirmed that commercial fishing permits "are not property for purposes of a takings

claim.,,15 Master guide licenses confer no greater rights to use the underlying resources

than do commercial fishing permits. Thus, they are "use rights" or licenses to the same

extent as are commercial fishing permits and they are not compensable property interests

within the meaning of the Alaska or federal constitutions.

The Herscher case does not change this result:16 Herscher does stand for

the proposition that guide licenses are entitled to due process protections, as this court

noted in the Decision on Motion to Reinstate Guide License dated July 5, 2011.
17

Nevertheless, the Alaska Supreme Court held in Vanek that even though a license

12 193 P.3d at 288-291.
13 "Wherever occurring in their natural state, fish, wildlife, and waters are reserved
to the people for common use."
14 193. P.3d at 291-94.
15 Vandervere v. Lloyd, 644 F.3d 957,967 (9th Cir. 2011).
16 Herscher v. State, Dept. ofCommerce, 568 P.2d 996 (Alaska 1977).
17 Exhibit 1 to Haeg's Supplemental Class Action Complaint, p. 4.
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revocation or denial implicates due process protections, it does not necessarily follow that

license is "property" for purposes of a "takings" analysis." As shown above, the Court

went on to hold that commercial fishing permits, like drivers' licenses, were not property

for which compensation was due under "takings" claims. 19 There is no reason why guide

licenses should be treated differently from commercial fishing and drivers' licenses.

In short, it well established that Mr. Haeg and the theoretical class members

may not recover damages for the Department of Commerce's application of

AS 08.54.670, AS 08.01.1OO(d) and AS 08.54.61O(b). The motion should be denied on

this basis, alone.

II. The Motion Does Not Meet The Requirements Of Rules 15 And 23,

Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure 15(d) provides that supplemental pleadings

may be allowed for the purpose of "setting forth transactions or occurrences or events

which have happened since the date of the pleading sought to be supplemented." Rule 23

sets four prerequisites plus one of three additional requirements that must be met before a

class action may be maintained. Mr. Haeg's filing meets none of these requirements.

First, the Supplemental Class Action Complaint fails to identify what

transactions or occurrences or events which have happened since the date of the pleading

sought to be supplemented are being put at issue. Indeed, the pleading sought to be

supplemented is not even identified. Since so many pleadings have been filed in the

18

19

Vanek, 19~ P.3d at 293-94.
1d.

Opposition to Motion to Allow Filing of Supplemental Class Action Complaint
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captioned post-conviction relief matter, it is impossible for the State or this court to

determine which pleading Mr. Haeg is seeking to supplement unless he identifies it and

then illustrates why supplementation to add subsequent events is necessary.

Second, Rule 23 requires proof that the class is so numerous that joinder of all

members is impracticable. Mr. Haeg's only offer of proof is that an unnamed "official

working for the Big Game Commercial Licensing Board" said that another nine guides
,

were in the same position as Mr. Haeg. 20 His claim that there may be more than that

amount is, by his own admission, a mere belief.21 Leaving aside the fact that there is no

entity in state government known as the "Big Game Commercial Licensing Board," this

statement allegedly from an unnamed official does not constitute proof.
22

Before a

purported admission by a party opponent is admissible, it must be shown that it is,

the party's own statement, in either an individual or a representative
capacity, or ... a statement of which the party has manifested an
adoption or belief in its truth, or ... a statement by a person
authorized by the party to make statements concerning the subject,
or ... a statement by the party's agent or servant concerning a matter
within the scope of the agency or employment, or .,. a statement by
a co-conspirator of a party during the course of and in furtherance of
h

.?}
t e conspiracy."

This statement meets none of these tests.

Moreover, even ifthere are nine others in the same situation, that does not

constitute a number that is too numerous to make joinder impracticable. The United

20 Supplemental Class Action Complaint, para. 24.
21 Supplemental Class Action Complaint, para. 23.
22 The relevant agency is the "Big Game Commercial Services Board."
AS 08.54.591(a).
23 Alaska R. Evid. 801(d)(2).
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States Supreme Court has held that a class of 15 members would not meet the numerosity

requirement, and the Ninth Circuit has rejected classes of seven, nine and ten members.i"

Federal decisions are especially persuasive in interpreting Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure

23.25 The smallest class the Alaska Supreme Court has approved to date appears to be in

excess of 100, although it cited to authority holding that a size of 40 might be sufficient.
26

In any event, Mr. Haeg has not shown that the nine people he claims an unnamed official

said may be in the same situation could not be individually joined.

Rule 23 also requires proof that there are questions of law or fact common

to the class and that the claims or defenses are common among the would-be

representatives and the purported class members. In the class of convicted criminals who

have completed their sentences but did not receive immediate reinstatement that Mr.

Haeg has identified, many important facts and legal issues could differ between the

members, resulting in vastly different claims or defenses. For example, AS 08.54.610

lists seven separate grounds that disqualify an applicant from holding a guide license,

including having committed various categories of crimes within a range of the previous

12 months up to the previous ten years, depending on the seriousness of the crime. It is

unlikely that the asserted class is comprised of only those who fit into Mr. Haeg's

particular factual setting and category of offenses, but his motion does not address this.

24 Gen. Tel. Co. ofthe Nw., Inc. v. EEOC, 446 U.S. 318, 330, 100 S. Ct. 1698,64 L.
Ed. 2d 319 (1980); Harik v. Cal. Teachers Ass 'n, 326 F.3d 1042, 1051 (9

th
Cir. 2003).

25 Bartek v. State, 31 P.3d 100, 102 (Alaska 2001).
26 International Seafoods ofAlaska v. Bissonette, 146 PJd 561, 567 (Alaska 2006).
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Rule 23 requires proof that the representative parties will fairly and adequately

represent the class. Unless more details about the situations of the nine others in the class

are produced, it is impossible to reach this conclusion.

Next, Rule 23 requires the court to find that,

(l) The prosecution of separate actions by or against individual
members of the class would create a risk of

(A) Inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual
members of the class which would establish incompatible standards
of conduct for the party opposing the class, or

(B) Adjudications with respect to individual members of the class
which would as a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of
the other members not parties to the adjudications or substantially
impair or impede their ability to protect their interests; or

(2) The party opposing the class has acted or refuses to act on
grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby making
appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief
with respect to the class as a whole; or

(3) The court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the
members Of the class predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members, and that a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the
controversy. The matters pertinent to the finding include: (A) the
interest of members of the class in individually controlling the
prosecution or defense of separate actions; (B) the extent and nature
of any litigation concerning the controversy already commenced by
or against members of the class; (C) the desirability or undesirability
of concentrating the litigation of the claims in the particular forum;
(D) the difficulties likely to be encountered in the management of a
class action."

Mr. Haeg's motion does not address these alternatives. It is silent on the risk, if any, of

inconsistent adjudications or standards or the risk that individual adjudications would be

27 Alaska R. Civ. P. 23(b).
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dispositive of claims and impede interests. It offers no proof that the State has refused to

act on the grounds applicable to the class. Finally, it does not address the interests, if

any, that other class members might have in controlling their own actions, whether there

is any other litigation on point, the desirability of concentrating such litigation in this

court, or difficulties likely to be encountered. In short, the motion does not meet any of

the requirements of Rule 23.

III. The Motion Exceeds the Scope of AS 12.72.010-.040.

Post-conviction reliefis a limited remedy, under which a movant must

allege facts which, if proved, constitute a denial or violation of his rights under the

federal or state constitutions, causing the judgment against him to be void or voidable."

The purpose for post-conviction relief is to correct an illegal sentence." It is not a

substitute for a direct appeal, nor is it an alternative method for reviewing mere errors in

conviction reliee2 Nor is an application for post-conviction relief the proper forum to

judgment of conviction is void or otherwise subject to collateral attack and where the

general rule, statutes authorizing post-conviction relief allow the remedy only where the

39 Am. Jur. 2d Habeas Corpus §181.
Alaska R. Crim. P. 35(a).
24 C.J.S. Criminal Law §2223.
24 C.J.S. Criminal Law §2231.
Id.

31

J2

30

29

28

the conduct of the trial or an opportunity for a belated petition for rehearing. 30
· As a

grounds set forth in the statute are met." There is no constitutional right to post-
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adjudicate an applicant's civil rights; rather, an independent action must be brought on

point." Ifcivil rights claims are outside of the scope of AS 12.72.101, then damages

claims based on alleged civil rights violations are as well.

The Alaska Legislature, in AS 12.72.010, has laid out the exclusive grounds for

post-conviction relief. Relief is available only in nine specifically enumerated

circumstances, including that the conviction or sentences were unconstitutional, the court

lacked jurisdiction, that a prior conviction was set aside, that new evidence of material

facts requires vacation of the conviction or sentence, that the person is unlawfully held in

custody or restraint, that the conviction is otherwise subject to collateral attack on

grounds previously available through other writs, etc., that there has been a significant

change in the law that should be applied retroactively, that the applicant seeks to

- withdraw a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or that the applicant was not afforded

effective assistance of counsel. None of these grounds even hint at the possibility that a

claim for damages may be brought, nor does any suggest that a class action would be

appropriate in the post-conviction relief setting.

Mr. Haeg asserts that he is obligated under Alaska's claim splitting rule to bring

his damages claims here." He is in error. In Shaw v. State, Dept. ofAdmin., Public

Defender Agency, theAlaska Supreme Court held that a convicted criminal must obtain

post-conviction relief before pursuing an action for legal malpractice against his or her

33 Rust v. State, 584 P.2d 38, 39 (Alaska 1978); Mitchell v. State, 767 P.2d 203,206
(Alaska 1988); and Hertz v. State, 81 P.3d lOll, 1015 (Alaska App. 2004).
34 Motion and Memorandum to Permit Filing of Supplemental Class Action
Complaint, pp. 2-3.
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attorney for damages." In other words, the claim splitting rule does not require that

damages actions be brought in the context of post-conviction relief settings. Especially

given that damages claims are nowhere authorized under Alaska post-conviction relief

statutes, there is no basis to believe that the Court would treat the damages claims Mr.
. .

Haeg asserts here any differently from the rule it has already articulated as to

malpractice-related damages claims. The Hurd case cited by Mr. Haeg as authority for

the proposition that the rule against claim splitting applies in this context had nothing to

do with a post-conviction relief action under AS 12.72.010-.040. It held that subsequent

appeals could not introduce new issues." Appeals are completely different from post-

conviction relief actions under AS 12.72.010 et seq. The latter are a limited, statutorily-

granted right to seek relief from illegal sentences, not an invitation to throw the bucket of

'slops at the court and hope that something sticks. Mr. Haeg's damages claims and attempt

to certify a class action, if they have any merit at all, should be brought in a separate civil

action, not in the context of his post-conviction relief proceeding.

35 Shaw v. State, Dept. ofAdmin., Public Defender Agency, 816 P.2d 1358, 1360-61
(Alaska 1991).
36. Hurd v. State, 107 P.3d 314, 328-29 (Alaska 2005). Motion and Memorandum to
Permit Filing of Supplemental Class Action Complaint, p. 3.
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IV. Conclusion

For all of the reasons given above, Mr. Haeg's motion to file his supplemental

complaint should be denied.

J! AJ
DATED at Anchorage, Alaska this~ day ofU,,,,.g ,2011.

JOHN J. BURNS
ATTO Y GENERAL

By:

rew Peterson
Assistant Attorney General

Certificate of Service

I certify that I am employed by the Office of the Attorney General, Anchorage,
Alaska and that on this date, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the above

"document by U.S. mail, postage prepaid, on the following:

Michael W. Flanigan
Flanigan & Bataille
1029 W. 3rd Avenue, Suite
250
Anchorage, AK 99501

/"DIu' II
Ice Assistant

./

/
/
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J .' ••
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA.

PIled In the .,..". 00
.>:: .: <TtII.rn JUDIqAL I?ISTRICT AT ~~~=~.~=..~::;..~; /;

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-10-01295 C1

Respondent.

STATE OF ALASKA,

v.

:~~~~!g"l~~~?:;:;i:";;"'::::::' ,". ' ..... ;.....:; .~;: .. }: .._.,,, ..: ....:.:~'. :; .. :;::;:·.ii:::"i9-~Ll-~;;?Ol:~:.:,!;; i;;""',~--l
:.:":<::::~{\P2.l{~.~~"( :,:;::.::~:. ";'.: ,'.2' ' .... c .r< '''~''.,:: ;:<- 'By C/8n(Of~.·T~~~.._~

)
)
)
)
)
)

-------~----)
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

STATE'S UNOPPOSED MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO ANSWER
DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

I certify this docurncm.and its attachments do not contain the (I) name of a victim of a sexual offense listed in ;\S 12.61.140 or (2)
residence or business address or telephone number of a victim of or witness to any offense unless it is an address identifying the place of a
crime or an address or (ele hone number in a transcri t ora court roceedin and disclosure orille information was ordered b' the court.

COMES NOW the State of. Alaska, by and through its undersigned
~ '., .

Assistant Attorney General, Andrew Peterson, and files this motion for an extension of

time until Friday, October, 21, 2011, to reply to defendant's Supplemental Class Action

Complaint. The State contacted Mr. Flanigan, counsel for the Plaintiff, and he does not

oppose this request.

DATED at Anchorage, Alaska, this 17th day of October, 2011.

CERTIFICAnON

JOHN J. BURNS
ATTORNEY GENERAL

~ -2?
BYj _

A. Andrew Peterson
Assistant Attorney General
Alaska Bar No. 060 I002

Dated

I certify that on this date, a correct copy of
the foregoing was mailed to:

Michael Flanigan
Flanigan & Bataille
1029 West 3rd Avenue, Suite 250
Anchorage, AK 99501
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Trial Case No. 4MCc04-00024 CR

COMES NOW the State of Alaska (hereinafter "State"), by and through

-»,

IN THE'SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ~4,~fA
C~l' .¥."'~'.: .•

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI ~:~:~tj;;;:~",
4A -'<t>:"";,,,~·,·,.i,.~. ,

-, Q(~. '7(e "~~. 4~~ ',.
''''1tfe, oJ6 'i'I VY"I

6}e>.. l?~
""4'1.",....., \:"o~

. ~
. ,f).,

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF'
CASE NO. 3KN-I0-01295 CI

Applicant,

Respondent.

The state originally set forth the law pertaining to a motion to dismiss a

VRA CERTIFICAnON
] certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (1) the name of a victim of a sexual
offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or business address or telephone number of a
victim of or witness to any-crime unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it
is an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the
information was ordered by the court.

STATE'S OPPOSITION TO HAEG'S 3-19-12 INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCKOF
COUNSEL MEMORANDUM AND 3-29-12 JUDGE MURPHY/TROOPER

GIBBENS MEMORANDUM

v.

its undersigned Assistant Attorney General, Andrew Peterson, and hereby files this

opposition to David S. Haeg's (hereinafter "Haeg" or "Applicant") 3-19-12 and 3-29-12

memorandums filed in support ofHaeg's original PCR application.

PCR application in the state's original motion to dismiss. This opposition addresses the

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

------------)

Cole and Arthur Robinson, alleged misconduct by Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens

specific allegations of ineffective assistance of counsel alleged against attorneys Brent
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and the issues set forth inthis Court's order regarding the first motion to dismiss dated

April 2,'2012.

I. ALLEGATIONS OF INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL
AGAINST ATTORNEY BRENT COLE

Haeg alleges a number of grounds for ineffective assistance of counsel

with respect to Attorney Brent Cole's representation of his case from April 2004

through December 2004. The documents provided to the state in discovery by Cole

outline the negotiation process between Cole and the state regarding Haeg's case.' The

documents make it clear that a motion to suppress evidence in Haeg's case would have

been unsuccessful, that Cole's decision to cooperate with the state resulted in Haeg

receiving a very favorable rule II offer, and that Haeg ultimately decided to reject the

state's. offer as he was unwilling to forfeit his airplane. Haeg knowingly and

intelligently decided to go to trial and face open sentencing which resulted in his

conviction, suspension of his license for five years as opposed to one, and the forfeiture

of his airplane.

A. . Cole's Alleged Failure to Challenge Sworn Statements by Trooper Bret
Gibbens Contained in the Search Warrant Affidavits

Haeg alleges that Trooper Gibbens committed perjury by falsifying the

location' of the wolf kill sites that he discovered. Specifically, Trooper Gibbens' search

warrant'affidavits state that "[o]n 3-26-04, while patrolling in my state PA-I8 supercub

The state will mail the supporting exhibits separately due to the voluminous nature of the documents with
the exception of the map this Court ordered produced. Trial Exhibit 25 will be delivered on the day of oral
argumentsin this matter. The state made a copy for the court and a copy can be made for Haeg at a cost of$40.00.
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in the upper swift river drainage located with GMU-19C, I located a place where an

aircraft had landed next to several sets of wolf tracks." See Exh. 24, p. 7, see also Exhs.

25 - 27. The wolf kill sites were actually located along the boundary between game

management unit 19~C and 19-D. Trooper Gibbens corrected this misstatement at trial

by acknowledging that the wolf kill locations discovered were actually in the corner of

GMU 19-D, but still well outside of the legally permitted area for taking wolves same

day airborne. See Exh. 8 (T. pp. 478-479); see also Trial Exh. 25 (Gibbens' Map -

indicating that the wolf kill locations 1-4 were substantially closer to Haeg's lodge than

the predator control area).

Cole and Robinson both believed that this misstatement by Gibbens was

not intentional and that the evidence in the case against Haeg was sufficient to justify

his conviction despite this misstatement. See Exh. 30, pp. 41-46; see also Exh. 18;

pp. 1-3. In fact, there is no mention in the affidavit that Haeg is a big game guide and/or

that his lodge is located in the same GMU. See Exh. 24. The undisputed fact from the

affidavit is that the wolf kill locations discovered by Gibbens were well outside of the

predator control area.

Haeg alleges that Cole was ineffective due to the fact that he failed to file

a motion to suppress the evidence seized from the search warrants on the grounds that

Trooper, Gibbens committed perjury and/or falsified the evidence against him. Cole

explained in his deposition that the law pertaining to a motion to dismiss would not

result in the suppression of evidence unless the false statement was intentional.

See Exh. 31, pp. 41-43, 98; see also Exh. 18, p. 2 (statement by Cole to Louise Driscoll,

State's Opposition to Haeg's Memorandums
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Assistant Bar Counsel for ABA - stating that a motion to suppress would not have

resulted in a dismissal of the charges). Cole further explained that it is common for

even guides to get the location of a guide use area or game management unit wrong and

that he did not believe the mistake was intentional. See id. Cole further points out that

the affidavit by Gibbens makes no mention of the game management unit that Haeg

hunts in or where his lodge is located. See Exh. 18, p. 2. Based on this analysis, Cole

believed that a motion to suppress would not result in a dismissal of the case against

Haeg or a return ofHaeg's airplane. See id. Cole believed that the filing ofa motion to

suppress would put the case in a trial posture, which was not a favorable position for

Haeg. See id.

Cole advised Haeg to enter into negotiations with the state to resolve his

case as opposed to challenging the state's search warrants. See id, see also Exh. 31,

p.58. Cole advised Haeg to take this course of action for several reasons. First,Cole

believed that it was in Haeg's best interest to negotiate with the state due to the fact that

he had spring bear hunters coming to Alaska. See Exh. 18, p. 3, see also Exh. 31;

pp. 32-33. Cole anticipated that the good faith act of negotiating a resolution would

result in the state not seeking to· prevent Haeg from guiding. Second, given the

evidence against Haeg, negotiating was in Cole's opinion the only way to ensure that

Haeg would not lose his guiding privileges for a period of five years. See Exh. 18, p. 3;

see also Exh. 31, p. 64. While Haeg at times wanted to fight the charges, he ultimately

agreed to Cole's strategy. Cole's strategy was ultimately successful as the state agreed

to not try and shut down Haeg's guiding business and ultimately offered Haeg a rule 11

State's Opposition to Haeg's Memorandums
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sentencing agreement that did not result in a five year revocation of his privileges,

which is what he received at trial. See Exh. 31, p. 15, 35, 41, 80, see also Exh. 18, p. 3.

Haeg also alleges that Cole failed to inform him that he could seek to

bond out his airplane. Contrary to Haeg's assertions, Cole did discuss this option with

Haeg, but in Cole's opinion, there was very little chance that Haeg would be successful

in bonding out his plane. See Exh. 31, 113. Moreover, Cole recommended against this

tactic as he believed that it would result in a discontinuation of negotiations toward a

favorable rule 11 agreement and he was working on negotiating a resolution for Haeg.

See id, pp. 83-4, 169, 171-2. Cole stated in his deposition that Haeg ultimately agreed

with his advice on this issue. See id, pp. 100, 114, 126, 171.

B. Cole's Alleged Ineffectiveness for Allowing Haeg to Give a Voluntary
Statement to the State of Alaska Regarding His Conduct

Haeg alleges that Cole provided ineffective representation by allowing

him to give a statement to Trooper Gibbens and Prosecutor Leaders. Haeg further

alleges that this statement was given under a grant of immunity. Cole advised Haeg to

give a statement to the state as a sign of good faith and to demonstrate Haeg's

willingness to cooperate and accept responsibility for his actions. Cole's plan was to

capitalize on Haeg's good will by negotiating a resolution that avoided Haeg running

the risk of losing his guide license for a period of five years and to avoid Haeg's

business being shut down prior to spring bear season. Ultimately, Cole was successful

in both preventing the state from shutting Haeg's business down the spring of 2004 and

in negotiating a rule 11 agreement that would result in a partially retroactive suspension

State's Opposition to Haeg's Memorandums
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of Haeg's big game guide license. See Exh. 3 (modifications); see also Exh. 17, p. 2

(Decision and Award before the Alaska Bar Association which outlines Cole's position

and ultimate success in negotiating a favorable plea deal); Exh. 18, p. 3, Exh. 22, p. 3,

Exh. 31; pp. 30, 33, 41-2, 44-5. Haeg ultimately rejected this offer and elected to go to

trial. See Exh. 18, p. 3.

On June 11,2004, at Cole's offices, Haeg provided a detailed statement to

Trooper Gibbens and Scot Leaders regarding his same day airborne taking of wolves

outside of the predator control area. See Exh. I?' Approximately four minutes into the

interview, Trooper Gibbens informs Haeg that he is taking part in a non-custodial

interview, that he is free to leave at any time and that the interview is nothing more than

a cooperative interview. See id. There is never a mention of the interview being an

immunized statement that would prevent the state from prosecuting Haeg for his alleged

violations. In fact, Trooper Gibbens, Scot Leaders, and Brent Cole all believed that the

statement was being made for purposes of settlement negotiations under Evidence

Rule 410. See Exh. 28, p. 4-5; see also Exh. 29, p. 1-2; Exh. 17, p. 3, 12-13; Exh. 30,

pp. 24, 32 (even Haeg believed that his statement fell under Evidence Rule 410). The

allegation by Haeg that his statement was made under an immunity agreement is a new

claim post trial.

Haeg has in the past alleged that this audio was never provided to him. State records reveal that Cole
asked for the tape December 3, 2004 (See Exh. 9), Robinson also asked for the tape on January 24, 2005 (See
Exh, 10). The audio tape was subsequently given to Typing, etc. in Kenai and a copy of the tape was made for
Robinson and payment receipts show that Robinson received the tape. See Exh. 12.
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Cole was ultimately successful in utilizing the good will generated from

Haeg's cooperation to negotiate a resolution with Scot Leaders that was very favorable

to Haeg, On August 18, 2004, Scot Leaders sent a written offer letter to Brent Cole.

See Exh. 3. The offer proposed resolving Haeg's case with a plea of guilty by

consolidating the proposed 11 counts into five convictions. The following was the

proposed sentence for the five counts based on the original 11 charges:

• Jail: five days in jail with all five suspended (55 days with
55 suspended);

• Ten hours of community work service per original count
(110 hours total);

• $1,000' fine with $800 suspended per count ($11,000 with
$8,800 suspended);

• Suspension of guiding and personal hunting privileges
(concurrently) for a period of 1-3 years, with the actual term
of suspension being decided by the sentencing judge.
o Haeg was prohibited from guiding, transporting or

booking trips during this time
o Term of suspension was to begin July 1 (thus partially

retroactive)
• Informal probation for a period of 10 years
• Forfeiture of all items seized, including Haeg's PA-12

airplane
• Restitution for the wolves killed
• Suspension of trapping privileges for a period of 10 years
• State consideration regarding Haeg's proposal to swap planes

following Haeg's sentencing.

See id. The above offer allowed Haeg to argue for a minimum license revocation of one

year and the state was capped at a maximum of three years.

The parties continued to negotiate the resolution of Haeg'scase. On

September 1, 2004, Scot Leaders sent an email to troopers indicating that Haeg was

considering open sentencing on ten counts with the option of arguing for no license
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revocation and no forfeiture of his airplane. See Exh. 4. Alternatively, the state could

argue for a longer period of license revocation and forfeiture of Haeg's plane. See id.

Leaders ultimately rejected this counter offer, but agreed to modify his original offer as

indicated by the writing on the original. See Exh. 3, 8. The modified offer called for

the following sentence:

• Jail of 60 days with 55 suspended per count (25 days to
serve);

• Twenty house of community work service (100 hours total);
• Fine of $1,000 with $500 suspended per count ($2,500 to

pay);
• Suspension of guide and. hunting privileges for 36 months

with 20 months suspended to begin on March 5, 2004 and end
on August 5, 2005 (resulting in 5-7 months being retroactive
depending on arraignment date);

• Seven years informal probation and seven years revocation of
trapping privileges.

• Haeg was still required to forfeit his PA-12 airplane.

See Exh. 3, p. 2. This deal was in effect on the date of Haeg's arraignment as

demonstrated by Leader's statement on the record and Leader's email to troopers dated

November 11,2004. Haeg ultimately rejected the state's rule 11 offer based on the fact

that the state was going to require Haeg to forfeit his airplane. See Exh. 18, p. 3,

Exh. 23, Exh. 31, pp. 97, 102, 166. Haeg decided to seek representation by new counsel

and the parties continued to negotiate a possible resolution, although under new terms.

See Exh. 11.

C. Cole's Alleged Failure to Enforce the Terms of the State's Rule 11 Offer

Haeg alleges that Cole was ineffective based on his failure to seek to

enforce the terms of the rule II agreement offered by the state. Haeg bases this
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allegation on the fact that the state filed an amended information pnor to his

arraignment. Haeg believes that this action violated the terms of his agreement. Haeg's

allegation is without merit. The state still intended to honor the terms of the negotiated

rule 11 agreement, but was not willing to allow Haeg to plead open to reduced charges.

The parties had essentially negotiated a completed rule 11 agreement prior

to Haeg's arraignment. See Exh. 28, see also Exh. 17, p. 2 (ABA Award Decision

outlining findings regarding the plea negotiations and the fact that Haeg was having

second thoughts about the deal based upon the forfeiture provision), but see Exh. 18, p.

5 (Cole indicates that a completed agreement was not reached before November 8,

2004, but that various scenarios were being discussed, but there was not a meeting of

the minds). There were a few issues that were still being discussed, but the basic terms

of the agreement were complete; and there was a complete agreement on November 8,. .

2004. See Exh. 18, p. 5. The agreement called for Haeg to enter guilty pleas to five

counts, including two counts of unlawful acts under Alaska Statute 08.54. nO(a)(8)(A)

which prohibits an individual licensed under Title 8 from violating any state or federal

fish and game statute or regulation. The offense in this case was the 5AAC 92.085(8)

violation of same day airborne taking of a big game animal.

The state similarly had the option of charging Haeg with a violation of

AS 08.54.nO(a)(l5) based upon the exact same conduct. See Exh. 28, p. 4, see also

Exh. 18, p. 4. AS 08.54.nO(a)(l5) prohibits individuals licensed under Title 8 from

committing the offense of same day airborne taking of big game animals. The

punishment for this offense requires a mandatory three year suspension of the big game
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guide's license, but also gives the court the option of permanently revoking the big

game guide's license. See id. Through negotiations between Cole and Leaders, the

state agreed 'to not file charges under AS 08.54.720(a)(15), provided that there was a

rule 11 agreement in place which called for the forfeiture ofHaeg's plane.

On or about November 4, 2004, Leaders filed an information charging

both Haeg and Zellers with various offenses pertaining to the illegal same day airborne

taking of wolves, falsifying game sealing records, and other offenses. See Exh. 28, p. 6.

The charges filed reflected the plea negotiations between the parties and Leader's belief

that Haeg intended to accept the state's rule 1'1 agreement. See id. The charges filed in

the information did not reflect the charges that Leaders would have filed in the absence

of a rule 11 agreement. See id. Specifically, the state agreed to pursue charges related

to the aerial killing of the wolves under AS 08.54.720(a)(8)(A) as opposed to

AS 08.54.720(a)(15) based on Haeg's agreement to the specific terms of the disposition,

including the forfeiture of his airplane. See id.

After filing of the original information, but prior to the arraignment,

Leaders learned that Haeg no longer intended to plead in accordance with the Rule 11

agreement he had negotiated with the State. See id., p. 7. Rather, he wanted to plead

open. No agreement was discussed or reached regarding the specific charges that Haeg

would plead open to. Haeg allegedly wanted to go open at sentencing so that he could

argue for a shorter big game guide license revocation and no forfeiture of his airplane.

See id., see also Exh. 17, p. 3, Exh. 23.
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Leaders received this information in a telephone call with Cole after

business hours on the night before the scheduled arraignment. See id. Based on this

information, and prior to the arraignment the next day, Leaders filed an amended

information with the charges he would have originally filed absent the rule 11

agreement that had been reached through the pre-charging negotiations. See id. The

amended information was filed prior to the arraignment so that Haeg would not be able

to reap the benefit of the lesser charges he had specifically negotiated' as part of the

rule 11 agreement, by pleading open to those lesser charges, without having to comply

with his end ofthe bargain -- which included agreeing to specific sentences on the lesser

charges, a specific period of suspension of his big game guide license, and forfeiture of

his airplane. See id. The charges filed in the amended information carried a mandatory

minimum guide license revocation of three years where the charges in the original

information carried a mandatory minimum guide license revocation of one year. The

forfeiture of his airplane was permissive under both informations filed. See id.

The purpose for filing the original information had been to allow for the

parties rule II agreement that called for a guide license revocation of only 16 months,

part of which was retroactive. Prior to filing the amended information, Leaders advised

Mr. Cole that if Mr. Haeg wanted to go open, he could go open to the charges originally

contemplated by the State. See id., pp. 7-8. Alternatively, the State's Rule 11 offer was

still available to Mr. Haeg. See id. This fact was made clear at Haeg's arraignment

when Leaders explained on the record to Mr. Cole that there was no harm in having

Mr. Haeg enter his not guilty plea to the amended information as it did not change the
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terms of the state's rule 11 offer. See id, see also Exh. 7 (Leaders informed Cole on the

record that the filing of the amended information would not change the agreement).

The parties continued to negotiate a more complete rule 11 agreement.

Following Haeg's arraignment, the parties reached a complete agreement that left

nothing to the court's discretion. Specifically, the new agreement contained the

previous terms agreed between the parties limiting the retroactive suspension to

36 months with 20 suspended. The parties were additionally going to seek the approval

of occupational licensing before moving ahead with the deal. See Exh. 17, p. 2.

The original information and the amended information both contain the

exact same probable cause statement. See Exh. 28, p. 8; see also Exhs. 5 and 6. Both

include a brief reference to the fact that Haeg and Zellers p?inted out the location of the

kill on a map. See Exh. 5, p. 14 and Exh. 6 p. 14. Information provided by Haeg during

his interview was not used or admitted at trial, nor was a copy of the information filed

with the court read to the jury. See Exh. 28, p. 8, see also Exh. 13, p 29 of transcript.

The offer extended to Haeg was in place and available for Haeg to accept

until the time Haeg terminated Cole. Leaders' statement at Haeg's arraignment further

indicated that the offer was still open to Haeg as Leaders believed that the parties had a

completed deal. See Exh. 7, see also Exh. 28, p. 8; Exh. 13, p. 29.

Haeg refused to accept the state's offer based on the fact that he wanted

his airplane returned. As late as November 22, 2004, Haeg was still unwilling to accept

the state's offer if forfeiture of his plane was involved. See Exh. 23, pp. 11-13, 16,
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and 19. Haeg instructed Cole to tell Leaders that he was willing to go to trial if the

airplane was not returned. See id., p. 12.

Cole repeatedly informed Haeg that he believed the court, even under

open sentencing, would forfeit his plane. Based upon this belief, Cole advised Haeg to

take the state's deal due to the fact that he would legally be guiding in Julyof2005. See

Exh. 31, p. 103. Cole repeatedly warned Haeg that the state could convict him of illegal

guiding acts under Title 8 despite the fact that he did not commit the offenses while

guiding. See Exh. 31, pp. 45, 68-9; see also Exh. 18, p. 3. Haeg, however, insisted that

he was operating under a trapping license and thus could not be convicted of illegal

guiding acts. See Exh. 23, p. 3. Based upon Haeg's theory of the case, he believed that

he could prevail at trial. The record read in its entirety clearly demonstrates a defendant

that is not willing to accept the rule 11 offer extended by the state, despite the fact that

he is being offered a retroactive license revocation to give him credit for time that he did

not guide.

Cole informed Leaders on December 3,2004, that Haeg no longer wanted

him to represent him in the pending matter. See ·Exh. 9. Haeg at no time sought to

accept the state's rule 11 offer that had been worked out through Mr. Cole, and

negotiations began anew with Mr. Robinson as reflected by the state's rule 11 offer sent

to Mr. Robinson. On February 15, 2005, Leaders extended a new offer to Haeg via

Robinson. See Exh. 11, see also Exh. 28, p. 9. The new offer did not include a period

of retroactive revocation. See id.--
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II. ALLEGATIONS OF INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL
AGAINST ATTORNEY CHUCK ROBINSON

Haeg raises a number of allegations of ineffective assistance of counsel

against his trial counsel Chuck Robinson. Mr. Robinson was deposed on September 9,

2011. See Exh. 30. During the deposition, Mr. Robinson went through each allegation

set forth in Haeg's PCR application. Mr. Robinson denied each and every allegation

Imide by Haeg.

Haegfirst alleges that Robinson said there was nothing that could be done

about the alleged falsification of the evidence locations in paragraph W. Robinson

denied Haeg's allegation and points out that the real issue was that Trooper Gibbens had

misnurnbered the location of the information as far as the hunting area was concerned,

but that there was no falsification of evidence. See id., p. 12. In fact, Haeg took the

stand and admitted that the wolves were killed outside of the predator control area thus

corroborating the Trooper's affidavit. See id., p. 45.

Haeg's allegation that the misstatement was intentionally made to falsely

.suggest that Haeg acted to financially benefit his guide service is also a claim that is

without merit. Rather, Haeg's own testimony support's the state's theory. Haeg

admitted while on the stand that he was involved in the predator control activity to some

degree to increase his business. See id. p. 36.

Haeg alleges that Robinson failed to file a motion to suppress the search

and seizure warrants. Robinson states that after looking closely at the evidence, he did

not believe that Haeg had a chance of winning on such a motion. See id., p. 12-13, 135.
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Robinson denies, however, telling Haeg that there was nothing that could be done about

the search and seizure warrants. Id.

Robinson also denies the allegation that he failed to tell Haeg that he was

entitled to a prompt post seizure hearing and/or option of bonding out property. See id.,

p. 14-17. Robinson stated that he advised Haeg of this right prior to Haeg actually

hiring him. See id. Robinson stated that Haeg called him in the spring of 2004 and that

he advised Haeg of this right. See id. Robinson states that he and Haeg discussed the

option of trying to bond out the plane after his retention, but that Haeg decided not to

. seek to bond the plane out due to a limited amount of funds. Haeg chose rather to spend

his resources fighting the charges against him and/or try and resolve his case. See id.

pp. 165-66.

Haeg later tried to bond out his plane before trial as a tactic to prevent the state

. from forfeiting his plane. See Exh. 30, p. 16-17. Robinson noted that case law provides

that if a bond is paid for a plane and then the plane is subsequently forfeited by the

court, that the state would have to accept the bond in lieu of the plane. See id. The goal

was to force the state to accept the bond and thus essentially be forced to give Haeg an

option to buy back his plane.- See id. Haeg's motion to bond out his plane was

ultimately denied.

Haeg alleges that Robinson told him he had no defense to the state telling

him to take wolves outside area or a claim of entrapment. Robinson admits that he

never presented this theory to the jury as he had no proof of Haeg's claim. See id.,

p. 36-7; see also Exh. 23, p. 7; Exh. 31, p. 84-85. Robinson stated that he spoke to Ted
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Spraker about this issue, and Spraker denied ever telling Haeg to kill wolves outside of

the predator control area. Robinson felt that without any corroboration that he would

essentially be admitting to the jury that Haeg actually killed the wolves outside the

legally permitted area by raising this defense. See id., pp. 18-20.

Haeg alleges that Robinson told him that there was nothing he could do to

enforce the plea agreement Haeg believed was violated by the state. Robinson denies

this allegation. See Exh. 30, p. 8. Robinson told Haeg that he had to make a decision to

either seek to enforce the plea agreement or go to trial and that Haeg elected to go to

trial. See id, pp. 8, 23-24, 54.

Haeg alleges that Robinson told him that he would lose at trial because

Cole had given the state everything. Robinson denied this allegation and said that he

did not remember saying this to Haeg. See Exh. 30, p. 29. Moreover, Robinson stated

unequivocally that Leaders never used his statements against him at trial in the state's

case in chief. See id., p. 23-24. Rather Haeg elected to testify and admitted to killing

the wolves outside the predator control boundary. See id., p. 55.

Haeg alleges that Robinson told him that he should go to trial, and then

challenge the convictions on the grounds of jurisdiction and that he would win on

appeal. Robinson denies this allegation stating that "I never told him that there was no

doubt that he would win on appeal." See Exh. 30, p. 30. Robinson denies ever making

such a statement to any client. Robinson believed that there was a valid jurisdictional

challenge, but that Haeg later decided to drop this challenge on appeal. See id., pp. 30,
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48. Robinson further stated that based upon the evidence against his client, this was the

only possible defense he could identify. See id. pp. 50-51.

Haeg alleges that Robinson failed to object to the use of his "immunized"

statement against him at trial. Robinson denies this allegation pointing out that the all

reference to the statement was removed from the information presented to the jury and

that Leaders never used his statement against him in the state's case in chief. See

Exh. 30, p. 24-5, 29, 30, 33. Robinson further did not believe that Haeg had immunity

from prosecution based on his statement to Leaders and Gibbens. See id., p. 30.

Haeg alleges that Robinson failed to demand a mistrial based upon alleged

perjury of Gibbens. Robinson admits not asking for a mistrial on this basis as he did not

believe there was proof of perjury. See id., pp. 42-43. Moreover, Robinson

acknowledged that under the rules of perjury, one is allowed to correct a misstatement

and that Gibbens corrected his misstatement when he clarified the· actual game

management unit for the kills. See id., pp. 43-44.

Haeg next claims that Robinson failed to subpoena Cole to testify about

his plea agreement. Robinson admits not seeking to enforce the subpoena against Cole

because Haeg was being sentenced following trial, not at a change of plea hearing.

pursuant to a rule 11 agreement. See id., p. 53. Robinson did not see Cole's presence

as being relevant and in fact admitted that there could be some downside if Cole's

testimony was seen as a waiver of attorney client privilege possibly resulting in Cole

divulging admissions by Haeg as to his conduct. See id., pp. 53-55.
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several counts dismissed with not guilty verdicts.

the court office in the Captain Snow Center. She believes that some troopers were

Robinson denied that he was ever asked to sign an affidavit regarding his

Haeg's allegations are simply untrue.

Haeg alleges that there was inappropriate contact between Judge Murphy

HAEG'S ALLEGATIONS OF INAPPROPRIATE CONTACT
BETWEEN JUDGE MURPHY AND TROOPER GIBBENS

Judge Murphy ate all of here meals at the Takusko House, where she was staying, or in

The state is submitting a copy with this motion, but will file an original with the court on the date of oral
arguments.

them. In September, Judge Murphy ate her meals alone in the court offices. During

Judge Margret Murphy provided an affidavit to the state recounting the

being present in the restaurant, but that she never ate a meal with troopers. In July,

personnel that were present in McGrath. Judge Murphy states that she recalls troopers

events of Haeg's trial.' Judge Murphy states that she ate her meals with other court

her around McGrath morning, noon, and night in addition to eating meals with her.

staying at the Takusko House, but she never ate any meals with them or socialized with

alleges that Trooper Gibbens picked Judge Murphy up from the airport and chauffeured

and Trooper Gibbens that resulted in him receiving an unfair trial. Haeg essentially

representation ofHaeg. See id., p. 81-2. He further denied that he provided ineffective

representation. See id. Rather, Robinson suggested through out his deposition that he

provided effective assistance under the circumstances and in fact succeeded in having
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Haeg's trial, Judge Murphy never ate a single meal with Trooper Gibbens. In fact,

Judge Murphy indicates that she has never eaten a meal with Trooper Gibbens. See

Exh. 32, p. 2.

Judge Murphy further stated that court personnel would use trooper

vehicles to run court related errands such as getting meals and/or snacks for the jurors.

In September, following sentencing, Judge Murphy acknowledges receiving a ride from

Trooper Gibbens to her hotel. Judge Murphy notes that it was 1:30 in the morning,

cold, dark, and snowing, and that her walk would take her past two bars. She asked

Trooper Gibbens for a ride out of concern for her personal safety. She did not speak to

Trooper Gibbens about the case despite it being after sentencing. In fact, Judge Murphy

states that she never spoke to any trooper about the Haeg matter outside of open court.

See id.--

Judge Murphy acknowledges that the transcript of the sentencing hearing

implies that Trooper Gibbens gave her a ride during the sentencing hearing on

September 29, 2005. However, the ride never took place and Judge Murphy never left

the court. Trooper Gibbens reminded Judge Murphy that she had left some diet coke in

the trooper/Vl'SO offices during prior proceedings. Trooper Gibbens retrieved the diet

coke for Judge Murphy and no ride took place. See id., p. 3.

Judge Murphy's affidavit is supported by Trooper Gibbens affidavit.

Trooper Gibbens states that he has never had a meal with Judge Murphy. See Exh. 29,

,
p. 2. Trooper Gibbens acknowledges being in the same restaurant as Judge Murphy, but

never ate 'a meal with her. See id. Trooper Gibbens further states that it would not be
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uncommon for him to give someone a ride in McGrath due to the limited options for

transportation. Gibbens further acknowledges that he believes he gave Judge Murphy a

ride at some point, but cannot remember when. Gibbens finally states that "I would

never discuss a defendant's case with the judge outside of court, and Haeg's case is no

different." See id. Finally, Trooper Gibbens states that he remembers retrieving a case

of diet coke for Judge Murphy, but is not sure exactly when it happened. See id.

IV. EXHIBIT 25 - MAP OF WOLF KILL SITES

Haeg alleges in his PCR application that the map he provided to troopers

was used against him at trial. This allegation is refuted by Robinson, Leaders, and.

Trooper Gibbens.

On December 23, 2004, Cole sent a letter to Leaders outliningihis

understanding of the terms of the statement provided by Haeg to Leaders and Gibbens.

See Exh. 17, pp. 12-13. Cole included a copy of the map that Haeg provided to

Leaders. See id., pp. 14-15.. This map is a copy of a sectional aeronautical chart similar

to that of Exhibit 25. The map, however, is clearly not the same as Exhibit 25, which

was made by Trooper Gibbens.

Exhibit 25 is a map that Trooper Gibbens used to document the location

of evidence he found during the initial part of his investigation. See Exh. 29, p. 2.

Gibbens' map was admitted as a trial exhibit with a legend on the bottom of the map

identifying all of the locations Gibbens marked on the map. See id. p. 3; see also

Exh. 13, p. 333 (of transcript). At trial, Tony Zellers provided additional information as

depicted on Exhibit 25. See Exh. 13, p. 528-9. The information provided by Zellers is
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highlighted by a yellow sticky note on the bottom of Exhibit 25 and writing in red ink

on the map. See id, see also Exh. 29, p. 3. The maps provided by Haeg were never

used at trial. See Exh. 29, p. 3.

V. MISSOURI V. FRY AND LAFLER V. COOPER ARE NOT APPLICABLE
TO HAEG'S PCR

This Court instructed the parties to address the cases of Missouri v. Fry,

2012 WL 932020 (U.S. Mo.) and Lafler v. Cooper, 2012 WL 932019 to Haeg's PCR. It

is the state's contention that neither case is applicable to Haeg's PCR application.

In Fry, the defendant's counsel failed to convey an offer to Fry and the

offer expired. Fry alleged that his counsel's failure to inform him of an earlier plea

offer denied him of effective assistance of counsel and Fry testified that he would have

taken the offer if he had known about it. See Fry, at 4. Fry is inapplicable to the

present case due to the fact that Haeg was fully aware of the State's offer. See Exh. 31,

pp. 11-15, 35, Exh. 23, see also Exh. 18. The bottom line is that Haeg did not want to

forfeit his airplane, and as a result, he continued to refuse to accept the state's offer,

despite the fact that Cole advised him of the overwhelming risk of going to trial and/or

open sentencing on his pending charges. See Exh. 23.

Lafler is similarly not applicable to Haeg's case. In Lafler, the defendant

filed a federal habeas corpus relief claim alleging ineffective assistance. Specifically,

the defendant alleged that he would have accepted the plea offer but for the ineffective

assistance of his counsel. In Haeg's case, counsel repeatedly advised Haeg to take the

state's offer. See Exh. 31, pp. 11-15,35; see also Exh. 22, p. 3-5; Exh. 23, p. 4,
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CONCLUSION

license for a period of five years and his plane was forfeited to the state.

that resulted in him only being suspended for a brief period of time. In fact, Haeg

Moreover, the record makes it very clear that Haeg would be unable to show that he

MICHAEL C. GERAGHTY
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entirety without leave to amend as Haeg is unable to meet his burden of establishing any

Haeg's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief should be dismissed in its

would have accepted the state's offer as he was unwilling to part with his plane.

had simply accepted the deal offered. Haeg's knowing rejection of the state's offer

knowing all of the risks. Cole's representation resulted in Haeg being offered a deal

would have been legally guiding two months prior to his sentencing in McGrath if he

Haeg made the conscious decision to reject the state's offer despite

of any deal. Ultimately, Haeg went to trial, and just as Cole predicted, he lost his

despite the competent advice of counsel does not constitute a Lafler violation.

part of the deal. Similarly, the state was unwilling to give him the airplane back as part

was unwilling to take any plea deal if his plane was not going to be returned to him as

. 12-14, 16. Haeg made it clear throughout his dealings with Cole and Robinson that he2
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I STATE OF ALASKA

DEPARTMENT OF LAW
OFFICE OF SPECIAL/PROSECUTIONS & APPEALS

310 K STREET, SUITE 507, fu~CHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PHONE (907) 269-7948 FACISIMILE (907) 269-6305

SCOT H. LEADERS, ASSIST.~JT ATTORNEY GENERAL

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Brent Cole
SCOT LEADERS
August 18, 2004
Offer in David Haeg; AST Report # 04-23593

In order to resolve this case short of trial the State proposes the
following resolution:

Mr. Haeg pleads to the following misdemeanor counts:
. -_ ..'--,

c;- Count 1: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne;
, AS 8.54.720(a) (8) (A), 5 AAC 92.095(8)

Wolf taken on 3/5/04
Count 2: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne;

AS 8.54.720(a) (8) (A), 5 AAC 92.095(8)
2 Wolves taken on 3/6/04

Count 3: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne;
AS 8.54.720(a) (8) (A), :; I\AC 92.095(8)

Wolf taken on 3/21/04
Count 4: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne;

AS 8.54.720(a) (8) (A), 5 AAC 92.095(8)
Wolf taken on 3/22/04

Count 5: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne;
AS 8.54.720(a) (8) (A), 5 AAC 92.095(8)

4 Wolves taken on 3/23/04
Count 6: Unsworn Falsification;

AS 11. 5 6 . 2 1 0 (a) (2)
False information on sealing certificate

c-"Count 7: Unlawful Possession;
'\ ) 5 AAC 92. 140 (a)

I 1/), ;'
~\ I First 3 wolves taken 3/5-6/04

I
, Count 8: Unlawful Possession;
''-' 5 AAC 92.140 (a)

6 wolves taken 3/21-23/04.,\
; Count 9: Trap Closed Season;

5 AAC 84.275(14)
Open leg-hold trap after 3/31/04

Count 10: Trap Closed Season;
5 AAC 84. 2 75 (13 )

Cpen snares after April 30
Count 11: Failure to Salvage;

5 ic«: 92. 220
Wolf left in sna~e as of

J.
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Mr. Haeg will receive the following agreed sentence as to each
COU!)t conse~,i,v,~~)'Y:p- l-C' ( ,~ -::; ,~

.,.Vdays in Jail with all 5 days suspended;
(Composite of 55/55 days jail)

10 hours of community work service;
(Composite of 1~0 hours CWS)

$1000 fine with ~' suspended;
(Composite of $11,000/$8,800 fine)

) -() ()

The following c~nditionsnwily~pplyto ea9h~count

J (0 vv-.!n.~j::,,,,- I lO /J'~o/l-1V.........(,J
Mr. Haeg's guiding and personal hunting licenses and privileges
will be suspended for a period of 1 to 3 years with the actual
term of suspension ,..\lnger this sentence to be determined by the
sentencin9-j..udge.j During this period' of suspension Mr. Haeg may

,:\ vlf r-noF'''p'a-~ticipate in any manner in the Big Game Guiding or /
"'''0/7;,,0 r! Transporting industry, including acting as booking agent or .>'

", maintaining a,..\\Iepsite... adve r t Ls i nq his guiding business. ,"Parties
agree 'dicit each year's term will 'end effective J,uly i.The
parties agree thatwheri making her suspension decision the judge
may consider 1.) Mr. Haeg's conduct in the above charged
offenses, 2.) any uncharged conduct from March through May of
this year that is relevant to the charged offenses, and 3.) Mr.
Haeg's conduct in a guided moose hunt in Septembe~ of 2003. The
parties agree that witnesses may appear telephonically for the
sentencing hearing. '

7
~years of informal probation conditioned upon n~ )ailablo u/
offenses and Be fish and wildlife, or guiding offenses,

Mr. Haeg agrees to forfeit all items seized during the i~
investigation, including but not limited to, Piper Supercruiser
N4011M, Benelli 12 gauge shotgun, Ruger .223 rifle, all traps and
snares, all animal parts including hides of 9 wolves,

Mr. Haeg agrees to pay restitution, joint and severally with Tony ~
Zellars, in the amount of $5000 for the 9 wolves taken illegally
and the 1 wolf that was not salvaged from his snare set,

Mr. Haeg's trapping privileges will be suspended fOr~years.

-"
EXHIBIT :2-~-
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As to the airplane, I have presented your proposal to swap the
airplane to be forfeited from the seized PA-12 (N4011M) to the
defendant's PA-IS (N2025S) to the Alaska State Troopers. I can
inform you that the State is not willing to swap the p I ane s prior
to forfeiture. 'However, AST is considering the propriety of
reaching an agreement with Mr. Haeg prior to sentencing to swap the
forfeited PA-12 for his PA-IS after the court orders forfeiture.

I will advise you of the State's final decision once it has been
made,

02323
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The State is currently finalizing the complaint regarding the
violations committed this spring. I anticipate filing the
complaint within the next 10 days. If we are able to resolve this
according to the above offer, I propose that the State file the
complaint and at the telephonic arraignment the parties will
request a change of plea and sentencing date convenient to the
parties and the court. I anticipate that the change of
plea/sentencing hearing will take most of a day.

The deadline for the offer will be the arraignment date set by the
court:

If you have any questions regarding the State's proposed offer, or
if you would like to discuss the matter further, please feel free
to contact me at the phone number listed above.

Thank you.

>~dV--
Scot H. Leaders

3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT McGRATH

STATE OF ALASKA, )
)

Plaintiff, )
)

VS. )
)

DAVID HAEG, )
Dab: 01/19/66 )
SS#: 471-72-5023 )

)
Defendant. )

)
Court No. 4MC-S04- Cr.

STATE OF ALASKA, )
)

Plaintiff, )
)

vs. )
)

TONY ZELLARS, )
Dob: 05/15/63 )
SS#: 327-64-8684 )

)
Defendant. )

)
Court No. 4MC-S04- Cr.

INFORMATION

I!cettify·that, thisdoCUlllCil~and its,attacmnents do.net:eontaiil:(O.t¥'naine ~f~;ViGtim·of.asekua1offeD3e:ti$t~clijl

AS· 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or business addressortelephone iliailli~iihvictiJli, ofor.a witttcss:to aiiy,omns~
Unlessltisan address usedto identify theplace ofthc:cnmeOr it,is'anaddress.ortelephonenUmbei iii'aiIaDs~nlit
efa court proceeding and disclosure of-the information wMorderedbytbe court. " ':,'
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Count I • AS 8.54.120(a)(8)(A)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haag and Tony Zellars

Count" • AS 8.54.120(a)(8)(A)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count III- AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haag and Tony Zellars

. Count IV - AS 8.54.120(a)(8)(A)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count V - AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count VI- 5MC 92.140(a)
Unlawful Possession of Game
David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count VII- 5 AAC 92.140(a)
UnlaWful Possession of Game
David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count VIII -AS 11.56.210(a)(2)
Unsworn Falsification

David Haeg

Count IX -AS 11.56.210(a)(2)
Unsworn Falsification

Tony Zellars

Count X - 5 AAC 84.270(14)
Trap Closed Season

David Haeg
2
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Count XI- 5 AAe 84.270(13)
Trap Closed Season

David Haag

Count XII- 5 AAC 92.220(a)(1)
Failure to Salvage Game

David Haeg

THE STATE OF ALASKA CHARGES:

Count I

That on or about March 5, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, a licensed registered gUide, and Tony

Zellars, a licensed assistant guide, did knowingly commit a violation of a state

game regulation; to wit: did take a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

in violation of AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 AAC 92.085(8) and against the peace

and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count II

That on or about March 6, 2004, at or near McGrath In the Fourth

Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, a licensed registered guide, and Tony

Zellars, a licensed assistant guide, did knowingly commit a violation of a state

game regulation; to wit: did take a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

in violation of AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 Me 92.085(8) and against the peace

and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count III

That on or about March 21, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

JudicialDistrict, State of Alaska, David Haag, a licensed registered guide, and Tony

3

1 lOGO
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Zellars, a licensed assistant gUide, did knowingly commit a violation of a state

game regUlation; to wit: did take a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

in violation of AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 Me 92.085(8) and against the peace

and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count IV

That on or about March 22, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, a licensed registered guide, and Tony

Zellars, a licensed assistant gUide, did knowingly commit a violation of a state

game regUlation; to wit: did take a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 AAC 92.085(8) and against the

peace and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count V

That on or about March 23, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

JUdicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, a licensed registered gUide, and Tony

Zellars, a licensed assistant guide, did knowingly commit a violation of a state

game regulation; to wit: did take a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 AAC 92.085(8) and against the

peace and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count VI

That on or about March 5, 2004 through March 6, 2004, at or near

McGrath in the Fourth Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg and Tony

Zellars knowingly possessed wolf hides which they knew or should have known

were taken in violation state game laws.

4
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All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

in violation of 5 MC 92.140(a) and against the peace and dignity of the State of

Alaska.

Count VII

That on or about March 21, 2004 through March 23, 2004, at or near

McGrath In the Fourth Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg and Tony

Zellars knowingly possessed wolf hides which they knew or should have known

were taken in violation state game laws.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

in violation of 5 MC 92.140(a) and against the peace and dignity of the State of

Alaska.

Count VIII

That on or about March 21, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, with the intent to mislead a publlc

servant in the course of performance of a duty, did submit a false written statement

which the person does not believe to be true on a form bearing notice, authorized

by law, that false statements made in it are punishable; to wit: did make a false

statement on an Alaska Department of Fish and Game Furbearer Sealing

Certificate.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

in violation of AS 11.56.210(a)(2) and against the peace and dignity of the State of

Alaska.

Count IX

That on or about March 26, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

Judicial District, State of Alaska, Tony Zellars, with the intent to mislead a public

servant in the course of performance of a duty, did submit a false written statement

5
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which the person does not believe to be true on a form bearing notice, authorized

by law, that false statements made in it are punishable; to wit: did make a false

statement on an Alaska Department of Fish and Game Furbearer Sealing

Certificate.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of AS 11.56.210(a)(2) and against the peace and dignity of the

State of Alaska.

Count X

That on or about April 1, 2004 through April 2, 2004, at or near

McGrath in the Fourth Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, did negligently

trap for wolverines with leg hold traps when trapping season for wolverines was

closed.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of 5 MC 84.270(14) and against the peace and dignity of the

State of Alaska.

Count XI

. That on or about May 1, 2004 through May 4, 2004, at or near

McGrath in the Fourth Judicial District; State of Alaska, Davld.Haeg, did negligently

trap for wolves with snares when trapping season for wolves was closed.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of 5 MC 84.270(13) and against the peace and dignity of the

State of Alaska.

Count XII

That on or about May 1, 2004 through May 4, 2004, at or near

McGrath in the Fourth Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, did negligently

fail to salvage the hide of a wolf taken in a snare he had set.

6
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All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of 5 AAC 92.220(a)(1) and against the peace and dignity of the

State of Alaska.

This information is based upon the investigation of Alaska State

Trooper Brett Gibbens as compiled In report # 0423593 which indicates the

following:

On 3/6/04, Gibbens observed an airplane named "BatCub" following a

fresh wolf track just outside of the legally permitted hunt on the Windy Fork of

the Big River.

On 3/9/04, Gibbenswas informed by Toby Boudreau of the Alaska

Department of Fish and Game that David Haeg had reported that he had killed

three wolves on the Big Riveron 3/5/04. Gibbens was given the GPS

coordinates which had been reported by Haeg.

On 3/11/04, Gibbens flewto the coordinates given, and found wolf tracks,

but no kill site locations in the snow covered ground.

On 3/21/04, Gibbensmet David Haeg and Tony Zellers while theywere in

McGrath to seal the three wolves that they had reportedly taken on the fifth of

March. During this contact Gibbens noticed that the "Bat Cub" that Haeg was

flying was equipped with Aero 300 ski's with a center skeg, and an over sized

tail wheel with no ski.

On 3/26/04, while on patrol of the upper Swift River, Gibbens observed a

set of airplane ski tracks next to some wolf tracks that seemed consistent with a

wolfhunterchecking the direction of travel of a pack of wolves. Gibbens was out

of fuel and day light, so he returned to McGrath for the night.

On 3/27/04, Gibbens returned to the upper Swift River and followed the

7
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same wolf tracks, which he believed the other airplane had followed. He soon

came to a spot where the wolf pack appeared to have killed an adutt moose.

Gibbens could see from the air that an airplane had landed at this spot, and that

someone appeared to have set traps and or snares at the spot. This was

apparent to Gibbens because there were human foot tracks in the snow and

there was a live wolverine in a snare near the moose kill.

As Gibbens flew upstream from the location of the moose kill, he

immediately located a set of running wolf tracks in the snow which ended in a

bloody spot with airplane ski tracks at the same location. This evidence was

consistent with a site where a wolf had been shot-gunned from the air. Gibbens

followed the remaining wolf tracks upstream and soon found three more similar

sites in the snow as well as an additional site where a ski plane had landed and

taken off multiple times.

Gibbens landed and snowshoed in to orie of the sites and found evidence

confirming what he had seen from the air. Running wolf tracks ended abruptly

with blood and wolf hair in the track, and there were airplane ski tracks and

human foot tracks where someone had loaded the wolf into the airplane and

taken off again. Blood and hair samples were collected, and Gibbens returned to

McGrath for better equipment and some help.

On 3/28/04, Gibbens returned to the area, where he met up with Trooper

Dobson who had flown In from Bethel, and Trooper Roe who had flown in from

Fairbanks in a State Trooper helicopter. During the day, the troopers confirmed

that the four kiJI sites, which Gibbens had observed the day before, were sites

where wolves were killed from the air with guns. Shot gun pellets were

recovered from three of the sites, and "WOLF" brand .223 brass was found at

the remaining site. (Later this .223 brass was conclusively matched at the

8
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Department of Public Safety Crime Lab as being fired from the Ruger mini-14

seized from the Haeg residence.) Shot shell wadding was found at two of the

sites. The shotgun pellets recovered were size 00 and #4 buckshot. All four

wolves appeared to have been hauled away whole, as there were no carcasses

located at the sites. The airplane tracks at all of the landing sites had large ski's

with center skegs, and an over sized tail wheel. These tracks appeared

consistent with the ski's and tail wheel, which Gibbens had observed on David

Haeg's airplane when he was in McGrath. There were no catch circles (where

trapped or snared animals tear up the ground) or other indications that any of

these wolves had been trapped.

On 3/29/04, Gibbens obtained a search warrant for Trophy Lake Lodge,

which is owned and operated by David Haeg. During the execution of the search

warrant, troopers located several Ruger mini-14 magazines loaded with "WOLF"

brand .223 ammunition. Also located were several wolf carcasses and parts of

wolf carcasses, a buck shot pellet, and blood and hair in many locations outside

the lodge. Haeg was not present at the time of the search. Gibbens saw airplane

tracks in the snow on the lake, which appeared consistent with tracks seen at

the wolf kill sites.

On 4/1/04, David Haeg's home and garage were searched pursuant to

search warrant 4MC-04-002SW. During this search, many items were

discovered, some of which were a Binnell twelve guage shotgun, a large·

number of buck shot shells for the twelve guage, a Ruger minl-14 rifle, and

cartridge magazines for the mini-14 loaded with "WOLF' brand .223

ammunition. Blood and hair samples were also taken near the garage, and a

spent "WOLF" brand .223 casing was found in the snow between the "Bat Cub"

and the garage. David Haeg had a receipt in his possession for eleven wolf

9
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skulls which he had dropped off at a local taxidermy shop.

Also on 4/1/04, the "Bat Cub", N4011M was searched and seized

pursuant to search warrant4MC·04·003SW. During the initial search of the

airplane, blood and hair were found inside the airplane, and the skis and over

sized tail wheel appeared consistent with the tracks from the kill sites.

On 4/2/04, Troopers Dobson and Gibbens returned to the area of the

moose kill site near the location where the wolves had been shot-gunned on the

Swift River. As Gibbens flew over the site in his State issued Super CUb, he

sawthat there were now two wolverines. and one wolf cau~ht in snares at the

site near the moose. The season for wolverineshad closed on March 31 st, and

the season for all leg hold trapping had closed that same day. Wolf snaring

season remained open through April 30th. Upon landing and walking into the

site, Gibbens saw that there were in excess of three dozen snares set on wolf

trails nearthe dead moose, and also some MB-750 leg hold traps. Six of these

traps were still set and operational, andwere seized as evidence.

The two wolverines were caught in snares, and were seized as evidence.

The wolfwas left in the snare as it was still a legal animal. The remaining set

snares were left alone since theywere still legal at this point. The airplane tracks

at this site appeared consistent with the tracks at the wolf kill sites and Trophy

Lake lodge.

The troopers next went back to Trophy Lake to see if the wolverine traps

near the lodge had been pulled, and to see if anyone had removed a wolverine

that Gibbens saw there in a trap several days prior. At the lake troopers found

thatsomeone had removed the wolverine and snapped shut the traps near the

lodge. While checking these trap sites, we found two and a half more wolf

carcasses which were seized as evidence. The carcasses were being used for

10
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wolverine bait, and appeared to have pellet trauma in the rear ends.

On 4/2/04, Sgt. Waldron and lnv. Thompson executed search warrant

4MC·04-004SW, duringwhich nine wolf hides were seized from Alpha Fur

Dressers in Anchorage. Thewolf hides had been dropped off by Tony Zellers, in

the name of Dave Haeg.

On 4/3/04, TrooperMountain seized a bag containing eleven wolf skulls

from Kenny Jones taxidermy shop pursuant to search warrant 4KN-04-81SW.

The skulls had been dropped off by David Haag.

Also on 4/3/04, Troopers Dobson and Gibbens conducted necropsies in

McGrath on the six wolf carcasses, which had been seized nearTrophy Lake

Lodge. During the necropsies, the troopers located 00 and #4 buck shot pellets

in five of the six carcasses, and found an empty shot gun casing in the stomach

of oneof the wolves. This empty shotgun casing was later matched at the

Department of Public safety Crime Lab as being extracted from the Binelli shot

gun seized from the Haeg residence.

On 5/2/04. while on patrol in his State issued Super Cub on the Swift

River, Gibbens went to the location of the moose kill trap site to see if the snares

had been pulled. Upon arriving at the scene, Gibbens saw a wolf caught in a

snare, which appeared to be freshly caught. He also observed several other

torn upareas consistent with animals being caught in traps or snares. There

was no longer any snow on the ground, and therewas no suitable landing site.

On 5/4/04, Gibbens returned to the site with Trooper Roe In a helicopter.

On the ground at the scene, Gibbens found the wolf caught in the snare, which

was still salvageable, but was beginning to decompose. Gibbens skinned the

wolf and collected it as evidence since the wolf snaring season had closed on

April 30th. Also at the site, Gibbens located catch circles where three different

11
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moose had been caught, oneof which broke the snare and freed itself, and two

which appeared to have been caught for a prolonged period of time and

eventually tore down the trees holding the snares, and had escaped the area

dragging the snare and part of a tree still attached to them. There was also

another wolf caught in a snare, which had been consumed by other wolves

except for the head and neck. Gibbens could also see where someone had

removed a wolverine and a coupe of other wolves, which had been caughtat the

site after he was there on April 2nd. Gibbenswas able to locate nineteen

snares still actively set at the sitewith the loops still open.

Upon checking wolf sealing records for David Haeg and Tony Zellers,

Gibbens was able to locate two sealing certificates. On sealing certificate

#E009883, there are three graywolves sealed which were reportedly harvested

near lone mountain on the Big River within the legally permitted aerial wolf

hunting area. The wolves were sealed in McGrath on 3/21/04, with the certificate

signed by David S. Haeg. The investigation shows that thesewolves were not

taken at the location reported by Haeg.

On sealing certificate #E039753 there are six gray wolves sealed in

Anchorage on 3/26/04 which were reportedly killed in Game Management Unit

16B on the Chuitna and Chakachatna Rivers by Tony Zellers. The wolves were

reportedly taken by ground shooting with a snow machine. The certificate Is

signed by Tony R. Zellers. The investigation shows that these wolves were not

taken by Zellars at the reported location nor by ground shooting from a

snowmachine.

David S. Haeg was interviewed in Anchorage on 6/11/04, and Tony R.

Zellers was interviewed in Anchorage on 6/23/04. During the interviews, the

timeJines and events given were almost exactly identical, and a summary of the

12
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statements of the two men follows:

The two men applied for and were issued a permit to hunt wolves with the

use of an airplane in a specific area near McGrath. Zellers bought a new Binelll

twelve guage shotgun, and a large amount of several kinds of buckshot

ammunition.

On 3/5/04, the two men flew in N4011M (Bat Cub) to McGrath where they

were issued permits at the Fish and game office, during which they were given

maps and written descriptions of the legal hunting area. After leaving McGrath;

the two flew upstream along the Big River. Several wolveswere located about

one or two miles outside the huntarea, and they shot one gray wolf, with Zellars

doing the shooting with the shotgun from the airwhile Haeg was flying the

plane. The wolf was hauled back to trophy Lake Lodge whole and was skinned

that night.

On 3/6/04, theyflew to the Big Riverwhere they had shot the wolf theday.

before. They could not locate the remaining wolves, so they proceeded

upstream on the Big River (further outside the legal area). Twenty-four miles

upstream from the hunt area boundary on the Big River, they spotted two gray

wolves on a ridge near a moose kill. Bothwolveswere shot from the air with a

shotgun by Zellars with Haeg again flying the plane. One of the wolves then had

to be shot from the ground with the .223 by Zellars. The two wolves were hauled

back to the lodge, and were skinned that night.

On 3/6/04, Haeg called on his satellite phone and reported to McGrath

Fish and Game that he and Zellars had harvested three wolves within the

permitted hunt area on the Big river, at which time he gave false coordinates for'

the kill sites.

After calling in the report, Haeg and Zellars returned to Soldotna, taking

13
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the three wolf hides with them. On 3/15/04, they received a call from Fish and

Game in McGrath telling them that the three hides had to be sealed in McGrath.

On 3/20104, Haeg andZellars flew from Soldotna to Trophy Lake Lodge,

where they spent the night.They had brought the three wolf hides backwith

them to take to McGrath for sealing.

On the morning of 3/21/04, Haeg and Zellars decided to fly South (further

from the legal area) to the upper Stony River to look for wolves and check out

local moose populations. Several wolves were spotted on the Stony River. and a

gray malewas shot from the air with the shotgun. Zellars did the shooting from

the air while Haeg flew. One of the wolves was wounded and Zellars shot the

wounded wolf again from the ground with the .223. Multiple shotswere taken at

the otherwolves, but none were killed. The deadwolf was taken back to the

lodgewhere it was dropped off whole.

During their interviews, Haeg and Zellars pointed out the location of the

kill on a map. The location described as the kill location for this wolf was more

than eighty miles from the nearest borderof the legal hunt area.

Haeg and Zellars then flewto McGrath with the three wolf hidesfrom

earlier in the month. Upon arrival in McGrath, the two men met with Biologist

Toby Boudreau, to have the wolves sealed. Haeg provided the information for

the sealing of the wolves, knowing that it was false at the time he signed the

form. He had claimed that the wolves had been shot inside the permit area

because he wanted to be known as a successful participant in the aerial wolf

hunt.

On 3/22/04, Haeg and Zellars flew along the SwiftRiver to check on

moose numbers in the local area. They still had the shotgun and rifle in the

plane. They found a dead moose, which had been recently killed bywolves.
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They spotted two different wolves nearthe moose kill. The second wolf they saw

was a large gray male, and was shotfrom the air by Zellars with the shotgun

while Haeg was flying the plane. The wolf was hauled back to the lodge, and the

two men gathered traps and snares from the lodge, and two other sites in the

field where traps and snares were being stored. They returned to the moose kill

site and set in excess of forty wolf snares, and some traps. Each man set about

half of the snares, and Haeg set the leg hold traps. Therewere no diagrams

made of where the snares and traps were set, and neitherman wrote down

exactly how many snares had been set.

On 3/23/04, Haeg and Zellars decided to fly back to the Swift River to see

if anywolves had been caught in the traps or snares. After finding no animals at

the set, the two men began to fly upstream along the SwiftRiverwhen they

spotted, shot and killed four wolves running on the river. They also located more

wolves scattered in the trees. Four graywolves were shot from the air, with

Zellars doing all of the shooting, while Haeg flew the plane. Multiple shotswere

taken at other wolves In the pack, without success. All wolves were hauled from

the field whole and skinned at the lodge later that day.

The area where all five of the wolves were killed on the Swift River is fifty

miles from the nearestboundary of the legal huntarea, and separated by major

terrain features.

On 3/24/04, Haeg and Zellars flew to Soldotna with all nine wolf hides.

They had a discussion about having Zellars get the six newwolves sealed in his

name, and giving a false location so that they would not draw extra attention to

the Swift River area. Zellars took all nine wolf hides to Anchorage, where on

3/26/04, he had the six newwolves sealed at the Fish and Game office. Zellars

knew that the information he provided during sealing was false at the time he

15
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signed the certificate. After getting the wolf hides sealed, he took all nine to

Alpha Fur Dressers to have them tanned.

During their interviews, both Haeg and Zellars admitted that they knew

that the wolves they shot from the airplane were outside the permit area when

they were shot.

Both Haeg and Zellars stated that they did not know that the leg hold

traps had to be pulled before March 31 st, and that they never went back to the

trap and snare set. Haeg stated thatTony Lee had pulled some of the animals

from the set during April, and he thought that lee was going to pull all of the

traps and snares. When Gibbens asked Haeg ifhe thought that the snares

which were left out were his responsibility, he said that he did not think so, since

he thought that Tony Lee was going to take care of them. Gibbens asked him if

he told Tony Lee exactly how manysnareswere at the site, and he said thathe

did not know.
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., 'Scot Leaders - David Haeg
..._.... .

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

......... e
Scot Leaders
Brett S Gibbens; burke_waldron@dps.state.ak.us; Gary Folger; Randal N Hahn
9/1/20044:19:25 PM
David Haeg

Pagel

Just wanted to update you on discussions regarding Haeg. Brent Cole says his client has inquired if we
would be agreeable to the defendant just pleading to ten counts with completely open sentencing. (Brent
says he is not sure that he would advise his client to do this, but he is inquiring nonetheless). I would like
any thoughts that you guys might have on letting the judge have complete discretion as to the sentence.

The plan would still be to have the defendant convicted and sentenced in the wolf case and the moose
case evidence would be presented at sentencing for the court to consider but no charges would.be filed
regarding the moose.

I find this to be an interesting proposal. On the one hand it would allow us to argue for a more severe
sentence than waht we have agreed is minimally necessary to resolve the case. We would have the
opportunity to get a longer guide license revocation out of the case; and maybe even greater fines and jail
time. In that sense we can seek a sentence more consistent with other same day airborne cases. Even
though we recognize that this is not a typical same day airborne case, we would avoid having to defend
this agreement against other cases in the future where we ask for a sentence that would make the
defendant ineligible to guide for 5 years. At a minimum Haeg would lose the guarantee that he doesn't
lose his guide license for 5 years by having his sentence go over $1000 or 5 days in jail per count.

On the other hand, he may not lose his guide license at all and maybe the court even lets him keep his
plane.

There are several issues, such as who the sentencing judge would be, that would need to be resolved
before I make an ultimate decision, but I wanted to advise you all of the possibility and give you the
chance to provide any thoughts you might have.
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IN THE DISTRiCT COURT FORTHE STATE OF ALASKA

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRiCTAT McGRATH

"

STATE OF ALASKA. )

6J)
Plaintiff, }

}
vs, )

)
DAVIDHAEG, )
Dob: 01/19/66 }
55#: 471-72·5023 )

)
Defendant. )

)
Court No, 4MC-S04- 024 Cr.

STATE OF ALASKA, )
)

Plaintiff, )
)

vs. )
)

TONY ZELLARS, )
Dob: 05/15/63 )
SSt: 327-64-8684 )

)
Defendant. )

)
Court No. 4MC-S04- 025 Cr.

AMENDED INFORMATION

I certify thatthisdocwnenl lod ill llltacbmeftts do notcontain (I) the name ofa victimofa sCX\III offeaue li51~d in
AS 12..61. L40 or (2) I residence or b1lSineu address or tekpbone number of a vlclim of or a WimC8IIO UIY otTeuB
unle$S il i. In IddnS$u..d to idealitythepieceof lhecrime Or Ills IIIlddre85 or ll:lcphone number in8 traII.scripl
ofa courtproceedillll and disclosure of tb~ information ....u ordered by thecourt.
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Count I • AS 8.54.720(8)(15)

Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne
David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count II· AS 8.54.720(a)(15)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haag and Tony Zellars

Count III • AS 8.54.720(a)(15)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count IV. AS 8.54.720(&)(15)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count V - AS 8.54.720(a)(15)
Unlawful Acts by Guide: Same Day Airborne

David Haeg and Tony Zellars

Count VI - 5 MC 9Z.140(a)
Unlawful Possession of Game
David Haeg and Tony Zellars

7C34 # A- ::?

IilJ 003/017

..

Count VII- 5 MC 92.140(a)
Unlawful Possession of Game
David Haag and Tony Zellars

Count VIII-AS 11.56.210(a)(2)
Unsworn Falsification

David Haeg

Count IX -AS 11.S6.210(a)(2)
Unsworn Falsification

Tony Zellars

Count X- 5 Me 84.270(14)
Trap Closed Season

David Haeg
2
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Count XI- 5 AAC 84.270(13)
Trap Closed Season

David Haag
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Count XII- 5 MC 92.220(a)(1)
Failure to Salvage Game

David Haeg

THE STATE OF ALASKA CHARGES:

Count I

That on or about March 5, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

Judicial District. Stateof Alaska. David Haeg, a licensed registered gUide, and Tony

Zellars, a licensed assistant guide, did knowingly violatea state game regulation

prohibiting same day airborne; to wit: did takea wolf while airborne.

All of which lsa Class A Misdemeanor offensebeing contrary to and

in violation of AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 Me 92.085(8) and against the peace

and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count II

That on or about March 6. 2004, at or near McGrath In the Fourth

Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, a licensed regIstered guide, and Tony

Zellars, a licensed assistantguide. did knOWingly violate a state game regUlation

prohibiting same day airborne; to wit: did take a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offensebeing contrary to and

in violation of AS 8.54.720(a)(13)(A) and 5 Me 92.085(8) and against the peace

and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count III

That on or about March 21, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourttl

JUdicial District. State of Alaska, David Haeg. a licensed registered guide, and Tony

3
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Zellars. a licensed assistant guide. did knowingly violate a state game regulation

prohibiting same day airborne; to wit: did take a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

In violation of AS 6.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 MC 92.065(6) and against the peace

and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count IV

That on or about March 22, 2004, at or near McGrath In the Fourth

Judicial District, Stateof Alaska, David Haeg, a licensed registered gUide, andTony

Zellars, a licensed assistant guide, did knowingly violate a state game regulation

prohibiting same day airborne; to wit: did take a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of AS 8.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 MC 92.085(8) and against the

peace and dignity of the Stateof Alaska.

Count V

That on or about March 23, 2004, at or near McGrath In the Fourth

Judicial District, Stateof Alaska, David Haeg, a licensed registered guide. andTony

Zellars, a licensed assistant gUide, did knowingly violate a state game regulation

prohibiting same day airborne; to wit: did taka a wolf while airborne.

All of which is a ClassA Misdemeanor offense being contraryto

andIn violation of AS B.54.720(a)(8)(A) and 5 AAC 92.085(8) and against Ihe

peace and dignity of the State of Alaska.

Count VI

That on or about March 5, 2004 through March 6, 2004. at or near

McGrath in the Fourth Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg and Tony

Zellars knowingly possessed wolf hides which they knew or should have known

were taken in violation stategame laws.

4
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All of which Is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

in violation of 5 Me 92.140(a) and against the peace and dignity of Ihe State of

Alaska.
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Count VII

That on or about March 21, 2004 through March 23, 2004, at or near

McGrath in the Fourth judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg and Tony

Zellarsknowingly possessed wolf hides which they knew or should have known

were taken in vlclatlon state game laws.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary 10 and

in violation of 5 AAC 92.140(a) and against the peace and dignity of the State of

Alaska.

Count Vllt

That on or about March 21, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

JudicialDistrict, State of Alaska, David Haag, with the intent to mislead a public

servant in the course of performance of a duty, did submita falsewritten statement

which the person does not believeto be true on a form bearingnotice,authorized

by law, that false statements made in it are punishable; to wit: did make a false

statement on an Alaska Department of Fish and Game Furbearer Sealing

Certificate.

All of which Is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to and

inviolation of AS 11.56.210(a)(2) and against the peace and dignity of theState of

Alaska.

Count IX

That on or about March 26, 2004, at or near McGrath in the Fourth

Judicial District, State of Alaska, Tony Zellars. with the intent to mislead a public

servant in the course of performance of a duly, did submit a false written statement

5
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whichthe person does not believeto betrue on a form bearing notice, authorized

by law. that false statements made In it are punishable; to wit: did make a false

statement on an Alaska Department of Fish and Game Furbearer Sealing

Certificate.

All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and Inviolation ofAS 11.56.210(a)(2) and against the peace and dignity of the

State of Alaska.

Count X

That on or about April 1, 2004 through April 2, 2004, at or near

McGrath in the Fourth Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, didnegligently

trap for wolverines with leg hold traps when trapping season for wolverines was

closed.

All of which Is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of 5 AAC 84.270(14) and against the peace and dignity of the

State of Alaska.

COdnt XI

That on or about May 1, 2004 through May 4, 2004, at or near

.McGrath in the Fourth Judicial District, State of Alaska, David Haeg, didnegligently

trap forwolves with snares when trapping season for wolves was closed.

All of which is a ClassA Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and Inviolation of 5 MC 84.270(13) and against the peace and dignity of the

StateofAlaska.

Count XII

That on or about May 1, 2004 through May 4, 2004, at or near

McGrath in the Fourth Judicial District, Stale of Alaska, David Haeg, didnegligenUy

fail to salvage lhe hide of a wolf taken in a snare he had set.

6
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All of which is a Class A Misdemeanor offense being contrary to

and in violation of 5 Me 92.220(a)(1) and against the peace and dignity of the

Stateof Alaska.

This information Is basedupon the investigation of Alaska State

TrooperBrett Gibbens as compiled In report# 0423593 which indicates the

following:

On 3/6/04, Gibbens observed an airplane named "BatCub" following a

fresh wolf track just outside of the legally permitted hunt on the Windy Fork of

the Big River.

On 3/9/04. Gibbens was informed by Toby Boudreau ofthe Alaska

Department of Fish and Game that David Haeg had reported that he had killed

three wolves on the Big River on 3/5/04. Gibbens was given the GPS

coordinates which had been reported by Haeg.

On 3/11/04, Gibbens flew to the coordinates given, and found wolf tracks,

but no kill site locations in the snow covered ground.

On 3/21/04, Gibbens met David Haeg and Tony Zellers while theywere in

McGrath to seal the three wolves that they had reportedly taken on the firth of

March. During this contact Gibbens noticed that the "Bat Cub" that Haegwas

flying was equipped with Aero 300 ski's with a center skeg, and an over sized

tallwheelwith no ski.

On 3/26/04, while on patrolof the upper SwiftRiver, Gibbens observed a

setof airplane ski tracks next to somewolf tracks that seemed consistent with a

wolfhunterchecking the directionof travel of a pack of wolves, Gibbens was out

of fuel and day light, so he returned to McGrath for the night.

On 3/27/04, Gibbens returned to the upper Swift River and followed the

7
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samewolf tracks, which he believed the other airplane had followed. He soon

cameto a spot where the wolf pack appeared to have killed an adult moose.

Gibbens could see from the air that an airplane had landed at this spot, and that

someone appeared to have set traps and or snares at the spot. This was

apparent to Gibbens because there were human foot tracks ln the snowand

there was a live wolverine in a snare near the moose kill.

As Gibbens flew upstream from the location of the moose kill. he

immediately located a set of running wolf tracks In the snow which ended In a

bloody spot with airplane skI tracks at the same location. This evidence was

consistentwith a site where a wolf had been shot-qunned from the air. Gibbens

followed the remaining wolf tracks upstream and soon found three more similar

sites In the snow as well as an additional site where a ski plane had landed and

taken off multiple times.

Gibbens landed and snowshoed in to one of the sites and found evidence

confirming what he had seen from the air. Running wolf tracks ended abruptly

with blood and wolf hair in the track, and there were airplane ski tracksand

humanfoot tracks where someone had loaded the wolf into the airplane and

taken off again. Blood and hair samples were collected, and Gibbensreturned 10

McGrathfor better equipment and some help.

On 3/28/04, Gibbens returned to the area, where he met up withTrooper

Dobson who had flown in from Bethel, and TrooperRoe who had flown in from

Fairbanks in a State Trooper helicopter. During the day, the troopers confirmed

that the four kill sites, which Gibbens had observed the daybefore, were sites

where wolves were killed from Ihe alrwith guns. Shot gun pelletswere

recovered from three of the sites, and 'WOLF" brand .223 brass was found at

the remaining site. (Later this .223brass was conclusively matched at the

8
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, ... Department of Public Safety Crime Lab as being fired from the Ruger mini·14

seized from the Haeg residence.) Shot shell wadding was found at two of the

sites. The shotgun pellets recovered were size 00 and #4 buckshot. All four

wolvesappeared to have beenhauledaway whole, as there were no carcasses

located at the sites. The airplanetracks at all of the landing sites had large ski 's

with centerskegs, and an over sizedtall wheel. These tracks appeared

consistent with the ski's and tail wheel. which Gibbens had observed on David

Haeg'sairplane when he was in McGrath. There were no catch circles (Where

trapped or snared animals tear up the ground) or other indications that any of

thesewolves had been trapped.

On 3/29/04, Gibbens obtained a search warrant for Trophy Lake Lodge,

Which Is owned and operated by David Haeg. During the execution of the search

warrant, troopers located several Rugermlni-14 magaZines loaded with ·WOLF"

brand .223 ammunition. Also located were several wolf carcasses andparts of

wolfcarcasses, a buck shot pellet, and blood and hair in many locations outside

the lodge. Haeg was not present at the time of the search. Gibbens sa~ airplane

tracks Inthe snow on the lake,which appeared consistentwith tracks seen at

thewolf kill sites.

On 4/1/04, David Haeg's home and garage were searched pursuant 10

search warrant4MC~04-002SW. During this search, many items were

discovered, some of which were a Blnneli twelveguage shotgun, a large

number of buck shot shells for the twelve guage, a Ruger mini-14 rifle, and

cartridge magaZines for the mlnl·14 loaded with "WOLF" brand .223

ammunition. Blood and hair samples were also taken near thegarage, and a

spent ·WOLF" brand .223 casing was found in the snow between the "BatCub"

and the garage. David Haeg had a receipt in his possession for eleven wolf

9
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skulls which he had dropped off at a local taxidermy shop.

Also on 4/1/04, the "BatCub", N4011 M was searched and seized

pursuant to search warrant 4MC-04-003SW. During the Initial search of the

airplane, blood and hair were found inside the airplane. and the skis and over

sized tail wheel appeared consistent with the tracks from the kill sites.

On 4/2/04. Troopers Dobson and Gibbens returned to the area of the

moose kill site near the locationwhere thewolves had been shot-gunned on the

SwiftRiver. As Gibbens flew over the site in his State issued SuperCUb, he

sawthat there were now two wolverines and one wolf caughtin snares at the

site near the moose. The season for wolverines had closed on March 31 st, and

the season for all leg hold trapping had closed that sameday.Wolf snaring

season remained open through April 30th. Upon landing andwalking Into the

site, Gibbens saw that there were in excess of three dozen snares set on wolf

trails near Ihe dead moose, and also some MB-750 leg hold traps. Sixof these

traps were still set and operational, andwere seized as evidence.

The two wolverines werecaught In snares, and were seized as evidence.

The wolfwas left in the snare as it was still a legal animal. The remaining set

snares were left alone since theywere still legal at this point. The airplane tracks

at this site appeared consistent with the tracks at the wolf kill sites and Trophy

Lake lodge.

The troopers next went back to Trophy Lake to see If the wolverine traps

nearthe lodge had been pulled, and to see if anyone had removed a wolverine

that Gibbens saw there in a trap several days prior. At the lake troopers found

that someone had removed the wolverine and snapped shut the traps near the

lodge. While checking these trap sites, wefound two and a half more wolf

carcasses which were seized as evidence. The carcasses were being used for
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wolverine bait, and appeared to have pellet trauma in the rear ends.

On 412104, Sgt.Waldron and Inv. Thompson executed search warrant

4MC·04-004SW, duringwhich nine wolfhides were seized from Alpha Fur

Dressers in Anchorage. The wolf hides had been dropped off by Tony Zellers, in

thename of Dave Haeg.

On4/3/04. TrooperMountain seized a bag containing eleven wolf skulls

from Kenny Jones taxidermy shop pursuant to search warrant 4KN-04-B1SW,

Theskulls had been dropped off by David Haeg.

Also on 4/3/04, Troopers Dobson and Gibbens conducted necropsies in

McGrath on the six wolf carcasses, which had been seized near Trophy Lake

Lodge. During the necropsies, the troopers located 00 and#4 buck shot pellets

in five of the six carcasses, and found an emptyshot gun casing in the stomach

of oneof the wolves. This empty shotgun casing was later matched at the

Department of Public safetyCrime Labas being extracted from the Binelli shot

gun seized from the Haeg residence.

On 5/2104, while on patrol In his State issued Super Cub on the Swift

River, Gibbens went to the location of themoose kill trap site to see if the snares

had ~een pulled. Upon arriving at the scene, Gibbens saw a wolf caught In a

snar~, which appeared to be freshly caught. He also observed several other

tom up areas consistent with animals being caught in trapsor snares. There

was no longerany snowon the ground, and there was no suitable landing site.

On5/4/04, Gibbens returned to thesite with Trooper Roe In a helicopter.

On the ground at the scene, Gibbens found the wolf caught in the snare, which

was still salvageable, but was beginning to decompose. Gibbens skinned the

wolfand collected itas evidence since the wolf snaring season had closed on

April 30th. Also at the site, Gibbens located catch circles where three different
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.. ~ moose had been caught, one of which broke the snare and freed itself. and two

which appeared to have been caught for a prolonged period of time and

eventually tore down the trees holdingthe snares, and had escaped the area

dragging the snare and pan of a tree stili attached to them. There was also

another wolf caught In a snare, which had been consumed by otherwolves

exceptfor the head and neck. Gibbens could also see where someone had

removed a wolverine and a coupe of otherwolves, which had been caught at the

site after he was there on April 2nd. Gibbens was able to locate nineteen

snares stili actively set at the site with the loops stilt open.

Upon checking wolf sealing records for David Haeg and Tony Zellers.

Gibbens was able to locate two sealing certificates. On sealing cenlflcate

#E009883, there are three gray wolves sealed which were reportedly harvested

near lone mountain on the Big River within the legally permitted aerial wolf

hunting area. The wolves were sealed In McGrath on 3/21/04, with the certificate

signed by David S. Haeg. The investigation shows that these wolveswere not

taken at the location reported by Haeg.

On sealing certificate #E039753 there are six gray wolves sealed in

Anchorage on 3/26/04 which were reportedly killed in Game Management Unit

16B on theChuitna and Chakachatna Rivers by Tony Zellers.. The wolves were

reportedly taken by ground shooting with a snow machine. The certificate is

signed by Tony R. Zellers.The investigation shows that these wolves were not

taken byZellars at the reported location nor by ground shooting from a
snowmachlne.

David S. Haeg was interviewed in Anchorageon 6/11/04. and TonyR.

Zellers was interviewed In Anchorage on 6/23/04. During the Interviews, Ihe

timelines and events given were almost exactly Identical, and a summary of the

12
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statements of the two menfollows:

The two men applied for and were issued a permitto hunt wolves with the

use of an airplane In a specific area nearMcGrath. Zellers bought a new Binelli

twelve guage shotgun, and a large amount of several kinds of buckshot

ammunition.

On 3/5/04. the two men rlew in N4011M (Bat CUb) to McGrath where they

wereIssued permits at the Fish andgame office, during which they were given

maps andwritten descriptions of the legal hunting area. After 'eaving McGrath, .

the twoflew upstream along the Big River. Several wolves were located about

oneor two miles outside the hunt area. and they shot one gray wolf, with Zellars

doing the shooting with the shotgun from the air while Haeg was flying the

plane. The wolf was hauled backto trophy Lake Lodgewhole and was skinned

thatnight.

On 3/6/04, they flew to the Big Riverwhere theyhad shot the wolf the day

before. Theycould not locate the remaining wolves, so they proceeded

upstream on the Big River (further outside the legal area). Twenty-four miles

upstream from the hunt areaboundary on the Big River, they spotted two gray

wolves on a ridge near a moose kill. Bothwolves were shot from the airwith a

shotgun by Zellars with Haeg again flying the plane. One of the wolves then had

.to be shot from the ground with the .223 by Zellars. The two wolves were hauled

back to the lodge, andwere skinned that night.

On 3/6/04, Haeg calledon his satellite phone and reported to McGrath

Fish and Game that he and Zellars had harvested three wolves within the

permitted hunt area on the Big river, at which time hegave false coordinates for

the kill sites.

After calling in the report. Haag and Zellars returned to Soldotna, taking

13
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the threewolf hides with them. On 3115/04, they received a call from Fish and

Game In McGrath telling them that the three hides had to be sealed in McGrath.

On 3/20/04. Haag and Zellars flew from Soldotna to Trophy Lake Lodge,

where they spent the night. They had brought the three wolf hides back with

them to take to McGrath for sealing,

On the morning of 3/21/04. Haag and Zellars decided to fly South (further

from the legal area) to the upper Stony River to look for wolves and check out

local moose populations. Several wolves were spotted on the Stony River, and a

gray malewas shot from the air with the shotgun. Zellars did the shooting from

the air while Haeg flew. One of the wolves was wounded and Zellars shot the

wounded wolf again from the ground with the .223. MUltiple shots were takenat

the otherwolves, but none were killed. The dead wolf was taken back to the

lodgewhere it was dropped off whole.

During their interviews. Haeg and Zellars pointed out the location of the

kill on a map. The locationdescribedas the kill location for this wolf was more"

than eighty miles from the nearest border of the legal hunt area.

Haeg and Zellars then flew to McGrathwith the three wolf hides from

eartler In the mon1h. Upon arrival in McGrath. the two men met with Biologist

Toby Boudreau. to have the wolves sealed. Haeg provided the Information for

the sealing of the wolves. knowing that it was false at the time he signed the

form, He had claimed that the wolves had been shot inside the permit area

because he wanted to be known as a successful participantin the aerial wolf

hunt.

On 3/22/04, Haeg and Zellars flew along the Swift River to check on

moose numbers in the local area. They still had the shotgun and rifle In the

plane. They found a dead moose, which had been recentlykilled by wolves.

14
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,. They spotted two differentwolves near the moose kill. The second wolf they saw

was a large gray male, and was shot from the air by Zellarswith the shotgun

while Haeg was flying the plane. The wolf was hauled back to the lodge, and the

two men gathered traps and snaresfrom the lodge, and two other sites in ttte

fieldwhere traps and snares were being stored. They returned to the moosekill

site and set in excess of forty wolf snares, and some traps. Each man set about

half of the snares, and Haeg set the leg hold traps. There were no diagrams

made of where the snares and traps were set, and neither man wrote down

exactly how many snares had been set.

On 3/23/04, Haeg and Zellarsdecided to fly back to the Swift River to see

ifany wolves had been caught in the traps or snares. After finding no animals at

the set, the two men began to fly upstream arong the Swift River when they

spotted, shot and killed four wolves running on the river. They also located more

wolves scattered in the trees. Four graywolves were shot from the air, with

Zellars doing all of the shooting, while Haeg flew the plane. MUltiple shots were

taken at other wolves in the pack, withoutsuccess. All wolveswere hauled from

the field whole and skinned at the lodge later that day.

The area where all five of the wolves were killed on the Swift River is fifty

miles from the nearest boundary of the legal hunt area, and separated by major

terrain features.

On 3/24/04. Haeg and Zellars flew to Soldotna with all nine wolf hides.

They had a discussion about having Zellars get the six new wolves sealed in his

name, and giving a false location so that they would not draw extra attention to

the Swift River area. Zellars look all nine wolf hides to Anchorage, where on

3/26/04, he had the sIx new wolves sealed allhe Fish and Game office. Zellars

knew that the Information he provided during sealing was false at the time he

15
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,- ', signed the certificate. After getting the wolf hidessealed,he took all nine to

Alpha Fur Dressers to have them tanned.

During their Interviews, both Haeg and Zellars admitted that they knew

that the wolves they shot from the airplane were outside the permit areawhen

they were shot.

Both Haeg and Zellars stated that they did not know that the leg hold

traps had to be pUlled before March 31 st, and that they never went back to the

trap and snare set. Haag stated thatTonyLee had pulled some of the animals

from the set during April, and he lhought that Lee was going to pull all of the

traps and snares. When Gibbens asked Haeg if he thought that the snares

whichwere left out were his responsibility, he said that he did not think so, since

he thought that Tony Lee was going to take care of them. Gibbens asked him if

he told Tony Lee exactlyhow many snares were at the site, and he said that he

did not know.

DATED this a1h day of November, 2004 at Anchorage, Alaska.

GREGG O. RENKES
ATTORNEY GENERAL
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Scot Leaders
Randal N Hahn; steven arlow
11/9/2004 11:53:39 AM
David Haeg

Page

This is to update you on the status of the David Haeg and Tony Zellars matter, the aerial wolf killings
outside the controlled area from March of this year.

Haeg and Zellars were both arraigned this morning by the McGrath court. They have both plead no
contest, but it is anticipated that the matters will resolve by Rule 11 agreement in the near future. We
have finalized the deal on Haeg, but are still tweaking with the offer in Zellars case.

Haeg is currently charged with 11 counts: 5 counts of unlawful acts same day airborne under
8.54.720(a)(15),1 count of unsworn falsification (sealing certificate), 2 counts of unlawful possession, and
3 trapping related offenses.

Under the Rule 11 agreement, Haeg will be pleading to 5 counts: 2 consolidated counts of unlawful acts
same day airborne under 8.54.720(a)(8)(A), 1 count of unsworn falsification, 1 consolidated count of
unlawful possession, and one trapping related offense.

On each of the 5 counts he will receive a sentence of 60 days in jail with 55 days suspended (300 days
with 275 suspended total), $1000 fine with $500 suspended ($5000/2500 total), requirement to do 20
hours CWS (100 hours total).

In addition, there will be a 3 year guide and personal hunting license suspensions (retroactive to July 1,
2004) with 2 years of the suspension suspended, i.e., one year of license suspension now, and the court
can suspend the guide license for an additional 2 years if there is a probation revocation.

Trapping privileges suspended for 7 years.

Court probation for 7 years, conditioned upon no wildlife or .9uiding violations.

Forfeiture of most of the items seized, including guns, hides and the airplane. I have agreed to return of
some minor items that were seized such as the boots, etc.

Joint and several restitution in the amount of $5000 for the 9 illegally taken wolves and one wolf that was
not salvaged from a snare.

The remaining 6 counts will be dismissed.

The above resolution is modified from our previous conversations in many aspects. Most of those
changes are increases from the previous offer, e.g., 25 days in jail, significantly increased suspended jail,
increased CWS, etc. The biggest change is in one way a decrease and in another wayan increase. On
the one hand we are agreeing to a one year active hunting and guide license revocation at this time. On
the other hand, the defense is agreeing that the court can impose an additional two years of license
suspension if there is a probation violation. In addition, the increased suspended jail time will allow us to
seek a sentence that will cause the defendant to be ineligible for renewal of his guide license for up to 5
years if there is a probation revocation.

This concept of a suspended license suspension is new as far as I am aware. I have not come across
this in any other case that I have reviewed. It is something I have been contemplating for a while and
have discussed it with Occupational Licensing. Because I believe that loss of guide license is what
impacts guides the most, Ithink this scenario gives us the greatest possible future deterrent effect on the
individual, although it does lessen the immediate punitive impact.

Please fell free to contact me about this modified offer to Mr. Haeg or any other matter about this case

E.XH!8!T_,....5L,.'w<.
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would appreciate the opportunity to get your thoughts on the matter. I would also look forward to
discussing the suspended license suspension issue in general to get your impressions 011 whether this will
be a useful sentencing tool, or not.

Scot

Page.

cc. Brett S Gibbens; burke_waldron@dps.state.ak.us
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December 3, 2004

TElEj'HONE (.907) l77-SUOI

TELECOPIER I~07) 271·lIG02

Mr. Scot Leaders
Assistant Attorney General
Office ofSpecial Prosecutions & Appeals
310 K Street. Ste. 308
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Re: SOA v, Haeg
Our Client: David Haeg
Our File No,: 102.484

Dear Scot:

Mr. Haeg has informed me that he no longer wishes me to represent him in this matter.
He is actively seeking out another attorney to representhim and I will advise you of who that
person is when I am so informed. I told Mr. Haeg that your office has the tape containing
his interview with Trooper Gibbens and you. He asked me to request that he be able to listen
to the tape at your office. He also wants a copy of this tape. Can you please respond back
to me on his request as soon as possible because Mr. Haeg is here in town today?

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation. If you have any further questions or
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours,

MARSTON & COLE, P.C.

~.. u·c\
Brent R. Cole

BRCllac

I,;C: Client
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Robinson & Associates DEF'ARr~I,ENT(;fl.A.W

Lawyers
35401 Kenai Spur Highway

Soldotna, Alaska 99EiG9

Td,,: (907) :2(j~·91G·l

January 24, 2005

Scoc Leaders
Assistant Attorney General
OSPA
310 K Street, Suite 308
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Re: State v" Hae..9:
Case No. 4MC-04-024 Cr,

Dear Mr, Leaders:

Please provide an audible copy of the interview David Haeg
gave to the toopers and you. Also, please provide a copy of the
video and stills taken of snares on the west side of the Alaska
range. '

_.,~.. Sincerely,
Robinson & Associates

......../ '-

Arthur S. Robinson
Attorney at Law

Art.h urS. Rohinson Eric I)(;rluth, Associa to
FJ<H~arc~j.Q~._~
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

STATE OF ALASKA
DEPARTMENT OF LA\~

KENAI DISTRICT ATTORNEY OFFICE
120 TRADING BAY ROAD, SUITE 200, KENAI, ALASYA 99611

PHONE (907) 283-3131 FACISIMILE (907) 283-9553
SCOT H. LEADERS, ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Chuck Robinson
SCOT LEADERS
February 15, 2005
Offer in David Haeg; 4MC-04-024 CR.

Based on our conversation this weekend, the following is the offer
the State would extend to Mr. Haeg in order to resolve his case
short of trial.

Mr. Haeg will plead to the following misdemeanor counts:

Ct 1: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne; 8.54.720(a) (8) (A)
(Amended from 8.54.720(a) (15) and Consolidated with count 2)

Ct 3: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne; 8.54.720(a) (8) (7\)
(Amended from 8.54.720(a) (15) and Consolidated with counts 4

& 5)

Ct 6: Unlawful Possession; 5AAC 92.140(a)
(Consolidated with count 7)

Ct 8: Unsworn Falsification; 11.56.210 (a) (2)

Ct 10: Trap Closed Season; 5 AAC 84.270(14)

Mr. Haeg will receive consecutive sentences as to each of the above
counts of:

60 days in jail with 55 days suspended, 5 days to serve
Cumulative 300 days in jail with 275 days suspended, 2~

to serve.

20 hours of community work service;
(Composite of 100 hours CO'IS)

$1000 fine with $'750 suspended
Cumulative sentence of S5000 fine with $3750 sllspended.

In addition Mr F!aeg will be placed on 7 years of informal probation
subjecc to the following conditions:

Commit no hunting, trapping or Big C;ame Guid.ing offenses.

ForEe.Lt arlY irlcerest In ~.ll .1.1:e!11S se:Lzed dllrl!19 the

1 02362
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investigation. including but not limited to, Piper
Supercruiser N4011fvI, Benelli 12 gauge shotgun, Ruger .223
rifle, all traps and snares, all animal parts including hides
of 9 \Volves,

Pay restitution in the amount of $5000 joint and several with
Tony Zellers for the 9 wolves killed and the 1 wolf that \Vas
not salvaged from the snare set.

Alaskan hunting and guiding privileges suspended for 3 years
wi, th 2 years of this suspension suspended. That is, Mr .
Haeg's hunting and guiding licenses and privileges are
suspended for one year from the date of conviction, and two
years of suspension remain for imposition by the court if Mr.
Haeg violates probation. During the period of suspension Mr.
Haeg may not participate in any manner in the Big Game Guiding
or Transporting industry, including acting as a booking agent
or maintaining a web site advertising his guiding business.

Alaskan trapping privileges suspended for 7 years.

This offer is open until February 25, 2005. The offer is revoked
upon the filing of any substantive motion on behalf of Mr. Haeg in
this case, or the commission of a new offense.

Thank you for your time in working to resolve this matter, If you
have any questions about the above offer or the case in general,
please contact me.

Scot H. Leaders

') 02363
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In order (0 resolve (his matter prior to trial the State extends the following offer:

Mr. Hueg pleads to the following misdemeanor counts:

Count 1: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne; As 8.S4.720(a)(8)(A), 5 AAC 92.1195(8)
\VoIl' taken on 3/5/04

Count Z: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne; As 8.S4.720(a)(8)(A), 5 AAC 92.095(8)
2 Wolves taken on 3/6/04

Count 3: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne; As S.54.720(a)(S)(A), 5 AAC c)2.095(S)
W 01 f taken on 3/21/04

Count 4: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne; As 8.54.720(a)(S)(A), 5 AAC 'Jl.O')5(S)
Wolftakcn on 3/22104

Count 5: Unlawful Acts: Same Day Airborne; As 8.S4.720(a)(S)(A), 5 f\AC LJ2.0')5(S)
4 Wolves taken on 3/23/04

Count 6: Unsworn Falsification; AS 11.56.21O(a)(2)
False information on sealing certificate

Glunt 7: Unlawful Possession; 5 AAC n.140(a)
First 3 wolves taken 3/5-6/04

Count 8: Unlawful Possession; 5 AAC 92.140(a)
6 wolves taken 3/21-23/04

Count 9: Trap Closed Season; 5 AAC 84.275(14)
Open leg-hold trap after 3131104

Count 10: Trap Closed Season; 5 AAC 84.275(13)
Open snares after April 30

Count 11: Failure to Salvage; 5 AAC 92.220
Wolf le ['( in snare as 0 f 5/4/04

Mr. Haeg will receive the following agreed sentence as to each count consecutively:

The following conditions will apply to each count concurrently:
!

(Composite of 55/55 days jail)
(Composite of 110 hours CWS)
(Composite 01'$11,000/$8,800 fine)

5 days in jail with all 5 days suspended
lO hours of community work service
$1000 tine with $800 suspended

J
c

r
/ ,,) ./ Mr. Haeg's guiding and personal hunting licenses and privileges will be suspended for a period of I to 3
f .1./ li'~ pI .'~t years with the actual term ofsuspension under this sentence to be determined by the sentencing judge.

// Parties agree that each years term will end effective July I. The parties agree that the judge may considcr.;__ . _
Jf" IVII'. Hacgs conduct in the above charged offenses as well as his conduct in a guided moose hunt in 06t05_cC':~::;'

.: ,/ 01'2003 in making its suspension decision. The parties agree that witnesses may appear telephonically for
... {.... \/ I '. J .

/.r 'L" t ie sentencing icanng," r ..' ' \, \ /,' )
r

{

10 years of informal probation conditioned upon no jailablc offenses and no fish and wildlife, or
guiding offenses

" Mr. I-Iaeg agrees to forfeit all items seized during the invcsrigatiou, including but not -limited to,
Piper Supcrcruiscr N 4011M, lJc.nelli 12 gauge shotgun, Ruger .22.1 ritle, all traps and snares, all
animal parts including hides or 9 wolves

'vir Haeg agrees to pay restitution in the amount or S5000 tin the 9 wolves taken Ilieg:lily and the
1 \\'LJJfrhat was no: salv;lged li"olIllJis snare set

Mr. [1:leg's trapping privileges will be suspended for 10 years

EXHIBiT~l\!=-==
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Typing, etc.
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BEFORE THE ALASKA BAR ASSOCIATION

FEE REVIEW COi\1MITIEE

TIllRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

David S. Haeg, )
)

Petitioner, )
)

vs. )
) File No. 2006F007

<to
Brent R. Cole, )

c:::) )c:::)
~

Respondent. )00- )
a..
I.U
V)

Decision and Award

On March 29, 2Q~4, David Haeg learned that he was the subject of a criminal
investigation when a search warrant was, served on a hunting lodge that he owned. It
developed that the AlaskaState Troopers were investigating him for taking wolves "same
day airborne" outsidean area where aerial waif controlactivities were permitted.

Mr. Haeghiredattomey Brent Cole to represent him, He signed a written fee
agreement on April 10,2004 thai included the customiUy stip~iation::thatfhe' attorney could
not guarantee any particular outcome forthe clientf The agreementprovided.that Mr. Cole
would bill for legal services at the rate of $200 per hour. Mr. Cole undertook the
representation and 'sent Mr. Haeg detailed billing statements on AprilZI, June I, June 29,
July 26, August 30, October 7, Ostober 29, November 8, November 30,2004 and January
31,200S. Mr. Cole charged a total oU13,389.00 and Mr. Haeg paid $11,329.81.

Mr. Haeg does not dispute the reasonableness of the hourly rate set by Brent Cole or
the amount of time charged for legal services. Rather, Mr. Haeg's complaint is that Mr.
Cole's services to him had so little value that he should be excused from paying a fee.

Mr. Haeg has identified three specific failures: 1) Mr. Cole should have filed a
motion to suppress the evidence seized pursuant-to the search warrants because the affidavit
submitted to the court in support ofthe search warrant application was perjured; 2) Mr. Cole

EXH!~._.••\~
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gave him poor advice when he recommended that Mr. Haeg give a statement to the Alaska
State Troopers without first having reached a binding plea agreement; and 3) Mr. Cole
should have moved for specific performance of a plea agreement when the prosecutor
unilaterally changed its terms.

Mr. Haeg did not offer evidence of the points on which the search warrant application
was defective. He argued that the affidavit contained a false statement about the location of
the taking ofthe wolves, although the taking would have been unlawful even in a correctly
identified location. We are therefore unable to reach a conclusion that the affidavit was false
in whole or in part or that the misstatement was material. It follows that the panel cannot
decide whether a motion to suppress should have been filed or was likely to have been
granted, .

Mr-, Cole testified that it was his opinion, from the earliest stage ofthe case, that the
best.casestrategy forMr. Haeg was "'damage control". His reasoning was that. there was .
sufficientevidence to support aconviction on one or more counts, and a defense at trial
would be unavailing. It followed that steps should be taken to get the best possible plea
agreement. Mr.. Cole believed that early cooperation with the authorities would lay the
groundwork for a successful negotiation, and, based upon Mr. Cole's advice, Mr. Haeg did
volunteer a statement about the offenses to the troopers.

The prosecutor sent Mr. Colt: a proposal. for a plea and sentencing agreement on
August 18,2004. In the ensuing weeks, the prosecutor and Mr. Cole negotiated adjustments
in some of its terms. By October, a plea agreement had been finned up. Central to Mr.
Haeg'sconcerns was the. suspension of his' hunting. guidelicense which; the agreement
provided, would be.for one to three years; the exact term to be set by the court at'sentencing.
All other terms ofthe sentence were fixed, including the forfeitUre ofa PA-12aircraft. The
prosecutor proposed to arglJe that the license suspension should be at the high end of the .
agreed-uponrangebecausehe had evidence that Mr. Haeghad participated in hunting or
guiding violations in connection with a moose hunt the. previous year; the defense had
prepared evidence to refute, the prosecutor's theory and anticipated as much as a day of
testimony at the time ofsentencing. IfMr.Haeg ~howed that he was not guilty of'the moose
violations, he would be in a better position to argue that the license suspension should be as
short as one year. The entry of plea and imposition of sentence were set for November 9,
2004.

During the weeks that Mr. Cole was negotiating with the state, Mr. Haeg had second
thoughts about the forfeiture of the aircraft, which he thought particularly suited to his work
as a game guide. He had another plane that he could more easily give up, but the prosecutor
had not agreed to allow a "swap". There had also been some discussion of Mr. Haeg's
paying some amount of cash in lieu of forfeiture of the aircraft. Mr. Haeg conceived the
idea that he could plead guilty to the charges and then allow the judge to decide the terms of,
the sentence, including jail time, fines, forfeitures, license revocation and the length and
terms of probation. It was his hope to persuade the judge to return the plane to him.

~XHiSiT_L~.
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Brent Cole vehemently opposed Mr. Haeg's "open sentencing" idea. He was
concerned about the application of A.S. 08.54.605, which effectively requires a five-year
suspension of a guide license when a guide is sentenced to more than five days or more than
$1000 on a hunting violation. He thought it likely that a judge would exceed the five-day or
$1000 threshold at open sentencing with the result that Mr. Haeg would lose his license for
a full five years and ultimately bankrupt his lodge and guiding businesses. He also doubted
that ajudge would allow Mr. Haeg to keep the plane used in the commission ofthe offenses.
However, at Mr. Haeg's insistence, Mr. Cole one day asked the prosecutor whether the
prosecutor would object to Mr. Haeg's pleading guilty to the charges under discussion and
"going open sentencing" (having the judge select all the terms of the sentence) and the .
prosecutor indicated he would have no objection.

Mr. Haeg and his witnesses appear to have believed that Mr. Haeg was proceeding
with some version of an "open sentencing" option on November 9. Mr. Cole testified that
he was prepared to go forward with the negotiated plea agreement on that day, which left to
thejudge's discretion only the length of the license suspension within a one- to three-year
range.

Mr. Cole testified that, a few days before the hearing, the prosecutor advised counsel
that he was filing an amended information to includeacharge that carried a mandatory three
year license suspension. He notified Mr. Haeg ofthe change on November 8. In a recorded
telephone call on January 9,2005 [Exhibit 19, page 6], Mr. Cole recalled the prosecutor's
change ofheart somewhat differently. On that date he said that the prosecutor had threatened
to amend the charges to include one that required a minimum three-year license suspension
unless Mr. Haeg agreed to the forfeiture of the PA-12 aircraft; In any event, thenews of a
change in the terms of the plea agreement threw thedeferise team into disarray. Mi.' Cole
asked the prosecutor to reconsider and, in the evening hours ofNovember 8;.they eventually
reached a new-agreement that included all the.termsofthe pleaagreement previouslyreached ..
with the change.that the license suspension would be retroactive to May 2005 and would end
June 30,2006., The form ofthelicense suspensionterm.was to be 36 months witl1~dinonths·
suspended.: ·The parties proposed to. do justan arraignment on.N6vember9 and then to seek
approval of the 'agreement from the Division of Occupational Licensing before formally
entering the plea. The new deal left nothing to the court's discretion, obviating the need for
a contested evidentiary hearing on the moose case.

Mr. Cole, Mr. Haeg, and Mr. Haeg's witnesses went out to dinner together after the
re-negotiated deal was made with the prosecutor to celebrate the disposition ofthe case. The
next day, Mr. Haeg was arraigned on the charges.

Mr. Haeg, however, had apparently not given up on the idea of open sentencing. He
did not consummate the plea agreement. He eventually discharged Mr. Cole and hired other
counsel. With his new attorney, Mr. Haeg went to trial and was convicted. The judge
suspended his guiding license for five years and forfeited the PA-12 aircraft. The judge that
ultimately imposed sentence was the same judge that would have sentenced Mr. Haeg, had
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he pleaded guilty pursuant to a plea agreement.
Mr. Haeg has not proved that Mr. Cole's services were valueless to him. Neither

party offered expert testimony regarding the quality ofMr. Cole's efforts, but the panel can
draw from the evidence two measures of the merits of Mr. Cole's services to Mr. Haeg.
The first has to do with Mr.Cole's advice to Mr. Haeg that he should not leave the terms of
the sentence to the discretion ofJudge Murphy. The plea agreement that Mr. Cole presented
to Mr. Haeg on November 8 was plainly more favorable to Mr. Haeg than "open
sentencing" turned out to be, so it appears, with the benefit of hindsight, that Mr. Cole's

. advice that Mr. Haeg should accept a plea agreement was sound,
Mr. Haeg argues that Mr.· Cole should have moved to suppress the evidence taken

pursuant to the search warrants and should have moved forspecific performance ofan "open
sentencing" agreement. But no evidence was presented that Mr. Haeg's second lawyer filed
such motions. Comparison of the steps taken by another attorney, while not proving the
quality ofMr. Cole's counsel, goes a way toward showing that a competentattorney would
not necessarily have filed these motions. And, again, ifMr. Cole or another attorney had
been successful in enforcing an agreement to "open sentencing", it is likely that Mr. Haeg
would have gotten the same very severe sentence that was eventually imposed, .

The panel hasbeen presented no other evidence to support a finding that Mr. Cole's
representation of Mr. Haeg was so deficient that no fee is due.

AWARD

. Mr. Cole conceded at the hearing that Mr. Haeg was mistakenly charged $370 as .
reimbursement for a plane fare.· The panel therefore fmds, based on this admission, that the
total fee charged Mr. Haeg should be reduced by $370.

In otherrespects, the panel fmds in favor of the respondent, Brent Cole. Petitioner
shall pay the balance ofthe fee, or $2689;19.

NO REFERRAL TO DISCIPLINE COUNSEL

l 1" .',,) 'J .)

~Dv~
Robyn Johnson \) - ..

August ';:::'5 ,2006

4

--

.-.- ancy h w, Panel Chair
August , 2006

/~~;y~=======-
>ialeMetzger

/' August e2S- ,2006
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID S. HAEG, )
)

/ii~c.Appellant, )
JViv ~/~D)

v. ) ~~ 1 s
) lS7"o,v <'00;

~C'a
BRENT R. COLE, )

l~~q)
Appellee. )

) Case No.: 3KN-06-844CI

. MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER

David S. Haeg appeals the August 25, 2006 decision of the Alaska Bar Association Fee

Arbitration Panel ("panel") awarding Brent Cole $2,689.19. The Appellant alleges ten points on

appeal, arguing that the award was procured by fraud, there was corruption among the arbitrators, .

.. . .

there was partiality among the arbitrators, the arbitrators exceeded their powers, the arbitrators '

decision did not address the issues the appellant presented, the arbitrators did not make a referral to .

discipline the appellant's counsel, the decision did not reflect the evidence, the decision did not

comply with the Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct or Alaska Bar Rule 40, a large portion of the

official record of the proceedings has been lost, and that the decision and award are in violation of

the U.S. and Alaska Constitutions.

For the reasons set forth below, the court modifies the judgment of the panel to reflect the

correct judgment of$1,689.19.

CASEffiSTORY

Both parties offer their own versions of what occurred during the course of proceedings of

the Appellant's criminal trial. However, the factual history of the Appellant's criminal case is a

matter reserved for his criminal appeal. The only issue before this court on appeal is whether there

;S(Hii8!T I7
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is a basis to vacate or modify the panel's decision. Therefore, the court only offers an abbreviated

case history to the point that it is relevant to the current appeal.

The Appellant,David Haeg, retained the Appellee, Brent Cole, as his counsel on April9,

2004 after learning that he was the subject of an investigation concerning Fish and Game violations.

The Appellantsigned a fee agreementwith the Appellee, agreeing to pay $200:00 per hour for the

Appellee's services. The Appellee sent the Appellant monthlybills and represented the Appellant

through the summer and fall of2004. Both parties offerdifferingversions of events of howthe

criminal. case progressed, but it appears that the panel accepted the version presented by the

Appellee. The only facts that are relevant on this appeal are that the. Appellant fired the Appellee .

duringthese criminal proceedings prior to the time a plea agreement could be entered, that the

Appellantproceeded to take his case to trial with a new attorney, and that the Appellantwas

convicted at trial. The conviction led to the judge suspending the Appellant's hunting guide license

for five years and forfeiting his PA-12 aircraft.

The Appellant still had an amount left owingon his fee agreement when he fired the
'. . . '.

Appellee, which he refused to pay. TheAppellee did not pursue the Appellant for this unpaid
. ..

amount. and appearedwilling to write the losses off. The Appellant then filed grievancesagainst the

Appellee-with the Bar and requested that the Appellee be referred for discipline. The Appellant

subsequently flIed for fee arbitration in an amount that exceeded $5,000.00. Pursuant to BarRules,
. _..

an arbitration panel was convened. After oral argument, the panel issued a decision on August 25,

2006 that awarded the Appellee the unpaid portion of his fee agreement. This appeal followed.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Alaska employs mandatory fee arbitration between clients and attorneys if a client

commences such an action.' The court is to give great deference to the arbitrator's findings of fact

1. ll··i 5
XOI

I Alaska Bar Rule 34(b).
------------.,S{Hli81ii"_1=71===
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and law, and is "loathe to vacate an award made by an arbitrator.,,2 In reviewing the award of a fee

arbitration committee, the court cannot review the panel's findings of fact, even if the findings were

in gross error.' Further, the court cannot review the decision on its merits.
4

The court can only

review the decision based on the reasons set forth in AS 09.43.120 through AS 09.43.180.
5

Therefore, in reviewing this appeal, the court will only vacate the award if it finds the Appellant has

proven the factors under AS 09.43.120(a) and will only modify the award if the Appellant has

proven the factors under AS 09.43.130(a).

DISCUSSION

The Appellant uses his brief to argue the merits of his criminal case. However, the issue

before this court is not whether the Appellant's conviction should stand. That issue is reserved

solely for the Appellant's criminal appeal. The court further cannot reassess the evidence presented

before the panel or the credibility of the witnesses, The court is limited to fmding whether the

award made by the arbitrators may be 'modified or vacated pursuant to AS 09.43.120 and AS .

09.43.130.

The Appellant argues that the panel's decision should be vacated because the Appellee

perjured himself at the panel. He also argues that the evidence he presented against the Appellee
\ .' . .

was numerous and of significant weight. He claims that the panel's acceptance of the Appellee's

testimony over his evidence shows corruption and partiality on the part of the arbitrators. However,'

the fact that the arbitrators weighed the evidence in a manner unfavorable to the Appellant is not

evidence of corruption. There is no doubt that the Appellant believes his evidence was more

2 .
Butler Y. Dunlap, 931 P.2d 1036, 1038 (Alaska I997)(quoting Depart. Of Pub. SafetyY. Public SafetyEmployees 732

P.2d 1090; 1093 (Alaska 1987)). '

l Breeze Y. Sims, 778 P.2d 215,217-18 (Alaska 1989).

4 A: Fred Millerv. Purvis, 921 P.2d 610, 618 (Alaska 1996).

5 Alaska Bar Rule 40(a)(2). E{H!8!T__LL~
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credible than that of the Appellee, but again, this court is without the authority to reassess the

credibility of the witnesses or the weight of the evidence presented to the panel. Therefore, the

court does not find the fact that the panel accepted the Appellee's testimony as more credible than

the Appellant's evidence as an indication of corruption and will not vacate the award on this point.

The Appellant argues that the fact the panel consisted of two attorneys and one full-time

court employee suggests partiality among the arbitrators for the Appellee. The court finds no merit

to the Appellant's argument. Pursuant to Alaska Bar Rule 37(c), an arbitration panel consists of

two atton:le¥s.and one member of the public. The fact that the panel consisted of attorneys and a

court employee is not evidence of bias.

The Appellant argues that there is a clear indication of bias and corruption among the

arbitrators because their decision and award does not reflect the testimony and evidence the

Appellant presented before the panel..The Appellant contends that he overwhelmingly provedthat

the Appellee perjured himself to the panel and that the panel ignored this evidence and helped the

Appellee in his case; Again, this court does not reassess the weight of the evidence or review the
. ..'

facts presented to the panel. The fact that the panel accepted the Appellee's version of events does

.not indicatebias or corruption among the arbitrators.

the Appellant further contends that the panel was corrupt and bias because it stated that the

Appellant only identified three failures of the Appellee when the Appellant argued he should be

excused from paying the fee. The Appellant claims that he argued numerous other issues to the

panel, reiterating that the Appellee perjured himself numerous times and that the Appellee

intentionally lied to the Appellant during the course of his representation. Again, the fact that the

panel chose to reject the Appellant's arguments is not evidence of bias or corruption. The panel

expressly stated that it could not find evidence to support the Appellant's arguments during the

arbitration. While the court again acknowledges that the Appellant believes he met this burden it is. ,
~)(Hal2l!T---.J..J__~. 1 l r) .JI -7
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without authority to reassess the panel's factual determination and does not find evident bias among

the arbitrators in choosing to exclude some of the Appellant's arguments in its decision.

The Appellant offers other argument regarding evidence of bias and corruption among the

arbitrators, but it is again repetitive of what has already been stated. Pursuant to AS 09.43.120(a), a

court may only vacate the panel's award if: (1) the award was procured by fraud or other undue

means; (2) there was evident partiality by an arbitrator appointed as a neutral or corruption in anyof

the arbitrators or misconduct prejudicing the rights of a party; (3) the arbitrators exceeded their

powerSl,,(4) the arbitrators refused to postpone the hearing upon sufficient cause beingshown for

postponementor refused to hear evidence material to the controversy or otherwise so conductedthe

hearing, contrary to the provisions of AS 09.43.050, as to prejudice substantially the rights of a

party; or (5) there was no arbitration agreement and the issue was not adversely determined in

proceedings under AS 09.43.020 and the party did not participate in the arbitration hearing without

raising the objection. This court cannot find that the Appellant has met his burden in proving

evident partiality or corruption among the arbitrators. While the court acknowledges that the .

Appellant believes he presented sufficient evidence to support. a different award, this court cannot

reassess the fact~ presented to the panel. The court can only look to see if there was evident

partiality and corruption among the arbitrators. Upon reviewing the record, the court is unable to

make this determination and finds that the panel actedwithin their powers when making the award.

Even if the Appellant presented a magnitude of evidence to the panel that supported his claim, this

would not be enough for the court to vacate the award. This court is without authority to vacate an

award due to "fraud or other undue means" even if the panel made gross errors in their decision.'

The only argument the Appellant offers repeatedly to prove his contention of fraud, evident

1.' I .",
., ,.\ '-I iJ1

partiality, and corruption among the arbitrators is that the panel issued a decision in favor of the
S'f.HII8!T_ 17L.====
PI-'\GE q Q~ 11

6 .- --- ~
Alaska SlateHousing Authority v. Riley Pleas, fnc., 586 P.2d 1244,1247 (Alaska 1978).
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App~llee despite of what he claims is "overwhelming" evidence in support of his position. This is

not evidence of "evident" partiality. For the court to find bias among the arbitrators on this basis

would require the court to inquire into the merits of the panel's decision. As stated multiple times,

this court is without authority to do so. Therefore, the court must defer to the panel and upholds the

panel's decision to award the Appellee his fees.

Finally, the Appellant contends that the panel exceeded its powers by awarding the Appellee

funds that he never requested. He further argues that the arbitration panel awarded theAppellee a

$1;000.0.0 more than the Appellee was owed. The Appellant suggests that this also demonstrated
. .

corruption on the part of the arbitrators, as the Appellee had never requested these fees.

The court disagrees that the panel exceeded its power' to make this award. When the

Appellant pursued fee arbitration, his fee agreement with the Appellee became a proper matter for

consideration. The fact that the Appellee had elected not to pursue the Appellant for theremainder
. . .. .

of his undue balance prior to the Appellant's commencement of this action did not constitute a

waiver that would prevent the panel from considering this issue. At the panel, the arbitrators were

presented with the parties' fee agreement. The Appellant did not dispute 'that he entered into a: fee

agreement fat $200 per hour with the Appellee. The Appellant did not dispute the time sheets.

presented by the Appellee that demonstrated the time spent by the Appellee working on the

Appellant's case. The Appellant only challenged a charge reflecting air travel to McGrath, and the

Appellee agreed that this was an improper charge. The Appellant acknowledged that he had not

paid the remainder left owing on the parties' fee agreement, which reflected an amount of

$2,059.19. The Appellant only challenged the quality of the Appellee's services. The panel

concluded that the Appellee had effectively represented the Appellant and awarded the Appellee the

amount left owing on the parties' fee agreement.

~_ 'l ,) 19--, } J. -,
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The Appellant made his fee agreement with the Appellee a proper issue for consideration

when he decided to pursue fee arbitration and cannot argue waiver now. Therefore, pursuant to AS.

09.43.120(a)(3), the court does not find that the panel exceeded their powers and will not vacate the

award. However, pursuant to AS 09.43.130(a)(I), the court does find that the award should be

modified due to an evident miscalculation on the part of the arbitrators. The panel's decision

acknowledges that the Appellant had paid $11,329.81 to the Appellee for his services. The panel

also acknowledges that the Appellee had charged the Appellant $13,389.00 for his services. The

diffeIlel1lGe between these two amounts equal $2,059.19. The panel further credited the Appellant

$370.00 for the Appellee's travel expenses. Therefore, the correct amount that should be awarded

is $1,689.19. However, the court finds that this miscalculation in the panel's award was due to

clerical error, and is not evidence of corruption or bias among the arbitrators.

"';jl\ .
DATED in Kenai, Alaska, this -'.2.. day of---j4ll.-r.~__:, 2007.

GS?TIF.L9ATI'oN OF DISTRIBUTION .
-I ceitlfythat a'COpy of'~e for~g,orng w.as·
mailed/faxed to the followtng at theIr
address of record: . ~~-Q.~
~- \\-1.),) ~t.:l'~ .

Date: . Clefk:
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Superior Court Judge
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ERIN B. MARSTON

BRENT R. COLE

COL-LEEN J. MOORE

VIA FACSIMILE

L-AW OFPICES OF

MARSTON & COLE, P.C.
7" WEST FOURTH AVENUE, SUITE ,02

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99'01.2136

December 23,2004

TEL-EPHONE (907) 277·1001

TELECOPIER (907) 277.1002

Mr. Scot Leaders
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Special Prosecutions & Appeals
310 K Street Ste. 308

. Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Re: SOA v. Haeg
OUT Client: David Haeg
OUT File No.: 102.484

Dear Scot:

This letter is a follow-up to our recent conversations regarding Mr. Haeg' s statement
to law enforcement officers during the course of this. investigation. As you will recall, you
required that as a condition of any deal, Mr.Haeg preparl?a map indicating where the various
wolves were killed. My client prepared this map and I forwarded it to you when you were
down in Kenai. See Exhibit A. My' notes reflect that you and I engaged in a number of
settlement discussions in April and early May 2004 where we discussed not only the
parameters' of my client giving a statement, but also the timing of such a meeting.

I spoke to Mr. Fitzgerald on April 28, 2004, and he inquired ofme about whether or
not our clients' statements could be used against them if we failed to reach a resolution on
this case. I indicated to him that I did not know, but I assumed that this voluntary statement
by my client was being done pursuant to our settlement discussions.

My notes and time records reflect that I spoke with you on both May 6 and May 7,
2004, in an attempt to discuss our upcoming meeting. At one of these meetings, I recall
discussing this issue with. When I asked you about this issue, you indicated to me that since
his statement was being given pursuant to our settlement discussions, that it could not be
used. against David Haeg. I have discussed this matter with Mr. Fitzgerald and he also agrees
that he and I discussed this issue and he had the same understanding with regard to his client.

EXHIBiT_Ll.l--=="=
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Mr. Scot Leaders
December 23, 2004
Page 2

Since I am no longer the attorney of record for Mr. Haeg, I am only sending this letter
at the requestofMr. Robinson. Pleasecontacthim with anyresponses you might have to the
contentsof this letter. Please be advised, however, that I am prepared to. sign an affidavitfor
the Court stating the essence of this letter, if required, on behalf of Mr. Haeg.

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation. If you have any further questions or
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours,

MARSTON & COLE, P.C.

Brent R. Cole
BRCIlac
cc: Mr. Robinson

Mr. David Haeg
Mr. Kevin Fitzgerald
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LAW OFFICES or

MARSTON & COLE, P.c.
ERIN IL ~l'\RSTON

13RE:-':T R. COLE

VIA FACSIMILE

Louise R. Driscoll, Esq.
Assistant Bar Counsel
Alaska Bar Association
P.O. Box 100279
Anchorage, Alaska 99510-0279

7.j~WESTFOliRTfl'\VE~UE,SLJrTE5(J2

ANCIIORAGE, AL ..\SKA (l~501·~13(,

March 30, 2007

Tl;LEI'IIU:-;E ('l07l :77_XOOI

I"ELECOPIER ('lfI7l277.HOOl

Re: David Haeg/Attorney Grievance Received
ABA File No. 2006Dl63

Dear Ms. Driscoll:

I am writing this letter in response to your letter to me dated March 7, 2007, asking me to
respond again to the grievance filed by Mr. David Haeg on or about October 6, 2005. Again, I am
assuming that because Mr. Haeg has filed a bar complaint against me, that the attorney/client
privilege has been waived and I am allowed to disclose previously confidential communications with
my client to you in my response. I wish to incorporate in this response my prior letter to you dated
March 9, 2006. Additionally, I wish to incorporate the record ofthe three-day fee arbitration hearing
which was held this past summer. A number of these same contentions were raised by Mr. Haeg at
this hearing. In the course of the testimony, many of these very issues were addressed by me and the
fcc arbitration panel in that hearing and the panel's written ruling rejecting Mr. Haeg's claims. With
that in mind, I will attempt to address the questions contained in both your letter to me and Mr.
Haegs complaint.

1. Whether suppression of search warrants due to either alleged errors or perj ury
by Trooper Brent Gibbons in affidavits would result in dismissal of criminal
charges against Mr. Haeg?

Technically, r believe what you mean to ask is whether suppression ofthe evidence seized
during the course of the search warrants due to errors or perjury by Trooper Gibbons in affidavits
would result in dismissal of criminal charges against Mr. Haeg. Additionally, there were at least
three search warrants issued in this case: one ofMr. Haegs lodge; one ofMr. Haeg's home; and one
for his airplane. I'm assuming you mean to ask whether suppression of all the evidence of all three
search warrants would have resulted in the dismissal ofcharges. Obviously, this question could have
been answered in the course ofMr. Haegs crimina! case ifhe or his counsel, Chuck Robinson, had
chosen to file a motion to suppress the evidence in that case. I am assuming you are asking me this
in the context of why certain strategic decisions to cooperate rather than file substantive motions

.were made at the beginning of the case.

1 111.C;
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In my opmion, even if the evidence seized in the course of the search warrant were
suppressed, it would not have resulted in the dismissal of the charges against Mr. Haeg. This was
not a case where the evidence against Mr. Haeg was solely derived from a search warrant. I do not
have the evidence logs of what was seized in the course of these search warrants I , so I am limited
in answering this question. But it was clear to me that the State has sufficient circumstantial
evidence to prove a number of violations based simply on Trooper Gibbons' observations in the field
and the evidence he seized during this field investigation.

These observations were generally found in the search warrantaffidavit filed by Trooper
Gibbons. The search warrants affidavits describe his discussions with Mr. Haeg and Mr. Zellers, his
observations of the plane they were operating, and their statements about the special firearms and
ammunition they would be using during their hunt. The search warrant also describes observations
consistent with the aerial killing of four wolves. Additionally, the statement of Trooper Gibbons
described how the airplane that landed in the snow to pick up the wolves had skies and a tail wheel
like Mr. Haeg's airplane. It also describes that the pellets seized at the scene were like those
described by Mr. Zellers in McGrath. Given that Mr. Haeg's lodge was in the vicinity ofthe kill site
(in air miles), this was a logical place to search.

All of this information was circumstantial evidence that Mr. Haeg and ivlr. Zellers
committed four counts of unlawful killing outside the permit area and unlawful possession of
illegally taken animals. After the search warrants were executed, law enforcement officers firmly
believed Mr. Hacg, a registered guide in Alaska, committed a number of fish and game violations
that placed into question a highly publicized wolfhunting program. I don't believe they would have
voluntarily dismissed any charges and would have proceeded regardless of a court determination
suppressing this evidence,

[ think it is important to review the first search warrant affidavit provided by Trooper
Gibbens which sought to search Mr. Haegs lodge.I will provide you with a copy on Monday. This
affidavit makes no mention about which Game Management Unit ("GMU") Mr. I-Iaeg hunts or in
which GMU his lodge is located. I have reviewed this and do not believe that a motion to suppress
could have been successful in suppressing the evidence seized at his lodge including the four
carcasses that were recovered. Law enforcement officers would have tied those four carcasses to the
kill sites in the ficld. This would have tied Mr. Haeg directly to four wolf kills outside the permit
area. Additionally, because of the language in AS 08.54.605, conviction ofjust one charge can have
vcry damaging consequences.

Finally, filing a motion to suppress and arguing for the suppression ofevidence occurs when
a case cannot settle. I am still surprised that Mr. Haeg did not file motions to suppress the evidence
at his trial. Clearly, however, the signal you send the prosecutor when you file these motions is that
you are going to resist any offers and take this case to trial. If you take such action, you have to be

I I delivered ~II of this material to Mr. Robinson when he took over the representation of Mr.
Hacg.
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prepared to accept the consequences, which in Mr. Haeg's case, were almost all bad. Mr. Haeg and
I discussed this on a number of occasions.

As I noted in my testimony before the fee arbitration committee, I discussed the alternatives
with Mr. Haeg and encouraged him to cooperate with law enforcement to I) avoid being charged
federally, 2) avoid being charged with felony Tampering with Evidence, and 3) avoid "opening
sentencing" on misdemeanors with the assistant District Attorney arguing more than a $1000 fine,
more than five days injaiL or a hunting license suspension. Any or all of these results would have
resulted in Mr. Haeg losing his right to guide under AS 08.54.605. We made the decision to
cooperate with the government's investigation and not fight the charges in an effort to mitigate Mr.
I-Iaeg's damages and avoid losing his guide license. Ultimately a deal was in place where he would
have been taking clients out as a guide in September 2005, one year after the event. He ultimately
rejected that offer, fired me, and chose to challenge the State at trial. When he lost, he faced the
situation, I always tried to avoid--being subject to "open sentencing" with an assistant district
attorney arguing to impose sanctions that resulted in his loss of his guide license for five years.

2. Whether a wolf control violation would affect Mr. Haeg's guide license because
he was not acting as a guide at the time of the alleged violations?

I really do not understand what you mean by a "wolfcontrol violation." None ofhis charges
were "violations" subjecting him to a simple $300 or $500.00. Mr. Haeg violated the terms of his
permit which allowed him to shoot wolves from the air in a particular area. I-Ie did this by traveling
many miles beyond the permitted area and killing the wolves while flying his plane. By engaging
in this conduct, or assisting Mr. Zellers, he shot wolves from an airplane which is illegal; he killed
wolves without the authority of his permit which was illegal; he transported game knowing it to
be illegally taken which is against the Jaw; he or Mr. Zellers falsified the sealing records for these
skins which was against the law. And each killing of a wolf was a separate crime and subjected
him to numerous misdemeanor charges. All of these actions constituted misdemeanor offenses
under Alaska's laws. See AS 16.05.925. The State also mentioned that it believed Mr. Haeg had
violated Alaska's law against Tampering with Evidence which is a C Felony.

At a criminal sentencing for simply violating his permit, among other things, a trial court
would be free to listen to arguments about whether or not the COUli should also suspend or revoke
Mr. Haegs guide license. But this was never what Mr. Haeg was charged with-he was charged
with a number ofother types ofcrimes including unlawful possession, illegal guiding, and unsworn
falsification. Guides have special duties and responsibilities in Alaska. In many respects they are
a self-regulating industry because there are not nearly enough law enforcement officers to cover
the vast hunting areas. I was told, and had every expectation that the State would argue, that Mr.
Haegs actions in this case reflected poorly on his ability to be a guide. They demonstrated he felt
he was above the law, that the terms ofa permit which gave him a license to kill wolves could be
ignored, that he would not turn himself or others in jf a game violation occurred, and that he was
willing to lie on Fish and Game forms to cover Lip his criminal behavior. But again. it did not
matter because if the court imposed a sentence of more than $1,000 or more than five days injail,

1 lLhi
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Mr. Haeg was going to lose his guide license by administrative action pursuant to AS 08.54.605,
no matter what the COUlt decided.

Mr. Haegs argument that his guide license should not have been affected by his criminal
conduct is also inconsistent with the language of AS 08.54.605 and AS 08.54.720(a). AS
OS.54.605 precludes a person from getting his guide license for five years, ifthe person is convicted
of "a violation of a state hunting statute or regulation..." I always believed Mr. Haeg' s criminal
conduct fell within the language ofthis statute. While I understand he believes that he was trapping
and trapping is different from hunting, I never felt this was a strong argument, particularly at the
administrative level where the burden of proof is so much lower than in criminal cases."

Additionally, the actions of Mr. Haeg also arguably violated the following guiding laws:
AS 08.54.720(a)(I), (8)(A) and (B), and (15). Sections (a)(I) and (a)(8) are broadly worded to
include violations of "game" statutes or regulations. Mr. Haegs criminal conduct killing these
wolves outside the permitted area while flying his plane constitutes a violation ofa "gamc'" statute
or regulation. Section (15) makes it unlawful to violate a statute or regulation prohibiting hunting
on the same day airborne. Without the authority of his permit, Mr. Haeg clearly violated this
statute which required that he lose his guide license for at least three years, regardless of the
sentence imposed.

I always believed that the fact that Mr. Haeg was a licensed guide in Alaska at the time he
committed these crimes was going to negatively impact any sentence he received. That is why I
constantly urged him to seek a settlement with the State of Alaska so he could avoid the five-year
ban on getting his guide license. He chose to reject my guidance on this, fired me, and challenged
the State at trial. By doing so, he ultimately ended up in an open sentence situation which virtually
assured him losing his guide license for five years.

3. Whether suspension of Mr. I-laeg's guide license would be ordered retroactive
to reflect the time prior to sentencing that Mr. Haeg was not acting as a guide?

This is simply a matter that is left to the discretion of the sentencing judge. Certainly Mr.
Haeg could have and should have made this argument at his sentencing. That is one reason why
an attorney representing a defendant in these types of cases gets an agreement with the prosecutor
to avoid what happened to Mr. Haeg. At all times during my discussions with Mr. Leaders, it was
clear that the State did not intend to agree to anything less than a one-year license revocation. I
urged Mr. Haeg to cancel his hunts in the fall of2004 and the spring of2004 because I felt this was

;\S 16.05.940(21) defines "hunting" as the taking of game under parts of title 16 and
its regulations. AS 16.05.940(34) defines "taking" to mean "taking, pursuing, hunting, fishing,
trapping, or in any manner disturbing, capturing, or killing or attempting to take, pursue, hunt, fish,
trap, or in any manner capture or kill fish or game." (Emphasis added.)

;\S 15.05.940(19) defines game to be any species ofbird, reptile or mammal.
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going to happen anyway and to show the State that we were serious about resolving this case. I
discussed this with Mr. Leaders and this was part of the deal that was presented to Mr. Haeg on the
evening of November 8, 2004. Mr. Hacg later rejected this deal and went to trial. When he was
convicted of the charges, he was left in an "open sentence" situation which allowed the court some
discretion ofwhen to start any license revocation. Ifthe court had not taken any action on his guide
license, then the ban would have been governed by AS 08.54.605 which precluded him from
getting his guide license five years from the date of his sentencing.

4. The physical evidence possessed by the State of Alaska that allegedly
demonstrated that Mr. Haeg was guilty of same day airborne taking of wolves
outside a permit area.

Again, I do not have the police reports which were given to Mr. Robinson to refer to prior
to answering this question. But generally, law enforcement had the following evidence: 1) Trooper
Gibbons' observations of the plane when he saw Mr. Haeg and Mr. Zellers in McGrath on March
21, 2004; 2) Trooper Gibbons' observations on March 26-27, 2004 and the physical evidence
seized on that date; 3) the physical evidence at Mr. Haegs lodge including the wolf carcasses; 4)
the physical evidence seized at Mr. Haegs home including the firearms; 5) the wolf skins; 6) the
false documents that Mr. Haeg and Mr. Zellers relating to the trapping of wolves; 7) the statements
ofMr. Zellers; and (8) the statements ofMr. Haeg.

5. The difference in terms of the plea agreement originally reached between the
parties and the plea agreement reached on the evening of November 8, 2004.

Your question assumes that a plea agreement was reached between the parties before
November 8, 2004. I do not believe that a plea agreement occurred prior to November 8, 2004.
I discussed a number of possible scenarios for resolving this case prior to that date with Mr.
Leaders and Mr. Haeg and I do not believe that there was ever a "mutual meeting of the minds"
between the parties. Among the scenarios that were discussed were the following:

A. A plea to certain charges in the original information with all terms set
except license revocation. The only part of the sentence left open was the
length of time of the guide license revocation. We had agreed on a
minimum of one year revocation with a maximum of three years. The State
intended to present evidence of other illegal activity against Mr. I-Iaeg to
increase the length of the revocation; we intended to present evidence that
Mr. Haeg engaged in no other illegal activities and to give reasons why Mr.
Haeg should only receive the minimum one year revocation contemplated
by the agreement. Jail time, fines, restitution and forfeiture were already set.
I believed Mr. I-Taeg wanted to proceed with this offer in mind and I thought
the purpose for traveling to McGrath on November 9, 2004 was to have a
sentencing under this option.

I f ') )
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B. A plea to certain charges in the original information with open
sentencing. Shortly after discussing the terms noted above, I spoke with
Mr. Haeg and he wanted to know ifhe could go forward with the modified
charges and "open sentencing." "Open sentencing" obviously means there
is no agreed upon terms, that the parties simply argue the merits of their case
to the court and let the court decide the appropriate sentence. A defendant
can receive anything hom the mandatory minimum sentence or the
maximum sentence in terms ofjail, fine, restitution, probation, forfeiture
within the confines of the law. Mr. Haeg stated he wanted to do this because
he wanted to try and get back his plane which had been seized. I told him
in my opinion, if the DA argued for the forfeiture of the plane, it was going
to happen and that we should not waste our time, but r would ask. I later
asked Mr. Leaders about this and he initially said he had no problem with
this. Later he called me back and said he would not agree to this-that he
would change the guiding counts to charges under AS 08.54.720(a)(15)
which required a minimum three-year license revocation for a penalty ifMr.
Haeg wanted to plea no contest and go forward "open sentencing." I believe
I told this to Mr. Haeg over the telephone prior to November 8, 2004,
although a letter I wrote on July 6, 2005, indicates this may have occurred
later at the meeting. Mr. Leaders filed the second information about four
days before we were scheduling an arraignment/change ofplea/sentencing.
Mr. Hacg wanted to know why Mr. Leaders changed his mind and I could
not give him a good answer.

C. Plead open sentencing to all the charges in the original information.
Never seriously considered but discussed. r told Mr. Haeg that pleading to
open sentencing was not a good option because of AS 08.54.605. and it
should be avoided at all costs.

D. Plead open sentencing to all the charges in the second information.
Never seriously considered because I believed we reached a resolution of
this case on evening of November 8, 2004. Additionally pleading open
sentencing was not a good option because of AS 08.54.605.

E. Plead to the Original Offer by the State. The State of Alaska made a
settlement offer in August 18, 2004, which if accepted would have
constituted a criminal 11 plea agreement. This had set charges to be plead
to, a set period of incarceration, set fines and restitution. revoked his hunting
privileges for a set period, and called for a two-year loss of Mr. Hacgs
guide license. I urged Mr. Haeg not to accept this because I felt [ could
negotiate a better deal. He never did accept this offer but it was discussed.
This was set out in a memorandum to me from Mr. Leaders in August 18,
2004.
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November 8,2004 Agrecmcnt. The agreement was reached between the parties on the evening
ofNovember 8, 2004. There was a set jail sentence (slightly longer than originally contemplated),
a set fine, a set restitution, a set period for a license revocation, and set terms of probation. It
required a novel suspension of a suspension ofMr. Haeg's guide license whieh was going to allow
him to guide in September of 2005. I wanted the Division of Occupational Licensing to agree to
this arrangement because of my prior problems with this Agency. See Boyd v. State of Alaska,
977 P.2d 113 (Alaska 1999). This called for a license suspension of 30 months with 14 months
suspended retroactive to March 2004. This would have allowed Mr. Haeg to begin guiding on
September 1, 2005.

6. Any and all actions you took to comply with the witness subpoena served upon
you to testify at Mr. Haeg's trial in McGrath.

As I indicated before, after I received my subpoena, Tcontacted Mr. Robinson's office and
spoke with both his assistant and Mr. Robinson. The first scheduled sentencing was right at the
beginning of September when I was planning on going hunting. I sent a letter to Mr. Robinson
about this and indicated it would be a hardship. I was told they expected the sentencing to be
continued.

After I was notified the sentencing was continued to September 29,2005, I spoke with Mr.
Robinson's assistant and Mr. Robinson. I told Mr. Robinson that I did not believe I would be a
good witness for Mr. Haeg. I told him that ifhe called me as a witness, I believe the attorney client
privilege would be waived. I had substantial concerns about Mr. Haeg's mental health and whether
he believed he had done anything wrong. I told Mr. Robinson I would truthfully answer Mr.
Leader's questions and I felt that these could be harmful to Mr. Haeg at his sentencing. Mr.
Robinson seemed to agree that I would not be helpful. I asked that I not have to travel to McGrath
under these circumstances, but I told him that I would stand by on the telephone and testify over
the telephone if he really felt he wanted to call me as a witness. I was available the whole day to
testify if! had been called.

I note that Mr. Haeg confronted Mr. Robinson about this in a meeting after the sentencing
and apparently secretly recorded the conversation. In this transcript, Mr. Robinson told him that
Mr. Haeg knew I was not going to be at the sentencing and I was not going to be a helpful witness.
Additionally, I received a list ofquestions from Mr. Haeg before the sentencing which he indicated
that he wanted me to testify about at the sentencing. I am forwarding you a copy of this email. It
is clear from the questions that rwas not being brought to testify at his sentencing about simply Mr.
Hacgs good faith dealings with the State by not guiding in the fall of2004.

7. Describe steps you took to enforce the original Rule 11 agreement that Mr.
Hacg alleged was breached by assistant district attorney Scot Leaders.

There was no Rule II Agreement in this case. I would urge you to review Criminal Rule II.
A Criminal Rule II agreement is one that is agreed upon by the parties (Criminal Rule II (e)("lr
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the parties reach a sentencing agreement. ..") The only real agreement reached between the parties
occurred on the evening of November 8, 2004.

I explained to Mr. Haeg that I could try to bring a motion to enforce this deal but where
would it get us. Case law is very difficult to overcome on issues relating to enforcement ofcharging
decisions by a district attorney, but that did not even matter because even if we were to prevail, I
felt ultimately Mr. Haeg would suffer. If we won, all we would get would be "open sentencing"
on the original charges with a district attorney seeking to impose a sentence which would cause Mr.
Haeg to lose his guide license for five years. Ifwe lost, we were in no better position and we would
have lost any opportunity to negotiate an acceptable resolution of this case. I would note that I
explained this to Mr. Haeg on more than one occasion, and to Mr. Robinson's investigator who I
now know secretly tape recorded me. I would also note that Mr.Haeg certainly could have filed
this motion to enforce any agreement with the prosecutor after he fired me and hired Mr. Robinson,
but I am not aware that he took this step at trial,

I have also reviewed Mr. Haegs last letter to the Bar Association dated September 29,2006
and make the following comments.

I. I have already described how Mr. Haeg asked me to proceed "open sentencing" and
I attempted to accomplish this. Charging decisions are the providence ofthe district
attorney's office and I had no control over this. Mr. Leaders ultimately turned me
down on this after originally agreeing to allow it over the telephone. Even so, I was
not confident I could win a motion to compel him to honor this agreement and ifI
did, all it would get Mr. Haeg was where we did not want to be-subject to "open
sentencing" with a district attorney arguing that Mr. Haeg receive a sentence that
would cause him to lose his license for five years. Ultimately I understood that it
was Mr. Haegs decision to pursue this "open sentence" arrangement. When he
fired me, he had every right to bring the motion and I could have been a witness at
that hearing. You need to ask Mr. Haeg and Mr. Robinson why this motion was
never filed. I suspect that everyone realized what I am saying which is this
alternative was not going to benefit Mr. Haeg in the long run.

2. I simply disagree with Mr. Haegs contentions here. I did not think he would
succeed, but I did tell him he could file the motion. Nothing I did precluded him
from filing the motion after he fired me.

3. I believe I spoke with David over the telephone before the meeting on November
8, 2004 and told him that Mr. Leaders would not agree to open sentencing as
presently charged. This is what [ testified to at the hearing and I still believe that
is what happened. I understand what is stated in my letter dated July 6, 2005, and
how these statements tend to contradict each other. I can only say that is my best
recollection of what OCCUlTed. Because we reached an agreement that evening that
precluded the necessity ofhaving a sentencing hearing, [thought this was 110 longer
an issue with Mr. Hacg. At the time, we were still trying to arrange for Mr. Haeg

1
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to get his airplane back. Later that month after Mr. Leaders rejected any further
attempts to get his airplane back, Mr. Haeg stated he did not want to go through
with the November 8 deal, fired me and hired Mr. Robinson. At that point, he was
free to try to enforce this "open sentence" deal and I know he discussed it with his
attorney because I talked to Mr. Robinson's investigator about the matter.

4. I do not understand Mr. Haeg's contention in this paragraph. Open sentencing
means open sentencing-there were no limitations and there existed the possibility
that he could lose his right to be a guide forever. Mr. Haeg never made a deal with
the State-he never talked to Mr. Leaders, so I am not sure what he is talking about
here. As I noted above, in every scenario J discussed with Mr. Leaders, 1Vlr. Haeg
was going to lose his guide license for at least one year. So J did encourage him to
stop guiding in the fall of 2004 through the spring of 2005. That way he would
have been eligible to start guiding again in the fall of 2005.

5. Mr. Haeg did not give up any rights at his arraignment. He simply pled not guilty
and preserved his constitution rights to a trial and due process. I do not know
whether the State of Alaska even used his statement against him at the trial-this is
something that would have to be checked into. But I know that my understanding
is that the State could not use his statement against him at trial in its case in chief.
That is why the State was so anxious to make a deal with Mr. Tony Zellers-Mr.
Zellers could testify to all the facts without regard to Mr. Haeg's statement.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to respond to these allegations. If you have any
questions regarding the contents of this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you.

Very truly yours,

MARSTON & COLE, P.c.

~~L-
Brent R. Cole
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1, Brent R. Cole" state that the contents of this response are true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

Dated in Anchorage, Alaska this 30'h day of March, 2007.

Marston & Cole, P.C.

'~Cl_
Brent R. Cole
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September 7,2007

CONFIDENTIAL

David S. Haeg
P.O. Box 123
Soldotna, AK 99669

RE: ABA File No. 2006D163
Grievance against Brent R. Cole

Dear Mr. Haeg:

I have completed my investigation of your grievance against attorney
Brent Cole. You complained about Mr. Cole's representation of you after the
State of Alaska charged that you violated the terms of a permit allowing you to
take wolves same day airborne. I carefully read the grievance, Mr. Cole's
response and all the other correspondence, documents, pleadings, and exhibits
submitted by the parties, including the transcript of the fee arbitration
proceeding. I did not watch the videotape "Alaska: Off the Beaten Path" which
you provided. While it looks interesting, I did not think that it was pertinent to
the specific allegations of misconduct you alleged against Mr. Cole. After
further investigation, several discussions with Stephen Van Goor of this office,
and upon consideration of the applicable principles of legal ethics discussed
below, I concluded that your grievance should be dismissed without
disciplinary action against Mr. Cole.

Under Alaska Bar Rule 25(c) you may appeal bar counsel's decision to
dismiss your complaint within 15 days of notice of the dismissal. If you appeal
this decision, the Bar's executive director, Deborah O'Regan, will appoint a
member of the Third Judicial District Area Division to review your appeal. The
appointed Area Division member may reverse bar counsel's decision, affirm the
decision, or request additional investigation. If the Area Division member were
to affirm bar counsel's decision, you have the right to file an Original
Application with the Alaska Supreme court requesting its review of the
discipline decision.

Allegations of Misconduct in First Grievance

Your initial grievance against Mr. Cole was filed on February 10, 2006.
You wrote that you hired Mr. Cole to defend you in a criminal action that the
State of Alaska was prosecuting against you. Your primary complaint was that
"Mr. Cole refused to even !IT to enforce the Rule 11 agreement even after [your].
continuous and insistent demands." You explained that you and your wife,
.Jackie Haeg, lost a year's income by cancelling hunts in cooperation with terms
of an agreement with the prosecutor and you spent money flying in witnesses
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David S. Haeg
September 7,2007
Page 2 of 11

CONFIDENTIAL

from as far away as Illinois only for Mr. Cole to tell you on the eve of the court
hearing in McGrath that the Rule 11 agreement wouldn't be enforced.

You alleged that Mr. Cole learned that the State's prosecutor planned to
renege on the agreement on November 5, 2004, (a Friday) but he did not inform
you of the changes until November 8, 2004, (a Monday) when Mr. Cole showed
you a fax he received on November 8 withdrawing the agreement. You alleged
that Mr. Cole deliberately lied to cover up the fact that you were not able to
save money by not flying people to Alaska and to deprive you of the opportunity
to find someone who would be willing to enforce the Rule 11 Agreement.

You complained that Mr. Cole did not advise you that you had the option
of "specific performance" or that you could have an "evidentiary hearing." Mr.
Cole apparently told you that the judge would listen to you if you insisted and
"that would have been the end of it."

You alleged that Mr. Cole placed his relationship with the prosecutor
ahead of his duty to represent you, his client. You alleged that he committed
acts of lying, deceit, and misrepresentation "with the explicit intent of
protecting his interest in preserving and enhancing his long-term relationship"
with the State Prosecutor's office. You questioned Mr. Cole's "close and cozy"
relationship with the Prosecutor's office.

You alleged that you and witnesses heard Mr. Cole tell you, "1 can't piss
Leaders [the assistant district attorney] off because after our case is done I still
have to be able to make deals with him." You surmised that Mr. Cole sold you
out for the benefit of himself or other clients. Alternatively you suggested that
Mr. Leaders had a desire to "win big" with a high profile case such as yours
before Mr. Leaders relocated from Anchorage.

About a month after the November arraignment hearing, you fired Mr.
Cole. You hired attorney Arthur "Chuck" Robinson who took your case to trial.
You subpoenaed Mr. Cole to attend your sentencing hearing in McGrath. Mr.
Cole did not attend and you questioned whether his failure to attend was the
result of a conspiracy between Mr. Cole and your new attorney, Mr. Robinson.

Resolution of the First Grievance

On March 6, 2006, Mr. Cole responded to your grievance allegations,
setting out his recollection of the course of events prior to your firing him.
Essentially Mr. Cole alleged that he told you repeatedly that you risked losing
your guide license for a five-year period and that you risked losing your
airplane. Mr. Cole explained that he determined that cooperation with the
State was the best avenue for keeping you from losing your guide license for a
five-year period.

You and Mr. Cole disagreed about whether there was an agreement that
Mr. Cole should have more forcefully argued needed to be enforced. Mr. Cole
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David S. Haeg
September 7, 2007
Page 3 of 11

CONFIDENTIAL

noted that whether one option was selected or another option was pursued,
you still risked losing your guide license as well as your airplane at sentencing.

At the time that you filed your complaint against Mr. Cole, you also filed
a fee arbitration petition. As is our general practice, I declined to open the
February 2006, grievance for investigation because you also filed a fee
arbitration petition. I explained to you in writing on May 10, 2006, that the fee
arbitration panel is required to consider whether to refer a matter to Bar
Counsel for disciplinary review. I told you that I would evaluate your complaint
if a discipline referral was made.

The fee arbitration panel met over a period of days to take testimony from
witnesses. Numerous exhibits were presented to the panel for its
consideration. The panel issued its decision on August 25, 2006, awarding Mr.
Cole $2,689.19 that they determined he was owed. The panel did not refer the
matter to bar counsel for disciplinary review.! The fact that the panel did not
make a discipline referral is additional support for the conclusion that clear
and convincing evidence of ethical misconduct is lacking.

Allegations of Misconduct in Second Grievance

On October 10, 2006, you verified allegations of misconduct in your
second complaint against Brent Cole which bar counsel accepted for
investigation on February 15,2007. You charged that Mr. Cole failed to
advocate for you and then lied when you tried to advocate for yourself.

Specifically you alleged the following:

• You asked for open sentencing in August 2004, not mere days before the
November 9, 2004 arraignment as Mr. Cole allegedly stated.

• Mr. Cole never told you that you could enforce the Rule 11 agreement.

• Mr. Cole gave conflicting testimony about the withdrawal of the Rule 11
agreement, stating that you knew a week before versus weeks before
versus there never was an agreement.

• You and Mr. Cole dispute what constituted an 'open sentence' with you
alleging now that you understood it to mean a maximum three year
suspension with Mr. Cole stating that there was either no upper limit or
it was five years.

J You appealed the Fee Arbitration decision to the Superior Court which issued a Memorandum
Decision and Order which modified the judgment to reflect a correct judgment of $1 ,689.19.
The court held that issues on the merits of your criminal case were to be reserved for your
criminal appeal. In response to other contentions the court declined to find that the panel was
corrupt or that the award was procured by fraud.
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CONFIDENTIAL

• That you gave a lengthy statement to the State to demonstrate
cooperation and the statements were used against you.

• Your complaint also included a paragraph from your wife who stated that
the search warrant contained perjuries by Trooper Gibbens and that Mr.
Cole disregarded any benefit to you that could be argued in a
suppression motion.

Background Facts

In March 2004 Alaska State Troopers conducted an investigation into an
illegal kill of wolves. The troopers determined that you and Anthony Zellers
killed nine wolves in the areas of the Swift, Stony and Big rivers by shooting
them from your airplane. The troopers also alleged that you falsely reported
the location of the killing to state wildlife officials who had hired you to kill
wolves as part of a predator control program near Mcflrath.?

You hired Mr. Cole who was recommended by others as an attorney with
experience in matters involving fish and game violations. After consultation
with you, he recommended that you pursue a course of cooperation with the
State in an effort to minimize the severe penalties that attach to fish and game
violations.

As part of that strategy you were interviewed for at least five hours
during which time you described what happened and provided detail about the
wolves you killed outside the designated permit area. Relying on information
that you provided and information provided by the investigating troopers, the
State and Mr. Cole started negotiations.

During the negotiations the State disclosed that it had evidence
regarding an illegal moose hunt that you allegedly participated in the year
before. Although you denied any wrongdoing regarding the moose hunt, the
State planned to introduce evidence at trial supporting its claims.

You and Mr. Cole disagree regarding events and conversations that may
have occurred between April and November which will be discussed in more
detail later in this letter. The attorney-client relationship was fracturing: Mr.
Cole offered to quit representing you and eventually you fired him.

After firing Mr. Cole, you retained attorney Chuck Robinson who
represented you at trial. A McGrath jury found you guilty of five counts of
knowingly taking nine wolves the same day you were airborne, two counts of
unlawful possession of illegally taken game, once count of unsworn falsification
and one count of trapping wolverines during a closed season.

2 Anchorage Daily News, Oct.l, 2005 edition
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David S. Haeg
September 7,2007
Page 5 of 11

CONFIDENTIAL

At sentencing the court ordered you to forfeit your guiding license for five
years. The magistrate failed to give you credit for the guiding trips that you
cancelled in hopes that it would reduce the length of your license suspension.
Accordingly, you believe that Mr. Cole wrongly advised you when he suggested
that you suspend your guiding operation to reinforce your willingness to
cooperate with the State. You were also sentenced to 35 days in jail, fined
$6,000 and ordered to forfeit your plane to the government. According to an
Anchorage Daily News account, all penalties with the exception of the loss of
your license were put on hold by the court pending an appeal. 3

Discussion

During this investigation I met with you and witnesses that you brought
to speak on your behalf. I spoke to you many times as did Mr. Van Goor. We
both spoke to attorney Scot Leaders and Mr. Van Goor talked to attorney Dale
Dolifka. I left numerous messages for FBI agent Colton Seale but we never
talked.

On November 6, 2006, Mr. Cole responded briefly to your second
complaint. He stated that his earlier March 9, 2006, response outlined his
position and he pointed out that the fee arbitration panel held a three day
hearing during which time events were extensively discussed by witnesses.

On March 9, 2007, I wrote Mr. Cole asking for information that would
help clarify for me some of the charges you made regarding his failure to
advocate on your behalf. He responded on March 30, 2007, explaining the
basis for some of his strategic decisions that guided the conduct of his
representation.

On April 2,2007, you forwarded to bar counsel a list of 51 questions that
you wanted Mr. Cole to answer. Although initially r planned to ask Mr. Cole to
answer the questions, r determined that many of the questions duplicated
questions already asked and answered at the fee arbitration or they were
questions that were asked and answered by others during the investigation.

Other questions seemed geared toward utilizing Mr. Cole's answer in an
effort to demonstrate that Mr. Cole perjured himself. You alleged that Mr. Cole
perjured himself repeatedly at the fee arbitration hearings and perjured himself
during the investigation. While Mr. Cole's explanation of the steps he took on
your behalf and his description of events that occurred during the time he
represented you are occasionally less than crystal clear, that lack of clarity is
not, by itself, evidence of perjury that will support a disciplinary sanction.
Likewise, the fact that you and he disagree about what he said doesn't mean
that he is lying or making things up.

:1 "Guide sentenced for illegal wolf killings" www.acln.com. October 1,2005
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CONFIDENTIAL

A Bar discipline proceeding is not the appropriate means to prove
criminal conduct such as perjury. Perjury is a criminal offense that must be
charged under Alaska Statute §11.56.200 et seq. and proven at trial in criminal
proceedings. Bar counsel initiates disciplinary proceedings against lawyers
who have been criminally convicted of felonies. For example, a lawyer was
disbarred by the Alaska Bar after he was successfully prosecuted for first
degree theft and perjury.t

Mr. Cole often spoke to you about what could go very badly wrong if the
State proved its charges against you. In discussing the pros and cons of
negotiation versus litigation, he pointed out that the aerial wolf control
program had the potential to generate a lot of controversy which could affect
the harshness of a sentence. He also acknowledged the emotional toll that the
charges were having on you and your family. Choosing a course of cooperation
rather than going full bore toward trial is a legitimate course of action,
particularly if the defendant is reeling from the effects of the charges. You
acknowledged yourself that you were a mess at the time. As part of that
cooperative approach, Mr. Cole recommended that you provide an interview
with the State's prosecutor.

In hindsight you believe that this was the wrong advice. You believe that
by talking to the State you armed the State with facts that the State was able to
use against you successfully at your trial and sentencing. You also argue that
Mr. Cole should have had an immunity agreement in place.

During our conversation with Scot Leaders, I understood him to
acknowledge that there was a built-in immunity to statements you gave as part
of the plea negotiations. But he stated that whether an immunity agreement
was in place was irrelevant since he obtained virtually the same information
from Tony Zellers who was a witness for the State at your trial. The
information that was used against you at trial was obtained from Mr. Zellers.
And Mr. Zeller's continuing cooperative status with the State resulted in a
much more lenient sentence for him.

The issue of whether a plea agreement was reached in principle or
whether a Rule 11 agreement had been entered is somewhat murky. Around
August 2004 Mr. Cole and Mr. Leaders were hammering out an agreement with
terms that seemed to be acceptable to both parties.

Mr. Leaders said at one point he thought that the terms were in place for
a Rule 11 agreement but then you indicated that you wanted to go to open
sentencing. Mr. Leaders opined that there was no meeting of the minds. A
consistent point seemed to be that you did not want to forfeit your plane, a
bush modified, high performance PA-12 Supercruiser on Aero 3000 skis. You
wanted "open sentencing" so that you could explain the situation to the judge.

., LaParle v. State, 957 P.2d 330(Alaska Ct. App, 1998)
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CONFIDENTIAL

You acknowledged to me that there were other options, but they weren't viable
options in your opinion.

Although Mr. Cole advised you against proceeding to open sentencing,
you wanted "the opportunity for someone to hear my side and decide whether I
need to lose the plane or not lose the plane. I just - it sticks in my craw that
Leaders will not let a judge decide the whole sentence. That does stick in my
craw - yes it does."5

Mr. Leaders expressed the belief that he thought there was a return to
square one at the point you indicated that you didn't want to forfeit the plane
you were flying when the wolves were killed. Even though you expressed a
willingness to forfeit another plane in place of the plane you were flying when
the wolves were illegally taken, the State was not willing to consider a plane
swap. The disagreement over the plane also apparently led Mr. Leaders to file
the Amended Information that was provided to you on November 8, 2004.

Mr. Cole's response to this was completely unsatisfactory in your
opinion. You stated that Mr. Cole told you that he could do nothing other than
complain to Mr. Leaders' boss which he never did. At the November hearing
Mr. Cole asked the court to refer to the original information to which a not
guilty plea would be entered. He advised the court that he anticipated a
change of plea being requested in approximately two to three weeks. Mr.
Leaders asked the court to arraign on the amended information while
acknowledging that the charges could be modified at the change of plea. In
other words, it appeared that the situation was still fluid and that changes
could still be made.

Your frustration with Mr. Cole's apparent failure to insist on an alleged
August agreement being enforced is understandable, but you fired Mr. Cole
shortly after the hearing and he had little opportunity to try to get back what
you had lost in the negotiations. Your new attorney, Chuck Robison, also
didn't get the State to return to the offer that may have been on the table
earlier. A risk that is present during negotiations is that once an offer is pulled
off the table there is no guarantee that it will reappear. And if the parties are
determined to proceed to trial there can be a lack of incentive to negotiate.

In any event, you believe that Mr. Cole mismanaged your criminal case.
Specifically, you alleged that his decisions at the onset of cooperative
negotiations with the State and his lack of action after the State filed an
Amended Information are two examples of ineffective assistance that
contributed to your conviction. As you know, whether Mr. Cole's conduct
amounted to ineffective assistance must be determined through trial court and
appeal proceedings, not the attorney discipline process. This is because of the
specialized bodies of statutory and procedural law, along with local customs

813
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., Transcript provided by you of taped conversation between you and Mr. Cole dated 11/22/04
at p. 1 1.
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and rules, that govern criminal practice and affect the analysis of whether
ineffective assistance occurred. Bar Counsel ordinarily will not conduct a
separate investigation that might interfere with the court's role. Thus we
usually will not find a violation of the ethics code unless the court initially finds
ineffective assistance.6

A court, not bar counsel, should determine whether Mr. Cole was
ineffective when he chose not to file suppression motions during negotiations
and well before the matter proceeded to trial. In considering whether Mr.
Cole's performance in that regard fell below minimal standards, the court
might consider whether your subsequent counsel filed suppression motions
which were successful in limiting the evidence introduced at trial.

Likewise it is the court's role to consider whether Mr. Cole failed to
protect your interests when he did not respond as aggressively as you
demanded when Mr. Leaders filed the Amended Information prior to November
hearing. The court would consider whether Mr. Cole performed at least as well
as a lawyer with ordinary training and skill and criminal law and the court
would examine whether he conscientiously protected your interests,
"urideflected by conflicting considerations."

With respect to conflicts, you alleged that Mr. Cole sacrificed your
interests to protect his interest in maintaining a good relationship with the
State prosecutor's office. You alleged that Mr. Cole didn't want to anger Mr.
Leaders which could be bad for Mr. Cole's other clients.

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not be
adversely affected; and

The Alaska courts will severely sanction lawyers who exploit the lawyer
client relationship for personal gain. For instance, the Alaska Supreme Court

814

(2) the client consents after consultation. When representation
of multiple clients in a single matter is undertaken, the
consultation shall include explanation of the implications of
the common representation and the advantages and risks
involved.

Alaska Rule of Professional Conduct 1.7 is the general rule governing
conflict of interest. Rule 1.7(b) states in part that:

(b) A lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation of that
client may be materially limited by the lawyer'S responsibilities to
another client or to a third person, or by the lawyer's own
interests, unless:

r, See Shaw v. State, 816 P.2d 1358 [Alaska Ct. App. 1991)(criminal defendant may not pursue
malpractice action against defense lawyer until court finds ineffective assistance of counsel).
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CONFIDENTIAL

disbarred a lawyer who, among other things, put his financial needs ahead of
his client's when he borrowed money and later argued that the statute of
limitations prevented collection of the debt.?

However, a lawyer who shows an interest in preserving a good working
relationship with opposing counsel, opposing parties and the tribunal is not
engaging in unethical practice. A balance between honoring an individual
client's demands and honoring community standards of professionalism is
sometimes difficult to maintain. But not wanting to "piss off' a prosecutor isn't
clear and convincing evidence of an ethical conflict. It may merely be the
lawyer's attempt to salvage a bad situation for a client by trying to maintain a
decent working relationship with the opposing lawyer.

The Bar Association would need to prove with clear and convincing
evidence that Mr. Cole's working relationship with Mr. Leaders absolutely
compromised his duty of loyalty to you. We could expect a hearing committee
to conclude that Mr. Cole had a reasonable belief that his interest in protecting
a working relationship with the prosecutor did not override his duty of loyalty
to you.

You alleged that Mr. Cole ignored a subpoena that required his
attendance at your sentencing hearing. Your attorney, Mr. Robinson, did not
require Mr. Cole to appear personally to testify or to answer the questions you
wanted asked of Mr. Cole. Mr. Cole alleged that he was available by telephone
to testify. While you contend that Mr. Cole colluded with Mr. Robinson to avoid
the subpoena, another explanation is that your trial attorney considered that
Mr. Cole's testimony was not germane to the issues before the magistrate and
that his testimony would not help your cause.

For example, questions asking, "Did you know Mr. Haeg was flying Mr.
Zellers in from Illinois, Drew Hilterbrand from Silver Salmon Creek, taking Mr.
Jedlicki from work, Kayla Haeg from school and costing Mr. Haeg nearly
$6,000.00 in airfare, hotel, and driving expenses to comply with the Rule 11
agreement?" or "Wouldn't you agree the $200 per hour Mr. Haeg was paying
you included defending Mr. Haeg's rights?" or "After you failed to defend Mr. '
Haeg are you surprised that he fired you?" might be appropriate in a different
proceeding but such questions would be unlikely to help in sentencing
considerations.

A lawyer has the responsibility for making the technical and tactical legal
decisions. Mr. Robinson was acting within the ambit of Alaska Rule of
Professional Conduct 1.2 when he exercised his professional judgment and
concluded that grilling Mr. Cole on the witness stand would not benefit you
before sentencing by the magistrate.

815

7 In re Johnson, Supreme Court No. S-9414 (order of December 28, 1999)(ciisbarrnent for
misconduct including neglect, conflict of interest and misrepresentation)
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Another issue that concerned you was the loss of considerable income
from the cancellation of several hunts. In reliance on Mr. Cole's advice you
gave up your fall 2004 brown bear and moose hunts and all of your spring
brown bear hunts. The financial impact to you and your family from this
decision was considerable. It was hoped that by not guiding these hunts you
would be credited for the 'time served' when the court suspended your license.

On November 22, 2004, you and Mr. Cole discussed the voluntary
suspension of your guide business which you had already undertaken.

Dave - Urn what should I do about these people that keep
calling me wanting to send me money?

Brent - You11 make them send you money on July 1st .

Dave - What about the three booths that have non-refundable
deposits? Write it off - don't send Arthur?

Brent - I'm trying to figure out what to do with that.

Dave - That other guy like I told you down in Fairbanks that
you know he said that he went and booked - he just took it to
mean he couldn't go out in the field - you know -: whatever

Brent - But it specifically stated that in the plea agreement at
time - you know - you know I feel uncomfortable about telling
you - you could do it ---

Dave - OK well if you could just at some point try to figure out
yes or no ....8

You terminated Mr. Cole's services soon after this conversation. We
understood from talking to Mr. Leaders that you continued to advertise your
lodge and guide services at trade shows which enabled the State to argue that
you 'guided' during the time when you claimed that you weren't guiding
because you cancelled your hunts. In fact, rather than getting any credit for
cancelling the hunts, the court suspended your license for five years, effectively
giving you a six year suspension.

Conclusion

First, [ would like to thank you for your patience while this matter was
under investigation. I have always recognized that it is a matter of extreme
importance to you and your family. Your grievance required more time than
many of the complaints that this office reviews because of the number of

" Revised 1/30/06 transcript provided by you of taped Nov. 22, 2004 meeting with Mr. Cole
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exhibits and materials that you provided. I reviewed the materials thoroughly
and with care.

In summary, you complained about specific practices and decisions by
Mr. Cole while he represented you. Your allegations concern his exercise of
professional judgment, starting with having you interviewed by the State. You
may feel that he made mistakes, and you may be correct. However,
professional mistakes are not necessarily unethical. When there is doubt
about whether a lawyer who did the work for a client did it with the necessary
skill and judgment, it raises an issue of legal malpractice or ineffective
assistance.

Whether Mr. Cole committed ineffective assistance in your criminal case
is not a question that is resolved through disciplinary proceedings. If the court
enters any findings indicating ineffective assistance by Mr. Cole, you may
submit this information to us and we will reconsider our decision to dismiss
this investigation.

Sincerely,

ALASKA BAR ASSOCIATION

(}r-"~_.. ~'1/1
Louise R. Driscoll
Assistant Bar Counsel

I have reviewed
and concur in this disposition.

~~Vau6bJ
Stephen J. Van Goor
Bar Counsel

LRDjair

cc: Brent R. Cole
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Alaska

David S. Haeg,

Applicant,

v.

Alaska Bar Association,

Respondent.

Trial Court Case # 3AN-00-OOOOOBR

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. S-12924

Order

Date of Order: 2/12/08

Before: Fabe, Chief Justice, Eastaugh, Carpeneti, and Winfree,
Justices. [Matthews, Justice, not participating.]

On consideration of the original application of David S. Haeg filed on 11/26/07,

and the response filed on 12/12/07,.

IT IS ORDERED:

The original application is DENIED.

Entered by direction of the court.

Clerk of the Appellate Courts

cc: Supreme Court Justices

Distribution:

Louise Driscoll
Alaska Bar Association
POBox 100279
Anchorage AK 995 I0

David S Haeg
PO Box 123
Soldotna AK 99669
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ERIN B ~1ARSTON

BRE~T R COLE

COLLEEN J. MOORE

VIA FACSIMILE

Mr. David Haeg
Dave Haeg's Alaskan Hunts
P.O. Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669

L..\ W orF1CES OF

MARSTON & COLE, P.C.
74S WEST FOURTH AVENUE, SUITE 502

A:"JCHORAGE, ALASKA 9950\·2136

July 6, 2005

TELEPHONE (907) 277-8001

TELECOPIER (907) 277·8002

Re:

Dear David:

SOA v. David Haeg
Court Case No.:
Our File No.:

4MC-04-24 Cr.
102.484

I am writing at your request to memorialize my recollection of some of the events which
occurred leading up to the failed criminal rule 11 agreement that was extensively negotiated
between myself and Mr. Scot Leaders on your behalf. I have been somewhat hindered in this
effort because I do not have much of my file in your case having sent it to Mr. Robinson's office.
I have reviewed certain notes of mine and notes from an interview I gave to Mr. Robinson's
investigator earlier this year. My recollection of the events is as follows:

1. You were charged with a number of crimes arising out of certain events that
occurred in the spring of 2004. Based upon my assessments of the strengths of the state's case,
the potential penalties, and your desires to avoid losing your guide license for up to five years,
we agreed to engage in a series of conversations and exchange of ideas with the State designed
to mitigate the damages you might suffer as a result of your actions in this case. Mr. Fitzgerald,
the co-defendant's attorney, also agreed with this strategy for dealing with this case.

2. On August 18, 2004, the State sent over a written offer to resolve your case. This
began a series of negotiations between the parties in which we discussed the charges that would
be brought and the sentence you would receive. We ultimately reached an agreement about
virtually all the terms of the proposed resolution except for the length of your big game guide
license suspension, which we agreed to argue about at an arraignment/sentencing hearing with
an understanding that there would be a minimum one year to a maximum three year suspension.
This occurred sometime during the middle of October of 2004. I believe the first Information
was filed by the State right around that time.

I8(Hlm 2-\
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Mr. David Haeg
July 6, 2005
Page 2

3. Sometime after that, you inquired about whether you could simply plead "open
sentence" to the filed charges so that you could argue against the forfeiture of your aircraft. I
indicated that I would make that inquiry of Mr. Leaders which I did. He initially did not have
a problem with this. About a week later, however, I received telephone call from him which
indicated that he was amenable to allowing you to plead "open" sentencing but he was going to
change the info~ation to require the minimum three-year license revocation. I believe this
happened on or about November 5, 2004. I traveled with Mr. Leaders to Dillingham on
November 6, 2004, for two fish and game sentencing hearings involving guides and I was given
the amended information at that time.

4. On Monday, November 8, 2004, you, your family and several witnesses came to
our office to meet in preparation for the arraignment and change of plea scheduled to occur in
McGrath the next day. It was at that time I informed you ofMr. Leaders' decision and outlined
your legal options. Later that night, I spoke with Mr. Leaders and we further negotiated the
teons of a change of plea includirig limits on the nature and extent of a sixteen month license
suspension that would allow you to begin guiding on July 1,2005. Both parties agreed that in
light of the new agreement, it was not necessary to fly any of the parties out to McGrath. We
simply intended to get the Division of Occupational Licensing to agree to the deal and then set
up a change of plea. It was during the next month that you decided that you were not agreeable
to this arrangement and hired Mr. Robinson.

If you have any questions about my recollections, please feel free to contact me or have
Mr. Robinson contact me. I will note with some interest that you indicated to my secretary that
you were not going to pay the remaining portion of your bill and that I am somehow responsible
for the predicament that you now find yourself in. Your comments led me to consider not even
responding to your request. However, as I have always indicated to you, I hope' that you get the,
help that you need.

Very truly yours,

MARSTON & COLE, P.c.

Brent R. Cole

BRC/lac
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LAW OFFICES OF

MARSTON & COLE, P.C.
EIUN [1. t\-jARSTON

BRENT R. COLE

HAND-DELIVERED
Louise R. Driscoll
Assistant Bar Counsel
Alaska Bar Association
P.O. Box l00279
Anchorage, Alaska 99510-0279

745 WEST FOURTJI AVENUE, SUITE 50:!

ANeIIOI{AGE. ALASKA ~~5(}1-21](,

November 6, 2006

TELEPIIONE{')07) 277-:-;001

TEI.F.COI'JER ('lUi) 277.:{002

Re: David Haeg/Attorney Grievance Received
ABA File No. 2006D022

Dear Ms. Driscoll:

I am writing this letter in response to a second Attorney Grievance Form filed by Mr. David
Haeg. I am assuming that because Mr. Haeg has filed a bar complaint against me that the
attorney/client privilege has been waived and I am allowed to disclose previously confidential
communications with my client to you in my response. After reading Mr. Haeg' s letter, I am not sure
exactly how to respond. I previously outlined my position with regard to his allegations in a letter
to you around March 9, 2006. We had a three day hearing before the fee arbitration board this past
summer and these same contentions were raised. The fee arbitration board rejected all of these
contentions and ruled in my favor.

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please do not hesitate to
contact me. Thank you.

. Very truly yours,

MARSTON & COLE, P.C.

~:¥-,C?L
Brent R. Cole

I, Brent Cole, state that the contents of this letter are true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

Dated in Anchorage, Alaska this 6'1> day ofNovember, 2006.

~Cl-
Brent Cole

:':X!'1lsrc-1:L ._- .
::'M~i:: l Of: 5.-1.-_...- ..-- . ~.
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LA W or-FleES OF

MARSTON & COLE, P.e.
ERIN Ii MARSTON

ORENT R. COLE

Louise R. Driscoll
Assistant Bar Counsel
Alaska Bar Association
P.O. Box 100279
Anchorage, Alaska 99510-0279

7<15 WEST FOURTH AVENUE, SUITE 502

ANCIIORAGF., ALASKA ~1'lSUI-2IJ(,

March 9, 2006

TELEP!IOI"E (')07) 277-l'IJ(l1

TELECOPIER (')07j :!77·1IIlU:!

Re: David Haeg/Attorney Grievance Received
ABA File No. 2006D022

Dear Ms Driscoll:

I am writing this letter in response to an Attorney Grievance Form filed by Mr. David Hacg.
I am assuming that because Mr. Haeg has filed a bar complaint against me that the attorney/client
privilege has been waived and I am allowed to disclose previously confidential communications with
my client to you in my response. Suffice to say, Mr. Haeg's recollection of the events in question
differs from mine and he has conveniently left out a number of important facts on this matter. I am
slightly handicapped because I sent my entire file to Mr. Arthur Robinson in Soldotna, Alaska, who
represented Mr. Haeg in his criminal case. My purpose in drafting this letter is to highlight a few
of these facts:

+ Mr. Haeg and his partner, Tony Zellers, were charged with a number of fish and
wildlife crimes involving the shooting of wolves from an airplane many miles
outside of an area they had a permit to take the wolves.

+ The evidence against Mr. Haeg and Mr. Zellers was very strong that they had in fact
been the individuals who killed the wolves in an area outside of their permit area.
This evidence was outlined in a search warrant affidavit by Trooper Gibbons out of
McGrath who did the crime scene investigation and found the wolfcarcasses at Mr.
Haegs hunting lodge.

+ Mr. Haeg was extremely emotional after the Troopers conducted searches of his
lodge and his home and seized one of his aircraft.

+ Mr. Haeg had been a long time guide in Alaska. The ramifications of being
convicted of a fish and wildlife charco in Alaska for a zuide are devastating. Underb . b ......,

AS 08.54.605, if a guide received a sentence of more than five days in jailor a fine
of $1,000 on any count, the guide loses his right to apply to be a guide for five
years.

02412



Ms. Louise Driscoll
March 6, 2006
Page 2

+ When we initially discussed our strategy for defending this case, it was clear that
Mr. Haeg's biggest concern was not losing his right to be a guide for five years. He
repeatedly talked about how if he lost his guide license for five years it would ruin
his business and everything he had worked his whole life for. On multiple
occasions, we discussed what I believed would happen ifhe challenged the State's
case and demanded a jury trial. I thought he would be convicted and I was
convinced he would receive a sentence which would preclude him from guiding for
five years.

+ In the end, we both agreed that the best method for accomplishing his goal of not
losing his license for five years was to cooperate with law enforcement and give
them an interview. In my experience in doing this type of work for the past 15
years, this was the only way we were going to be able to convince the prosecution
to enter into a reasonable criminal rule II agreement. My conclusions were agreed
with by Mr. Kevin Fitzgerald who represented Mr. Zellers.

+ Right before this interview was to occur, Mr. Leaders gave me notice of another
alleged fish and wildlife violation at a different time by Mr. Haeg and Mr. Zellers.
This allegedly involved Mr. I-Iaeg using an airplane to assist in the killing of a
moose. I conducted a number of interviews regarding this allegation and
determined it to be without merit, but Mr. Leaders indicated that the State intended
to take this event into consideration for sentencing purposes.

+ Mr. Haeg then gave an interview to Trooper Gibbons and Scott Leaders which went
well. Thereafter, Mr. Leaders and I negotiated for a number of months over the
terms and conditions ofa criminal rule 11 agreement. Mr. Leaders and I were never
really able to reach an agreement on the amount of time that Mr. Haeg would lose
his right to guide. We ultimately came to an agreement to disagree and had in place
a minimum and maximum loss of license period, while granting the court the right
to ultimately pick within this period.

+ I wrote a letter to Mr. I-Iaegon July 6, 2005, which outlines what happened leading
up to the arraignment!change of plea. Mr. Haeg is correct in noting that Mr.
Leaders filed an amended information with the court after the first information. My
recollection is that the change in charge required a minimum three year license
revocation. Mr. Haeg is also correct that at one point I asked Mr. Leaders if he
could proceed on an "open sentence" basis and he said yes and later he said no. Mr.
Haeg repeatedly brings up that Mr. Leaders "vent back on his word and that we
should have enforced the original agreement.

• I had misgivings about this for several reasons. First, it was not all that clear that
a Court would enforce an oral conversation 1 had with 1'.11'. Leaders. Second. I
thought it would be expensive for Mr. Haeg to fight that battle with no upside.
Third, and most importantly, even if we won, I didn't see where that got us. I

EXH!8trr.__o.~.?~r .. ",.'
Pt.\Q~ j __ ()r_~ __
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Ms. Louise Driscoll
March 6, 2006
Page 3

repeatedly advised Mr. Haeg against going before a judge on an open sentence
basis. I have had several bad experiences in guide cases, one of which happened
shortly before the hearing in McGrath. In both of my prior cases, the guides
received sentences that precluded them from guiding for five years.

)
+ The Monday before we were to go to McGrath, I met with Mr. Haeg and all his

witnesses. We discussed all of his legal options. After discussion of all the
consequences and benefits of each of his options, it was Mr. Haeg who agreed it
was not necessary to go to McGrath for the arraignment/sentencing because he
agreed in principle to the deal we struck with Mr. Leaders on behalf ofthe State of
Alaska. Everyone was satisfied with this arrangement at the time and the case was
only continued to get the approval ofthe Division ofOccupational Licensing on the
administrative part of the case.

+ He later became dissatisfied with the deal because it did not allow him to get his
airplane back. I never believed, nor do I now believe, that there were any
circumstances under which he would get his plane back given the sensitive nature
of this case and his actions. I discussed this numerous times with Mr. Leaders and
I knew the Troopers were adamant that Mr. Haeg lose his plane.

• Mr. Haeg tried to hire Jim McComas but he indicated that he was too busy. He did
try to facilitate a meeting between Mr. Haeg and I, which I attended. In the end, Mr.
Haeg said he was dissatisfied with my representation and said he wanted to get
another attorney. I agreed to do whatever was necessary to facilitate this request.

+ He hired Mr. Robinson to represent him shortly after the arraignment. Mr.
Robinson's investigator interviewed me about the agreement with the State.
Certainly, Mr. Robinson could have filed the motion to enforce the agreement ifhe
thought it was appropriate. Almost the entire discussion with the investigator
addressed this issue ofwhat arrangement existed between the State and David Haeg
prior to the arraignment.

• I handle a number of fish and wildlife matters throughout the State of Alaska. I
have worked with a number of attorneys who represent the State of Alaska. I am
happy to give you a list of the attorneys r have worked with to determine iff have
not been representing my clients properly. I believe I have probably tried 1110re fish
and wildlife eases than any other attorney in Alaska in the last 10years, other than
perhaps Bill Satterberg in Fairbanks.

+ Several of my guide clients received very unfavorable sentences in cases where I
had not reached an agreement with the Prosecutor ahead of time. I really felt that
Mr. Haeg would be severely punished ifhe proceeded to open sentencing in this
case for a number of reasons. The main reasons were because Mr. Haeg had abused
the special benefit to hunt wolves from the air, when the State was receiving a large

CXH!BUT_~,-.?:.~._._____ 1 () G5 ~c)
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Ms. Louise Driscoll
March 6, 2006
Page 4

amount ofbad publicity for allowing aerial wolfhunting at all. I knew that the State
would demand a great deal ofpunishment for imperiling the wolf hunting program.
Second, Mr. Haeg was a guide and guides have a special responsibility to act within
the law.

+ I did not refuse to attend his sentencing. I received a subpoena and a plane ticket.
I called Mr. Robinson and spoke with him directly. I wondered why it was
necessary for me to go out for at least 24 hours to McGrath when I did not believe
I had any information that would be of assistance to Mr. Haeg at his sentencing. I
told him I would appear telephonically which he agreed to allow. I also told him
that I did not believe I would be helpful in Mr. Haegs case and that if questioned
by Mr. Leaders, I would be truthful and not necessarily helpful to Mr. Haegs case.
1 stood by the telephone and would have appeared telephonically if called. I
understood Mr. Haeg agreed I was not necessary.

+ I feel very sorry for Mr. Haeg and his family. I tried to help him as much as
possible. The agreement I had worked out for him would have accomplished his
goals and he would be back guiding today. Unfortunately, he decided he wanted
to go in a different direction and hired Mr. Robinson to fight the charges. This was
unfortunate because the consequences I feared came to fruition. He lost his right
to be a guide for the next five years in addition to the other penal punishments. I
understand he blames me for this loss, but as I told him, I am not the one who
committed the crimes. He chose to turn down a deal which would have avoided all
these problems and now he must live with the consequences.

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please do not hesitate to
contact me. Thank you.

Very truly yours.

f2Z~::;;;2
Brent R. Cole U

8RC/lac
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Meeting .with Brent Cole
Dated 11/22/04

(My thoughts regarding this are noted in RED)

Brent - I had - Lisa was gone last week so she did all the stuff
of sending you those documents.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - So that is the list of the people that we have received
letters from.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - We had her go back through those.

Dave - Huh?

Brent - We had her go back through our files.

Dave - Ok. Urn like I said we've had quite a few people that said
they sent stuff in that we didn't get a copy of. Maybe they
didn't send it in or they sent it to the wrong address or
whatever - but I don't know.

Brent - The only one is Leon Allsworth and she is making a copy
for you.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - I didn't get you a copy of that when you were here?

Dave - Nope. And have you heard anything - heard a word - who

Brent - I've talked to him again I said would you please
them make a decision. I could call him again and either
them to make a decision. Nobody has gotten back to him.
recommended that they do it.

Dave - Ok swap the planes or whatever - ok. Urn ---

Brent - So that's where we're at on that portion.

have
ask

He has

Dave - Ok I would almost like to uh you know show you why I
don't think that they could uh successfully 1 0689

Page 1 'F.XH~!aiT.JL~ Revised 1130;06
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convict me of same day airborne big game. I know you keep 
you're on one hand and I'm on another. Urn and I think in the
end it makes a difference doesn't it. Because if they charge
you on one thing and they can't convict you on it does it mean
that you'd have to go to trial to make them change their mind or
they use that as a bargaining chip to extract a ---

Tom - Plea.

Dave - Plea. Is that how you see it?

Brent - Well no it's - it's - what don't you think that they
will convict you of the charges that are there?

Dave - Urn I don't think that they can convict me of same day
airborne big game.

Brent - Ok. Well let me go get the statutes and we'll look at
it.

Dave - Urn I can kind of show you what I have. It's just in the
- like the trapping regulation book - I don't know maybe it's
different in the actual - what do you call it.

Brent - Which one?

Dave - Ok. Wolf, wolverine are classified as both big game and
as fur bearers. Alaska Hunting Regulations apply if they're
taken under a hunting license - Alaska Trapping Regulations
apply if they're taken under a trapping license.

Brent - Ok.

Dave - Ok - uh - ok and also just wanted to in this Alaska
Criminal Procedures - whatever - it says convictions of lesser
offense - the defendant may blah-blah-blah - when it appears the
defendant has committed a crime and there is reasonable ground
of doubt in which of two or more degrees the defendant is
guilty.

Brent - Right.

Dave - The defendant can only be convicted of the lowest of
those degrees only.

Brent - Right.

Dave - Ok I also want to put in - whatever - show you that when
Bret Gibbens typed it up he typed two things - take big game

/1 lOG "j"8<HIBI1' . 1'J __ ) ;) II
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same day airborne and he also typed in take furbearers same day
airborne

Brent - Right.

Dave -
And I would
as big game
take them.

which a wolf can
like to stand on
furbearer and it
Ok I'm out there

be classified as both of those.
the ground that they're classified
applies as to how I intended to

Brent - Let me just ask you something.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - Let's say you win.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - And Leaders says, "take away his hunting license for 5
years".
Dave - Because it's a trapping violation or what?

Brent - What are we goanna do?

Dave - I don't know I hadn't thought about hat - urn -and you
think that is something that a jUdge would do or someone else
or?

Brent - Well I'm just saying I - I have told you from the
beginning ---

Dave - Ok.

Brent - that I expected that they would take away your
hunting license regardless.

Dave - Ok - well.

Brent - Every year that they take away that hunting license you
can't be a guide.

Dave - Ok let me just put the shoe on the other foot. If - if
uh I was out hunting a moose - I shoot a moose, illegally, same
day airborne do they automatically take away my trapping license
for 5 years?

Brent -- They don't have cause you can't trap without a hunting
license.

EXHiBIT L3 1 DC 91
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Dave - Yeah you can. Hunting license is absolutely not
necessary in regards to a trapping license. That's beyond a
shadow of a doubt there. The two are not one in the same.

Brent - Dave you must know that better than I do - I'm sorry.

Dave - Yep.

Brent - That's not my understanding.

Dave - So you see what I'm saying?

Brent - I do David but I just think - you know - I just - I will
do whatever you want but let me tell you in my opinion you are
goanna lose your hunting license if you get convicted of your
trapping. That's my - I believe that is a significant risk.

Dave - Ok - urn.

Brent - And if you choose to go forward with this that's fine.
But I - I'm just telling you

Dave - Yeah I understand.

Brent - I'm concerned it's a significant risk.

Dave - Yep I guess what I'm looking at is what they charge
versus what they can win. You know you - uh - end up uh you
know if they overcharge essentially what they can - what they
could convict.

Brent - Well they don't think that they are overcharging. I
agree with you maybe they are overcharging. The point is from
the beginning of this I've come in looking at what I thought was
the big picture which is that David Haeg.came to me and said, "I
want - I do not want to lose my guiding license". '

Dave - Yep and I - yep ---

Brent - And that has been the focus - you know - it was the
focus from the last night here so that has always been my thing
and you can ~ what you want about the charges and the way
they're done and I don't like what they did to us at all but
again to me I'm trying to protect you in the long run. (He is
not trying to protect me or he would never have allowed them to
break the Rule 11 agreement)

Dave - Ok.

~HiBiT Z2 1 0692
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Brent - So I don't really care what they do at the beginning as
long as I get to the end that I'm trying to get at.

Dave - Yep.

Brent - No if you want me to focus on all this procedure that's
happened that's what I can I mean ---

Dave - Yeah but I guess what I'm saying is like on the moose
thing and whatever because we went through it - it just - it
helped ---

Brent - You think that Scot's charging and you're not being
charged with that. (Important: because Scot Leaders says that I
was going to be charged with the moose issue so that he had an
excuse to bring it into sentencing after my trial and they
argued that the only reason they didn't charge me was because I
had agreed to talk about it at my "open sentencing" that was
suppose to happen on 11/9/04 agreement that he broke. He even
told the judge that I broke the deal so that he could be doubly
sure that it could be brought in. On record after judgment and
before sentencing Leaders lies to the judge and says that I
broke the Rule 11 agreement and thus he could bring it in.
Chuck never wanted me to bring up that I ever did have an
agreement so he didn't want to state that it was Leaders that
broke the agreement and that I actually wanted them to charge
with the moose issue so it wouldn't cloud the wolf issue. I
have witnesses that will testify to the fact that I told Brent
Cole directly that I wanted the State to charge me with the
moose issue so they couldn't use it to enhance the wolf sentence
because we did absolutely nothing wrong during the moose issue
all it was hearsay from someone that thoughc that my client shot
their moose)

Dave - Ok well I'm not really saying that as what's going on now
all's I'm saying is because we aggressively pursued it and got
the tapes and transcribed them and I went through that's what
helped the moose thing go away or lessened the consequences of
the moose thing. I guess what I'm saying is if we do the same
thing with the charges that they have no - forget about the
moose thing - we're looking at the wolf thing. That if you can
layout your case very strongly and say "hey you don't have a
case for this and we'll take it to trial and - you know - we
think you will lose and here is our proposal for settling this
out of court". Urn - another thing that I went through with a
fine tooth comb, finally, on the wolf thing you know with what
uh Bret Gibbens did out there like with the traps.

Brent - Nm hmm.

Page 5
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Dave - He said that all six MB750 traps were set and operational
and they seized them all. Yet if you go back through it they
said they'd flew over and seen wolverines in the traps, they
removed ravens from the traps, they said another leg hold had a
wolf or wolverine in it that he pulled out. So I can account
for 4 of the traps being set off before they seized them but he
says that all six are up and running.

Brent - Ok.

Dave - Well to me that's a direct lie. He's lying to make a
case that I had traps set. That's all black and white when you
go through it just like I did with the moose thing and you start
piecing together what one person and what another one says and
what another one says. So do we just say "yep I'm guilty of the
trapping stuff" or do we say "hey Bret Gibbens lied in his (and
I don't know if you call misrepresented, made a mistake or how
you put it) in his report but we can show that he intentionally
or unintentionally said that there were six traps set and we can
prove that four of them weren't.

Brent - Well they were sprung.

Dave - Sprung. But he said - he says six traps were "set and
operational". Set to me mean open ready to catch an animal.
And I don't know if that makes a difference or not, maybe not.
Urn - I could also - you know - I don't know - you know I've
asked you about this before but I personally believe that I was
set up on getting the permit issued. Does that - you said at
that time "it doesn't matter and who cares" but is that - uh 
something that we can use to our advantage? That they don't 
that we probably could - I don't know if we could prove it yet
with what I have now but we could probably go quite a ways to
show that they issued that permit not because I deserved it but
because they wanted to see if I 'd get in trouble with it. I
know you said it doesn't make a difference how I got the permit.
I went out and got myself in trouble but I don't know if that
would be a - a quote bargaining chip or whatever?

Brent - Well I'll tell you what I told you before which is I
don't think that - it's not been my experience anyway - that
State officials give somebody a right to see if they are going
co go out and violate the law. That just hasn't been my
experience with the Troopers, Fish and Wildlife, or the
Prosecutors or Fish and Game.

Dave - So you don't think. that they actually did that?

Brent - I - I just think that - that's not been my experience.

Page 6
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Dave - Ok.

Brent - Now whether they did or not, I don't know. But I - my
feeling is most of the judges don't think that happens either
unless there is some pretty convincing evidence.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - Cause they hear about conspiracies all the time from
people. And the way they react when they hear that and the
risks.that you have is that you are shifting blame away from
yourself and to State officials and when you do that you run the
risks that the judge says "you don't fully appreciate the harm -

Dave - that I did

Brent - --- therefore - you know - I'm goanna give you a greater
sentence".

Dave - Ok.

Brent - Now that is the risk on that.

Dave - Ok if - what is the risk - uh - what happens like if
there's a jury trial and it's brought out somehow in there it
was a - is it good or bad for people to - essentially if there's
12 people ---

Brent - What you're talking entrapment. The concept is called
entrapment.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - Entrapment is where a person is lured in to committing a
crime. Floyd Saltz argued entrapment when he had Pagel in his
plane and Pagel suggested to him hey I'm a hunter and I want to
go hunting and Floyd went out and flew him - urn - looking for --

Dave - Probably moose.

Brent - --- fox I think -

Dave - fox?

Brent - they were shooting fox and urn - I'll look for it. I mean
che State or someone encourages you or gets you to violate the
la'N ---

':~HiBBT._J3 ~"_ lOG ~l t~1
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Dave - Ok so giving me a permit isn't encouraging me it's just
allowing me to have a permit?

Brent - It allows you to do something that's legal.

Dave - Yep.

Brent - Now how you go about that is something that they didn't
- I mean ---

Dave - Didn't force - yep _. they didn't force one way or the
other.

Brent - --- fly out of this area

Dave- yep

Brent - or you know you can't go fly over there, -which - that
would be one thing but I do

Dave - I know that we could never prove it but one of the Board
of Game Members - current Board of Game Members told me in
Fairbanks literally about a week before went out there he said,
"Dave if you end up shooting animals outside of the area just
make sure you mark them on your GPS inside the area". Well I 
you know - I doubt if I can ever get him to say that on the
stand. And a whole bunch of the other ---

Brent - He's not - he's not

Dave - He's not part of the State?

Brent - I don't know if he or not.

Dave - He's appointed by the governor and but I don't know.

Brent - You know I don't know what to tell you on that one
because I don't think that a State official can tell you to
violate the law quite frankly. I really don't. I don't know
that it's a defense.

Dave - Yeah.

Brent - I mean most of the time when this comes up is an
undercover agent.

Dave - Yep like if they purchased - a moose - yep - moose hunt

Brent - And they go to you and they
machine gun for sale"?
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Tom - Right.

Brent - And you have - and - and where the courts have said you
have a valid entrapment defense against - like you have a heroin
addiction or you have a dying child and you need money for
medical expenses for instance and they go hey if you - a Federal
officer comes up or a State officer says if you - um - sell
marijuana for me I will pay you $20,000 ok and by doing that 
um - you prey on that persons weaknesses---

Dave .- Yep.

Brent - --- then some courts have said you know that's going
beyond fair play in law enforcement.

Dave - Yep I can see that - urn -you know- I agree

Brent - So the concept that you're talking about is call
entrapment. And I'm going to give you Floyd Saltz's entrapment
case.

Dave - Uh you'd ever find out to where Al Shadel ended up being
in the Troopers?

Brent - He was a Trooper - I need to talk to my buddies - he
was head of the south

Dave - South Central

Brent - he was Fish and Wildlife

Dave - He was in the Troopers, yep.
Regional Commander. Right

He was the South Central

Brent - Actually he oversaw - DPS programs in the State. Maybe
you want to talk about this issue about your be acquitted ok
cause that's - lets focus on the trapping versus the hunting.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - You are charged right now with the same day airborne
licensed under this chapter to knowingly violate a State statute
or regulation prohibiting a wild or hunting on the same day
airborne - ok?

Dave - But there's two different levels.

1:XHiSIT 2-~.. = 1
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Dave - Yep.

Brent - --- see so you're subject to AS08

Dave - or 15

Brent - Well maybe. I mean if arguably - our specific one is
the guiding statutes.

Dave - Well these are the guide statutes and this is where 
this is where it comes in. If you're convicted of - court shall
or a department State and guide license transfer license ---

Brent - What are you reading out of?

Dave - I don't know what it is.

Brent - What's the number AS54 720 is it 720?

Dave - Yep - unlawful acts

Brent - All right.

Dave - - urn - commits - of a person who commits an offense set
out in 15 or 16 of this section. 15 is a person licensed in
this chapter to knowingly violate State statutes or regulations
prohibiting waste of a wild food animal or hunting on the same
day airborne. Well what I'm standing on we did everything on a
trapping license we weren't hunting we were trapping. Trapping
falls under the 8 through 14. It falls under 8 - a person
committed a violation of a State game statute GAME it says GAME
and trapping is part of game.

Brent - Ok.

Dave - So when you go to 8 there then you don't fall under the 3
years anymore. You go - it comes under the State shall order
the department to suspend the guide license of a person who
commits a misdemeanor in 8 as if - for specified period of not
less than 1 year and not more than 5 years. That's what I would
fall under if ---

Brent - If you are right and there is a distinction between the
hunting and trapping. I know what that says but that is not
what

Dave - Yep. I guess what I'm saying if it looks like a duck,
quacks like a duck and walks like a duck it's probably a duck.
The permit we received out there was for - and even in here it

'S'{Hi[6IT '/ '3
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says that you can take an animal trapping by any method except
you can't use a shotgun larger than 10 gauges. The shotgun was
a 12 gauge it certainly wasn't larger than a 10 gauge. Can't
use a machine gun. The shotgun wasn't a machine gun. Set gun 
no we didn't use a set gun. It also says you could take
furbearers from a motorized vehicle but you know you must be off
for whatever --- so essentially what they can say since you
trapped illegally your now not trapping you now hunting. I mean
is that - can they do that?

Brent - I think you could argue that. Ok?

Dave - Yep. Well I think---

Brent - Where is that going to get us though?

Dave - Well that gets us back to I guess where we were in the
beginning when we were goanna fly out to McGrath and plead
guilty to exactly what we're trying to get to here same day
airborne fur bearer. Which is a violation of a game statute but
not a violation of same day airborne big game. Essentially
we're

Brent - Ok. Where does that get us?

Dave - It would get us back to ---

Brent - You goanna get your plane back?

Dave - The opportunity for someone to hear my side and decide
whether I need to lose the plane or not lose the plane. I just
- it sticks in my craw that Leaders will. not let a judge decide
the whole sentence. That does stick in my craw - yes it does.
(This really sticks in my craw especially after we had given the
state so much for the deal and then state gets to keep saying,
"We want more u

• When would it ever end if you didn't put your
foot down ? )

Brent - Ok. I mean that's because as I've explained be for 99
times out of a 100 defendants' don't want a judge to make a
decision. I - quite frankly as I have said before why you would
want that I don't know.

Dave - Well it's partially to do with that thing I have wrote 
that as I wrote it I became to believe - maybe mistakenly - but
urn other people have read it, Toms read it, and I believe I have
a pretty -uh - I feel I have a reasonable explanation why I
shouldn't be punished as much as somebody who did essentially
the same thing but did it with a client in the field that's
paying them money. Because I was ou~ there s?ending my own 1 CGq n
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money to help Hith a problem that is widely known as a problem
and has now been opened up across most of the areas where I did
it to what I've done is legal. So I feel that I have a better
chance of getting a lenient sentence then someone that went out
and landed and had their client jump out and shoot a moose for
$16,000. Because I was spending my own money, burning my own
fuel, risking my own airplane to help the State with a program 
yep I went out of bounds so yeah I'm no longer helping the State
with that program legally but where I was is now where that
program is expanded to. And in the State Constitution it says
that if there are things like that where you do things and later
on a law is passed that allows it that that will be looked at
when it comes time to sentence and time to decide the punishment
that's handed down.

Brent - Ok.

Dave - And there's a whole lot of other things that I think
enter into it. Urn - like I've said I've read through 'all this
stuff - you know -urn - I just certainly think that a judge that
would hear it would understand ~ you know like if you had a
judge read Jim Harrower's letters - did you read those letters?

Brent - Mm hmm.

Dave - There's a gentleman that is one of the finest men in
Alaska that was essentially screwed out of his lodge by the
State. He had - he told me he didn't go out there in the
wintertime because he would have been tempted to do exactly what
I did. He told me, "bave I couldn't go out there in the winter
and see the wolves actually killing the moose because I couldn't
help myself". That's" the wayIf~el pietty strongly and I would
like to hope that a judge wouldunderstand.that feeling of
seeing everything you worked for being taken aW,i3-Y by
mismanagement of wolv~s and'L ~9~ld hope that she would say you
didn't do it with 'a client that was paying you big bucks you did
it becaus.e your future. was disappearirig. ~bt income ih your
hand right now - you~ futUre was disappearing.

Brent - Ok. You want to take that risk? You have your license
back in 8 monthi.

Dave - I understand - I would like to - I don't know - urn. I
guess I would like to layout the best casew~ have and then go
to Leaders and say - you could go to Leaders and say, "Dave's
ready to go to trial, he feels he has a really strong case. You
don't have to even tell him he's got all kinds of stuff that
he's researched he wants to go for it. If you don't want to go
to trial Mr. Leaders here's the - here's what we'll accept.
Give him back his plane - he'll give you - what'd you figure ollj:
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$35000 in lieu of taking his airplane, which is a plane by the
way; Mr. Leaders Mr. Haeg wants back because it's a plane that
he has STC's on or field approvals that could never be
duplicated before. That's why he wants that plane back. It
·aint because he's stuck on that plane or you could swap out
Supercub maybe or whatever. I still think that's a pretty big
hit me giving up my fall and losing a Supercub for what we did.
I could see where I should lose it where we had people out there
in the field - uh- you know clients and I'm doing all this
illegal stuff but I wasn't - I wasn't guiding. They have to
understand that.

Brent - I understand.

Dave - We were out there when it was 30 below zero with the
doors open freezing our balls off -

Brent - His point is you're a guide yo;u are held. to a higher
standards then Joe hunter. You are a guide

Dave - Ok I understand

Brent ~ --- you are on the honor system

Dave - So what would they do - would they expect someone that
isn't a guide to give up a whole years of work? Like if you did
it would they say ---

Brent - They'd take my plane.

Dave - Ok yep would they also tell you - you cannot practice
law?

Brent - I'm not a guide - I'm not a guide that's the difference.

Dave - I already gave up a whole years worth of income. (Then
Brent pissed it all away for not standing up for the deal that
he told me he had for weeks!!!)

Brent - I know that David.

Dave - Doesn't that account for anything?

Brent - Yeah it does - that's - that's what we negotiated. They
wanted 3 - they wanted 5. The Troopers I'm telling you they
just see this so much differently than you.

Dave - I understand.

Brent - And they're the ones that see that. 1 0701
i~,,{l'1J!aIT 23
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Dave - I understand.

Brent - And they see this as, this guy doesn't understand the
difference between right and wrong he took the law into his own
hands we can't have a guide who is on the honor system for the
most part because we can't enforce these guides laws being a
guide he should lose his guide license for 5 years.

Dave - But this wasn't guide laws as you said.

Brent - It doesn't make any difference, to them.
saying that's the way they see things, that's the
send to Leaders.

Dave - Yep.

I'm just
message they

Brent - I'm not telling you what's going on up there ---

Dave - Ok I understand that but ok say you became a jUdge 
maybe somebody nominates you for judge. You could be a judge I
think - don't they pick people- they could say Brent you have
enough knowledge we're goanna make you a judge, we're goanna
send you all of the Fish and Game cases. You know my side; you
know the State's side. Just step back for just a minute and
think about what you would want out of me.

Brent - And I'd be happy to tell you that. I - I could
understand the whole thing but I will tell you I don't see not
getting a year on the license.

Dave - Ok I agree with that.

Brent - So that's number 1. Number 2 but you have to understand
I see it completely different than everybody cause I've been
representing defendants for the past 12 years ---

Dave - Yep but you were also for X amount of years

Brent - I was a prosecutor for 5 years.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - But it makes a big difference when you've represented
people and you see the human side. Ok? I have become
intimately involved; still remain friends with most of the
guides that I've ever worked with - a-few exceptions but for the
most part. She's a magistrate; most of the judges don't do
that, most of the judges on Fish and Game cases are not looking
at anything else other than what the .Rrosecutocs and what the 1
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defense attorneys are recommending. I - I told you that story -

Dave - Yep.

Brent - You know where I recommended 3 and 5 days on one of my
defendants case on a guides case and the judge gives him 60 and
doesn't even think twice about the offense is goanna cost him to
lose his guide license for 5 years and the judge says he
shouldn't be a guide. And I was like stunned. And you know it
happened - it happened to me just out in Dillingham

Dave - ·Yeah

Brent - You know I had this guide - 27 years not one problem
with an assistant guide - as a guide

Dave - I know you told me about it.

Brent - And he made one mistake.

Dave - Yep.

Brent - And he lied to the Troopers when he was initially
confronted and they had to investigate and found out he was
lying. He then totally confessed, said he was sorry, and the
jUdge said I'm giving you a $3000 fine. That means you lose
your license for 5 years. That means you lose your license for
5 years.

Dave - Yep.

Brent - Because that's what the State is requesting.

Dave - Yeah.

Brent - And

Dave - Yep

Brent - the other guy I negotiated his deal so he didn't lose
his license and he was as happy as hell cause he sat in the back
watched it and went holy shit I could lose everything.

Dave - Yep.
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~ - Yep I understand you know that there's risks or whatever

Brent - I know but here. Th~ reason that I'm being skeptical
about you David is because you are the one I know what losing
your license for more than 2 years is goanna do to you.

Dave - Yep.

Brent - You may not recognize it but I do. Nobody may want to
tell you what it is goanna do to you but I know. Ok and I have
done everything in my power to avoid that. Because I know - I
know you well enough - I know you well enough by now and you can
say that you're willing to accept that but I don't think you
are. I don't think you are willing to accept somebody telling
you you're wrong and so while I'm happy to do whatever you tell
me to do . I am goanna tell you' again. - I'm goanna.wri te you a
letter saying you have .to be very careful because I don't think
you can accept somebody telling-you're wrong. And worse 
you've got your family to think about, your wife, and your
friends.' (How has he done eve r y t h i riq in his powe r to avoid that?
He did everything in his power to make sure it would happen!)

Dave - Yep.

Brent - And you are ruminating over this where as we have pretty
much eliminated this moose case, we've pretty much eliminated
the wolf case (we've got it down to 5 counts), we've pretty much
eliminated you losing your guide· Ld c ens e for more than· a, year
and on principal you want to go back and open this whole thing
up and run the risk that you may get your plane - I'll bet I can
gi~e you 15 attorneys in town to go -call defense attorneys
that do Fish and Game stuff around the State you.explain.to them
what you did with the plane ', and. see how many say you're goanna
get that plane back from any judge. Ask them and see what the
say. (Ruminating over Brent having me give away a wrio Le years
income, a full confession, $6000.00 in getting everybody in to
testify, then have the state and Brent give me nothing in return
for what we had agreed to? Now they both want me to give up an
$80,000.00 to get the same exact deal that I already had.
Someone please tell me why they wouldn't go afLer everything
else after I agree to give them an airplane to 3weeten the pot
to a deal that we had already agreed upon?)

Dave - Yep but you know it I also remember why didn't - why
didn't Leaders let us go out to McGrath when it was eleven
counts and let the judge decide that?

Brent - I don't know why he didn't do
He just -he has caused me to have to
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to you 25 times he did it because he wanted to be a dick and it
pisses me off. It caused me so much problems in my dealing with
you and I as much told him. (Why, why, why didn't Brent tell the
Magistrate that we had a Rule 11 agreement and that ~eaders

broke i tn

Dave - Yep.

Brent - It pisses me off. He had no concept of what it has done
to your and my relationship. (No shit I now feel that Brent is
working hand in hand with Mr. Leaders to strip my family and I
of everything that we own in the world. Just because I went out
to help the state to help with a problem that they needed help
from the public with.)

Tom - With the moose thing. What - how does the moose thing
just to me just go away? Did he bring that up, was it part of
the deal, you brought it up? I mean ---

Brent - No it just it - it

Tom - It just folded in on itself - what?

Brent - The necessity for having any evidentiary hearing was
about whether he would lose his license for more than one year.
Leaders agreed not to do that anymore and that was the only
reason we were goanna do that. So it just kind of went away.
(Right here Leaders agrees there's no more need for any
discussion on the moose hunt but after he forces us to trial by
breaking the Rule 11 agreement he brings it right back in. How
is this ethical or even legal after I exercise my right to go to
trial ?)

Dave - Well I thought you said that when Jackie typed it out
they probably read it and decided that it - they wouldn't get
much grip from it.

Brent - That's what Scot always said to me. You heard him. (Yet
chis Ln ve s t i qa t e d and closed complaint from a disgruntle hunter
gets brought back in after this at my sentencing a jury trial.
How is this possible?)

Dave - Well I thought that talking to you on the phone you said
that when

Brent - I think - I think it does help us.

Dave - When you uh gave what Jackie transcribe to Magistrate
Murphy you thought she probably gave a copy or that copy
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Brent - No I gave it to him.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - I have to -- I can't give the judge something without
giving it to him.

Dave - Ok.

Brent - I have to give it - it's not fair. (But it fair for the
State to cost me thousands and thousands and thousands of
dollars on reliance of a deal and to have them break it.)

Dave - But anyway what you told me is they probably read though
it and went wow - you know it probably don't - whatever

Brent - Well if I did whatever I apologize - I don't - I don't
know - I don't know - shit I can't remember all the stuff I've
told you as it is --- (Why would this matter if he told me the
truth? On our taped conversation of 12/14/05 Brent over and over
says, "You hear what you want to hear". I think my problem is
that I hear what was said and when he tries to lie to me later I
try to straighten him out but he denies ever having said
anything contradictory in the past. Then after I started taping
all my conversations with him I can prove he over and over and
over lied to me. So does this mean that I am hearing what I
want to hear or that Brent Cole is lying to cover up all of his
lies and deceitfulness?)

Dave - But anyway what -- I guess what Torn was asking is just 
essentially - essentially

Tom -- It went on, and it went on, and it went on, they pursuing
it, pursuing it, pursuing it up until that day and then just
whhh. It just - I mean did they use that - did they have that
in mind to use that all along as like a bargaining chip even
knowing they didn't have anything but to just keep - remember
when he said - remember when this first started up out there at
Silver Salmon and he asked you why now - to keep stirring it.
That's my feeling - they probably never had anything on that
from the fucking beginning.

Dave - I think that they brought so that they could let a judge
know that there've been other questions of my credibility so the
judge would feel more comfortable giving me a harsher sentence.
That's what I think.

Brent - Of course that's exactly right. (And Brent wou l dnt t; e ven
tell them I refused to talk about the moose hunt and that I
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Brent later told me the State had no intention whatsoever of
charging me on the moose issue but insisted that I agreed to
talk about it. Brent told me it would be good to talk about it
cause I didn't do anything wrong and it would make the State
look bad. At the time I really didn't' believe him but it was
kind of hard not to believe him when I was paying ~he man
$200.00/per hour to do his best for my family and I.)

Tom - But then like I say ---

Brent - But -but I like to think

Tom - I mean don't get me wrong, I'm glad its gone away ---

Brent - I'm happy it's gone away. I cannot tell you guys what
is going through Scot Leaders mind. I mean quite frankly I
don't know whether he just wanted to avoid the hearing, whether
he accomplished what he wanted to accomplish, whether to him
getting the other concessions were more important? I mean you
agreed before that it wasn't any jail time. When you agreed to
do some jail time that may have been more important to him then

Dave - Well I think it all boiled- it all boiled down to like
you admitted before. and. I admitted that it· all· boils down to the
airplane. Because he didn't want. to go out there and have the
airplane up for grab .. - up for the' judge to decide. who keeps the
plane.. That.' s, why that whole thing wen t- down the tubes'; (This
is exactly why Scot Leaders changed the deal. He felt justice
might actually happen (I would get to keep my plane) and he
couldn't allow that. Mr. Leaders insisted on being judge, jury
and executioner.)

Brent - He's so stupid. I don't know why he would do that quite
frankly. I - I think a judge would give it away in a second so
your right he did say that and what can I say - I cannot - I
have no control over what parameters he set. (He's so stupid how
can Brent say this? Leaders is smarter than shit. He got me
through my own attorney to give up me and wife's whole years
income, a full confession including maps, and over $6000.00 in
fees talk about something we never should've had to talk about
in the first place and he didn't have to give us a damn thing.
l\To~'r who is stupid Leaders or my attorney? Then Leaders is so
"stupid" he gets my own attorney to ask me to give him and the
State my $80,000.00 airplane to sweeten the pot. How "stupid U

is this when after I give him my first airplane he can then just
change the deal again and know there's no doubt that my own
attorney who I'm paying $200.00/per hour to counsel me will no
doubt tell me to give him and the State my second airplane to
further sweeten the deal? -- See here where Brent says, "You're
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right he did say that and what can I say" so it isn't my
imagination when Brent tells me something one week and then
denies telling me it the next and now that we started
transcribing all of my tapes of him we can prove it beyond any
shadow of a doubt.)

Dave - I guess what I'm getting at is there - is there any
rational for me to go through this stuff like I did with the
moose thing and pick it apart as best I can and then show at
least some weaknesses in their case - does that help us at all?
I mean is there - like what I've done (Why doesn't Brent
have any control over what parameters he set? Shouldn't thac be
the first thing that Brent nails down before we give Leaders
anything? Is it Brent's policy just to give Leaders everything
he wants for as long as he wants and not get anything in return
and then if you ask for something in return to just accept it
when Leaders ~ays, "Nah I don't think we need to give you
anything" . )

Brent - It depends on what you want to do. Do you want to get
back into the guiding and focus your attention on what you're
goanna do come July 1s t? In my opinion it that's your - if that
is what is most important to you then I would move on. If you
want to try to renegotiate this deal in any aspect or you want
to have a trial on this thing then I would say yes. (How can .1 t
be called renegotiate when Leaders and the State gets to keep
everything you have given them and you have to start from
scratch with no consideration for anything you have already
given them? This isn't negotiation this is being held hostage
by a terrorist organization. Do you negotiate with a terrorist
by giving them what they want and then not receiving what
supposed to be given in return and then agreeing to give them
more so you can get what was promised in the first negotiation?

Dave - Like I told you to me it's important to get the plane
back somehow. You don't - I guess what you're saying we're not
goanna do that short of a trial probably - I mean he's not
goanna let the plane be decided by a judge or magistrate?

Brent - It doesn't sound like it to me.

Dave - So he just put his foot down even though that isn't his
job to administer punishment. It is his job to determine guilt
or innocence as far as I'm concerned.

Brent - They can do all that - they do it all the time - I mean
you can say that but ---
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Brent - They do it day in and day out - they set penalties.

Dave - Is there any - is it worth anything to layout by Tony
Lees admission and by the Troopers report that Tony Lee kept the
wolverine after wolverine season was - was ----

Brent - I'm goanna bring - I'm goanna bring all that up.

Dave - Ok. Does that - urn - and also I wanted to ask you if 
if you were a judge and Tony Lee and my trap line thing - Tony
Lee's out there checking it, pulling wolves out/wolverine
keeping them, selling them. Urn does that mean it's still my
trap line when he lets everything out at the end of the season?
To me that's a pretty strong statement.

Brent - Why don't I get one of the other counts and not the wolf
- and not the trap at the end of the year - different count
substituted in so you don't have to plead to that count?

Dave - All - alls I'm saying I think that's a count that doesn't
need to be there. It's to me that's Tony Lees bag of worms.

Brent - Ok.

Dave - I mean I'm not looking at it like - like

Brent - See I look at it from the big perspective - to me
whether it's that count or another count I'll work on getting
another count in there. If that is something

Dave - Oh you as a prosecutor you mean?

Brent - No I'm trying to look globally - and it - because again

Dave - Yep.

Brent - I'm goanna say this.
never thought I would get for
for me. Yet they got to keep

TO.me I negotiated a deal that I
you, . .I --- U\nd you never got it
everything we gave them.)

Dave - Then how did we get here? How did we get to where we're
at now? From where we were at before - where you - how did we
get from there to here?

Brent - Well I just keep talking to him, we keep working it, we
keep throwing out suggestions, the pressure comes down, there's
a day that we're suppose to go out there, they've got to put on
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evidence, they concede a little bit, we concede a little bit, we
are where we're at.

Dave - That's - that's
say, "Hey we can prove
craps that were set"?

kind of what I'm saying. Does it hurt to
that Bret Gibbens lied about all these
I mean - I mean

Brent - they get that - they get

Dave - It's not that big a deal.

Brent - They get that count out and he gives you just another
count of unlawful possession.

Dave - I thought that's in - that's already in there.

Brent - Another - well it just makes you plead to two counts of
unlawful possession instead of one.

Dave - Yeah - yeah - I mean they could have - I mean they could
have a count for each wolf or eleven counts of unlawful
possession cause there was - or nine wolves?

Brent - Whatever it is - I mean you know it's just ~ to me I
don't focus ---

Dave - On each end of it - well see alls I look ---

Brent - --- looking at is the bigger picture that is how are we
goanna get accomplished what - what in the parameters you set
out for me. Because what did they charge you with four or five
unlawful possessions, or one having a snare to long, or one
guiding, you know blah - blah - blah. To me what difference
does it make? ("To me wha t difference does it make" Of course it
doesn't - he isn't the one whose life is going down the tubes!)

Dave - Yep.

Brent - Because what - I don't - I'm trying to get to the end.

Dave - The end -yep - and alls I'm saying is if you have a heap
on your desk like this of problems somebody will say that's a
big heap. Ok if we can show that the trapping thing has some
pretty serious flaws in it. Maybe it gets thrown away. Tony Lee
I feel's responsible for those sets.

Brent - So they charge us 11 counts of same day airborne of
wolves, and 11 counts of unlawful possession, and 2 counts of
unsworn falsification. And all of a sudden we've got 16 counts .

.~XH'181if~_= 1 07:i 0
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Dave - So what you're saying is even if we can prove a charge is
baseless they'll think that it isn't and add in another charge
somewhere else?

Brent - They haven't charged everything they could have charged
David. They never have.

Tom - I see that point.

Dave - Yep.

Brent - They could charge ---

Tom - Sure they could do that.

Brent - Each one of those wolves they could charge us 2 or 3
different charges. That could be 35 charges out there. They
picked a representative number. Ok. You can say, "I don't like
this I don't like this" and they can say, "Ok we'll just pick 35
that work". There's an unlawful possession on everyone of
those wolves. So that's 11 right there. There's a same day
airborne with everyone of those wolves, there's a violation of
a permit on everyone of those. That's 33 counts right there.
There's I don't know how many unlawful acts by a guide.

Dave - Well yeah - well I thought I read somewhere that each
occurrence - they - what they broke it down was "each day" and I
thought I read somewhere that in some of this crap and that's
nitpicky I understand.

Brent - They can have 4 different ways you violated the law.
Each one of those acts is different - the act of shooting out of
the plane, the act of violating the permit, the act of
possessing the animals ---

Dave - Yeah and actually wasn't there at the beginning wasn't
there something about falsify or tampering with evidence and
crap like that?

Tom - Yeah.

Brent - Tampering with evidence that's a C felony, yep. I mean

Dave - Um - yeah I agree - but aIls - I guess in my mind ---

Brent - Actually that tampering with evidence was a - was a no
brainer. That was at the beginning of the tape.

Dave - Yeah.
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Brent - That's what they put in when they went for the affi 
for the search warrant.

Dave - Yep

Brent - And that's a C-felony.

Dave - But I remember also remember a conversation with you that
you say they did - that's just automatic to get you kind of
entangled in stuff ---

Brent - It's just so broad David, if we went to trial on that we
would have a hard time.

Dave - Yep.

Brent - I mean when you went out and told them where you said
those wolves were shot and they weren't there that's tampering
with evidence.

Dave - Yeah - I don't - I don't - I understand that's why I
brought it up. I don't - I guess I feel like we got where we're
at by just picking away at what we can pick at. You know ---

Tom - Yep.

Brent - Right.

Tom - I can see that.

Dave - Like Torn's big thing is hey if you're in a hole and you
can drag a little bit down, and get a little higher, you can't
get everything, you can't get out all at once, just keep working
at it.

Tom - I agree.

Dave - And that's where I've been trying to just keep picking
away at it

Brent - Right but

Dave -- We'll probably corne to a time where we can't pick no more
and we either need to jump or

Brent - Well other than the plane

Dave - Other than the plane I'm happy,
with all that ---
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Brent - Just get the plane back?

Dave - Yep we'd be done deal.

Brent - (laughs)

Dave -- Urn here's Tom wrote these up - I was probably go with
those

Tom - You would live with them.

Dave - Urn I'd prefer to keep the Supercub cause it also has
modifications with those wheel skis that I don't know I'll ever
get again but whatever.

Brent - But is it on wheel skis right now?

Dave - Nope but the mod is

Brent - Was it on wheel skis when they took it?

Dave - They never took the Supercub.

Brent - Is the plane that they took was it on skis?

Dave - On straight Aero Skis, yes. They can have those Aero
Skis I don't care. The Supercub -like if we swap this Supercub
for the PA-12 even though the Supercub isn't my main plane it
does have a modification that is legal on it that I don't know
if I could get legal again but I could work though that you know
woopedo. But like I told you there's a guide named - that got
busted for - I could give you a brief rundown - he had 4 clients
no 3 clients they ended up shooting 5 moose when he wasn't
there. So they were 2 moose over ---

Brent - Where was this at?

Dave - It was up in Fairbanks. Name I told you his name
whatever it was - anyway urn he got busted for it a little while
after the fact because the clients well they had actually
fronted the money for an airplane and since they'd done that
they thought they could do whatever they wanted. Anyway they
shot 5 moose for 3 of them. Apparently 2 of them had shot
smaller moose they seen bigger moose, same thing more moose
dead, they convinced him to cover it up, it came out later,
State seized his plane because he had used it to haul the moose
in and out blah-blah-blah, fully guided deal. He said he went
back and forth with them, back and forth, back and forth urn
wrote the DA letters without his attorney even knowing it saying
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hey I'm a good guy you know this is what happened blah-blah
blah, I want my plane back, how about if we - if I give you
money in lieu of the plane. He said they ended up buying off on
it. Gave them $25,000 dollars it was brand new - not brand new
but a recently rebuilt 180 on floats. And he said in the deal -

Brent - Could it have been Nome?

Dave - could be - could've said Nome.

Brent - It was a new 180?

Yep urn -

Dave - Anyway he got his plane back- and he said it was the same
deal with him. That - that plane he had - there was some
modifications, it was light, he liked it, and he didn't want to
just give it up and try to redo the plane - urn - you know
whatever. If I give them the plane what are they goanna do with
it? You said that they probably couldn't do anything with it.
They'd probably what take it apart and sell it a wing at a time,
or take it apart and burn it, or just burn it, or roll it over
or I mean?

Brent - I've no idea what they want to do with it.

Dave - You know is there any if and or what or way that we can
have them say that they - we gave them the plane and then I can
somehow make arrangements to get it back?

Brent - I've made that suggestion.

Dave - They don't buy off on that one? They don't like that
one?

Brent - No they just don't get back to me.

Dave - Ok. Anyway there's a couple more things here blah-blah
blah I've told you all about the crap and the - have'you made
any headway on whether I should be booking hunts or not or
whether Arthur should be booking hunts or going to the sport
shows?

Brent - (lots of chair creaking) Hey Scot it's Brent I have uh
David Haeg and Tom in here and they're asked again about whether
the Troopers are willing to talk about the plane. Can you call
me back and if you talk to them if you could give me the name of
the trooper whose making this decision and maybe I can talk to
him personally seeing that this is such a difficult thing for
them to make a decision on. Call me 277-8001. Bye.
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Dave _. And also maybe if they can do money in lieu of the plane.
I don't - you know - I don't know if that - apparently it worked
with someone else. Um

Tom - I would suspect it would be a better chance then on the
sly letting you buy the plane back, for sure. If the word got
out on that - you know.

Brent - I think that has happened. Letting people buy their
planes back after it's done. Because they will know what the
value of it is.

Dave - Floyd or no Ed one of those guys down there did it.

Brent - Yeah it was uh it was us his brother
the other guy that owns the hanger up here.
in your - in that area. Troy ---

Dave - Hodges

Brent - Hodges

Dave - Yep.

Brent - They paid $100,000 dollars in fines.

maybe and it was
Um that lives down

Dave - Well those guys deserved to get everything that they got.

Brent - True.

Dave - I've seen the rampage that they've been on. And I've
called the Troopers on them every chance that I've had. Ok
you know - and that's neither here nor there I guess. I just
think what I was doing out there shooting wolves was what is
go anna be happening here this winter in the same area and I
don't think that I was doing anything that wrong but the media
and everybody else sure thinks so blah-blah blah. And with Al
Schadle so he was South Central Regional Commander and you know
like his rank was he Captain, Lieutenant, Colonel, blah-blah
blah blah blah, uh underling? I mean I assume to be South
Central Regional Commander you'd have to be fairly high up in it

Tom - Definitely - you'd have to be at least a Captain.

Dave - Um I mean not that it really matters - um and do those
letters that we had wrote do they will they - I mean if we plead
they don't even get entered - nobody even sees - they don't even
see the light of day in other words?
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Brent - No the judge is goanna read them all.

Dave - Urn.

Brent - It - it looks - it's a factor in determining whether or
not she accepts this plea agreement between us and the State.

Dave - Ok Tom brought up another thing. What keeps the Feds
from filing a case of shooting from the air?

Brent - Well they can.

Dave - Huh?

Brent - They can.

Dave - So no matter what happens they can do that? And is that
something that's likely to happen or unlikely?

Brent - It's not goanna happen - I've never had it happen.

Dave - Ok urn.

Brent - Now if the Fed's charge you the State cannot come back
and charge you.

Tom - Ok but if he pleads to the shooting of those wolves to a
plea agreement or whatever - ok the Feds can still come back and
charge him with the shooting of the same wolf?

Brent - That's what I understand.

Tom - Doesn't that play double jeopardy then?

Brent - I would think so but I know that the rules that have
come down have said no.

Tom - Because they're two different entities?

Brent - Cause they're two different governmental entities.
Rodney King - those guys got acquitted in State court and
convicted in Federal court for the same thing. That issue has
been briefed.

Tom - I mean those two pleas they aren't - aren't far off from
what is on the table now, am I right?

Brent - Right. The July thing is an issue; the jail time is not
a problem, the fines, urn

8(Hlrarc l?_ 1 071 G
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Tom - So out of those 2 you would say the one in lieu of on
taking the plane ---

Dave - I'd rather have - or and you know if they want to say
that it's a fine they can they can as long as they convict me of
same day airborne furbearer trap with the trapping it doesn't
affect my guide license. It says right here ---

Tom - It don't matter cause ---

Dave - You know if you're in a hunting State statue or
regulation

Brent - I know you David if you can believe that ---

Dave - But what I'm saying is if they make a plea agreement -

Brent - If you can believe that the Division of Occupational
Licensing is goanna be reasonable and read that the way you do.
I'm goanna tell you I had to go all the way to the Supreme Court
to get them to back off. That cost my client 3 years of
litigation.

Dave - So even if it was trapping they would say it was meant 
hunting.

Brent - Yeah it's part of hunting. Hunting is trapping and they
would say, "you aren't goanna get your license for the next 3
years" and you'd go, "what do you mean?" and they'd say, " well
you're not goanna get it", then you'd have to go to Superior
court get an injunction demand that they give it to you. They
would - even if the judge said yes you appeal, they appeal,
you'd go to a Superior court judge, then you'd go to Supreme
Court. It took me 3 years and my client never recovered from
it .

Dave - Hmm. Well I guess I just look at it you know more along
the lines as this - you know - defendant committed a crime with
reason beyond a doubt which of two or more degrees the defendant
is guilty ---

Brent - But see the difference is that's not the case here
because you're a guide. That would apply if there wasn't a
section applicable to guides. But you're a guide so they aren't
on even - you're not on even - there's not two equally the same
statues. One applies to guides who commit game violations and
the other applies to regular people that commit game violations
and I don't think that the court is goanna say that you have to
be convicted of a lesser one.
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Dave - Well I don't know. To me it says so right there.

Brent - I know- but - I know.

Dave - It doesn't say anything about guides in there or whatnot
- it just says when the defendant has committed a crime and
there is reasonable ground of doubt. And to me reasonable
ground of doubt is everything that we were doing out there had
trapping written allover it. We were setting snares, setting
traps, the permit they gave us that we violated but it was on a
trapping license, all the wolves we sealed were on a trapping
license even though I guess they were illegal but you know
that's - that's ---

Brent - And that's fine and I'm happy to do that but you have to
understand that if you ---

Dave - Well what I would say is, "yeah lets not go there with
this and have a fine" if they want money in lieu of airplane a
whatever fine.

Tom - Right.

Dave - Because what's his name that I called in Fairbanks and he
was super nice guy and he said just keep your chin up and he
said he understands you know he lost I don't know how much money
he said

Brent - But at least he had a guy - I mean I know who he dealt
with up here Jeff O'Brien been a prosecutor for 15 years.

Dave - Yeah that sounds familiar

Brent - And O'Brien is an easy guy to deal with, and he's
reasonable, and he's been doing it for 20 years.

Dave - That sounds familiar because he asked me who

Brent - He's a good friend of mine ·that's exactly right. And
Leaders has been doing it for 2 years, a year, actually not even
a year. So you're not goanna get as good a - you know - it's
just a difference between dealing with somebody that's been
doing it for a year and somebody that's been doing it for 20.
(Right here Brent knows that he isn't goanna get as good a deal
out of Leaders as he would with O'Brien. Is it possible I'm the
first lamb t ha t Brent has lead to Leaders slaughter? He said
Leaders hasn't even been doing it for 1 year. How can you trust
someone like that without ~nything in writing? Is this giving
me my r iqht; to "reasonably competent assistance of an attorney
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can't believe that
(What the hell does

I thought I wa s

acting as a diligent conscientious advocate?" (PeopJ.e v. Ledesma
(1987) 43 cal.3d In, 215.)."

Tom - Yeah.

Dave - Ok well I guess we can get out of your hair.

Tom - Urn what's like - where do we stand on timeline here. What
is goanna happened between today November 22 nd and January 7 ch ?

Brent - A little bit depends on what you guys want to do.

Dave - I want my plane back and I want to whhhh.

Brent - Let's assume that the plane is not coming back. That
should be one decision that has to be made and let's assume that
the plane is coming back. What do you want to do? If the plane
is coming back do you want the deal? If the plane isn't coming
back do you want the deal?

Dave - Ok and when you're saying the plane going away and not
coming back - the PA12 not the Supercub ---

Brent - Correct

Dave - Cause they're not making any headway on it.

Brent - Let's just - let's just - why don't you - do we want

~ - Urn have you run it by Leaders that I'm thinking about
going to a jury trial?

Brent - Yep.

Dave - What does he say. about that - great?

Brent - I don't have good client control. He
I would do that. And I just say, "well ---"
this mean "I don't have good client control"?
paying Brent in telling him what I want done.)

Dave - Ok.

Brent - "-~-he wanted to go open sentencing - yeah I know I
don't understand it but". (In other words Brent thinks I'm crazy
for going open sentencing and thus deliberately sabotage my open
sentencing agreement. Is that what this means? To me it almost
seems to me that Brent is helping Leaders to prosecute me. Has
1~eaders told Brent if he helps hang me from the highest tree he
expects to get some pretty good dealsL.n the future?) 1 0'" j 0
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Dave - Ok urn yeah I guess just work on those two deals that Tom
handed you.

Brent - Ok.

Dave - And I'll think about giving up the plane forever 
whatever - I guess. You know but I'll tell you what I think
they're hammering me pretty hard for what I did keeping that
airplane pius me giving me up a year of guiding. That's my
honest to god feelings. I think they're putting it to me and
that's my feelings. (Read this.)

Tom - You should have a sit down talk with Scot Leaders and say,
"hey Scot come on now - I mean just like he said - gave up the
hunting season, had him stewing over this god damn moose thing,
now then spilled his guts from - at the deposition like he was
asked to, all of that and you know what are you doing - ok 
you've got him nailed to the cross already well lets put some
more spikes in him - I mean - come on Scot" and say "hey (can't
hear). You know it's been going on for 8 goddamn months already
- I mean goddamn - life is to freaking short to be going through
this shit. Resolve it and get the man on with his freaking
life. (Read this.)

Brent - But it would be one thing if we weren't making progress.
("Progress"? Like letting the deal we paid so dearly for go by
without raising a single finger?)

Tom - I understand that. That I understand.

Brent Ok when we first came in you were talking about 5 years.

Tom - I agree there - I agree - I do agree.

Brent - Nobody wants it

Tom - I f you can't get no more juice out of the damn thing o k ,

Brent - Well nobody wants the thing ---

Tom - Everybody wants the best we can possibly get -believe me I
understand that.

Brent - But at the same time come on now - how would David do if
he lost his license for 3 years?

Tom - Not well.

Brent - Ok.
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Tom - Not well in the business that he's in.
in anything he does.

Brent - David would not do well personally.

Tom - No - no - not right away for sure.

Brent - He would not.

David will do well

Tom - No it would be in there for the rest of his life.

Brent - That's right.

Tom - I understand that.

Brent - And - and you know - maybe I shouldn't be so concerned
out of your welfare. It certainly isn't in my best interest.
My best interest is for you to litigate the shit out of this
thing and just keep paying me a whole ton of money. (Read this.)

Tom - I thought he did that already. (No kidding)

Brent - No I haven't even started that - down that trail. I
don't want to start down that trial. You mean - I - you know 
I - I - unlike what people say about attorneys I want to see you
get taken care of. I mean I - under these circumstances you're
never goanna feel good about this thing, regardless. But I know
what the consequences are of a loss of 2 to 4 to 5 years and
goddamn it I deal with these people, I've seen so many
irrational things come out and I've seen so many goddamn judges
just do whatever the Troopers say despite whatever I say. That
it's almost goanna be over my dead body that we go into one of
these things open sentencing. Knowing what the risk is. ("Under
these c i r cums t ance s you're never goanna feel good about this
thing, regardless" I wonder what Brent is talking about here. I
wonder if he realizes that he and Leaders together sabotaged me
so I will never have a fair orosecution and no mater how much
bullshit either one of them tries to feed me I will never
believe chat I was treated justly.)

Tom - And with nothing in writing that I can see at this point I
thmean freaking Leaders can go in there before January 7 and

amend that thing anyway he wants. (Ezactly. If I give the State
my airplane like Leaders and Brent are begging me to do what lS

to stop them from changing the charges again and again until
they take everything else that I and my family o~ln?)

Brent - But the bottom line is - nothing in writing - we have
squeezed and squeezed and squeezed and you know - you know tO

l
me

O
1""1 ,) 1
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damn it you'd be back in business July I st. (HO'N can Brent tell
this to me when Brent gets "nothing in writing" and Brent chen
tells me for two weeks I had a deal and then just says, ~Oops

Leaders changed the deal" and then Leaders gets to keep
everything I already gave him. How could Brent tell me that I
will be back in business by July l"c? I may be in business but
it may be at McDonalds because everything that I worked my whole
life Ear to be a great Alaskan Big Game Guide will have been
stripped from me.)

Tom - You're right we did squeeze and squeeze and squeeze well
lets put two hands on it and give it one last fucking squeeze.

Brent - Ok - ok.

Dave - Urn what should I do about these people that keep calling
me wanting to send me money?

Brent - You'll make them send you money on July 1s t
•

Dave - What about the three booths that have non-refundable
deposits? Write it off - don't send Arthur?

Brent - I'm trying to figure out what to do with that.

Dave - That other guy like I told you down in Fairbanks that you
know he said that he went and booked - he just took it to mean
he couldn't go out in the field - you know - whatever

Brent - But it specifically stated that in the plea agreement at
time - you know - you know I feel uncomfortable about telling
you - you could do it

Dave - Ok well if you could just at some point try to figure out
yes or no. Also we - I have yet to get a full copy of my
interview with the State that we did in your room.

Brent - I understand that to - I have asked them to send a tape
into the Troopers - the tape is out in McGrath - I've asked them
to send it in to here so that I can have it redone.

Dave - Ok cause its Side A is clear - Side B is useless. Um I
guess could we get Leon Allworth's copy of his letter of
support? Um I also - Jackie went through the discovery that big
pile of stuff and she emailed you there was quite a few pages
missing and I don't know if that's - that whole discovery is it
suppose to come from page 1 through the end or can th~y pull?

Brent - I've been pulling stuff in and out so I don't know
exactly what - I try to keep things in line. 1
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Dave - Well Jackie emailed you the pages that we're missing.

Brent - Yeah I have it.

Dave - Urn I know this probably doesn't matter unless it goes to
trial or whatever. I also read in there something about taking
out surplusage out of charges.

Brent - Yeah.

Dave - And in there they said well they seen where some moose
got in snares and disappeared and blah blah blah. I think
that's just in there so like if a jury or anybody who hears they
just think that I'm a worse person. Does that have any bearing
whatsoever on any of the charges?

Brent - Which charges - what are you talking about?

Dave - Well in the charges - charges it ---

Brent - That's the information they don't read any of that.

Dave - Ok. Urn

Brent - None of that goes to the jury.

Dave - Ok well I thought there was something

Brent - None of that goes to the jury.

Dave - It said in the charges or in the information you can uh I

don't know - there blah -blah-blah. Maybe it was in ---

Brent - It's this stuff - this is the stuff that goes to - in
front of the jury -

Dave - Just the counts - not

Brent - Just the counts. The other stuff is just hearsay.
it would go to trial it would have to be proven by a jury 
jury beyond a reasonable doubt.

If
to a

Dave - I don't know somewhere in here it said that there were 3
moose - 3 different moose got in a snare and blah blah blah and
- and anyway I don't know where all that went. Oh a moose had
been caught 1 of which broke snare 2 of which

Brent - None of that stuff would go to a jury
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Dave - had escaped the area dragging - I was just thinking that
was just stuff that would keep people from ---

Brent - It would be likely that - that stuff would (words I cant
hear)

Tom - They'd have to prove it.

Brent - They'd have to prove it which would be the Trooper
testifying to it but there would be cross-examination.

Dave - Ok. Om you have uh Leon Allworth's deal?

Brent - (asks someone in office for paperwork) Do you want this
back right now? I'd laugh at that stuff - there's nothing in
there that concerns me.

Dave - Ok.
don't think
thanks.

By the way it's going - how efficient the State
they would ever realize that I had a lodge. Oh

is I

Tom - I mean there aint very much damn time between now and
J 7

t hanuary

Dave - And what happens at January 7 t h? What does that mean?

Brent - Well my idea is that this is goanna happen before then.

Dave - Well that's what we've said 8 months ago. What happens
-- th
at January 7 ?

Brent - Well it's a trial call and they say well what's goanna
happen? If its goanna go to trial and if it's goanna go to
trial then you've gotta be there.

Dave - And then what happens? You pick jurors and all that
crap?

Brent - Yep.

Dave - And how long does that take?

Tom - Laughs.

Dave - Months and months and months or weeks or

Brent - To pick a jury?

Dave - To pick a jury, go to trial, the whole nine yards.
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Brent - Probably 5 to 7 full days to do a trial.

Dave - To pick a jury

Tom - And do the trial.

Dave - And you know you hear all this stuff about people being
biased or whatever do you think that you could actually get a
jury out in McGrath?

Brent - Jury in McGrath?

Dave - You know people that don't know ---

Tom - The population

Dave - Bret Gibbens, Toby Boudreau.

Brent - It not a question of whether you know the people or
whether you've heard about the case. The question that the
judge asks every person on the jury is given what you know or
the people that you know would you still agree to be a fair and
impartial juror wait till all the evidence is before you before
you make a decision? And that would be the pledge that they
would have to make. I mean certainly Fish and Wildlife cases are
emotional, this one would be, probably take a little bit longer
to decide.

Tom - Well?

Dave - Well we off?

Tom - We off.

Dave - Well I guess thanks again.
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e e Case Number: 04-23593

IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERlOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
AT McGrath

SEARCH WARR~NT NO.J}!.JJ-(J«- 31- J'iJ,
VRA CERTIFICATION

I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (1) the name of a victim of a sexual offense
listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or business address or telephone number of a victim of or witness to
any offense unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it is an address or telephone
number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the information was ordered by the court.

TO: Any Peace Officer

D Sworn testimony having been given by _

I g I)} 4,.;;:c"'",
I

An affidavit having been swom to~befofa,"'"by -L.S.-'U..;"""-'==--L.""'-"'--<..:-'-""-"'-=-'-'-"----

D Following my finding on the record that there is probable cause to believe that I) the presentation
of the applicant's affidavit or testimony personally before a judicial officer would result in delay
in obtaining a search warrant and in executing the search; and 2) the delay might result in loss or
destruction ofthe evidence subject to seizure, recorded swom testimony was given by telephone
by--------------,-------------------------

Tfine! probable cause to believe that

D on the person 01' _

on the premises known as: Skulls and Bones by Kenny Jones. Taxidermv. 48640 Jones Road. at
Soldotna. Alaska, Alaska,

there is now being concealed property, namely:

A bag containing approximately 8-11 wolf skulls from David S. Haeg.

Pagclof4
CR - 70G (7/83) (st. 4)
SEARCH WARRANT

AS 12.J5.010 -120
Crim. R. 37
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• e Case Number: 04-23593

SEARCH WARRANT

and that such property (see AS 12.35.020)

NO.

1.

2.

is evidence of the particular crime(s) of . .

Take BiQ.-Game from Aircraft 5AAC 92.085 (8)

tends to show that David Scott Haeg
particular crime(s) Of------------------
Take Big Game from Aircraft 5AAC 92.085 (8)

cornmi ned the

0 ..,
.) .

0 ,1
-r .

0 5.

0 6.

is stolen or embezzled property.

was used as a means of committing a crime.

is in the possession ofa person who intends to use it as a means of committing a crime.

is one of the above types of property and is in the possession of _
to whom delivered it to conceal it.

o 7. .is evidence 0 f health and safety vio lations

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to search the person or premises named for the property specified, serving
this warrant, and if the property be found there, to seize it, holding it secure pending further order of the court,
leaving a copy of this warrant, and all supporting affidavits, and a receipt of property taken. You shall also
prepare a written inventory of any property seized as a result ofthe search pursuant to or in conjunction with the
warrant. You shall make the inventory in the presence of the applicant for the warrant and the person from whose
possession or premises the property is taken, if they are present, or in the presence of at least one credible person
other than the warrant applicant or person from whose possession or premises said property is taken. You shall
sign the inventory and return it and the warrant within 10 days after this date to any judge as required by law.

YOU SHALL SERVE THIS WARRANT:

w
o
o

between the hours of7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.

between the hours of hrs. and hrs.

at any time of the day or night.

Page z ofe
CR - 706 (7/3S) (st. 4)
SEARCH WARRANT

EXH!BIT 11
':'!.!GE:.~1:_ OF...l1>_.

AS L2.35.010 - . I20
Crim. R. 37
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e Case Number: 04-23593

SEARCH WARRANT

YOU SHALL MAlZE THE SEARCH:

D
D
GJ
D

immediately.

within (days) (hours).

within 10 days.

contingent upon the happening of the events expected to occur as set forth in the supporting
testimony, specifically: .

---_.__._-----------------

Type or Print Judge's Name

TELEPHONIC SEARCH WARRAt"fTS. If this search warrant was issued by
telephone, the judicial officer named above has orally authorized the applicant for
this warrant to sign the judicial officer's name. AS 12.35.015(d)

Time Warrant Served:---.;'-"--""---=--/-----'----'--'---=<---'------

RECEIPT AND fNVENORY OF PROPERTY SEIZED

.II [0 () IF :7-t: !(c;

EXH!B~T '2--1
(:l~GE~ OF.-UP_

Page Lof-l
CR.-706 (7/88) (st.4)
SEARCH WARRANT

AS l2. 35 0 lO - l20
Crim. R 37
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e Case Number: 04-23593

SEARCH WARRANT

RECEIPT A..l"\il) INVENORY OF PROPERTY SEIZED
(Continued)

RETURN
z: 00 '--/

I received the attached search warrant on i/-2 -01 ' 19__, and have executed it as follows:

On /..-./-'~ /() (I ,let1 , at ic>/~ <tf.®) (p.m.), I searched (the persor((ti~~'~r;;~'~)
described in the warrant, and I left a copy of the warrant (with) (at) A'&vv·, 6.,...,£' S' .•...__ ..... -

• l-

The above inventory of property taken pursuant to th warrant was made in the presence of liCt ~1'2a/-r
and of b&v-hi :;-;;vil'i 7----------- 7

I swear that this inventory is a true and detailed account of all property taken by me on the authority of this

warrant, L
_=r;:.,61 to-=r;:;}l till ° ,,""0-I;v

Name and Title

Sizncd and sworn to before me on 4!5""f-~'="C4---,-- ,.:±:!=__,
~ I

(SEAL)

SXH!BIT l.l~_

';'~GE :L_ OF_..~~__
Page 40f 4
CR - 706 (7/SS) (st. 4)
SEARCH WARRANT

AS 12.35.010 - .120
Crim. R. 37
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e Case Number: 04-23593

IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERlOR COUln FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
AT McGrath

SEARCHWARRA1YfNO.Jbj-dY-!Jj cfuJ
VRA CERTIFICATION

I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (1) the name of a victim of a sexual offense
listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or business address or telephone number of a victim of or witness to
any offense unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it is an address or telephone
number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the information was ordered by the court.

AFFlDAVIT FOR SEARCH WARR..\l'iT

NOTE: Before completing this affidavit, read the following points which should be addressed in your
statement of the facts. A search warrant may not be issued until probable cause for the search has been
shown. You should explain:

1. Who was observed (give names or other identifying information).

2. When did the observations take place (date, time, and sequence of events).

3. W110 made the observations.

4. Why were the observations made. If, for example, the information came from an informant, the
informant's reason for making the observations should be specified, and reasons for relying on the
informant's information should be set out.

5. What was observed. Include a full description of events relevant to establish probable cause.

6. Where did the observations take place. Describe the location of the observers and the persons or
objects observed. The description must be as specific as the circumstances will allow.

7. How were the observations made. For example, was an inforrriant used, was there an undercover
officer, was electronic surveillance involved, etc.

8. All other relevant information.

Being duly sworn, I state that [ have reason to believe that:

o on the person of _

on the premises known as: Skulls and Bones bv Kennv Jones. Taxidermv. 48640 .fones Road. at
Soldotna. Alaska, Alaska,

Page I of 4
CR -705 (ll/88) (st. 4)
.AFFlDAVTT FOR SEARCH WARRANT

AS 12.35010 - .120
Crim. R. 37
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eCase Number: 04-23593

AFFIDAVIT FOR SEARCH WARRANT NO. ;} ;f)J~d;l-8/cJzJ
there is now being concealed property, namely:

A bag containing approximately 8-11 wolf skulls from David S. Haeg.

which (see AS 12.35.020)

1. is evidence of the particular crime(s) of
Take Big Game from Aircraft 5AAC 92.085 (8)

2. tends to show that David Scott Haeg
particular crime(s) 01' _

Take Bi9..Game from Aircraft 5AAC 92.085 (8)

committed [he

D ~

J.

D 4.

0 5.

0 6.

0 '7, .

is stolen or embezzled property.

was used as a means of committing a crime.

is in the possession of a person who intends to use it as a means of corrunitting a crime.

is one of the above types of property and is in the possession of _
to whom .delivered it to conceal it.

is evidence of health and safety violations

and the facts tending to establish the foregoing grounds for issuance of a search warrant are as follows:

Your affiant is an Alaska State Trooper with over six years experience. I am assigned to the Bureau of Wildlife
Enforcement in Soldotna. My main duties are to enforce fish and wildlife regulations. I am an instructor, vessel pilot,
and field training officer for the State Troopers. In addition to my law enforcement experience, I have been a hunter,
fisherman, and part time trapper for the last 25 years.

On 4-1-04, at approximately 0800 hours, I was asked by Trooper Brett Gibbens from McGrath, to assist him in
executing a search warrant at the residence of David Scott Haeg, who lives in Soldotna. Trooper Gibbens had applied
for and received search warrant 4MC-04-002SW. (see attached copies of SIN and affidavit)

';S(HiB!1'~L.~~

jM~F....lp ,_. Of.~

AS 12.35.010 - .!20
Crirn, R. 37

Page 2 of -l
CR -705 (11/88) (st. 4)
AFFIDAVIT FOR SEARCH WARR1\NT

On 4-1-04, at approximately 1030 hours, myself, SGT Godfrey, Trooper Hedlund and USFW Officer t'leely, arrived at
Haeg's residence, which is the last residence on Lake Front Drive off Brown's Lake Road. During the search of the
residence, I found a receipt from Skulls and Bones by Kenny Jones, made out for David Haeg. The receipt shows a
total of 11 wolf skulls. (see attached receipt copy) Lt. Steve Bear called Kenny Jones and confirmed that he received
'Naif skulls from David Haeg. Jones said he believed there was between 9 and 11 wolf skulls in a bag. Haeg said he
thought there might be around 8 or 9 wolf skulls at Kenny Jones'. Haeg also said the skulls are from wolves killed this
year.
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e Case Number: 04-23593

AFFIDAVlT FOR SEARCH WARRANT No.\'lM-dy~gIJJ

Subscribed and sworn to or affirmed before me on-1
Alaska

8<HiB!T__JJ -
·'':';'\GI:_. ] 01=...\~ ~

AS l2.35.0l0 - .120
Crirn. R. 37

Page S ofa
CR - 705 (1I/38) (st. 4)
AFFIDAVIT FOR SEARCH WARRANT

~
. /

(S E:\L:/ ~iYZ;£Jt~_ !JJ.. _L!/c:::~y;'etl?- _
/ f;<.j7'/y/;)CJ/o 7 Ju~str,{t-;;

o ~nal testimony relating to this affidavit was recorded on Tape #- , begining log #- ,
ending log # _
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ftcase Number: 04-23593

AFFlDAYIT FOR SEARCH \-VARRANT NO. c]4tJ -(]1- g/ cTu

"(fY< ~L.A'HV--------_._------- ------------

Signature

{~ J) ,
Subscribed and sworn to or affirmed before me on / - 0;-:: /lrr2,; ,1-9.,20"Y ,at ,0.4'-;

I 1--=--"--'-"--'--'-------
Alaska

(SEAL)

EXH!B!T__ l-L._~".
i:ll\(:!~ S Of \ \P. "'"" ' .-..~."""--- " - ........- '.

AS 12.35.010 - .120
Crim, R. 37

Page40f4
CR - 705 (11/83) (st. 4)
AFFIDAVIT FOR SEARCH WARRANT

D Additional testimony relating to this affidavit was recorded on Tape #- , begining log f:!- '

ending log #- _
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040023593

AFFIDAVIT FOR SEARCH WARR-\NT

I. Your affiant is an Alaska State Trooper with over six years of experience including
five in the Yukon and Kuskokwim area. I am currently assigned to the State's Bureau
of Wildlife Enforcement in McGrath. My main duties include enforcement of fish and
wildlife related crimes. In addition to my law enforcement experience I am a lifelong
Alaska resident and have actively trapped for over 20 years.

2. On 3-5-04, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game issued permit #12 to David S.
Haeg and Tony R. Zellers allowing them to take wolves with the aide of an airplane
(same day airborne) within that portion of Game Management Unit 190 East outlined
by map and written description.

3. On Haeg's and Zellers application form they stated that they would be operating from
a fully equipped, well insulated hunting lodge located just southeast of McGrath and
capable of supporting winter flight and hunting operations. Built owned and operated
by David Haeg. In addition they stated that they would be using a bush modified,
high performance PA-12 Supercruiser on Aero 3000 skis. (See attached application).

4. On 3-21-04, your affiant contacted Haeg and Zellers in McGrath and inspected their
aircraft. I specifically noted the style of skis and oversized tail wheel without a tail
ski. During our conversation Haeg commented on the performance of his skis, and the
one-inch wide skeg. Zellers specifically commented on the type of experimental
shotshells they would be using to shoot wolves with. This included new copper plated
pellets and Remington "hevi shot".

5. On 3-26-04, while patrolling in my state PA-18 supercub in the upper swift river
drainage located with GMU-19C I located a place where an aircraft had landed next
to several sets of wolf tracks. From my experience as a long time hunter trapper I
recognized this as common practice when looking to see the direction of travel of the
wolves. This location was approximately 50 plus miles outside of the permitted aerial
wolf hunting zone.

6. On 3-27-04, I returned to this location and eventually located where four wolves had
been killed in separate locations just up river from the initial point. Aerial inspection
of the sites showed that in every instance running wolf tracks ended in a kill site, with
no wolf tracks leaving the kill site. Ground inspection of one of the kill sites
confirmed my earlier observations. From my experience I recognized this as being
consistent with wolves being taken from and airplane. At all four locations airplane
tracks consistent with David Haeg's airplane were observed and the wolf carcasses
had been removed.

7. Trophy Lake Lodge is about 25 miles from the location of these kills sites.

S{HIBIL. 7.L~_
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8. On 3-28-04, I returned to the kill sites and did a thorough ground investigation. At
kill sites #1, #3 and #4 I was able to locate shotgun pellets in the snow next to the
point where the wolf tracks ended in a bloody kill site. At kill sites #3 and #4 I found
copper plated buck shot pellets consistent with my conversation with Zellers on the 3
21-04 in which we talked about what ammunition he would be using. At kill site #2 I
found a fresh .223 caliber brass near the kill site stamped with "223 REM WOLF".
Ground inspection also showed ski tracks next to each kill site consistent with the ski
on your defendant's airplane and at kill site #2 I located oil drippings from a parked
airplane.

9. With the above information I request that a search warrant be issued allowing your
affiant to search the airplane N40 11M to look for wolf carcasses, hides and parts, as
well any .223 caliber rifles or shotguns as well as the ammunition both spent and live
for either. In addition any engine oil, blood or hair samples contained within
N401lM. Also navigational equipment and information contained within as well as
any video, still, or digital photo equipment. Vegetation or parts of vegetation in or on
the airplane, and any "bunny boots" and wolf snares.

:;:)(}j!B!T.~~.k.:L~...
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VRA eamFlCATlCN
I~~ tililI~t ,)tIdills~iltS do lOOi~ (1) U'N NUll., of .. vif;tim of • ~ltlilll cff;lffill4'l
~ I" A812.li1.~«l or(Z~~~ IX' ~&lnfIfIl$ He... Ol'tslephonGn~r of a vk*lm IfIfCf'~ 'lo
;ny~ i1rn-a It l'i an lllilcifl.lA il$ed ~ ldonllly iM PItC6 of tfl,eo."'il\'l4 Of It Ie all =4a~or~pbonc
IUalnlrlOf'In aftmK:rip$ f1f a ~~"R 1I!~" {l'bO .owt~- d 1tlo In'!am>.at!otl W.e~ il'II tNt wurt.

TO: AJ)yp~ Officer

o CWGl'f/ tlctinvm;o hBYinw. hMn giyCA~ Tm, ,... --------~
AIg$ka S1at& Troosers

An 4ffidayit havini oeenswom to Oeroro:a:lt;l by T..... '1'" sC.jj.j+" O~"":2~""Q"'_ _
A.lp. Sl:ate Tf!'lt"IQAm

Following my .'ixlding 011 the record that !heR~ ~l'9behle o.wsa to beli~ve th.1t l) tb': prcsentatioo
at·the applJc:w'~a£!wn'i! .:.i.'tt.~ ~..oaally Ce~ a jnrliriRl n~.cer would O'Y.$\!.\t in ~lar

in obtaining8 aeuch \\wmU and in "l<~ 'I.llc~h; and 2) 'the dehty mt~t re:rolt ir. 1:.'$ !Jr

da5tnlC!ion of1he wid..'"!lcc subjea to ~iZUte. !'eQCl'jed sworn testimonywas ,~"tD. by 'tl:le~--ne

by__~ .... e:J±. G: !.,l",·'>S Awn swm Tmope!~

[i] on d\t pet<;on of DAylp a HA;E:G Q~ TONY R Zfl tARS

P>.;;;: 1 of.4
CR - ice (7idS) (st. 4)
SEARCH WAR.I~A"l1'

AS 11.:J5.0!O· .120
CrI,m. R. 31
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is eviden(eoffue pamcular cri:ne(3)of -::-:::-=-:=~ _
JAKE GAME FROM AIRCRAFT MACQ2 QM!a)

tends~ 300Wt~ lo-lAEG ANO ~t;u ER§
penicclar aimc\$) of
UK;; GAME FBQM77AI;';::R~C:;::;RA::-E;::T:-5e\~~~8~C:':92::-,":'08':':5:-:(8:':')---------

, YOU ARE HE.REBY CO~fMANDED to sc-.areh theperoon (If~ Ill!mM t/)r meproP;l'ly ~i-'e\iillc:.i, .1<:":ving
t!'.i4 u'lU'rlli':t, a.'ld if~j7I'O~'1Y~ fut.."ld there. toseize it hQldhlg it ~1Jl'e pendi:ng fu:tbc:r(ltdel' "rtb£court,
lea-,.ing a copy of this~ 2nd 311 Sl..'P'PO~ atIicla\>its,lUIl1 a receipt 1)[pw.,..,l,. 1.!Jo::~ 1{BU clu1l1 i!1lI.)
prepase a wrltltln invemoZ)' of anyptoJ:Crt)' seized as a~t oftht::~ PW':lual1t to M' In Ctl!{jund:ion witt. b
....-a:mwt. Yau sball~ t!le in\'tntDry in tho~ of the applicant for~wamw sndtheperson from wbo3e
pcSlles:lion C~~ the properly is ~cn. if theyarepreoent, or in the~ orat least onecrtdibl~ :purson
other thm tbt wa.T'411t~ or person from whose J.Xl~~ion or ptemlsoe :Balli propmy j~ 1.'i.ken. Yau shall
sign theinYcnto!'Y IiIlli 'rtm:m it and I'hc "tWtr..n1 v.ith:l%1 10 d..'7S lci'ter ~da:r.e to any judge as~~ la......

o b:r""een t1l.e oours of7:00"m..and 10:00 p.m.

o between 'tb; hcU1'll of b;:s. and brs,

CZJ at any til:I:c '"! 1M dsyOJ c4bt.

r~c2oi~

Cr. .. 7'N-(7i."'J? (IT{,'~

SEARCH WA..~,R..<Lvr
AS 12""OlQ· .120
Cr.tt 1t ~.,.
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lmmedWely.

-within _ (daYB) (1loUl'$).

wit!1in 10 clays.

(SCAL)

...

TELEPHOt-.1C SEARCH WARRANTS, If!tis ~':'Cb.wamllltwas i!s~d by
te!epbc~~~UmL:~ lUlUI«i,above bA:I~t~ t11r.' "rt"IJw'l1t for
this wam.nt to iignthejudillial Q:ffi¢ar's r~. AS 12.3S.015(d)

3fl1UY
"

Par; :3 of 4
CR ·706 (7/8il) (sr, 4)
SEAttCH WA1L~'IT

A.S 12.35.010 -,120
Crim. R. 37
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:RECEIPT A.""ID NV~NOi{ IJ. OFPROPERn- SElZED
(Conti.'".Luro)

...

TIle above inventOl.'Y of propertytakenpursuar..t to th wam'l~t was made in thepresenceof -rp..f. .~ggfrJ.s
___________andof ill. ]>.?pS _ .'

I swear that·d:tis mvoo.toty is a mieand detaileda.:coUllt of all propertY takenby me onthe auIhorityof this

warrant, $ud-jPL ~ hM£{)

-_.._-'--'----_._-- -_._-_.~-"--

Sig:lUd andsworn to before roe on . -' 19__._.

-'-'~-"--
Judge

--_._-- --'---
(b'EAL)

Page 4o~,f 4
CR- 70-6 (7/88) (51. 4)
SEARCH WA!~.RANT

AS 12.35.010 ...120
Crim, R. 37
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IN 1'S:E DISTIUCTISWWOlt coon FOR.THE STATE OF ALASKA
..\.T M!;Qnltn

S!AIlCR WAlmANT No..

VRACfRTJACATlON
i ~tlllltt'lis dccwnent andb~fJoltot~ (111:be MmO(lh vit:;&n of.a~I~
jilJUd 1ft~ 'lUi. iolW '" IZ}a~ orMln-. addrols or~ numwr 0'111 vic'llm of or wIilMA to
iIifIY efi'c~ 1Iftl.fCl; It 15 Pi~~~ to ldfllriily h ~W !111M CImiiI er lllll MulIdull$lollt 01'~
1IUWlQtlln '. tn~pt ~'If a~1l1~11It and diOC:l1OHll'II 'Of iM lnfonnatiOrl Wt1& ~rdiaf'ed by the aiOllrt.

AnrDAVlT. FOR. SEAllCB WADANT

N'O'rn:J~WN COltlpWtmg ~hjs affidavi".. read th¢ followmgpoints which ahoWd be addressed in your
3~ut ?fthe tac:s. A~"Cb WlUTIiIlt tr:JrJ not be 11'.8Ued untilproOabIe~ fur the ;earoh has been
~',Ii.u. Yous.bou1c!~Wn:

4. .1,\I1Iy were theO~ODS:nade. II; fur~. the infonnation~~ u iIlfcm:.W, 1be
ir~t';:; zeat;OU ferntaldns the obxMmoll!l ~hould be~dea.m:1 lWliUU\: ~ Li!i.~ iu~ ullthe
.imbnnam"s infor.nation should be Betout.

6. .'W'he:n: (!id tr..., obStiltV'mQlJ$~ p13ce- ~be thel~ ofthe ()bSllr'~J andth" ~:tlSor
.ohjeC'tll onserve.:l. The de£cIiptio."l must be es spei:ifu: as the ~UI11SlanCC!~ will allcw,

7, How we:I:Sl .tlw OOSCl"'fat1ons marl.:. For::ample. was an infunll:att~ wastbere an uadercover
~. Y!aSi11~mric ~illlInCe involved, etc.

_ .. ...=.:l::I=~ .. _ .... • __..._.__~_._... •

3Wlg lM"J "we>f:.I, !~ 1hat I bavereason to beliw~ that:

I lr 1 QIl:ll~ pcrconof OI\')'1D S. tjAiG1 03 TONY l'f. Z':-j 4€,l,J'

Pilgc:: 1 of4
C1<. • 705 (J !!88) (sl.~)

Al"rfl;lAVl1' FCiR ~F.ARCH WARRAi'lT
AS 12.35.010· .120
~. R. 37

. ·~{"jj-H.L~C8JW : :-~Gd.:f
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wrrrlfN Trle R£MOTE CPW r-N0lNN I>J3 "l'RC?HY lAKE lOOOE"1.000TeDN:AR !JND£;R HILL CREEK j,j~iJi
IHi: l,lWEI't S\'\t'iI'T 1U",1!fq IN (!!MU-,IC!\NO ON AND WI'THtt-1 AIRCRAFf N'lOi 1M, A ;'l~:~ ~A.~'

SUf'eRCRI,ilSER. ALl. .2~ CAUal:R RIFUiS ,iNC SHOTGUNS AND AMMllNmON USED 0;'( ON t-'~\NO ..ilS 'I'JEU
~~"iSHf:LL CASINGS Cit SHOTGUN HULtS. ANY WOlF CARCASSES. WO!,."r HIDES OR WOLF PAA'fS.
OIL,51.00i) ORiiAI~ SAMPU;;S l.OCArcl:l WTTHH'I ORON N4Q11U. Ai'N'\i1DEO OR STiLLCAMeA-»' FILMOR
PHOTOS.

Ll.l L

o 2.

i 1 3.

C:J 4.

0 5.

0 6.

0 7.

~ to show Wt HAE;,G ANe ZFLlERSpaclcuhrcrime($) o! _

TAl<F g}.Mf FROM A!RCRafI 5MOO,QS518)

ia stolenOf embezzled property,

is one (It'the above t:.,,:.a .Qfpropeny and is in tRe pcesessicn of ~ -,
towiJom delwerad it to conceal it.

WI~ ~cln ~I~ llJ ~1i.t;h the ion:f'OUls~~ fur iz~t~'~ ~.h IIr.lrmtrt are ~ follows:
Sf: AnACHED AFFlOA\IW.

?a,.cre 2 of4
CR • 705 OJ/as) (s(,':')
A..FFlDAVIT FORSEARCHWAP..:.":i,A!';L'

AS 12.35,010 - .1;;0
Cdm. R. 3~!

~'(~~~Hl~~?£J~ : t..jO~,;.:'

EXHiBIT. '. 2~L
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1. Yuw dIi.tl!/, lb I:4l AlllJltcl StQ%c Troop« ~vi1h QY8f IliA J'1JlIii wf~"porKk""'" i.,....1,,<l;nB
f:~ iu tho Yi.lkon and~~ ;all8. I am~ llSSiiJ=i1o :he State's Bcresu
otWildHt';E~ In Mcl...:raib.. M~ motin amal!IeJ.uua li\'!"':~llJ[ W,lldlJd
wi1d1ffil teltaed criI:'.<es. In ll£klition tomy law~t exper:ieOO¢ I am a lifelong
Altiks resident andhave actiovdy trappedfor over20~

2. 00 h<;.()4, tim Al4sb Depa1tlr..e:at offishmd Qeme luuad permit #12 to David S.
:&q aad Tony R. Zellers iIllo~ thBm to lakewolve$ witll tfus aide ofen lti....-plJme
(~ c::ay ai."bome) within thmpontonof Came MJmagement Unit19D Es:st outlined
by mapand writttfi(l..o.scriptlO11.

3. OnHalg's ar:dZellen application form they 3iated that tk'j wouldbe opc:ratius nOLl
~ fully .pped., ",-ell insulazed ltunting lodgel~ just ~~thea..'1 ofMcGtltth and.
~Ie of :mpp.u:ting winter fli/lht and hunting opetatiotlil. Built O'\\i~ and opt!m!ed
oy nmd F'JlCg. In~tion they st:ied that they WQ\lld beusiag a. bush modified,
high per1orJ:la.llc; PA-12S~ on~ 3()OO ~. (S~ ~.;:J. ~licatioll).

4. On 3-2l-ll4, you; :iL"liant ccnl3C1ed Haegand Ze!1eTS in McGrath ar.d in3pt;;ted ~iI'

liln:,Illll. I ~~illkllly llO'Il;Q~ 3IYlc of aki3a:d ovemiZllli iliil. wi""'"~i~nt " ,,,n
slci. Dw:ingoUt .:on"wsation~ commelIt1:>d 00 the~noe ofhis ald.:>, a%!d tile
0'Ill1-iz!.cll ",ide i'~g. bBen; spcci&ally~~\ on thll %,"'e ofexperimental·
llkot:lI~ ~lwouldbe usi.Tl~ ill Moot W91V~~'iI'ilil, Thi~ /pcludfid new copper p!a.i
pellets .a:ad Remington "heYi shor', .

5. au 3·26-(}4. whilep;ilt1'tIlllili inmy~ PA~18 wpercub in the upper swift river
draimge lQC3tcd wilhGMU·l9C I 10¢atl:(! aphn where anUrc:ra:ft had liUl<led nex-!
to several $e~ of wolftraob, From my~. All a long 'oime V1pP(%' 1r~gniz.cd
tW; as cor.tl...'11Oll pn:c~ wht.. l¢.lol:i:lg~ 38£ldul dhoot1on ofn2v~1 of thdi ~-11h'=:!.
n131eelJ.l.Wn WlW ~~v~~~y ~o 1"hl:1 miin:1 ClUttlide af\hy jiWmM'tt.w ,,"";,,1 ",-n!f

hun:ting zone.

6. On 3-27-04, r ~tlJmcd to this location!llld tWfllt\lally loca"";u where four wolves had
bQetj k1ili:d iLl ~lWaic loo::atiOll$ju:lt upriverfrom~ initW. point Ae71~ l~on

of !be :i.'tes sho..vtd that inevery ilistmc4 ranningwolitr:\Ch~ in a kill sik, with
no woiftrll£kal~~ ),-ill 'lite. ('rmw-.d i!lspeeticn ofoneofti\e kill~
coniirmed my ea."iler 6~~:.i1lU!!S. l'lUilllllJ e}_lMitoilW I roocyililorl tmijai~~
wnsiswnt witi1 wolvres being UWm from and aiIpl8l1e. At all fo\ll" J..:lwlOt!S airplane
tr~wnsi.;teDt with your~ts aiIphm~ ~~o~ $lei the WQlf

C3ri:~j had Mm removed.

8<HIBIT_.;;..V_
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8, 011 3-2S004, I returnedto~ ls.ilJ siu.s anddid .':!. thoroughground investigation. Ai
.\:ill SlieS .!. #j :u;d#4 1 w8iJ 4lI1~ ~ 1ot4Wl1hotgun ~llffll in~!!£OW ll~ to the
pviIuw~ the wa!f1raCki~ in @ bloodynIl site. At killsis8s #3 3lld1U I tbowd
copper~l! buok ~~ pel1e~ ~stent "Oith my CO!IVCl~On with Zellers on the 3
21·04 in 'ft!Ucb Wlt'llill:e<i aboutwhat~ 44would be using, At :d11 ~he #2 1
found a frMl ,2~~ bn:is ncar lbeldll.ate 5Ia'm,ped with "223REMWOLF".
Ground iw:peelicm. a!:lo showed ski~b lWlCt to aa..-h kill site consistam withthe ski
(JQ)'OI.:I' dei'~t's~ and at kill site#2 I lo<::atod oil dripp~ from fI park..o-d
~.

9. With tbI; abvve·intormati~ I request~ a selU'Ch >VV13D.t be issued ~owinj: ;rOut

affiant to search the hunting camp known ~ Trophy Lake Lodge to ~1txL: any
outbuil~ Of storage 5heda, as 'l'le113.'S~N4011M to look fet wolf careasses,
bides~~, at wellany 123 caliber rit1~ orshO~ as wellM the 8lJ'munition
W.h~. and live fureithet. Inaddition ll.l1y~ ail, blood er hair samp~
~ within N4Dl 1M.

D ~\..

,,r['rvoo f~J

J - ? ! - (){
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IN 1'Hl: DiSTIUCflSlJ'PUlOll COVilT roll THJI: STATE OF .u..A!S:Q(A
AT McGritt!

SIWlCllW~ NO. ffYl c... - 0 if~ {) d ,;L 5 L-J
VAACIlImFJCAT1ON'

I~~ ttlA d;x~fntlftilind it.~ dOIIGt eoMaIn (1) the ltMIe Qfa vlctlm of ~ 3n1lllf offenae
IWhod In AS 1U1.1.iO or l~) a rockIenco or buvtnMo~orulajo~llumil8r ofev~ of or ,rl&l,11t1l ~
~1l1 offo,. 1I11lMa it. an~ UMd to id.m:fy 1M pIK8 of tile00ftl4t ~ It .. 11ftfidel,.. QI'.~

~ In.~lJlt'Ofa~rt~l1lJand d1HloG4ir8 ~1Ilo!nfo~ Wtt8~ by the ~rt.

TO; Nrj Paa4lC Officer

o

CJ

SwamtestimonyImvlni beengiven b~' -I.lJ.rp~._~ _
___________...!J..a.iR:iS""Is...a,."S"'fa

lLl
1e.....T....mgpe.......""....r:B""- --'

Aa affida"Vit haV!l1g been $worn to be:itte me by TW. Trst90fW Bntt¥ GlhhftDl
A!MklswaT~

l"()ll~wi'lle my 1i.nd~Qll tho nwrd Uw~!~ ptO~lll C&u&o to belW.'o that 1) the pr=tmioD
<lfrM ~;Q'mt',",t'Gdllvit ort~ pmonlilJy ~funt ij~Qilllof!laet would~t indelAy
ill "hlwini'l!!, R /oWIII'N'lI ·-\"I'G~.liM iI~~ l;bei~b4 iM:.1)the dalaymighZ t'llOult in lc,Q:l 0('

destn.lCtioJ;l (lithe wi4et:Qe su.bjll~ to sci.>:U.', recorded ",l\'\)m~timony W'tSgivenbyel~
by Trp Amp StM~ TWOl'Jl'u'!I

i i onthe~o.of . _

Page 1 t~i'4

CR·71,)6 (7/as) (st, 4)
.~I<A ~,CH WARlVo:.NT

AS 11.35.CI0 - .120
Crim, R. 37

r:XH!8IT. l? _
;:\t'G~ ...1 .. m:J.?_.02477
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CiJ 1.

CLl 2.

CJ 3.

D 4.

0 S.

0 6.

0 7,

/

YOUARElffi..~y CO~'ffMANDED to s;:arch the person ar pn:.mise3 named for the ptC',!)&tyapecifed, seI'Vicg
lli~ Wl\lTlIlJ'l; IW.li ift.M pro'l'mty k fiJwIil~, w$':~ it, bokl~IlS it 1"""'''"I'1'l JIlInrline: fl1nh"r r.m<ll' of1hOl court,
leaving1.1 ~opy of this-.wrnmt, mld ali ~..tli lUfidavlt5. and ~ receipt of.p:roperty taken, You ihllli also
fIT"'I"'T"''' wrirn-.n inv:'.O'fnty t>fMy I""~ ~7.Od lU a rnsliliofthll ~arch pursuant toor i.!l eonjunctiou wilil the
wmant. Y'JU shallIn."!he ll:veDtory in1M~ oftM applicam fcr Ow WlAmln( lUlU U:re pe1'9Ol1 from w!J,o~

~cn,~ pf\mlisas tha ~P«iY is tUft4lftbeyatll present. or i'll. to",;-~ of Q.tleQ$t onec~ible persea
other than ttle~ applic:nrt or penon £lv.n whose ~SUO;l Q1'~sesWc\property is Ulken. You 'sCa!1'
sil\l1 tile Iovwr.orjf and l'etu:m it and die Illlana:nt within 10 days after this~ to Uf'i ,i'.14il~1lS,1tlq~bY It\w,

YOU SHAlt. SERVETI-llS W.uRANT:

o hatwam the MUr!'l nr'7:(l/) am. and 10:00 p.m,

o ~ tb. aoW3 of hm,~ hrs,

[EJ lit a.~ ~e orthe dayor:tight.

~,~ ~.~i'~, ""."
CR - 706 (7/83) {n. 4)
SEAI<.C!1 WAl~V!J";'T

. . .. .... .. . . .....
AS 12.35.010· .1:20
Crim. R. 37

02478
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CiJ
o
I J

o
A I In V"1 l V..,{ U J..

(SEAL)

'TEl,FPHONIC,~CH WARRA."l1'S. If this se=b. warraut was issued by
1eIV.cr.e.~ ,iOOicial officer lllImCd showhas oral."y~ theSW~ fer
th1~~t UJ:ll.;:nllJti JwlilIbol U!lli.i'J,'i ~'. A3 1;1 ,'~ 111 ~n)

T1l:\8 Wa.m.nt S~cd: _

RECEtPT A."'lD INVENORY OFPROPERTY SEIZED

Page 3Qf4
CR· 706 (7/88) (st 4)
SEARCH WARRA.I."I'T

AS ! 2.35.01 0 •.120
COm. R. 37

02479



C' > NU Uu.-r'"J' i1,~_"~.I:)ld.lI.'O. J

_ ..~_ ...._. x·.··_pxc ...

P. 84

RECEIPT A"ro IN\>'"ENORY OF.?R.OPE.'ft.TI' sEJZED
(Cnntinu&:d)

RETIJR1'l

On 1 19--..> at __(am,) (p.m.), J~"'*~ (the penon) (the p;tem;;;cs)

\t(i:l(ldbc;d int.~~ JIlld I leftA copy ofthc WlU:l'lUl1 ('I1Iith) (llt) _-:=:::-
''''''' .......... flPl,....qt ll_~ ...b¢

I $1'wW that this !nvC!l101Y is It troe atld detll11ed~t ofall propeaiy l:a.kCll by '1M an ilie authocity ct:thl:o
Wl:l:!I!llli

Signed andswornttl beib"'tr..eon _

{SEAl)

Pa;,~ 40f i
CR -1C6 (7/88) (st. 4)
SEARCH WA.R.'q.A..'IT

.19--,

AS 12.3S,OlO- .[20
Crrm. F~ 'J7

02480
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FAX NO, 807~5 4273

0 ......

p, 01

!11 M l):S'taIC'r/sm'lI:t.I01 COUI'!' ;01. 'm ,S'1'An: OF AUiUo, .u.L:lc. G.-a fC '

lurch il'IIn-lIll!:: No. 7f1 C- Ot./-to d.. ID'

AF1I»AVn' rim SLUCH 'Ir1AUAI:
~: :'iflHi'iJ I.:UilI,Ill.l:Ulj lItl h "flHda.vi=. r.lI.d ~ io'1.lOWl;J1
jl~1;1':~ 'JIMen :5hwlt bG adull.nd ill )'O'oli' .tat<UJllGi! a~ Will &1l... l:J I

A li.ar~h liI!il'S''&'&~t iii" not: b. ilIlJ110414 uz:.Ul p%'oha~l. ~~i. to': el!la
;\l(~c:h '1\&$ bil!liln IIDQft. You lIhwld ~,lai~t

1. -<;.,1Ic 'If4U,' oosuvell (t.f,VllI aAteel or l)e1lezo Uw,lIy1i:l;
1nt;;;nJattoa) •

2. Wh~ tid. tha QburvaUoa.G take pl&u (4at~1 t1::4,' a.n4
I*~Y$~CO of =vanta).

,
••

5.

1,

8.

Who :utie the \;bae=Vfltiona.

!Il1l.l w.,... the O~a9l'VQ't1cn. III&ci., If. for GaatJle, eh.
tDto:1llati~ ca:e f1:llC IUl iufr;rJ.':ll'=tt ~b. 1nfo~'iI'i' ?,auCUII
fer makiUS the ~1tlil40na':1o~, $hou1l1 D8 .,""1211 and ,l:c.aoCS\j
iuf' ~slr~;; on 'tM il\fom.crc' 0 ;j,u,fo:nut:i:., .bould be IH~t
out. '

\n'.t.-: '014i1l obilIU·...e~. l:lt:ll.1u a full d.II~:i,ei:m ;)f ilvane.
fll~~~n' tQ ~g~~b~'lh r~~\.bl. :&Use.

io'blJn did eh_ o~"fVat:£gn. UP plliell. »aut'P'4I t~
lOC4dc:~ ot :bo obserhu an4 l:ha p&t!.ona O~ olJHct.
QQu::ved. ~ <\'u=i1ltior: must: b. M B'P"£ti'l lUI ~he
~i~~~t1nC.i y~1~ ••1~.

Rov we1'11 tb4& &bJirvJ,ti~, 'N4~. for axm;li!r wall "
1;rfonllsnt: 1W1lI~, "., .t11~. a =~'l:e~u ~f!!:J.eell. 'Wu
alGc~oni~ i~~~t114ft~4 tftvolvad••tG.

All othe~ :el.vant intormat~~.

3e1ng duiy Jy~~n, L'~IL. ~~ I U4GU uln,r- ~~ ~A'1.v. that:
r:J on tne par;Jon of .. • _

[XI O~ 1:b... jlS'ellliu. "'1\ew!! aa :? 27..33 LAbi.WNT D8Wtf ]A

ffi.lt.-:S}J\")f~ R f@/I'J?M E tfetl~ Q\.-~~lJ.l!d,.IJ\J&::~, fttt~ {,Uf?p u.C4&'=
, t r

__~~ llt $Qt,Pmn-1\ , I Alu.... ,

~s 12.3'.elO-,120
Cr~. ~. :31

F-XH18!T l[5
'w-..e..........__-=--_

j;li!\Gf.::~.5.__ OF:._.~?02481
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p, 02

0 ~" .
W 4.

f:J :;.

CJ ~.

-'

then: is tlOW b<lq .::~oo' PfoPOrlY, ):llWtlly: Su=ch WtI:1:ant 1'10. 1((1c- 0<[- 00 OLSW
ALl. .223CAl.I'BER RIFL!! ANO 12GuAOr; !&HU IGUN3,\liD iWMUNITIt;l~, A!'; Well. AS SPeNTSHE\.L

CASINGS ORSHOTG\JN l'4Ull.S. Al..SO ANYWo.V1GATIONAl. MAJ!'S, EQlJlP'fMENT, ANO INF6~ IIUN
CONTAINED \'IIlTHIN. ANYWO..... CARCASSES, WOl.FHloes O~ WOl.f PARTS. 81000 OR HAIRSAMPLES
WHICH MAY BE ~ROM A WOLF. mY VlOEO~ snu, CAMERA FILM.NEGATlVES,OR PHoros WHICK MAY
SHOW WINTER WOLF HUNTlNO OR TRAPPING, .A$WELL AS~y DIGITAL ~lll OR VlO;O CAAil!RAS AND
DATA CONTAINED W1rH1N. AIoJY "SUNNY SOOTS', AND AN'( 'vVOU: 5NARiS. ANYWRITTEN RecoRDS
CONTAINING INFORMATION PERTAiNING TO fliGHT lOCATlONS, DATeS. AND l)A$Sl!NG!:R lNFORf,UlTION

;~#. /lIl/r~ j(~v'5-1f Pa$iEUT: AIliy .etuP~O /t5~II.ld~-n'J '1H;,!
ffvfl./nlJ& ~r< Tf.ZA/~i(/j6- i!J~ jrJOf,VE:S. tfu 7f1XI.'D~)ArPfhP~"-"',t..;t:. lIN,/)
7J2.MV$FU~ of- 9(;§;~(otV PJff'6£J Hj!" WC')"'I1~$ ~M ;t1~ I~~(H/
f~2Nr, LAW/Nb G£AA \ ~~I '5 , TTl1 L. ilJlfe~" ..S- !fl~ .>HEt-trE 7J>.tit!tfI,VE.

\;~: Ty:q. ...~~ A1~/f'"r
L;4J L h .v1detu:.. of ei\e p_rticul.;r e!'~ma (5) gf .?&.r~4.-:o.rs(f) '.

j J],MfUiNb Wrf"tt £VlPEN~ as /[..r(" (gm(vt13')<Y)
•

c:J Z. t_nds tQ rbow ~~.t ~~!ct2d

ehG pJ.rti'\l~a:' l:d~(a) ot _- _

is !tol$~ O~ ~~zzlcd ~~;r~~t],

wa~ uv.~ ~, ~ wear.n 01 ~¢~1T.r.tn~ 4 ~rtm$,

iii i:l tho pouudon I:f i/o !'at"son who intgn,:i;: co
u,. it as A ~tns of ~~~ittino a Q~imu.

i: one of tnj above t~~~ of prsp"~:1 ~a is in
tn:. PQu..u:l.Otl o't __--__~ - __• ti\;

~ho~ deliV$=.~ ic to
cone... l it.

c:J 7, is ividancu ~f htalw\ 4~d ~~f,~y vio1attQn&,

anti tll411 £4Gtii t;~1\::'ni to aatabli~h the !otelloi!'lS g:,~u:1~ ~ot
ta~tJ.&T::':i Q;C o'L ~e41roh w• .\":;~: il:e .1.$ follQVI/l:

AS 1,.S5.010~.12C

Ctt!:1, K. "
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AFFIJ)AVIT lCR SEARCH WARRA.Vr

1.. Your affiant is an ..IJaskaS~ l1'O<ljle1 with o"m sixy~ ofeY.~enceinclwi:ins
fivt in tbw y.....'O'll* ~'.-Yim lli'ti. I _ 'i'\lwrot1y "~'"e"M Tn1""" ~.lttf:·~ 'Rl"........,
of Wildlife~ in McGtaUl. My lnIIir.dutles mclude~ offish and
wildlife rda!ed crimes. In adtlitioo to my law~ tlXpenooce I am a lifelona
Alaska midect andhave wve1y trllpped fur over 20rem.

2. For Il:WlY;ieatS it ba$lx= i1l:pl to shoot wolves from ll&1 a.i:ptMe. A& pl."t of a:1.

ex~tllI~ .xw.trol pmgr:un in il =all area \U'O~ McGrath. it "''2& made
1esaJ. to aerial lnmt wolvC$ bya ~eet number ofJ)el:mitted hum:rsiS Ions as they
l'12ua.Ulad willilil the pemlit lm.at bouudaries llOxilldhmd CO~t rap:>rting
~ llI1d pem!it~ Theonly legaltnetbo<.l3 of take for wolves
out\i& of th~ two pmnitte¢~ in~ Stws~ either ~und shoo&g afterthree
A.M. de: the day a personhasHown, orlnppmg and lIiI:l8Cnj.
O%l 3·j..Q4, the Alaska Departmcn:t ofFish and Game issued pmnit;l;12 to David S.
HaegandTony R. Zel!ml~ lhl:m to liWl "",-,Ivw Wi!.!l iltc aide or lW aiIpl.:m.e
(illrlle day ai.-homc) witbin~t poi1iQll cfQenic~~tU!li! l!1D ;:9 .... O".cliod
hy m",p and writfto.l:l <bmptiM

,~, Ontrazg'Sme! ZclICZ'3',pplfeatifJll form they ~wcd tMt they would be opcro.ting
:rom Tropby LikeI.«!ie. a fUlly ~qtlip~ well insuI&ted huntin: lodjOl~ just
6O~of McGrath 3:od c.apublc of ~POrtiDg wintu f1jiJxl:~ hunting operations,
built. QWI1e4 and o;.emcd by ~vid Hacll. If1201b~ at tho lodge, thayp~ on
Oilsmg otn ofM.cGisl:h(wbich did not eM 'lip being ·the ease). I~ additionthoy stated
tbai they woaId beusing I bI:sh ,lI1Odfied, high perfot=azlCe PA-12 Supetc:uiser on
Aero3000W. ~vidHIliIg identifiod himselflIS a M2iltei' Guide 00 his appliClliion
for the~ WQlfhwmq pennit with the Alz.sb Depart:ment: ofFish and 01!rne.
(See~ <tJfpli<:atJon)•

.j I On j-21-{;'1! JOur llffiomt \lIOnuwtW HailS :indZerUwo in M~<mrlh -md 'Villlwvdth.riI
!li:GnIll,N4011M. I~callynoted the ityle of skis lUld ovenited wi whe¢l
witilout So tail *i, which Is a l'lItha'~!et up in lhislll1!a. Out ofall ofthe aircraft
pmniUlidto~y buntwolves in the~ .vee. this W!.IS d:!t; only oae 5elUp
withthese 3lds' in conjunction with this type ofratherIltliquc taU wheel. During our
conversationHaegcomm~ OIl tbe perl'on:nance oihis skis, and tho on.inoh wide
ctJl'lterKq:. Zcl1er3 ~cally~ 011 tbz t)pe of~riJmntal~
the-I ""tmId be 1Wrla to shootwolves with. This intlllJded l'll':',vcopperplatccl ?ellen:
lUld~"hc~_ ~". A~ Zellers~~~~ ilCW shot ~.d!s, he pointed
into the airplane and I obt=rv~ a camouflase colOte;1 sOO!iU-' !r~ thereur seat.
ZeUm weDt.~tl to desl:ribe Iww \'rith tb Ibort sbot SUO andthe t"tpe ofGoOl'! on this
ai1])lane. ae Wll5 ab~ to libcot o)~ both zide of the liJrplane "o\wlIl the ;ll..~
I7Iald.Di & fJll circle tum. N4011M is ~5tf:red to Bush Pilct me.. P.O. box 123.
Soldotna., Alaska9%69. This is the mail.ini Jddmsl~ for DavidHa.e~ QIl hiswe·lf
pomnit 1pplica~QD witb~ Alad:aO~ ';)fFillb~G=tl,

02483
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t On3-26-04, whi1e p<14o.lli.ug in my state PA-iS $UpCtC\1l) in the \.\l'1'JCt SWift Rh"lilr
dnlinage located with OMU..l9C11~ a pl~~ iltllircM lwlllll'~nc:xt
to~ Mis of'M)1itraoks. FNm my~!Ill a longtime!umtert:apper I
!~Will i;J,l, \,\,ij/JWUU jJ£~t.iu. 'Wk.Q lookiDg to !IX the direction of tmvol of the
wolves. This~ ..-as approximately SOp~mi1~ outside ofthe~ttll>d Illlr'..al
woifhllD1:ini zone.

6. On 3·27004.1~ to this locatiOQ aQ4 ov«rtually Iocar.e<l ~1l.ere four wolves bad
~kill~ in .' ....' l~~ j\lStupriver from'lM wtial poUlt. .Aerlal~on
ofl'bt..5it:e:i.~:: ~ in eve:y WtaDoe lUIlDlna wolfi:rlK:ks~ in a kill site, with
blood w! IWr in the saow,and with no wolft%aclts leaVoilg the kill site.Gtound
;r~ll !JiOlle oftbllltiU site:l 00I1fizmcd my earlierobxrvati~ from the air that
!he tztl:b were that of~WOMs, which dead ended ~ bloody spots in the snow.
Frommy~ I !'eCOgclzcra this IS bei~consistent "lim wolves being taUn
froman airplane. At all four locations I saw airplanetrac.b eonsistl!l1t \.\ith the
ll!liqtle1ail wh::cl and skictlIlfiguration of David ~'l> airplane. At all fotr kill
sites, frd) wolfcar..a.'l/lell had beenmnDVed. 'I'M kill $itet Me all greaier thlm 55
~llUUI1: ::illell ll'..lllJ !JI~ f'~'Wl. !JUUllllwy uf Ihz:~.l' lJI'ill.l11!al~W 9\"olfhunting
uea.

1. Trophy Lake Lodge is located in Omle~Unit 19C, andis a lqe &Uid~

oomp wbi~h Hiog O'Nllll iIoll.~ IOSft fa~ iXImliiWNW iQ;l prlVlItf 1li'1' tr.........'tU"'''f vi':",
year.The lodge is located OIl~ 'I;ppcr Swift !U'Illt, 27 mll=s~ oime kill
cilZlll =~j "Oliho~ oftbit .llUI'O,'t HwQary \lf~ liPJ~' ~t\Ji'I;\ ~~".1

wolfh~!1"l!d.

S. On )·28-04, 1returned to !he killsltel> lWd dida thoJ"OliBh ground mvestiaatioo. At
kill siw #1, I~ W 1Jl41 wu !hIe '!O l.oute ailM:.1U11 ~i.'l U1~ llHUW JlCUl( lu u.'U
pojnt wbe:Ie tbs u.cli'tracb ended in • bloodykill~e. Inwstigation at kill site #3
:ibowed a vertical tl'ajoctory of'iht pellets, consistMt wi1i: the shot~ fired froJn zn
airplam:. At kill sites#3 =d it4!f~CQ~pl-d bt!c.k. shot pellets consistenr
with my ronv~~11wi1hZellc:non the3.Z1-04l.nwhicll we tl!Ilked about wh41
Ml:Il:lUIIition~ ......'0\11\1 be using. Atkill sita i2 I foJ.md a fu-...ah m caliber bra$s ncar
~ kill sitesiam~ with"223 RBM worr. There were no human tracks.
>lIUWW!UId, :>UiJW uuwWwi!, lUlaii~e ill UoK.ks within twt.nty yan\l. oftllc Cllrtridg~

lnsll, ocnsisrent withit being £red from llIl airplai:le. Qrcu!)d ~-pKtiQ11ilso Ehowe;;!
;;i:l u<lC1a uc:\t10~ nn Jitc; cotlJiataa....nh t.il;> J¥:i all your ·dc~t'a :iliplc.ne
:md,a:t kill sire in I loca:::d oil drippings ii'oma~ airpliGe.

9. On 31.29/04,;l¢4o'"eb wammt4MC-Q4.001SW was issued by the AniakDistrkt CO'.11'f
fr:tr Troph~ Lalul ~'l1~l;l, iiWJ AiI\,'1'li!l N4021 M.Durlni the: SlIllIICb WalTlII.1i .:.;;:ceution
1lIk.T thiJt=~ dlly, the lodge~ searehed du.~ wt:icl1 distinctive
ammunitiol:l,(u.223 R£M WOLF") ,wolf carcssses, am! b4irandblood samp!Clwere
~ The~ h4d IIl;lllbvi\Jua Wp 'JI'~~, lIIW llW"m tz:. ~1!""~
:;hot !.i\'aS leimeC thaIAi."(;raft N'lOllM~ illSQ~ (McGratl:l ADF&O spob

dM;Hl~JW : ~~~~

EXHiBIT__Z-~_~_

D.I\.GE '"'(; 01" \c;• , .:1 .. .• __._~02484
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WHUg M: hiS~) lIL 12111 LlIlltl,lIUli lhl# lIl:WOO WlilllUl1 UlUUllll.li5 submittedto the
AniakC¢l.lft 00 3/30/()4.

1i). DIU~ Jil¥ WU!l M" pilot ill ",mlm. Aluka, it iu:3 been my~~Q that moot
pik'ts usc a globe.l positiOl:li.ugiyr~QPS) in ~UllCtiOD. with maps cftbe atea
w~ conducting blj,-m Di!!IU 0pc£aOOll~. It ill not)' ;oznmon to 8.\VG br.dinGlliWa.
10<1# 11Xllltioos, and kill sites in tb.e GPS. or to m.il'X tM locadO!l$ OIl :J, map. Ma:ly of
me ~pwticipaiing in hUl1t3 with~ boundarles, IlIlItk the boundari~ OQ

elwwthe map or '<he OPS. Haeg provided OPS~ for the kill sitesof the
th.~ wolves WJ ~ reportedly killed inside;be \esaI pennithunt.~ I flew to ;bt
ooonli1!atl:d v.'hich ~ptQvidild to ADPW, andwasunable tol~ skiUi.cks or
killsites..

11. Durmg the hlvestigatioo. it wasbrought to mym<.cnnon byanother'i'rooper th.it on the
web oite found on 'Ihtimim..t acwww.s1lytk!H3 "".. , n~virl H""8 ",ff"r~ winter wolf
hunting~~1!ip for$4.000.00, Htlll()e$ on to llllUe inhisarlw.mgemem t,i)ll1

ho will~ \hot rf91'Y h1il1tfi'~A91a~ l\ w·?J.f~r wmvl'!ri1'lf': hioMlI, On the ~h
:tile tho:e are pbotogn:phs ofwh4teppea.r to bv s!:lot wolves in front ofN4011M. Also
in the~w ill a= boklifli a RugBl'mirJ·14 r..tle, which~.::ar:ablc Qffu'..nS ,:/.23
caliber~ 'l1l«eare%lum~ Other~ OIl the 5itesllowlni shot
lind snarsd w¢lve:l,

j 2. Less tbal1 ono;q~ cile zrom kill sia #1.!here is the eareass of a tiP'r' moose
whichthe wolVei have been feedillg on.The mOOM <:atCiSll has snares SC't ::round it,
11' determines by two IIMIeCl animAl! t!lat I obG«v~ cear the o::areass. Theai~
t."llI:ks ....~ the trapper land$i and VI'lllkod in to ill1 the Slll=$ nextto the mcose
\lliII~ lil-.:l1Jl:l~"l: L}'~.wd vw,t.&i' oftt.w: Ai1bt; mot il.lD uM riflehilled welf
sites. DUling the in~on tbml~ no catch drcles ordrag marl:s typ~y
!o= lit site!lwhere wolves have~ trapped or 3lJM'ld. All foUl' of~ wolves were
bero~ and left wm-JIl rozming wolftrlJCks up until tht; point they were ....'1ot.

13. At wlll !li1;l ;:1Ji.iliiJlil.lai.lvll(&~ br...twceu thc kill ~~~ thfu~e cdrctaft
~ a.r.a~ of!"'r'~~) $im1If\<1 kin /lite #3, shoe t:rlICks which llI-~ed to
be~ ii'om~y boots"~ obserwd.

14.On 3129/04, 1ex~a Sl:6:Ch Wlm'QU1 at die lodge,box 1hl: ';"-pltmeW~ in Soldotna
ax Ole tima. Soldoma Tr00per6 have~ly cocfir:ncd that the4i."'P1&ne is lit the Haeg
IC!lil.leu\.:e \;uu~y. TIlt;L~dc~ lIdrln:J3 !l:J:I:d by Dn'Vid Heeg OIl hio'YI'ulfhunti:r:C
pcmrit is 32283 LK:f:om Drlve in Soldaln4.Oc. 3l30/04, TonyZcl.lers lilie{lhooed
~McGr.sfh .WF&G ofiWe and ~uesw41bat a copy oftlw~.Bed wolfpernrit
con4itIDJ:l:I be~ toDavid HacIZ',~. The~md kill date ofthe wolves
~~g ll..'lI.i l-;Uen WJIi 3!6I04.1.Uld 1h, WQlfhiCes wouldM.«i to be .l,itlu:!: fl~lted.
~iitcilOO, aM dried, or~m iJ1 a rd%iiet=r citreeze:r to l'reV".nt ;>wila$:e.
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1lianJ.c'r~ roUt! iOi UU; STAfE o'i At.AiY.A.. .u..-AGp'..Jio '
SIlc:r~lI Wan.".'t No•• '1/,7- Cl(-Q4 ':)W

MiWA.Vrr ~ SUlCK WAI!WI'£

!'loti; lifo;'!! cocpleUUi :hill affUtlV1t, res~ W fOUMG18
?01.Mil 'If'hich lih.<l'UH be &4uw,.ad in 11lV J':4itsmall.t d ~ hen.
A 1li4.1:c.l1 wan-&ftO My nat 11. 1.3U411 =::l.l ~"9.1sliJ C~U·tCII g.)lr 1:l!la
leA'tch haa bun ".ow. 1'ou IIbould ~hia I

1. ~ lrq' oiltcrved (gh'. nuae 01:' ::Itb.er U8nC~f"!.ftt
t~fct':IGUR) •

2. Wl\eA ·t!i4 tblll ob.a:Na;iou. e&1te $l1.lil~a (:!ate, tb;.;· ed
a~4ue~~ of ~~t.).

3. ~ mal!e the cl:lse~.t1QiU.

4. ~y 'iitl:'. t1'le otl'llilnadeNl _,.. It 7 tor G.,1.6i1 I :Joe
~1I~~ti~ ~.!W ~~ iU\ i.:l.fo:lll&Ut, t~ i.,,,tOnUllll:' II fQ410U
f~~~~kiftC ~ o~~..-v.tion••bou14 ~. 'f.cit~d, ~d r~oni
fo= -:el~ on tt,4jl :£n.f:oruitc I. l.l!\fc:naa1:ic;l "h41.:Iltl 1ft, nr
~\,,/, .

s. What \;\19 o~alifVtl<!. l~cludi& £ f~U c!.s;;ipti;l&\ et 'il'Vmtli
nlevlu'IoC !;Q .,ubtish p:'Okbb l:l<WS8.

6. Wh"::1lI did tt16 Clb.ena.ckml t~B ,1a·ca. 'uc:o:l.b/il :l:.Q
lC=G~ of ;he obae~z. a=4 e~ pe;.~. e~ obJact'
OQ8<i:Yed. fill dClllc;oi1n:1Oft 1lWI~ ~e 11.. $p~1fti: .., t~
¢i.r':l.:Wleanc4l. '1111 .11011,

7. ~atI _1':'1 tbe ob.ft'Va~£~. ~4de. 10: ~lo, .,81 .1l\\
infonumt U4i'1~. R! .~. .. 7,mdtTGlOY" off1;:Q1r. 'lI!!.'
ele=tf~~C i~~!11&aCQ icV~lvt4. e~c.

S. All "t~e:- ~l.v@t 1~fOr!:lA:~.

hL'l\i :ioo:ly iI""on, 1. zt#te t~~ I bav. fU!l1'l2:t co :;e1.ifj·..... 'eM\: I

O ~ t~.G "'''::'!lon ofT •• _~

aJ 011 the p::m.'e& kMWn U tJJ../()JlM
j

[JrP£1L rf1<Ch _
(~CRI5f4- l,(J~e, rc ~ Sf ,~..P-I:~a. N'11bfi)

~ .~- $TE'I1; •DE tt.K Ae , (\l.ai~e,

h
hi9 1 "i ,
Cit·70S m.laS) (~t.")
.A.1rm.WIT lO~ S!.IUCR '.t/A.~

8<HI8!T iJ.:,...._-,..."'"... ~...~...._~._--

I'·...t' ... . ( c.).::' t' I ••.•,~ .::1 t:.._......... ,- lJ
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d.1iv&:-e~ ~t to

Lll ~i of cl!., a~""'i f:yplii

chs ~Q~~'i~1on ~f

whom -,
"or..oltal it,

(:;:1 3.

C8J 4.
I m! ;5,

I. 1 6.

o 7.

there isnow (l.;ing con.::~ propertY,; UlU1l.¢ly:

AIR~LANE N4011M. A PIPERPA-,2 $UPERCRUI6riR, AS WElL AS ALI" ..'223 CAUSeR RIF1.ES ANO't2 GUAG!:
!llV IUUlIO fllllll....·' '.II"!'\r,lI.! At?~l;,l,l..AS SPENT SHELL CASINGS ORSHOTGUN HULlS. AI.SO N1Y
NAViGATIONAL MAPS, EQlJIP'TMeN"l', ANU INllUiQAAIlOll nt-·'·'c:;n Wn"!'ll~c(AA!«CASEou. SAMPLE,
,'.';0. ~~!J.l1- CII.JAAU cr all iN ~iF, AIN WOL.F CARCASSES, wOU= HIDES O~WtILl- iJAA tJ. OLon""'"
H.AJR SA,\;1P!..ES w}.ll~!-I W\Y!)l! I'~OMn 'ffl)'If, ~,JV \J11 Il-l"l OR lITl],!. Qt'lM~ ~! M.NCGATJVES,OR PHOTOS
WHICH ~AY ;!ItIOW W1N'rFlll WOL~ HUNTING OR TAAPJ:>ING, AS WlLL Al, JlJ~ r D!crrfil. iTI' I N:J VII~O
cM!E.I:lASANDDATACONTAlNEO WITHIN. AliY ·OUNNY anms· ANDN4.Y WOLF SNAI\:ES. ANY WF<rrrr!N
ll.eCD~s ~~I~fVt:,.INFd~ P~Ti'dMN(,/f> !=u/;-;fr~~~ MIl)
~~;l" 1r\lA;>.(.M"%"""~ t=r'4JM M~ ,sr 77tPu~ ;)~ .4N! ~1'2.D
~~,"*,N!JV& 11> "'iH"i. /ftI/oIVNG- of.' ~fJliilr;. Cr;/,VC1W~. th.t- TAA/~l
Y~F6P,u.~I.2k:. +'1<1:) ~r-2.~ ~p Pcss~fO!V ftrPu.,s F1-.A2- 1,4)0(.,1/$$ I~~;';:' I,)....

'"1Jtlov bPI- f~~\J1, L/tNDJiVlr~ (5;':"'5) WL.lJj~5. IfUSu >iV-~/1'£-ri~~
I"'\'t1 1. 1, eviup-co 0: th~ pa::-:1eUl~:r e:;l.InQ(i) cf r~~!TBtJg.f'~AI~~Pr
~ ';lMfr "'~ M'S"tIA) .~TJ.\:M~'!~ hI tj1t • .;"l/11\£!111 g, g Jl~igKf.'itd~ .•
c:J 2, tends to ~how ~~.t • Qcmm1tted

th' p2rt:l.(:ul£ll' G:1'1u(:a) 0: •• _'

La stolen o~ ~a:%l~d ~~?erey,

w,as u611d I' t liIlHIU. a: li~fr:tit'l; ~ ;:1::1.&,

is in ~hc p90t,ssicn ot a ?:~cp ~ 1~tendu ~~

u.e ~t as 4 ~&ni of c~~~t~~~$ a ~r~.

and tho :ac~:i tOl:'l:!il\j tg u::Hi.ah l:h'l: to.J!ol:n; ;rQ'l.lruili tc:r:
1a~~~~eo c! a f.a~eh WAZrAnt ere i# fol~~$l

.• _... <. f

,L:~rIO;; ,U1; ~J,S r~1 S!1 i M::: l.l,~ b~: 9:1 {l~ ?on,~-!~ ":111!..1
<;;Ul:;;o2s.c,*, : 'ON 2NCHd

b
l)ll.ia : OJ: :I
C~~703 (11/83l (a:.4)
.>..Fl'!3.l$;'J!! 101\ SV-!iC1'l W....R~_\j--r

,~G '3 P,;.?' ~l R JDR '(IN :tSA
cd ~b~:S0 ~ ~£ ·~~W
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·1. Your U!lanl is all Alaska State Trooperwith over W;, yearsof experience including
:tiv~ in;,h, Y~va~ x.~wim lINi, 111m ""l~Nly ",";an"'; ,,,1M ~tAt",'~ 'Rmi'lfm
or W"I1ClifeEcio~ in MoGmh. My main duties iDcludt; ecl"oi~nt offish and
wildlife relai:d criroc:s. 1n lU!d.rnon 'tiJ mylawemo!Cettlellt experience I ao. a lifelong
Alaska rcsid..mt Al1d blv~ ae:lvely lll'llPped for over 2.0 yea'S.

2. For lDllL)' yearsit. been iU<::gal to :shoot wolves froman airpl.&ne. As part of an
expc:rim:lr:tIJ ~.,r comrol progmm in It small area &"O-'J.l1d M=Grath, it was made
!~gll1 to llerillJ lnmtwolves by a selectnumberof pemtitted bUll.te."S as long as they
l~~ wiihlJl the pe:nuit hUllt boundaries audadhfImi to S'c:iI;t repot[jl1g
~'tS and peroUt oonditlcms, The onlylegal methodsof1Bke for wolves
~ide of tl!l: two permitted lIreIl:l in the StIUt :ire citller sround shooting afterthree
A.M. a...l.fer the day a petSon bas iIown. oritsppmg lU'.d snanng,
On j-S-lJ4. tbol.oI\.laska Department of Flllh and Gurno issued permit #12 toDavi4 S.
ffiu:g Brld TOI1Y R. Zelk:r.lldlowing l!mn w l.lll~ wl,ll~t:ti willi flal~d" u[ Wlwpla!le
(same day airbome) witiilil that portiO!! of C1ll1l0~=ent Ucit 1~D ~t~
hy rMp~ wnm-J;1 dt=T'iptkm.

3. On Hneg'~ andZcllcn' applicationiOxm~ 3UitOO.~ they would beo~~
from Trophy Lab Lod~e, a fUlly "'!.uippcd, well irJSclated huntins iodie !exatO>d just
souiliCl.l:3t of McG:;otb imO ~pable of supporting~mght :md huntingoperations,
built.OW:l;Q. :n.'d op.:;~ by o..vidHaei. Ifnot boo..see at the1~, lh,}yplimned 011

btdlnj om ofMo:Gt6th(whlch did nat end up being the eese). In additiQIl they il:llted
tilat~ \V'Ocld be 1Ui~ a bush llliIditicd, highperfomu=ll PA-12 SI.'PCI'ctUiier on
Aero3000Akis. DavidHa.eg id£ntificd mmselfasa Master Chlide on ms application
foJ' the~ wolf lr'J!lti~permitwit1l1he .-\laskaDep.azimc~t of Fish and Game,
(S4!e att~ applicatio!l).

'I. on 3-21-01,your:UE~ Ilont;wt..ad ruwG:n&!. ZoI1m in M;:;<:~ end ,iIllW".1 th1!lir
~¢fllft, N4Dll M. 1~iikal1y noted !:he style ofskis~d oversaed blil 'l<vheel
Vlr'ithOll.t a tail sid. 'W'.bicl1 is a I'!ltbtt unusual Ht up in thisa.:ea. Out ofall of tr-..c aircJ'3ft
permitted'10 I:;gllHy huntwolves in t!ll!McGreth area, this 9r1U the only one set ~p
·Nitb these !lci:t' in «>njuru..'tion \\im tbistype of rather unique'/ail wh¢el. DuringQUI'

conversaaon HaegcomJ:nollted en lo".e performance of his skis, and the oM·L'1Ch. wid:
~ siteg. ~l1m SJl<'Cfflcaily ccmmeared DD the type of e:;~..mem:u1 $l'»12-hclls
th\lY 'i'r'OOlli be 1lSing to 3hoot wolveswith. This L"lClude4 new eyppcr pJat;xl ;>ello:'S
.\'Cd ~err~'?O!l "heY!.~t". As. Zellers~d~~ ':henow shot ~hell~ he polated
into lliI: aiTplan.;, and i ob:.crved a "miOuIlage colored shotw'..ll .llelil.r fu.c :-ell! seat.
Zell:s wem cc to dLtSc;.ribe how with the sll·,)rt ~hot SUD lllld thetype of d.>on OoC UJ.iJ
aif?lar.e, hewas able to sheet 0U1 botb side of the~~ ",nhc1Jt t:-.tl a.1:pi.me
m.1k~ i.l1\111 circle r..l.lIl. N4011Mis reg'isu:1'oo to Bus.i Pilot me., P.O. box 123
S,,!d.;t>..r.a, }.1l::l1~ %'669. Thi;; it ?helmilling <lddr"',.q~ ji<;:211 for Dl~'id Hae~ on b.i$ •...·olf
pe:m.it .pplk:rtior. mt!; t1-..ll Al~'l O~.,m ofFish;m~ Gam""

+"'.i
~ 0'·· ~)./
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$. On 3·26-04, whl1~ fllU-''U~ III U-lJ ~M.; P......18Il\lfle!'OUb in tllc uppct Sv.1fl Ri'/a!'
d."'ainage l~ttd with GMU-lS'C I located a place where en aircra.it had 12ndOOum
to severslsets of wolfncb. Frommy ex;:cri~ as ~ IOllg time~~r I
r'~~ tWs li.!> WJ=tUl.l pl","U" wJ1l4l k>cl:i."lg to sect!;c dircedon of troY"l of the
wolves. This Iocatk>n W~ appro~f11y 50 pl\lS'll'IillfS outside of'me permitted eerial
woifhunting zone.

6. On 3-27·1)4,1~ to this locationlWd evenr..wly locatedwherefour wolves bad
been kiJk~ in~~ons justupriver from the initial point Aerialm:.~oo
ofthe..sitC$-s!iowe4 that in eve;yinstanoe running wolftratkBeud«l in it kill site, \\,itl:J
blood and hait Inthesnow, andwith no wolfiIWks leeving the kill site. Orot.:OO
jr~oll. of one of the kill sitc$ con:fumcd my wlier observat:k~tlSfrom the sir that
the uacb were that ofnmnina wahles, whichdead~ at blooey spo$ in the S'IlOW.
From my experience I recognized thisas being cotl3i::."terlt wiill wolves~ taken
from om aisplane. At all four Jo.cations r !!WI aiIp!ane llWksconsistent with the
tmiq1l£ tan ....nee! tuld ski comiguration of Da"l'id fbcg's lIi:rp.!MC. At all four ldll
sites, the wolfc:arcas6llS bad~~m.oved. The kill $iie~ are all~ tJun 5$
~l.l!!~ m!J1;;',l from !.lIe! ~1;,;!j( lJuU!.llJl!ly ur l1le l~lly pi'li..Uhli:ld;&et'l.U ',volfhm::tiug
area.

7. Trophy~ Lodge is located in Game~~ Urjt 19C,and is a large i\Ui&::
1Z4mp whiih ffiwli o\,;ns Il1Q 106" mP9il:.~~,,1 ~ ,pri\1lt-1' \1~~ i,\l.T<;'''lih:,,,,t "the:

year. The Jodie is l~.ed cn the uppc;r Swift:Rlve:-, 27l1liles 1::p~ vftbc lilll
cimr;, and 63 :.'cilflj ilC'U~~ Ilfw.t nlllil'Sit QQlll.ldal)' ~it.bw 19pUy~~m ,."~,~1

wolfllumt/li a."e:L

8. On )·28-04, I rett:.mtd to til; kill sitesmd did a thcl'Cl.lih pund iuv;sti~"n.At
k!.I1 sitlM ~ 1, ~~ Ai1d 1M 1W~ ~le wl~ 4h6f8U5I'CUelll itt !.hi:! illlUW llilXl tu UJ!::!
poin: wiwe~ 'NOli!tacks mded Inll. bloody killsite. Investigation at kill Slr,e #3
ilbowed a vertical1l'l\i~ry of the ~llets. oonsistsm with tl:le sOOt being fired from an
airplane. At kill sites '1'3 and#4 I !0w4co~ plated OU('.k. shot pellets consistent
with r::J"j convasatioo with Zl=lICI1l O!llhe 3·21.04 iz: vihi.ch WIl talk-ed about what
,.,..~=ltiOil N ~4u lWiDg. At kill Rit.J ii1 I fuund a frf,~h ",~ gtliher~ tim
the kill ~te stunpedwiLlt "'123 REM WOLF". There were nohlttl'J'Ul. irncl;s,
:>llUwlllIlJ\::! , lllJUW .IWl:1ili~ lWa.Ul'lalll! ill trackswlthiu tv;Co'.n)' yma of the cwiGgc
brass. cor.sisten! with Itbeillgfiredfrom lU1 airplane. Greead mspvctioo also lihowed
Mi u'JCt'I~ to ~h kill .ni:c wuilitaIt with the~ on Y'~lll Cof~'0 airplnne
alId at kill site j!iz! Ioeezed cil driFPUltS from e. perked airplll.Oe.

9, On3/29/04, searchwa.-nn! 4MC-04-001SW was issued bytheAniak District C~W't
fur Trophy Lake LOOii~. tU.'\l Alll,.'t1l.!l N4011!\.1 Duringibe search warrant ~cc.JtiOD.

later t.f::;;zr = day, tilt ledge Wl13 sea.r<:h..'"<i dllling wb.k:h d1:zdr..mve
ammunition,(".223 REM WOLF"') .wolfca.-casses, and hair and blood samples were
~tld. The~ had IlV oiwivUB !rap 111Wil':~, ~ lIpp;11~ t,~ \'.'.\'11'" N>,....

shot. It ""'as !earo~ thst A.i.t=Ift NWJ1Mwas in Soldotnal,'McC-r:iTh ADF&G spoke

:::rUHl~d~:W : ~·C;:i.:'.

EXHi8lTlJ?'-..,..,-----_.. _.
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'fb Hz~~ 1'l bI!: home) liL ee llLill:!, lllJlJ U!l:I lII:W.\Jll IliWIdUll elUUl W(l.!; 5Ubmit>..cd to the
Acial: Court 00 3/3C/04.

10. DUlillg lU~ ti!.lm db 4 pilotin xtm'J'IC AIa.skn. it hm been mr ,~:q:oricnooCbllt moot
pilots use II ~oeat~tiOllillg~yflem(<l.~)in ec~ucetion '\\lith OlpS cf~ a.~

when :coodw:ti~bwb m~l opc.rc1ion" Itb YOO' WOIUm<l11 W save~ge;itl.~

lodge wiJations, :mdkill sites in~ Q1>S, Or to :IWk the locations on a map. Many "f
t~ l'lu:l1e.s panlcipating in hunts",ilh specifiold ooundaries, trm th= boundaries on
either tll¢ IMp cr tileCPS.Haclg ptuvi~ eN;~ for thf/ i:i.llJi!l?8 I'Iffhe
th.."'Ce wolves ·Ulzt he~y lcilled inside the legal permit hum81e1i. ! flew tome
c.~'tedwf:ich Heir.g prcvi~ to ADF&0, and was un.aJ:ije to lecate ski iraCh or
kill sites.. .

1L Dur'.J1..g the investigation it 'i'ISSbro~ to my~on by anoth::r '1'l.'ooper !:Mt:m the
web ~ite fm.'.l:ld 110 lhs inWmat ;: 1V'l"IJjI%V1h~"""m. n ..virl HAAe (\ff".~ 'IlTr.1eT' wolf
hum.lng and 1:'app1ng tcips for $4,0\."l(J.OO. He ~oes on to slate in his ad.vercisemem. iliat
hew'Jl~,~utot 1h$i svsry hiiillm~ 109=.; il Wo;'~~~ ...,....lv'mnl'! hi:!,. On the: ","\"on
site til;;re il1'ephotogrJqlhs oh"fl.At appear to be shot wolves b front of N4011M. Also
W a:.~ Jl~!» b> II = hol~;, RllEi\r iT.nu-14f~ which is ;;&p(l.bl= of firing .2'2'3
-oclibel" cartridges,There are Ilut:1$tOUi O'\ht.r photographs on 6c site ;;;howLng gbct
:md snared u..o1vet.

12. Less tllan~ 'iU/t.~·rcile ;rom kill ~-jte If1.Uk.'N is the earcass 0 f " '~"""-t moose
which~ wolves Mvebeen feeding on.Thtl moose WC!1S5 has snares sci around it.,
esdc~ 1>;' twosnared aniraals fr.at I ol:~rM neat the~S. !'-~~

i:'llci:s v.'barll TM tnpp« landed and ....lll.ltcd iD to set the stW;$ =rt to the moose
~ liZ'\-: !"btl SWlP: t.n~ 4lId ~lut.\f;' of~1C m: the JOO! !lim lI1'ld riflokillod wolf
8~~. Dwing the i:avesti~()n therewereno catohcirclesor dIae ll".a1ks typt.:al1y
f~d at sites 'lItit-=ro wolves hav~ beentrapped or~. All four of the wolveswere
~ !l)/lming and left nvrmal~ wolf~ up 1;lll1iJ~ point 'theywere shot.

Do Al l1ut!llli~ \,'ljlJljUliUalil:Jll(<1 1ot.!tiUIlh:-~ ihckill ;tiTJ:ll ...r-..oro thin xmll.1 ~reIL"

j~wtQQk ~fi~v~l~e:!.)~ And kill site #3, shoe tia<:\ks which ap~ed to
be m:Wc from "bunuy boots" \I"~ ~erved.

14. On 3/29/04,] executed II ~:hwsnut lit the ledge, but the: :Jir;>lane was in Sold.:>tm
at the lime. Soldotna Troopershavevisually confirmed fua.t !:he airpllilDe is at the Hiieg
1~~1l~ ~w.\=r.illy.TI~ I'l-MdWK-C add:cu Ihtcl by D~"';d Hilcg ·o~ h.i~ wolfhuntint;
~rntit is 32283 w~iront Drive ill Soldotna On 3/30/04. Ton)' ZGllers -.:el~i:lc=i

tt.e McC ath .WF&<J ot1c~ ill\d reques1td that il copyof the revised wol.fpen:nit
wWiI.v W ~.c.4 i.eDcwid~'i Tffii<'!.mc~. The~ kill d3le oftb: ...-oIves
by~ and ZJllal'll ~'aS 3/6/04, andt!lewoJf hi&s ,..,-O"ud~~o be dth;r iJe$ba.i,
.¢o'Mr.h<lI1; and r.ried, or:rtmedin II refrii<:'-ator of freezer to preventsooiJa.>:e.

r·· Ic....Y· b
../ 0"

dI1JH.:.ti!ill::" : .:C0l;!
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IN THE D~""'TISUPERI<>R COURT.fOK11IE St'ATE OF ALASKA
. AT_ McGr.ath

~.~IJ.W,;,mt.~T NO. tt/11 c. ~ 0f -c()25 i-V

\IRA carrlflCATlON
1~ 1tliIt tl\la dtlcUmeot ilffli If&~/I\11"" (Ie) not00iKaln (1)~ nlAlli 4i ...iclim #f i lJIl1X&.1i1J oftenee
!lls:ad In .'S 12,81:140 01' <2} ~ iWlcIGftGI!' or blaslniSN~ W~ nuadlQrof. vt=m ", Of 'Mi>:nea W
1TC'!:7f?s_ iilnJa6& It '" .m "'II'iII~ ueodM~ the~«·IM eriIN or It II;~,., 'llddrea; l.'l'tcl~
~ in a t:'<ll~ at.a~~ .I'd dllsd"/dOf~~"JIn$Oi'diInod ~y U...."",,,un.

TO:

o

1 J

Swom. U5StlmcJ:.Yhsvme·~ ~ bY__~Ium~ ~ ~

Aluka st:lM i~n-..... _

."\n :ltt\9Iavi. l;...~.~ H~ g'I'/?"" 'ro r..mw" 1TWI hy--,",~lt. Gibbell$
Wka State T!'Qs::pt;tm

F\lllow~ my fit.4L'li OD 1m~~ that there is probable cause'lo !:,<:li;:-.e that 1)tbe presearaticn
ofthoapplic;a;ct's lIffidztvit or~ooy pmomlly bdmllJ judicialof!ic4,r would result in delay
ill()~ a~h 'Wl.l1'1"1lm i11ld.ln~~ the $cucb.; ;lid 2)~ aelay migl3t result in loesor
;:klslrJetioo of~ eo.~ sul:;ect to s.oixure,~~ aW6.."C testImOny I,W.Il ~Vt;J:l by telephooe
1;ly Trp Alaska.S.htllJtaA-lT..LJ!'OO~Pf!=m~ -,

onthe~..on nf _

AS 12,35.0\,)- .12D
Crim. R, j7

S'I(HII3!l Z::~
---.-.".=----~-~..

':l.~G.E_~.l:?_.. ()~ '(0
...'"'='>-.".,. .....

02504
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NO, 7/1C - () f - Do '35~";

CiJ 1.

~ 2.i.-U

~ 3.L-l

eX] .4-

0 5.

0 6.

:] 1.'---

1::1 l.llJlO uf~ aL1)Vll (~~e of~=d i3 in t1w pOCOOooiCl1 of-..,,..,..-_.
tc 'lNh<.mI uel.lvered it to~ it.

YOU A.fG HEREBY COMMA."liDED 10SoMrCA c:.e peNOll or~"i !llInltld for :he~ls~ed,. St3tving
'~ wart'","lt, and if tM propetty be fow:d fum, to ~211 it., hcldlni it secure pcndini iiJrther crderof the coert,
1lll1~inga COp)' of tlti.s wamnl,ar..d a.ll aupporting IlffidaviW, am! a ~ript afp.r~ tllMn, Yfill !lhali also
prepare a ",'l".1teo inlientOl)' of lttl)' property soim1 as a mutt of'the~h pur:roant to or In CtlJ'ljunct:iOlJ wi1h !:he
WIl'l'lml. You 3lla1t lD.l1lul~ UIvenWry in tlw jltellenCe ofthe~ fer the "''al'l'alll andthc:~ from .....ho~
~~~im orPNWj~ tilt: properly i$ W:CD, fi'lhcy ate pre:lCt'Jt. ~ l:a the~ ofat icaJt oae ~ihle tw:r.;.nn
oUler thm the wammtapp~ eepusoD item whosopomss.i;m or~ &aid :I!1'Oper\y is -:a:.:en. Youshal.!
si&n thl; i~..eutory ood rtl/;'..l!.'ll it wi th6 W&m\tlt wiihtll Q dey<; :t/mr thiR dale to lWYj~e e.81"eqi,Urod bylaw.

n b~nwen·llJ.e WL'r,; i)f7;00a.m, mlil' 10:00 p.ll'1.

L:J b¢tWl:Cl:l the hYUiS of llrs. a.:...-.d b::-~.

CRJ at anyti.m~ offuc day or ·Aight.

Pagll :z of 4
CR • 106 (7/&8) (.~t,4)

SEARCH WARRA.:"!
AS \2.35,010 - .110
Cz".:n, R. 3;

EXMlB!T_.2-4J ~~
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~em upon thebap~ ofth::~~ to 00=- as set forth in'~ SlIjJ;Q:ti.."1g
~Qf\)"J ~jn.--'l.ll¥: .

(SEAL)

'J't:.Lhl'rlONIC SEARCH WARRA.'J"n:. Iftms ~m:h v.mant WlVIi~ by
~11¢., thej<dicl4l. oflk:eru.ame<l abo,,'e has OJlI1ly~ the appllclmt fur
WsWllimIt to sijr.< the judicial offieer's name. AS 12.3Sm.S(d)

TIme 'Waaant Scrvtld:, _

i.

---_._-----------------------~---

?!lgC 3of 4
eft .. 7f:6 (7/83) (.t. 4)
SE.A..~CH WAR.',A.-...rI'

AS 12,:3:5,010 .. .120
Crim, R. 37
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RECEIi'T AND INVENORY OFl?ROPERTY SF.IZED
(Contillued)

---,--------------------------------

RBTllRl'l

I received tU1.\ attached~ warnut QIl , 19---, and./uvecxecu::ed it lIS f<!llows:

Thl:~ inventoryofpropetty tam pur$UlIIIf TO th wat'm1t '.Willnade in the preillmCe of _
___________wlof ~--------""-----

1swearWtthis j.tl~ is a true and&t!lled llCCOu:lt ofen property Wken by me C'J'! the~ of iliis
W8tmnt.

--_.- ".'-_._--_._-_.-
N~ andTitle

Signfd and SWQm'(Q b<::fure me on "19-----,

(SEAL)

Page 4of4
C.t{ - '/06 (7ISSj Of. 4)
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:,.] 11.35.010· .1:10
Cn:ll. !L 37
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

3 THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

4

DAVLDHAEG

Respondent

Applicant

I. I am an employee with the State of Alaska, Department of Law.

I, Scot Leaders, being first duly sworn upon oath, state and depose as

AFFIDAVIT

follows:

Currently I am the Kenai District Attorney. In 2004, I was an assistant attorney general

with the Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals responsible for prosecuting

Case No. 3KN-IO-1295 CI

v.

STATE OF ALASKA, )
) SS

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT )

STATE OF ALASKA,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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3

4

(,

7

statewide fish and game cases, My caseload included the case State v. Haeg, 4MC-04-

24 CR. In January of 2005, I transferred to the Kenai District Attorney Office to serve

as an assistant district attorney. Despite the transfer of positions, I continued to

represent the State of Alaska in State v. Haeg, 4MC-04-24 CR based on my substantial

prior involvement in the case.

2, In preparing to draft this affidavit, I reviewed the original

() Information tiled in this case against Haeg and Zellers, the Amended information tiled

10

II

12

I",>

14

15

16

17
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24

25

'2(,

against both, the State's Rule II Offer Dated August 18, 2004, side A of the audio

interview between David Haeg and the State on June 11, 2004, and a series of emails

and letters exchanged between myself and Mr. Haeg's attorneys, both Brent Cole and

Arthur Robinson, regarding criminal case 4MC-04-024 CR against Mr. Haeg.

3, Shortly after the Alaska State Troopers executed search warrants

4MC-04-002 SW and 4MC-04-003 SW to search Mr. Haegs home, garage and airplane

on April I, 2004, I was contacted by attorney Brent Cole on behalf of Mr. Haeg. Mr.

Cole informed me that Mr. Haeg was interested in working with the State to reach a

resolution of any potential charges he may be facing from the investigation of wolves he

had killed near McGrath. Cole asked me to delay tiling any charges against Mr. Haeg

so that that Haeg could fulfill the guiding contracts he had with clients (including out-

of-state clients) for the spring bear season in 2004, and so that the parties could

negotiate an agreement as to the charges and sentence to be imposed and then enter into

the sentencing agreement at the time of the arraignment in the case.

Affidavit or Scot Leaders
David Hueg v. Stale: J KN-I 0-1295 (I
Page2of6 29;
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'J 4. Based on Mr. Cole's request, I did not immediately file charges

3

4

5

6

7

'J

1.0

11

12

14

15

16

17

24

against Mr. Haeg or Mr. Zellers. Rather, I engaged in extensive negotiation discussions

with Mr. Cole regarding exactly what charges to bring, and what the disposition of the

charges would be. Several issues became the focus of these negotiations: I) the exact

charges to be filed against Mr. Haeg, 2) whether and to what extent Hacgs Big Game

Guide License would be suspended or revoked, and 3) the disposition of Mr. Haeg's

airplane that was seized during the investigation. Throughout the negotiations the State

maintained that any agreement would require forfeiture of Haeg's airplane and a

suspension or revocation of his Big Game Guide License.

5. As the parties negotiated the terms of the agreement, the specific

charges that Haeg would plead to became significant because of the impact the charges

would have on his Big Game Guide License. Specifically, the charging issue focused

on exactly how the state would charge Mr. Haeg for his illegal taking of wolves from

an airplane. The negotiations regarding the charges to be filed were significant because

the offense of "same day airborne" as it is widely referred to, is, along with the offense

of wasting of game, among the most serious of Alaska game violations. Because of

their positions as big game guides, Haeg and Zellers were subject to prosecution under

AS 08.74.720 which proscribes certain conduct by guides. As a self-regulating

industry, guides arc essentially held to a higher standard of conduct than non-guides for

game: violations they commit.

25 6. Under AS 08.74.720(a)(8)(A) a guide commits a crime by

26 committing or aiding in the commission or a violation of guiding or hunting statutes or

Affidavit of Scot Leaders
David Haeg v. State; 3KN-IO-1295 CI
Page 3 of 6
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3

4

5

6

7

regulations. Because the taking of big game in Alaska with the use of an airplane is

generally prohibited for all hunters per 5 AAC 92.085(8), Mr. Haeg was subject to

being charged under AS 08.74.720(a)(8)(A). If convicted for a violation of AS

08.74.720(a)(8)(A), Haeg faced a mandatory Big Game Guide License suspension of

one-to-five years per AS 08.74.720(t)(2).

7. However, in recognition of the seriousness of taking game the same

9

10

II

12

day airborne, AS 08.74.720(a)(15) specifically proscribes guides from engaging in the

conduct and establishes greater penalties than for other offenses under AS08.74.720.

Under AS 08.74. nO(t)(3) Haeg faced a minimum three year suspension of his Big

Game Guide License, and the potential for a permanent revocation of the license if

I3

14

charged and convicted under AS 08.74.720(a)(15). Additionally, under AS

15

It>

17

18

24

08.74.720(d) Haeg faced the potential of being charged with a felony for future conduct

in violation of AS 08.74. 720(a)( 15) if convicted under that subsection for his conduct in

4MC-04-024 CR.

8. During the course of negotiations, the parties agreed to conduct a

voluntary interview with Mr. Haeg regarding the alleged violations of the same day

airborne taking of wolves and related unsworn falsification charges surrounding Haeg's

involvement in the predator control program. Additionally, the State asked Mr. Hacg

about an illegal moose kill that the State intended to present as part of sentencing.

9. The interview was a non-custodial interview in which Mr. Hacg

was tree to leave at any time. Trooper Gibbens stated this fact during the initial part of

the interview. Haeg's attorney, Mr. Cole, was present with him during the interview.

/I tfidavit of Scot Leaders
David Hacg v. Slaw; 3KN-I 0-1295 CI
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5

7

<)

lO

Additionally, Tom Stepnosky, Mr. Haegs friend and camp manager was present during

the interview. Mr. Haeg gave his statement as a means of showing his good faith intent

to accept responsibility for his conduct, and to intluence the State to resolve the matter

in a manner favorable to him, including resolution of the matter on charges other than

AS 08-74.720(a)(15) which would have required a minimum three year suspension of

his Big Game Guide License. I believed the statement was made pursuant to settlement

discussions. Consequently, I was operating under the belief that his statements could

not be used against him at trial based on Alaska Rule of Evidence 410.

II 10. At no time did the State make Haeg an offer of immunity for his

12

10'.,

14

15

16

17

IX

24

25

statements. This fact is made clear by the subsequent negotiations of the parties toward

resolving Haeg's case through a Criminal Rule 11 agreement, Additionally; subsequent

communications sent to the State by Mr. Cole support the fact that Haegs interview

was made pursuant to plea negotiations. Furthermore, at the time of the interview with

Mr. Haeg I had served as a prosecutor for the State of Alaska for approximately six

years. During that timefrarne I had become well aware of the fact that I did not have

authority to grant immunity for an individual's statements. Such authority is reserved

for the Attorney General, or his designee, which throughout my now thirteen plus years

as a prosecutor has always been a person among the highest ranking members of the

Central Office of the Criminal Division of the Department of Law.

II. Haeg also provided the State with a map outlining the locations of

the wolf kills. This map consisted of a photo copy of an aeronautical sectional chart.

The map provided is attached as pages 5-6 of Exh. 17. This map was never utilized at

Affidavit of Scot Leaders
DavidHaeg v. State: 3KN·IO·1295 CI
Page 5 of 6
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1 trial nor was it entered into evidence. Rather, the State relied upon the full sized

3

4

5

7

aeronautical sectional chart map belonging to Trooper Gibbens with markings created

during his investigation. This map was admitted into evidence and marked as Trial Exh.

25. Tony Zellers supplemented the information on this map at trial by indicating other

kill locations that were not discovered by Trooper Gibbens.

12. On or about August 18, 2004, I drafted a written offer to resolve

<)

10

II

12

13

14

Haeg's case. A copy of the offer is identified as Exhibit 3. The writing on the offer

letter reflects subsequent negotiations between the parties. I sent an email update to

troopers on September 1, 2004, outlining the fact that Haeg wanted to go open on the

charges. This email indicates that the parties were still negotiating various possible

resolutions toMr, Haeg's case.

15
13. On or about November 4, 2004, I filed an Information charging

16

17

I~

24

25

26

both Haeg and Zellers with various offenses pertaining to the illegal same day airborne

taking of wolves, falsifying game sealing records, and other offenses. The charges filed

reflected the plea negotiations between the parties and my belief that Mr. Haeg had

accepted the State's Rule 11 agreement. The charges did not reflect the charges that [

intended to file absent a pending Rule 11 agreement. Specifically, the parties had

negotiated that the State would pursue charges related to the aerial killing of the wolves

under AS 08.74.720(a)(8)(A) rather than 'AS 08.77.720(a)(15) based on Haegs

agreement to the specific terms of the disposition of the charges and forfeiture of his

airplane.

Affidavit of Scot Leaders
David llaeg 1'. State; 3KN·1 0·1295 C1
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2 14. After filing of the original information, but pnor to the

3

4

5

7

<)

10

II

12

1
.,.,

14

15

16

17

24

arraignment, I learned that Haeg no longer intended to plead in accordance with the

Rule I I agreement he had negotiated with the State. Rather, he wanted to plead open.

No agreement was discussed or reached regarding the specific charges that Haeg would

plead open to. Haeg allegedly wanted to go open at sentencing so that he could argue

for a shorter Big Game Guide License revocation and no forfeiture of his airplane. I

received this information in a telephone call with Mr. Cole after business hours on the

night before the scheduled arraignment. Based on this information, and prior to the

arraignment the next day, I filed an amended information with the charges I would have

originally tiled absent the Rule II agreement that had been reached through the pre-

charging negotiations. The amended information was tiled prior to the arraignment so

that Haeg would not be able to reap the benefit of the lesser charges he had specifically

negotiated as part of the Rule 11 agreement, by pleading open to those lesser charges,

without having to comply with his end of the bargain -- which included agreeing to

specific sentences on the lesser charges, a specific period of suspension of his Big Game

Guide License, and forfeiture of his airplane. The charges filed in the amended

information carried a mandatory minimum guide license revocation of three years

where the charges in the original information carried a mandatory minimum guide

license revocation of one year, The forfeiture of his airplane was permissive under both

informations filed.

15 15. The purpose for tiling the original information had been to allow

26 for the parties Rule 11 agreement that called lor a guide license revocation of only 16

Affidavit of Scot Leaders
David Haeg v, State; 3KN-] 0-1295 CI
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2 months, part of which was retroactive. Prior to filing the amended information, I

3

4

5

7

'J

advised Mr. Cole that if Mr. Haeg wanted to go open, he could go open to the charges

originally contemplated by the State. Alternatively, the State's Rule I loITer was still

available to Mr. Haeg. This fact was made clear at Haeg's arraignment when I

explained on the record to Mr. Cole that there was no harm in having Mr. Haeg enter his

not guilty plea to the amended information as it did not change the terms of the State's

Rule I I offer.

III 16. The original information and the amended information both contain

II

J 2

14

15

the exaet same probable cause statement. Both include a brief reference to the fact that

Haeg and Zellers pointed out the location of the kill on a map. See Exh. 5, p. 14 and

Exh, 6 p. 14. Information provided by Haeg during his interview was not used or

admitted at trial, nor was a copy of the information filed with the court read to the jury.

l(i 17. Following Haeg's arraignment, I still believed that the parties

17

24

25

would resolve the case according to the Rule 11 agreement. [stated this fact on the

record and sent an email updateonNovember9.2004.atll:53:39 a.m. to troopers

which outlined the current Rule 11 agreement. The email indicates that Haeg would be

pleading to five counts consistent with the original information, that a jail sentence of

60 days with 55 suspended would be imposed per count, a fine of $1,000 with $500

suspended per count, 20 hours of community work service per count and a three year

guide and personal hunting license suspension with two years suspended. The license

suspension was to be retroactive to July I, 2004. The Rule II offer also called for the

t\ ffidavit of Scot Leaders
David Hoeg v. Stare: 3KN-I 0-1295 CI
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:'. forfeiture of Haeg's airplane. See Exh, 8. Thus, Haegs license was to be reinstated on

July 1,2005, under the terms of the deal which was in place on November 9, 2004.

18. On December 3, 2004, 1 received a letter from Brent Cole, in which

5

(,

7

Mr. Cole informed me that he would no longer be representing Mr. Hacg, Cole asked

for a taped copy of Mr. Haeg's interview. Exh, 9. Mr. Haeg subsequently hired attorney

Arthur Robinson to represent him.

19. Haeg ultimately rejected the State's Rule II offer that had been

10

II

12

13

14

worked out through Mr. Cole, and negotiations began anew with Mr. Robinson as

reflected by the State's Rule II offer sent to Mr. Robinson on February 15, 2005. Exh.

II. This offer was similar to that originally negotiated with Mr. Cole, but the one year

license revocation was no longer going to be partially retroactive.

15
20. Haeg ultimately rejected the State's Rule II offer that was

16 extended through Mr. Robinson and elected to go to trial.

17 21. Prior to trial, Mr. Robinson requested an audible copy of the

24

25

'26

interview that David Haeg gave to the troopers. It is my recollection that a copy had

previously been provided to Mr. Hacgs attorney based on Mr. Cole's December 2004

request, but was of poor quality. Because of the poor quality of the audio recording, I

requested the original recording of the interview be sent to me for copying. The original

copy was on a mini cassette tape. Upon receipt of the original it was sent to Typing,

ctc., a third party copying service, for the original to be copied onto standard size

cassette tapes for both me and Mr. Robinson. According to billing receipts the copies

were completed on May 16, 2005, right before the original start of the trial. Exhibit 12.

Affidavit of Scot Leaders
David flaeK v. Stote; 3KN-IO-I :295 CI
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17

IR

19

20

21

23

25

I believe that Mr. Robinson was in possession of this additional copy of the original

audio recording prior to the start of trial as he never mentioned at trial that he was still

in need of an audible copy of the interview.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

DATED this /1 day of April, 2012, at Kenai, Alaska

(--. /.7/~~7 .:.'..: .. ~~:·;r·····~.)
By: )::..;l-;:::;:~ - - ..-

Scot Leaders
District Attorney
Alaska Bar No. 9711067

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this /9 day. ~OJf"AAlJi!,·29J1' ..··

~21t~{n:;i~--la-s-~-{;/._··_7__
My commission expires: w/office

Atfidavit of SCOl Leaders
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IN TIlE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG

Applicant

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent

Case No. 3KN-1O-1295 CI

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF ALASKA, )
) SS

THI.RD JUDICIAL DISTRICT )

I, Brett Gibbens, being first duly sworn upon oath, state and depose as

follows:

1. I have been employed by the State of Alaska, Department ofPublic

Safety as an Alaska Wildlife Trooper since September 1997. I am currently stationed in

McGrath. In 2004-2005, also as an Alaska Wildlife Trooper, I was stationed at

McGrath.

2. In 2004, I was the case officer responsible for investigating the

state's case against David Haeg.

3. On June 11, 2004, I was present with Scot Leaders, David Haeg,

(.

Brent Cole, and a friend/camp manager of David Haeg's for the purpose of interviewing

:~.J,{H!aiT~,:24f,0Cl====
?AG~ ....t.".. .o~2_h_'02518



'>

Mr. Haeg. The interview was conducted in a non-custodial manner and Mr. Haeg was

told 'that he was free to leave at any time. At no time did I ever hear Scot Leaders

and/or Brent Cole discussing an immunity agreement that would apply to Haeg's

interview, It was always my understanding that Mr. Haeg was giving a voluntary

statement for the purposes of settlement negotiations.

4. I was the case officer for trial and present during the entire case.

At no time during the trial or sentencing did I ever eat a meal with then Magistrate

Murphy. There were times that we were in the same restaurant together or the same

location, but we never ate a meal together.

5. It is not uncommon in McGrath for me to offer a ride to anyone

walking from the airport. Due to the remoteness of McGrath and the limited option for

transportation, it is possible that I gave Magistrate Murphy a ride, but I do not recall

ever giving her a ride at this time. I believe that I may have given her a ride at some

time. in the past, but again cannot remember when this took place if at all.

6. I would never discuss a defendant's case with the judge outside of

court and Haeg's case is no different.

7. I believe that at some point during one of the earlier trial

. .
proceedings, Judge Murphy stored a case of Diet Coke in the TrooperNPSO Offices.

At some point, I believe that I was asked to retrieve the Diet Coke for Judge Murphy,

but I do not recall exactly when.

8. During the course of my investigation into the Haeg/Zeller matter, I

utilized an aeronautical sectional chart to outline the location of wolf kills and other

Affidavit of Brett Gibbens
David Haeg v. State; 3KN-IO-1295 CI
Page 2 of2
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important locations that I found in the field. This map was admitted at trial as Exhibit

25. It contains a legend on the bottom which identifies all of the locations I marked on

the map. It also contains a sticky note addition to the legend which identifies the

information provided by Tony Zellers identifying locations A-E and Z. Pages 5 and 6

of EXhibit 17 are copies of the map that was provided to the state by Haeg. The maps

provided by David Haeg were never utilized in trial to the best of my knowledge.

FURTIIER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

DATED this Ulf..day of April, 2012, at MLbr<ltr!t ,Alaska

By: &at AI Ali-
Brett Gibbens

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this J4tnday of April, 2012.

~\\\\\\\~I~IJ!lI~~ ~~\ \~ \\ ~
~ca'\~···....!g~ ~~- \}\ \~~
~~.~~\ \ 0 ublic in and for aska

Si§(j ..... «r \ ,.. M .. . / illEE f~10'!~1. i;;' Ycomrmssion expires: w 0 Ice
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

Case No, 3KN-IO-01295 CI
----'

Plaintiff,

DAVID HAEG

Defendants,

STA'1'E OF ALASKA,

vs.

STATE OF ALASKA )
) ss.

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT )

AFFIDAVIT OF JUDG]~~ MARGARET L. MURPHY

Margaret L. Murphy, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

I, I am a District Court Judge for the State of Alaska, In that capacity I presided

over the criminal trial of David Haeg in McGrath in 2005,

2, The trial occurred over the course of several months, Initial jury selection was

on May 17-18, 2005, but trial was then continued due to the illness of defense counsel.

Trial resumed on July 26 and the jury returned a verdict on July 29. The sentencing

hearing occurred on September 29.

3. Other court personnel were in McGrath to assist with the trial during the May

and July sessions. In May, Ms. Natalie Alexic, the Clerk of Court for Bethel, acted as the

in-court. In July, Ms. Lillian Markus, Judicial Assistant from Bethel, acted as the in-

court, and Magistrate David Woodmancy, the Magistrate for the Aniak and McGrath

courts, also assisted.
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4. I ate my meals either with these other court personnel or alone. I do recall that

in May we ate at a restaurant where state troopers were also present, but we did not eat

with them. During the July session I ate all my meals either at the Takusko House, where

I was staying, or in the court office in the Captain Snow Center. I believe there were

troopers staying at the Takusko House at the same time, but I never ate meals with them

01' otherwise socialized with them. In September, I ate at the court office by myself

never had a meal with Trooper Gibbens during the Haeg trial or at any other time.

S. Since there is no public transportation in McGrath, we did, on occasion, use

state vehicles belonging to the troopers. In May, after trial was continued, we used a

state vehicle to run some court-related errands. In July, the troopers loaned Magistrate

Woodmancya state-owned ATV, which he used to run errands such as getting our meals

and getting snacks and drinks for the jurors.

6. In September, I got a ride from the airport to the court from VPSO Parker, who

had no involvement in the Haeg case. After the sentencing hearing was over, I asked

Trooper Gibbens for a ride back to my hotel. It was I :30 a.m., cold, dark, and snowing,

and a walk back to the hotel would have taken me past two open bars. I asked for the

ride because of concerns for my personal safety. Trooper Gibbens and I did not speak

about the I-Jaeg case during the brief ride to the hotel. I did not speak to him or to any

other trooper about the Haeg case at any time outside of open court.

7. The transcript of the sentencing hearing does imply that Trooper Gibbens gave

me another ride during the sentencing hearing on September 29. However, I actually

never left the Captain Snow Center from the time J arrived in McGrath, at about 10:00 in

2 ~HIB!!1.~3L==
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the morning, until after the hearing concluded sometime after I :00 a.rn. the next morning.

The transcript shows that just before a break in the proceedings, 1 informed counsel for

the parties, on the record, that [ was "going to commandeer Trooper Gibbens and his

vehicle" to take me to the store for some Diet Coke, since I had no other transportation. I

expressly assured the parties that "I'rn not going to talk about the case," and counsel

made no objection. Before we left the building, however, Trooper Gibbens reminded me

that I had left a 12-pack of Diet Coke in the building with one of the local public safety

officers at the close of the July court session. He retrieved it for me, and so we did not go

to the store after all.

8. The ride back to my hotel at the close of the sentencing hearing was the one

and only time that Trooper Gibbens ever chauffeured me anywhere during the Haeg trial.

DATED this -'-.>L!-="

2012.

,(~w\ ,'1 "

SlJJ3SCRLBED AND SWORN TO before me this 1'( day of elilY?1 ,
-~ ----·1-··-------·-
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-10-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-10-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 4-9-12 motion, for an extension of time, from 1 hour to 2 hours
(from 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm on April 30, 2012), for oral argument on the state's first
motion to dismiss, is hereby GRANTED / .l)E-j'slTED;

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this II~y of ~:L ,2012.

CARL~~P~eo=:::4"-"~~=---
Superior Court Judge

"CERTIRCA'TIONOFDlSTRISUTION'-"
I certifythat a copy of the foregoing was mailedto

~~;~i~~dresses of record:

t-H~-I.::7 . .-dh£1Al--_
Date ~_____1
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAIZOIZ iW~ -9 PH 12: 21

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

4-9-12 Non-Opposed Motion for Extension of Time for Oral Arguments

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files non-opposed

motion for extension of time, from 1 hour to 2 hours, for oral argument on the

state's first motion to dismiss.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On March 22, 2012 Judge Bauman held oral arguments on the state's

second motion to dismiss, allowed further briefing on the corruption of Judge

Murphy and Trooper Gibbens, and scheduled a 1 hour oral argument hearing,

starting at 2:30 pm on April 30, 2012, on the state's first motion to dismiss.

Although oral argument on March 22,2012 was limited to 1 issue, the hearing

went over the scheduled 1 hour.

(2) On April 6, 2012 Haeg contacted AAG Peterson who stated he would not

oppose a request for more time, as he was sure the hearing would run long.

1
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Discussion

Because the oral arguments on the state's second motion, concerning just

one issue, went over 1 hour, it is clear that the oral argument hearing on the state's

first motion to dismiss, concerning multiple issues, must be longer than 1 hour.

The state recognized this, stated it was sure the hearing would run longer

than 1 hour, and stated it would not oppose Haeg's motion for more time.

Conclusion

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks that the oral argument hearing

on April 30, 2012 be extended to 2 hours - and run from 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm.

The enormity and growing size of the cover up being attempted is mind-

boggling. Haeg and a growing number of the public continue to watch in horror as

attorney after attorney and judge after judge try to cover up the impossible.

Calmly, inexorably, and with complete disregard to personal consequences Haeg,

along with many others seriously concerned, will continue to very carefully

document the now rapidly expanding corruption, conspiracy, and cover up in his

case and, when no more are willing, or forced, to "drink the loyalty Kool-Aid",

will fly to Washington, DC and not leave until there is a federal prosecution of

everyone involved.

United States Supreme Court in Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (1961):

"[Tjhe local administrations have been found inadequate or unwilling to
apply the proper corrective. Combinations, darker than the night that hides them,
conspiracies, wicked as the worst of felons could devise, have gone unwhipped of
justice. Immunity is given to crime, and the records of the public tribunals are
searched in vain for any evidence of effective redress.

2
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[C]ertain States have denied to persons within their jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws. The proof on this point is voluminous and
unquestionable ... the State made no successful effort to bring the guilty to
punishment or afford protection or redress to the outraged and innocent. The State,
from lack of power or inclination, practically denied the equal protection of the
law to these persons ...those who representing a State in some capacity were
unable or unwilling to enforce a state law.

[I]f secret combinations of men are allowed by the Executive to band
together to deprive one class of citizens of their legal rights without a proper effort
to discover, detect, and punish the violations of law and order, the State has not
afforded to all its citizens the equal protection of the laws.

Whenever, then, there is a denial of equal protection by the State, the courts
of justice of the nation stand with open doors, ready to receive and hear with
impartial attention the complaints of those who are denied redress elsewhere. Here
may come the weak and poor and downtrodden, with assurance that they shall be
heard. Here may come the man smitten with many stripes and ask for redress.
Here may come the nation, in her majesty, and demand the trial and punishment of
offenders, when all, all other tribunals are closed...."

The United States courts are further above mere local influence than the
county courts; their judges can act with more independence, cannot be put under
terror, as local judges can; their sympathies are not so nearly identified with those
of the vicinage; the jurors are taken from the State, and not the neighborhood; they
will be able to rise above prejudices or bad passions or terror more easily. The
marshal, clothed with more power than the sheriff, can make arrests with certainty,
and, with the aid of the General Government, can seize offenders in spite of any
banded and combined resistance such as may be expected. Thus, at least, these
men who disregard all law can be brought to trial.

Does the grim shadow of the State step into the national court, like a goblin,
and terrify us? Does this harmless and helpless ghost drive us from that tribunal -
the State that mocks at justice, the State that licenses outlawry, the State that
stands dumb when the lash and the torch and the pistol are lifted every night over
the quiet citizen?" Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (U.S.Supreme Court 1961)

Haeg will prevail, no matter how many judges, prosecutors, troopers, or

defense attorneys join the conspiracy to cover up, not because he is strong or

3
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. A notary public or other official empowered

•
clever - it is because the axe he swings is named United States Constitution and as

the forces against it grow it will bum brighter and brighter, calling all those sworn

to protect it to its aid. And while a criminal conspiracy ofjudges, prosecutors,

troopers, and defense attorneys is powerful indeed, our Constitution and those

sworn to uphold it are far mightier still and will prevail. Our Constitution and the

countless people who have died for it demand nothing less.

I declare under penalty ofperjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on fJ/J/"'/ 1, 2 0)7-r I

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

l;;ll/1~
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on Ar/J ? <. ();2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the fol.(owing part(es: Peterson, Judge
Gleaso udge J annides, U. . Department of Justice, FBI, and media.
By: ~,(.. .

?

4
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
CASE NO. 3KN-IO-1295 CI

Respondent.

Applicant,

vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

-----------)

ORDER REGARDING FIRST MOTION TO DISMISS

At the oral argument on the State's second motion to dismiss, oral argument was

scheduled on the first motion to dismiss. The State was given an opportunity to respond to

Mr. Haeg's recent 245-page supplemental memorandum, which focuses primarily on his

ineffective assistance of counsel claims. Mr. Haeg was permitted to supplement his

supplement with points regarding the Judge Murphy/Trooper Gibbens contacts as regards any

effect on the trial and sentencing. The court ordered the State to submit, prior to the oral

argument, (l) the terms and conditions of the alleged immunity agreement regarding the 5-

hour statementlinterview given by Haeg to the prosecutor and Trooper Gibbens, (2) the terms

and conditions of the plea negotiations (meaning the final version by the respective sides,

before and after the statement by Haeg), and (3) the map allegedly made by Haeg that was

used or admitted into evidence at trial.

In addition to the foregoing, in their responsive memorandum, both parties are

requested to address the recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions in Missouri v. Frye, No.1 0-444

(March 21,2012) and Lafler v. Cooper, No. 10-209 (March 21, 2012), as regards the plea
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negotiation related issues in this case. Please include your position on whether either of the

two new U.S. Supreme Court cases have any effect on the following portion of the Court of

Appeals decision in the Haeg appeal:

Haeg's claim that the district court erred by failing to mquire about plea
negotiations

Haeg argues that Judge Murphy should have asked the parties about the failed
plea negotiations. If Haeg believed that he had an enforceable ~lea agreement with
the State, he was entitled to ask the district court to enforce it.FN a But we are aware
of no requirement that a trial court in a criminal case, without a motion or request
from the parties, must ask why plea negotiations failed. We conclude that Haeg has
not shown that any error occurred.

FN20. See State v. Jones, 751 P.2d 1379, 1381 (Alaska App.1988).

Dated at K",I, Alaska, 'hi, 2"£OfApril, 2012. c k
'" 'C~~--.....

Carl Bauman
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF A~ASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENA!3i2 \:t;;.R 29 pn \2: 0 I

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
E.Y._--;-:-:-c:: . -;-:- ::.-:-;--

DI~L ,_' \'1 ;_'_Il.,

)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

3-29-12 JUDGE MURPHYffROOPER GIBBENS MEMORANDUM

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this Judge

Murphy/Trooper Gibbens memorandum. Haeg also wishes to remind the court of

Criminal Rule 35.l(f)(1):

"In considering a pro se application the court shall consider substance and
disregard defects of form ..."

In spite of this rule pro se (without an attorney) Haeg has been consistently

held to a higher standard of form then the state attorneys - and this perversion has

been consistently used to hamstring Haeg's efforts for 8 years.

Incorporation

To make his case of Judge Murphy's pervasive bias, corruption, and

conspiracy (along with that of Trooper Gibbens) Haeg incorporates and relies

upon Superior Court Judge Stephanie Joannides decisions disqualifying Judge

Murphy for cause; Judge Joannides' 43 and 77 pages referrals to the Alaska
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Commission on Judicial Conduct - which certified the evidence of Judge Murphy,

Trooper Gibbens and judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein's corruption

and conspiracy; Haeg's original PCR application, including its supporting 43-page

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits; and motions to supplement Haeg's PCR

with claims and evidence.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On November 21,2009 Haeg filed a 19-page post-conviction relief

(PCR) application; a 43-page memorandum detailing the specific instances, dates,

proof, and prejudice requiring PCR; 31O-pages of exhibits proving Haeg must be

granted PCR; and 9 affidavits proving Haeg must be granted PCR.

(2) On February 23,2010 the state filed a motion to dismiss Haeg's

application for PCR.

(3) On January 3, 2012 (over 2 years after Haeg filed for PCR) Superior

Court Judge Carl Bauman (without the required an asked for oral arguments),

ruled on the states motion to dismiss - ruling that Haeg had not made a "prima

facie" case of the corruption of Judge Murphy (who presided over Haeg's

prosecution) and Trooper Gibbens (the main witness against Haeg); dismissed

most of Haeg' s claims as too weak (including claims of corruption and conspiracy

already certified as true by Superior Court Judge Stephanie Joannides); gutted the

substance of those that remained; and ordered Haeg, by February 29, 2012, to

depose Cole and to file a second PCR memorandum "detailing (a) the alleged

ineffective assistance of counsel Cole, with citations to the record and to the
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deposition, addressing both Risher standards, (b) alleged ineffective assistance of

Robinson, with citations to the record and to the deposition, addressing both

Risher standards, and (c) the Haeg claims that the sentence imposed by Judge

Murphy was improper by virtue of alleged improper contact with Trooper

Gibbens." (When Haeg never claimed that Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens'

corruption only affected his sentence - Haeg claimed it affected his entire

prosecution - including trial.)

(4) On January 12,2012 the state filed a second motion to dismiss.

(5) On January 13,2012 Haeg filed a motion that Judge Bauman must

be disqualified for corruption and that his orders must be stricken from the record

- and provided irrefutable proof Judge Bauman was not only corruptly covering

up for those already criminally implicated in Haeg's prosecution but was also

falsifying sworn affidavits to corruptly delay the resolution ofHaeg's now 8-year

long case.

(6) On January 23, 2012 Haeg filed a motion to supplement the

evidence against Judge Bauman with proofthat Judge Bauman, only after heknew

he had been caught falsifying sworn affidavits, started backdating official court

orders to illegally and corruptly exonerate himself. Also on January 23,2012 Haeg

filed felony criminal and judicial conduct complaints against Judge Bauman

regarding the forgoing and included these in his motion to supplement the record.

(7) On February 3, 2012 Judge Bauman denied Haeg's motion that

Judge Bauman must disqualify himself and strike his own January 3, 2012 orders.
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(8) On February 3, 2012 Kenai Superior Court Judge Anna Moran was

assigned to review Judge Bauman's decision not to disqualify himselffor cause.

Haeg was only given notice of this assignment nearly a month later (on March 2,

2012) - after he filed a motion for an evidentiary hearing and oral argument on

Judge Bauman's refusal to disqualify himself for cause.

(9) On March 12,2012 Judge Moran upheld Judge Bauman's refusal to

disqualify himselffor cause except for Haeg's claim regarding the felony criminal

complaint and judicial conduct complaint Haeg filed against Judge Bauman.

(10) On March 14,201 Judge Bauman ruled that the felony criminal

complaint and judicial conduct complaint Haeg filed against him would not affect

him and he could be fair and impartial toward Haeg.

(11) On March 22,2012 Judge Bauman held oral arguments on the

state's second motion to dismiss, allowed further briefing on the corruption of

Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens, and scheduled oral argument on the state's

first motion to dismiss - even though Judge Bauman has already ruled on this

motion without having held the required oral argument.

Discussion

Although a "prima facie" case has already been made of the corruption of

Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens during Haeg's trial and sentencing (see Judge

Joannides dismissal ofJudge Murphy for cause, Judge Joannides' 43 and 77 page

ACJC referrals certifying the evidence of Judge Murphy, Trooper Gibbens, and

Marla Greenstein's corruption/conspiracy, and Haeg's original PCR application,
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memorandum, affidavits, and exhibits) Haeg will again point out the facts

supporting his claim of corruption and how it harmed him.

To make a "prima facie" case for post-conviction relief all Haeg must do is

claim facts that, if true, would entitle Haeg to relief. In deciding ifHaeg met this

burden a court may only consider Haeg's claims, must take them as true, and must

give no consideration to the state's claims. See State v. Jones, 759 P.2d 558 (AK

1988)

Facts

(1) The wolf control program is one of the our nation's most

controversial wildlife management programs - sparking nationwide boycotts of

Alaska tourism by animal rights activists to stop it.

(2) The Alaska Board of Game, the government officials who started

and ran the wolf control program, have testified they received numerous death

threats by people wishing to stop the program. See court record and Haeg's PCR

exhibits.

(3) Before trial and at Haeg's insistence, attorney Brent Cole sent the

court (Judge Murphy) Haeg's letter explaining that the state told Haeg it was for

the greater good of the state for Haeg to take wolves wherever he could find them

but claim they had been taken in the wolf control program area. See court record

and Haeg's PCR exhibits. During Cole's deposition he testified that Haeg

provided this letter and that he (Cole) sent this letter to the court. See deposition.

Cole even confirmed the fax cover sheet he used to send Haeg's letter to Judge
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Murphy. See Cole's deposition. Yet all that remains in the official court record is

Cole's fax cover sheet, signed into the court record by Judge Murphy, proving

Haeg's letter was received by the court - yet Haeg's letter is missing from the

court record - proving that someone with access to the court record (Judge

Murphy at the time) had removed the evidence in Haeg's defense. See court record

and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(4) State Trooper Gibbens has stated that Alaska's governor had put

himself on the line for the program and that Haeg was giving the animal right

activists ammunition to shut the program down. See attached email of a recording

of Trooper Gibbens in tape #4MC-304-24.

(5) Haeg's attorneys have testified that the governor had placed

enormous pressure on Judge Murphy and the prosecution to make an example of

Haeg to protect the program. See Cole deposition and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(6) Haeg's attorneys have testified the state would punish Haeg's

attorneys if they advocated for Haeg. See Cole deposition and Haeg's PCR

exhibits.

(7) Haeg's attorneys have testified Judge Murphy was "a prosecuting

judge and not the independent, judicial type you're supposed to have." See

Robinson's deposition and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(8) McGrath is not on a road system, has a population of337, and has

no taxi service or car rental companies.
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(9) Judge Murphy flew into McGrath from Aniak, state Trooper

Gibbens picked her up at the airport and chauffeured her everywhere every

morning, noon, and night ofHaeg's trial and sentencing - which took place in

McGrath. In addition to the chauffeuring Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens

were seen having meals together. These round-the-clock favors to Judge Murphy

(who was presiding over Haeg's prosecution at the time) by Trooper Gibbens

(who was the main witness and investigator against Haeg at the time) resulted in

Judge Murphy's pervasive bias toward Trooper Gibbens and the state and against

Haeg. See court record, Judge Joannides disqualification of Judge Murphy for

cause, Judge Joannides 43 and 77 page referrals to the Alaska Commission on

Judicial Conduct, Robinson's deposition, and Haeg's PCR affidavits and exhibits.

(10) Trooper Gibbens presented all ofhis falsified affidavits (claiming

the wolves were killed in the Game Management Unit that Haeg was allowed to

guide in - when the state's own GPS coordinates proved they were killed in a

Game Management Unit in which Haeg was not allowed to guide in) for search

warrants to Judge Murphy and Judge Murphy granted Trooper Gibbens all 4

warrants he asked for. See court record and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(11) Cole, Haeg's first attorney, testified under oath that the state gave

Haeg "transactional immunity" in order to get a statement from Haeg. See Cole

deposition and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(12) Transactional immunity means that there can be no prosecution for

the offense to which the compelled testimony relates. See Black's Law Dictionary.
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(13) After being given transactional immunity Haeg was required to give

Trooper Gibbens and prosecutor Leaders a 5-hour statement relating to everything

Trooper Gibbens and prosecutor Leaders later prosecuted Haeg for. See court

record, Cole's deposition, and Haeg's PCR exhibits. During this statement Haeg

specifically told Trooper Gibbens and prosecutor Leaders that their evidence had

been corruptly falsified to Haeg's guide area from an area Haeg was not allowed

to guide.

(14) Before trial Haeg filed a motion that his wolf control permit and the

wolf control program law prevented him from being charged with hunting guide

violations (as the program by law precluded these charges). See court record. The

state opposed by claiming Judge Murphy could not rule on this, as it was factual

issue for the jury to decide. See court record. Judge Murphy agreed with the state,

ruling that since this was a factual issue the jury would have to decide this. See

court record. Yet just days later the state asked Judge Murphy for a protection

order preventing Haeg from claiming the wolf control program permit and law

protected him from hunting guide violations - claiming this issue was now a legal

issue for Judge Murphy to decide. See court record. Unbelievably Judge Murphy

agreed with a the state's 180 degree change in position - granting the state's

protection order and stripping Haeg of the protection of the wolf control

program/law - by claiming the very same issue she had previously ruled was a

factual issue for the jury was now a legal issue for her to decide - all so she could

corruptly keep Haeg from making this defense to his jury. In other words, to keep
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Haeg from using his participation in the wolf control program as a defense, Judge

Murphy (at the state's urging) made two rulings that were incompatible and in

exact opposition with each other.

(15) Before trial Haeg protested to Judge Murphy that the state was using

his statement to prosecute him - a violation ofHaeg's constitutional right against

self- incrimination. See court record. Yet Judge Murphy did nothing to stop or

even investigate this clear violation ofHaeg's most basic constitutional rights (see

court record) - as her oath of office and judicial canons required her to do. See

judicial oath of office and judicial canons.

(16) Prosecutor Leaders argument to convict Haeg of hunting guide

violations was that Haeg was killing wolves to benefit his guide business area. See

court record.

(17) During Haeg's trial prosecutor Leaders, even though he had already

been told and shown that the wolves had not been killed in Haeg's guide area,

solicited and accepted state Trooper Gibbens sworn false testimony that Haeg had

killed the wolves in Haeg's guide area. See court record and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

Only at Haeg's furious insistence was state Trooper Gibbens forced to admit he

knew his testimony was false when he gave it - admitting none of the wolves were

killed in Haeg's guide area (see court record, Robinson's deposition, and Haeg's

PCR exhibits) - by definition felony perjury.

(18) The false sworn testimony that Gibbens knowingly presented to

Judge Murphy and Haeg's jury was the exact same false testimony Trooper
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Gibbens placed on all the affidavits he presented to Judge Murphy in order to seize

evidence and the property Haeg used as the primary means to provide a livelihood

for his family of4. See court record and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(19) Even though state Trooper Gibbens was proved to have committed

felony perjury to her and Haeg's jury - in order to corruptly support the false case

Haeg was killing wolves where he guided in order to benefit his business, Judge

Murphy did absolutely nothing to sanction Trooper Gibbens or to cleanse his

perjury from tainting Haeg's prosecution. See court record, Robinson's deposition,

and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(20) After Trooper Gibbens had admitted he knowingly falsified his

sworn testimony to corruptly claim Haeg had killed the wolves in his guide area,

prosecutor Leaders continued to argue Haeg had killed the wolves to benefit his

guide area. See court record.

(21) Judge Murphy prevented Haeg from a jury instruction asking the

jury ifhis wolf control permit and the wolf control law protected him from being

convicted of hunting guide violations. See court record.

(22) Haeg was convicted ofhunting guide violations and when Judge

Murphy sentenced Haeg her specific reason for his severe sentence was that Haeg

had killed most, ifnot all, thewolves in his guide area (see court record) - the

exact falsehood Trooper Gibbens had presented to her in all his warrant affidavits

and in his sworn testimony against Haeg at trial. This proves the taint of Gibbens
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false testimony and proves Haeg's jury almost certainly also relied on this

testimony which the state knew was false when they presented it to Haeg's jury.

(23) After Judge Murphy, using testimony she knew to be false, had

sentenced him to nearly 2 years injail, $19,500 fine, forfeiture of the property he

used as the primary means to provide a livelihood, and to the complete destruction

of his guide business, Haeg filed a complaint (of Judge Murphy and

Trooper Gibbens' corruption) with Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct

investigator Marla Greenstein. See Judge Joannides disqualification of Judge

Murphy for cause, Judge Joannides 43 and 77 page referrals to the ACJC, and

Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(24) Immediately after Haeg was convicted Judge Murphy (who was a

magistrate judge in Aniak during Haeg's trial) was promoted to district court judge

ofHomer - without ever having filed for this.

(25) During the official judicial conduct investigation by Marla

Greenstein into Judge Murphy being chauffeured by Trooper Gibbens while Judge

Murphy presided over Haeg's trial and sentencing, Judge Murphy and Trooper

Gibbens testified that Trooper Gibbens did not chauffeur Judge Murphy until after

Haeg was sentenced. See Judge Joannides disqualification of Judge Murphy for

cause, Judge Joannides 43 and 77 page referrals to the ACJC, and Haeg's PCR

exhibits.

(26) The official court record captured Judge Murphy and Trooper

Gibbens themselves admitting the chauffeuring was taking place before Haeg was
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sentenced - proving Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens' testimony, that no

chauffeuring took place until after Haeg was sentenced, was irrefutably false. See

court record.

(27) Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct executive director and only

investigator ofAlaskan judges for the last 25 years, Marla Greenstein, falsified

contacting every single witness to the chauffeuring that Haeg had provided at

Greenstein's request - and then Greenstein completely and exactly falsified the

testimony the witnesses would have provided had she actually contacted them 

stating on tape that no one except Haeg had testified they had seen Trooper

Gibbens chauffeuring Judge Murphy. See Judge Joannides disqualification of

Judge Murphy for cause, Judge Joannides 43 and 77 page referrals to the ACJC,

and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(28)' Marla Greenstein's falsification of all witness testimony exactly

mirrored Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens' false testimony - proof the three of

them conspired to do so. See Judge Joannides disqualification of Judge Murphy

for cause, Judge Joannides 43 and 77 page referrals to the ACJC, and Haeg's PCR

exhibits.

(29) Marla Greenstein completely exonerated Judge Murphy. See Judge

Joannides disqualification of Judge Murphy for cause, Judge Joannides 43 and 77

page referrals to the ACJC, and Haeg's PCR exhibits.
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(30) After Haeg filed for post-conviction relief, claiming in part the

corruption of Judge Murphy, the state asked that Judge Murphy be assigned to

decide the case against herself. See court record.

(31) Over Haeg's objections she could not decide the case against herself,

Judge Murphy was assigned to decide Haeg's PCR application that claimed Judge

Murphy was corrupt. See court record.

(32) Haeg filed a motion to disqualify Judge Murphy for cause, Judge

Murphy denied this, and Superior Court Judge Stephanie Joannides was assigned

to review Judge Murphy's refusal to disqualify herself. See court record.

(33) After reviewing the tape recordings of Judge Murphy, Trooper

Gibbens, and Marla Greenstein, and the affidavits from all the witnesses that

Greenstein had never contacted them (and that, had she contacted them, they

would have all testified they had personally witnessed Trooper Gibbens

chauffeuring Judge Murphy during Haeg's trial and sentencing) Judge Joannides

reversed Judge Murphy's decision and disqualified Judge Murphy for cause. See

Judge Joannides disqualification of Judge Murphy for cause, Judge Joannides 43

and 77 page referrals to the ACJC, and Haeg's PCR exhibits.

(34) Haeg filed an Alaskan Bar Association complaint that Marla

Greenstein (an attorney licensed in Alaska) had falsified contacting every witness

Haeg had provided for her judicial conduct investigation and had exactly falsified

the testimony the witnesses would have given had she contacted them. See Haeg's

motions to supplement his PCR application and exhibits.
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(35) In her ''verified'' Bar response to Haeg's complaint Greenstein

testified that, in addition to the witnesses Haeg had provided to the chauffeuring,

she had also contacted Chuck Robinson, Haeg's trial and sentencing attorney. See

Haeg's motions to supplement his PCR application and exhibits.

(36) Haeg contacted Robinson, and Robinson, on tape, testified that

Greenstein had never contacted him and that he also personally remembered

witnessing Trooper Gibbens chauffeuring Judge Murphy while she presided over

Haeg's trial and sentencing. See Haeg's motions to supplement his PCR

application and exhibits,

(37) During his deposition Robinson testified under oath that Greenstein

had never contacted him about Trooper Gibbens chauffeuring Judge Murphy and

that he personally seen the chauffeuring taking place. See Robinson deposition.

(38) Robinson testified that Trooper Gibbens chauffeuring Judge Murphy

gave the appearance of bias but that Trooper Gibbens and Judge Murphy lying

about the chauffeuring during the investigation into it was evidence of actual bias.

Law

"Justice must satisfy the appearance ofjustice." Offutt v. United States, 348
U.S. 11 (U.S. Supreme Court 1954)

"A fair trial in a fair tribunal is a basic requirement of due process.
Fairness, of course, requires an absence of actual bias in the trial of cases. But our
system of law has always endeavored to prevent even the probability of
unfairness. Circumstances and relationships must be considered. This Court has
said, however, that 'Every procedure which would offer a possible temptation to
the average man as a judge ... not to hold the balance nice, clear, and true
between the State and the accused denies the latter due process oflaw.' Tumey v.
Ohio, 273 U.S. 510 (U.S. Supreme Court 1927) Such a stringent rule may
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sometimes bar trial by judges who have no actual bias and who would do their
very best to weigh the scales ofjustice equally between contending parties. But, to
perform its high function in the best way, 'justice must satisfy the appearance of
justice.'" In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133 (U.S. Supreme Court 1955) Withrow v.
Larkin, 421 U.S. 35 (U.S. Supreme Court 1975)

"[Tlhe Due Process Clause clearly requires a 'fair trial in a fair tribunal.'
Where specific allegations before the court show reason to believe that the
petitioner may, if the facts are fully developed, be able to demonstrate that he
is ...entitled to relief, it is the duty of the courts to provide the necessary facilities
and procedures for an adequate inquiry." Bracy v. Gramley, 520 U.S. 899 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1997)

"[A] trial court must be ever mindful of the sensitive role it plays in a jury
trial and avoid even the appearance of advocacy or partiality." United States v.
Harris, 501 F.2d 1 (9th Cir. 1974)

[J]udicial rulings alone almost never constitute valid basis for a bias"
Liteky v. United States, 510 U.S. 540 (U.S. Supreme Court 1994)

"[T]he 'appearance ofjustice' will best be served by vacating the decision
an remanding for further proceedings." Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Lavoie, 475 U.S.
813 (U.S. Supreme Court 1986)

"Even more critical, the court's conduct could have also created the
erroneous impression that the court itself was not performing its impartial role."
United States v. Foster, 500 F.2d 1241 (9th Cir. 1074)

"[A]s one who, in the eyes of the jury, occupies a position ofpreeminence
and special persuasiveness, the district judge must be assiduous in performing his
function as governor of the trial dispassionately, fairly and impartially." Pollard v.
Fennell, 400 F.2d 421 (4th Cir. 1968)

"The trial court's role is especially sensitive in a jury trial. It must be ever
mindful to eschew advocacy or the appearance of advocacy." United States v.
Malcolm, 475 F.2d 420 (9th Cir. 1973) See also Blunt v. United States, 100 U.S.
266 (D.C. Cir. 1957)

''No matter what the evidence was against him, he had the right to have an
imprtial judge." Tumey v. Ohio, 273 U.S. 510 (U.S. Supreme Court 1927)
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Alaska Code of Judicial Conduct: Canon 2. A Judge Shall Avoid
Impropriety and the Appearance ofImpropriety in All of the Judge's Activities.

The prohibition against behaving with impropriety or the appearance of
impropriety applies to both the professional and personal conduct of a judge.
Because it is not practicable to list all prohibited acts, the proscription is
necessarily cast in general terms that extend to conduct by judges that is harmful
although not specifically mentioned in the Code. The test for appearance of
impropriety is whether the conduct would create in reasonable minds a perception
that the judge's ability to carry out judicial responsibilities with integrity,
impartiality, and competence is impaired.

A judge must perform judicial duties impartially and fairly. A judge who
manifests bias on any basis in a proceeding impairs the fairness of the proceeding
and brings the judiciary into disrepute. Facial expression and body language, in
addition to oral communication, can give others an appearance ofjudicial bias. A
judge must be alert to avoid behavior that may be perceived as an expression of
prejudice.

"[T]he dignity of the U.S. Government will not permit the conviction of any
person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and free nation does not
need convictions based upon such testimony. It cannot afford to abide with them."
Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court 1956)

"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be such by
representatives of the State, is a denial of due process, and there is also a denial of
due process, when the State, though not soliciting false evidence, allows it to go
through uncorrected when it appears. Principle that a State may not knowingly use
false evidence, including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, implicit in
any concept of ordered liberty, does not cease to apply merely because the false
testimony goes only to the credibility of the witness." Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S.
264 (U.S. Supreme Court 1959)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and hearing if
state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf, has contrived
conviction through pretense of trial which in truth is used as means of depriving
defendant of liberty through deliberate deception of court and jury by presentation
oftestimony known to be perjured, and in such case state's failure to afford
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corrective judicial process to remedy the wrong when discovered by reasonable
diligence would constitute deprivation ofliberty without due process." Mooney v.
Holohan, 294 U.S. 103 (U.S. Supreme Court 1935)

"The principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence, including
false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, [is] implicate in any concept of
ordered liberty... " Giles v. Maryland, 386 u.S. 66 (U.S. Supreme Court 1967)

"We hold the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment is violated when
a defendant has to stand trial on an indictment which the government knows is
based partially on perjured testimony ... " United States v. Basurto, 497 F.2d 781
(9th Cir. 1974)

"[A]ll evidence obtained by searches & seizures in violation of the Federal
Constitution is inadmissible in a criminal trial in a state. Nothing can destroy a
government more quickly than its failure to observe its own laws, or worse, its
disregard of the charter of its own existence." Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1961)

"Once defendant has shown that specific statements in affidavit supporting search
warrant are false, together with statement of reasons in support of assertion of
falsehood, burden then shifts to State to show that statements were not
intentionally or recklessly made." Lewis v. State, 9 P.3d 1028, (Ak.,2000)

"State & federal constitutional requirement that warrants issue only upon a
showing of probable cause contains the implied mandate that the factual
representations in the affidavit be truthful." State v. Davenport, 510 P.2d 78,
(Ak., 1973)

"Misstatements on warrants were material and intentional, justifying suppression
of evidence obtained through use of the warrants." State v. White, 707 P2d 271
(Ak., 1985)

"[A] defendant in a criminal case is deprived of due process of law if his
conviction is founded, in whole or in part, upon an involuntary [statement],
without regard for the truth or falsity ... even though there is ample evidence aside
from the [statement] to support the conviction." Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368
(U.S. Supreme Court 1964)

"A defendant can be required to give an incriminating statement if he is
granted immunity equal to that of the right against self-incrimination, as risk of
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self-incrimination is removed." Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1892)

The federal government holds that a defendant required to give a statement
can still be prosecuted for actions referred to in the statement as long as there is no
use whatsoever made of the statement. "The Government must do more than
negate the taint; it must affirmatively prove that its evidence is derived from a
legitimate source wholly independent of the compelled testimony." Kastigar v.
United States, 406 U.S. 441 (U.S. Supreme Court 1972)

This requires no direct, indirect, evidentiary, or non-evidentiary use or
derivative use of the statement. It precludes use such as the decision to prosecute,
use ofwitnesses exposed to the immunized testimony, and requires actions such as
sealing the immunized testimony and a keeping a log ofwho was exposed to it,
with no one exposed allowed to be part of the prosecuting team:

"[N]one of the testimony or exhibits... became known to the prosecuting
attorneys ... either from the immunized testimony itself or from leads derived from
the testimony, directly or indirectly ...we conclude that the use of immunized
testimony by witnesses to refresh their memories, or otherwise to focus their
thoughts, organize their testimony, or alter their prior or contemporaneous
statements, constitutes evidentiary use rather than nonevidentiary use. This
observation also applies to witnesses who studied, reviewed, or were exposed to
the immunized testimony in order to prepare themselves or others as witnesses.

When the government puts on witnesses who refresh, supplement, or
modify that evidence with compelled testimony, the government uses that
testimony to indict and convict.

From a prosecutor's standpoint, an unhappy byproduct of the Fifth
Amendment is that Kastigar may very well require a trial within a trial (or a trial
before, during, or after the trial) if such a proceeding is necessary for the court to
determine whether or not the government has in any fashion used compelled
testimony to indict or convict a defendant. If the government chooses
immunization, then it must understand that the Fifth Amendment and Kastigar
mean that it is taking a great chance that the witness cannot constitutionally be
indicted or prosecuted.

Finally, and most importantly, an ex parte review in appellate chambers is
not the equivalent of the open adversary hearing contemplated by Kastigar. See
United-States v. Zielezinski, 740 Fold 727, 734 (9th Cir.1984) Where immunized
testimony is used ... the prohibited act is simultaneous and coterminous with the
presentation; indeed, they are one and the same. There is no independent violation
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that can be remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the ... process itself
is violated and corrupted, and the [information or trial] becomes indistinguishable
from the constitutional and statutory transgression.

This burden may be met by establishing that the witness was never
exposed to North's immunized testimony, or that the allegedly tainted testimony
contains no evidence not "canned" by the prosecution before such exposure
occurred.

If the government has in fact introduced trial evidence that fails the
Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is entitled to a new trial. If the same is true as
to grand jury evidence, then the indictment must be dismissed." United States v.
North, 910 F.2d 843 (D.C.Cir. 1990)

Alaska's constitution and law holds that a defendant cannot ever be
prosecuted for actions referred to in a compelled statement. See AS 12.50.101 and
State of Alaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme Court 1993):

"We do not doubt that, in theory, strict application of use and derivative use
immunity would remove the hazard of incrimination. Because we doubt that
workaday measures can, in practice, protect adequately against use and derivative
use, we ultimately hold that [former] AS 12.50.101 impermissibly dilutes the
protection of article I, section 9.

Procedures and safeguards can be implemented, such as isolating the
prosecution team or certifYing the state's evidence before trial, but the accused
often will not adequately be able to probe and test the state's adherence to such
safeguards.

One of the more notorious recent immunity cases, United States v. North,
910 F.2d 843_(D.C.Cir.) modified, 920 F.2d 940 (D.C.Cir.1990) illustrates another
proofproblem posed by use and derivative use immunity.

First, the prosecution could use the compelled testimony to refresh the
recollection of a witness testifying at North's criminal trial. The second problem,
however, is more troublesome. In a case such as North, where the compelled
testimony receives significant publicity, witnesses receive casual exposure to the
substance of the compelled testimony through the media or otherwise. Id. at 863.
In such cases, a court would face the insurmountable task of determining the
extent and degree to which "the witnesses' testimony may have been shaped,
altered, or affected by the immunized testimony." Id.

The second basis for our decision is that the state cannot meaningfully safeguard
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against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony. Nonevidentiary use "include
assistance in focusing the investigation, deciding to initiate prosecution, refusing
to plea-bargain, interpreting evidence, planning cross-examination, and otherwise
generally planning trial strategy." United States v. McDaniel, 482 F.2d 305. 311
(8th Cir.1973). Innumerable people could come into contact with the compelled
testimony, either through official duties or, in a particularly notorious case,
through the media. Once persons come into contact with the compelled testimony
they are incurably tainted for nonevidentiary purposes.

This situation is further complicated if potential jurors are exposed to the
witness' compelled testimony through wide dissemination in the media.

When compelled testimony is incriminating, the prosecution can "focus its
investigation on the witness to the exclusion of other suspects, thereby working an
advantageous reallocation of the government's financial resources and personnel."
With knowledge of how the crime occurred, the prosecution may refine its trial
strategy to "probe certain topics more extensively and fruitfully than otherwise."
Id. These are only some of the possible nonevidentiary advantages the prosecution
could reap by virtue of its knowledge of compelled testimony.

Even the state's utmost good faith is not an adequate assurance against
nonevidentiary uses because there may be "non-evidentiary uses ofwhich even the
prosecutor might not be consciously aware." State v. Soriano, 68 Or.App. 642, 684
P.2d 1220, 1234 (1984) (only transactional immunity can protect state
constitutional guarantee against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony). We
sympathize with the Eighth Circuit's lament in McDaniel that "we cannot escape
the conclusion that the [compelled] testimony could not be wholly obliterated
from the prosecutor's mind in his preparation and trial of the case." McDaniel, 482
F.2d at 312. This incurable inability to adequately prevent or detect nonevidentiary
use, standing alone, presents a fatal constitutional flaw in use and derivative use
immunity.

Because of the manifold practical problems in enforcing use and derivative use
immunity we cannot conclude that [former] AS 12.50.101 is constitutional.
Mindful ofEdward Coke's caution that 'it is the worst oppression, that is done by
colour ofjustice,' we conclude that use and derivative use immunity is
constitutionally infirm." State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme
Court 1993)
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Discussion

Judge Murphy being chauffeured by Trooper Gibbens (the main witness

against Haeg) and the "immense pressure" Cole testified was placed on her by

high level state officials to make an example of Haeg was personal and had

nothing to do with Judge Murphy's judicial duties. The chauffeuring of Judge

Murphy (who was presiding over Haeg's case) by Trooper Gibbens (the main

witness against Haeg) and their lying and conspiring to cover it up afterward

violates all concept of "Justice must satisfy the appearance ofjustice"; "Every

procedure which would offer a possible temptation to the average man as a judge .

. . not to hold the balance nice, clear, and true between the State and the accused

denies the latter due process of law." and that "[A] trial court must be ever mindful

of the sensitive role it plays in a jury trial and avoid even the appearance of

advocacy or partiality." That this corrupt influence affirmatively and pervasively

biased Judge Murphy against Haeg is demonstrated by:

(1) Judge Murphy removing evidence out ofthe court record that would

have exonerated Haeg.

(2) Judge Murphy, in order to deny Haeg's motion that the wolf control

program law protected him from being charged with hunting guide charges, first

ruling this was a factual issue for Haeg's jury to decide.

(3) Judge Murphy, in order to grant the state's protection order

preventing Haeg from claiming the protection ofthe wolf control program law,

afterward ruling this was a legal issue for her to decide - making two rulings just
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days apart that were in exact opposition with each other - to prevent Haeg from

presenting to his jury the very defense she said Haeg must present to his jury.

(4) Judge Murphy ignoring Haeg's claim and affidavit that the state was

violating his constitutional right against self incrimination - when ajudge's most

important duty is to make sure a person's constitutional rights are not violated.

(5) Judge Murphy failing to sanction Trooper Gibbens or clean the taint

from Haeg's trial after the irrefutable evidence that Trooper Gibbens had

knowingly presented perjury to her and Haeg's jury in order to convict Haeg.

(6) Judge Murphy specifically using Trooper Gibbens admitted perjury

as the reason for Haeg's severe sentence.

(7) Judge Murphy conspiring with Trooper Gibbens so their false

testimony, that Trooper Gibbens did not chauffeur Judge Murphy until after Haeg

was sentenced, agreed with each other.

(8) Judge Murphy conspiring with Marla Greenstein so Marla

Greenstein's falsification ofher investigation (of what Haeg's witnesses testified)

agreed with Judge Murphy's false testimony.

Every single decision, order, action, and justification Judge Murphy made

was against Haeg and for Trooper Gibbens and the state.

Conclusion

Any possible claim thatJudge Murphy was not actually biased against

Haeg, did not-conspire with Trooper Gibbens to frame Haeg, or engage in ex parte

(without Haeg's participation) discussion of Haeg's case (no doubt to organize
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their framing of Haeg for hunting guide violations), is completely baseless because

if there was no conspiracy against Haeg there would have been no reason for

Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens to lie about the chauffeuring during the

official investigation into it or to conspire with Marla Greenstein to cover

everything up. In other words, if Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens had not

conspired to deprive Haeg of a fair trial they would have never lied about what

they did during Haeg's trial when this was investigated.

As a section chief with u.s. Department of Justice stated when Haeg was

hand delivering the tape recordings proving the corruption and conspiracy of

Judge Murphy, Trooper Gibbens, and Marla Greenstein:

"Its obvious why this cover up happened. No one in America would
believe you got a fair trial if the main witness against you was chauffeuring your
judge."

Longtime Alaskan attorney Dale Dolifka's sworn testimony to Superior

Court Judge Joannides:

Mr. Haeg: Ok 'other than just an outright payoff of a judge or jury it is
hard to imagine anyone being sold down the river more'?

Mr. Dolifka: I don't remember saying that but I - I might of.

Mr. Haeg: Ok -um- -uh- ...

Mr. Dolifka: That could have been in the context of- of all of the - the
little travels ... I mean your stuff even with the proprieties that went on I'm so glad
you got a new judge on this because one of the things that smelled so bad to - to
lay people was all the stuff that you filed for new judge about. The judge riding
around with the Trooper and commandeering vehicles. I mean that smelled to
high heaven. Especially to non-lawyers. That was one of the things the
community was most outraged was just...
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"

Mr. Haeg: Well and not only that - that when I went to the single
investigator ofjudicial conduct and I can prove she lied. I mean that and when she
told me - well I guess I'm testifying but. .. Is the fact that she investigated and
because she's been the only judicial investigator for 21 years and - and you
reading the stuff should know she lied. Was that a concern?

Mr. Dolifka: Of course. I mean it was and it was ... Look at the people that
are here today. It was those things that became so troubling. Not only in your
case but other cases down there. You would see this stuff and you would just go
'my god that cannot be ...

Mr. Haeg: Ok.

Mr. Dolifka: .. .true' ...

Mr. Haeg: Ok. Well let me - I'll just 'your end of the bargain was not
met. It was heads I win tails you loose. You didn't even have to be a lawyer or
you don't even have to be a lawyer to know inherently there's something wrong
with that'.

Mr. Dolifka: I - I'm sure I said that and I still feel that way. That how you
- when you went and told everything that you did thinking you had an agreement.
Turns out you didn't have agreement and your charges got exponentially
increased. That statement I made right there. I absolutely said it. I'm sure and I
agree with it today ....And I don't understand how you possibly had due process
with regard to the seizure of your airplane. I have read it and read it and read it.
I've - I could write a doctors brief on it and I can't - and - and I'm just wore out
trying to figure it out. Cause I - I can't.

Mr. Haeg: Ok if! told - 'ifyou told a thousand ordinary citizens that for a
deal you went in an spilled your guts and then never got the deal they would find
that appalling. That's what smelled so bad to me'?

Mr. Dolifka: I'm sure I said that.

Mr. Haeg: -Urn- 'the fruit of the poisonous tree started with the warrants
which claimed all the evidence was found where you guide. The dominos should
have all went down right there. That's what I thought Chuck would latch onto'?

Mr. Dolifka: Well yeah when - when I read your case and the lay people
here read your case it appears that the whole the whole foundational things built
on a lie. Unless we're all misreading it - it looks like it - it the whole deal about
section this and all the affidavits. Everything had it. And then the hearing while it
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wasn't that at all it - when I used it ... And that was kind of odd thing to use as
fruit of the poisonous tree. We all had that. For us old coots that was a common
theory in law school. And once you poison something it's like a house without a
foundation. So all the good folks that are here today that we would talk about - I
think almost everyone goes back to that original seminal issue that how the hell
did this case go on when it appears to lay people and to me a lot of it was built on
a lie in a sworn affidavit?

Judge Joannides: And Mr. Haeg just want to tell you that this kind of
information (undecipherable) is the kind of information that generally goes to PCR
judge about the legal defects in the case.

Mr. Haeg: -Um- 'everyone in your case has had a political price to pay if
they did right by you. If they did right by you the DA would take it out on them
and other cases. Then you got the case of your lawyer and the other lawyer got
hurt. You had a series of situations which everyone was doing things to protect
everyone rather than you because there was a price to pay'?

Mr. Dolifka: I agree with that.

Mr. Haeg: Ok. -Um- 'your case has shades of Selma in the 60's. Where
judges, sheriffs, and even assigned lawyers were all in cahoots together'?

Mr. Dolifka: Well I don't remember that but as a southerner I probably said
that.

Mr. Haeg: Ok. 'Troopers at least didn't try to kill you like they did one of
my other clients'?

Mr. Dolifka: I don't remember saying that but that doesn't mean I didn't.

Mr. Haeg: Ok. -Um- 'the attorneys of this state have banded together
against you. Under no circumstances get another attorney in Alaska. Contact
firms' ... and I think you said Washington. 'Tell them that you have the goods on
two law firms'?

Mr. Dolifka: Well I - I could have said that.

Mr. Haeg: Ok this actually is and I'm getting close to the end here -um- at
least this. Did we come to you fairly recently to try work out how to payoff are
credit card debts and have a meeting with you with me and my wife and Tom
Stepnosky?
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Mr. Dolifka: Not fairly. I haven't talked to you for a long - long time.

Mr. Haeg: Ok well was -uh- I when I say fairly recently 8-19-08 oh yeah 2
years ago. But anyway let me just see if you remember this. 'The reason why you
have still not resolved your legal problems is corruption. I can tell you exactly
what happened. In the early stages you were one of the first that I realized it was
corruption. At first I thought it was ineptness. Over time in this journey with you
here's a corrupt case here's a corrupt case and here's a corrupt case. Now here's
what happens when they come up on appeal. You have a Supreme Court sitting
there looking at a pile of dung and if they right by you and reveal you know you
have the attorneys going down, you have the magistrates going down, you have
the troopers going down. You are one small part of the pocket. A lot oflawyers
would agree with me. The reason is all gummed up at the top. You're just one of '
many. It's absolute unadulterated self-bred corruption'?

Mr. Dolifka: If that was in that era down there I - I probably did say that. I
- I was - I hadgot to such a point of cynicism that I - I was ready to throw in the
towel.

Mr. Haeg: Ok and then you ...

Mr. Dolifka: But 1...

Mr. Haeg: ... you gone on 'I talked to Judge Hanson about this. I talked to
Judge Hanson for 3 hours about your case. I lean on him all the time. He now
sees it. The system crushes them. I don't have any question now because I
couldn't figure out why your appeal could be over and done with. I walked over
here and lawyer A says my god they're violating every appeal rule ever. How can
it be like this?'

Mr. Dolifka: Well I probably ...

Mr. Haeg: Ok. I mean this is you know then you said 'I absolutely have
no faith left in the system'?

Mr. Dolifka: During that time that I probably would have said that.

Proof this conspiracy is bigger than just Judge Murphy and Trooper

Gibbens is the fact that judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein entered into

the conspiracy to cover up what happened during Haeg's trial- and there is no
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possible way the only investigator ofjudges in an entire state for the past 25 years

would risk her job, reputation, law license, career, and freedom just to cover up for

a magistrate-just made-district-court-judge and a bottom-of-the-rung-Trooper.

What Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens did corruptly changed the whole

evidentiary picture from the state was fraudulently conducting the WCP to Haeg

was a rogue guide out to feather his own nest. This completely protected the wolf

control program at Haeg's expense - exactly as Haeg's attorneys have testified the

state intended.

There is absolutely no doubt that Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens

worked together to strip Haeg ofhis right to numerous basic constitutional rights:

(1) The right to due process, when the state told and induced Haeg to do

exactly what he was charged with; when Judge Murphy removed this evidence out

of the court record; when the state testified under oath the evidence was found

where Haeg guided when they knew it was not; when Judge Murphy did nothing

about this- especially when this specific evidence location was the state's

justification for charges and conviction ofHaeg; when Haeg was not given the

required notice of a prompt hearing to contest the seizure and deprivation of

property he used as the primary means to provide a livelihood; when the state and

Judge Murphy refused to allow Haeg to bond out the property, that he used as his

primary means to provide a livelihood, before being charged, prosecuted, or

convicted; when the state and judge Murphy stripped Haeg of the protection of the

wolf control program law; and when the state prosecuted Haeg after given him
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immunity, used his immunized statement to do so, and Judge Murphy did nothing

after she was informed of the violation.

(2) The right against unreasonable searches and seizures, when the state and

Judge Murphy knowingly and materially falsified search and seizure

warrants/affidavits and then used the false warrants to search Haeg's home and

seize Haeg's property.

(3) The right that no warrants shall issue, but on probable cause, supported by

oath or affirmation, when the state and Judge Murphy used false oaths to issue

warrants.

(4) The right against self-incrimination when the state prosecuted Haeg after

-
giving him immunity - and then used his immunized statement to do so.

(5) The right to the equal protection of the laws when the state and Judge

Murphy violated AS 12.50.101 and State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526

(1993) to prosecute Haeg for crimes referred to in his compelled statement; when

the state and Judge Murphy violated AS 28.05.131 and Waiste v. State by not

giving Haeg the required notice of the opportunity for a hearing after seizing the

plane Haeg used to provide a livelihood, and when the state and Judge Murphy

violated the wolf control law to prosecute Haeg for hunting guide violations.

(6) The right that no state shall deprive any person oflife, liberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws, when the state and Judge Murphy did all ofthe above.
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Every person reading Judge Joannides referrals, reading Greenstein's

"verified" Bar response, and listening to the recordings of Robinson unequivocally

states that this ALONE means Haeg was deprived of a fair trial. They all agree

that Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens' actions during Haeg's prosecution; their

lying about it afterward and conspiring with Greenstein to cover it up; and

Greenstein having to later yet falsify a "verified" document to continue the cover

up, is, by itself, overwhelming proof of unacceptable corruption in Haeg's trial.

For one count of "unsworn" falsification (that the state told Haeg was in the

state's best interest), Haeg, who had no prior criminal history whatsoever, was

sentenced to 3 months injail. Judge Murphy, Trooper Gibbens, and Greenstein

will be going to jail for many years for their falsification (including "verified"

falsification) to cover up that judges, state troopers and judicial conduct

investigators are conspiring to framing u.s. citizens in violations of very nearly

every civil right that is supposed to protect a citizen from government tyranny.

"During the debates on the adoption of the Constitution, its opponents
repeatedly charged that the Constitution as drafted would open the way to tyranny
by the central government. Fresh in their minds was the memory of the British
violation of civil rights before and"during the Revolution. They demanded a "bill
of rights" that would spell out the immunities of the individual citizens. Several
state conventions in their formal ratification ofthe Constitution asked for such
amendments; others ratified the Constitution with the understanding that the
amendments would be offered." United States National Archives and Records
Administration

Judge Murphy, Trooper Gibbens, and Marla Greenstein's governmental

corruption and conspiracy, to violate Haeg's civil rights as specifically guaranteed

by our Constitution's "bill of rights", is an act ofwar against our entire nation.
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The enormity and growing size of the cover up being attempted is mind-

boggling. Haeg and a growing number of the public continue to watch in horror as

attorney after attorney and judge after judge try to cover up the impossible.

Calmly, inexorably, and with complete disregard to personal consequences Haeg,

along with many others seriously concerned, will continue to very carefully

document the now rapidly expanding corruption, conspiracy, and cover up in his

case and, when no more are willing, or forced, to "drink the loyalty Kool-Aid",

will fly to Washington, DC and not leave until there is a federal prosecution of

everyone involved.

United States Supreme Court in Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (1961):

"(T]he local administrations have been found inadequate or unwilling to
apply the proper corrective. Combinations, darker than the night that hides them,
conspiracies, wicked as the worst of felons could devise, have gone unwhipped of
justice. Immunity is given to crime, and the records of the public tribunals are
searched in vain for any evidence of effective redress.

(C]ertain States have denied to persons within their jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws. The proof on this point is voluminous and
unquestionable ... the State made no successful effort to bring the guilty to
punishment or afford protection or redress to the outraged and innocent. The State,
from lack of power or inclination, practically denied the equal protection of the
law to these persons ...those who representing a State in some capacity were
unable or unwilling to enforce a state law.

That the State courts in the several States have been unable to enforce the
criminal laws of their respective States or to suppress the disorders existing, and,
in fact, that the preservation of life and property in many sections of the country is
beyond the power of the State government, is a sufficient reason why Congress
should, so far as they have authority under the Constitution, enact the laws
necessary for the protection of citizens of the United States.

[I]f secret combinations of men are allowed by the Executive to band
together to deprive one class of citizens of their legal rights without a proper effort
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to discover, detect, and punish the violations of law and order, the State has not
afforded to all its citizens the equal protection of the laws.

Whenever, then, there is a denial of equal protection by the State, the courts
of justice of the nation stand with open doors, ready to receive and hear with
impartial attention the complaints of those who are denied redress elsewhere. Here
may come the weak and poor and downtrodden, with assurance that they shall be
heard. Here may come the man smitten with many stripes and ask for redress.
Here may come the nation, in her majesty, and demand the trial and punishment of
offenders, when all, all other tribunals are closed...."

The United States courts are further above mere local influence than the
county courts; their judges can act with more independence, cannot be put under
terror, as local judges can; their sympathies are not so nearly identified with those
of the vicinage; the jurors are taken from the State, and not the neighborhood; they
will be able to rise above prejudices or bad passions or terror more easily. The
marshal, clothed with more power than the sheriff, can make arrests with certainty,
and, with the aid of the General Government, can seize offenders in spite of any
banded and combined resistance such as may be expected. Thus, at least, these
men who disregard all law can be brought to trial.

Does the grim shadow of the State step into the national court, like a goblin,
and terrify us? Does this harmless and helpless ghost drive us from that tribunal -
the State that mocks at justice, the State that licenses outlawry, the State that
stands dumb when the lash and the torch and the pistol are lifted every night over
the quiet citizen?" Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (U.S.Supreme Court 1961)

Haeg will prevail, no matter how many judges, prosecutors, troopers, or

. defense attorneys join the conspiracy to cover up, not because he is strong or

clever - it is because the axe he swings is named United States Constitution and as

the forces against it grow it will bum brighter and brighter, calling all those sworn

to protect it to its aid. And while a criminal conspiracy ofjudges, prosecutors,

troopers, and defense attorneys is powerful indeed, our Constitution and those

sworn to uphold it are far mightier still and will prevail. Our Constitution and the

countless people who have died for it demand nothing less.
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I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on ~/u( :< l' / ;{0/2. A notary public or other official empowered
/

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

David S. Haeg
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on J!ka:i :<1, 2 (J/ 2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the foiIowing partils: Peterson, Judge
Gleas rl,'Judge)oannides, U.S epartment of Justice, FBI, and media.
By: ,//...

;;;J
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Justbefore trial Trooper Gibbens Interviewed Lewis ·Lucky" Egrass (possibly the most respected'bustipllot'end
p~rson hi McGrath, Nikolai,&,. TaKotna)" .' . . . ..

. , .. :' ,,, .;.; ". - .'

, ;

'ITr~ns~riptio~ ~iT~pifAMC:t3ll4-24)
" :.-. ~':' .' <.. ' :\ .,..... " ". .'"

Trooper Gibbens: Um- what are your concerns with regards'to -uh- -uh- people who are issued
Predator Control permits to participate in this - this wolf control project and they kill wolves outside of
the wolf control area -um- what are your thoughts about that and - and what it might - what affects it
could have on the - on the prolect?

Mr. Egra~s: -I was told by you know -uh- yourself Officer Gibbens --- the sensitivity youknow of
- of -- you know this goes all the way Up' to the Governor - the Govemorsputting himself on the
line'

TrooperGibbens: Yeah (under his breath, very quietly).
, i\, '

Me Egrass: - you know politically but -uh--

Trooper Gibbens: Right yeah I would hate to see any - any -uh- ammunition giving to - given to
the animal rights groups that are - that could potentially be used In the fight to get these
programs shut down,

I don't know If It Is legal or ethical for Trooper Gibbens to be kf.Iing one of the most respected people InMcGrath
(population under 350), Nikolai (population 100), & Takotna's (population under 40) that what the State Is'
charging me with, when my trial In McGrath,~ going to ·shut down" the Wolf Control Program that the villagers
desperately need to help bring back a subsistence resource. What'Other reasons could Trooper Gibbens have for

, doing this other than Intentionally poisoning the small Jury pool that is COMING FROM MCGRATH. NIKOLAI.
AND TAKOTNA?
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF.
) Case No. 3KN-10-01295CI
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Respondent.
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(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

3-19-12 INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL MEMORANDUM

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this ineffective

assistance of counsel memorandum.

Incorporation of Original PCR Application and Memorandu'm

In the interested ofkeeping this memorandum as short as possible Haeg

incorporates and relies upon his original PCR application, especially its supporting

43-page memorandum, and the supporting exhibits and affidavits (all filed on

November 21,2009) to establish why the attorney conduct meets both Risher

standards -especially the prejudice requirement. See Risher v. State, 523 P.2d 421

(AK Supreme Ct 1974).

Prior Proceedings

On November 21, 2009 Haeg filed a 19-page post-conviction relief (PCR)

application; a 43-page memorandum detailing the specific instances, dates, proof,
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and prejudice requiring PCR; 31O-pages of exhibits proving Haeg must be granted

PCR; and 9 affidavits proving Haeg must be granted PCR.

(1) On January 3, 2012 (over 2 years after Haeg filed for PCR) Superior

Court Judge Carl Bauman ruled that Haeg had not made a "prima facie" case of

ineffective assistance of counsel; dismissed most ofHaeg's claims as too weak:

(including claims of corruption and conspiracy already certified as true by

Superior Court Judge Stephanie Joannides); gutted the substance ofthose that

remained; and ordered Haeg, by February 29,2012, to depose Cole and to file a

second PCR memorandum "detailing (a) the alleged ineffective assistance of

counsel Cole, with citations to the record and to the deposition, addressing both

Risher standards, (b) alleged ineffective assistance ofRobinson, with citations to

the record and to the deposition, addressing both Risher standards, and (c) the

Haeg claims that the sentence imposed by Judge Murphy was improper by virtue

of alleged improper contact with Trooper Gibbens." (When Haeg never claimed

the Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens' corruption only affected his sentence

Haeg claimed it affected his entire prosecution - including trial.)

(2) On January 13,2012 Haeg filed a motion that Judge Bauman must

be disqualified for corruption and that his orders must be stricken from the record

- and provided irrefutable proof Judge Bauman was not only corruptly covering

up for those already criminally implicated in Haeg's prosecution but was also

falsifying sworn affidavits to corruptly delay the resolution ofHaeg's now 8-year

long case.
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(3) On January 23, 2012 Haeg filed a motion to supplement the

evidence against Judge Bauman with proof that Judge Bauman, only after he knew

he had been caught falsifying sworn affidavits, started backdating official court

orders to illegally and corruptly exonerate himself. Also on January 23, 2012 Haeg

filed felony criminal and judicial conduct complaints against Judge Bauman

regarding the forgoing and included these in his motion to supplement the record.

(4) On February 3, 2012 Judge Bauman denied Haeg's motion that

Judge Bauman must disqualify himself and strike his own January 3, 2012 orders.

(5) On February 3, 2012 Kenai Superior Court Judge Anna Moran was

assigned to review Judge Bauman's decision not to disqualify himself for cause.

Haeg was only given notice of this assignment nearly a month later (on March 2,

2012) - after he filed a motion for an evidentiary hearing and oral argument on

Judge Bauman's refusal to disqualify himself for cause.

(6) On March 12,2012 Judge Moran upheld Judge Bauman's refusal to

disqualify himselffor cause except for Haeg's claim regarding the felony criminal

complaint and judicial conduct complaint Haeg filed against Judge Bauman.

(7) On March 14,201 Judge Bauman ruled that the felony criminal

complaint and judicial conduct complaint Haeg filed against him would not affect

him and he could be fair and impartial toward Haeg.

Discussion

Although Haeg provides below the requested references to the depositions

and record it is irrefutable that Haeg has already made a "prima facie" case against
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his former attorneys - which would then require an evidentiary hearing (trial by

judge) in which Haeg could call witnesses and present evidence to prove his

claims and in which the state could call witnesses and present evidence to defend.

To make a "prima facie" case of ineffective assistance all Haeg must do is

claim facts that, if true, would entitle Haeg to relief and to ask his attorneys to

provide an affidavit responding to these claims. Haeg has done both.

"[I]fthe application - whether in its original form or as augmented
following notice of intent to dismiss - sets out facts which, if true,

. would entitle the applicant to the relief claimed, then the court must
order the case to proceed and call upon the state to respond on the
merits." State v. Jones, 759 old 558 (AK 1988).

"It is true that, for purpose of determining whether a claim of
ineffective assistance of counsel may be rejected summarily, without
affording the defendant an opportunity for an evidentiary hearing,
this court must provisionally accept as true any facts asserted by the
defendant." Lott v. State, 836 Pold 371 (AK 1992)

Among other claims just as compelling, Haeg claimed he had been given

immunity to compel a statement about every aspect of the case against him, his

attorneys lied to him so that could he be prosecuted when by law he could not be,

and so that his statement could be used to do so.

Alaska law states that if you are given immunity to compel a statement you

cannot ever be prosecuted for the events talked about in the statement - no matter

what other evidence there is. See AS 12.50.101 and State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez,

Pold 526 (AK Supreme Court 1993).

If the law prevented Haeg's prosecution and Haeg's attorneys lied to allow

this to happen, it is clear that, on this issue alone, not only were Haeg's attorneys
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deficient there was no doubt that this deficiency contributed to the outcome in

Haeg's case. See Risherv. State, 523 P.2d421 (AK Supreme Court 1974)

Haeg provided an affidavit that he asked his attorneys for affidavits refuting

this and other claims and his attorneys refused to do so - yet Judge Bauman claims

Haeg has not shown what efforts were made to obtain affidavits.

Brent Cole Deposition

On February 7, 2012 Haeg's first attorney Cole was deposed (sworn under

oath to tell the truth under penalty of perjury) at the Office of Special Prosecutions

and Appeals, 310 K Street, Anchorage Alaska, 99501. At times during the

deposition Cole's hands shook so hard he could hardly hold anything.

(l) In violation of Civil Rule 30(c), Cole, backed up by state attorney

Peterson, refused to answer numerous questions - even when Haeg stated Cole

was required to. Just some of which Cole refused to answer are: ever been arrested

(for what); ever been convicted (for what); ever been sued (for what); did he meet

with the state before the deposition (along with how many times, where they

occurred, how long they lasted, and what was talked about); what he did to prepare

for the deposition; if he talked to the state attorney Or anyone else before the

deposition (and what they talked about); did he read, or did anyone else read to

him, anything to prepare (and what it was); had he ever been sanctioned as a

lawyer (for what); anything about meetings with the U.S. Department of Justice

concerning Haeg's case; etc; etc.
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All of the questions above are legitimate, could produce compelling

evidence of Cole's motivations for the actions he took to represent Haeg, are asked

in virtually all depositions, and are so common they are listed by numerous law

schools as "must ask" deposition questions. It is irrefutable that Cole was required

to answer them. His refusal to do so, when he was required to, unjustly crippled

Haeg's ability to expose what motivated Cole. This means there must be a hearing

at which Haeg is allowed to question Cole on this matter and until this hearing

takes place Haeg's PCR cannot be dismissed. Cole and the state working together

to unjustly deprive Haeg of a fair deposition is additional proof they worked

together to deprive Haeg of a fair prosecution while Cole represented Haeg.

(2) Cole testified he did not know of anything that would lead him to

believe that the U.S. Department of Justice was investigating Haeg's case. Yet

Cole has provided discovery to the state that includes letters proving Cole has

been providing evidence ofwhat occurred in Haeg's case to the U.S. Department

of Justice. See attached letters. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(3) Cole refused to answer additional questions involving the U.S.

Department of Justice - preventing Haeg from answers that by Cole's own

admission during discovery was material to Haeg's case - and could have exposed
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compelling motivations for Cole's actions. This means there must be a hearing at

which Haeg is allowed to question Cole on this matter and until this hearing takes

place Haeg's PCR cannot be dismissed.

(4) State attorney Peterson objected to Cole answering questions about

Cole's prior testimony about how and why he (Cole) represented Haeg as he did.

Peterson flat told Haeg that Cole would not answer Haeg's questions. This

intervention by Peterson, who was not allowed to intervene because he was not

Cole's attorney, prevented Haeg from getting answers to questions critical to

proving Cole gave Haeg defective representation and then took actions to cover

this up. This means there must be a hearing at which Haeg is allowed to question

Cole on this matter and until this hearing takes place Haeg's PCR cannot be

dismissed.

(5) Cole testified that he had no idea if the state bent over backwards to

make an example ofHaeg for political reasons. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole

testifying that the state was bending over backwards to make an example ofHaeg.

See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's conflict of interest, that his sworn

testimony is irrefutably false and proven perjury, is an attempt to cover up his

sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(6) When Haeg asked if Cole ever made the statement "the state bent

over backwards to make an example of me [Haeg] for political reasons" Cole
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testified that he never represented Haeg. Yet Haeg has a contract with Cole that

proves Cole was supposed to be representing Haeg from April 11, 2004 to

December 9, 2004 and that during this time Haeg paid Cole $200 per hour. See

attached contract. In addition the court record proves that Cole was supposed to be

representing Haeg during this time. See court record. If, as Cole testified under

oath was the case, he was not representing Haeg this explains why his

representation ofHaeg was deficient (non-existent in fact) and explains why Cole

never advocated for Haeg and instead told Haeg it was not a legal defense that the

state told Haeg it was for the greater good of the people for Haeg to take wolves

wherever he could but claim they were taken in the open Wolf Control Program

area; why Cole told Haeg there was nothing that could be done about the state

falsifying all evidence locations to Haeg's guide area and then using this false

evidence locations to destroy Haeg's only livelihood; why Cole told Haeg he had

to give a 5-hour statement to the state prosecution because he had been given

immunity - and then told Haeg he could be prosecuted - and that the state could

use Haeg's own statements to do so; why Cole told Haeg there was no hearing to

protest the false warrants used to seize the airplane Haeg used to conduct provide a

livelihood; why Cole told Haeg there was nothing Haeg could do to get the

airplane back; why Cole told Haeg to give up a year ofguiding for a plea

agreement; why Cole told Haeg that there was nothing Haeg could do to enforce

the plea agreement after the guide year was past and the state broke the plea

agreement; and why Cole never obeyed the subpoena to Haeg's sentencing to
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explain all of the forgoing. This proves Cole's sellout ofHaeg and meets both

. Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how

this haimed Haeg.

(7) Cole testified that the state had agreed to give Haeg credit for the

guide year given up before Haeg was convicted. Yet when Haeg demanded

Robinson subpoena Cole to make sure he got credit for this year, Cole failed to

appear in response to an airline ticket and subpoena and Haeg never received

credit for this year, See Haeg's PCR exhibits. At the time Robinson told Haeg

there was nothing Haeg could do about it but has since testified (at his deposition)

that he decided that Cole did not have appear -'yet never told any of this to Haeg

who had absolutely demanded Cole testify, paid for Cole's subpoena, paidto have

it served, paid for Cole's airline ticket, and then never got credit for the guide year

because the state testified, UNOPPOSED, that they had no idea why Haeg had

given up guiding for a whole year. See court sentencing record. This proves Cole

and Robinson's sellout of Haeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(8) Cole testified that Haeg had agreed to a forfeiting the PA-12 airplane

on November 8, 2004. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole while Cole was

representing Haeg, along with numerous witnesses proving Haeg never agreed to

forfeit the PA-l2 airplane. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn
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testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up

his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for evidence and for how this harmed Haeg.

(9) Haeg asked if the state filed lesser charges, then backed out of the

deal by filing harsher charges (See court record), if Cole protested that, and Cole

testified "no" - and testified the reason why was that "it didn't make any

difference". Yet to Haeg the difference was the preservation of his livelihood or

the destruction ofhis livelihood. This proves Cole's sellout ofHaeg and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client. See

Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(10) Cole testified he thought there was a "deal" on the night of

November 8, 2004. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole at the time, along with

numerous witnesses, proving Cole knew there was no deal on the night of

November 8, 2004. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony

to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout

ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and

harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for :

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(11) Cole testified everybody was "happy" on the night ofNovember 8,

2004. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole at the time where Cole states
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everybody, including himself, were so angry they were "burning". See Haeg's

PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven

perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(12) Cole testified he told Haeg he could enforce the open sentence plea

agreement. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole, while Cole was representing

Haeg, along with numerous witnesses, proving that Cole never told Haeg he could

enforce the plea agreement - that the only thing he could do was "call Leaders

boss". See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This deprived Haeg ofplea enforcement, proves

Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(13) Cole, backed up by Peterson, refused to answer questions regarding

Kevin Fitzgerald - who Cole has testified he worked closely with on Haeg's case.

See court record and Haeg's PCR exhibits. This means there must be a hearing at

which Haeg is allowed to question Cole on this matter and until this hearing takes

place Haeg's PCR cannot be dismissed.
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(14) Cole testified he had testified truthfully about Haeg's case in the

past. This means Cole's testimony that Haeg had been given immunity in return

for a statement is true - meaning Haeg could not be prosecuted for anything talked

about in the statement. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. Yet not only did Cole let Haeg

be prosecuted, he let the state use Haeg's statement to do so. See court record. This

proves Cole's sellout of Haeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(15) Cole testified that Haeg had been given immunity and required to

give a statement - meaning Haeg could not be prosecuted for anything talked

about in the statement. See Gonzalez and North below. Yet Cole on tape told Haeg

he could be prosecuted for everything Haeg had talked about after he had been

given immunity and that Haeg's statement could be used to do so - incredible.

harm to Haeg. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sellout of Haeg and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client.

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(16) Cole testified that after Haeg was given immunity for his statement,

Haeg could be prosecuted and that the immunized statement could be used to do

so. This is exactly what Cole told Haeg when Haeg (while Cole was still

representing him) asked how the state could use the immunized statement to

prosecute Haeg. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. Yet in Alaska once you are given
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immunity for a statement you cannot ever be prosecuted for what you talk about -

let alone have your statement used to do so. See Gonzalez below. This proves Cole

knowingly falsified his testimony under oath (perjury) to cover up that he let Haeg

be prosecuted after the law prevented this - incredible harm to Haeg. Not only

this, he let Haeg's statement be use to do so - another incomprehensible

constitutional violation and harm to Haeg. This is deficient performance as an

attorney; deficient performance that allowed Haeg to be prosecuted when the law

prevented this, irrefutably proving the deficient performance affected the outcome

ofHaeg's case. In addition virtually all evidence used against Haeg was tainted by

Haeg's immunized statement - rendering the prosecution "violated and

corrupted". See caselaw below. This also proves Cole's sellout ofHaeg and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client. See

Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P.2d 526 (AK Supreme Court

1993):

"We do not doubt that, in theory, strict application of use and
derivative use immunity would remove the hazard of incrimination.
Because we doubt that workaday measures can, in practice, protect
adequately against use and derivative use, we ultimately hold that
[former] AS 12.50.101 impermissibly dilutes the protection of article
I, section 9.

Procedures and safeguards can be implemented, such as isolating the
prosecution team or certifying the state's evidence before trial, but
the accused often will not adequately be able to probe and test the
state's adherence to such safeguards.
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One of the more notorious recent immunity cases, United States v.
North, 910 F.2d 843 (D.C.Cir.) modified, 920 F.2d 940
(D.C.Cir.1990) illustrates another proof problem posed by use and
derivative use immunity.

First, the prosecution could use the compelled testimony to refresh
the recollection of a witness testifying at North's criminal trial. The
second problem, however, is more troublesome. In a case such as
North, where the compelled testimony receives significant publicity,
witnesses receive casual exposure to the substance of the compelled
testimony through the media or otherwise. Id. at 863. In such cases,
a court would face the insurmountable task of determining the extent
and degree to which "the witnesses' testimony may have been
shaped, altered, or affected by the immunized testimony." Id.

The second basis for our decision is that the state cannot
meaningfully safeguard against nonevidentiary use of compelled
testimony. Nonevidentiary use "include assistance in focusing the
investigation, deciding to initiate prosecution, refusing to plea
bargain, interpreting evidence, planning cross-examination, and
otherwise generally planning trial strategy."_United States v.
McDaniel, 482 F.2d 305, 311 (8th Cir.1973). Innumerable people
could come into contact with the compelled testimony, either
through official duties or, in a particularly notorious case, through
the media. Once persons come into contact with the compelled
testimony they are incurably tainted for nonevidentiary purposes.

This situation is further complicated if potential jurors are exposed
to the witness' compelled testimony through wide dissemination in
the media.

When compelled testimony is incriminating, the prosecution can
"focus its investigation on the witness to the exclusion of other
suspects, thereby working an advantageous reallocation of the
government's fmancial resources and personnel." With knowledge of
how the crime occurred, the prosecution may refine its trial strategy
to "probe certain topics more extensively and fruitfully than
otherwise." Id. These are only some of the possible nonevidentiary
advantages the prosecution could reap by virtue of its knowledge of
compelled testimony.

Even the state's utmost good faith is not an adequate assurance
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against nonevidentiary uses because there may be "non-evidentiary
uses ofwhich even the prosecutor might not be consciously aware. "
State v. Soriano, 68 Or.App. 642, 684 P.2d 1220, 1234 (1984) (only
transactional immunity can protect state constitutional guarantee
against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony). We sympathize
with the Eighth Circuit's lament in McDaniel that "we cannot escape
the conclusion that the [compelled] testimony could not be wholly
obliterated from the prosecutor's mind in his preparation and trial of
the case." McDaniel, 482 F.2d at 312. This incurable inability to
adequately prevent or detect nonevidentiary use, standing alone,
presents a fatal constitutional flaw in use and derivative use
immunity.

Because of the manifold practical problems in enforcing use and
derivative use immunity we cannot conclude that [former] AS
12.50.101 is constitutional. Mindful ofEdward Coke's caution that
'it is the worst oppression, that is done by colour ofjustice,' we
conclude that use and derivative use immunity is constitutionally
infirm." State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme
Court 1993)

"[N]one of the testimony or exhibits ...became known to the
prosecuting attorneys ... either from the immunized testimony itself
or from leads derived from the testimony, directly or indirectly...we
conclude that the use of immunized testimony by witnesses to
refresh their memories, or otherwise to focus their thoughts, organize
their testimony, or alter their prior or contemporaneous statements,
constitutes evidentiary use rather than nonevidentiary use. This
observation also applies to witnesses who studied, reviewed, or were
exposed to the immunized testimony in order to prepare themselves
or others as witnesses.

When the government puts on witnesses who refresh, supplement, or
modify that evidence with compelled testimony, the government
uses that testimony to indict and convict.

From a prosecutor's standpoint, an unhappy byproduct of the Fifth
Amendment is that Kastigar may very well require a trial within a
trial (or a trial before, during, or after the trial) if such a proceeding
is necessary for the court to determine whether or not the
government has in any fashion used compelled testimony to indict or
convict a defendant. If the government chooses immunization, then
it must understand that the Fifth Amendment and Kastigar mean that
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it is taking a great chance that the witness cannot constitutionally be
indicted or prosecuted.

Finally, and most importantly, an ex parte review in appellate
chambers is not the equivalent of the open adversary hearing
contemplated by Kastigar. See United States v. Zielezinski, 740 F.2d
727, 734 (9th Cir.1984)

This burden may be met by establishing that the witness was never
exposed to North's immunized testimony, or that the allegedly
tainted testimony contains no evidence not "canned" by the
prosecution before such exposure occurred.

Where immunized testimony is used ... the prohibited act is
simultaneous and coterminous with the presentation; indeed, they are
one and the same. There is no independent violation that can be
remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the ...process
itself is violated and corrupted, and the indictment [information or
trial] becomes indistinguishable from the constitutional and
statutory transgression. If the government has in fact introduced trial
evidence that fails the Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is
entitled to a new trial. If the same is true as to grand jury evidence,
then the indictment must be dismissed." United States v. North, 910
F.2d 843 (D.C.Cir. 1990)

"The Government must do more than negate the taint; it must
affirmatively prove that its evidence is derived from a legitimate
source wholly independent of the compelled testimony." Kastigar v.
United States, 406 U.S. 441 (U.S. Supreme Court 1972).

Even Haeg's jurors were undoubtedly tainted by Haeg's statement as the

state, before trial, published Haeg's statement in every major Alaskan newspaper-

including the Anchorage Daily News (See Haeg's PCR exhibits.)- and, even more

bizarre, is it was the same prosecutor and Trooper who took Haeg's immunized

statement as prosecuted and testified against Haeg at trial - and presented the map

they required Haeg to make against Haeg at trial - and before trial they recorded
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themselves using Haeg's map to prepare the state's other trial witnesses against

Haeg - violating Haeg's right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's PCR exhibits.

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable of making informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986)

This proves Cole's sellout of Haeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(17) Cole testified he did not know what law or rule allowed Haeg's

statement to be used against Haeg - proving deficient performance (not knowing

the law would protect his client from prosecution) and proving this harmed Haeg

when he let Haeg be prosecuted and let Haeg's statement be used to do so when it

could not. See charging informations, trial record, Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar

above and Haeg's original PCR memorandum and exhibits.

"In order to render "effective assistance" ... counsel must be familiar
with the facts of the case and the applicable law so that he can fully
advise the defendant of the options available to him." Arnold v.
State, 685 P.2d 1261, (Ak 1984)

"A mistake made out of ignorance rather then from strategy cannot
be later validated as being tactically defensible." Kimmelman v.
Morrison, 477 U.S. 365 (U.S. Supreme Court 1986)
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(18) When Haeg asked what kind of immunity was allowed to be given in

Alaska, Cole testified that "transactional" immunity was the only immunity

allowed to be given in Alaska.

"Transactional immunity" affords immunity to the witness from
prosecution for the offense to which the compelled testimony relates.
See Black's Law Dictionary (9th Ed.2009).

Transactional immunity - a grant of immunity to a witness by a
prosecutor that exempts the witness from being prosecuted for the
acts about which the witness will testify, See Webster's New World
Law Dictionary, copyright 2010.

It is irrefutable that Cole allowing Haeg to be prosecuted when the law

prevented prosecution absolutely meets Risher's deficient performance

requirement and absolutely meets Risher's prejudice (harm to Haeg) requirement-

as Haeg was convicted and sentenced to nearly 2 years in jail, fined $19,500, total

destruction of the business that supported both he and his wife, and to the

forfeiture of approximately $100,000 in business property. See court record and

Haeg's original PCR application, memorandum, and exhibits for additional proof.

"A mistake made out of ignorance rather then from strategy cannot
be later validated as being tactically defensible." See Kimmelman v.
Morrison, 477 U.S. 365 (U.S. Supreme Court 1986)

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable of making informed decisions." See Smith v. State, 717
P.2d 402 (Ak 1986)
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(19) Cole testified, "it didn't make any difference" when asked why he

let Haeg's immunized statement be used to justify the charges against Haeg in

every information filed. Haeg's statement was quoted in every charging

information for just about the only evidence for most of the charges filed against

Haeg and as primary evidence for the rest. See charging informations. Zellers

(whose statement was also quoted in the information) and Zeller's attorney Kevin

Fitzgerald have testified under oath that Zellers cooperation and statement was a

direct result or "fruit" ofHaeg's statement. See court record and Haeg's PCR

exhibits. This proves Cole let Haeg be prosecuted in violation ofHaeg's right

against self-incrimination, with an invalid charging information, that Cole's sworn

testimony is irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his

sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(20) Cole testified that he exercised Haeg's right not to have Haeg's

statement used against Haeg. As proven by every information filed against Haeg,

including the one forcing Haeg to trial, this is irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

could not be prosecuted this way. See charging informations and Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.
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(21) Cole testified that Haeg's immunized statement was allowed to be

used to justify the charges against Haeg. Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above

proves this is irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to

cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg could not be prosecuted this way. See

Gonzalez and North above and Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(22) Cole testified that Haeg made a map during his statement and that he

didn't think the state could use this map against Haeg. Yet this map was

irrefutably used to taint the state's witnesses against Haeg and as the state's main

exhibit against Haeg at trial. See Haeg's PCR exhibits, court record, exhibit #25.

This proves Cole's sellout of Haeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(23) Haeg asked Cole why he let the state release his statement to the

media and bepublished in the Anchorage Daily News and all major Alaska

newspapers. Cole testified that he was not Haeg's attorney then. Yet the

Anchorage Daily News published Haeg's statement on November 10,2004 and

the most other papers published it within 2 days of this. See Haeg's PCR exhibits.

Haeg hired Cole on April 11,2004, gave the immunized statement on June 11,

2004, and fired Cole on December 7,2004 - irrefutably proving Cole was Haeg's

attorney when the state released Haeg's statement and it was published in the
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newspapers; See Haeg's PCR memorandum and exhibits. This proves Cole let

Haeg be prosecuted in violation of his right against self-incrimination, that Cole's

sworn testimony is irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover

up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(24) In regard to the use ofHaeg's immunized statement Cole testified he

had no control over what Scott Leaders or the Troopers did; asked Haeg, "What

could I do? Tell me what I could do?"; Haeg replied, "could you have filed a

motion to suppress?"; and Cole testified, "No." Yet Criminal Rule 12, Pleadings

and Motions Before Trial - Defenses and Objections states:

(b) Pretrial Motions. Any defense, objection, or request which is
capable of determination without the trial of the general issue may
be raised before trial by motion. Any or all of the following shall be
raised prior to trial: (1) Defenses and abjections based on defects in
the institution of the prosecution; (2) Defenses and objections based
on defects in the indictment or information; (3) Motions to suppress
evidence on the ground that it was illegally obtained.

(d) Effect ofFailure to Raise Defenses or Objections. Failure by
the defendant to raise defenses or objections or to make request
which must be made prior to trial. .... shall constitute waiver
thereof....

"'[Defendant] has everything to gain and nothing to lose' in filing a
motion to suppress ... " U.S. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440 (9th Cir. 1991).

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury

by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's
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original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(25) Cole testified that he could not file a motion suppress because it had

to be filed at trial and he did not represent Haeg at trial. Yet Criminal Rule 12,

Pleadings and Motions Before Trial - Defenses and Objections states:

(c) Pretrial Motions. Any defense, objection, or request which is
capable of determination without the trial of the general issue may
be raised before trial by motion. Any or all of the following shall be
raised prior to trial: (1) Defenses and abjections based on defects in
the institution of the prosecution; (2) Defenses and objections based
on defects in the indictment or information; (3) Motions to suppress
evidence on the ground that it was illegally obtained.

(e) Effect of Failure to Raise Defenses or Objections. Failure by the
defendant to raise defenses or objections or to make request which
must be made prior to trial ..... shall constitute waiver thereof....

This proves Cole's sworn testimony that the motion had to wait until trial to

be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

. performance and harm to client - as Cole should have filed motions to suppress on

Haeg was exempt from prosecution, Haeg's statement use, and the false evidence

locations and its use on all the affidavits supporting the search and seizure

warrants. In addition, the fact that if you wait until trial you "waive" your right to

raise the defense irrefutably proves the incredibly harm Cole caused by not

protesting Haeg's statement use before trial- as this would have irrefutably ended

Haeg's prosecution. See Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above.
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(26) When Haeg asked ifhis statement could be used by the state to go

and find other evidence before trial Cole testified, "I think that's a hypothetical. .. .1

don't know the answer to that." When asked ifhe should have known this when he

was representing Haeg Cole testified,

"That's a very complex question that is not easily discernable just
sitting here." "You know as lawyers we like to think we know all the
answers but there is just a lot of issues out there that 1 cannot give a
definitive answer on that as we speak" "I don't know as 1 sit here
right now what the answer to that question is."

Yet when Haeg specifically asked Cole about this when Cole was his

attorney and Cole told him the state could use the statement before trial to find

other evidence and that there was nothing Haeg could do about this. See Haeg's

PCR exhibits.

"A mistake made out of ignorance rather then from strategy cannot
be later validated as being tactically defensible." Kimmelman v.
Morrison, 477 U.S. 365 (U.S. Supreme Court 1986)

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights·
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable ofmaking informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986)

This proves Cole harmed Haeg by letting the state obtain Zellers to use

against Haeg (see Haeg's PCR exhibits), proves Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false and proven perjury, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to
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client. See Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above and Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(27) Cole testified that Haeg objected to him about the state using his

statement and that the reason he (Cole) didn't do anything about it was that he

thought the state could use Haeg's statement. Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above

prove Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole,

is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as because ofhis erroneous

belief in law Cole let Haeg's statement be used against him - violating Haeg's

right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable ofmaking informed decisions."Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986).

(28) Cole testified that he could not have filed a motion of prosecutorial

misconduct. Yet all caselaw holds this motion could have been filed:

"Government must.adhere strictly to the terms of agreements made
with defendants-including plea, cooperation, and immunity
agreements ... " Santobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 257 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1971)
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"Modem notions of due process have belied the notion that a
prosecutor may invoke his discretion to evade promises made to a
defendant or potential defendant as part of an agreement or bargain.
That being the case, a defendant or witness does have more to rely
upon than merely the "grace or favor" of the prosecutor. .. to allow
the defendant some redress for prosecutorial reneging." Surina v.
Buckalew, 629 P.2d 969 (Alaska 1981)

"Counsel ineffective for failing to move to compel the state to
comply with pretrial agreement and failing to advise the defendant
of this option." State v. Scott, 602 N.W.2d 296 Wis. 1999

Santobello; Surina, and Scott prove Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his

sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client - since Cole never filed this motion because of his mistaken

belief of the law. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(29) Cole testified he didn't know why the state used Haeg's map (the

primary trial exhibit against Haeg) against him at trial. It is proven by the Rules

and caselaw above and described in Haeg's original memorandum the reason is

prosecutorial misconduct combined with the ineffective assistance of no one filing

a motion to suppress on Haeg's behalf. This proves Cole's sellout of Haeg, and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client -

as this was a violation ofHaeg's right against self-incrimination. See Gonzalez,

North, and Kastigar above and Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(30) Cole testified that when he was Haeg's attorney, paid $200 per hour,

that he told Haeg of his rights ofwhat he could do. Yet Haeg has tape recordings,

while Cole was still his attorney, of Cole telling Haeg nothing could be done about

the state using Haeg's statement against him; that there was no way to protest the

false evidence locations on all the warrants seizing evidence and Haeg's business

property; that it was not a legal defense that the state told Haeg it was for the

greater good to take wolves wherever he could and claim they were taken inside

the wolf control area; and the state could break the plea agreement after Haeg had

already given up a year ofhis only livelihood for it. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This

proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is

an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as all Haeg's forgoing

defenses were stripped away. See caselaw above and below and Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(31) Cole testified that while he was representing Haeg he had no idea if

Haeg's statement was being used to build the case against Haeg. Yet Haeg has

tape recordings of Cole proving that Cole knew the state was using Haeg's

statement to build the case against Haeg. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves

Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an

attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let the state violate
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Haeg's right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(32) Cole testified that Haeg's statement was not used to force Tony

Zellers to cooperate. Yet Haeg has sworn testimony from both Zellers and Zellers

attorney Kevin Fitzgerald that Zellers cooperated because of Haeg's statement-

and Zellers was one of the state's main witnesses against Haeg at trial. See Haeg's

PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven

perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let

the state violate Haeg's right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(33) When Haeg asked Cole why Chuck Robinson testified it was Cole's

duty to file a suppression motion Cole testified,

Cole: "Whyyy....meeee ha. 1wasn't your attorney. You fired me. 1
couldn't.....ask Chuck Robinson about that."
Haeg: "1 have. He said it's your duty."
Cole: "Well, then you should have kept. .. "
Haeg: "Are you testifying it was his duty to file the motion?"
Cole: "Yes. He was the one....he was the trial attorney." .

Yet Rule 12 proves this motion was required to be filed before trial- and

thus it was both Cole's and Robinson's duty to file it for Haeg before trial- as

Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above prove it was illegal to prosecute Haeg by

using his statement in any way. And it is virtually certain that Haeg's statement
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had tainted just about every last stitch of evidence the state had - even ignoring

the fact that Gonzalez flat prevented Haeg from being prosecuted at all. See

Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Cole let the state violate Haeg's right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for evidence and for how this

harmed Haeg.

(34) Cole testified that the state did not use Haeg's statement to build the

case against Haeg. Yet the charging informations and newspapers alone prove they

were using Haeg'sstatement in everyway imaginable to build the case against

Haeg. See charging informations and Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits.

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by

Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher.

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - - as Cole let the

state violate Haeg's right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for evidence and for how this harmed Haeg.

(35) Cole testified that it was possible that because of enormous public

and political fallout substantial pressure was brought to bear on Haeg's prosecutor

and judge to give Haeg a very serious sentence. This is additional evidence Haeg

had a biased judge and Cole didn't do anything about it. This proves Cole's sellout

ofHaeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and
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harm to client - - as Cole let the state violate Haeg's right to an unbiased judge.

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(36) Cole testified that it was a concern of his that ifhe advocated for

Haeg by filing motions to suppress or enforcing the plea agreement that this would

"piss Leaders off' and that filing a motion against prosecutor makes an enemy out

of the last person you want to make an enemy of.

"[Defendant] has a right to an attorney who wants to protect the
defendant's 'rear end', not the attorney's." Anders v. California, 386
U.S. 738 (U.S. Supreme Court 1967)
"Counsel had advised defendant that he, the attorney, would have to
work with the federal people in the future and that, therefore, it was
best not to make waves when there was little if any chance of
fighting Federal Prosecutors." REVERSED AND REMANDED"
United States v. Ellison, 798 F.2d 1102 (7th Cir. 1986).

"[A] defendant who shows that a conflict of interest actually affected
the adequacy ofhis representation need not demonstrate prejudice in
order to obtain relief. An actual conflict of interest negates the
unimpaired loyalty a defendant is constitutionally entitled to expect
and receive from his attorney." Cuyler v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335
(U.S. Supreme Court 1980).:

"[I]n a case of joint representation of conflicting interests, the evil -
it bears repeating -- is in what the advocate finds himself compelled
to refrain from doing, not only at trial but also as to possible pretrial
plea negotiations and in the sentencing process ...to assess the impact
of a conflict of interests on the attorney's options, tactics, and
decisions in plea negotiations would be virtually impossible."
Holloway v. Arkansas, 435 U.S. 475 (U.S. Supreme Court 1978)

"[T]he right to the assistance of counsel had been understood to
mean that there can be no restrictions upon the function of counsel in
defending a criminal prosecution in accord with the traditions of the
adversary fact finding process that has been constitutionalized in the
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Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments." U.S. v. Cronic, 466 U.S. 648
(U.S. Supreme Court 1984)

"[P]rejudice is presumed when counsel is burdened by an actual
. conflict of interest. In those circumstances, counsel breaches the
duty of loyalty, perhaps the most basic of counsel's duties.
Moreover, it is difficult to measure the precise effect on the defense
of representation corrupted by conflicting interests." Strickland v.
Washington, (U.S. Supreme Court)

"Defense counsel ... must conscientiously protect his client's
interest, undeflected by conflicting consideration." Risher v. State
(Alaska Supreme Court)

The caselaw above proves Cole's concern that he would "piss Leaders off'

by advocating for Haeg was automatic ineffective assistance of counsel without

Haeg having to prove prejudice. Yet the prejudice is proven - this explains why

Cole did not file motions to suppress because of the state's use ofHaeg's

statement and false evidence locations; why he told Haeg it was not a legal

defense when the state told Haeg it was for the greater good of the people to do

exactly what the state then charged Haeg with doing; why Cole never enforced

Haeg's plea agreement; and why Cole never showed up to testify in response to a

subpoena. This proves Cole's sellout of Haeg and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole actively represented

his own interests that were in conflict with Haeg's interests. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(37) Cole testified that he never told Haeg about what Haeg could do to

oppose the state's prosecution. As this is exactly what Haeg hired Cole for and
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specifically asked him about this is clear ineffective assistance of counsel. This

proves Cole's sellout ofHaeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let the state violate Haeg's

rights to counsel, against self-incrimination, to due process, against uilreasonable

searches and seizures, to the equal protection o~the law, etc. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg. See also all caselaw above and below.

(38) Cole testified Haeg was concerned about spending money. Yet Haeg

has tape recordings of conversations between Cole and Haeg while Cole was .

representing Haeg and the issue of money never once was mentioned. See Haeg's

PCR exhibits. In addition Haeg went on to hire 2 more attorneys after Cole and

paid them nearly $100,000 more then he paid Cole. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This

proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is

an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as this violated Haeg's right to

counsel along with nearly ever other right Haeg had. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(39) Cole testified that he told Haeg that he could file a motion to

suppress Haeg's statement. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole, while he was

representing Haeg, stating that nothing could be done about the state using Haeg's

statement. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be
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irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Cole let the state violate Haeg's right against self-incrimination. See

above testimony and Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(40) Cole testified he told Haeg that he could file a motion to suppress

evidence because of the false information on the search warrant. Yet Cole has

testified under oath in prior proceedings that he never told Haeg he could file a

motion to suppress because of the false warrants. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This

proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is

an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole could have suppressed

very nearly every stitch of evidence the state had. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(41) Cole testified that a motion to suppress is not a viable motion. Yet

Criminal Rule 12 above proves this false. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to

be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards ofdeficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Cole allowed the state to violate Haeg's right against self

incrimination and against unreasonable searches and seizures because of this. See
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Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(42) Cole testified he remembered seeing only one search warrant issued

in Haeg's case. Yet there were 5 search warrants issued in Haeg's case and Cole

could have had very nearly all the evidence in Haeg's case suppressed. See court

record and Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits. This proves Cole's

complete lack of investigation and knowledge ofHaeg's case and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as had

Cole investigated he would have realized very nearly every stitch of evidence

against Haeg could have been suppressed. See above and Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(43) Cole testified he thought there was false information on only one

search warrant. But the false information (claiming the evidence was found in the

Game Management Unit in which Haeg guided when the state's own GPS

coordinates proved this was false - a false location which the state specifically

used at trial to justify convicting Haeg) was located on ever single one ofthe 5

search warrants used to seize Haeg's business property and evidence used against

Haeg. This proves Cole's complete lack of investigation and knowledge ofHaeg's

case harmed Haeg's defense and ability to make a livelihood and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as had

Cole investigated he would have realized very nearly every stitch of evidence
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against Haeg could have been suppressed. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(44) Cole testified he didn't think the falsehood on the search warrant

was material. Yet the state used the false location (the Game Management Unit in

which Haeg was allowed to guide) as the specific reason for the charges against

Haeg and for their argument at trial that Haeg should be convicted of guiding

crimes - arguing that Haeg's motive in taking wolves in his guide area was to

benefit his guide business - because ifHaeg took wolves where he guided they

would not eat the moose Haeg sold hunts for. As further proof ofhow material this

falsehood was is that Haeg's sentencing judge specifically cited the false location

as the justification to sentencing Haeg (who had absolutely no prior criminal

history) to nearly 2 years in jail, fine of$19,500, forfeiture of$100,000 in

property, and complete destruction ofHaeg's guide business. This proves Cole's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to

cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Cole let the state convict Haeg with materially

false evidence. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidenceand how this harmed Haeg.

(45) Cole testified that the state telling Haeg it was in the best interest of

the state for Haeg to take wolves outside the area was not a defense - just as Cole

told Haeg on tape while he was representing Haeg.
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"Entrapment" is a complete defense to a criminal charge, on the
theory that "Government agents may not originate a criminal design,
implant in an innocent person's mind the disposition to commit a
criminal act, and then induce commission of the crime so that the
Government may prosecute." Mere suggestion without inducement
is fatal to an entrapment defense, as is a predisposition to commit the
crime - such as a prior conviction of the same or related crime.
Jacobson v. United States, 503 U.S. 540 (U.S. Supreme Court 1992)
Sorrells v. United States, 287 U.S. 435 (U.S. Supreme Court 1932).

The U.S. Supreme Court caselaw above proves that Haeg being told it was

in the best interest of the state to take wolves outside the area was a defense-

especially since Haeg had not prior criminal history of anything whatsoever - and

especially when the state falsified all the evidence locations to corruptly

manufacture a false motive. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably

false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client -

as Cole's mistake of the law deprived Haeg of an irrefutable defense. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

46) Cole testified that a suppression motion would only extend to the

evidence seized with the search warrants - not to the field evidence whose

location was falsified to Haeg's guide area. Yet it is indisputable that any evidence

that is falsified is subject to suppression whether it was seized with search warrant

or not. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury

by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as had Cole
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understood the law correctly very nearly all evidence against Haeg could have

been suppressed. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(47) Cole testified that the state falsifying the evidence to Haeg' s guide

area would not help them make a guide case against Haeg. Yet at trial the state's

argument'was this location proved Haeg's motive was to benefit his guide area

and not help the Wolf Control Program - for which Haeg had a permit to shoot

wolves from the air. And the effectiveness of this falsification was when Judge

Murphy specifically cited the false locations as the specific reason for Haeg's

devastating sentence. IfHaeg's judge specifically used the false information to

sentence Haeg it is clear Haeg's jury used the false information to convict Haeg.

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by

Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let the

state use false material evidence to convict Haeg. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

48) Cole refused to answer ifhe had an obligation to protest the state

using evidence that had been falsified to Haeg's guide area. This requires a

hearing during which Cole is required to answer this question and Haeg's PCR

cannot be dismissed until this occurs.
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(49) Cole testified that Leaders never told him he (Leaders) was not

going to honor Haeg's immunity - and that it was not possible Leaders had ever

told him that. Yet Cole called attorney Kevin Fitzgerald to testify on Cole's behalf

at a prior proceeding and Fitzgerald testified under oath while he and Cole worked

on Haeg's case Cole had told him that Leaders had told Cole that he (Leaders)

would not be honoring Haeg's immunity. Cole accepted this sworn testimony

from Fitzgerald and made no attempt to refute it. This proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as had Cole informed Haeg that Leaders was

going to knowingly violate Haeg's right against self-incrimination Haeg would

have demanded his prosecution be terminated and had Leaders thrown in jail. See

Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

50) Cole testified that he could not say yes or no as to whether an

attorney and client should discuss the materiality of anything that could be

suppressed. Yet this is exactly why a client hires an attorney. This proves Cole's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to

cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client ~ as Cole failed to inform Haeg of the rights that

would have irrefutably protected Haeg - when Haeg had hired Cole for this
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specific purpose. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

51) Cole testified that whilehe represented Haeg he discussed with Haeg

the materiality of anything that might have been able to be suppressed. Yet Haeg

has recordings of Cole, while Cole represented Haeg, along with witnesses

proving this is false. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. In addition Cole has testified under

oath in prior proceedings that he never told Haeg he could file a motion to

suppress. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven

perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(52) Cole testified that the reason he and Haeg didn't go to McGrath on

November 9, 2004 was because the case had been resolved. Yet Haeg has

recordings of Cole just after November 9, 2004, while Cole was still representing

Haeg, along with numerous witnesses, proving this is false. See Haeg's PCR

exhibits.This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury

by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's perjury

proves he has a conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(53) Cole testified that Leaders greatly increasing the severity of the

charges at the last minute to also get the plane was not the reason he, Haeg, and all

the witnesses did not go to McGrath on November 9,2004. Cole also testifies that

he never told Haeg this. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole, while he still

represented Haeg, along with numerous witnesses, proving this was the case and

that he told Haeg this. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Cole violated Haeg's due process right to

enforce the plea agreement and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See

Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(54) Cole testified that Leaders did not renege on a deal after Haeg had

placed reliance on it. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole, while he still

represented Haeg and just after he represented Haeg, along with numerous

witnesses, proving Leaders reneged on a deal after Haeg had relied on it. See

Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Cole violated Haeg's due process right to enforce the plea agreement and Cole's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(55) Cole testified that he never told Haeg that what Leaders did was all

about the airplane. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole, while he still represented

Haeg and just after he represented Haeg, along with numerous witnesses, proving

Cole told Haeg what Leaders did was all about the airplane. See Haeg's PCR

exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven

perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for evidence and for how this harmed Haeg.

(56) Cole testified that an entrapment defense required someone to either

hold a gun to Haeg's head or be threatening Haeg's family.

Grossman v. State, 457 P.2d 226 (Alaska Supreme Court 1969):

"It is plain enough that the underlying basis for entrapment is found
in public policy, as discerned and announced by the courts. As Judge
Learned Hand perceptively observed in United States v. Becker, 62
F.2d 1007, 1009 (2° Cir. 1933),

'The whole doctrine derives from a spontaneous moral revulsion
against using the powers of government to beguile innocent, though
ductile, persons into lapses which they might otherwise resist'

A similar notion was expressed in Butts v. United States, 273 F. 35,38 (8th

Cir. 1921), where the court said,

'(I)t is unconscionable, contrary to public policy, and to the
established law of the land to punish a man for the commission of an
offense of the like of which he had never been guilty, either in
thought or in deed, and evidently never would have been guilty of if
the officer of the law had not inspired, incited, persuaded and lured
him to attempt to commit it.'
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The court emphasized that entrapment applies only when the
criminal conduct is 'the product of the creative activity' of the
government agents. It held that the determination in each case should
focus on whether the particular defendant was predisposed to
commit the crime or was an otherwise innocent person who would
not have erred except for the persuasion of the government agents.
This permits a searching inquiry into the conduct and motivations of
both the officers and the defendant, including the past conduct ofthe
defendant in committing similar crimes,and the general activities
and character of the defendant.

Haeg, from childhood to when he was prosecuted at age 38, made his entire

livelihood by fishing, hunting, trapping, and guiding - without any criminal

history of anything whatsoever. Just before he participated in the wolf control

program Haeg testified at an Alaska Board of Game (the state agency who created

and ran the wolf control program) meeting in Fairbanks about the devastating

effect uncontrolled wolf numbers were having on ungulates. At this meeting Board

of Game member Ted Spraker (who had previously flown with Haeg out to survey

the enormity of the wolfproblem) told Haeg how important it was to the state that

the wolf control program was not shut down; that the control program was likely

going to be shut down because so far it was ineffective; that Haeg had to take

more wolves to make sure the control program was not shut down; that it was far

more important for Haeg to be killing wolves then testifying; and that ifHaeg

ended up taking wolves outside the control program area to mark them as being

taken inside the control program area. Spraker also told Haeg that he was

surprised that people were not poisoning wolves and explained exactly what kind

of poison worked best and how and where to obtain it.
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Haeg was then prosecuted for doing exactly as the state told and induced

. him to do. The state falsified all evidence locations to Haeg's guiding area and

specifically used this to justify filing guiding charges against Haeg - stating

Haeg's intent in taking the wolves outside the wolf control program area was to

benefit his hunting guide business by removing the wolves that were killing the

moose he offered to clients. In newspaper articles the state claimed Haeg was just

"a bad apple" and that the state had nothing to do with Haeg taking wolves outside

the control area and claiming they had been taken inside. As proven by the Alaska

Supreme Court caselaw Grossman above someone did not have to hold a gun to

Haeg's head or threaten Haeg's family to entrap Haeg. This proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up

his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest.

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(57) Cole testified that, while he represented Haeg, he told Haeg that the

law did not allow the seized airplane to be bonded out.

Waiste v. State, 10 P.3d 1141 (Ak Supreme Court 2000) "This
court's dicta, however, and the persuasive weight of federal law,
both suggest that the Due Process Clause of the Alaska Constitution
should require no more than a prompt postseizure hearing ... The
State argues that a prompt postseizure hearing is the only process
due, both under general constitutional principles and under this
court's precedents on fishing-boat seizures, whose comments were
not dicta...But given the conceded requirement of a prompt
postseizure hearing on the same issues, in the same forum, 'within
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days, if not hours' the only burden that the State avoids by
proceeding ex parte is the burden of having to show its justification
for a seizure a few days or hours earlier... The State does not discuss
the private interest at stake, and Waiste is plainly right that it is
significant: even a few days' lost fishing during a three-week salmon
run is serious, and due process mandates heightened solicitude when
someone is deprived ofher or his primary source of income... As
the Good Court noted, moreover, the protection of an adversary
hearing 'is ofparticular importance [in forfeiture cases], where the
Government has a direct pecuniary interest in the outcome.' An
ensemble of procedural rules bounds the State's discretion to seize
vessels and limits the risk and duration ofharmful errors. The rules
include the need to show probable cause to think a vessel forfeitable
in an ex parte hearing before a neutral magistrate, to allow release of
the vessel on bond, and to afford a prompt postseizure hearing."

The case law above proves Haeg could have legally bonded the airplane out

so he could have continued making a livelihood for the years before he was

convicted - meaning Cole had lied to him. This proves Cole's sellout ofHaeg, and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client -

as Haeg would have been able to make a livelihood had Cole informed him of his

rights as Haeg hired him to. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

.(58) Cole refused to answer Haeg's question if the state could use the

map Haeg made during his statement to find other evidence. This requires a

hearing during which Cole is required to answer this question and Haeg's PCR

cannot be dismissed until this occurs.

(59) Cole testified that, while he represented Haeg, Haeg protested the

state's use ofHaeg's statement against Haeg and that after this he (Cole) didn't do

anything about the state using Haeg statement against Haeg. This is irrefutable
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proof of ineffective assistance of counsel, as had Cole done this it would have

ended Haeg's prosecution. See Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above.

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable of making informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986).

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(60) Cole testified that he cannot control the state releasing Haeg's

immunized statement and that it didn't matter anyway. As shown in Gonzalez,

North, and Kastigar above, Cole could have controlled the state releasing the

statement by filing a motion to suppress, which would have effectively ended

Haeg's prosecution - meaning it mattered a great deal to Haeg. This proves Cole's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to

cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as had Cole knew he could do something Haeg's

prosecution would have ended. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(61) Cole testified the state's use ofHaeg's immunized statement was not

a violation of Haeg's right against self-incrimination. Gonzalez, North, and

Kastigar above prove this was a direct violation ofHaeg's constitutional right
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against self-incrimination. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably

false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client 

as Cole let the state violate Haeg's right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(62) Cole testified that the state could use Haeg's immunized statement

against Haeg as long as it wasn't at trial. Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above

prove this is not the case. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably

false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client 

as Cole let the state violate his right against self-incrimination.See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(63) Immediately after Cole testified the state could use Haeg's statement

against Haeg as long as it wasn't at trial, Cole testified that "as a practical matter"

the state should not have used Haeg's statement to justify the charges against Haeg

- proving Cole affirmatively knew the state was violating Haeg's rights but did

nothing about it except lie to Haeg then and now lie under oath during his

deposition. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven

perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let
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the state violate his right against self-incrimination. See court record and Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(64) Immediately after Cole admitted the state used Haeg's statement to

justify the charges against Haeg Cole testified that the state did not use Haeg's

statement against Haeg in the charging information the state wanted Haeg to plea

to. Yet every one of the 3 charging informations ever filed against Haeg during his

prosecution - including those the state wanted Haeg to plea to - specifically

quoted Haeg's statement as justification for the charges against Haeg. This proves

Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an

attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let the state violate his

right against self-incrimination.. See court record and Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and for how this

harmed Haeg.

(65) Cole testified he there was no plea agreement when Haeg gave his

statement and that the state used Haeg's statement to justify the charges they

wanted Haeg to plea to. This is automatic ineffective assistance of counsel as with

Haeg's statement they were able to over double the charges filed against Haeg (see

charging informations):

Wayrynen v. Class 586 N.W.2d 499 (S.D. 1998) Counsel ineffective
for identifying client to police and having her confess to 15 arson
charges without any prior attempt to negotiate a deal with the state.
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(66) Cole testified that he has never stated that the state wanted Haeg's

statement quickly because they wanted to go get more evidence. Yet Cole has

previously testified under oath that this was the case. See Haeg's PCR exhibits.

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by

Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(67) Cole refused to answer if the state knew why Haeg had given up

guiding for a year before he was convicted. (Cole had told Haeg to give up a year

of guiding for a plea agreement the state afterward broke). This means there must

be a hearing during which Cole is required to answer and Haeg's PCR cannot be

dismissed until this happens. Then Cole testified that Haeg was not going to get

credit for the guide year given up. This is automatic ineffective assistance of

counsel- for an attorney to tell his client to give up a whole year ofhis livelihood

while not making sure he got something for it. (Haeg never got anything for the

guide year he gave up in reliance on Cole's advice - proving both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client.). See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.
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(68) Cole testified that he never told Haeg the number of charges initially

filed was "kind of overwhelming". Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole telling

Haeg this. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(69) Cole testified that, before he had Haeg give a statement, he never

told Haeg that the state could use Haeg's statement to justify the charges they

wished Haeg to plea to. This is automatic ineffective assistance of counsel.

Wayrynen v. Class 586 N.W.2d 499 (S.D. 1998) Counsel ineffective
for identifying client to police and having her confess to 15 arson
charges without any prior attempt to negotiate a deal with the state.

This proves Cole's sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(70) Cole testified that Haeg's statement did not increase the number of

charges that the state wanted Haeg to plea to. Yet the charging informations prove

that this is false. See charging information. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to

be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Cole let the state use Haeg's immunized statement against Haeg. See
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Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(71) Cole testified that it was allowed for the state to use uncharged,

unproven allegations to enhance Haeg's sentence by 3 times. At the time Cole told

Haeg there was nothing he could do about this, agreed to let the state do this, and

because of Cole's agreement the state successfully asked the court for and was

able to do this at Haeg's sentencing after trial. See court record. Yet this is not

allowed:

Smith v. State, 531 P.2d 1273 (Alaska Supreme Court 1975)
"[R]eferences to accusations or arrests which did not lead to
convictions are not proper considerations in sentencing.

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by

Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as the state

presented uncharged, unproven allegations. See court record, Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(72) Cole testified that he didn't tell Haeg he could get the airplane back

"because it wasn't your [Haeg's] only means." Yet Haeg has tape recordings of

him telling Cole, while Cole was representing Haeg, that the airplane was the

single most important item for Haeg to make a livelihood. This means Cole was

placing his opinion ofwhat was important in Haeg's life over what Haeg thought

was important in Haeg's life - without telling Haeg he was doing this and without

telling Haeg he could get the airplane back. This meets both Risher standards of
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deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole deprived Haeg of the

single most important item for Haeg's livelihood. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum/exhibits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(73) Cole testified that Haeg had asked him about going to trial because

of entrapment and that Cole told him he shouldn't because the thought Haeg

would lose on this issue. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole, while Cole was

representing Haeg, proving this never happened - with Cole stating entrapment

was not a legal defense. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Cole deprived Haeg of a defense. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(74) Cole testified that on November 8 and 90f2004 Haeg was

"celebrating" and "very happy" with the deal. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of

Cole, while Cole was representing Haeg, stating that everyone was so angry on

November 8 and 9, 2004, that they were "burning" and that there was no deal. See

Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(75) Cole testified that Haeg had never told him that he (Haeg) was

unhappy because Leaders had broke the deal and wanted the airplane to boot. Yet

Haeg has tape recordings of himself telling Cole, while Cole was representing

Haeg, that this was the case. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up

his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg had a due process right to enforcement

of the plea agreement that the state broke to get more. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(76) Cole testified that he told Haeg prior to November 8, 2004 that the

state was going to increase the severity of the already filed charges. Yet Haeg has

tape recordings of Cole, while Cole was representing Haeg, that Cole told Haeg on

November 8, 2004 that the state was going to increase the severity of the already

filed charges. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. In addition, Haeg has numerous

witnesses, and a letter from Cole himself, proving Cole first told Haeg of this on

November 8, 2004. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony

to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg had a right to be informed of the

violation as soon as Cole knew about it. See Haeg's original PCR
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memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed

Haeg.

(77) Cole testified that he never told Haeg that the only thing he could do

to enforce the plea agreement was to call Leaders boss. Yet Haeg has tape

recordings of Cole, while Cole was representing Haeg, along with many witnesses,

that Cole told Haeg this. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg had a due process right to enforcement

of his plea agreement and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(78) Cole testified that there was no reason to call Leaders boss after

November 9" 201~ because the case had been negotiated. Then Cole testified there

would not have been any conversations after that date in which Haeg brought up

contacting Leaders. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of himself, well after November

9, :20f2cand while Cole was still representing Haeg, asking Cole ifhe had talked to

Leaders boss yet. (Cole responded that he had left a message.) See Haeg's PCR

exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven

perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's
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e
perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for evidence and for how this harmed Haeg.

(79) Cole testified it was not deficient performance to tell Haeg that the

only thing he could do to enforce the plea agreement was to call Leaders boss.

"When the prosecution makes a 'deal' within its authority and the
defendant relies on it in good faith, the court will not let the
defendant be prejudiced as a result of that reliance." United States
v. Goodrich, 493 F.2d 390, 393 (9th Cir. 1974).

"The indictment upon which Garcia's convictions are based was
obtained in violation of the express terms of the agreement and is
therefore invalid. The upholding of the Government's integrity
allows for no other conclusion." U.S. v. Garcia, 519 F.2d 1343 (9th

Circuit 1975)

"Government must adhere strictly to the terms of agreements made
with defendants-including plea, cooperation, and immunity
agreements ... " Santobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 257 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1971)

"[A] court must carefully scrutinize the agreement to determine
whether the government has performed; in doing so, court must
strictly construe the agreement against the government." Stolt
Nielsen v, U.S., 442 F3d 177 (3d. Cir. 2006)

"Modem notions of due process have belied the notion that a
prosecutor may invoke his discretion to evade promises made to a
defendant or potential defendant as part of an agreement or
bargain. That being the case, a defendant or witness does have
more to rely upon than merely the "grace or favor" of the
prosecutor. .. to allow the defendant some redress for prosecutorial
reneging." Surinav. Buckalew, 629 P.2d 969 (Alaska 1981)

"Where an accused relies on a promise... to perform an action that
benefits the state, this individual. ..will not be able to "rescind" his
or her actions .... In the plea bargaining arena, the United States
Supreme Court has held that states should be held to strict
compliance with their promises....courts consider the defendant's
detrimental reliance as the gravamen of whether it would be unfair
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to allow the prosecution to withdraw from a plea agreement.
Closson v. State, 812 P.2d 966 (Ak. 1991)

"Detrimental reliance may be demonstrated where the defendant
performed some part of the bargain; for example, where the
defendant provides beneficial information to law enforcement."
Reed v. Becka, 333 S.C. 676, 511 S.E.2d 396 (Ct. App. 1999)

"Counsel ineffective for failing to move to compel the state to
comply with pretrial agreement and failing to advise the defendant
of this option." State v. Scott, 602 N.W.2d 296 Wis. 1999

The caselaw above proves that Cole could have filed a motion with the court to

enforce the plea agreement for which Haeg had already given up a whole year of

this livelihood. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven

perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

had a due process right to enforcement ofhis plea agreement. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(80) Cole testified that he knew the return of the airplane was the only

thing that would have made Haeg happy. Cole also testified that he never told

Haeg he could legally get the airplane back. This is ineffective assistance of

counsel.

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
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incapable of making informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986).

This proves Cole's sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole prevented Haeg from the use of

the primary property by which he provided a livelihood. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(81) Cole testified that after November 9, 2004, and while he was still

representing Haeg, he was "ecstatic" with what Leaders had done. Yet Haeg has

tape recordings after November 9,2004, while Cole was still representing him, in

which Cole states he was "burning" about what Leaders had done and Cole stated

that Leaders "wanted to be a dick and it pisses me off." See Haeg's PCR exhibits.

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by

Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's perjury

proves his conflict of interest.. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(82) When asked if it was true that he never discussed a motion to

suppress with Haeg because he (Cole) never felt it was a good option, Cole

testified "no". Yet Cole has previously testified under oath that he never discussed

a motion to suppress with Haeg because he didn't think it was a good option. See

Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,
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proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(83) Cole testified that he discussed a motion to suppress with Haeg. Yet

Haeg has tape recordings of Cole, while Cole was still representing him, along

with sworn testimony from Cole, proving this false. See Haeg's PCR exhibits.

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by

Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(84) Cole testified that he did not remember Haeg, during the immunized

statement Haeg gave, telling Cole, Leaders, and Trooper Gibbens that the evidence

locations had been falsified. Yet Haeg has a tape recording of the immunized

statement proving that, during his immunized statement, he told Cole, prosecutor

Leaders, and Trooper Gibbens that the evidence locations had been falsified to his

guide area. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Haeg had due process right not to be prosecuted with known false
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evidence. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(85) When Haeg asked if Cole, Leaders or Gibbens had a duty to look

into the false evidence locations once it was pointed out to them, Cole testified

that Haeg was "asking the wrong person" - even though Haeg had asked if Cole

himself had a duty to do something about the false evidence location. Cole then

testified that since the Trooper who had falsified the locations was right there in

Cole's office (Trooper Gibbens) that Cole thought he would remember Haeg

telling him that he had falsified the evidence locations. Yet Haeg has a tape

recording of himself getting into an argument with both Gibbens and Leaders

about where the evidence was found - and Cole was sitting right there as Haeg's

"statement" was given in Cole's own office. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. More

importantly, at trial Trooper Gibbens continued to testify falsely about the

evidence locations - and it was only because Haeg flat demanded he be forced to

tell the truth did he admit that he knew the evidence locations were false when he

testified - proving that all along he had known the evidence locations were false

but continue to falsify them anyway. See court record. The state continued to

argue that Haeg took the wolves where he guides (which was where the evidence

had been falsified to). And the proof of the effectiveness of the false testimony is

the fact Judge Murphy specifically cited the false evidence locations as the reason

for Haeg's severe sentence (see sentencing record) - even after Gibbens had

admitted the locations were false. (This is the same judge who had issued all the
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warrants years before based on Gibbens affidavits falsifying the evidence locations

and the same judge who Gibbens chauffeured full time during Haeg's trial and

sentencing.)

"[A]ll evidence obtained by searches & seizures in violation of the
Federal Constitution is inadmissible in a criminal trial in a state.
Nothing can destroy a government more quickly than its failure to
observe its own laws, or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own
existence." Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (U.S. Supreme Court 1961)

"Once defendant has shown that specific statements in affidavit
supporting search warrant are false, together with statement of
reasons in support of assertion of falsehood, burden then shifts to
State to show that statements were not intentionally or recklessly
made." Lewis v. State, 9 P.3d 1028, (Ak.,2000)

"State & federal constitutional requirement that warrants issue only
upon a showing of probable cause contains the implied mandate that
the factual representations in the affidavit be truthful." State v.
Davenport, 510 P.2d 78, (Ak.,1973)

"Misstatements on warrants were material and intentional, justifying
suppression of evidence obtained through use of the warrants." State
v. White, 707 P2d 271 (Ak., 1985)

'''[Defendant] has everything to gain and nothing to lose' in filing a
motion to suppress ... " U.S. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440 (9th Cir. 1991).

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by

Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg had a due

process right not to be prosecuted with false evidence and evidence seized with

false warrants. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(86) Cole testified that if a prosecutor knows that something is

intentionally false he has a duty under ethical rules to correct that. Yet in Haeg's

case no one, not prosecutor Leaders, Trooper Gibbens, or Haeg's own attorneys,

did anything to correct the evidence locations that they all knew had been falsified

to Haeg's guide area. Even after Trooper Gibbens admitted on the stand in front of

Haeg's jury that he had knowingly falsified the locations did anyone let Haeg's

judge or jury know that this meant the wolves were not taken in Haeg's guide area.

- and prosecutor Leaders continued to argue that Haeg's took the wolves where he

guide to benefit his guide business. This means that not only was there

prosecutorial misconduct but that there was ineffective assistance of counsel:

"Court found both prosecutorial misconduct and ineffective
assistance which created the 'real potential for an unjust result. ,,,
State v. Sexton, 709 A.2d 288 (N.J. 1998).

(87) Cole testified that only Haeg's trial counsel (Robinson), and not

himself, had an obligation to correct the falsified evidence locations. This is

exactly why Haeg hired Cole and paid him $200 per hour.

"From counsel's function as assistant to the defendant derive... the
more particular duties to consult with the defendant on important
decisions and to keep the defendant informed...The reasonableness
of counsel's actions may be determined or substantially influenced
by the defendants own statements or actions. Counsel's actions are
usually based, quite properly, on informed strategic choices made by
the defendant and on information supplied by the defendant. In
short, inquiry into counsel's conversations with the defendant may
be critical to a proper assessment of counsel's ... litigation
decisions." Strickland v. Washington

"[T]he dignity of the U.S. Government will not permit the conviction
of any person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and
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free nation does not need convictions based upon such testimony. It
cannot afford to abide with them." Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1
(U.S. Supreme Court 1956)

"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be
such by representatives of the State, is a denial of due process, and
there is also a denial of due process, when the State, though not
soliciting false evidence, allows it to go through uncorrected when it
appears. Principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, implicit in
any concept of ordered liberty, does not cease to apply merely
because the false testimony goes only to the credibility of the
witness." Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S. Supreme Court 1959)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and
hearing if state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf,
has contrived conviction through pretense of trial which in truth is
used as means of depriving defendant of liberty through deliberate
deception of court and jury by presentation of testimony known to be
perjured, and in such case state's failure to afford corrective judicial
process to remedy the wrong when discovered by reasonable
diligence would constitute deprivation of liberty without due
process." Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103 (U.S. Supreme Court
1935)

"The principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, [is]
implicate in any concept of ordered liberty ..." Giles v. Maryland,
386 U.S. 66 (U.S. Supreme Court 1967)

"We hold the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment is
violated when a defendant has to stand trial on an indictment which
the government knows is based partially on perjured testimony... "
United States v. Basurto, 497 F.2d 781 (9th Cir. 1974)

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable of making informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 Pold
402 (Ak 1986)
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·"It is a denial of the right to effective assistance of counsel for an
attorney to advise a client erroneously on a clear point oflaw."
Beasley v. U.S., 491 F2d 687 (6th Cir. 1971).

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, proven perjury by

Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let Haeg

be prosecuted with known false evidence and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(88) Cole testified he didn't see any benefit in correcting the false

evidence locations. As shown above and in Haeg's original PCR

memorandum/exhibits/ affidavits the false location was devastating - providing

the state with a false and compelling motive for Haeg's actions that would support

a guide conviction even though Haeg had a permit to take wolves and was just

doing as he had been told. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably

false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client -

as Cole let Haeg be prosecuted with known, false, and material evidence. See

Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(89) Cole testified that it was concern of his that the state was going to

make an example of Haeg because of the harm Haeg had caused the wolf-hunting
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program. Then Cole testified that it was not possible that the state falsified the

evidence locations to help make an example ofHaeg. Yet because ofwhat

happened at Haeg's trial it is clear the state knew the evidence locations were

false, pressed ahead with using the false locations anyway, and used it so

effectively that Judge Murphy specifically cited the false locations to justify

Haeg's severe sentence. See court record. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to

be irrefutably false, proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Cole let Haeg be subject to prosecutorial misconduct and be

prosecuted with known, false, and material evidence. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(90) Cole testified that while representing Haeg, he told Haeg that ifhe

wanted to fight he would have to put up more money. Yet Haeg has tape

recordings of Cole, while Cole was still representing him, proving this is false. See

Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

proven perjury by Cole, is an attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.
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(91) Cole testified that he knew of no reason why prosecutor Leaders and

Trooper Gibbens could not prosecute Haeg after they took Haeg's immunized

statement. Yet this is strictly forbidden.

State of Alaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme Court 1993):

"We do not doubt that, in theory, strict application of use and
derivative use immunity would remove the hazard of incrimination.
Because we doubt that workaday measures can, in practice, protect
adequately against use and derivative use, we ultimately hold that
[former] AS 12.50.101 impermissibly dilutes the protection of article
1, section 9.

Procedures and safeguards can be implemented, such as isolating the
prosecution team or certifying the state's evidence before trial, but
the accused often will not adequately be able to probe and test the
state's adherence to such safeguards.

The second basis for our decision is that the state cannot
meaningfully safeguard against nonevidentiary use of compelled
testimony. Nonevidentiary use "include assistance in focusing the
investigation, deciding to initiate prosecution, refusing to plea
bargain, interpreting evidence, planning cross-examination, and
otherwise generally planning trial strategy."_United States v.
McDaniel, 482 F.2d 305,311 (8th Cir.l973). Innumerable people
could come into contact with the compelled testimony, either
through official duties or, in a particularly notorious case, through
the media. Once persons come into contact with the compelled
testimony they are incurably tainted for nonevidentiary purposes.

This situation is further complicated if potential jurors are exposed
to the witness' compelled testimony through wide dissemination in
the media.

When compelled testimony is incriminating, the prosecution can
"focus its investigation on the witness to the 'exclusion of other
suspects, thereby working an advantageous reallocation of the
government's financial resources and personnel." With knowledge of
how the crime occurred, the prosecution may refme its trial strategy
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to "probe certain topics more extensively and fruitfully than
otherwise." Id. These are only some of the possible nonevidentiary
advantages the prosecution could reap by virtue of its knowledge of
compelled testimony.

Even the state's utmost good faith is not an adequate assurance
against nonevidentiary uses because there may be "non-evidentiary
uses of which even the prosecutor might not be consciously aware."
State v. Soriano, 68 Or.App. 642, 684 P.2d 1220, 1234 (1984) (only
transactional immunity can protect state constitutional guarantee
against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony). We sympathize
with the Eighth Circuit's lament in McDaniel that "we cannot escape
the conclusion that the [compelled] testimony could not be wholly
obliterated from the prosecutor's mind in his preparation and trial of
the case." McDaniel, 482 F.2d at 312. This incurable inability to
adequately prevent or detect nonevidentiary use, standing alone,
presents a fatal constitutional flaw in use and derivative use
immunity."

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury

by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let Haeg

be prosecuted in violation ofhis right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

(92) Cole testified that the state didn't use Haeg's statement to get Zellers

to cooperate with the state. Yet Zellers and Zellers attorney Fitzgerald have

testified under oath in front of Cole that this was the case. This proves Cole's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole let Haeg be prosecuted
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in violation of his right against self-incrimination. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed

Haeg.

(93) Cole testified that Haeg gave up his right to go to trial. This is

obviously false. See court record. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his

sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client - as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

(94) Cole testified that he got a subpoena and airline ticket to Haeg's

sentencing but didn't show up because Robison told him he did not have to show

up. Yet Cole also testified he had been subpoenaed by Haeg to make sure Haeg

got credit for the guide year he had given up. As a result of Cole not showing up

Haeg never got credit for the guide year he had already given up at Cole's advice.

This proves Cole and Robinson's sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for added evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(95) Cole testified that it wouldn't make any difference for Haeg to get

credit for year ofguiding Haeg had already given up. This is obviously false,

proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more perjury by Cole, is

another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards
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of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg never got credit for

a whole year of his livelihood and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest.

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence

and how this harmed Haeg.

(96) Cole testified that it was Haeg's fault he didn't get credit for the

guide year given up and it was Haeg's fault that Haeg was not told he would not

get credit for the guide year already given up. This is obviously false and proves

Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is

another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg never got credit for

a whole year of his livelihood and Cole's perjury proves his conflict ofinterest.

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence

and how this harmed Haeg.

(97) Cole testified that he told Haeg that he might loose credit for the

guide year given up ifHaeg went to trial. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole,

while Cole was still representing him, proving this is false. This proves Cole's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg never got credit for a

whole year ofhis livelihood and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See

Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.
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(98) Cole testified that he never told Haeg what was to keep Leaders

from breaking any new deal after Leaders broke the first deal. This is ineffective

assistance of counsel as this caused Haeg to believe he could never enforce any

deal ever made with Leaders, no matter how much detrimental reliance was place

on it.

(99) Cole testified that, while he was representing Haeg, Haeg might

have told him that because of what Leaders did Haeg no longer trusted Leaders.

(100) Cole testified that after what Leaders did on November 8 and 9,

2004 he was "obviously" going to be more careful with his dealings with Leaders

in the future.

(101) Cole testified that, while he represented Haeg, it was not his job to

tell Haeg he could bond the seized airplane out. This is obviously false, ineffective

assistance of counsel, and proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client - as this deprived Haeg ofthe use of the plane that was his primary means to

provide a livelihood and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

(l02) Cole testified that even after Haeg made the airplane a central issue

he (Cole) had no duty to tell Haeg he could bond the airplane out. This is

obviously false, ineffective assistance of counsel, and proves Cole's sworn
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testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt

to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client - as this deprived Haeg of the use of the

plane that was his primary means to provide a livelihood and Cole's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(103) Cole testified that even after Haeg told him that the airplane was

important for Haeg's livelihood Cole had no duty to tell Haeghe could bond it out.

This is obviously false, ineffective assistance of counsel, and proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt

to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client - as this deprived Haeg of the use of the

plane that was his primary means to provide a livelihood and Cole's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(104) Cole testified that Haeg would never get the plane back. Yet Waiste

above proves this is not true. This is irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as this deprived

Haeg of the use of the plane that was his primary means to provide a livelihood

and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for added evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(105) Cole testified that even after Haeg told him he was thinking of going

to trial Cole did not have a duty to tell Haeg he could bond the airplane out. This is

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his

sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client - as this deprived Haeg of the use of the plane that was his

primary means to provide a livelihood and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(106) Cole testified that ifHaeg wanted to fight he should have told him he

wanted to fight. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of himself and Cole, while Cole was

still representing him, proving he told Cole many times he wanted to fight. See

Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client - as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed

Haeg.

(107) Cole testified that he never told Haeg about his right to a prompt

postseizure hearing "because it never came up." Yet Cole irrefutably knew Haeg

wanted the plane back, Haeg had hired Cole to tell him about his rights, and a

prompt postseizure hearing was the legal way to ask for the plane back. This

proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by
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Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as this deprived

Haeg of the use of the plane that was his primary means to provide a livelihood

and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for added evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(108) Cole testified that Haeg had given him "no options as far as

defenses." As shown above in Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits/

affidavits this is irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt

to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(109) Cole testified that the reason he did.not tell Haeg about being able to

get the airplane back was because Haeg was almost comatose he was so depressed

about the state taking the airplane. This is incredibly chilling and disturbing

testimony by Cole, obviously ineffective assistance of counsel, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as this

deprived Haeg of the use of the plane that was his primarymeans to provide a

livelihood and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.
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(110) Cole testified that even ifHaeg were so comatose about the state

taking the property it would not be a good idea to tell Haeg how to get the

property back. Again this is incredibly chilling and disturbing testimony by Cole,

obviously ineffective assistance of counsel, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as this deprived Haeg of the

use of the plane that was his primary means to provide a livelihood and Cole's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(111) State attorney Peterson prevented Cole from answering Haeg's

question to Cole ofwhy it would not be a good idea to tell comatose Haeg how to

get the property back. This means there must be a hearing for Cole to be required

to answer this question and this prevents Haeg's PCR from being dismissed.

(112) Cole testified it was reasonable for him, regardless ofhow much

Haeg wanted the plane back and regardless of how depressed Haeg was to have

the state take it, not to tell Haeg how to get the aim lane back. Again this is

incredibly chilling and disturbing testimony by Cole, obviously ineffective

assistance of counsel, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as this deprived Haeg of the use of the plane

that was his primary means to provide a livelihood and Cole's perjury proves his

conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable of making informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986)

(113) Cole again testified that while he was Haeg's attorney he told Haeg

that he could file motions to suppress his statement. Yet Haeg has tape recordings

of Cole, while Cole represented Haeg, proving this is false. See Haeg's PCR

exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(114) Cole testified he never told Haeg that the state could use Haeg's

statement against Haeg. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole, while Cole was still

representing him, proving that Cole told him the state could use his statement

against him. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his

sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client - as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.
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(115) Cole testified that while he represented Haeg he might have told

Haeg "that the state changed the rules" and that "it's ethical for them (the state) to

change the charges, demand we give them the plane, and then 'you can have your

day in front of the judge" Yet Goodrich, Garcia, Santobello, Stolt-Nielson,

Surina, Closson, Reed, and Scott above prove this is not ethical or allowed. This

proves Cole's sellout ofHaeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient '

attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg had a due process right to

enforcement ofhis plea agreement. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(116) Cole testified that by not trying to enforce Haeg's plea agreement he

was protecting his own interest (Cole's interest) in being able to make deals with

the state after Haeg's case was over.This proves Cole had a conflict of interest

with Haeg and that this conflict of interest affected how Cole represented Haeg.

This is automatic ineffective assistance of counsel- without needing to show

prejudice. Yet Cole not enforcing Haeg's plea agreement positively shows

prejudice.

"Counsel had advised defendant that he, the attorney, would have to
work with the federal people in the future and that, therefore, it was
.best not to make waves when there was little if any chance of
fighting Federal Prosecutors. REVERSED AND REMANDED"
United States v. Ellison, 798 F.2d 1102 (7th Cir. 1986)

"[T]he conflict itself demonstrated a denial of the right to have the
effective assistance of counsel. Thus, a defendant who shows that a
conflict of interest actually affected the adequacy of his
representation need not demonstrate prejudice in order to obtain
relief. Because it is in the simultaneous representation of conflicting
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interests against which the Sixth Amendment protects a defendant,
he need go no further than to show the existence of an actual
conflict. An actual conflict of interest negates the unimpaired loyalty
a defendant is constitutionally entitled to expect and receive from his
attorney." Cuyler v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335 (U.S. Supreme Court
1980)

"[I]n a case of joint representation of conflicting interests the evil 
it bears repeating - is in what the advocate finds himself compelled
to refrain from doing... .It may be possible in some cases to identify
from the record the prejudice resulting from an attorney's failure to
undertake certain trial tasks, but even with a record of the sentencing
hearing available it would be difficult to judge intelligently the
impact of a conflict on the attorney's representation of a client. And
to assess the impact of a conflict of interests on the attorney's
options, tactics, and decisions in plea negotiations would be virtually
impossible." Holloway v. Arkansas, 435 U.S. 475 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1978)

"[Plrejudice is presumed when counsel is burdened by an actual
conflict of interest. In those circumstances, counsel breaches the
duty of loyalty, perhaps the most basic of counsel's duties.
Moreover, it is difficult to measure the precise effect on the defense
of representation corrupted by conflicting interests." Strickland v.
Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (U.S. Supreme Court 1984)

"Defense counsel must perform at least as well as a lawyer with
ordinary training and skill in the criminal law and must
conscientiously protect his client's interest, undeflected by
conflicting considerations." Risher v. State
"[Defendant] has a right to an attorney who wants to protect the
defendant's 'rear end', not the attorney's." Anders v. California, 386
U.S. 738 (U.S. Supreme Court 1967).

(117) Cole testified that Haeg was in the "mood to negotiate" and not in

the "mood to fight" while he represented Haeg. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of

Cole, while Cole was still representing him, proving that this is completely false

and that Haeg wanted to fight in any way possible. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This
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proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Cole's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(118) Cole testified that it was his impression while he represented Haeg

that it was Haeg who broke the plea agreement. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of .

. Cole, while Cole was still representing him and immediately after, along with

numerous witnesses, proving that this is false and that it was the state that broke

the plea agreement. See Haeg's exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his

sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client- as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

(119) Cole testified he didn't put Haeg's plea agreement or immunity in

writing because "was there was no need to .... we were working alone." Yet Haeg

and Cole were not working alone - they were working with state prosecutor

Leaders who Cole claims had immense pressure put on to make an example of

Haeg - and who Cole no longer trusts.

There is no better way to secretly make an example ofHaeg then to (a) lie

to Haeg that it wasn't a legal defense that the state told and induce Haeg to do
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exactly what the state charged him with doing; (b) lie to Haeg that he could not

protest the evidence being falsified to his guide area; (c) lie to Haeg that he has to

give a statement because the state gave him immunity; (d) lie to Haeg that the state

can use Haeg's statement against him; (e) lie to Haeg that he can't get the airplane

back; (t) lie to Haeg he has no right to a postseizure hearing to protest the false

search and seizure warrants; (g) lie to Haeg that he has a plea agreement that does

not include giving up the airplane but does include giving up a year of guiding; (h)

lie to Haeg that he will get credit for a guide year if he gives it up before being

sentenced; (i) lie to Haeg that the state can break the plea agreement after the

guide year is past and demand the airplane be thrown in to boot - and then claim

all the forgoing was Haeg's fault as there is nothing in writing to prove otherwise.

It is only because Haeg and others made their own tape recordings at the time that

there is evidence proving that Cole and Leaders lied and conspired to strip Haeg

bare and are now lying under oath to cover it up.

"From counsel's function as assistant to the defendant derive ... the
more particular duties to consult with the defendant on important
decisions and to keep the defendant informed ...The reasonableness
of counsel's actions may be determined or substantially influenced
by the defendants own statements or actions. Counsel's actions are
usually based, quite properly, on informed strategic choices made by
the defendant and on information supplied by the defendant. In
short, inquiry into counsel's conversations with the defendant may
be critical to a proper assessment of counsel's .. .litigation
decisions." Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1984).

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both
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Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as Cole's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(120) Cole testified that Haeg put his whole family at risk because he had

to go out and kill wolves in an airplane. Yet Haeg was told by the state it was in

the best interest of the state for Haeg to go out and kill wolves in an airplane

where ever he could find them; given a permit by the state for it "game

management" program that was specifically excluded from hunting or guiding 

and so any violation of could not affect Haeg guide business. And to strip Haeg of

the protection of the program (maximum $5000 fine for a violation - and by law

no guide conviction) Cole and Robison let the state manufacture false evidence

Haeg was not under the protection of the program, was a rogue guide, and hid the

evidence Haeg was doing exactly as he had been told to make the program a

success. That is what.put Haeg's family at risk and why Haeg will go as far as it

takes to get justice. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client- as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed

Haeg.

(121) Cole testified he didn't think the state ever gave Haeg a full copy of

the statement he made and when Haeg asked Cole why he didn't record it Cole
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testified that it wasn't his job to record it. Yet this is exactly why Haeg hired Cole.

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury

by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as Cole's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(122) Cole testified that since the recording ofHaeg's statement is missing

this "was good for you [Haeg]" because "they had an obligation. They were the

ones conducting the investigation and if they lost the tape that's bad on

them....then they got to come in and defend what they're doing." Yet when Haeg

asked Cole why they were never forced to do this Cole stated Haeg "didn't want to

go down that avenue." Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Cole, while Cole was still

representing him, proving that he specifically wanted to protest the use ofhis

statement. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his

sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client- as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

Yet Cole was correct it is very bad for the state to have lost the

recordings ofHaeg's statement - for now they cannot certify Haeg's statement

was "canned" and didn't "taint" their evidence - and Haeg can already
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af~rmatively prove his statement tainted the charging informations; the state's

main witnesses; prosecutor Leaders; the main exhibits used against Haeg at trial;

and forced Haeg himself to testifY at trial:

"We do not doubt that, in theory, strict application of use and
derivative use immunity would remove the hazard of incrimination.
Because we doubt that workaday measures can, in practice, protect
adequately against use and derivative use, we ultimately hold that
[former] AS 12.50.101 impermissibly dilutes the protection of article
I, section 9.

Procedures and safeguards can be implemented, such as isolating the
prosecution team or certifYing the state's evidence before trial, but
the accused often will not adequately be able to probe and test the
state's adherence to such safeguards.

The second basis for our decision is that the state cannot
meaningfully safeguard against nonevidentiary use of compelled
testimony. Nonevidentiary use "include assistance in focusing the
investigation, deciding to initiate prosecution, refusing to plea
bargain, interpreting evidence, planning cross-examination, and
otherwise generally planning trial strategy."_United States v.
McDaniel, 482 F.2d 305, 311 (8th Cir.1973). Innumerable people
could come into contact with the compelled testimony, either
through official duties or, in a particularly notorious case, through
the media. Once persons come into contact with the compelled
testimony they are incurably tainted for nonevidentiary purposes.

This situation is further complicated ifpotential jurors are exposed
to the witness' compelled testimony through wide dissemination in
the media.

When compelled testimony is incriminating, the prosecution can
"focus its investigation on the witness to the exclusion of other
suspects, thereby working an advantageous reallocation of the
government's financial resources and personnel." With knowledge of
how the crime occurred, the prosecution may refine its trial strategy
to "probe certain topics more extensively and fruitfully than
otherwise." Id. These are only some of the possible nonevidentiary
advantages the prosecution could reap by virtue of its knowledge of
compelled testimony.
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Even the state's utmost good faith is not an adequate assurance
against nonevidentiary uses because there may be "non-evidentiary
uses ofwhich even the prosecutor might not be consciously aware."
State v. Soriano, 68 Or.App. 642, 684 P.2d 1220, 1234 (1984) (only
transactional immunity can protect state constitutional guarantee
against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony). We sympathize
with the Eighth Circuit's lament in McDaniel that "we cannot escape
the conclusion that the [compelled] testimony could not be wholly
obliterated from the prosecutor's mind in his preparation and trial of
the case." McDaniel, 482 F.2d at 312. This incurable inability to
adequately prevent or detect nonevidentiary use, standing alone,
presents a fatal constitutional flaw in use and derivative use
immunity." State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme
Court 1993)

"[N]one of the testimony or exhibits ... became known to the
prosecuting attorneys ... either from the immunized testimony itself
or from leads derived from the testimony, directly or indirectly...we
conclude that the use of immunized testimony by witnesses to
refresh their memories, or otherwise to focus their thoughts, organize
their testimony, or alter their prior or contemporaneous statements,
constitutes evidentiary use rather than nonevidentiary use. This
observation also applies to witnesses who studied, reviewed, or were
exposed to the immunized testimony in order to prepare themselves
or others as witnesses.

When the government puts on witnesses who refresh, supplement, or
modify that evidence with compelled testimony, the government
uses that testimony to indict and convict.

From a prosecutor's standpoint, an unhappy byproduct of the Fifth
Amendment is that Kastigar may very well require a trial within a
trial (or a trial before, during, or after the trial) if such a proceeding
is necessary for the court to determine whether or not the
government has in any fashion used compelled testimony to indict or
convict a defendant. If the government chooses immunization, then
it must understand that the Fifth Amendment and Kastigar mean that
it is taking a great chance that the witness cannot constitutionally be
indicted or prosecuted.

Finally, and most importantly, an ex parte review in appellate
chambers is not the equivalent of the open adversary hearing
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contemplated by Kastigar. See United States v. Zielezinski, 740 F.2d
727,734 (9th Cir.1984)

This burden may be met by establishing that the witness was never
exposed to North's immunized testimony, or that the allegedly
tainted testimony contains no evidence not "canned" by the
prosecution before such exposure occurred.

"Where immunized testimony is used ... the prohibited act is
simultaneous and coterminous with the presentation; indeed, they are
one and the same. There is no independent violation that can be
remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the ...process
itself is violated and corrupted, and the indictment [or trial]
becomes indistinguishable from the constitutional and statutory
transgression. If the government has in fact introduced trial evidence
that fails the Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is entitled to a
new trial. Ifthe same is true as to grand jury evidence, then the
indictment must be dismissed." United States v. North, 910 F.2d 843
(D.C.Cir. 1990)

"The Government must do more than negate the taint; it must
affirmatively prove that its evidence is derived from a legitimate
source wholly independent of the compelled testimony." Kastigar v.
United States, 406 U.S. 441 (U.S. Supreme Court 1972)

"It is a deprivation of due process of law to base a conviction in
whole or in part on a [compelled] confession, regardless of its truth,
and even though there may be sufficient other evidence to support
the conviction." Jackson v. Denno, U.S. Supreme Court

(123) When Haeg asked if Cole ever went over with Haeg what it takes for

a trial Cole testified "I ... .1 can't remember.. .I never wanted a trial with you in the

first place." Cole testifying under oath that he never wanted a trial with Haeg

proves Cole had a conflict of interest with Haeg and explains why Cole pursued a

plea agreement only and never told Haeg of all the rights that Haeg could fight the

state's case with. It explains every single thing Cole has done. And Alaska
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caselaw proves why Cole is willing to lie under oath to help the state defeat

Haeg's postconviction relief application:

"rAJ convicted criminal defendant must obtain post-conviction
relief as a precondition to maintaining a legal malpractice claim
against his or her attorney. [T]he legal standards for ineffective
assistance of counsel.. . and for legal malpractice in this action
are equivalent." Shaw v. Dept. ofAdministration, Public Defender
Agency, 816 P 2d 1358 (Ak 1991)

If Haeg does not obtain post-conviction relief he is prevented from suing

.Cole. Ifhe obtains post-conviction relief on ineffective assistance of counsel it is

the same as proving malpractice - an incredibly potent motive for Cole to do lie

under oath to cover up his sellout of Haeg to the state.

"The Court found that reversal ofMathis's conviction could expose
[defense attorney] Schofield to liability for his part in the delay since
Mathis would have spent years in prison on an erroneous conviction;
affirmance, on the other hand, would have served Schofield's
interest in avoiding discipline or damages ..." Mathis v. Hood, 937
F.2d 790 (2d Cir. 1991)

(124) Cole testified that a defendant does not have everything to gain and

nothing to lose by filing a motion to suppress. Yet this is not true:

"[Defendant] 'has everything to gain and nothing to lose' in filing a
motionto suppress ... " U.S. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440 (9th Cir. 1991).

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client-.as Cole's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(125) Cole testified that the state could not necessarily make money out of

property they seized from Haeg. Yet the state has falsified the law to the court and

the court itselfhas broken the law in order to modify the judgment against Haeg

just so the state can sell the airplane they seized from Haeg - proving Cole wrong.

And caselaw proves the state making money from a defendant is of great concern:

Waiste v. State, 10 P.3d 1141 (Ak Supreme Court 2000) "This'
court's dicta, however, and the persuasive weight of federal law,
both suggest that the Due Process Clause of the Alaska Constitution
should require no more than a prompt postseizure hearing... As the

.Good Court noted, moreover, the protection of an adversary hearing
'is of particular importance [in forfeiture cases], where the
Government has a direct pecuniary interest in the outcome.' An
ensemble ofprocedural rules bounds the State's discretion to seize
vessels and limits the risk and duration of harmful errors. The rules
include the need to show probable cause to think a vessel forfeitable
in an ex parte hearing before a neutral magistrate, to allow release of
the vessel on bond, and to afford a prompt postseizure hearing."

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as Cole's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(126) Cole testified that he didn't know if anyone involved with Haeg's

prosecution was exposed to Haeg's immunized statement. Yet prosecutor Leaders

and Trooper Gibbens were prosecuting Haeg and they were the very people who

took Haeg's immunized statement in Cole's office with Cole himself helping do it.
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The people prosecuting Haeg were not allowed to be exposed to his immunized

statement:

"Procedures and safeguards can be implemented, such as isolating
the prosecution team or certifying the state's evidence before trial,
but the accused often will not adequately be able to probe and test
the state's adherence to such safeguards." State ofAlaska v.
Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme Court 1993)

This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as Cole let

the state violate Haeg's right against self-incrimination and Cole's perjury proves

his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(127) Peterson objected to Haeg asking Cole how Alaska v. Gonzalez

applied to his case and Cole then refused to answer. This means there must be a

hearing at which Cole is required to answer this and until this is done Haeg's PCR

proceedings cannot be dismissed.

(128) Peterson objected to Haeg asking Cole ifLeaders was required to

justify the increasing the severity of the charges and Cole refused to answer. This

means there must be a hearing at which Cole is required to answer this and until

this is done Haeg's PCR proceedings cannot be dismissed.

(129) Cole testified that Haeg's actions did jeopardize the wolf control

program; that he (Cole) had a "personal" interest in seeing the wolf control

program continued; and that people across the state shared his view but that he
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(Cole) "could set those interests aside and get you the best deal that I could." Yet

when Haeg and Haeg's wife Jackie met with Cole before hiring him Cole claimed

he had no conflicts of interest and placed a statement that he had no conflicts of

interest in the contract he gave Haeg to represent him for $200 per hour. See

attached contract. In other words Cole lied in the contract he provided Haeg so he

could act as a double agent for the state and help crucify Haeg so the wolf control

program would not be jeopardized - explaining why he filed no motions, never

investigated, and never advocated for Haeg:

"[A] defendant who shows that a conflict of interest actually affected
the adequacy of his representation need not demonstrate prejudice in
order to obtain relief. An actual conflict of interest negates the,
unimpaired loyalty a defendant is constitutionally entitled to expect
and receive from his attorney." Cuyler v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335
(U.S. Supreme Court 1980).

"[I]n a case of joint representation of conflicting interests, the evil -
it bears repeating -- is in what the advocate finds himself compelled
to refrain from doing, not only at trial but also as to possible pretrial
plea negotiations and in the sentencing process ... to assess the impact
of a conflict of interests on the attorney's options, tactics, and
decisions in plea negotiations would be virtually impossible."
Holloway v. Arkansas, 435 U.S. 475 (U.S. Supreme Court 1978)

"[T]he right to the assistance of counsel had been understood to
mean that there can be no restrictions upon the function of counsel in
defending a criminal prosecution in accord with the traditions of the
adversary fact finding process that has been constitutionalized in the
Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments." U.S. v. Cronic, 466 U.S. 648
(U.S. Supreme Court 1984)

"[Plrejudice is presumed when counsel is burdened by an actual
conflict of interest. In those circumstances, counsel breaches the
duty of loyalty, perhaps the most basic of counsel's duties.
Moreover, it is difficult to measure the precise effect on the defense
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of representation corrupted by conflicting interests." Strickland v.
Washington, (U.S. Supreme Court)

"Defense counsel ... must conscientiously protect his client's
interest, undeflected by conflicting consideration." Risher v. State
(Alaska Supreme Court)

[Defendant] has a right to an attorney who wants to protect the
defendant's 'rear end', not the attorney's." Anders v. California, 386
U.S. 738 (U.S. Supreme Court 1967)

(130) When Haeg inquired of Cole ifthe exposing the state fraudulently

running the wolf control program would jeopardize it, attorney Peterson jumped in

and objected, claiming this had nothing to do with Haeg's PCR. This means there

must be a hearing at which Cole is required to answer this and until this is done

Haeg's PCR proceedings cannot be dismissed.

(131) Peterson claimed Haeg could only ask Cole questions about 'a

defense and not about Cole's conflict of interest. Yet as proven by all caselaw

above a proven conflict of interest is an absolute defense.

(132) Cole testified that he believed Haeg had given him a letter,

explaining what the state had told Haeg, to give to the judge for her consideration

and Cole sent the letter to the judge. Yet all that remains ofthis letter in the

official court record is Cole's cover letter stating "comes now David Haeg, by and

through counsel, and hereby submits his letter for the court's consideration" - with

Haeg's letter nowhere to be now found in the official court record. See court

record. This letter laid out the specific facts ofwho, why, when, where, and how

Haeg had been told and induced by the state to take the exact actions he was then
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prosecuted for taking. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. Haeg only found the official court

record had been destroyed after he could no longer even bring this up on appeal 

so this evidence that was removed out of the official record and destroyed harmed

Haeg during both trial and appeal. See court record for proof and Haeg's original

PCR memorandum/exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(133) When Haeg asked Cole ifit was true that Cole's tactic for Haeg was

"falling on his sword" Cole testified "that was your decision" and then Peterson

immediately jumped in and testified that Cole had "repeatedly" answered this

question "without using that phrase." Yet Cole had never told Haeg anything

about "falling on his sword." Cole had told Haeg the state telling him he had to

take the very actions they prosecuted him for was no defense; there was nothing

that could be done about the false evidence locations; that the state had given him

immunity and he had to give a statement; nothing that could be done about the

immunized statement use; that nothing that could be done about the breaking of

plea agreement; that there was no way to get the airplane back; etc; etc; etc 

nothing about "falling on his sword."

An analogy would be like Haeg was a Jew in 1943 and being told by Cole,

'hey, get on this train so you can be relocated for work' - when in fact Cole meant

'hey, get on this train so you can go to Auschwitz to be gassed and burned.' To

Cole and Peterson the phrases "you can't do anything about the false evidence

locations" (when this was being used to frame Haeg for guiding violations); "you
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have to give an immunized statement" (when this meant confess to everything so

we can hammer you); "this isn't a legal defense" (when it was and would prevent

prosecution), "you can't get the airplane back" (so you go broke before we even

charge you), or "make a plea agreement" (so the state can get you to give up a

whole year ofguiding, bankrupting you before trial, without ever giving you

anything) may mean the same as "falling on your sword." But to ignorant Haeg

had they used the term "falling on your sword" instead ofthe others he would

have know exactly what was in store for him and bolted. Just as the Jews would

have bolted had they been told "hey, get on this train so you can go to Auschwitz

to be gassed and burned" instead of "hey, get on this train for work." Cole and the

state are now claiming everything was "Haeg's" decision when they lied to him to

make him believe there were no other options and what he was being led to do

would do no harm. The realty was that Haeg's attorneys worked hand-in-glove. .

with the state to mislead Haeg and destroy everything Haeg, his wife, and their

two daughters has in life - just as the Jews were misled to destroy their lives.

(134) Haeg asked what the phrase "falling on your sword" means and Cole

testified,

Cole: "That means you admit your guilt in order for leniency
from the state you fall on your sword."

Haeg: "How come you never told me 1 was doing that?"

Cole: "I did ....you knew it from the beginning....we've gone over
this multiple times David."

Haeg: "Really? And ... ooso... oothere was no immunity then?"
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Cole: "Its ... .it.. .. .it ....."

Peterson: "Its .... .its asked and answered" (this had never been asked
or answered)

Cole: " ...... .its asked and answered."

Peterson: " ......we've talked about the agree...... the plea
agreement."

Haeg: "So let me just get this clear tell me exactly what the
term of your the description you gave for my tactic of 'we were
falling on our sword.' Just tell me that again."

Cole: "I already did."

Haeg: "One more time please."

Cole: "No, 1 already did .... .I'm not repeating things."

The above exchange proves that Cole had agreed behind Haeg's back to let

the state use Haeg's statement against Haeg while telling and testifying under oath

to Haeg and everyone else that Haeg had "immunity" for his statement - and that

he never told Haeg any of this at the time. An attorney intentionally lying to his

own client to deprive that client of the basic constitutional right against self-

incrimination (and then committing perjury to cover this up) is gross ineffective

assistance of counsel and a felony crime. Especially when Haeg specifically asked

how the state could use the statement and the evidence that Haeg incriminated

himself shows up everywhere in the state's case - in the charging informations, in

Zellers and Fitzgerald's testimony, in the map presented to Haeg's jury (exhibit

#25), etc, etc. See charging informations and court record.
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Martin v. State, 517 P2d 1399 (AK 1974): "Denial of a
constitutional right affects substantial rights. Plain error requiring
reversal will be deemed present unless the defect is harmless beyond
a reasonable doubt."

"Governments collaboration with defendant's attorney during
investigation and prosecution violated defendants Fifth and Sixth
Amendment right and required dismissaL .. " United States v.
Marshank, 777 F. Supp. 1507 (N.D. 1991)

"[Counsel] so abandoned his overarching duty to advocate the
defendant's cause thatthe state proceedings were almost totally non
adversarial. [T]he record supports the district court's finding that
defense counsel turned against [defendant], and that this conflict in
loyalty unquestionably affected his representation. Such an attorney,
like unwanted counsel, 'represents' the defendant only through a
tenuous and unacceptable legal fiction. A defense attorney who
abandons his duty of loyalty to his client and effectively joins the
state in an effort to attain a conviction ... suffers from an obvious
conflict of interest. In fact, an attorney who is burdened by a conflict
between his client's interests and his own sympathies to the
prosecution's position is considerably worse than an attorney with
loyalty to other defendants, because the interests of the state and the
defendant are necessarily in opposition. The performance of
[defendant's] counsel was constitutionally unreasonable, but more
importantly, the evidence presented overwhelmingly established that
his attorney abandoned the required duty of loyalty to his client.
[Defendant's] attorney did not simply make poor strategic choices;
he acted with reckless disregard for his clients best interests and, at
times, apparently with the intention to weaken his client's case.
Prejudice, whether necessary or not, is established under any
applicable standard." Osborn v. Shillinger, 861 F.2d 612 (lOth Cir.
1988)

"Prejudice presumed because counsel did not serve as advocate 
such that he was a 'second prosecutor' and defendant would have
been 'better off to have been merely denied counsel.'" Rickman v.
Bell, 131 F3d 1150 (6th Cir. 1997)

Counsel ineffective in murder case for failing to investigate
circumstances of taking of first confession prior to moving to
suppress, for questioning the defendant in the presence of the police
officers concerning the first confession, for encouraging the
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defendant to go with police officers to find car and murder weapon,
questioning the defendant during that trip to make incriminating
statements which resulted in a second taped confession. All of this
help to the police occurred without a deal and court presumed
prejudice. Bess v. Legursky, 465 S.E.2d 892 (W. Va. 1995)

"The right to be heard would be, in many cases, of little avail if it did
not comprehend the right to be heard by counsel. Even the intelligent
and educated layman has small and sometimes no skill in the science
oflaw. If charged with crime, he is incapable, generally, of
determining for himself whether the indictment is good or bad. He is
unfamiliar with the rules of evidence. Left without the aid of counsel
he may be put on trial without a proper charge, and convicted upon
incompetent evidence, or evidence irrelevant to the issue or
otherwise inadmissible. He lacks both the skill and knowledge
adequately to prepare his defense, even though he have a perfect
one. He requires the guiding hand of counsel at every step in the
proceedings against him. Without it though he not be guilty, he faces
the danger of conviction because he does not know how to establish
his innocence.t'Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1932)

"Where immunized testimony is used ... the prohibited act is
simultaneous and coterminous with the presentation; indeed, they are
one and the same. There is no independent violation that can be
remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the.i. process
itself is violated and corrupted, and the indictment [or trial]
becomes indistinguishable from the constitutional and statutory
transgression. If the government has in fact introduced trial evidence
that fails the Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is entitled to a
new trial. If the same is true as to grand jury evidence, then the
indictment must be dismissed." United States v. North

"[A] defendant in a criminal case is deprived of due process of law if
his conviction is founded, in whole or in part, upon an involuntary
[statement], without regard for the truth or falsity ... even though
there is ample evidence aside from the [statement] to support the
conviction." Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368 (U.S. Supreme Court
1964)

"It is a denial of the right to effective assistance of counsel for an
attorney to advise a client erroneously on a clear point of law,'
Beasley v. U.S., 491 F2d 687 (6th Cir. 1971)
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(135) Haeg asked ifhe must obtain post-conviction relief before he could

pursue an action for legal malpractice against an attorney and Peterson stopped

Cole from answering by objecting it had nothing to do with Cole's representation.

Yet Haeg had every right to ask questions to prove that Cole had a powerful

motive to help the state keep Haeg convicted.

"The Court found that reversal ofMathis's conviction could expose
[defense attorney] Schofield to liability for his part in the delay since .
Mathis would have spent years in prison on an erroneous conviction;
affirmance, on the other hand; wouid have served Schofield's .
interest in avoiding discipline or damages ..." Mathis v. Hood, 937
F.2d 790 (2d Cir. 1991)

(136) Cole testified that he was not surprised that Haeg did not file

. motions to suppress at trial. Yet Haeg has a letter by Cole stating that he was

surprised no motions to suppress were filed at trial. This proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt

to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client- as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(137) Cole refused to answer when questioned ifhe thought the court

should have been informed the state had told Haeg it was for the greater good of

the state for him to do exactly as he was charged with doing. This means there
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must be a hearing "at which Cole is required to answer this and until this is done

Haeg's PCR proceedings cannot be dismissed.

(138) Cole refused to answer when questioned ifhe thought the court

should have been told that the state had falsified all evidence locations to Haeg's

guide area and then used the false locations as the justification for guide charges.

This means there must be a hearing at which Cole is required to answer this and

until this is done Haeg's PCR proceedings cannot be dismissed.

(139) Cole testified that Robinson could not blame him (Cole) for not

filing all the motions to suppress, etc. (Robinson has testified under oath that it

was Cole's responsibility to have filed the motions protesting all the constitutional

violations.) This proves Cole and Robinson's sellout ofHaeg and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

had aright fro one ofhis attorneys to file these motion in his defense. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

(140) Cole testified he didn't know if it was legal, ethical, and appropriate

for two attorneys, one before trial and one at trial, to blame each other for not

filing the motions to protect the same client both attorneys had.

(141) Cole testified that after he got the subpoena to Haeg's sentencing he

called Robinson and said it would not good for him to testify and that Robinson

told him "we don't need you." Yet Haeg has emails and letters proving he flat

demanded Robinson subpoena and question Cole all about how Cole sold Haeg
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out, with 56 written questions that Haeg had prepared, that Haeg paid Robinson to

subpoena Cole and to buy him an airline ticket- and it is irrefutable it was Haeg's

right for his demands be followed:

Jones v. Barnes. 463 U.S. 745 (U.S. Supreme Court 1983) &
Brookhart v. Janis. 384 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court 1966) ruled it is
the defendant, not the attorney, who is captain of the ship:
"Although the attorney can make some tactical decisions, the
ultimate choice as to which direction to sail is left up to the
defendant. The question is not whether the route taken is correct;
rather, the question is whether [the defendant] approved the
course." ... "The defendant, and not his lawyer or the State, will bear
the personal consequences of a conviction... And although he may
conduct his own defense ultimately to his own detriment, his choice
must be honored out of 'that respect for individual which is the
lifeblood of the law." (Quoting People v. Malkin, 250 N. Y. 185,
350-51 (1970) Brennan, J. concurring).

This is irrefutable proof Cole and Robinson were conspiring to cover up

Cole's sellout ofHaeg to the state, proves Cole and Robinson's sellout ofHaeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(141) Peterson prevented Haeg from additional attempts to establish Cole

and Robinson worked together to deprive Haeg of constitutional rights to help the

state frame Haeg. This means there must be a hearing at which Cole is required to

answer this and until this is done Haeg's PCR proceedings cannot be dismissed.

Cole Deposition - Peterson Examining

(142) Peterson asks Cole to confirm the immunity Haeg received was

against using Haeg's statement at trial and Cole answers, "Yep" but then says:
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"and arguably more ... .1 mean .....ssss ... .in my opinion the
state .....erred by not putting it out there."

Yet it is irrefutable that the state could not use Haeg's statement in any way - and

not just at trial. And in Alaska the only immunity allowed is transactional

immunity - which Cole testified Haeg received - and transactional immunity

prevents any and all prosecution for the actions and events discussed:

One of the more notorious recent immunity cases, United States v.
North, 910 F.2d 843 (D.C.Cir.) modified, 920 F.2d 940
(D.C.Cir.1990) illustrates another proof problem posed by use and
derivative use immunity.

First, the prosecution could use the compelled testimony to refresh
the recollection of a witness testifying at North's criminal trial. The
second problem, however, is more troublesome. In a case such as
North, where the compelled testimony receives significant publicity,
witnesses receive casual exposure to the substance of the compelled
testimony through the media or otherwise. Id. at 863. In such cases,
a court would. face the insurmountable task of determining the extent
and degree to which "the witnesses' testimony may have been
shaped, altered, or affected by the immunized testimony." Id.

The second basis for our decision is that the state cannot
meaningfully safeguard against nonevidentiary use of compelled
testimony. Nonevidentiary use "include assistance in focusing the
investigation, deciding to initiate prosecution, refusing to plea
bargain, interpreting evidence, planning cross-examination, and
otherwise generally planning trial strategy." United States v.
McDaniel, 482 F.2d 305, 311 (8th Cir.1973). Innumerable people
could come into contact with the compelled testimony, either
through official duties or, in a particularly notorious case, through
the media. Once persons come into contact with the compelled
testimony they are incurably tainted for nonevidentiary purposes.

This situation is further complicated if potential jurors are exposed
to the witness' compelled testimony through wide dissemination in
the media.

Even the state's utmost good faith is not an adequate assurance
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against nonevidentiary uses because there may be "non-evidentiary
uses ofwhich even the prosecutor might not be consciously aware."

. State v. Soriano, 68 Or.App. 642, 684 P.2d 1220, 1234 (1984) (only
transactional immunity can protect state constitutional guarantee
against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony). We sympathize
with the Eighth Circuit's lament in McDaniel that "we cannot escape
the conclusion that the [compelled] testimony could not be wholly
obliterated from the prosecutor's mind in his preparation and trial of
the case." McDaniel, 482 F.2d at 312. This incurable inability to
adequately prevent or detect nonevidentiary use, standing alone,
presents a fatal constitutional flaw in use and derivative use
immunity.

Because of the manifold practical problems in enforcing use and
derivative use immunity we cannot conclude that [former] AS
12.50.101 is constitutional. Mindful ofEdward Coke's caution that
'it is the worst oppression, that is done by colour ofjustice,' we
conclude that use and derivative use immunity is constitutionally
infirm." State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme
Court 1993)

"[N]one of the testimony or exhibits ...became known to the
prosecuting attorneys ... either from the immunized testimony itself
or from leads derived from the testimony, directly or indirectly ...we
conclude that the use of immunized testimony by witnesses to
refresh their memories, or otherwise to focus their thoughts, organize
their testimony, or alter their prior or contemporaneous statements,

. constitutes evidentiary use rather than nonevidentiary use. This
observation also applies to witnesses who studied, reviewed, or were
exposed to the immunized testimony in order to prepare themselves
or others as witnesses. From a prosecutor's standpoint, an unhappy
byproduct of the Fifth Amendment is that Kastigar may very well
require a trial within a trial (or a trial before, during, or after the
trial) if such a proceeding is necessary for the court to determine
whether or not the government has in any fashion used compelled
testimony to indict or convict a defendant. If the government
chooses immunization, then it must understand that the Fifth
Amendment and Kastigar mean that it is taking a great chance that
the witness cannot constitutionally be indicted or prosecuted.

Finally, and most importantly, an ex parte review in appellate
chambers is not the equivalent of the open adversary hearing
contemplated by Kastigar. See United States v. Zielezinski, 740 F.2d
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727, 734 (9th Cir.1984) Where immunized testimony is used ... the
prohibited act is simultaneous and coterminous with the
presentation; indeed, they are one and the same. There is no
independent violation that can be remedied by a device such as the
exclusionary rule: the ...process itself is violated and corrupted, and
the [information or trial] becomes indistinguishable from the
constitutional and statutory transgression.

This burden may be met by establishing that the witness was never
exposed to North's immunized testimony, or that the allegedly
tainted testimony contains no evidence not"canned" by the
prosecution before such exposure occurred.

Where immunized testimony is used ... the prohibited act is
simultaneous and coterminous with the presentation; indeed, they are
one and the same. There is no independent violation that can be
remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the ...process
itself is violated and corrupted, and the indictment [or trial]
becomes indistinguishable from the constitutional and statutory
transgression. If the government has in fact introduced trial evidence
that fails the Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is entitled to a
new trial. If the same is true as to grand jury evidence, then the
indictment must be dismissed." United States v. North, 910 F.2d 843
(D.C.Cir. 1990)

Petersons theory that Haeg's statement can be used everywhere but

at trial is nothing but a smoke screen to cover up the fact the state

unconstitutionally prosecuted Haeg when he could not e prosecuted; used Haeg's

statement to convict Haeg - and this is proven by the fact the law in Gonzalez,

Kastigar, and North specifically and repeatedly states Haeg's statement may not be

used in anywhere - not just at trial - and may not be use to find other evidence; to

justify charges, to coerce witnesses into testifying; to get maps to use at trial; etc;

etc. Gonzalez and North specifically state an immunized statement may not be

used to: "prepare witnesses" or "include assistance in focusing the investigation,
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deciding to initiate prosecution, refusing to plea-bargain, interpreting evidence,

planning cross-examination, and otherwise generally planning trial strategy." All

ofthese happen BEFORE trial. In addition and as already pointed out, in Alaska

there can be no prosecution after being given immunity. This proves Cole's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt

to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client- as Cole let the state violate Haeg's right

against self-incrimination and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See

Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence

and how this harmed Haeg.

(143) Peterson asks Cole that because Haeg testified at trial this meant

Haeg's immunity was "irrelevant" and Cole agreed. Yet after being given

immunity no prosecution was valid and Haeg was told by Robinson the state was

already using Haeg's statement against him, was going to present only the bad

parts of it against Haeg at trial, and that for the jury to hear the "good" parts of the

statement Haeg had to testify at trial. Robinson has testified under oath he told

Haeg this. In other words Haeg's immunized statement itself was used to force

Haeg to testify at trial - and now the state claims this cures all the use they made

of it. This is like arguing that because Jews "willing" entered the gas chamber,

because they were told if they didn't they would be shot, it was the Jews own fault

they were gassed to death. What were they supposed to do, refuse to go in and
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hope they didn't get shot? Haeg could not refuse to testify and just hope the state

didn't use his statement against him when Robinson told him they were.

And caselaw holds that as soon as Haeg's immunized statement was used in

anyway the rest of the prosecution is null and void:

Where immunized testimony is used ... the prohibited act is
simultaneous and coterminous with the presentation; indeed, they are
one and the same. There is no independent violation that can be
remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the .. :process
itself is violated and corrupted, and the indictment [or trial]
becomes indistinguishable from the constitutional and statutory
transgression. If the government has in fact introduced trial evidence
that fails the Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is entitled to a
new trial. If the same is true as to grand jury evidence, then the
indictment must be dismissed." United States v. North, 910 F.2d 843
(D.C.Cir. 1990)

In other words as soon as the state used Haeg's statement against Haeg it

didn't matter what Haeg or anyone else mayor may not have done afterward - the

process was "violated and corrupted" and from that moment on Haeg's trial

became "indistinguishable from the constitutional and statutory transgression.

And all this ignores the fact that only "transactional" immunity can be

given in Alaska - as Cole himself testified. And transactional immunity prevents

any prosecution for what is discussed in the immunized statement:

"Transactional immunity" affords immunity to the witness from
prosecution for the offense to which the compelled testimony relates.
Black's Law Dictionary (9th Ed.2009)

Transactional immunity - a grant of immunity to a witness by a
prosecutor that exempts the witness from being prosecuted for the
acts about which the witness will testify. Webster's New World Law
Dictionary, copyright 2010
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Yet now everyone is claiming that not only can Haeg be prosecuted after

being given transactional immunity, his statement can be used to do so. This is so

bizarre and completely corrupt it boggles the mind. What happened is everyone

took the chance that Haeg could be railroaded and would never open up a law

book to check up on what happened to him. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to

be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client- as Cole let the state violate Haeg's right against

. self-incrimination and Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

Cole Deposition - "aeg Re-Direct

(144) Cole testified that Haeg agreed to a plea agreement in which all

terms were negotiated and which included giving up the airplane. Yet Haeg has

tape recordings of Cole, while Cole was still representing him and immediately

after, proving that this is completely false. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to

be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client- as Cole's perjury proves his conflict of interest.

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for additional evidence

and how this harmed Haeg.
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(145) Coletestified that the reason the state could use his statement before

trial is because "that's not the time when your guilt or innocence is proven." As

shown in Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above this is false. This proves Cole's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Cole, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as Cole's perjury proves his

conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(146) Cole testified he didn't know how to stop the state from using

Haeg's statemerit before trial. Yet Gonzalez, North, and Kastigar above prove you

ask for a hearing to suppress and require the state to show that they are complying

with the law - something that Cole, the attorney Haeg hired for his counsel, is

required to know. This proves Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more

proven perjury by Cole, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client -

as it is irrefutable that the state used Haeg's statement and map against him. See

court record, charging informations, and Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

"Of all the rights that an accused person has, the right to be
represented by counsel is by far the most pervasive for it affects his
ability to assert any other rights he may have." United States v.
Cronic, 466 U.S. 648 (U.S. Supreme Court 1984)
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"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable of making informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986)

State v. Sexton, 709 A.2d 288 (N.J. Super. CT. App. Div. 1998):
"Court found both prosecutorial misconduct and ineffective
assistance which created the 'real potential for an unjust result'."

Owens v. United States 387 F.3d 607 (7th Cir. 2004)
Counsel was ineffective in drug case for failing to adequately move
to suppress evidence seized pursuant to a search of the defendant's
house. The evidence was seized pursuant to a warrant based on a
barebones affidavit, signed by a detective, that stated that an
informant had bought some crack from the defendant at the house
three months earlier. There was no indication of the quantity of
crack or the reliability of the informant.

State v. Scott 602 N.W.2d 296 (Wis. Ct. App. 1999)
Counsel ineffective for failing to move to compel the state to comply
with pretrial agreement and failing to advise the defendant of this
option.

"a fortiori ... a failure to seek enforcement of this constitutional right
is unfair and constitutes prejudice to the defendant". State v. Paske,
121 Wis. 2d 471,360 N.W.2d 695 (Ct. App. 1984)

Wayrynen v. Class, 586 N.W.2d 499 (S.D. 1998) Counsel
ineffective for identifying client to police and having her confess to
15 arson charges without any prior attempt to negotiate a deal with
the state.

Jones v. Barnes, 463 U.S. 745 (U.S. Supreme Court 1983) &
Brookhart v. Janis, 384 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court 1966) ruled it is
the defendant, not the attorney, who is captain of the ship:
"Although the attorney can make some tactical decisions, the
ultimate choice as to which direction to sail is left up to the
defendant. The question is not whether the route taken is correct;
rather, the question is whether [the defendant] approved the
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course."... "The defendant, and not his lawyer or the State, will bear
the personal consequences of a conviction... And although he may
conduct his own defense ultimately to his own detriment, his choice
must be honored out of 'that respect for individual which is the
lifeblood of the law." (Quoting People v. Malkin, 250 N. Y. 185,
350-5 I (1970) Brennan, J. concurring).

State v. Jones 759 P.2d 558 Alaska App.,1988: The reasonableness
of counsel's actions may be determined or substantially influenced
by the defendant's own statements or actions .... [W]hen a defendant
has given counsel reason to believe that pursuing certain
investigations would be fruitless or even harmful, counsel's failure to
pursue those investigations may not later be challenged as
unreasonable. In short, inquiry into counsel's conversations with the
defendant may be critical to a proper assessment of counsel's
investigation decisions, just as it may be critical to a proper
assessment of counsel's other litigation decisions. Of course, a
mistake made out of ignorance rather than from strategy cannot later
be validated as being tactically defensible.

"Prejudice presumed because counsel did not serve as advocate 
such that he was a 'second prosecutor' and defendant would have
been 'better offto have been merely denied counsel.'" Rickman v.
Bell, 131 F.3d 1150 (6th Cir. 1997)

"Defendant was denied his right to counsel because he was forced to
choose between incompetent counselor no counsel at all." Crandell
v. Brunnell, 144 F.3d 1213 (9th Cir. 1998)

"Governments collaboration with defendant's attorney during
investigation and prosecution violated defendants Fifth and Sixth
Amendment right and required dismissal..." United States v.
Marshank, 777 F. Supp. 1507 (N.D. 1991)

"[Counsel] so abandoned his overarching duty to advocate the
defendant's cause that the state proceedings were almost totally non
adversarial. [T]he record supports the district court's finding that
defense counsel turned against [defendant], and that this conflict in
loyalty unquestionably affected his representation. Such an attorney,
like unwanted counsel, 'represents' the defendant only through a
tenuous and unacceptable legal fiction. A defense attorney who
abandons his duty of loyalty to his client and effectively joins the
state in an effort to attain a conviction ... suffers from an obvious
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conflict of interest. In fact, an attorney who is burdened by a conflict
between his client's interests and his own sympathies to the
prosecution's position is considerably worse than an attorney with
loyalty to other defendants, because the interests ofthe state and the
defendant are necessarily in opposition. The performance of
[defendant's] counsel was constitutionally unreasonable, but more
importantly, the evidence presented overwhelmingly established that
his attorney abandoned the required duty of loyalty to his client.
[Defendant's] attorney did not simply make poor strategic choices;
he acted with reckless disregard for his clients best interests and, at
times, apparently with the intention to weaken his client's case.
Prejudice, whether necessary or not, is established under any
applicable standard." Osborn v. Shillinger, 861 F.2d 612 (lOth Cir.
1988)

Arthur Robinson Deposition

On September 9,2011 Haeg's second attorney was deposed (sworn under

oath to tell the truth under penalty of perjury) at the Office of Special Prosecutions

and Appeals, 310 K Street, Anchorage Alaska, 99501.

(1) Robinson testified that he never told Haeg that nothing could be

done about what Cole (Haeg's first attorney) had done. Yet Haeg has recordings of

Robinson, along with affidavits and witnesses, proving Robinson told Haeg

nothing could be done about what Cole had done and that it was all "water under

the bridge." See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to

be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover

up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as'Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum! exhibits/affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(2) Robinson testified that he told Haeg he could try to enforce the plea

agreement that Cole had made. Yet Haeg has recordings ofRobinson, along with

affidavits, witnesses, and documents from Robinson proving that Robinson told

Haeg they could not enforce the plea agreement. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This

proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum! exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed

Haeg.

(3) Robinson testified that it was Haeg that wanted to pursue going to

trial. Yet Haeg has recordings of Robinson, along with affidavits and witnesses,

proving that it was Robinson who wanted to pursue trial. See Haeg's PCR

exhibits. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more

proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client - as Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum! exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(4) Robinson testified that there was a defect in the information because

it was never sworn to under oath by either the police officers or the prosecutor.

Yet Rule 7 holds an information only has to be signed by the prosecutor unless an
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arrest warrant is issued - and the infonnation charging Haeg was signed by

prosecutor Scott Leaders and an arrest warrant was never issued in Haeg's case -

he voluntarily showed up in court. See court record and Rule 7(c)(1):

The indictment or the information shall be a plain, concise and
definite written statement of the essential facts constituting the
offense charged. It shall be signed by the prosecuting attorney.

See also Albrecht v. United States, 273 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court
1927):

The claims mainly urged are that, because of defects in the
infonnation and affidavits attached, there was no jurisdiction in the
District Court and that rights guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment
were violated.

As the affidavits on which the warrant issued had not been properly
verified, the arrest was in violation of the clause in the Fourth
Amendment, which declares that 'no warrants shall issue but upon
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation.' See Ex parte
Burford, 3 Cranch, 448, 453; United States v. Michalski (D. C.) 265
F. 839. But it does not follow that, because the arrest was illegal, the
infonnation was or became void.

Judge Murphy, in denying Robinson's motion, used the indisputable rule

and law above. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum! exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

(5) Robinson testified that the district court did not have subject-matter

jurisdiction over Haeg's case. Yet subject-matter jurisdiction is established by
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statute and it is indisputable that the district court had subject-matter jurisdiction

over Haeg being charged with misdemeanors.

AS 22.15.060 Criminal Jurisdiction (a) The district court has
jurisdiction (1) of the following crimes: (A) a misdemeanor

This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum/ exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed

Haeg.

Further proof of Robinson's ineffectiveness is that Robinson originally told

Haeg that the court would not have "personal" jurisdiction. But when Haeg

proved this false Robinson stated, ''well, they may have personal jurisdiction but

the would not have subject-matter jurisdiction."

(6) Robinson testified-that the he filed a motion to dismiss the

information because it was not sworn to, the court denied the motion, and then the

court allowed Leaders to amend the information which cured the defect. Yet

Robinson never told Haeg the defect had been cured and continued to represent

Haeg as if he still thought it was valid, and even filed an appeal based entirely on

it. See court record and Haeg's PCR exhibits. This is incredible proof of

Robinson's ineffectiveness, deceit, and sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Robinson was
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pursuing a "tactic" he knew was not valid and not pursing those that were valid.

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum! exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence

and how this harmed Haeg.

(7) Robinson testified that the state had not falsified the evidence

locations to Haeg's guide area, they had only "miss numbered" them. Yet the

"miss numbering" was of the Game Management Unit (GMU) in which they were

found - a "miss numbering" that them put them in the same GMU number as

where Haeg guided and the state specifically pointed this out affidavits seizing all

the evidence and property. See court record and Haeg's PCR exhibits. Then the

state presented to Haeg's judge and jury the false GMU numbers and argued that

because Haeg was taking wolves where he guided to benefit his guide area he

must be convicted of guide crimes. And to irrefutably prove the effectiveness of

this Judge Murphy specifically cited the falsified GMU number to justify Haeg's

devastating sentence. See court sentencing record. This proves Robinson's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was prosecuted with

material evidence the state knew was false and Robinson's perjury proves his

conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum/ exhibits/affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(8) Robinson testified that it wasn't true that he had told Haeg nothing

could be done about the all the search and seizure warrants that falsified the
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evidence location to Haeg's guide area. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses

proving Robinson told him nothing could be done about the false warrants. See

Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably

false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout

ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and

harm to client - as Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum! exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

(9) Robinson testified that it wasn't true that he never told Haeg that he

didn't have a right to a prompt post seizure hearing. Yet Haeg has recordings and

witnesses proving Robinson never told him he had a right to a prompt post seizure

hearing. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. In addition Robinson never asked for the plane

or other property back because Haeg was never given a prompt post seizure

hearing - even though Robinson admits that Haeg was adamant in getting the

plane back so he could work. See Haeg's PCR exhibits and Waiste below. This

proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived ofhearing required by due process and Robinson's perjury proves

his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum! exhibits/affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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Waiste v. State, 10 P.3d 1141 (Ak Supreme Court 2000) "This
court's dicta, however, and the persuasive weight of federal law,
both suggest that the Due Process Clause of the Alaska Constitution
should require no more than a prompt postseizure hearing... The
State argues that a prompt postseizure hearing is the only process
due, both under general constitutional principles and under this
court's precedents on fishing-boat seizures, whose comments were
not dicta ...But given the conceded requirement of a prompt
postseizure hearing on the same issues, in the same forum, 'within
days, if not hours' the only burden that the State avoids by
proceeding ex parte is the burden ofhaving to show its justification
for a seizure a few days or hours earlier... The State does not discuss
the private interest at stake, and Waiste is plainly right that it is
significant: even a few days' lost fishing during a three-week salmon
run is serious, and due process mandates heightened solicitude when
someone is deprived ofher or his primary source of income... As
the Good Court noted, moreover, the protection of an adversary
hearing 'is ofparticular importance [in forfeiture cases], where the
Government has a direct pecuniary interest in the outcome.' An
ensemble of procedural rules bounds the State's discretion to seize
vessels and limits the risk and duration ofharmful errors. The rules
include the need to show probable cause to think a vessel forfeitable
in an ex parte hearing before a neutral magistrate, to allow release of
the vessel on bond, and to afford a prompt postseizure hearing."

(10) Robinson testified that since Haeg's plane was like the "cases

concerning boats for commercial fishermen [who] use their boats for a livelihood"

Haeg should have been able to get the plane back that he used to guide with. Yet it

was Haeg who found the commercial fisherman cases that required property, used

as the primary means to provide a livelihood, to be allowed to be bonded out so a

person was not financially devastated before even being charged or taken to trial.

See Waiste directly above. The proof that it was Haeg who found this caselaw is

the fact Robinson when he finally filed a motion for Haeg to bond out the plane,

never put in a single citation to the clear caselaw that required Haeg to be allowed
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to bond the plane out - and never protested when the state falsely claimed the law

did not allow the plane to be bonded out. And finally, when Judge Murphy never

ruled on Haeg's motion to bond out the plane - ever- Robinson did nothing about

it. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Haeg was deprived of his property he needed as his primary means to provide a

livelihood and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum/ exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how

this harmed Haeg.

(11) Robinson testified that before he could pursue the fact that the state

told and induced Haeg to take wolves outside the area but claim they were taken

inside he needed a witnesses to corroborate. Yet at the time he told Haeg that this

was not a legal defense and could not be pursued. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. And

there were two witnesses. Haeg himself was a witness and also Ted Spraker, a

sitting member of the Alaska Board of Game (the state agency who created and

ran the WolfControl Program) - the one who told Haeg. This proves Robinson's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is

another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of

defense and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original
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PCR memorandum/ exhibits/affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(12) Robinson testified that he could not ask Spraker at Haeg's trial ifhe

(Spraker) told and induced Haeg to take wolves outside the area "because it'd

seem almost like he was admitting to the jury that he had in fact took them

outside." Yet Robinson had Haeg himself get up in front of the jury and had Haeg

himself admit he took wolves outside the area. So Robinson's excuse for not

asking Spraker this is COMPLETELY invalid. This proves Robinson's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of a

defense and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See the court record

and Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits', and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg. In other words Robinson sabotaged all

defenses Haeg had to devastating guide charges - by having Haeg admit to taking

wolves outside the area, never refuting the state's claim he was taking them in is

guide area and thus must be found guilty of guiding crimes (when the state's own

GPS coordinates proved they had falsified the evidence to Haeg's guide area); and

by never exposing how the state itself was responsible for Haeg's action's and

motive. This changed the entire evidentiary picture from Haeg was a knight in

shining armor charging in to save the Wolf Control Program at the state's request

to Haeg was an outlaw guide out to benefit his business.
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(13) Robinson testified that even though Haeg specifically asked he never

discussed with Haeg that he was not going to ask Spraker if Spraker told and

induced Haeg to take wolves outside the area but claim they were taken inside.

Yet all caselaw holds it is the attorney's duty to discuss this with a client:

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component of the
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable of making informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986).

This proves Robinson's sellout ofHaeg and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as Haeg was deprived of a

defense and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See the court record

and Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg

(14) Robinson testified that he never said Haeg could not tell anyone that

the state had told and induced him to take wolves outside the area but claim they

were taken inside. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving Robinson told

him he could not tell anyone. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Robinson's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is

another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as Haeg was deprived of a

defense and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See the court record
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and Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(15) Robinson testified that he never said that Haeg could not get

anything for all he had done for the failed plea agreement (year of guiding given

up, witnesses flown in from around the country, etc). Yet Haeg has recordings and

witnesses proving Robinson told him he could get nothing for all he had done for .

the failed plea agreement and it "was all water under the bridge." See Haeg's PCR

exhibits. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more

proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client - as Haeg was deprived of plea agreement enforcement and Robinson's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(16) Robinson testified he never said nothing could be done about

enforcing the plea agreement. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving

Robinson told said nothing could be done about enforcing the plea agreement and

it "was all water under the bridge." See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves

Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived of plea agreement enforcement and Robinson's perjury proves his
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conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(17) Robinson testified that he didn't know if Haeg knew that if he went

to trial he could not force the state to honor the plea agreement. Yet the ruling

case1aw makes it perfectly clear Robinson was required to inform Haeg of this.

"We believe it self-evident that an indispensable component ofthe
guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is the accused's right to
be advised of basic procedural rights, particularly when the accused
seeks such advice by specific inquiry. Without knowing what rights
are provided under law, the accused may well be unable to
understand available legal options and may consequently be
incapable of making informed decisions." Smith v. State, 717 P.2d
402 (Ak 1986)

This deprived Haeg of plea agreement enforcement. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(18) Robinson testified that he never told Haeg that his statement could

be used against him. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving Robinson

told Haeg that this statement could be used against him and was being used against

him. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. In addition Robinson own reply states that the state

"should not" use Haeg's statement, not that the state "could not" use Haeg's

statement. See court record. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right against se1f-
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incrimination and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(19) Robinson testified that he told Haeg that his statement could not be

used because it was part of a plea agreement. Yet as Haeg already proved above

this is not what Robinson told Haeg - backed up by the fact Robinson himself

wrote a reply brief stating it "should not" be used (which is permissive) instead of

"could not" be used (which is not permissive).

Evidence Rule 410(a), Inadmissibility of Plea Discussions in Other
Proceedings proves this distinction: "Evidence of. ... statements or
agreements made in connection with any of the foregoing pleas or
offers, is not admissible in any civil or criminal action, case or
proceeding.....

See court record. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false,

more proven perjury by Robinson, is. another attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right against self-incrimination and

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(20) Robinson testified that he argued he argued at trial that Haeg's statement

could not be used against Haeg. The court record of Haeg's trial irrefutably proves

this is false. See court record. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up
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his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right against self-

incrimination and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original peR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(21) Robinson testified that Leaders did not use Haeg's statement against

Haeg in the state's case in chief. Yet Haeg's statement could not be used

ANYWHERE by the state, not just in its case in chief. See Gonzalez, North, and

Kastigar above and Evidence Rule 41O(a):

"Evidence of. ... statements or agreements made in connection with
any of the foregoing pleas or offers, is not admissible in any civil or
criminal action, case or proceeding.....

And it is indisputable that Leaders, in the state's case in chief, presented to the

jury the map that Leaders required Haeg to make during his statement. See court

record, exhibt #25. When Haeg later cross-examined Robinson on this Robinson

admitted Haeg's map was used by the state in its case in chief. This proves

Robinson knowing testified falsely about the state not using Haeg's statement

against Haeg during its case in chief - by definition felony perjury. This proves

Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived of his right against self-incrimination and Robinson's perjury proves
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his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(22) Robinson testified that he advised Haeg the risk of taking the stand, that

Haeg wanted to testify, and that he did not recommend Haeg taking the stand. Yet

Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving Robinson never told Haeg ofthe risks

of taking the stand and that Haeg did not what to take the stand. See Haeg's PCR

exhibits. In addition Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving Robinson told

Haeg that he had to take the stand because the state was going to present only the

"bad" parts ofHaeg's statement to the jury and for the "good" parts to be heard

Haeg had to testify, On cross-examinationRobinson admitted this was the case.

This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Haeg was deprived of his right against self-incrimination and Robinson's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(23) Robinson testified that he never said Haeg would lose at trial because Cole

had given the state everything. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving

Robinson told Haeg that he would lose at trial because Cole had given the state

everything. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to

be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover

up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney
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performance and harm to client - as Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this hanned Haeg.

(24) Robinson testified that Cole could not have done anything about

Zellers being used by the state against Haeg. Yet overwhelming caselaw proves

this is not true - as Cole has testified Haeg was given immunity for his statement,

affirmatively presented Haeg's statement to Zellers, used Haeg's statement to

force Zellers to cooperate, and Zellers (and Zellers attorney Fitzgerald) have

testified under oath that this was the case.

State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (AK Supreme Court
1993) "We do not doubt that, in theory, strict application of use and
derivative use immunity would remove the hazard of incrimination.
Because we doubt that workaday measures can, in practice, protect
adequately against use and derivative use, we ultimately hold that
[former] AS 12.50.101 impermissibly dilutes the protection of article
I, section 9.

Procedures and safeguards can be implemented, such as isolating
the prosecution team or certifying the state's evidence before trial,
but the accused often will not adequately be able to probe and test
the state's adherence to such safeguards.

One of the more notorious recent immunity cases, United States v.
North, 910 F.2d 843 (D.C.Cir.) modified, 920 F.2d 940
(D.C.Cir.1990) illustrates another proof problem posed by use and
derivative use immunity.

First, the prosecution could use the compelled testimony to refresh
the recollection of a witness testifying at North's criminal trial. The
second problem, however, is more troublesome. In a case such as
North, where the compelled testimony receives significant publicity,
witnesses receive casual exposure to the substance of the compelled
testimony through the media or otherwise. Id. at 863. In such cases,
a court would face the insurmountable task of determining the extent
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and degree to which "the witnesses' testimony may have been
shaped, altered, or affected by the immunized testimony." Id.

The second basis for our decision is that the state cannot
meaningfully safeguard against nonevidentiary use of compelled
testimony. Nonevidentiary use "include assistance in focusing the
investigation, deciding to initiate prosecution, refusing to plea
bargain, interpreting evidence, planning cross-examination, and
otherwise generally planning trial strategy."_United States v.
McDaniel, 482 F.2d 305,311 (8th Cir.1973). Innumerable people
could come into contact with the compelled testimony, either
through official duties or, in a particularly notorious case, through
the media. Once persons come into contact with the compelled
testimony they are incurably tainted for nonevidentiary purposes.

This situation is further complicated if potential jurors are exposed
to the witness' compelled testimony through wide dissemination in
the media.

When compelled testimony is incriminating, the prosecution can
"focus its investigation on the witness to the exclusion of other
suspects, thereby working an advantageous reallocation of the
government's financial resources and personnel." With knowledge of
how the crime occurred, the prosecution may refine its trial strategy
to "probe certain topics more extensively and fruitfully than
otherwise." Id. These are only some of the possible nonevidentiary
advantages the prosecution could reap by virtue of its knowledge of
compelled testimony.

Even the state's utmost good faith is not an adequate assurance
against nonevidentiary uses because there may be "non-evidentiary
uses of which even the prosecutor might not be consciously aware."
State v. Soriano, 68 Or.App. 642, 684 P.2d 1220,1234 (1984) (only
transactional immunity can protect state constitutional guarantee
against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony). We sympathize
with the Eighth Circuit's lament in McDaniel that "we cannot escape
the conclusion that the [compelled] testimony could not be wholly
obliterated from the prosecutor's mind in his preparation and trial of
the case." McDaniel, 482 F.2d at 312. This incurable inability to
adequately prevent or detect nonevidentiary use, standing alone,
presents a fatal constitutional flaw in use and derivative use
immunity.
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Because of the manifold practical problems in enforcing use and
derivative use immunity we cannot conclude that [former] AS
12.50.101 is constitutional. Mindful ofEdward Coke's caution that
'it is the worst oppression, that is done by colour ofjustice,' we
conclude that use and derivative use immunity is constitutionally
infirm." State of Alaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme
Court 1993)

"[N]one of the testimony or exhibits ...became known to the
prosecuting attorneys ...either from the immunized testimony itself
or from leads derived from the testimony, directly or indirectly...we
conclude that the use of immunized testimony by witnesses to
refresh their memories, or otherwise to focus their thoughts, organize
their testimony, or alter their prior or contemporaneous statements,
constitutes evidentiary use rather than nonevidentiary use. This
observation also applies to witnesses who studied, reviewed, or were
exposed to the immunized testimony in order to prepare themselves
or others as witnesses.

When the government puts on witnesses who refresh, supplement, or
modifY that evidence with compelled testimony, the government
uses that testimony to indict and convict.

From a prosecutor's standpoint, an unhappy byproduct of the Fifth
Amendment is that Kastigar may very well require a trial within a
trial (or a trial before, during, or after the trial) if such a proceeding
is necessary for the court to determine whether or not the
government has in any fashion used compelled testimony to indict or
convict a defendant. If the government chooses immunization, then

.it must understand that the Fifth Amendment and Kastigar mean that
it is taking a great chance that the witness cannot constitutionally be
indicted or prosecuted.

Finally, and most importantly, an ex parte review in appellate
chambers is not the equivalent of the open adversary hearing
contemplated by Kastigar. See United States v. Zielezinski, 740 F.2d
727, 734 (9th Cir.1984) Where immunized testimony is used ... the
prohibited act is simultaneous and coterminous with the
presentation; indeed, they are one and the same. There is no
independent violation that can be remedied by a device such as the
exclusionary rule: the ...process itself is violated and corrupted, and
the [information or trial] becomes indistinguishable from the
constitutional and statutory transgression.
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This burden may be met by establishing that the witness was never
exposed to North's immunized testimony, or that the allegedly
tainted testimony contains no evidence not "canned" by the
prosecution before such exposure occurred.

Where immunized testimony is used ... the prohibited act is
simultaneous and coterminous with the presentation; indeed, they are
one and the same. There is no independent violation that can be
remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the ...process
itself is violated and corrupted, and the indictment [or trial]
becomes indistinguishable from the constitutional and statutory
transgression. If the government has in fact introduced trial evidence
that fails the Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is entitled to a
new trial. If the same is true as to grand jury evidence, then the
indictment must be dismissed." United States v. North, 910 F.2d 843
(D.C.Cir. 1990)

"The Government must do more than negate the taint; it must
affirmatively prove that its evidence is derived from a legitimate
source wholly independent of the compelled testimony." Kastigar v.
United States, 406 U.S. 441 (U.S. Supreme Court 1972)

This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Haeg was deprived of his right against self-incrimination and Robinson's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(25) Robinson testified that he never told Haeg that he would no doubt win on

appeal. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving Robinson told Haeg that

he would no doubt win on appeal. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves

Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by
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Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both
I

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(26) Robinson testified that he still thought the subject matter jurisdiction issue

was still valid for Haeg's appeal. Yet Robinson himself had previously testified

that the state had "cured" this defect prior to trial. This proves Robinson's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Robinson was pursuing an

invalid "tactic", ignoring valid tactics, and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict

of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(27) Robinson testified that he never said Haeg couldn't tell anyone about the

plea agreement because that would be "admitting" to the court they had subject

matter jurisdiction. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving Robinson told

Haeg that he couldn't tell anyone about the plea agreement because this would

"admit" the court had subject matter jurisdiction. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This

proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg
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was deprived of his right to plea agreement enforcement and Robinson's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(28) Robinson testified that he never heard Haeg had been granted

immunity for his statement. Yet Cole has testified that Haeg had immunity for his

statement and Robinson claims that he talked to Cole about the statement. So

either Robinson is lying that he never heard that Haeg had immunity for the

statement or Cole lied to Robinson that Haeg didn't have immunity for the

statement. In either event this is ineffective assistance of counsel, as Haeg could

not be prosecuted after being given immunity (See Gonzalez and North above)-

proving the harm to Haeg. And since this was the case Robinson had a duty to find

this out and both Cole and Robinson had a duty to use this in Haeg's defense.

(29) Robinson testified that Haeg's statement could not be used because

of the evidentiary rules. Yet these rules hold that Haeg's statement could not be

used anywhere for anything - yet Robinson keeps testifying that the evidentiary

rules only exclude Haeg's statement from being used in the state's case in chief.

See Evidence Rule 41O(a):

"Evidence of. ... statements or agreements made in connection with
any of the foregoing pleas or offers, is not admissible in any civil or
criminal action, case or proceeding....."

. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as
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Haeg was deprived of his right against self-incrimination and Robinson's perjury

proves his conflict of interest.See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(30) Robinson testified that why would Haeg make a plea agreement and take a

deal ifHaeg had immunity. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving Cole

and Robinson told Haeg that he could be prosecuted after being given immunity

and that the state could use his statement to do so. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This

explains why Haeg agreed to be prosecuted after being given immunity - he didn't

know that being given immunity meant he could not be prosecuted. It was for this

information that he hired his attorneys for hundreds of thousands of dollars and

why they are guilty beyond any doubt of ineffective assistance of counsel - they

let Haeg be prosecuted when the law prevented Haeg from being prosecuted. This

proves Robinson's and Cole's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more

proven perjury by Robinson and Cole, is another attempt to cover up their sellout

ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and

harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right not to be prosecuted, against

self-incrimination, and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See

Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(31) Robinson testified that he did not believe Haeg had been given immunity.

Yet Cole has twice testified under oath that Haeg had been given immunity and a

witness that Cole called to testify on Cole's behalf, attorney Kevin Fitzgerald, has
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also testified that Haeg had been given immunity. This proves Robinson's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his

right not to be prosecuted, against self-incrimination, and Robinson's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(32) Robinson testified that Judge Murphy allowed the state to "correct" the

subject matter jurisdiction defect prior to trial. Yet Robinson's trial and appeal

"tactic" was based on this "defect" and not on the use ofHaeg's statement, the

knowing falsification of the evidence locations to Haeg's guide area, or the fact

state told Haeg that for the greater good of the state he must do exactly as they

charged him with doing. This proves Robinson's sellout ofHaeg and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived of these defenses for a defense that had no merit becaeu it had been

corrected .. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(33) Robinson testified that Leaders never took Haeg's statement out of

the charging information even after Robinson protested this. Yet Robinson never

said a word about this continued and specific violation of Evidence Rule 410 (not

to mention the additional violation ofHaeg's immunity). See court record .

.Everything that happened after this was "fruit of the poisonous tree" - or null and
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void - including Haeg's trial and conviction. This proves Robinson's

ineffectiveness and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance

and harm to client. See the Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for evidence and for how this harmed Haeg.

(34) Robinson testified that there was nothing improper with the state

using Haeg's statement to cross-examine Haeg. Yet Evidence Rule 410(b) (which

prevents the use of plea agreement statements) specifically states:

This rule shall not apply to (1) the introduction ofvoluntary and
reliable statements made in court on the record in connection with
any of the forgoing plea when offered in subsequent proceedings as
prior inconsistent statements, and (2) proceedings by a defendant to
attack or enforce a plea agreement.

Haeg's statement was made in Cole's office and was not on the record - thus the

state could not use Haeg's statement to cross-examine Haeg. This proves

Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived ofhis right against self-incrimination and Robinson's perjury proves

his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(35) Robinson testified that he did not object to Leaders use of Haeg's statement

to cross-examine Haeg after he took the stand because Haeg's statement could be

used for this. As shown above, Evidence Rule 41O(b) prevented this use as Haeg's

statement was not made in court (it was made in Cole's office) and was not made
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on the record. This proves Robinson's ineffectiveness, proves his sworn testimony

to be irrefutably false, is more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to

cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right against self

incrimination and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(36) Robinson testified that he had no grounds to protest Zellers testimony. Yet

Zellers and Kevin Fitzgerald have testified that Haeg's statement was used to force

Zellers to testify. See Haeg's exhibits. As no use could be made of anything or

anyone tainted by Haeg's statement Robinson had irrefutable grounds to object to

Zellers testimony. See Gonzalez, North, Kastigar, and Evidence Rule 410 above.

This proves Robinson's ineffectiveness, proves his sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, is more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover

up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right against self

incrimination and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(37) Robinson testified that nothing needed to be done about the

irrefutable violation of Haeg's constitutional right against self-incrimination. Yet
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all caselaw hold that a violation of the right against self-incrimination means the

conviction is invalid - period - end of story:

"[A] defendant in a criminal case is deprived of due process of law if
his conviction is founded, in whole or in part, upon an involuntary
[statement], without regard for the truth or falsity ... even though
there is ample evidence aside from the [statement] to support the
conviction." Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368 (U.S. Supreme Court
1964).

"The Government must do more than negate the taint; it must
affirmatively prove that its evidence is derived from a legitimate
source wholly independent of the compelled testimony." Kastigar v.
United States, 406 U.S. 441 (U.S. Supreme Court 1972).

This proves Robinson's ineffectiveness, proves his sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, is more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover

up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived ofhis right not to be

prosecuted, his right against self-incrimination, and Robinson's perjury proves his

conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and.

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(38) Robinson was non-responsive when asked if there was a reason to

challenge the state's theory that Haeg was killing wolves in his guide area to

benefit his guide business. Yet Haeg had told Robinson that the state had falsified

the wolf kill locations to Haeg's guide are on every warrant used to seized Haeg's

property; used the false locations to justify guiding charges against Haeg; testified

falsely to Haeg'sjudge and jury about the wolf kill locations; and then argued to

Haeg's judge and jury this justified Haeg being found guilty ofdevastating guide
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,charges - when all along the state's own GPS coordinates proved the wolves were

not killed in Haeg's guiding area - and Haeg had told the state this years before

trial during Haeg's statement. This proves Robinson's ineffectiveness, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his

right not to be prosecuted with material evidence known to the state to be false and

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original peR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

In addition, when the state falsified the Game Management Unit numbers

during trial Haeg flat demand Robinson confront the state on this. Only after the

state knew they had been found out did they admit they had testified falsely about

the GMU numbers. But then no one, not Robinson and not the state, told Haeg's

judge and jury that this meant the state's whole theory that Haeg was killing

wolves where he guide was false. And because the state (Trooper Gibbens) owed

up to the falsehood only after he knew he was caught, this is proven perjury by the

state, which is not allowed:

AS 11.56.200. Perjury
(a) A person commits the crime of perjury if the person makes a
false sworn statement which the person does not believe to be true.
(b) In a prosecution under this section, it is not a defense that
(1) the statement was inadmissible under the rules of evidence; or
(2) the oath or affirmation was taken or administered in an irregular
manner.
(c) Perjury is a class B felony.
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AS 11.56.235. Retraction as a defense.
(a) In a prosecution under AS 11.56.200_or 11.56.230, if the false
statement was made in an official proceeding, it is an affirmative
defense that the defendant expressly retracted the false statement
(I) during the course of the same official proceeding;
(2) before discovery of the falsification became known to the
defendant;
(3) before reliance upon the false statement by the person for whom
it was intended; and
(4) if the official proceeding involved a trier of fact, before the
subject matter of the official proceeding was submitted to the
ultimate trier of fact.

"[Tlhe dignity ofthe U.S. Government will not permit the conviction
of any person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and
free nation does not need convictions based upon such testimony. It
cannot afford to abide with them." Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1
(U.S. Supreme Court 1956)

"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be
such by representatives of the State, is a denial of due process, and
there is also a denial of due process, when the State, though not
soliciting false evidence, allows it to go through uncorrected when it
appears. Principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, implicit in
any concept of ordered liberty, does not cease to apply merely
because the false testimony goes only to the credibility of the
witness." Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S. Supreme Court 1959)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and
hearing if state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf,
has contrived conviction through pretense of trial which in truth is
used as means ofdepriving defendant of liberty through deliberate
deception of court and jury by presentation of testimony known to be
perjured, and in such case state's failure to afford corrective judicial
process to remedy the wrong when discovered by reasonable
diligence would constitute deprivation of liberty without due
process." Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103 (U.S. Supreme Court
1935)

"The principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, [isl
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implicate in any concept of ordered liberty ..." Giles v. Maryland,
386 U.S. 66 (U.S. Supreme Court 1967)

"We hold the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment is
violated when a defendant has to stand trial on an indictment which
the government knows is based partially on perjured testimony..."
United States v. Basurto, 497 F.2d 781 (9th Cir. 1974)

And the proof of the effectiveness of the perjury even after the state admitted to it

is the fact that Judge Murphy specifically cited the false evidence locations as

justification for Haeg's sever sentence. And if Judge Murphy used the perjury to

sentence Haeg it stands to reason Haeg's jury used the perjury to convict him. This

proves Robinson's ineffectiveness, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right not to be prosecuted with perjury by

the state and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(39) Robinson testified that he had no further reason to look at whether or

not Trooper Gibbens search warrant affidavits were correct when Trooper Gibbens

was caught at trial admitting he had knowingly falsified the.evidence locations.

(The false evidence locations were placed on every last search warrant affidavit -

and it was now proven Gibbens was knowingly falsifying this.) See court record

and Haeg's PCR exhibits. Yet all caselaw holds that intentional or reckless

falsification on a warrant affidavit renders it null and void:
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"[Alii evidence obtained by searches & seizures in violation of the
Federal Constitution is inadmissible in a criminal trial in a state.
Nothing can destroy a government more quickly than its failure to
observe its own laws, or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own
existence." Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (U.S. Supreme Court 1961)

"Once defendant has shown that specific statements in affidavit
supporting search warrant are false, together with statement of
reasons in support of assertion of falsehood, burden then shifts to
State to show that statements were not intentionally or recklessly
made." Lewis v. State, 9 P.3d 1028, (Ak.,2000)

"State & federal constitutional requirement that warrants issue only
upon a showing of probable cause contains the implied mandate that
the factual representations in the affidavit be truthful." State v.
Davenport, 510 P.2d 78, (Ak.,1973)

"Misstatements on warrants were material and intentional, justifying
suppression of evidence obtained through use of the warrants." State
v. White, 707 P2d 271 (Ak., 1985)

"'[Defendant] has everything to gain and nothing to lose' in filing a
motion to suppress ..." U.S. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440 (9th Cir. 1991)

When Trooper Gibbens admitted to knowingly falsifying the evidence

locations at trial it is clear he had to know the search warrant affidavits were also

false. And the state's own case at trial and Judge Murphy's specific use of the

false evidence locations proves it was material. In other words not only would

have Gibbens perjury at trial ended Haeg's prosecution - so would his falsification

of the evidence locations on all the search warrant affidavits - because virtually all

evidence was tainted by the materially false locations. This proves Robinson's

ineffectiveness, proves his sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, is more proven

perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as
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Haeg was deprived ofhis right not to be prosecuted with evidence obatined in

violation ofHaeg's right against unreasonable searches and seizures, his right not

to be prosecuted with perjury by the state, and Robinson's perjury proves his

conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(40) Robinson testified that he raised the issue that Haeg should be

charged under the Wolf Control Program law. Yet Robinson never protested when

Judge Murphy (who was being chauffeured full time by Trooper Gibbens) granted

the state's protection order that Haeg could not argue that he should have been

charged under the Wolf Control Program - stripping Haeg of the protection of the

law. See court record. And to justify stripping Haeg of this protection the state had

falsified all evidence locations to Haeg's guide area and Robinson told Haeg it

wasn't a legal defense that the state officials running the Wolf Control Program

told Haeg it was in the best interest of the state to do exactly as Haeg was charged

with doing. And Robinson never brought this up in his points of appeal. See court

record. This proves Robinson's ineffectiveness and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as Haeg was deprived ofhis

right to the equal protection of the law and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict

of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(41) Robinson testified that he discussed a pretrial motion to suppress

with Haeg. Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving this is false. See
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Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably

false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout

ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and

harm to client- as Haeg was deprived of his right against self-incrimination, right

against unreasonable searches and seizures, right not to be prosecuted with perjury

by the state, and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(42) Robinson testified that the only way to suppress evidence

seized with a search warrant was if the "misstatement" on the affidavit were

reckless or intentional and that he did not know if Gibbens falsifying the

evidence location was reckless or intentional. Yet, as shown above,

Gibbens knew the evidence locations on his affidavits were false at trial yet

continued to falsify the evidence locations so they would conform to his

affidavits that were used to seize all the evidence. And only after he knew

his falsification had been discovered did he admit he had falsified the

evidence locations. This proves the "misstatement" was intentional. Yet

even after he admitted this Haeg's trial went on without anyone informing

the judge or jury this meant all the search warrants were false and that the

state's case Haeg was taking wolves to benefit his guide business was false.

And the proof everything was still tainted was the fact Judge Murphy

specifically used the false locations to justify Haeg's sentence. And more
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disturbing then this is the fact prosecutor Leaders had to know the evidence

locations on the warrants had been falsified yet did nothing about it and

later, when he solicited Gibbens testimony at trial, knew Gibbens trial

testimony was also false and did nothing about it. Leaders had to know all

this years ahead oftime because Haeg and Zellers, during the statements

they gave Leaders and Gibbens, stated and proved the evidence locations

were false.

"[Tlhe dignity of the u.s. Government will not permit the conviction
of any person on tainted testimony. The government ofa strong and
free nation does not need convictions based upon such testimony. It
cannot afford to abide with them." Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1
(U.S. Supreme Court 1956)

"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be.
such by representatives of the State, is a denial of due process, and
there is also a denial of due process, when the State, though not
soliciting false evidence, allows it to go through uncorrected when it
appears. Principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, implicit in
any concept of ordered liberty, does not cease to apply merely
because the false testimony goes only to the credibility of the
witness." Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S. Supreme Court 1959)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and
hearing if state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf,
has contrived conviction through pretense oftrial which in truth is
used as means of depriving defendant of liberty through deliberate
deception of court and jury by presentation of testimony known to be
perjured, and in such case state's failure to afford corrective judicial
process to remedy the wrong when discovered by reasonable
diligence would constitute deprivation of liberty without due
process." Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103 (U.S. Supreme Court
1935)

"The principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, [isl
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implicate in any concept of ordered liberty ... " Giles v. Maryland,
386 U.S. 66 (U.S. Supreme Court 1967)

"We hold the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment is
violated when a defendant has to stand trial on an indictment which
the government knows is based partially on perjured testimony... "
United States v. Basurto, 497 F.2d 781 (9th Cir. 1974)

This proves Robinson had to have known that Gibbens knew the statements

he made on the affidavits were false - requiring all the evidence to be suppressed.

This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Robinson, isanother attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client- as

Haeg was deprived ofhis right not to be prosecuted with evidence obatined in

violation ofHaeg's right against unreasonable searches and seizures, his right not

to be prosecuted with perjury by the state, and Robinson's perjury proves his

conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

Commonwealth v. Bowie, 243 F.3d 1109 (9th Cir. 2001):
The ultimate mission of the system upon which we rely to protect
the liberty of the accused as well as the welfare of society is to
ascertain the factual truth, and to do so in a manner that comports
with due process of law as defined by our Constitution. This
important mission is utterly derailed by unchecked lying witnesses,
and by any law enforcement officer or prosecutor who finds it
tactically advantageous to turn a blind eye to the manifest potential
for malevolent disinformation. See United States v. Wallach, 935
F.2d 445 (2nd Cir. 1991) ("Indeed, ifit is established that the

. government knowingly permitted the introduction of false testimony
'reversal is virtually automatic.' ") (citations omitted); In Napue v.
Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (1959), Chief Justice Warren reinforced this
constitutional imperative. "A lie is a lie, no matter what its subject,
and, if it is in any way relevant to the case, the district attorney has
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the responsibility and duty to correct what he knows to be false and
elicit the truth."

A prosecutor's "responsibility and duty to correct what he knows to
be false and elicit the truth," Napue, 360 U.S. at 269-270, requires a
prosecutor to act when put on notice of the real possibility of false
testimony. This duty is not discharged by attempting to finesse the
problem by pressing ahead without a diligent and a good faith
attempt to resolve it. A prosecutor cannot avoid this obligation by
refusing to search for the truth and remaining willfully ignorant of
the facts.

What appears clearly from this record is a studied decision by the
prosecution not to rock the boat, but instead to press forward with
testimony that was possibly false. What emerges from this record is
an intent to secure a conviction of murder even at the cost of
condoning perjury. This record emits clear overtones of the
Machiavellian maxim: "the end justifies the means," an idea that is
plainly incompatible with our constitutional concept of ordered
liberty. See Rochin v. California. 342 U.S. 165, 169 (1952).
Such false testimony and false evidence corrupts the criminal justice
system and makes a mockery out of its constitutional goals and
objectives.

The authentic majesty in our Constitution derives in large measure
from the rule of law -principle and process instead ofperson.
Conceived in the shadow of an abusive and unanswerable tyrant who
rejected all authority save his own, our ancestors wisely birthed a
government not ofleaders, but of servants of the law. Nowhere in
the Constitution or in the Declaration oflndependence, nor for that
matter in the Federalist or in any other writing of the Founding
Fathers, can one find a single utterance that could justify a decision
by any oath-beholden servant of the law to look the other way when
confronted by the real possibility of being complicit in the wrongful
use of false evidence to secure a conviction in court. When the
Preamble of the Constitution consecrates the mission of our
Republic in part to the pursuit of Justice, it does not contemplate that
the power of the state thereby created could be used improperly to
abuse its citizens, whether or not they appear factually guilty of
offenses against the public welfare. It is for these reasons that Justice
George Sutherland correctly said in Berger that the prosecution is
not the representative of an ordinary party to a lawsuit, but of a
sovereign with a responsibility not just to win, but to see that justice
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be done. 295 U.S. at 88. Hard blows, yes, foul blows no. The wise
observation of Justice Louis Brandeis bears repeating in this context:
"In a government of laws, existence of the government will be
imperiled ifit fails to observe the law scrupulously. Our government
is the potent, the omnipresent teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches
the whole people by its example .... If the government becomes a
lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for the law; it invites every man to
become a law unto himself."

All due process demands here is that a prosecutor guard against the
corruption of the system caused by fraud on the court by taking
whatever action is reasonably appropriate given the circumstances of
each case. The Attorney General's faulty decision and calculated
course of non-action in this case deprived Bowie of the fair process
that was his due under our Constitution before he could be deprived
of his liberty.

(43) Robinson testified that if there was proof that Gibbens had

committed perjury he would have asked for sanctions that may have included a

mistrial. Robinson then testified that since Gibbens "corrected" his testimony this

meant Gibbens was not guilty of perjury. Yet Robinson testified that Gibbens

corrected his testimony only after Gibbens knew his falsification had been

discovered - meaning that Gibbens had to have known at the time he gave the

testimony it was false and waited until he knew he had been caught before fessing

up - and if he had never been caught he would have never "corrected" his false

testimony. This is by definition perjury - which would have ended Haeg's

prosecution:

AS 11.56.200. Perjury
(a) A person commits the crime of perjury if the person makes a

false sworn statement which the person does not believe to be true.
(b) In a prosecution under this section, it is not a defense that
(1) the statement was inadmissible under the rules of evidence;

or
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(2) the oath or affirmation was taken or administered in an
irregular manner.

(c) Perjury is a class B felony.
AS 11.56.235. Retraction as a defense.

(a) In a prosecution under AS I 1.56.200_or 11.56.230, if the
false statement was made in an official proceeding, it is an
affirmative defense that the defendant expressly retracted the false
statement

(l) during the course of the same official proceeding;
(2) before discovery of the falsification became known to the

defendant;
(3) before reliance upon the false statement by the person for

whom it was intended; and
(4) if the official proceeding involved a trier offact, before the

subject matter of the official proceeding was submitted to the
ultimate trier of fact.

This proves Robinson's ineffectiveness, proves his sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, is more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover

up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right not to be

prosecuted with evidence obatined in violation ofHaeg's right not to be

prosecuted with perjury by the state and Robinson's perjury pro~es his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(44) Robinson testified that since Haeg admitted to violations the state's

case could not have been based upon material false evidence. Yet Haeg never

admittd to vilations. See court record and Haeg's PCr exhibits. And it is irrefutable

that the state falsified the evidence to Haeg's guide area on all the warrants used to

seize property and evidence; falsified the evidence locations to Haeg's guide area
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during trial; and that Haeg's judge specifically used the false location to justify

Haeg's severe sentence - proving the evidence falsification was material. This

proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, is more proven perjury

by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards ofdeficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived of his right not to be prosecuted with evidence obatined in violation

ofHaeg's right not to be prosecuted with perjury by the state and Robinson's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original peR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(45) Robinson testified that Haeg's statement was not used in the state's

case in chief. Yet the map the state required Haeg to make during his statement

was presented to Haeg's jury during the state's case in chief and Robinson has

testified under oath that he knew this. See trial exhibit #25 and the court record. In

addition, as proven by Evidence Rule 410, a plea statement could not be used

-anywhere or anytime by the state - not just excluded from its case in chief. In

addition, Haeg had immunity for his statement so it prevented any prosecution

whatsoever. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, is

more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of

Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Haeg was deprived of his right against self-incrimination and

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original peR
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memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(46) Robinson testified that the only time Haeg's statement was used

against Haeg was after he had testified and that it was allowed to be used to

impeach Haeg after Haeg had testified. Yet as shown in Evidence Rule 41O(b)

above a statement can only be used for this if it is made in court and on the record.

Haeg's statement was not made in court, was not made on the record and had the

additional protection of immunity- which prevents any prosecution whatsoever,

This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, is more proven

perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Haeg was deprived of his right against self-incrimination and Robinson's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(47) Robinson testified that he was not sure if he told Haeg about the

risks of testifying. Yet just minutes previously in his deposition Robinson testified

that he had told Haeg about the risks oftestifying. This is perjury by inconsistent

statements, proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, is more

proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client - as Haeg was deprived ofhis right against self-incrimination and

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR
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memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(48) Robinson testified that he did not advise Haeg to testify. Yet later on

in the deposition, when during cross-examination Robinson knew his falsification

had been discovered, he admitted he had told Haeg that because the state was

going to use the "bad" parts ofHaeg's statements against Haeg at trial Haeg had to

testify to bring in the "good" parts of his statement. This proves Robinson's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, is more proven perjury by Robinson, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his

right against self-incrimination and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(49) Robinson testified that Haeg was absolutely determined to testify.

Yet Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving this is false. See Haeg's PCR

exhibits. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more

proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client - as Haeg was deprived ofhis right against self-incrimination and

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.
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(50) Robinson testified the charging information was defective since it

was not sworn to. Yet Criminal Rule 7 does not require an information be sworn

to:

The indictment or the information shall be a plain, concise and
definite written statement of the essential facts constituting the
offense charged. It shall be signed by the prosecuting attorney.

Since the informations charging Haeg were signed by Leaders, the attorney

prosecuting Haeg, and all authorities hold a prosecutor's signature represents his

oath of office, it is irrefutable the information was not defective because it was not

sworn to. This proves this "tactic" by Robison was unreasonable and nothing more

than a decoy to keep Haeg from pursuing the real defenses of the false evidence

locations, prosecution after being given immunity, statement used to do so, perjury

by state, entrapment, etc, etc. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be

irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up

his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of the numerous defenses

above. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(51) Robinson testified that he could see no other potential defense that

Haeg could use other than the charging information was not sworn to. As shown

above and in more detail in Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits there were numerous defenses - anyone of which would have ended

Haeg's favorably for Haeg. And it is irrefutable that Robinson recognized most of
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these defenses - such as the use ofHaeg'simmunized statement, because

Robinson himself brought it up in a reply brief (where it was not required to be

acted up and was not acted upon) and the state's falsification of the evidence

locations (which Robinson confronted the state on when Haeg flat demanded he

do so). And the power ofthese defenses is stated over and over in Gonzalez,

North, Napue, Mesarosh, Mooney, Giles, and Basurto above. This proves

Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived of the numerous defenses above - anyone ofwhich would have

changed the outcome in Haeg's case. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(52) Robinson testified that he subpoenaed Cole because Haeg wanted

Cole to testify at Haeg's sentencing. Robinson then testified that Cole never

showed up as subpoenaed and that he (Robinson) did not "try to compel Cole's

presence because he didn't see any relevant basis for having Cole testify. Yet

Haeg has recordings and witnesses proving he had given Robinson a written list of

56 questions that Haeg flat demanded Cole be asked at Haeg's sentencing

questions that would have proved the state and Cole had Haeg had give up a year

of guiding for charges less severe than what Haeg had gone trial on, that Haeg was

promised credit for this year, and then Cole and the state refused to give Haeg his

end of the bargain. This would have proved Haeg's conviction on the severe

r
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charges was unconstitutional and would have proved Haeg had to be given credit

for the year ofguiding he had already given up. This proves Robinson's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg never got credit for

the whole year of guiding he had given up because he had been promised he

would get credit for it. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(53) Robinson first testified that he could see no up side or downside to

having Cole testify at Haeg's sentencing but afterward agreed with Peterson's

suggestion that it would hurt to have Cole testify it he admitted that Haeg had told

him he had taken wolves outside the area. Yet Robinson himself had Haeg admit

this very thing at trial in front of everyone including Haeg's sentencing judge. See

court record. No harm whatsoever could come of Cole saying Haeg had also told

him this. Moreover, what good could come from Cole's testimony? Proof Cole

had committed ineffective assistance of counsel and malpractice, reversal of

Haeg's conviction, and credit for the guide year Haeg had given up. This proves

Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived of credit for the guide year already given up and Robinson's perjury
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proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(54) Robinson testified that he was not trying to protect Cole and that his

allegiance to Haeg was never impacted by a desire to protect another attorney. Yet

Haeg has recordings ofRobinson, along with witnesses, proving Robinson was

protecting Cole. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Robinson's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Robinson's perjury proves

his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(55) Robinson testified that Fitzgerald was not subpoenaed because

Fitzgerald did not know about the dispute between Haeg and Leaders over the plea

agreement. Yet Haeg has sworn testimony from Fitzgerald that he knew nearly

everything about the dispute. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Robinson's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is

another attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of his

right to plea agreement enforcement and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(56) Robinson testified that he didn't remember telling Haeg that there

was nothing that could be done about Cole not showing up at Haeg's sentencing.

Yet Haeg has recordings ofRobinson, along with witnesses, proving Robinson

told Haeg nothing could be done about Cole not appearing as subpoenaed. See

Haeg's PCR exhibits. This proves Robinson's testimony to be false, more perjury,

is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of

credit for the guide year already given up and Robinson's perjury proves his

conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(57) Robinson testified that because Cole had disobeyed the subpoena he

could have asked the court to have the troopers go pick up Cole. This proves

Robinson lied to Haeg to protect Cole, proves his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Robinson's lie to Haeg proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(58) Robinson testified that he told Haeg that he was not going to enforce

Cole's subpoena. Yet Haeg has recordings ofRobinson, along with witnesses,

proving Robinson had said there was nothing he could do to force Cole to appear 

not that he chose not to enforce Cole's subpoena. See Haeg's PCR exhibits. This

proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by
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Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both

Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was deprived of credit for the guide year already given up and Robinson's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(59) Robinson testified that it was his (Robinson's) right to decide

whether or not to enforce Cole's subpoena - irregardless of the fact Haeg

demanded Cole be subpoenas and forced to answer the 56 written question Haeg

had prepared. Yet the ruling caselaw state's that it is HAEG who decides what to

do, not Robinson.

Jones v. Barnes, 463 U.S. 745 (U.S. Supreme Court 1983) &
Brookhart v. Janis, 384 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court 1966) ruled it is
the defendant, not the attorney, who is captain of the ship:
"Although the attorney can make some tactical decisions, the
ultimate choice as to which direction to sail is left up to the
defendant. The question is not whether the route taken is correct;
rather, the question is whether [the defendant] approved the
course."... "The defendant, and not his lawyer or the State, will bear
the personal consequences of a conviction ... And although he may
conduct his own defense ultimately to his own detriment, his choice
must be honored out of 'that respect for individual which is the
lifeblood of the law.'," (Quoting People v. Malkin, 250 N. Y. 185,
350-51 (1970) Brennan, J. concurring).

It is clear why Robinson never told Haeg he did not intend on calling Cole

to testify about everything Cole and the state had Haeg do for a plea agreement

they took away after Haeg had paid for it. Haeg would have fired Robinson and

,hired an attorney who would do as Haeg demanded - call Cole and expose his

sellout ofHaeg to the state. In addition, ifHaeg could not find an attorney willing
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to do this Haeg would have done it on his own - just as Haeg is now representing

himself. This proves Robinson's contlcit of interest.

(60) Robinson testified that Judge Murphy allowed in "irrelevant and

unneeded charges" at Haeg's sentencing, "we spent hours going over that", and

that "once the bell is rung it's kind of hard to un-ring it." Yet Robinson never

pointed out the caselaw that prevents this, brought this issue up on appeal, and in

fact told Haeg he could not appeal his severe sentence that was specifically based

upon proven false testimony from the state. See court record.

Smith v. State, 531 P.2d 1273 (Alaska Supreme Court 1975)
"[R]eferences to accusations or arrests which did not lead to
convictions are not proper considerations in sentencing.

This proves Robinson's deficient attorney performance and harm to Haeg.

See the Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(61) Robinson testified the only recourse he had for something prejudicial

that Leaders said was to make a counter argument. Yet this is not true. After

Leaders knowingly accepted Gibbens testimony falsifying the evidence locations

and then continued to argue Haeg had taken the wolves where he guides to benefit

his guide area Robinson could have filed a motion ofprosecutorial misconduct and

asked, as part of the sanctions imposed, that the charges against Haeg be

dismissed:

"[Tlhe dignity of the U.S. Government will not permit the conviction
of any person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and
free nation does not need convictions based upon such testimony. It
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cannot afford to abide with them." Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1
(U.S. Supreme Court 1956)

"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be
such by representatives of the State, is a denial of due process, and
there is also a denial of due process, when the State, though not
soliciting false evidence, allows it to go through uncorrected when it
appears. Principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, implicit in
any concept of ordered liberty, does not cease to apply merely
because the false testimony goes only to the credibility of the
witness." Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S. Supreme Court 1959)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and
hearing if state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf,
has contrived conviction through pretense of trial which in truth is

. used as means of depriving defendant of liberty through deliberate
deception of court and jury by presentation of testimony known to be
perjured, and in such case state's failure to afford corrective judicial
process to remedy the wrong when discovered by reasonable
diligence would constitute deprivation of liberty without due
process." Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103 (U.S. Supreme Court
1935)

"The principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, [is]
implicate in any concept of ordered liberty ... " Giles v. Maryland,
386 U.S. 66 (US. Supreme Court 1967)

This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more

proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client - as Haeg was prosecuted with perjury by the state and Robinson's perjury

proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits,

and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(62) Robinson testified that he had no idea ifLeaders would give Haeg

credit for the year guiding if Haeg decided to accept "the state's original offer of

forfeiting the airplane and 1 year off'. YetHaeg has a copy of a letter from

Leaders to Robinson stating that Haeg would NOT be given credit for the year

Haeg was told to give up for the plea agreement. This proves Robinson's sworn

testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another

attempt to cover up his sellout of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was deprived of the

credit he was promised for the guide year given up and Robinson's perjury proves

his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(63) Robinson testified that there was no question that the state's theory

was that Haeg was taking wolves where he guide to benefit his guide business. Yet

Robinson did nothing to point out the state was knowingly using false evidence

and testimony to do this. See court record and Haeg's PCR exhibits. This would

have ended Haeg's trial:

"[Tlhe dignity of the U.S. Government will not permit the conviction
of any person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and
free nation does not need convictions based upon such testimony. It
cannot afford to abide with them." Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1
(U.S. Supreme Court 1956)

This proves Robinson's sellout ofHaeg and meets both Risher standards of

deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was prosecuted with
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perjury by the state. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(64) Robinson testified that the court denied his motion that Haeg be

allowed to bond the airplane out. Yet the court never ruled on this motion. See

court record. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more

proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg,

and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to

client - as Haeg was deprived of the priamry means by which he provided a

livelihood and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's

original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and

how this harmed Haeg.

(65) Robinson testified that since sentencing went until 2 in the morning

he was tired but not unconscious or delirious. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of

Robinson stating that he "was barely there by 11 [pm]". This proves Robinson's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is

another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards

of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was entitled to

effective assistance of counsel and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of

interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

In addition Haeg told Robinson he was so wore out by that time he didn't

know what was going on and then Robinson told Haeg he had no right to appeal
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his severe sentence. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(66) Robinson testified that "she [Judge Murphy] drug this thing [Haeg's

sentencing] out longer than she should have - I mean there's no doubt about that."

Yet Robinson never protested this, asked for a new sentencing, placed this in

Haeg's points of appeal, and in fact told Haeg nothing could be done about the

sentencing or Haeg's severe sentence - when Criminal Rule 32.5 and Appellate

Rule 215 specifically allowed Haeg to appeal the sentencing and sentence.

Compounding this misinformation from Robinson was Judge Murphy's failure to

inform Haeg he could appeal his sentence - as she was required to do under

Criminal Rule 32.5 and Appellate Rule 215. This proves Robinson's sellout of

Haeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm

to client - as Haeg would have appealed his sentence had Robison told him the

truth or Judge Murphy informed Haeg as she was required to. See Haeg's original

PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(67) Robinson testified that the reason he didn't appeal Haeg's sentence

was that ifHaeg overturned his conviction Haeg wouldn't a have a sentence. Yet

if Haeg can't overturn his sentence (as he has been unable to do for the last 7

years) he will have to live with an illegal, unjust, and devastating sentence. And it

was Haeg's right to decide ifhe wanted to appeal his sentence or not - not

Robinson's decision. Since Robinson lied to Haeg that the sentence could not be
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appealed Robinson unconstitutionally took this decision away from Haeg. This

proves Robinson's sellout of Haeg and meets both Risher standards of deficient

attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg would have appealed his

sentence had Robison told him the truth or Judge Murphy informed Haeg as she

was required to. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits

for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(68) Robinson testified that Haeg did not have immunity for his statement

and that this was "just [Haeg's] rendition of what he thinks happened." Yet Cole,

who was Haeg's attorney when Haeg gave the statement, and Fitzgerald, who was

helping Cole at this time, have both testified under oath that Haeg had

transactional immunity for his statement. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony

to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to

cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney

performance and harm to client - as Haeg should have never been prosecuted and

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(69) Robinson testified that Haeg's statement was not used against Haeg

until Haeg got on the stand. Yet Robinson himself protested the use ofHaeg's

statement in a reply brief long before trial. See court record. This proves

Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets both
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Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg

was prosecuted in violation ofhis right against self-incrimination and Robinson's

perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum,

exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(70) Robinson testified that he never told Haeg that Cole gave Haeg false

advice. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Robinson, along with witnesses, proving

Robinson told Haeg that Cole had given him false advice. See Haeg's exhibits.

This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven

perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Haeg was entitled to effective assistance of counsel and Robinson's perjury proves

his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(71) Robinson testified that Haeg had not hired him to claim ineffective

assistance of counsel of Cole. Yet Haeg had hired Robinson to advocate for him in

a criminal prosecution that included pretrial, trial, sentencing, and on appeal - and

an ineffective assistance of counsel claim can be used during anyone of these

phases to advocate for a defendant:

"Particularly where, as here, it is the pretrial and post-trial
performance of counsel as well as the performance during trial that
is specifically alleged to have been inadequate, it is not sufficient
that the trial judge found counsel's performance as observed in the
course of trial to be adequate." Wood v. Endell, 702 P.2d 248 (AK
1985)
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At any time he represented Haeg Robinson could have claimed Cole's

ineffectiveness violated Haeg's constitutional right to effective assistance of

counsel and asked for all damage done by Cole to be repaired. Instead, Robinson

pressed on with a case that had already been hopelessly sabotaged by Cole. And

Robinson has told Haeg why he never claimed ineffective assistance - a successful

claim of ineffective assistance is the same as proving malpractice. This proves

Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his and Cole's sellout ofHaeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Haeg was entitled to effective assistance of counsel and Robinson's perjury proves

his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(72) Robinson testified that Haeg would have had to hire him on a

separate "civil issue" to claim ineffective assistance of counsel. Yet effective

assistance of counsel was Haeg's mightiest criminal right, for it is through counsel

that all other rights are raised:

"Of all the rights that an accused person has, the right to be
represented by counsel is by far the most pervasive for it affects his
ability to assert any other rights he may have." United States v.
Cronic, 466 U.S. 648 (U.S. Supreme Court 1984)

Robinson testifying under oath he did not have to use Haeg's mightiest

criminal right in Haeg's defense is proof Robinson himself was ineffective in

Haeg's case - and proof he was protecting Cole at Haeg's expense. This proves
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Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by

Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his and Cole's sellout of Haeg, and meets

both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as

Haeg was entitled to effective assistance of counsel and Robinson's perjury proves

his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and

affidavits for additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(73) Robinson testified that he never told Haeg that troopers and

prosecutors can lie with immunity. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of Robinson,

along with witnesses, proving Robinson told Haeg that troopers and prosecutors

can lie with immunity. This proves Robinson's sworn testimony to be irrefutably

false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is another attempt to cover up his sellout

of Haeg, and meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and

harm to client - as Haeg was entitled to effective assistance of counsel and

Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest. See Haeg's original PCR

memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional evidence and how this

harmed Haeg.

(74) Robinson testifies that Cole would not have been relevant for

sentencing purposes. Yet Cole could have proved the state promised Haeg would

get credit for the guide year Haeg had given up. SeeHaeg's PCR exhibits.

Moreover, as Cole was the one that made the deal with the state on Haeg's behalf,

Cole's testimony was critical. So Cole was incredibly relevant for Haeg to get

credit for a whole years income from both he and his wife Jackie (she worked
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fulltime for the guide business at the time). Who would not agree a whole years

income from both adults in a family of 4 is not relevant?This proves Robinson's

sworn testimony to be irrefutably false, more proven perjury by Robinson, is

another attempt to cover up his and Cole's sellout ofHaeg, and meets both Risher

standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client - as Haeg was

entitled to effective assistance of counsel, should have received credit for the

guide year already given up, and Robinson's perjury proves his conflict of interest.

See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for additional

evidence and how this harmed Haeg.

(75) Robinson testified that he never objected to Judge Murphy riding

with Trooper Gibbens because "not when she was commandeered." Yet, one of

the most basic rights a defendant like Haeg has is to have an "independent" and

"unbiased" judge. A judge that can be "commandeered" by the main witness

against a defendant is anything but "independent". The right to an independent

judge has been a fundamental right of the people since the Magna Carta.

"A trial judge's involvement with witnesses establishes a personal,
disqualifying bias." Bracy v. Gramley, 520 U.S. 899 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1997)

Robinson's not objecting to this is more proof on his sellout of Haeg and

meets both Risher standards of deficient attorney performance and harm to client -

as Haeg had an absolute right to an unbiased judge and if not his convicton is

invalid. See Haeg's original PCR memorandum, exhibits, and affidavits for

additional evidence and how this harmed Haeg.
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(76) Robinson testified that he personally witnessed Trooper Gibbens

chauffeuring Judge Murphy while Judge Murphy presided over Haeg's case. Yet,

Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens have testified to the Alaska Commission on

. Judicial Conduct that they never rode together while Judge Murphy presided over

Haeg's case. However, the official court record ofHaeg's case itself captured both

Judge Murphy and Trooper admitt}ng the chauffeuring was taking place while

Judge Murphy presided over Haeg's case. Since Judge Murphy is proven to have

testified faslely about her being chauffeured by the main witness against Haeg this

is proof of actual bias - requiring Haeg's conviction to be overturned

(77) Robinson testified that no one with the state ever contacted him

about the chauffeuring of Judge Murphy by Trooper Gibbens. Yet the only

investigator ofjudges in Alaska for the last 25 years, Marla Greenstein, has

testified under oath the she contacted Robison about Judge Murphy being

chauffeured by Trooper Gibbens and that no one other than Haeg had witnessed

Trooper Gibbens chauffeuring Judge Murphy while she presided over Haeg's

case. This proves Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens conspired with Alaska

Commission on Judicial Conduct investigator Greenstien and that Greenstein

falsifed her investigation to cover up for Judge Murphy, proof of Judge Murphy's

actual bias - requiring Haeg's conviction to be overturned.

(78) Robinson testified that it would have been really beneficial ifhis

deposition had happened sooner before his memory faded. Yet Haeg had

continuously filed for expedited consideration of his case and been denied every
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
CASE NO. 3KN-10-1295 CI

Applicant,

Respondent.

vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

----------------)

ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS·

This post-conviction relief ("PCR") proceeding follows the Alaska Court of Appeals'

decision on the merits of two direct appeals by David Haeg ("Haeg"). The Court of Appeals

issued its decision in September 2008. Haeg v. State, 2008 WL 418 I532, *I (Alaska App.

2008). This PCR proceeding is bound by rulings on the merits of issues appealed by Haeg.

Some of the issues appealed by Haeg were resolved against him because they were not raised

first at the trial court level. Some of those are raised by Haeg in the PCR among the ineffective

assistance of counsel claims.

On March 5, 2010, the State moved to dismiss the Haeg PCR claims. The State

argued that Haeg failed to plead a prima facie case of ineffective assistance of counselor any

other grounds that would justify relief. On March 30, 20 10, Haeg filed a 33-page opposition.

The PCR proceeding got mired down as the judge assigned to hear the PCR, Margaret Murphy,

was challenged and ultimately disqualified by Superior Court Judge Joannides. The case got re-

assigned to the undersigned in due course. Proceedings were stayed for hearings on status and

counsel at public expense. Although counsel was appointed at public expense for Haeg, he

\
Order on Motion to Dismiss
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ultimately decided to discharge counsel and represent himself. Haeg was permitted to conduct

additional discovery and to supplement his PCR claims bearing the standards established in

Risher v. State, 523 P.2d 421 (Alaska 1974),1 in mind as well as the Alaska Court of Appeals

rulings on his appeals. Haeg deposed his former trial counsel Arthur Robinson in September

2011 and deposed his initial defense counsel, Brent Cole, in February 2012. Haeg filed a 245-

page Memorandum on Ineffective Assistance of Counsel on March 19, 2012, detailing

discrepancies between prior testimony, prior recorded comments, and deposition testimony as

regards the representation his counsel provided.

The State filed a memorandum in support of dismissal. The parties argued issues at

length on April 30, 2012. The alleged ineffective assistance of counsel issues raised by Haeg in

his PCR filing and in his briefing include the following summary from pages 236-43 of his

Supplemental Memorandum.

In a recent, unpublished and therefore non-precedental opinion, the Alaska Court of Appeals
affirmed a trial court grant of a State motion to dismiss a PCR claim, stating that,

Under Risher v. State, to obtain relief based on a claim that an attorney was
incompetent, an applicant must plead and prove that the attorney's performance was so
deficient that no competent attorney would have done the same, and that the applicant
was prejudiced by this incompetence. The attorney's performance is judged in light of
the circumstances at the time, not in hindsight. There is a strong presumption that an
attorney was competent, and that the attorney's actions were motivated by sound tactical
considerations. Reasonable tactical decisions are "virtually immune from subsequent
challenge even if, in hindsight, better approaches could have been taken."

Hughes v. State, MOJ June 27, 2012 (Alaska App. 2012) (footnotes omitted). Similarly, in
another unpublished and therefore non-precedental Memorandum Opinion and Judgment
("MOJ"), Morkal v. State, MOJ July 18, 2012, (Alaska App. 2012), the court stated,

"In order to establish prejudice from ineffective assistance of counsel, a post
conviction applicant must show "that counsel's incompetence had some actual, adverse
impact on the case - that is, the accused must prove 'some effect of [the] challenged
conduct on the reliability of the trial process.'"

Order on Motion to Dismiss
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A. Ineffective/inaccurate advice re the entrapment defense;

B. Ineffective advice re transactional immunity;

C. Ineffective advice re falsified evidence locations;

D. Ineffective advice re credit for the year of missed guiding;

E. Inaccurate advice re bonding out the seized plane;

F. Ineffective/inaccurate advice re the Judge & Trooper Gibbens contact; and

G. Inaccurate advice re a subject matter jurisdiction defense.

The detailed allegations of ineffective or inaccurate legal advice include those set

forth in the original PCR and the following illustrative points from the Supplemental

Memorandum (not intended to list each point).

• Haeg claims he was given immunity to make statements in response to questions, which
he did for five hours on June 11, 2004, in the presence of prosecutor' Leaders, Trooper
Gibbens, and his attorney Cole, which statements were recorded, but the recording was
allegedly lost, but his statement was thereafter allegedly used against him in violation of
Evidence Rule 410, and his attorneys did nothing.

• The first attorney for Haeg, Brent Cole, refused to answer pertinent questions in his
deposition on February 7, 2012, and did not testify truthfully in response to other
questions.

• Haeg contends Cole represented him at $200 per hour from April 11, 2004 to December
9, 2004, but did not provide competent or effective legal advice on key issues, including
the viability of an entrapment defense, use of his 5-hour June 11 statement to police
investigators for which Haeg thought he had immunity, use of the map Haeg provided,
failed plea negotiations, and others.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that Haeg agreed to forfeiture of the PA-12 airplane on
November 8, 2004, which Haeg refutes.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he thought a deal was reached on the night of November
8, 2004, which Haeg refutes and asserts he has tape recordings to prove.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he told Haeg that Haeg could enforce the open sentence
plea agreement, which Haeg denies.

Order on Motion to Dismiss
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• Haeg claims Cole testified that Haeg had been given immunity and required to give a
statement but he told Haeg he could be prosecuted for everything he said in the statement,
which Haeg denies.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he did not know what law or rule authorized use of
Haeg's statement against him.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he exercised Haeg's right not to have the statement used
against him, but I-Iaeg claims the statement was the basis of the information filed against
him as well as preparation of state witnesses.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he thought the map drawn by Haeg could not be used
against him, but it was allegedly used to prepare state witnesses and as an exhibit at trial.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he believed he could not file a motion to suppress prior to
trial and no longer represented Haeg by the time of trial, so it was the trial attorney's
obligation to do so.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he did not know if the State could use Haeg's statement to
go and find other evidence before trial.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that Cole did not do anything in response to the state's use of
the Haeg statement because he thought the state could use it and that he could not file a
motion for prosecutorial misconduct.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he believed filing motions to suppress or to enforce the
plea agreement would ire the prosecutor and backfire.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he informed Haeg that he could file a motion to suppress
and a motion to dismiss, which Haeg refutes and asserts he has tape recordings to prove
that Cole told him then that nothing could be done about the State using his statement,
and that Cole testified in prior proceedings that he never told Haeg he could move to
suppress based on false statements.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he could remember only one search warrant, when five
were actually issued, and that Cole thought the false information was not material.

• Haeg claims Cole testified a suppression motion would only reach the evidence seized,
not to the evidence found in the field, which was falsely located to Haeg's hunting area.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that Leaders never told him he was not going to honor Haeg's
immunity, but Kevin Fitzgerald testified for Cole in a prior proceeding that while he and
Cole worked on the case, Cole told Fitzgerald that Leaders told Cole that Leaders would
not be honoring Haeg's immunity.
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• Haeg claims Cole testified that he told Haeg that the law did not allow the seized plane to
be bonded out.

• Haeg claims Cole refused to answer if the state knew why Haeg gave up guiding for a
year before he was convicted, which Haeg claims was for the plea agreement that the
state broke.

• Haeg claims Cole falsely testified that there was no reason to contact Leader's boss after
November 9, "2012" (sic, 2004) because the case had been negotiated.

• I-laeg claims Cole did not remember Haeg telling Cole, Leaders, and Gibbens during his
June II statement that evidence locations had been falsified to his guide area, and saw no
benefit in correcting the locations.

• Haeg claims Cole testified the State did not use the Haeg statement to get Zellers
cooperation, but Zellers and hisattorney Kevin Fitzgerald have testified under oath to the
contrary.

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he did not honor the subpoena to appear at the sentencing
of Haeg because attorney Robinson told him he did not have to show up. Cole was
subpoenaed to make sure Haeg got credit for the guide year he had given up. Cole is said
to have testified the credit would not make any difference and that it was Haeg's fault he
did not get the credit because he went to trial.

• I-laeg claims Cole testified that while he represented Haeg, I-laegwanted to negotiate, not
fight, but then broke the plea agreement. '

• Haeg claims Cole testified that he did not put the plea agreement or immunity in writing
because there was no need to do so.

• Haeg claims Cole was not concerned that the state allegedly lost the recording of his .June
II statement.

.' Haeg claims Cole agreed on questioning by state attorney Peterson that the Issue of
immunity was irrelevant because Haeg took the stand.

• Arthur Robinson Deposition: Haeg claims Robinson testified that he never told Haeg
that nothing could be done about what Cole had done as his first counsel, which Haeg
claims to be false and contrary to recorded conversations with Robinson.

• In the same vein there are multiple Robinson-testified-in-his-deposition versus Robinson
said-on-tape-recordings disputes regarding aspects of the case.

A. Alleged ineffective representation/inaccurate advice re the entrapment defense.
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Has Mr. Haeg made a prima facie showing that he received ineffective assistance of

counselor inaccurate legal advice from his counsel regarding the entrapment defense? The short

answer is "no."

Haeg lists himself and Board of Game member Ted Spraker as witnesses to his

allegation that Mr. Spraker told Haeg to take wolves outside the wolf control program area but

report them inside the area to demonstrate results to preserve the program. Mr. Spraker was a

member of the Board of Game. In his briefing Mr. Haeg refers to Mr. Spraker as the "State," but

private statements by Spraker do not qualify as "State" action, nor was Spraker a "public law

enforcement official or a person working in cooperation with the official].]" See AS 11.81.450.

The Alaska Supreme Court analyzed the defense of entrapment in 1977 in Batson v. State, 568

P.2d 973 (Alaska 1977). The court ruled that entrapment is an issue to be ruled upon by the trial

court, without submission to the jury. The purpose of the defense is "deterrence of

impermissible police conduct." Id. at 976. The court reiterated its prior determination in 1969

that the "objective" standard for the entrapment defense should be applied in Alaska, not the

"subjective" standard applied by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1932 and 1958. The objective

standard focuses on the conduct of the police. The "subjective" standard which is applied in

some jurisdictions focuses on the conduct and propensities of the defendant. With regard to the

burden of proof for an entrapment defense, the Alaska Supreme Court held:

. .
Although resolution of the issue is extremely difficult, and there are sound arguments

for placing the burden on the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
entrapment did not occur, we think that, on balance, the better reasoned position is to
require the defendant to prove entrapment by a preponderance of the evidence. Given
this court's prior adoption of the objective theory of entrapment and our concomitant
holding that entrapment issues are for the decision of the court, not the jury, we
conclude that the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that entrapment
took place should rest with the accused. The focus of any entrapment inquiry under
Alaska's objective test is upon the particular conduct of the police with a view to
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deterrence of impermissible conduct through articulation of explicit standards by the
court.

Batson v. State, 568 P.2d 973, 978 (Alaska 1977).

The Alaska Court of Appeals discussed entrapment in depth in State v. Vi, 85 P.3d

469, 471-72 (Alaska App. 2004). The trial court ruled Yi established entrapment; the State

appealed. Yi had traded two bottles of Crown Royal for a bear gall bladder offered by an

undercover Trooper, on two separate occasions. Although Yi knew that selling whiskey was

illegal in the then "damp" community of Bethel and he knew that selling gallbladders was illegal,

he said the undercover Trooper led him to believe that barter was legal. The Trooper said he told

Yi the trade would be "fine" but did not say it would be legal. The Court of Appeals noted that

Yi had no idea the undercover barterer was a Trooper and reversed the entrapment defense

decision, with the following discussion:

Alaska's entrapment statute is codified at AS 11.81.450:

In any prosecution for an offense, it is an affirmative defense that, in order to
obtain evidence of the commission of an offense, a public law enforcement
official or a person working in cooperation with the official induced the
defendant to commit the offense by persuasion or inducement as would be
effective to persuade an average person, other than one who is ready and
willing, to commit the offense. Inducement or persuasion which would induce
only a person engaged in an habitual course of unlawful conduct for gain or
profit does not constitute entrapment.

Entrapment is a defense to criminal charges, and the purpose of the defense is to
. deter law enforcement activities that go beyond the bounds of sound public policy.FN6
Because AS 11.81.450 defines entrapment as an affirmative defense, a defendant bears
the burden of establishing it by a preponderance of the evidence. FN7 Entrapment is an
issue for the court to decide rather than the juryFN8 Alaska employs an objective test for
entrapment.FN9 This means that "the court considers the nature of the police activity
involved, without reference to the predisposition of the defendant." FNIO

FN6. Evans v. Slate, 550 P.2d 830, 843-45, 845 n.51 (Alaska 1976).
FN7. AS 11.81.900(b)(l); Bachlel v. State, 941 P.2d 200, 206 (Alaska App.

1997).
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FN8. Folsom v. State, 734 P.2d 1015, 1017 (Alaska App.1987).
FN9. Grossman v. State, 457 P.2d 226, 229 (Alaska 1969).
FN 1O. 21 Am.Jur.2d Criminal Law § 265 (1998).

We have previously stated:

In order to prevail on [an entrapment] defense, [the defendant is] required to
prove that the police employed fundamentally unfair or dishonorable practices
calculated to induce someone to commit the crime in question so that he might
be arrested and prosecuted for the offense.... And while [the defendant does]
not need to negate a predisposition to engage in similar conduct, [the defendant
must show] that the dishonorable police practices were a substantial factor in
inducing him to commit the charged offenses - that his commission of the
offenses was "the direct result of inducement by law enforcement officials."
[FNI I]

FNl1. Washington v. State, 755 P.2d 401, 405 (Alaska App.1988) (quoting
Anchorage v. Flanagan, 649 P.2d 957, 961-62 (Alaska App. 1982».

We conclude that Judge Curda erred in concluding that Yi established the defense of
entrapment. In his findings, Judge Curda was equivocal in condemning the police
conduct. At one point, he stated that he did not believe that Trooper Pacolt's actions
were egregious or that it was the trooper's intent to entrap Yi into committing a crime.
Looking objectively at Trooper Pacolt's conduct, the evidence does not show that the
trooper engaged in fundamentally unfair or dishonorable practices which were
calculated to induce someone to commit a crime, other than a person who was willing.
Judge Curda did not resolve whether Trooper Pacolt or Yi first suggested a trade of the
bear gallbladder for the alcohol. Even if Trooper Pacolt suggested the trade, this
conduct, looked at objectively, does not constitute a fundamentally unfair or
dishonorable practice calculated to induce an innocent person to commit a crime. Even
if Trooper Pacolt had suggested the exchange and even if he had suggested that it would
be lawful to trade the alcohol for the bear gallbladder, it would be unreasonable for Yi to
rely on this representation. As Yi admitted, he had no suspicion that Trooper Pacolt was
a police officer or was anyone other than an ordinary visitor to Bethel.

State v. Yi, 85 P.3d 469, 471-72 (Alaska App. 2004). Judges Mannheimer and Stewart joined in

a concurring opinion in which they emphasized that the entrapment defense, by statute, is

defined as "law enforcement conduct" defined as "law enforcement officers or those working in

cooperation with them." State v. Yi, 85 P.3d at 473, quoting from AS 11.81.450.

A review of the trial transcript in the case against Haeg shows that Ted Spraker was

called at trial as a witness for the defense. He was examined on direct by Mr. Haeg's attorney,
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Mr. Robinson, and cross-examined by the prosecutor. Spraker testified he was familiar with the

predator control program for game management unit 19-D East, the McGrath area. He described

the wolf management predator control program as a "control program." He said, "This 19-D

East is an experiment, very controlled experiment." (Tr. at 697) On cross examination Mr.

Spraker clarified that in no way was his testimony for the Board of Game, he was speaking for

himself, not the Board. Although passed by two previous Boards, he testified that past State

administrations would not allow the predator control program to go forward. The aerial shooting

of wolves in areas l3-A and 19-DEast was the first, so the Department and the Board were "all

kind of testing the water on this one." (Tr. at 707-08) After testifying generally about the

predator control program and the public controversy regarding the program, Mr. Spraker was

asked about his discussions with Mr. Haeg. He testified in pertinent part as follows:

A. [H]e [Haeg] knew that we were very concerned [about the fragile nature in
some ways of this program]. As a board member that I was very concerned that we had
a program that resulted in good clean results. He was very aware of that.

Q. So what did you communicate to him about his participation in this program?

A. Well, I don't recall the exact words, but in essence that, you know, do a good
job. Depend on you to take some wolves out of this area, and don't do anything you
shouldn't do. I mean bottom line, it was just a general discussion that you're going to
have a spotlight on - on your head, you know, when you participate. There's only three
permits so it's not like there's a lot of people out there, and do a good job.

Q. Do a good job, but don't mess up?

A. Don't mess it up. That was clearly implied.'

Q. The - based on the fragile nature of the public perception issues is the
program taking wolves outside of the program boundaries is that risk messing it up?

A. It certainly has a potential to do that. It's - there's a lot of people watching
this decision. We all are.

Q. This case here?
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A. This case.

Mr. Haeg has not presented a scintilla of evidence that Spraker was working in

cooperation with law enforcement officers to entrap Haeg. The Court of Appeals held in the Yi

case, as cited and quoted above. "Even if Trooper Pacolt suggested the trade, this conduct,

looked at objectively, does not constitute a fundamentally unfair or dishonorable practice

calculated to induce an innocent person to commit a crime." Applying the Court of Appeals'

logic in Yi to the Spraker/Haeg setting, it follows that even if Spraker suggested Haeg take
. .

wolves outside the predator control program area, that does not constitute a fundamentally unfair

or dishonorable practice calculated to induce an innocent person to commit a crime:

Because the entrapment defense had no chance of success as a matter of law under

the factual circumstances alleged by Haeg, it follows that Haeg has not met his burden of

showing a prima facie case of ineffective assistance of counsel for failure to raise an entrapment

defense. The motion to dismiss the PCR on this issue is therefore granted.

The reference to the fragile nature of the wolf control program may have included

concerns beyond whether enough wolves would be taken. Some individuals have aggressively

advocated against any aerial taking of wolves. Life and property threats were made in 1993/94

to ADF&G employees and private contractors involved in the wolf control program, as well as

their families. The Alaska Wildlife Alliance filed suit to require disclosure under the Public

Records Act of the names and time sheets of the Department employees and the private

contractors involved in wolf control. The court refused the demand on privacy and safety

grounds. Alaska Wildlife Alliance v. Rue, 948 P.2d 976 (Alaska 1997). More recent versions of

predator control programs have been challenged by conservation advocacy groups. In one
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Alaska constitution sustained-yield based challenge to the 2006 predator control program, the

Alaska Supreme Court held,

[W]e hold today that the sustained yield clause in Alaska's constitution applies to
both predator and prey populations, including populations of wolves and bears. .

West v. State. Bd. of Game, 248 P.3d 689, 696 (Alaska 2010).

B. Alleged ineffective assistance/inaccurate advice re transactional immunity.

Mr. Haeg argues that he was offered immunity before consenting to give a recorded

interview to the State and that the only permissible form of immunity in Alaska is transactional

immunity. Haeg has repeatedly cited State v. Gonzalez, 853 P.2d 526, 528 (Alaska 1993), for

the proposition that the only permitted form of immunity is transactional immunity. Mr. Haeg

contends he received ineffective assistance of counsel from attorney Cole for not getting the

immunity deal in writing and ineffective assistance of counsel from attorney Robinson for

permitting the case to proceed against him in the face of the alleged grant of immunity.

The Gonzales case involves immunity, but in the context of a witness who invokes.

the fifth amendment on the witness stand and refuses to testify in a criminal proceeding against

someone else. The court in Gonzales explained that to compel a witness to testify in that setting,

the immunity must be transactional:

[A] witness who is compelled to testify must be granted some type of immunity from
prosecution.

There are two types of immunity from prosecution in current usage. Transactional
immunity, the more protective type, prohibits prosecution of a compelled witness for a
crime concerning which the witness is compelled to testify. The narrower form, use and
derivative use immunity, allows prosecution of the witness for the crimes referred to in
the compelled testimony, but prohibits the use of the compelled testimony and its fruits
in such prosecutions. Surina, 629 P.2d at 971, n. 2. In Surina and Serdahely, pursuant
to our supervisory powers, we approved of transactional immunity as a matter of
practice but expressed no view as to whether use and derivative use immunity might also
be constitutionally permissible.
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Alaska Statute 12.50.101, enacted after Surina and Serdahely were decided, authorizes
an order compelling testimony based on a grant of use and derivative use immunity. In
the present case this statute has been challenged as unconstitutional under article I,
section 9 of the Alaska Constitution. The superior court and the court of appeals have
concluded that the statute is unconstitutional. We granted the state's petition and now
affirm the decision of the court of appeals.

State v. Gonzalez, 853 P.2d 526, 528 (Alaska 1993).

The interview with the police which Haeg agreed to do was, as explained by attorney

Cole, done as a legal tactic, a show of good faith, to encourage a favorable resolution of the case

for Haeg. The interview was not compelled. A deal was offered by the prosecution to Haeg by

which Haeg could have resumed work that Fall under his Master Guide's License. The deal

required forfeiture of the plane, which Haeg ultimately rejected. No form of immunity was

offered by the State for the interview. No form of immunity was offered by the State to Haeg at

any point in the negotiations prior to trial. The Assistant District Attorney states by affidavit that

he lacked authority to offer immunity and did not do so. Although a rogue or unauthorized offer

of immunity is possible, it appears Mr. Haeg participated voluntarily in the interview under the

cloak of privilege, not immunity, as part of settlement negotiations. The privilege accorded

settlement negotiations by the Rules of Evidence is not "immunity."

As to the alleged ineffective assistance of counsel for failure to raise immunity, the

court finds that Haeg has not met his burden of showing a prima facie case. The motion to

dismiss the PCR on this issue is therefore granted.

C. Alleged ineffective assistance/inaccurate advice re falsified evidence locations.

Mr. Haeg claims that Trooper Gibbens made intentional false material

representations, i.e., lies in the affidavits by which he obtained search warrants against Haeg. He
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further claims that he brought the lies to the attention of both of his counsel, who were both

ineffective because, among other things, they did not move to suppress the evidence.

The criminal case against Mr. Haeg had a pretrial deadline for motions such as a

motion to suppress. The pretrial deadline in the case against Haeg was twenty days prior to the

date scheduled for Calendar Call, as established by the Trial and Calendar Order entered by

Superior Court Judge Dale Curda effective November 9, 2004, distributed December 30, 2004,

with trial call on January 7, 2005. Attorney Cole did not file a motion to suppress. Cole

contends not filing a motion to suppress was a matter of legal strategy because the filing of such

a motion would have jeopardized settlement negotiations. Robinson contends he came into the

case after the deadline for pretrial motions, and, in addition, there was no basis for a motion to .

suppress on material misrepresentation grounds because there was ample probable cause in the

application for the search warrant even if a portion were expunged. The Robinson and State

position is that Trooper Gibbens made a GMU boundary mistake on the map he used, Trial

Exhibit 25,which he corrected at trial in front of the jury.

The court has reviewed the applications for four search warrants in this case: 4MC-

04-001 SW, 4MC-04-002 SW, 4MC-04-003 SW, and 4MC-04-004 SW. Each will be addressed

in turn.

4MC-04-001 SW was based on a typed affidavit by Trooper Gibbens to which he

swore on the record on March 29, 2004. His affidavit states as follows (the statements

challenged by Mr. Haeg are underlined and bolded):

I. Your affiant is an Alaska State Trooper with over six years of experience including
five in the Yukon and Kuskokwim area. I am currently assigned to the State's
Bureau of Wildlife Enforcement in McGrath. My main duties include enforcement
of fish and wildlife related crimes. In addition to my law enforcement experience I
am a lifelong Alaska resident and have actively trapped for over 20 years ..
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2. On 3-5-04, the Alaska Department ofFish and Game issued permit #12 to David S.
Haeg and Tony R. Zellers allowing them to take wolves with aide of an airplane
(same day airborne) within that portion of Game Management Unit 19D East
outlined by map and written description.

3. On Haeg's and Zellers application form they stated that they would be operating
from a fully equipped, well insulated hunting lodge located just southeast of
McGrath and capable of supporting winter flight and hunting operations, built owned
and operated by David Haeg. In addition they stated that they would be using a bush
modified, high performance PA-12 Supercruiser on Aero 3000 skis. (See attached
application).

4. On 3-21-04, your affiant contacted Haeg and Zellers in McGrath and inspected their
aircraft. I specifically noted the style of skis and oversized tail wheel without a tail
ski. During our conversation Haeg commented on the performance of his skis, and
the one-inch wide skeg. Zellers specifically commented on the type of experimental
shotshells they would be using to shoot wolves with. This included new copper
plated pellets and Remington "hevi shot".

5. On 3-26-04, while patrolling in my state PA-18 supercub in the upper s,vift river
drainage located with GMU-19C I located a place where an aircraft had landed
next to several sets of wolf tracks. From my experience as a long time trapper I
recognized this as common practice when looking to see the direction of travel of the
wolves. This location was approximately 50 plus miles outside of the permitted
aerial wolf hunting zone. .

6. On 3-27-04, I returned to this location and eventually located where four wolves had
been killed in separate locations just up river from the initial point. Aerial inspection
of the sites showed that in every instance running wolf tracks ended in a kill site,
with no wolf tracks leaving the kill site. Ground inspection of one of the kill sites
confirmed my earlier observations. From my experience I recognized this as being
consistent with wolves being taken from and airplane. At all four locations airplane
tracks consistent with your defendants airplane where observed and the wolf
carcasses had been removed.

7. Trophy Lake Lodge is about 25 miles from the location of these kills sites.

8. On 3-28-04, I returned to the kill sites and did a thorough ground investigation. At
kill sites #1, #3 and #4 I was able to locate shotgun pellets in the snow next to the
point where the wolf tracks ended in a bloody kill site. At kill sites #3 and #4 I
found copper plated buck shot pellets consistent with my conversation with Zellers
on the 3-21-04 in which we talked about what ammunition he would be using. At
kill site #2 I found a fresh .223 caliber brass near the kill site stamped with "223
REM WOLF". Ground inspection also showed ski tracks next to each kill site
consistent with the ski on your defendant's airplane and at kill site #2 I located oil
drippings from a parked airplane.
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9. With the above information I request that a search warrant be issued allowing your
affiant to search the hunting camp known as Trophy Lake Lodge to include any
outbuildings or storage sheds, as well as airplane N4011M to look for wolf
carcasses, hides and parts, as well any .223 caliber rit1es or shotguns as well as the
ammunition both spent and live for either. In addition any engine oil, blood or hair
samples contained within N40 11M.

4MC-04-002 SW. The foregoing paragraphs from the March 29, 2004 application by

Trooper Gibbens for the first search warrant were reiterated in his March 31, 2004 application

for the second search warrant, with additional information. The additional information included

the following addition to paragraph 2: .

2. For many years it has been illegal to shoot wolves from an airplane. As part of an
experimental predator control program in a small area around McGrath, it was made
legal to aerial hunt wolves by a select number of permitted hunters as long as they
remained within the permit hunt boundaries and adhered to strict -reporting requirements
and permit conditions. The only legal methods of take for wolves outside of the two
permitted areas in the State are either ground shooting after three A.M. after the day a
person has flown, or trapping and snaring.

There were also the following additions to paragraph 3:

3. . .. they would be operating from Trophy Lake Lodge, ... If not based at the lodge,
they planned on basing out of McGrath (which did not end up being the case.) ....
David Haeg identified himself as a Master Guide on his application for the aerial wolf
hunting permit with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

Information was added to paragraph 4, which is restated here in full as modified:

4. On 3-21-04, your affiant contacted Haeg and Zellers in McGrath and viewed their
aircraft, N4011 M. I specifically noted the style of skis and oversized tail wheel without
a tail ski, which is a rather unusual set up for this area. Out of all the aircraft permitted
to legally hunt wolves in the McGrath area, this was the only one set up with these skis
in conjunction with this type of rather unique tail wheel. During our conversation Haeg
commented on the performance of his skis, and the one-inch wide center skeg. Zellers
specifically commented on the type of experimental shotshells they would be using to
shoot wolves with. This included new copper plated pellets and Remington "hevi shot".
As Zellers was describing the new -shot shells, he pointed into the airplane and I
observed a camout1age colored shotgun near the reat seat. Zellers went on to describe
how with the short shot gun and the type of doors on this airplane, he was able to shoot
out both side of the airplane without the airplane making a full circle turn. N4011M is
registered to Bush Pilot Inc. P.O. box 123, Soldotna, Alaska 99669. This is the mailing
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address listed for David Haeg on his wolf permit application with the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game.

Information was added to paragraphs 6,7,8, and 9, and paragraphs 10-15 were added to the

Gibbens' affidavit for the second search warrant, each of which is restated here in full:

6. On 3-27-04, I returned to this location and eventually located where four wolves had
been killed in separate locations just up river from the initial point. Aerial inspection
of the sites showed that in every instance running wolf tracks ended in a kill site,
with blood and hair in the snow, and with no wolf tracks leaving the kill site.
Ground inspection of one of the kill sites confirmed my earlier observations from the
air that the tracks were that of running wolves, which dead ended at bloody spots in
the snow. From my experience I recognized this as being ·consistent with wolves
being taken from an airplane. At all four locations I saw airplane tracks consistent
with the unique tail wheel and ski configuration of David Haegs airplane. At all
four kill sites, the wolf carcasses had been removed. The kill sites are all greater
than 55 statute miles from the nearest boundary of the legally permitted aerial wolf
hunting area.

7. Trophy Lake Lodge is located in Game Management Unit 19C, and is a large guide
camp which Haeg owns and uses for both commercial and private use throughout the
year. The lodge is located on the upper Swift River, 27 miles upstream of the kill
sites, and 63 miles southeast of the nearest boundary of the legally permitted aerial
wolf hunting area.

8. On 3-28-04, I returned to the kill sites and did a thorough ground investigation. At
kill sites # I, #3 and #4 I was able to locate shotgun pellets in the snow next to the
point where the wolf tracks ended in a bloody kill site. Investigation at kill site #3
showed a vertical trajectory of the pellets, consistent with the shot being fired from
an airplance. At kill sites #3 and #4 I found copper plated buck shot pellets
consistent with my conversation with Zellers on the 3-21-04 in which we talked
about what ammunition he would be using. At kill site #2 I found a fresh .223
caliber brass near the kill site stamped with "223 REM WOLF". There were no
human tracks, snowshoe, snow machine, an airplane ski tracks within twenty yards
of the cartridge brass, consistent with it being fired from an airplane. Ground
inspection also showed ski tracks next to each kill site consistent with the ski on
your defendant's airplane and at kill site #2 I located oil drippings from a parked
airplane.

9. On 3/29/04, search warrant 4MC-04-001 SW was issued by the Aniak District Court
for Trophy Lake Lodge, and Aircraft N40 II M. During the search warrant execution
later that same day, the lodge was searched during which distinctive ammunition,
(".223 REM WOLF"), wolf carcasses, and hair and blood samples were seized. The
carcasses had no obvious trap or snare marks, and appeared to have been shot. It
was learned that Aircraft N401lM was in Soldotna (McGrath ADF&G spoke to
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Haeg at his home) at the time, and the search warrant return was submitted to the
Aniak Court on 3/30/04.

10. During my time as a pilot in remote Alaska, it has been my experience that most
pilots use a global positioning system (GPS) in conjunction with maps of the area
when conducting bush flight operations. It is very common to save landing sites,
lodge locations, and kill sites in the GPS, or to mark the locations on a map. Many
of the hunters participating in hunts with specific boundaries, mark the boundaries
on either the map or the GPS. Haeg provided GPS coordinates for the kill sites of
the three wolves that he reportedly killed inside the legal permit hunt area. 1 flew to
the coordinate which Haeg provided to ADF&G, and was unable to locate ski tracks
or kill sites.

11. During the investigation it was brought to my attention by another Trooper that on
the web site found on the internet at www.DaveHaeg.com. David Haeg offers
winter wolf hunting and trapping trips for $4,000.00. He goes on to state in his
advertisement that he will guarantee that every hunter takes home a wolf or
wolverine hide. On the web site there are photographs of what appear to be shot
wolves in front of N40IIM. Also in the photo is a man holding a Ruger mini-14
rifle, which is capable of firing .223 caliber cartridges. There are numerous other
photographs on the site showing shot and snared wolves.

12. Less than one quarter mile from kill site #1, there is the carcass of a dead moose
which the wolves have been feeding on. The moose carcass has snares set around
it, as determined by two snared animals that I observed near the carcass. The
airplane tracks where the trapper landed and walked in to set the snares next to the
moose carcass are the same type and vintage of those at the shot gun and rifle killed
wolf sites. .During the investigation there were no catch circles or drag marks
typically found at sites where wolves have been trapped or snared. All four of the
wolves were free roaming and left normal running wolf tracks up until the point
they were shot.

13. At both the consolidation (a location between the kill sites where this same aircraft
landed and took off several times) site and kill site #3, shoe tracks which appeared
to be made from "bunny boots" were observed.

14. On 3/29/04, I executed a search warrant at the lodge, but the airplane was in
Soldotna at the time. Soldotna Troopers have visually confirmed that the airplane is
at the Haeg residence currently. The residence address listed by David Haeg on his
wolf hunting permit is 32283 Lakefront Drive in Soldotna. On 3/30/04, Tony
Zellers telephoned the McGrath ADF&G office and requested that a copy of the
revised wolf permit conditions be faxed to David I-Iaeg's residence. The reported
kill date of the wolves by Haeg and Zellers was 3/6/04, and the wolf hides would
need to be either fleshed, stretched, and dried, or stored in a refrigerator or freezer
to prevent spoilage.
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IS. Landing gear, ski's, and tail wheels can be rapidly removed from an aircraft.

4MC-04-003 SW. On March 31, 2004, in support of his application for a third search

warrant, Trooper Gibbens submitted the same affidavit as he submitted for the second search

warrant.

4MC-04-004 SW. On April I; 2004, Trooper Todd Mountain applied for and

obtained a fourth search warrant based on his affidavit and based on a print out of Trooper

Gibbens' affidavit in support of the first search warrant. Trooper Mountain affied:

Your affiant is an Alaska State Trooper with over six years of experience. I am assigned
to the Bureau of Wildlife Enforcement in Soldotna. My main duties are to enforce fish
and wildlife regulations. J am an instructor, vessel pilot, and field training officer for the
State Troopers. In addition to my law enforcement experience, I have been a hunter,
fisherman, and part time trapper for the last 25 years .

. On 4-1-04, at approximately 0800 hours, I was asked by Trooper Brett Gibbens from
McGrath, to assist him in executing a search warrant at the residence of David Scott
Haeg, who lives in Soldotna. Trooper Gibbens had applied for and received search
warrant 4MC-04-002SW. (see attached copies of SW and affidavit)

On 4-1-04, at approximately 1030 hours, myself, SFT Godfrey, Trooper Hedlund and
USFW Officer Neeley, arrived at Haeg's residence, which is the last residence on Lake
Front Drive off Brown's Lake Road. During the search of the residence, I found a
receipt from Skulls and Bones by Kenny Jones, made out to David Haeg. The receipt
shows a total of II wolf skulls (see attached receipt copy) Lt. Steve Bear called Kenny
Jones and confirmed that he received wolf skulls from David Haeg. Jones said he
believed there was between 9 and II wolf skulls in a bag. Haeg said he thought be
around 8 or 9 wolf skulls at Kenny Jones'. Haeg also said the skulls are from wolves
killed this year.

The questions are whether Haeg has presented a prima facie case that he received

ineffective legal representation because his counsel did not move to suppress, dismiss, or

otherwise preclude evidence obtained as a result of the search warrants that he contends were

obtained through intentional material untruthful misrepresentations (lies) by Trooper Gibbens.

The information presented by Trooper Gibbens which Haeg claims was wrong is that the kill site

which Trooper Gibbens reported as being in GMU 19C was inGMU 19D. Trooper Gibbens
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described the location of the kill sites in his affidavit in support of the search warrants as being in

GMU 19C. Trooper Gibbens testified as follows during his direct examination testimony at the

trial: "Q.. These wolf kills that you investigated there, they were where? A. 19-C and B." (Tr.

418) There was further discussion in front of the jury on direct when Trooper Gibbens was

asked to approach the map and asked if he put the game unit boundaries .on the map. He

answered, "Yes, I've got some of the boundaries put in there... .1 may have to go look where the

meet boundary is there. It's - pause Yeah, some of it occurred in 19-C, and I would have to

look up the legal definition and make positive before I go on record as far as A or B. As far as

the sub unit." (Tr. 420)

Trooper Gibbens continued, "19-D is up here. 19-C is over here, and as far as the A and

B boundary we can look up the legal definition and show people where that boundary over in

here is, because this is fairly close to an AlB boundary. Q. Do you have that readily accessible?

A. I can come up with it in five minutes. Right. See, this is the C boundary running east there.

D up here. This is going to be A or B." (Tr. 421)

On cross examination by Robinson, the following exchange with Trooper Gibbens

occurred: "Q. Now it's your testimony that all four of those kill sites part of which were in 19-

D and part of which was in 19-B? A. No, sir. Actually I'll ~ I'll correct that if you like. Q.

Sure. A. Those -- those four kill sites are in the corner of 19-D. Q. All right. So they're all

within 19-D? A. Yes, sir. Q. Not 19-C, not 19-B, not 19-A, correct? A. No, sir. Q. Correct?

A. Correct."

Game Management Unit 19 has subunits 19A, 19B, 19C, and 19D. Within 19D is

19D-East, which is the area in which the wolf control program was authorized. The four primary

subunits in GMU 19 have the following general boundary descriptions according to ADF &G
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public information on-line and In hunting regulation pamphlets (emphasis added to the 19C

description):

GMU 19: Game Management Unit 19 consists of the Kuskokwim River drainage
upstream from Lower Kalskag;

GMU 19A

Unit 19(A) consists of the Kuskokwim River drainage downstream from and including
the Moose Creek drainage on the north bank and downstream from and including the
Stony River drainage on the south bank, excluding Unit 19(B);

GMU 19B

Unit 19(B) consists of the Aniak River drainage upstream from and including the
Salmon River drainage, the Holitna River drainage upstream from and including the
Bakbuk Creek drainage, that area south of a line from the mouth of Bakbuk Creek to the
radar dome at SparrevohnAir Force Base, including the Hoholitna River drainage
upstream from that line, and the Stony River drainage upstream from and including the
Can Creek drainage;

GMU 19C

Unit 19(C) consists of that portion of Unit 19 south and east of a line from Benchmark
M#1.26 (approximately 1.26 miles south of the northwest corner of the original Mt.
McKinley National Park boundary) to the peak of Lone Mountain, then due west to Big
River, including the Big River drainage upstream from that line, and including the
Swift River drainage upstream from and including the North Fork drainage;

GMU 19D

Unit 19(D) consists of the remainder of Unit 19.

The four subunits in GMU 19 nearly have a common point somewhat east from Lime

Village. A review of Exhibit 25 shows that the wolf kill sites in question were located

north/northeast from Lime Village, up the Swift River. The ADF&G description of the boundary

of GMU 19(C) mentions the Swift River drainage upstream from and including the North Fork

drainage. Trooper Gibbens was using an aeronautical map, not an ADF&G GMU map. See

Trial Exh. 25. The southern portion of the penciled line on Trial Exhibit 25 depicting the

southern boundary line for 19D appears inaccurate.
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Had either of Haeg's counsel challenged the search warrants on the basis that Trooper

Gibbens lied about the kill sites being in 19C, they could have requested or the court could have

ruled on its own that Haeg was entitled to a Franks hearing, referring to the United States

Supreme Court decision in Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154, 98 S.Ct. 2674, 57 L.Ed.2d 667

(1978). The Ninth Circuit explained the Franks holding in 2002,

Under Franks, if a defendant makes a substantial preliminary showing that a false
statement 'knowingly and intentionally, or with reckless disregard for the truth, was
included by a police officer in his application for a search warrant, and also establishes
that the allegedly false statement was necessary to the court's finding of probable cause,
the defendant is entitled to a hearing on the validity of the warrant. Franks, 438 U.S. at
ISS-56, 98 S.Ct. 2674; United States v. Fisher. 137 F.3d 1158, 1164 (9th Cir.1998). At
the hearing, if the defendant proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the police
officer did deliberately or recklessly make false statements that were material to the
probable cause finding, the search warrant must be voided and the fruits of the search
excluded.

U.S. v. Flake, 30 Fed.Appx. 736, 737, 2002 WL 187172, I (9th Cir. 2002). In a prior Ninth

Circuit decision, the court explained the applicable standard:

"A district court must suppress evidence seized under a warrant when an affiant has
knowingly or recklessly included false information in the affidavit." United States v.
Dozier, 844 F.2d 701, 705 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 927,109 S.Ct.312,102
L.Ed.2d 331 (1988). In the absence of evidence that Elliott knowingly misused the
spreadsheet, the issue is whether his mistakes constitute reckless or merely negligent
disregard for the truth. See United States v. Davis, 714 F.2d 896 (9th Cir.1983). The
district court found that Elliott did not act recklessly. We review the district court's
finding that these statements were not made with reckless disregard for the truth under
the clearly erroneous standard. Dozier, 844 F.2d at 705.

A comparison between the facts of this case and the facts of Dozier shows that the
district court's finding in this case is not clearly erroneous. In Dozier, the affiant stated
that the suspect had been convicted of multiple drug violations, when in fact, the suspect
had been convicted of only one violation fifteen years ago as a juvenile, and that
conviction had been set aside under state law. The affiant's explanation was that he did
not know how to read the rap sheet correctly. The affiant also alleged that cars on the
suspect's property belonged to certain persons although the affiant had earlier performed
a DMV' search that showed that the cars did not belong to those persons. See Dozier,
844 F.2d at 706. On these facts, we held that it was not clearly erroneous for the district
court to find that the false statements arose from negligence rather than recklessness.
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United States v. Kyllo, 37 F.3d 526, 528-29 (9th Cir. 1994). The Alaska Court of Appeals

discussed the framework for addressing a misstatement allegation as follows:

In State v. Malkin, FN4 the Alaska Supreme Court established the framework for
evaluating a defendant's claim that an application for a search warrant included material
misstatements or omissions. FN5

FN4. 722 P.2d 943 (Alaska 1986).

FN5.Id. at 946 (citing Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 154, 155-56,98 S.Ct. 2674, 57
L.Ed.2d 667 (1978)).

[O]nce a misstatement or omission is established, the burden of proving that it was
neither reckless nor intentional shifts to the state. A failure to meet this burden will
vitiate the warrant if the misstatement or omission is material, that is, if deletion of the
misstated information from or inclusion of the omitted information in the original
affidavit would have precluded a finding of probable cause. A non-material omission or
misstatement-one on which probable cause does not hinge-requires suppression only
when the court finds "a deliberate attempt to mislead [the magistrate]." FN6

FN6. Lewis v. State, 862 P.2d 181, 186 (Alaska App.1993) (quoting Malkin, 722
P.2d at 946 n. 6) (footnotes omitted).

Stavenjord v. State, 66 P.3d 762, 765 (Alaska App. 2003). The Malkin decision provides for the

excision of misstatements from the police officer's affidavit. The remainder of the affidavit is

then reviewed to determine ifthere was probable cause for the search warrant. The Malkin court

held:

We hold, therefore, that the proper way to strike the balance between societal interests
in the use of reliable evidence and in protection from unreasonable invasions of privacy is
to excise misstatements from the police officer's affidavit if he cannot show that they
were not made intentionally or recklessly.

State v. Malkin, 722 P.2d 943, 948 Alaska 1986).

Mr. Haeg has not made a prima facie showing that the failure to file a motion to

suppress or to' request a Franks hearing contributed to his conviction. Mr. Haeg argues that

Trooper Gibbens could and should have used a GPS to locate precisely where the kill sites were

located. But there is no dispute where the kill sites were located; the challenge by Haeg is to the
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representation that the kill sites were in 19C. Haeg has not established a prima facie case that the

characterization of the kill sites in question as being within 19C, 19B, and/or 19A versus all

being within 19D was material to the issue of probable cause for the issuance of the search

warrants.i Mr. Haeg acknowledged during the oral argument that there is no dispute between the

two sides as to the actual location of the kill sites on the ground. Haeg does not challenge that

the kill sites were roughly 25 miles from Trophy Lake Lodge and over 40 miles from the closest

portion of 19D-East for which he had a permit for the aerial taking of wolves. From a

materiality perspective with regard to the search warrant applications, it does not matter if the

kill sites were within 19A, 19B, 19C, or 19D because what is material is the undisputed fact that

the kill sites were outside 19D-East.

The standard for probable cause for a search warrant is whether reliable information

was presented in sufficient detail to persuade a reasonably prudent person that criminal activity

or evidence of criminal activity will be found in the place or person to be searched. Williams v.

State, 737 P.2d 360, 362 (Ak. App. 1987). The Williams court noted:

2 The Alaska Court of Appeals made the following ruling in the Haeg appeal,

"In Haeg's view, had Gibbens's affidavit stated that the wolves were killed in unit
19D, instead of unit 19C, then the State could only charge him with violating his predator
control permit.

But Haeg misrepresents what his permit allowed. The record shows that Haeg was
permitted to take wolves same day airborne only in unit 19D-East. He had no authority to
take the wolves same day airborne in any other part of unit 19D. Gibbens's affidavit states
that the four kill sites he found were well outside of unit 19D-East, the only area where
Haeg and Zellers were permitted to take wolves same day airborne. In addition, Haeg
acknowledged at his trial that he and Zellers killed all nine wolves outside of the permitted
area. In short," the information in the affidavit did not result in Haeg being wrongly
charged."

Haeg v. State, 2008 WL 4181532, 6 (Alaska App. 2008).
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The reviewing court gives great deference to the issuing magistrate's probable cause
finding and doubtful or marginal cases are usually resolved in favor of upholding the
warrant. Johnson v. Slale. 617 P.2d 1117. 1122 (Alaska 1980); Snyder v. Slale, 661
P.2d 638. 646 (Alaska App.l983).

Williams v. State, 737 P.2d at 362.

His clear that even if the bolded portion referencing GMU 19C in Trooper Gibbens'

first affidavit had been expunged, the substantive content of the remaining portions of the

affidavit provide probable cause for the issuance of the search warrant. The same follows for the

other search warrants. The search warrant for the lodge did not depend on the kill sites being

attributed to GMU 19C. The Gibbens' affidavit includes references to the lodge being one of the

two bases for operations designated by Haeg in his application for the permit for the aerial taking

of wolves. See Gibbens' Affidavit at ~ 3. See also ~ 7 and ~ 9.

As to the alleged ineffective assistance of his counsel for failure to challenge the

search warrants, the court finds that Haeg has not met his burden of showing a prima facie case.

The motion to dismiss the PCR on this issue is therefore granted.

Haeg has argued in this PCR proceeding that he had to take the stand to testify on his

own behalf to counter the false testimony given by Trooper Gibbens and knowingly presented by

the prosecutor. However, the trial transcript shows that during the opening statement, before any

trial testimony by Trooper Gibbens or any other witness, Robinson informed the jury that Haeg

would be taking the stand to explain "his intent, his purpose for shooting wolves, same day

airborne even though he shot them outside the permitted area." (Tr. 112)

With regard to the I-1aeg argument that the prosecutor presented perjured testimony

through Trooper Gibbens, the court notes that Tony Zellers also testified that as to the first four
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wolf kill sites, three were out of 19-C, "just south of the border of - the one was just south of the

border of 19-D." (Tr. 595)

D. Alleged ineffective assistance re credit for the year of missed guiding.

A year of voluntarily not guiding was part of an enticement by the defense to achieve

a Rule II agreement. The Rule II agreement was achieved, but eschewed by Mr. Haeg. Mr.

Haeg has shown no credit entitlement given his rejection of the Rule II agreement.

E. Alleged ineffective advice re bonding out the seized plane.

. This issue does not go to the validity of the conviction nor to the propriety of the

sentencing. The issue is outside the scope ofPCRjurisdiction.

F. Alleged ineffective advice re the Judge & Trooper Gibbens contacts.

Mr. Haeg contends there were numerous contacts between the trial judge and the lead

witness for the State, Trooper Gibbens during the trial and during the sentencing. Mr. Haeg has

not made a prima facie showing that any contacts between the judge and Trooper Gibbens during

the trial contributed to his conviction by the jury. The Court of Appeals held in the Haeg appeal

that the admissions during his own testimony were sufficient to convict him.

Haeg contends the ex parte contact outside the courtroom between Judge Murphy and

Trooper Gibbens, the lead Trooper witness for the prosecution, was improper and sufficient to

set aside his conviction by the jury and his sentence. In other contexts in other cases, Alaska

courts have concluded that improper ex parte communications can create an appearance of

impropriety resulting in the disqualification or sanction of a judge or person in the position of a

judge. For example, last year the Alaska Court of Appeals wrote:

The State argues that Judge Suddock should be disqualified from further
participation, alleging that he engaged in a series of improper ex parte communications
with William Hogan, the Commissioner of the Department of Health and Social
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Services (DI-ISS). We conclude that Judge Suddock's ex parte communications were not
authorized by law and that these communications created an appearance of impropriety
that requires his disqualification from this case.

State v. Dussault, 245 P.3d 436, 437 (Alaska App. 2011).

In reviewing an appearance of bias challenge to a child custody investigator, the

Alaska Supreme Court indicated that consideration of the Code of Judicial Conduct was

appropriate. The court observed,

[T]he Code of Judicial Conduct provides a helpful analytical framework. The Code
states: "In all activities, a judge shall ... avoid impropriety and the appearance of
impropriety." The commentary to the Code defines appearance of impropriety by an
objective standard - one that asks not whether a judicial officer displayed actual bias but
"whether the conduct would create in reasonable minds a perception that the judge's
ability to carry out judicial responsibilities with integrity, impartiality and competence is
impaired. "

Ogden v. Ogden, 39 P.3d 513, 516 (Alaska 2001) (footnotes omitted).

In a judicial disciplinary proceeding, the Alaska Supreme Court reviewed the findings

of the Judicial Conduct Commission in context of ex parte communications between the judge

and a Trooper called as a witness by the prosecution. The court accepted and agreed with the

Commission finding that the ex parte communications and the passing of a written note from the

judge to the Trooper during the trial created an appearance of impropriety. See In re Cummings,

211 P.3d 1136, 1139 (Alaska 2009).

Haeg has not come forward with a prima facie showing of any discussion of the case

or other impropriety. between Judge Murphy' and Trooper Gibbens before the acknowledged

contact. Unlike the setting in In re Cummings, there is no evidence of a written note being

passed from the judge to the Trooper regarding testimony. Urilike the setting in.Dussault the

trial judge here did not undertake an independent, ex parte investigation into the case.
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Nor is the setting in this case close to the setting in Smock v. State, not reported, 1986

WL 1165536 (Alaska App. 1986), in which Trooper Jimerfield was living with Magistrate

Thomsen and was at home at times when a Ketchikan Police Department officer came to the

home to obtain a warrant. Numerous search warrants were issued by the Magistrate as part of a

large drug investigation by the Ketchikan Police Department. One of the convicted defendants

appealed on the grounds the search warrants were improperly issued due to the appearance of

impropriety. The Court of Appeals commented that the relationship between the Magistrate and

the Trooper:

did not render the magistrate vulnerable to police influence. The ties between
Thomsen and Jimerfield were personal, not professional. Jimerfield played no part in
the investigation that led to Smock's convictions. Although Jimerfield was a law
enforcement officer, he was employed by the Alaska State Troopers, a law enforcement
agency that is entirely independent of the Ketchikan police department, the agency that
employed Mcintosh and conducted the drug investigation. Under these circumstances,
neither the personal relationship between Thomsen and Jimerfield nor the limited social
and professional contacts that Thomsen and Jimerfield had with Mclntosh is sufficient to
create an appearance of impropriety. See, e.g., Sanders v. Slate, 260 S.E.2d 504'
(Ga.App.1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1047, 100 S.Ct. 737, 62 L.Ed.2d 734 (1980).

Smock v. State, 1986 WL 1165536, 2 (Alaska App. 1986). Here the contact between Judge'

Murphy and Trooper Gibbens appears to be matters of convenience/necessity in McGrath in the

absence of public transportation.

The case referenced by the Alaska Court of Appeals in Smock involved the issuance

of a search warrant by a magistrate who also served as a coroner and who maintained personal

relationships with law enforcement officials. The Georgia Appellate Court held:

Appellant was indicted on six counts of the offense of theft by receiving stolen
property.... We granted this interlocutory appeal to review the trial court's denial of
appellant's motion to suppress. The question presented here is whether Mr. Rex Reeves,
the justice of the peace who issued the search warrant involved in this case, was a
neutral and detached magistrate. Appellant asserts that Mr. Reeves was not a neutral
and detached magistrate (I) because he was serving as both justice of the peace and
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coroner when he issued the search warrant and (2) because he maintained some personal
associations with law enforcement officials. We conclude that a justice of the peace is
not precluded from issuing a search warrant solely because he is also a coroner. In
addition, we do not believe the facts presented in the record require this court to disturb
the trial court's determination that personal associations did not prevent the justice of the
peace from being a neutral and detached magistrate.

Sanders v. State, 260 S.E.2d 504, 505 (Ga.App. 1979). Magistrate/Coroner Reeves was a former

deputy sheriff, still spent substantial time around the Early County Sheriffs Office, and was on

good terms with individuals in that office and the county jail. The appellate court affirmed the

trial court determination following a suppression hearing that the justice of the peace in question

was able to act as a neutral and detached magistrate.

The Alaska Judicial Conduct Commission issues formal ethical opinions based on

actual Commission complaints, reported in a way to protect confidentiality. The following

formal ethical opinion was issued sometime after 2005:

Opinion # 025:

A judicial officer who accepted rides from law enforcement while on duty in a small
village without any form of public transportation did not violate the Code of Judicial
Conduct where no ex parte communication concerning the pending criminal matter
occurred. The circumstances in rural Alaska often create a need for accommodations
that would not be suitable if there were other alternatives. Where these accommodations
include assistance by law enforcement officers, great care should be given to avoiding
any discussion of official matters while outside the courtroom. The best practice would
be to disclose the special needs and accommodations on the record at the beginning of
the court proceeding to avoid appearance of impropriety questions.

The ex parte contact(s) between Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens in McGrath

have been described by both as innocent, transportation convenience. Haeg has not made a

prima facie showing that any appearance of impropriety contributed to his conviction by the jury

or that he received ineffective assistance of counsel regarding the contacts.
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F. The appearance of impropriety issue as regards the sentencing. A related

Issue, separate from the issue of ineffective assistance counsel and the lack of a prima facie

showing of any impact on the conviction, is whether Mr. Haeg has made a prima facie showing

that his sentence should be set aside due to an appearance of impropriety arising from the Judge

Murphy/Trooper Gibbens contact(s). This analysis starts with a review of the sentencing

remarks by Judge Murphy.

A transcript of the sentencing shows that the sentencing began about I p.m. on

Thursday, September 29, 2005, in McGrath, and lasted until after midnight, meanmg the

sentencing was not completed until September 30. Roughly seven hours of the sentencing

hearing was devoted to testimony about an uncharged offense regarding Haeg having allegedly

assisted in the taking of moose, same day airborne, in September 2003. After the sentencing

arguments of counsel were completed, Mr. Haeg made an extended allocution, toward the end of

which he expressed concern about the court not having time to hear him out. (Tr. at 1432). The

judge responded that time was not a problem for her and that she usually works at night. At

about II :45 p.m, the judge indicated she wanted about a half hour off the record to reflect before

rendering her sentencing remarks and imposing sentence, so she scheduled the parties to return at

12: 15 a.m. Once back on the record, the Judge first ruled that the State had not carried its burden

of showing the uncharged crime by a preponderance of the evidence. As to the convictions at

hand, the judge began her comments by saying, "there are several things in this case that are

extremely disturbing to the court, and the actions that were taken." The Judge noted that before

taking the first illegal wolf, Mr. Haeg had learned that his proposal to expand the wolf predator

program into GMA 19C was not accepted by the Board of Game. The Court then made the

following comment:
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That may have had some bearing, and it - the actions indicate that it did, since the
majority, if not all the wolves were taken in 19-C.

[B]ased on your actions in this case that's what it looks like you decided to do, and it was
a primary importance apparently, again, based on the evidence presented both at trial and
today, that it being the area you felt it was your entitlement, for lack of a better word, to kill
the wolves in the area where you were hunting. Even though others had decided that area
should not be open to a predator control program.

For search warrant probable cause purposes it was not material in which game unit

the wolves were taken so long as it was outside 19D-East. For conviction purposes, there is no

dispute the wolves were taken over 40 miles from the nearest border of 19D-East, which renders

the 19A, B, C, or D attribution immaterial. For sentencing purposes, however, the location issue

merits additional review. The 19-C location was sworn to by Trooper Gibbens in his search

warrant affidavit, and repeated under oath during his testimony on direct at trial. Trooper

Gibbens was riot the only witness to place some of the kills in 19-C. Tony Zellers did so as well.

Tony Zellers testified that three of the first kills were in 19-C just south of the border - the one

was just south of 19-D. (Tr. 595)

The Court of Appeals considered and rejected the Haeg challenge in his direct appeal

to the kill site location, and the trial court's conclusion that he was taking wolves for his own

commercial benefit. The Court of Appeals concluded that the trial court did not commit clear

error when she found that Haeg had illegally killed wolves for his own commercial benefit. That

conclusion appears consistent with the testimony of Haeg at trial with regard to his familiarity

with one pack of wolves that "kind of lives where we guide in our southern area, kind of the -

the upper Stony River. I would say it takes a loop that's at least 80 miles around it." (Tr. 750)

Haeg was asked on cross examination by the prosecutor whether the wolves in 19-D East affect

directly his hunting range. The answer by Haeg was "They most certainly do." (Tr. 794-95).
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The prosecutor asked, "So the biologist indicated their range was - that they believe in the

predator control program boundaries and you're saying the biologist is wrong, the boundary of

these packs range down into 19-B and C in your hunting grounds?" The answer by Haeg was

"There's no doubt about that. Especially when the prey population gets scarce they have to eat."

(Tr. 795)

The sentencing statement by Judge Murphy about Haeg taking wolves for his own

commercial benefit, a conclusion affirmed by the Alaska Court of Appeals, appears based at least

in part on Haeg's own testimony, not solely on the alleged falsified kill locations by Trooper

Gibbens.

These conclusions, however, do not end the inquiry. Early in this PCR case Judge

Joannides reviewed and reversed Judge Murphy's denial of Haeg's motion that she be

disqualified from handling his PCR. Judge Joannides wrote on March 25, 2011,

At the conclusion of my review I granted Mr. Haegs request to disqualify Judge
Murphy from the Post Conviction Relief case because I found that, at a minimum, there
was an appearance of impropriety.

Judge Joannides had previously ruled on August 25, 2010, as follows:

Nevertheless, the affidavits raising questions over the extent of her contact with
prosecution witness Gibbens during the trial raise a sufficient appearance of impropriety
that will negatively affect the confidence of the public, and Haeg himself, in the
impartiality of the judiciary.

Bearing the rulings of Judge Joannides in mind, and notwithstanding this court's

findings of some support for some of the challenged sentencing comments by Judge Murphy, the

court notes that Judge Murphy made no credibility findings regarding Haeg's testimony during

trial nor his allocution statement. The judge did not directly address the Haeg argument that he

took wolves to benefit local subsistence moose hunters/users. The judge did not directly address
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the Haeg argument that his intentions were to show results to bolster the wolf predator control

program. Nor did the judge directly address his argument that the nature of his conduct was

something other than the type of same day airborne conduct by a hunting guide that justifies

forfeiture of the airplane involved.

The testimony of Trooper Gibbens included considerable attention to the details of

the special "Batcub" purple and silver plane that Haeg used. (Tr. at 308-09) The contact

between Trooper Gibbens and Judge Murphy over time during the trial and the sentencing, the

Trooper's focus on the Haeg Batcub plane during the trial, the Judge's personal safety concerns

the night of the sentencing and reliance upon Trooper Gibbens for protection, and the lack of

findings noted above contribute to a possible lack of public confidence in the sentence arising

from the appearance of possible partiality or influence.

Conducting an evidentiary hearing or a trial on the issue of appearance of impropriety

would serve no purpose. Having one or more members of the public testify they observed

contact would be cumulative to the acknowledged contact and the concerns expressed by Judge

Joannides. No reason has been advanced sufficient to reject Judge Joannides' determination that

there was an appearance of impropriety under the circumstances. The acknowledged contact,

notwithstanding innocent intentions, is sufficient to .set aside the sentence.

G. Alleged ineffective advice re a subject matter jurisdiction defense.

Not every defense raised in a criminal case prevails. The trial counsel for Mr. Haeg

pursued a defense at trial that did not prevail. Mr. Haeg pursued a similar line of argument on

appeal, and did not prevail. He now claims his attorney was incompetent or ineffective for

raising a defense that did not prevail. The Risher case standards involve a two-pronged test:

first, that the defense counsel's conduct either generally or in one or more specific instances did
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not conform to the standard of competence established by the court (which is that the decisions

of counsel, when viewed in the framework of trial pressures, be within the range of reasonable

actions which might have been taken by an attorney skilled in the criminal law, regardless of the

outcome of such decisions), and, second, there is a reasonable doubt that the incompetence

contributed to the outcome. Raising a defense that does not prevail does not establish that a

defense attorney was incompetent. Here, the second prong of Risher is determinative .: Mr. Haeg

has not established a prima facie case that the ineffective defense pursued by his counsel

contributed to his conviction. From the logic of the Risher case, to satisfy the second prong, a

defendant would need to show that the defense counsel did something or failed to do something

that contributed to the conviction. Mr. Haeg has not made a prima facie showing that the

unsuccessful subject matter defense contributed to the jury conviction.

H. Miscellaneous.

1. Cole Not Appearing for Sentencing. Haeg's trial counsel excused the prior counsel,

Cole, from appearing and testifying at the sentencing. Haeg wanted Cole to testify. Whether to

call a witness to testify during sentencing is a tactical decision as to which Haeg has not made a

prima facie showing of ineffective assistance of counsel. The Alaska Court of Appeals reasoned

as follows in 2007:

The division of authority between an attorney and client is addressed in Alaska
Professional Conduct Rule 1.2(a). As we explained in Simeon v. State, 90 P.3d
181 (Alaska App. 2004), this rule declares that, in a criminal case, the client has
the final authority to decide what plea to enter, whether to waive jury trial,
whether to testify, and whether to take an appeal. Jd. at 184. We then concluded:
"Since the rule limits the client's authority to those decisions, it follows that the
lawyer has the ultimate authority to make other decisions governing trial
tactics ...." lei.

Our decision in Simeon strongly suggests that Noreen could decide to concede
aggravator (c)(5) without LaBrake's express authorization. LaBrake's petition
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does not address Simeon or provide any other legal authority on this point.
Accordingly, Judge Steinkruger could properly dismiss this claim ..

LaBrake v. State, 152 P.3d 474,484-85 (Alaska App. 2007).

2. Trial Court Not Inquiring into Plea Negotiations. Haeg raised this issue on his

direct appeal to the Alaska Court of Appeals, and the court ruled that "we are aware of no

requirement that a trial court in a criminal case, without a motion or request from the parties,

must ask why plea negotiations failed." In March 2012 the United States Supreme Court issued

two decisions that bear on the role of the court as far as inquiring about plea negotiations.

Missouri v. Frye. - U.S. -,132 S.Ct. 1399, 182 L.Ed.2d 379 (2012); & Lafler v. Cooper. - U.S.

-, 132 S.Ct. 1376, 182 L.Ed.2d 398 (2012). The Frye case involved a failure by defense

counsel to communicate a formal, written plea offer before it expired. Haeg has not shown an

equivalent failure by either of his counsel. The Lafler case involved a trial and conviction of a

defendant who rejected an agreement, on advice of counsel. The court in Lafler concluded the

advice of counsel was ineffective because it led to the rejection of a 4.25 to 7 year imprisonment

sentence and the defendant was sentenced after a jury conviction to roughly 15 to 30 years. The

attorney believed intent to murder could not be found because his client shot the victim below

the waist.

Haeg has not come forward with any evidence that either of his counsel failed to

communicate a formal plea offer to him or advised him not to accept a deal offered by the

prosecution. The contrary occurred. The offers were communicated with recommendations to

accept, which Haeg chose to reject, as he had the right to do. The Eleventh Circuit recently

concluded that neither Frye nor Lafler create new rules of constitutional law because both cases

"were dictated by Strickland v. Washington. 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 .
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(1984)[.]" In re Perez, _ F.3d _,2012 WL 1889150 (May 25,2012). See also Gabe v. United

States, 2012 WL 2153946, 1 (S.D.Ga. 2012). So although a trial judge may inquire whether

formal plea offers have been communicated by counsel to the defendant, and whether counsel

recommended acceptance or rejection, no obligation to inquire at the time and under the

circumstances of this case has been brought to the court's attention. No showing has been made

that an inquiry in line with the Frye/Lafler decisions, such as (a) were all plea offers

communicated to the defendant, and (b) were the risks of trial versus plea explained to the

defendant, would have persuaded the defendant to take a plea agreement that involved forfeiture

of the plane, which he did not want to do.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Haeg was permitted to add information to supplement and to make oral

arguments to bolster and explain the points in his PCR application. The court concludes that a

prima facie showing has not been made that any of the points raised by Haeg are sufficient to

overturn the jury conviction.

As explained above, the court concludes that the sentence should be, and hereby is,

set aside due to an appearance of impropriety. The case is remanded to the District Court in

McGrath for re-sentencing. This is a final ruling in the PCR proceeding, which shall then be

closed.

Dated at Kenai, Alaska, this .2~~y of July, 2012.

C~A.
I

Carl Bauman
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE
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IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF CASE NUMBER
AFTER CHANGE OF VENUE

AND
ASSIGNMENT OF JUDGE

To: Clerk of Court or Magistrate at Homer, Alaska

We have received your case file and change of venue order in your case number
3HO-10-64 CI, entitled David S Haeg vs. State of Alaska.

The venue of this case is now Kenai, Alaska.

The new case number is 3KN-10-01295CI.

All documents filed in this case in the future should contain the new case number.

~ The case remains assigned to Judge Carl Bauman

D By authority of the Presiding Judge of this district, this case is now reassigned to
Judge_

\I

12/29/2010
Date

I certify that on 12/30/2010
copies of this notice were distributed as follows:

18J Original Court
18J New Court
18J Parties/Allys Het t.<t

Clerk: DChappeli

FILE COPY

TF910 (cv) (4/0&)
Notice of Change of Case Number and Assignment 01Judge

DChappell
Deputy Clerk

eiv. R. 3 Crirn R. 18
/ AS 22.10.040 02760



Daytime Telephone No. _

Person Filing Proposed orde'--

Name: _

Mailing Address: _

IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA AT _

(Time and Date)

)
)
)

________~-_Plaintiff(s), )
)
)
)
)
)
)

---------------)

It is ordered that:

I¥J The motion is granted.

D The motion is denied.

D A hearing on the motion will be held at ~_--;-=-:--;-__ Courtroom __

Further Orders:

~~~±t~5t~
~ 7J Defendant(s).

I ~ -;lC8 - ;2-D I 0

Date
c~;i.

I certify that on I;). -~q- fQ
a copy of this order was mailed to (list
names): f-l CLe:5 /0$1-

Type or Print Judge's Name

\
Clerk~

CIV-820 (5/02) (cs)
ORDER ON MOTION

Civil Rules 7(b) & 77
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t
IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT HOMER

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF CASE NUMBER
AFTER CHANGE OF VENUE

AND
ASSIGNMENT OF JUDGE

To: Clerk of Court or Magistrate at McGrath, Alaska

We have received your case file and change of venue order in your case number
4MC-09-5CI, entitled David S Haeg vs. State of Alaska.

The venue of this case is now Homer, Alaska.

The new case number is 3HO-10-00064CI.

All documents filed in this case in the future should contain the new case number.

r:gJ The case remains assigned to Judge Murphy

o By authority of the Presiding Judge of this district, this case is now reassigned to
Judge_

DTredway ""-..,
Deputy Clerk ==3/17/2010

Date

I certify that on 3/18/10
co~ of this notice were distributed as follows:
);;;j»riginal Court

.:.-Ed New Court
r~Parties/Attys

&k: DTredway

FILE COPY

TF9!O ((Ii) (4/08)
NotiGC of Ch'an90 of C;.~~sc~ NurHOCI and l\~3sj2nlll{~nt of -Judge
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I

IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
AT McGrath

In the Matter of the Application
for Post Conviction Relief of:

..

HUB I,
In District Court \
S ate of Alaska!

I a McGrath i
Date 71- -01 i,. I
~ !

,,__.Magistr~:_~l
,-----~------------,

FOR COURT USEONLY
CASE NO. Lj. M C:- rn -' DDDC\.~ CI

David S. Haeg
(Name of Applicant) ,.

APPLICATION FOR POST CONVICTION
RELIEF FROM CONVICTION OR

SENTENCE (CRIMINAL RULE 35.1)

CERTIFICATION

I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (1) the name of a victim
of a sexual offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence or business address or
telephone number of a victim of or witness to any crime unless it is an address used to
identify the place of the crime or it is an address or telephone number in a transcript of a
court proceeding and disclosure of the information was ordered by the court.

I, David S. Haeg, hereby apply for relief under Criminal Rule 35.1.

PART A

(Please type or print neatly. Also, if possible, please attach a copy of your judgment of
conviction.)

The conviction (sentence) from which I seek relief is as follows:

11.56.210(a)(2) Unsworn Falsification; 5 MC 84.270 (14) Trapping in Closed Season
Page 1 of 19 .
CIV-760 (10/07)(cs)
APPLICATION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF AS 12.72.010-.040
FROM CONVICTION/SENTENCE (CRIMINAL RULE 35.1) Crim. Rule 35.1

(plaintiff) (defendant)

2. Court which imposed sentence: x District Court D Superior Court

Court Location: McGrath Name of Judge Margaret Murphy

3. Date shown in clerk's certificate of distribution on the judgment: 10-05-05

4. Date of sentencing and terms of sentence: 9-30-05 (see copy of Judgment)

5. Crime or crimes of which I was convicted: AS 8.54.720 (a)(15) Unlawful Acts a

Guide: Same Day Airborne; 5MC 92.140(a) Unlawful Possession of Game; AS

David Haeg

Full original case number:-,-4M~C,--0:::..4-,--..:::0=24-,-C~R,-- _

Case name: State of Alaska

1.
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II.

6. I am now x not in custody D in custody at

7. Mailing address: P.O. Box 123 Soldotna Alaska 99669

8. The finding of guilty was made after a plea of

D guilty x not guilty D nolo contendere

9. Finding was made by x a jury D a judge

10. Name and address of my lawyer: Brent Cole 821 N. St. Suite 208 Anchorage AK

99501; Arthur Robinson 35401 Kenai Spur Hwy. Soldotna AK 99669; Mark Osterman

105 Trading Bay Dr. Suite 105 Kenai. AK 99611. _

D I was not represented by a lawyer.

11. Lawyer was x employed by me D appointed by the court

12. Did you appeal your conviction (or sentence)? -'-Y""'e""s _

13. If you answered "yes" to question No. 12 above, state the following:

a. the name of each court to which you appealed: Alaska Court of Appeals;

Alaska Supreme Court; United States Supreme Court

b. the result in each court to which you appealed and the date of such result:

Conviction affirmed on 9/10108; review denied on 12/1/08; review denied on

4127/09

c. Did a lawyer represent you on the appeal(s)? ~A,,-t-'-'-fir~s~t.'-- _

State the name(s) and address(es) of your lawyer(s) on the appeal(s):

Arthur Robinson 35401 Kenai Spur Hwv, Soldotna AK 99669

Mark Osterman 105 Trading Bay Dr. Suite 105 Kenai, AK 99611

Lawyer was: x employed by you D appointed by the court

14. Have you filed a previous application for post conviction relief in this case?~

15. Did you seek any other review of or relief from this conviction or sentence (for

example, by filing a motion to modify or correct the sentence, or a petition for habeas

corpus or coram nobis in this court or any other state or federal court)? -'-Y.=e.:::.s _

Page 2 of 19
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AS 12.72.010-.040
Crim. Rule 35.1
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16. If you answered "yes" to No. 14 or No. 15, state the following:

a. each ground for relief which you previously presented:

That my sentence revoking my hunting guide license was illegal and not

allowed by law.

b. the proceedings in which each ground was raised:

Motion to Alaska Court of Appeals when I was appealing my conviction.

c. the results of each proceeding and the date of such results:

Sentence was modified to a suspension of my hunting guide license on

September 10, 2008.

d. the name and address of lawyers(s), if any, who represented you in these

proceedings (separately for each proceeding) '-'N""'o"'n""e _

e. lawyer was 0 employed by me 0 appointed by the court
Page 3 of 19
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PARTB

I believe I have grounds for relief from the conviction and sentence described in Part A.

1. My grounds for relief are as follows: (State which parts of Criminal
Rule 35.1(a) you believe apply to your case.)

(1) That Haeg's conviction and the sentence was in violation of the Constitution of the
United States and the constitution and laws of this state; .

(4) That there exists evidence of material facts, not previously presented and heard by
the court, that requires vacation of Haeg's conviction and sentence in the interest of
justice; .

(9) That Haeg was not afforded effective assistance of counsel at trial or on direct
appeal.

2. The specific facts which support each of the grounds set out above
are: (Put in specific references to the record) Legend: TR-trial record; AR
appellate court record; MR-motion record; RH-representation hearing

A. Hunting guides Haeg and Zellers were permitted to help the State of Alaska
(SOA) conduct the WCP (WCP) that used the extremely controversial practice of
shooting wolves from airplanes. The WCP by law prevented permittees from being
charged with hunting or guiding violations. (See 5AAC 92.039(h) and 92.11O(m)) Just
prior to Haeg's March 2004 permitted participation in the WCP, Ted Spraker, a member
of the Alaska Board of Game (the government agency that created and ran the WCP),
told Haeg at a Board of Game meeting in Fairbanks, Alaska: (1) the WCP was in
jeopardy of being shut down because it was ineffective; (2) Haeg had to take more
wolves so the WCP would not be shut down because it was ineffective; and (3) if Haeg
ended up taking wolves outside the WCP area to claim they were taken inside the area.
Spraker also told Haeg he couldn't believe people weren't poisoning wolves, what
poison worked best, and how to obtain it. Spraker later stated, "it was absolute bullshit
[Haeg was] charged as a guide."

B. The SOA then prosecuted Haeg and Zellers for taking wolves outside the WCP
area, but falsified all wolf kill evidence locations to Haeg's hunting guide area, locations
that were material to the charges filed. [See all trial court record, search warrant
affidavits, and search warrants.]

C. The SOA used the materially false evidence locations, falsely moving the
evidence to GMU 19C, on affidavits to obtain search and seizure warrants for Haeg's
home and property. [Exhibit 1]

D. The SOA used materially false warrants to search and seize Haeg's property.
[Exhibit 1]
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E. The SOA failed to provide a hearing "within days if not hours" after seizure of
Haeg's property he used as his primary means to provide a livelihood. [Exhibit 2]

F. The SOA told Haeg "never" when Haeg asked, "When can I get my plane back
because I have clients coming in tomorrow and I have to set up bear camp?" [Exhibit 3]

G. Weeks after property seizure Haeg hired attorney Brent Cole, who told Haeg: (1)
Haeg's case was going to be huge, animal rights activists would be threatening Haeg,
and that "immense pressure" was being applied to Haeg's prosecutor and judge to
make an example of Haeg because he jeopardized the WCP; (2) Haeg could do nothing
about the SOA falsifying all evidence of wolf kill locations to Haeg's hunting guide area
- after Haeg specifically asked Cole what could be done; (3) Haeg could do nothing
about all the search and seizure warrants which falsified the evidence location to Haeg's
hunting guide area - after Haeg specifically asked Cole what could be done; (4) Haeg
had no right to a postseizure hearing - after Haeg specifically asked Cole what could be
done; (5) there was no way to ask for or bond the property out - after Haeg specifically
asked Cole what could be done; (6) Alaska law prevented Haeg from getting the
property back - after Haeg specifically asked Cole what could be done; (7) it was not a
legal defense that the SOA told and induced Haeg to take wolves outside the WCP area
but claim they were taken inside - after Haeg specifically asked Cole what could be
done; (8) Haeg should tell no one that the SOA told and induced Haeg to take wolves
outside the WCP area but claim they were taken inside - after Haeg specifically asked
Cole what could be done; (9) Haeg should be charged with hunting and guiding
charges; (10) Haeg had no defense to hunting and guiding charges - after Haeg
specifically asked what could be done; (11) Haeg should make a plea agreement to
hunting and guiding charges; and (12) the SOA was giving Haeg immunity in order
to compel a statement from Haeg and that Haeg was to be "king for a day" for this
statement. [Exhibit 4]

H. On June 11, 2004, Cole present, Haeg gave an immunized statement to the SOA
(prosecutor Leaders and trooper Gibbens). This statement implicated Tony Zellers,
referred to all of Haeg's actions that he was later prosecuted for, and produced a map,
marked by Haeg of where all the wolves were that he and Zellers had killed. [Exhibit 5]
This same map was used against Haeg at trial. [TR 280-286,331-612,645-646,914]

I. The SOA used Haeg's compelled and immunized statement in numerous ways
to investigate and build their case against Haeg. The SOA directly and indirectly
obtained witnesses, evidence, and testimony. [See all record.]

J. On June 23,2004, because Haeg's statement implicated him, Zellers gave a
statement to the SOA (prosecutor Leaders and trooper Gibbens) and agreed to
cooperate with them. [Exhibit 6] The SOA showed Zellers the map upon which Haeg
had marked the locations of the wolves he and Zellers had taken outside the WCP area
and asked Zellers to confirm that Haeg's locations were correct. [Exhibit 7]
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K. During their statements both Haeg and Zellers evidenced to the SOA (prosecutor
Leaders and trooper Gibbens) the SOA had falsified the evidence locations to Haeg's
hunting guide area. Cole was present during this. [Exhibit 5 and 7]

L. In August 2004 Cole billed Haeg for finalizing a pA that only required a 1-year
loss of guide license and in September 2004 billed Haeg for scheduling the PA to be
presented to Court on November 9, 2004. [Exhibit 8]

M. Because Cole told him prosecutor Leaders promised to give credit for it, Haeg
cancelled the 2004 fall and the 2005 spring hunting guide season. [Exhibit 4]

N. On November 4, 2004 prosecutor Leaders filed an information containing the PA
charges agreed to - charges allowing Haeg to receive the 1 year guide license
suspension. The information specifically used Haeg's statement as probable
cause for all charges. [Exhibit 9]

O. On November 8, 2004, over Cole's objection, Haeg submitted to the Court and
SOA a written statement of what his PA testimony would be the next day in McGrath.
This statement explained what the SOA had told Haeg just before Haeg's participation:
that the WCP was in jeopardy of termination if more wolves were not taken; that Haeg
had to take more wolves so this did not happen; that if Haeg took wolves outside the
area to claim they were taken inside the area; that they could not believe people were
not poisoning wolves; what kind of poison worked best, and where to obtain it. The
statement also evidenced Haeg had done all required for the PA. [Exhibit 10]

P. On November 8, 2004 Haeg drove to Anchorage to meet with Cole and to fly to
McGrath on November 9,2004 to finalize the PA. Haeg had flown PA witnesses in from
as far away as Illinois because Cole said they were required. [Exhibit 4]

Q. When Haeg and witnesses arrived Cole stated he "just received bad news" and
showed everyone an amended information, dated November 8, 2004 1 PM, that
changed the charges so they required a minimum 3-year guide license loss, violating
the PA that only required a 1-year loss. No reason was given for increasing the severity
of the already filed charges. [Exhibit 4 and 11]

R. All amended informations specifically used Haeg's statement as probable
cause for the new and more severe charges that violated the PA. [Exhibits 11 and
12]

s. The information, nor any that was ever filed against Haeg, gave notice the SOA
would seek forfeiture of Haeg's property. [Exhibits 9, 11, and 12]

T. Repeatedly Haeg and the witnesses asked Cole what could be done. Repeatedly
Cole told Haeg and the witnesses: (1) the only thing he could do about prosecutor
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•c
Leaders breaking the PA was to "call Leaders boss, a lady I used to work with"
and that he called her, left a message, and she never called back; (2) it was legal
and ethical for the SOA to break Haeg's PA after Haeg had· already given up a
year of guiding and flown in all the witnesses for it; (3) the SOA could use Haeg's
compelled statement against Haeg and there was nothing he could do about it; (4)
"I can't piss Leaders off because I have to be able to make deals with him after
you're done"; (5) "just suck it up"; and (6) "when Leaders screwed you he really
screwed me." [Exhibit 4]

U. Sometime after November 8,2004 Haeg's statement, documenting the SOA
had told and induced him to do what they then prosecuted him for, was removed
from the Court record while proof documenting it was submitted remained in the
record. [Exhibit 13] Years after, when discovered, Haeg asked the Court of Appeals to
reconstruct the record with the statement before his appeal brief was due. Although the
SOA did not oppose, the Court of Appeals, for reasons never explained, failed to do so.

V. Haeg's immunized and incriminating statement was released to the press,
where it was printed in the Anchorage Daily News and numerous other state and
national papers. [Exhibit 14] Cole told Haeg it was legal and ethical for the SOA to do
this and that there was nothing that could be done about it. [Exhibit 4] The SOA stated
in the news articles Haeg was just "a bad apple" and that the SOA had nothing to do
with Haeg taking wolves outside the WCParea and claiming they had been taken
inside. [Exhibit 14]

W. Haeg fired Cole and hired attorney Arthur Robinson, who told Haeg: (1) nothing
could be done about anything Cole had done - when Haeg specifically asked what
could be done; (2) there was nothing Haeg could do about the SOA falsifying all
evidence locations to Haeg's hunting guide area - when Haeg specifically asked what
could be done; (3) there was nothing Haeg could do about all the search and seizure
warrants which falsified all evidence locations to Haeg's hunting guide area -' when
Haeg specifically asked what could be done; (4) Haeg had no right to a prompt
postseizure hearing; (5) Haeg had no right to bond the property out; (6) it was no
defense that the SOA told and induced Haeg to take wolves outside the WCP area but
claim they were taken inside - when Haeg specifically asked what could be done; (7)
Haeg couldtell no one that the SOA told and induced Haeg to take wolves outside the
WCP area but claim they were taken inside; (8) Haeg could get nothing for all he had
done for the PA - when Haeg specifically asked what could be done; (9) the SOA did
not have to honor the PA or the charges they had agreed to - when Haeg specifically
asked what could be done; (10) the SOA could use Haeg's statement against Haeg 
when Haeg specifically asked what could be done; (11) Haeg would lose at trial
because Cole had given the SOA everything; (12) because the SOA did not support the
informations with an affidavit Haeg should go to trial where he would lose, but then
would "no doubt win on appeal" since this deprived the Court of jurisdiction; and (13)
Haeg should tell no one about the PA and all Haeg had done for it because this would
"admit" to the Court they had jurisdiction over Haeg. [Exhibit 15]
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x. Prosecutor Leaders and trooper Gibbens, the very people who compelled
Haeg to give them an immunized statement, were people who then prosecuted
Haeg at trial for the same actions they required Haeg to refer to and incriminate
himself for in his immunized statement. [See all record] Gibbens was a primary trial
witness against Haeg and chauffeured Judge Murphy everywhere during Haeg's
prosecution. [Exhibit 16 - TR 1262-63]

Y. On May 6, 2005,' Robinson, in a reply to the SOA's opposition to Robinson's
motion that never brought up Haeg's statement use, claimed prosecutor Leaders was,
by reciting Haeg's statement to support the informations, violating Evidence Rule 410 
which prohibits any use of statements made during plea negotiations if a plea
negotiations do not end in a plea agreement. Robinson did not also protest Haeg's
statement had been compelled by a grant of immunity. Robinson did not protest the
innumerable other ways Haeg's immunized statement was being used against Haeg 
just the obvious use which, if he did not also protest other use like Zellers testimony,
would do absolutely nothing - it would only cover up the written acknowledgement
Haeg's statement was being directly used. Although this reply and affidavit was given to
both the Court and to prosecutor Leaders nothing was done about the irrefutable
violation of Haeg's constitutional right against self-incrimination. [Exhibit 17]

z. Even though the SOA's argument was "the great economic benefit Haeg
received by killing wolves where he guides" Robinson never told Haeg's judge or jury
that this argument was a fruit of the SOA's falsified evidence locations and that not a
single wolf was killed where Haeg guides. Robinson never told Haeg's judge or jury the
SOA told and induced Haeg to take wolves outside the area but claim they were taken
inside the area. Without ever knowing any of this Judge Murphy ruled that Haeg should
be charged with hunting and guiding violations instead of WCP violations and granted
the SOA's protection order that Haeg be prevented from arguing at trial he could not be
convicted of hunting violations because the WCP law specifically prevented these
charges. [See all record - especially TR 21-84]

AA. From his opening statement on prosecutor Leaders trial case was based
almost entirely upon Haeg's immunized statement. The argument for conviction
was:· Haeg's intent in killing the wolves was to benefit Haeg's business, how much Haeg
charges for a moose hunt, how many hunters Haeg took each year, how successful
Haeg was on' moose hunts, and how Haeg killing wolves that killed the moose he sold
to clients benefited Haeg. And that because Haeg's intent was to benefit his hunting
guide business Haeg should be found guilty of hunting/guiding crimes. [See all record]

BB. The SOA, through prosecutor Leaders questioning trooper Gibbens, falsely
testified at trial that the evidence was found in GMU 19C (the GMU in which Haeg
guided and which Gibbens had placed on all search and seizure warrants). Only
at Haeg's instance was Gibbens cross-examined on this, where he admitted the
evidence was all found in GMU 190, the GMU in which the WCP was taking place
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- a GMU in which Haeg was not allowed to guide. In other words the SOA had
known all along the evidence locations were being falsified to where Haeg guided
- supporting their hunting/guiding case against Haeg. [Exhibit 18 - TR 418-479)

cc. Robinson never demanded a mistrial for trooper Gibbens proven perjury r, or for
the fact Judge Murphy had made numerous prior decisions based entirely on the SOA's
now admitted false evidence locations - from issuing search and seizure warrants
(upon Gibbens falsified affidavits) to deciding Haeg should be charged with hunting and
guiding violations instead of WCP violations. No one, including Robinson, ever
explained to Haeg's judge or jury Haeg was not allowed to guide in GMU 190 - and
that this meant Haeg's intent in killing the wolves could not have been to benefit his
business. Robinson never told Haeg's judge or jury the SOA told and induced Haeg to
take wolves outside the area yet mark them as being taken inside the area. Robinson
never protested that the SOA's entire case was based upon material false evidence
locations. [See all record)

DO. The SOA used Haeg's immunized statement against him at trial to devastating
effect - without Robinson preventing this. All main witnesses, testimony, and
evidence used against Haeg at trial were obtained through the use of Haeg's
statement. Tony Zellers and his attorney testified Zellers cooperated and testified
against Haeg at trial because of Haeg's statement. Prosecution witness Toby
Boudreau proved beyond any doubt his testimony had been tainted by Haeg's
immunized statement - repeatedly and mistakenly referring to "Tony Lee" instead
of "Tony Zellers". Before Haeg's statement neither the SOA nor Boudreau knew a
"Tony Lee" was involved. Trial witness trooper Gibbens and trial prosecutor
.Leaders were the very people who took Haeg's immunized statement. Trial exhibit
#25 was a map on which, during his immunized statement, Haeg marked the
locations of all wolf kills that he was now being prosecuted for. This map and
marks on it were specifically and repeatedly referred to throughout Haeg's entire
trial. When Haeg again asked if the SOA could use his statement Robinson again
told Haeg they could use, and were using, his statement against him at trial and
that since the SOA would only present the prejudicial portions of his statement
Haeg had to testify at trial to bring in the exculpatory parts of his statement.
Afterward Robinson stated Haeg should not have testified. [Exhibits 5, 6, 7, and 19 - TR
280-286,331-612,645-646,914)

EE. Haeg was convicted and before sentencing he researched Robinson's
"jurisdiction" tactic and found this was last successful in two 1909 cases: Salter and Ex.
Parte Flowers. Since then it has been held a prosecutors oath of office sufficed to verify
informations. When confronted Robinson said two "fresher" cases supported his tactic:
Gerstein v. Pugh and Albrecht. Haeg researched and proved they irrefutably proved the
Court had jurisdiction..When confronted Robinson admitted the Court may have
"personal jurisdiction" but claimed the Court would not have "subject-matter jurisdiction".
Haeg researched subject-matter jurisdiction and found subject-matter jurisdiction is
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provided by statute and since he was charged with misdemeanors in district court AS
22.15.060 irrefutably provided the court with subject-matter jurisdiction. [Exhibit 15]

FF. Haeg told Robinson he did not want to throwaway all he had done for the PA
and asked Robinson to subpoena Cole and Fitzgerald (Zellers attorney) to testify at
sentencing about the PA that guaranteed lesser charges, all Haeg had done for it, and
that Cole claimed it could not be enforced. [Exhibit 15] Robinson stated since Cole knew
more of the PA reliance Haeg should just subpoena Cole and not Fitzgerald. [Exhibit 15]

GG. Haag paid for a subpoena, witness fees, airline ticket, and hotel room for Cole to
travel to, and testify in, McGrath. [Exhibits 4 and 15] Haeg typed up and delivered to
Robinson 56 questions he demanded Robinson ask of Cole while he was on the
witness stand. Haeg also typed up and delivered to Robinson questions he demanded
be asked ·of the witnesses that were present when the SOA broke the PA. [Exhibit
20]The questions were almost exclusively of all Haeg had done for the PA and how
Cole said it could not be enforced after prosecutor Leaders broke it.

HH. Cole never showed up to Haeg's sentencing in response to the subpoena, airline
ticket, and witness fees. [Exhibit 15] When Haeg asked what could be done Robinson
told Haeg there was nothing that could be done about Cole not appearing in response
to the subpoena. [Exhibit 15]

II. At sentencing the SOA testified they did not know why Haeg had not
guided for a year previous, yet Cole testified on tape and under oath that the SOA
had previously agreed that this year was being given for the PA and that Haeg
would get credit for it. [Exhibit 21 - TR 1335] This was why Haeg subpoenaed Cole
to testify at his sentencing. Although Robinson knew all this he did not object or cross
examine the SOA on this false testimony. At Haeg's sentencing Robinson refused to
ask Haeg's witnesses anything about all Haeg had done for the PA, how the SOA broke
it, or how Cole said nothing could be done about it. Robinson refused to ask these
questions even though he had agreed to do so when he had went over all these typed
questions with Haeg and the witnesses the night before. Robinson refused to do so
even when Haeg, sitting next to Robinson at sentencing, asked him to. [See all TR]

JJ. The SOA's specific justification for asking for a severe sentence: "Haeg's intent
through taking of the wolves was an intent to eliminate wolves from his guiding area, an
attempt to eliminate wolves that directly preyed upon the game populations that he
hunted in order to better enhance his prospects as a guide and those of his clients." [TR
1382] Although the SOA had previously admitted under oath this was false Robinson
never protested or proved again this was false. [See TR]

KK. When Haeg's property was forfeited without constitutionally adequate notice in
the charging information Robinson did not protest. [See TR] When the Court's specific
justification for Haeg's severe sentence was: "since the majority, if not all the
wolves were taken in 19C - where you were hunting" [Exhibit 22 - TR 1437-1441]
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Robinson did not protest - even though he knew this was completely false and even
though the SOA had admitted under oath at trial cross-examination this was false
- after claiming it to be true for years on all search warrant affidavits, search
warrants, and during their trial testimony. [See TR] The other reasons the Court
gave for Haeg's severe sentence were "the politics involved" and "the effects to the wolf
kiII program". [TR 1441]

. LL. Robinson told Haeg: "I was barely there by like 11 [PM]" but failed to object to
Haeg being sentence at nearly 2 AM. The Court failed to give Haeg the notice he could
appeal his sentence - as required by Alaska Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.5 and
Appellate Rule 215(b). [See TR and AR] When Haeg asked if he could appeal his
sentence Robinson told Haeg he could not appeal his sentence..

,
MM. Robinson filed an appeal docketing statement on which he checked the. box
"conviction only" instead of "conviction and sentence" - even though Haeg had asked if
he could appeal his sentence. [See TR and AR] ,.

NN. When Haag asked if they should appeal the fact the SOA's entire case was
based upon the false evidence location and on Haeg's immunized statement Robinson
told Haeg that the only issue worth appealing was that the court lacked subject-matter
jurisdiction. [Exhibit 15] Robinson then filed a statement of points on appeal that "the
court lacked subject-matter jurisdiction" - without mentioning Haeg's immunized
statement was used to prosecute Haeg or that the SOA's whole case was based upon
the fact they falsified all evidence locations to Haeg's guiding area - and that even
Haec's Court specifically used the false location as justification for Haeg's sentence.
[Exhibit 23 -see AP]

00. Haeg told Robinson he found a defense called ineffective assistance of counsel
(IAOC) and asked if Cole gave him IAOe, Robinson admitted that Cole giving false
advice was IAOC - but claimed Haeg was not paying him (Robinson) for an IAOC
defense and he had no obligation to use this defense for Haeg. [Exhibit 15]

PP. Robinson told Haeg the troopers and prosecutor Leaders could lie with immunity
to convict and sentence Haeg because they were in "the fold ... the good old boys
system... the group they protect and don't do anythingagainsL in the good boy
network you have not only the prosecutors and the cops, but you also have the judges
and magistrates ... the old boy system - they take care of their own." [Exhibit 15]

QQ. Haeg asked Robinson why Cole didn't show up at sentencing as subpoenaed
and Robinson replied, "there was no need to call him because what he had to say is not
relevant to your guilt" [Exhibit 15] (Haeg had subpoenaed Cole to his sentencing, not
trial where guilt is determined). Haeg, "It would have been relevant to my sentence and
you know it". Robinson, "Why would it have been relevant to your sentence
David?" Haeg, "Because we had a deal that I had given up a year of my freaking
guide license for... and I wanted that inan to be asked that and I wanted him to be
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asked why he never stood up for my deal and I wanted that judge to know that I'd
been sold down the river. And it never happened and I paid for it." Robinson, "Well
David I think that you obviously think that I was ineffective so we have a conflict of
interest so I am goanna have to withdraw from your case." [Exhibit 15] Haeg said he
was going to sue his attorneys; Robinson said Haeg could not, that Alaska law
prevents convicted defendants from suing attorneys. [Exhibit 15]

RR. Haeg's business attorney (former criminal attorney Dale Dolifka), who had
followed Haeg's case from the very beginning, told Haeg that Alaska's criminal defense
attorneys were banding together against Haeg and that Haeg must hire an attorney
from outside Alaska. Because of this Haeg fired Robinson and tried hiring numerous
attorneys outside Alaska. When the situation was explained all refused. Against
Dolifka's advice Haeg looked for another attorney inside Alaska. Nearly all said, "big
State, small attorney pool" and refused to represent Haeg after Haeg told them what his
first 2 attorneys had done.

SS. Alaska attorney Mark Osterman, after looking at Haeg's.file for a week, told Haeg
it was the biggest "sellout" of a client he had ever seen, that a motion to suppress
should have been filed and would have been granted because of the falsified evidence
locations on all search warrants/affidavits, that Haeg's PA should have been enforced,
and that it was an illegal conviction because Haeg's immunized statement was used.
Osterman told Haeg the Court of Appeals would immediately reverse Haeg's conviction
when they seen the sellout and he and Haeg would sue Robinson and Cole for millions
- that Haeg didn't know his first attorneys "were goannaload the dang dice so
the State would always win." [Exhibit 24]

TT. Osterman told Haeg that he charged $3000 to $5000 per point on appeal but that
he would just charge Haeg a fixed sum of $12,000 for the entire appeal, that he wanted
it all up front because he didn't want Haeg to run out of money halfway through the
appeal, and that he wanted Haeg to help write the appeal brief after Haeg requested he
be allowed to help. Haeg paid Osterman the entire $12,000 up front. [Exhibit 24]

UU. After Haeg hired him Osterman refused to let Haeg help write or even see' the
brief until just before it was due and Haeg threatened to fire him. When Haeg examined
the brief he found nothing that Osterman had agreed was the "sellout". Osterman said
this was because he could do nothing that would affect the livelihoods of Haeg's
first 2 attorneys and that if Haeg claimed his attorneys "sold him out" the Court of
Appeals "would laugh like hell and through out the appeal", and that Haeg already
owed him another $24,000 because he charged $8000 per point on appeal plus
expenses. [Exhibit 24]

W. Haeg fired Osterman and moved to represent himself. [TR and AR] At the
representation hearing Osterman testified under oath that he told Haeg he charged
$8000 per point on appeal with no fixed cost and that Haeg owed him another $24,000
on top of the $12,000 already paid. [Exhibit 24 and RH] Only after Haeg sought to admit
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tape recordings of Osterman did Osterman admit that his prior sworn testimony was
false. Osterman did not refute telling Haeg he had been "sold out" by his own attorneys,
that he was going to use this for Haeg's appeal, and that later he told Haeg he could not
use the "sell out" because he could not do anything that would affect the livelihoods of
Haeg's first two attorneys. [Exhibit 24 and RH]

At Haeg's August 15, 2006 representation hearing the SOA specifically admitted they
used Haeg's immunized statement against Haeg at trial [Exhibit 25 and RH]

The SOA filed a 14-page opposition to Haeg representing himself. [Exhibit 26 and MR]

The Court stated Haeg had delusions of conspiracy, was "out in the ozone", and
ordered a psychological examination. [Exhibit 27 and RH] Psychologist Tamara Russell
concluded Haeg had no deficits and there was almost certainly a conspiracy to deny
Haeg fair proceedings. [Exhibit 28] Court granted self-representation. [RH]

WW. While on appeal Haeg filed fee arbitration against Cole with the Alaska Bar
Association. Cole·testified the SOA gave Haeg immunity to compel the statement
from Haeg and for this statement Haeg was made "king for a day." [Exhibit 4]

To justify not filing motions Cole testified that for the PA he promised prosecutor
Leaders he would not file any motions to suppress - but never sought to file these
motions after prosecutor Leaders broke the PA - and that he never told any of this, or
that a motion to suppress could ever be filed, to Haeg. [Exhibit 4] In other words Cole,
without telling Haeg and in return for absolutely nothing, threw away the incredible
defenses that the SOA was falsifying evidence to manufacture a case against Haeg,
was using false warrants to search and seize Haeg's property, and was using Haeg's
immunized statement against Haeg. [See TR]

In response to Haeg's question, "Did you think my airplane was important for my
livelihood?" Cole testified under oath, "You thought so. I didn't." [Exhibit 4]

Cole testified "l thought [Haeg] was goanna commit suicide" when the SOA took Haeg's
airplane and that Haeg had no right to a postseizure hearing or to bond the airplane out
in order to continue to make a living before trial. When it was proved Haeg had to be
provided a prompt postseizure hearing and that Haeg had an absolute right to bond his
property out Cole testified that "the time to make these decisions was in the beginning"
and that Haeg was "almost comatose because you were so depressed about the State
walking in and taking all this stuff." [Exhibit 4] In other words Cole, knowing the law
allowed Haeg to get his property back and the pressure the loss of property had
on Haeg, would rather have seen Haeg commit suicide then to inform Haeg that
he could get his property back.

Cole testified that the SOA had used immense pressure to make an example of Haeg;
that the SOA thought Haeg should not be a guide anymore; that it is almost impossible
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for a guide to come back after a 5-year license loss; that the SOA had promised to
give Haeg credit for the year guiding if Haeg cancelled the fall 2004 and spring
2005 hunts; and then testified prosecutor Leaders never gave Haeg credit for this
year at sentencing - and that because of this Haeg effectively lost his license for 6
years instead of 5. [Exhibit 4]'

Fitzgerald, Zellers attorney, testified to that both Haeg and Zellers wererequired to give
statements and that both had "transactional immunity" for the statements. [Exhibit
29] This meant, just as State of Alaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (1993) and AS
12.50.101 hold, that Haeg and Zellers could not be prosecuted for anything referred to
during their statements - as happened. In addition, Fitzgerald testified that the last thing
a defense attorney would do is make an enemy out of a prosecutor and trying to enforce
a PA or advocate for a client would make an enemy out of a prosecutor. [Exhibit 29]

Finally, Cole testified his "tactic" for Haec's defense was "we were falling on our
sword." [Exhibit 4]

-
XX. Haeg sought affidavits from Cole, Robinson, Osterman, Fitzgerald, Gibbens,
Leaders, Malatesta, Burger, Rom, Fayette, Doerr, Godfrey, Spraker, SA Seale,
Greenstein, Dolifka, and Murphy to include in his PCR application as required by
Criminal Rule 35.1(d). These people refused to provide affidavits:

YY. On September 8, 2006, the SOA specifically used Haeg's immunized
statement to oppose Haeg's appeal: "In June 2004 both hunters [Haeg and Zellers]
were interviewed by troopers and adniitted they knew nine wolves were shot from the
airplane while outside the permit area. Both men were charged with various criminal
accounts. Zellers case resolved by way of a plea agreement and Haeg proceeded to
jury trial where he was convicted." [Exhibit 30 - MR and AR]

In deciding his appeal the Alaska Court of Appeals ruled Haeg's attorneys "waived" or
"forfeited" numerous claims before trial, at trial, and on appeal by not asserting them in
the correct way or in a timely manner: (1) Haeg's right to challenge, by motions to
suppress, the SOA's falsification of evidence locations on all search and seizure
affidaviUwarrants; (2) Haeg's right to challenge, by motions to dismiss, the SOA's use of
known false testimony at trial and sentencing; (3) Haeg's right to challenge, by motions
to enforce, the SOA breaking his PA; (4) Haeg's right to challenge, by motions to
suppress, the SOA's use of his immunized testimony; (5) Haeg's right to challenge, by
motions to dismiss, the SOA's and court's failure to give the required jury instruction that
Zellers testimony against Haeg was a required as part of his PA; (6) Haeg's right to
challenge, by motions to enforce, Cole's failure to obey a subpoena; and (7) Haeg's
right to challenge, by motions for return of property, the lack of due process after the
seizure of his property. As shown the erroneous and inadequate advice by Haeg's
attorneys did not just prejudice him pretrial, trial, and sentencing - it has now prejudiced
him on appeal. [Exhibit 31 - AR]
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The Court of Appeals decided they could not address Haeg's IAOC claim (that his
attorneys gave him false counsel and had conflicts of interest that prejudiced Haeg's
case) on appeal because there might have been a legitimate tactic for this - that Haeg
would have to develop the record in a post conviction relief hearing so his attorneys
could explain their actions. The Court of Appeals also claimed Robinson's reply protest
that prosecutor Leaders was using Haeg's statement in violation of his rights did not
have to be addressed because the Court can disregard issues first raised in a reply 
that Robinson should have filed a new motion asking that this be addressed. In other
words the Court of Appeals ruled Robinson failed to protest the violation of Haeg's
constitutional right against self-incrimination in an "effective" way. [Exhibit 31 - AR]

After witnessing the Court of Appeals oral arguments the Anchorage Dailey News wrote
an article expressing concern about the corruption in Haeg's case. [Exhibit 36]

Haeg appealed to the Alaska Supreme Court and later to the United States Supreme
Court - both who so far declined review, apparently relying on the Court of Appeals
ruling that Haeg's claims must first be addressed during this post conviction relief
proceeding. [AR]

ZZ. Haeg talked to Special Agent Colton Seale of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation in Anchorage, 'Alaska about the evidence of corruption in Haeg's case. SA
Seale told Haeg that the FBI has investigated a "number of complaints nearly identical"
to Haeg's involving judicial corruption and "in every case the investigation expanded
rapidly and implicated more and more people until a call came from D.C. to pull the
plug." Haeg supplied this and other evidence to the Department of Justice in
Washington D.C. and they agreed to investigate.

AAA. Haeg filed a complaint about trooper Gibbens chauffeuring Judge Murphy
everywhere during Haeg's prosecution. Marla Greenstein of the Alaska Commission on
Judicial Conduct dismissed the complaint and stated that both trooper Gibbens and·
Judge Murphy testified this never happened - even though the official record
documented this happened. [Exhibit 32]

BBB. Haeg filed a complaint with the Alaska Bar Association about prosecutor
Leaders conduct - including using Haeg's immunized statement. Prosecutor Leaders, in
a certified response, testified that Haeg provided the SOA a statement that could not be
used against Haeg. [Exhibit 2] Prosecutor Leaders testified the SOA did not use Haeg's
statement [Exhibit 2] and the proof of this was that if it was used Haeg's attorneys would
have filed a motion to suppress evidence. [Exhibit 2] Prosecutor Leaders testified that
Haeg had no right to an immediate hearing after the seizure of Haeg's property, used as
the primary means to provide a livelihood. [Exhibit 2] Prosecutor Leaders testified that it
was correct that the court would be "usurping executive authority" by allowing Haeg to
bond his property out before trial. [Exhibit 2] Prosecutor Leaders testified the fact
Haeg's attorneys never filed a motion to enforce Haeg's PA was proof the SOA never
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violated the PA. [Exhibit 2] Prosecutor Leaders testified the PA required only a 1-year
suspension of Haeg's guide license. [Exhibit 2]

Yet Robinson's reply brief, certified it Was copied to prosecutor Leaders, proved that
prosecutor Leaders used Haeg's statement [Exhibit 17] - alone making Leaders sworn
response proven perjury.

GGG. The Alaska Big Game Commercial Services Board stated they would likely be
additionally suspending Haeg's guide license for between 0 and 100 years. In addition,
the BGCSB told Haeg that since a guide license must be renewed every 4 years and
cannot be renewed while they are suspended, Haeg would have to start all over at the
bottom in order to get a license because of his 5-year suspension. In other words a 5
year "suspension" is in reality a revocation. Also, because of a guide use concession
system that will be implemented in' the near future, Haeg will almost certainly be
excluded from guiding as, without a license and with a guiding conviction, he will not be
able to apply for, or be qualified to receive, a concession to guide. In other words Haeg,
after he receives his guide 'license in approximately 56 years (approx. 50 years from the
BGCSB and the 6 already taken), will own a hunting lodge but will not have a
concession to guide on the land around it.

DOD. Haeg's attorneys actively represented interests in conflict with Haeg's: the
SOA's interest in not jeopardizing the WCP; the SOA's interest in making an example of
Haeg; the SOA's interest in concealing that they had told and induced Haeg to do
exactly what they afterward charged Haeg with doing; the SOA's interest in fabricating,
by falsifying the evidence locations, the motive that Haeg took wolves where he guides
to benefit his business - in order to justify hunting/guiding charges; the SOA' interest in
falsifying affidavits and warrants in order to illegally search Haeg's home and illegally
seize Haeg's property; the SOA's interest in preventing Haeg from a prompt postseizure
hearing so he could protest the illegal search, seizure, and being put out of business
before being charged, convicted, or sentenced; the SOA's interest in not allowing Haeg
to bond his property out to make a livelihood before being charged, convicted, or
sentenced; the SOA's interest in being able to unjustly and illegally forfeit many
thousands of dollars of property; the SOA's interest in compelling Haeg to give a
statement and then use it to prosecute him; the SOA's interest in getting Haeg to give
up making a livelihood for a PA; the SOA's interest in breaking the PA after they had
already got the year of livelihood from Haeg; the SOA's interest in denying that Haeg
had given the year of livelihood for a PA; their own interest in not jeopardizing their
future relationship with the SOA; their own interest in not being questioned as to how
they represented Haeg; and their own interest in not being found to have committed
IAOC - which is "prima facie" evidence of malpractice. [See all exhibits. and records]

EEE. A summary of the basic rights that Haeg's attorneys deprived him of when
Haeg specifically asked to be advised of these basic rights and his attorneys
affirmatively misinformed him:
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(1) The right to due process, when Haeg's attorneys told him could be prosecuted
for crimes referred to in his compelled statement; when Haeg's attorneys told him it was
not a legal defense that the SOA told and induced him to do exactly what he was
charged with; there was nothing he could do about the SOA testifying under oath
evidence was found where Haeg guided when it was not - when this specific evidence
location was their justification for the charges against Haeg; there was no right to a'
prompt hearing to contest the seizure and deprivation of property he used as the
primary means to provide a livelihood; there was no right to bond out the property, that
he used as his primary means to provide a livelihood, before being charged,
prosecuted, or convicted; that there was nothing that prevented hunting/guiding
charges; there was nothing that could be done when the SOA broke the PA after Haeg
had given a year of guiding for it; there was nothing Haeg could do about the SOA
using his immunized statement to prosecute him; there was nothing Haeg could do ~,
about his attorneys not obeying subpoenas; and that Haeg could not appeal his
sentence.

(2) The right against unreasonable searches and seizures, when Haeg's
attorneys said nothing could be done about the SOA materially falsifying search and
seizure warrants/affidavits and then using the false warrants to search Haeg's home
and seize Haeg's property.

(3) The right that no warrants shall issue, but on probable cause, supported by
oath or affirmation, when Haeg's attorneys told him the SOA could use false oaths to
obtain warrants.

.,'
(4) The right against self -incrimination, when Haeg's attorneys told him that he
could be prosecuted after being given immunity to compel a statement, when they told
him the compelled and immunized statement could be used to prosecute him, and when
Haeg's compelled and immunized statement was used to prosecute Haeg.

(5) The right to compel witnesses in your favor, when Haeg's attorneys told him
nothing could be done when Cole failed to appear when subpoenaed.

(6) The right against double jeopardy, when Haeg's attorneys told him the SOA
did not have to give him credit for the year of livelihood given up after they had
promised to give Haeg credit for it.

(7) The right to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation, when
Haeg's attorneys failed to tell Haeg the SOA, in order forfeit property, had to include the
intent to forfeit property in the charging information - which was never done.

(8) The right to the equal protection of the laws, when Haeg's attorneys failed to
tell Haeg that AS 12.50.101 and State of Alaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (1993)
prohibited Haeg from being prosecuted for crimes referred toin his compelled statement
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and when Haeg's attorneys told Haeg. WCP law did not protect Haeg from
hunting/guiding violations.

(9) The right that no state shall deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws, when Haeg's attorneys told him the SOA could do all of
the above.

3. I have personal knowledge of the following facts among those listed
in paragraph 2: (false statements with regard to facts-stated upon your personal
knowledge are subject to penalties for perjury.)

I, David S. Haeg, have personal knowledge of facts A though EEE listed in
paragraph 2 and swear, under penalty of perjury, that they are true.

4. What evidence, other than your own statements, do you have to
prove the facts you stated in paragraph 2 above? (You must attach all affidavits,
records or other evidence supporting your allegations or state why they are not
attached.)

A. I have tape recordings of my attorneys that prove facts A though EEE are
true.

B. I have tape recordings of the SOA that prove facts A through EEE are true.

C. _ I have affidavits from witnesses that prove facts in A through EEE listed
are true.

D. I have court records that prove facts in A through EEE are true.

E. I have billing statements that prove facts in A through EEE are true.

F. I have letters and emails that prove facts in A through EEE are true.

G. I have the record made during Fee Arbitration, which includes sworn
testimony from attorneys/witnesses involved, that prove facts in A through EEE are true.

H. I have sworn Grievance responses that prove facts in A through EEE are
-true.

I. I DO NOT have the affidavits required from attorneys and some of
witnesses above because they refused to provide them when asked. I DO have
affidavits from some witnesses. [Exhibit 37]
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5. I, David S. Haeg, request a hearing so that I may subpoena attorneys

and other witnesses, who refused to provide affidavits, to prove facts in A
through EEE. Nichols v. State, 425 P2d 247 (AK 1967); Steffensen v. State, 837 P2d
1123 (AK 1992)

6. I, David S. Haeg, waive attorney-client privilege and MAY wish to
have assistance of counsel ONLY as co or standby counsel and ask that a
hearing be held, with the right to subpoena witnesses, so the Court can
determine if I willingly, intelligently, and knowingly forgo my right to
representation or if I may benefit from the assistance of counsel.

I certify under penalty of perjury I have personal knowledge of the facts above
and that the foregoing is true and correct. A notary public or other official empowered to
administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in accordance
with AS 09.63.020.

Executed onAloveh '\ /;~t "2 /. '2001 in Browns Lake, Alaska.I) /) ~ I.' .

I\- ...::f/ Ii l~ .
Davia'S. Haeg {7
P.O. Box 123 .
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net
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Oral argument on Second Motion to Dismiss

In the Superior Court at Kenai Alaska

KN1 Judge:

Monday, April 30, 2012 Clerk:

3KN-10-1295~

David Haeg

(t)
.

........

~-:f
~
J
£.
v'"'

cc>

Media No:

Date:

Case No:

Case Title:

Type of Proceeding:

Counsel Present:

Plaintiff: Pro Per
Defendant: OSPA: Andrew Peterson

Vs.

C. Bauman

jmatson

State of Alaska

Court Orders: Court takes matter under advisement
Exhibit 25 admitted
OSPA may reply to last motions

Summary of Proceedings:

2:31 :38 PM On record
Court inquires

2:31 :57 PM OSPA
Did not get memorandum from Mr Haeg on Friday

Court
Just received it, did not complete reading it
Among other things requesting a special investigator

2:32:44 PM Haeg
Did not talk to OSPA about this
Was working around the clock

2:33:14 PM OSPA
Have original exhibit
Copy also
The exact document that the jury used
Describes map
Nothing on the' map place by David Haeg

.Was original document utilized by troopers in investigation

2:35:04 PM": 'Court
'Scheduled for two hours of argument on motion to dismiss
State's motion, Mr Peterson goes first
Equal time for each

2:35:44 PM Oral Argument by OSPA
Not going to respond to recent filing
Sent copy to Mr Haeg by email also
He may serve me by email also
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Most of arguments are in state's opposition
Starting with statement made on 6/11 by Mr Haeg
The overwhelming evidence is that Mr Haeg took wolves outside the predator control area
When licensed big game guide, for any violation they are charged with guiding violation
When significant violation there will be emergency action to revoke big game license
Immediate, have 30 days to appeal

2:38:00 PM Did not happen in this case, explaining the case
Cole was concerned that they would revoke license or say could not guide
Started negotiating
Wanted to resolve the case
Reason Mr Cole doing this is Mr Haeg had bear hunters coming
Without license would not be able to do anything
From negotiations, see Mr Cole was successful in not having Mr Haeg shut down
Allegations that Brent Cole failed to challenge
Believed there was sufficient evidence for conviction
Describes evidence, map

2:41:21 PM In troopers affidavit he says right on boundary, indicated that it happened in 19C, was really 19D
Clarified in trial
Mr Cole said inadvertent misstatement
Trooper said kill sites 25 miles from Mr Haeg's lodge
Even with misstatement still sufficient probable cause
Said goal was negotiation,
Did not want to be in trial strategy

2:42:58 PM Brent Cole and Arthur Robinson chose not to challenge the search warrants
Would not have impact, Mr Haeg had admitted to killing wolves outside

2:43:40 PM Mr Robinson said evidence overwhelming against him
Could challenge, but had also admitted to doing it
Don't know if Robinson talking about interview
Never grant of immunity

2:44:28 PM Leaders clearly says no grant of immunity
Cole made same statement
Tape of interview, Trooper stops and says non-custodial interview, never grant of immunity
Was a plea negotiation
State can't use statements in plea negotiation against him, never did that

2:45:56 PM At time Leaders filed amended information there was a Rule 11
Chuck Robinson asked that PC statement not be submitted to the jury, it wasn't
In deposition Robinson said there was no violation by Leaders
All the evidence indicates there was never a grant of immunity, just plea negotiations
8/18 following the interview, Leaders sent a Rule 11 offer, exhibit 3
Calls for plea to 5 counts
No jail time, suspension of license left open to court, forfeiture of airplane
Mr Cole thought he could get a better deal, did get a better deal
Mr Haeg started arguing for open sentencing
State rejected idea of open sentencing on reduced charges
State was not going to file reduced charges for open sentencing
Then modification of original offer

2:49:04 PM District Attorney sent email to troopers about offer
There would have been jail time
In that amended offer the revocation would be retroactive, date fluctuates
What was going to happen is he would plead in November, the revocation would go back to when
he voluntarily stopped guiding
Mr Cole advised him to stop guiding, Cole recommended
Was a new idea for retroactive suspension
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That was the offer
11/4 Leaders files original information based on the plea agreement
Will have retroactive suspension, forfeit airplane
Then District Attorney told that Haeg was going to plead open, on the amended charges

2:51 :39 PM Leaders in deposition said amended charges based on Rule 11
Haeg trying to violate that
Entitled to plead open, but would be for original charges filed
In arraignment Cole wants arraignment on original charges, Leaders said on amended
Said still getting offer if to take it
Following arraignment will see that at that point, he is still not certain he will accept Rule 11
Still going back and forth with Mr Cole
Clear that offer is still available

2:54:02 PM Haeg wants judge to decide
He thinks judge will understand his position
He said not with client, killing wolves because his future was disappearing
Benefit to him killing wolves
Cole asked if wanted to take that risk
Haeg says threaten District Attorney with trial if doesn't get airplane
Mr Haeg unwilling to give up plane, why wanted open sentencing
Wanted to argue that court ought to give his plane back

2:55:39 PM Haeg ultimately got open sentencing after trial
But he wanted reduced charges, didn't understand that only get reduced charges if accept Rule
11
Wanted plane, was forfeit
One other map produced at trial, exhibit 22
If look at transcript, was admitted for predator control area
After 11/22 Mr Cole notified District Attorney that Mr Haeg did not want him to represent him
The Rule 11 was still available
Mr Haeg chose not to accept it, terminated Mr Cole
Succeeded in persuading state not to shut him down
Succeeded in retroactive revocation
Was an incredible Rule 11 given what was at risk if went to trial

2:59:17 PM The Rule 11 was very favorable
Mr Cole in deposition said begged Mr Haeg to accept offer
State never made offer that did not include forfeiture
Never acceptance of state of the counter offer by Mr Cole
Then there were changes on Rule 11
State never considered not asking for forfeiture of airplane
Mr Haeg's impression that the District Attorney said could go open on reduced charges
But if listen to arraignment, clear that Leaders indicates that the offer is still there
Never found any document that supports that the District Attorney was ever willing to accept open
sentencing on reduced charges
Only person who says so is Mr Haeg
Different statutes, one had shorter revocation and permits forfeiture of airplane
Other longer and permits forfeiture of airplane
Pretty clear how District Attorney handles these cases
State always seeks to forfeit the airplane

3:04:46 PM Believe that under law when immunity is granted it is not limited
Grant of immunity comes from AG or designee
This was plea negotiation
There was nothing to suggest grant of immunity
Would defeat purpose of what the state was doing
Mr Zellers pled guilty, testified against Mr Haeg
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Offer of immunity was king for the day
On that day statements would not be used against you
Cole sent email to District Attorney about statement not being used in evidence rules
Clearly Mr Fitzgerald would not have Zellers make a statement and then plead guilty if there was
immunity

3:08:06 PM State tries to use caution about statements made in negotiation
Don't use term immunity for that purpose, because different kinds of immunity
Have seen in Mr Haeg's filings after terminating Mr Cole where he said it was protected
Had to know the statements could
Had t recognize that he would not walk away a free man, had to recognize he would be
prosecuted
Mr Cole told him reason they did it was to negotiate a better deal
Would not do that if understood would be immune from prosecution

3:10:25 PM Higher charges filed when he decided to go open
Issue is penalty provision
Investigation from beginning was same day airborne
Whether or not he made statement to troopers is irrelevant

3:13:05 PM Common at sentencing to bring in other aspects of history in fish and game case
If other fish and game violations the state will give evidence
Judge said not considering it, state did not meet burden
Don't know why presented, would have to ask Leaders
Did the same thing in recent sentencing
What was very interesting about Robinson's deposition is he went through the arguments line by
line and refuted them
Mr Haeg made allegations that Robinson was ineffective because did not question Sprague, but
there was good reason not to ask
Would be admitting to taking wolves outside area
Robinson deposed in 2011
Said gave best representation he could

3:18:14 PM He indicated he knew Mr Haeg a long time
From beginning he said it was clear that Mr Haeg wanted to go to trial, wanted to tell his side of
the story
Said he had to do something
Affidavit from Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbons
Judge Joneides said there was a possibility of appearance of impropriety
Judge Murphy said never socialized
Said ate meals at same locations from time to time, did not eat with them
Never got a ride
Trooper said there was diet Coke in building, got her one
Only ride was following sentencing, it went late, trooper gave her a ride

3:21 :37 PM Judicial conduct commission found no inappropriate conduct
Was a small community
Judge Murphy never received ride, defense never objected to one ride requested
Only ride was following sentencing, case is over
Trooper said he would give anyone a ride at that hour
Judge and Trooper said rides never happened
Factual issue
Robinson and Leaders don't recall seeing anything
If issue needs further examination, need evidentiary hearing

3:23:56 PM Oral Argument by Haeg
8 years ago I was a master guide, zero criminal history
Mr Spacher, flew him around
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He said have to do something about this
Because of this I decided to join wolf control program
Went to meeting
He said get out and shoot wolves, program going down the tubes
He said if shoot out of area mark them
So because I am dumb I went and shot wolves

3:25:31 PM What state, my attorneys did, was an abomination
What happened to Ted Stevens is nothing like what happened to me
He had attorneys not stabbing him in the back, no judge with integrity
They had a SWAT team waiting for me
There will be an investigation of my case
What happened here defies description
There were errors on seizure of my plane
Court of appeals said notice is notice my property is taken

3:27:34 PM Reads rule
They have to notify you that you can protest .
State never did it, attorneys never did it
Cole said he thought I was so comatose I would commit suicide
He wanted me to commit suicide
Robinson said didn't tell me because it is too late
Think with Spracher, he is a mentor
When I was a kid, when he told me what was needed I did it

3:30:16 PM Cole said don't bring this up, said not legal defense
Whether defense or not, told Dolifka because I was so upset
He said you put that before the judge, reasons for action
Gave Cole letter, he testified that he mailed it to the court
My letter explaining is missing from court file
This is evidence put in court record
Who has control of that, you do, your secretary
I put date, time, person
Was in court record, now it aint
My defense taken out

3:32:05 PM All know it was a confession
Cole said could not be used against me
I had immunity
Transactional immunity
Fitzgerald testified that Cole said Leaders came over and was going to violate immunity
Baited us in, then lowered the boom
Used interview against me, illegal
Attorneys committed malpractice
You can't pull my stuff out of record, pick and choose
Don't know if letter out of file when sentenced by Murphy
Found it missing on appeal
Supposedly goes in, there is a cover letter, all that is left
Could have been one of things
Went through trial on moose thing, because I had zero criminal history

3:36:23 PM State gave me a permit, told me to shoot wolves
Why brought in moose thing
Found that they can't bring uncharged things, things never convicted of
If they could prove it they would charge it

3:37:22 PM Reads trooper's affidavit
They are tying 19D and 19C to my business
Told him most taken in 19D
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Told them in interview that affidavit was false, Leaders heard that it was false
3:38:58 PM Zellers said did not benefit from killing of wolves
3:39:42 PM Gibbons and Leaders at my and Zellers interviews told that affidavits are false

Reads
Now know that when prosecutor and trooper told of error they are supposed to stop
They have to fix error, that did not happen
They went, sworn in, Gibbons said happened in 19C
Said to Robinson that he needed to challenge or I would take a chair and kill him on the stand
It goes on with testimony
Need to protect my family
I said do something or I would

3:41:50 PM He admitted it was false when asked
He committed perjury, he knew when testified
If government agent testifies falsely, they don't get to back out
It was felony perjury by a trooper
Suborned perjury by Leaders
They are going to jail

3:43:35 PM If you are going to take my livelihood, you don't get a second chance when harm me and family
If they are wrong I go free
I had permit for wolf program, maximum $500 fine
But got my life as know it ended
I Will see Peterson disbarred, knows what happened

3:44:35 PM Reads from Trooper testimony
Don't know where I got it
Could be trial testimony, could be from report
Reads from Leader's argument
It is interrelated
It doesn't matter, state can't knowingly falsify evidence

3:47:08 PM Clear that they can't do that
Sentencing by Judge she said that they were shot in 19C
They falsified all the wolves shot in D to see, to say that shot in my area
I could have been in the wolf control area
Wolves travel, anywhere you show them will have an affect
That is the admission they are using

3:49:24 PM They say that if the perjury known to the state, trooper knowing falsified testimony
It is over
Went to credibility of witness and the case
Judge used the testimony against me
It is over
Whether you give me justice or not I will have justice
Reads perjury statutes
He admitted when he was cornered like a rat

3:51 :12 PM He waited until cross, cornered, then said you got me
We aint' going to lose everything to a crooked trooper, prosecutor, and judge
Peterson will be disbarred, he knows there was another map
At my interview, Gibbons brought that map
Reads from interview
Reads from Zeller's interview

3:54:34 PM I put marks on there, then it was admitted
Those are my marks I made during my immunized interview
Then shows up in my trial to be used against me and my family
Had transactual immunity, can't be prosecuted
My statement being used to haunt me
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3:56:23 PM Massive cover up to frame Dave Haeg
It aint going to happen
He said my interview was not admissible
Problem with hoodwinking is I put the marks where wolves were killed
Cover up is so bad that during Robinson's deposition he said that I put the marks on, but Zellers
pointed to it so it made it Zeller's map

3:59:08 PM My lawyer, I was paying him but he was working for Peterson and the state
Don't know
Happened 8 years ago
Been a long time
Remember interview, maps, writing on them
Know I put numbers on map

4:00:05 PM Have their recording, it is my map
Cole wanted a map
Leaders references it
If he says Dave's map it is over
Everyone goes around and around about the evidence rule
That is wrong, another cover up
Reads evidence rule

4:01 :27 PM I never pled out, had a trial
Robinson protested that in reply
Official document, second amended information
It was printed in the Daily News for everyone to read
You were tainted, you could not be my juror
Lowered boom on me and my family
It is 8 years later, can't pay bills

4:05:32 PM There is no real dispute now about where wolves killed
There isn't now
Now know 19D
Telling you that they intentionally falsified them to my guide area at the time to get conviction
They knowing manipulated the location because they knew it would harm me
It is over
There is nothing in charges that ties it to my hunting area
Spending my money for no financial gain when told by Ted Spracher
Same argument as if someone is charged with murder, then trooper says to someone there is a
bad person out there, shoot them but make sure he is in your house first
Then it happens, then you are charged with murder
But troopers say he was outside your house
May be murder either way, but sure looks bad
Evidence taken out
Shows I shot him outside of house, but not that shot inside the house
Makes job a little easier
And get rid of evidence that state told him to shoot the guy

4:09:56 PM Had a clean record
Never would have been there without permit or if state didn't tell me
The dog feces is so deep that during deposition of Cole, I asked about FBI
He said nothing
Letters from Cole to FBI saying here is the information about Dave Haeg you wanted
My attorneys lying under oath, more perjury

4:12:34 PM As far as my statement, it was all over in the charging information
Reads from Daily News story
One of most interesting things is Robinson filed a reply
Reads from reply
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4:14:25 PM Interesting thing is that it was certified served on Leaders
Five days later Robinsons office faxed my pleading to Leaders
Notified in three different ways that he was violating the rule
He would remember that
Filed complaint with bar association, he robbed me of fair trial
Reads from affidavit

4:16:41 PM Charging document says Haeg made statements
Committed perjury
His days are numbered, will see him in federal pen with others
Will get justice
Cole said I had to give a statement, did not say voluntary
He was professional, not me
Then I questioned why happened, he testified I had immunity
That means I had immunity, if I didn't and he let me make statement to be used against me he is
so incompetent it is unbelievable
If didn't have it he committed felony perjury
Fitzgerald testified that Leaders said he would violate my immunity
I paid these people hundreds of thousands of dollars
Do you have any idea what I will do to these people
I will have some ass

4:19:40 PM He did not tell me I could get plane back
He wanted me to commit suicide
He said state sanctions attorneys that stand up for clients
Conflict of interest, it is all over
Attorneys were lying to me, negotiations null and void
Aint going to happen
It is so bad that I subpoenaed Cole at my sentencing
Cole doesn't show up, Robinson said nothing we can do

4:21:27 PM Now he testified that he knowing did not call him
He knew I would have fired him
Gave up my constitutional right, get credit for that
Credit was for charges less severe, the trial would be null and void
Find letter years later that Cole said would not show
I was not told that

4:23:52 PM Airplane that flies to McGrath starts in Anchorage
Every single time Murphy was on the plane, with me and my wife, trooper Gibbons was there to
pick her up
She is fairly large woman
She was in truck with Gibbons
Have Robinson on tape saying that he saw it too
But in deposition he said didn't remember
Every decision Murphy made was against me
She ruled that wolf protection law could protect me
No jury instruction about me having a permit
Trooper committed perjury in front of her, did nothing and then used it against me in sentencing
There is duty if violation of constitutional rights
Judge Murphy did not lift a finger

4:26:58 PM Why did she side with state on everything
Can't associate, take that into account when person gives her a ride
Mr Peterson would object if I offered you a ride
Saw them having meals together
Murphy, Gibbons, and Leaders affidavits are proof of perjury
Will ask for Greenstein to come in, have right to have people come in that saw she lied
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Not confidential if using it to cover up a crime
Everything went against me
Saw judge riding around with trooper

4:29:52 PM Rebuttal argument by OSPA
Court of appeals ruled on seizure
Robinson and Cole both had reasons
Appears that letter sent
Had plenty of time to represent the letter later
Mr Haeg wrote letter, wanted it submitted
Not clear why not submitted, could be because inculpatory
Mr Haeg right, search warrant does not reference lodge
Warrant application says 19C
Trooper did clarify on the stand
Not perjury
And did not change anything

4:34:07 PM OSPA
Can give court original exhibit

4:34:26 PM Court
Will keep original
Mr Haeg may have copy

OSPA
Will make copy first

4:34:49 PM Rebuttal Argument by OSPA
Mr Haeg wanted to go into FBI investigation
Cole said not talking about that
Believe when I objected made it clear that we were just talking about representation
No statements made by Mr Haeg, nothing presented to jury that Mr Haeg made the marks
He said should be given credit for time he took off
Cole said if go to open sentencing, it would up for grabs
State agreed in Rule 11 to make retroactive
Mr Haeg would have had license back before sentencing
When rejected it, open sentencing
Strategy Mr Robinson made not to call Mr Cole

Court
Will keep exhibit

OSPA
Would like time to respond to last motion

Court reads last motion

4:41 :36 PM Court
May respond to the motions

4:42:02 PM Haeg
He is wrong when he claims the false statement
If intentional they go bye-bye
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Interview used to force me to testify at trial
Robinson admitted that
At sentencing Gibbons perjured himself
Said did not know why I was not guiding for that year
During sentencing

4:44:35 PM Off record
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In the Superior Court at Kenai Alaska

Media No: KN1 Judge: C. Bauman

Date: Thursday, March 22, 2012 Clerk: K. Gdula

Case No: 3KN-10-1295CI

Pmse ~

OSPA - Andrew Peterson [l-.J.e fILe""'::)

Oral Argument re: 2nd Motion to Dismiss: 4/30/12 @ 2:30pm

Case Title:

Type of Proceeding:

Counsel Present:

Plaintiff:
Defendant:

Court Orders:

David Haeg

Oral Argument

Vs. State of Alaska

Summary of Proceedings: Case is taken under advisement

2:31 :42 PM On record
Court id's

Haeg
Just want to remain standing if I can

Court
If anyone in the courtroom has a cellphone, please turn it off now, don't want to get disrupted
while we're underway
Here regarding State's motion to dismiss
Peterson prepared to open?
Also, there is one hour today
Other matters set for 3:30
If want to reserve time, do that time

2:33:24 PM OSPA
I anticipate using maybe 10 minutes now and the remainder for rebuttal
Set position out fairly clearly in motion to dismiss
Trial court clearly forfeit the airplane in question

Court
Want to be sure we're talking about the same motion to dismiss
I'm talking about the 2010 motion
You sound like you're talking about the recent motion

OSPA
you have that right
That's what I was anticipating the oral argument to be about
Original motion was granted as to most everything and then he was given opportunity to amend
I just received his amended PCR the other day
I was under the only assumption that the only thing pending was the 2nd motion to dismiss
Believe it is the only thing out there

haeg v state of alaska 10-1295CI3-22-12
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Court
2:35:16 PM Believe you have that wrong

Permitted him to conduct additional discovery for petition to revoke
Ineffective counsel
I was expecting you to address the 245 page memorandum

OSPA
you might ask Haeg
In conversations with him, both of us believed we were addressing the 2nd motion
I was on leave for 2 weeks

2:36:23 PM I just got back to the office
I either received this yesterday or the day before
First should be providing written response to the court
It's dated 3/19/12
Absolutely unprepared to respond to 245 pages
Just received it

Court
What is your understanding?

2:37:09 PM Haeg
Oral argument on the state's 2nd motion to dismiss
I'm not an attorney
Oral argument was denied on the first motion to dismiss
We've had litigation about that
Have filed complaints against you and whatnot
You recommended that I ask for oral argument
Then state came with second motion to dismiss
Said I didn't qualify the first time because wasn't timely
No one can say I didn't have this one in on time
One of the first times I agree with Mr. Peterson, oral argument on the state's 2nd motion to dismiss

Court
Order dated 2/21

2:38:33 PM OSPA
I don't mean to interrupt. ..

Court
Hold on a moment
Oral argument was granted on the second motion to dismiss
I'm going to talk a for a bit
It was not the court's intention to preclude oral argument on the 1st motion
I issued a lengthy decision on the first motion in January of this year
I did permit additional discovery, deposition of Cole, allowed supplemental briefing

2:39:39 PM Alleged ineffective assistance of counsel
Thought there would be oral argument
Frankly surprised that the state didn't make any argument to respond
It was agreed to be extended by both sides, unopposed
What we need to do today is set a deadline if state wants to respond to the 245 page
memorandum
We will set a deadline for state and will set oral argument now on the first motion to dismiss
It was not entirely dismissed
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Areas regarding counsel remain open
2:40:59 PM I requested supplemental briefing by Haeg on that subject

Let's deal with the timing
How much time to respond?

OSPA
assumed minimum time would be granted
I have a briefing due before court of appeals on April 9th

Would ask until April 20th to respond to Haeg's supplemental memorandum
Should give me a week and a half to focus

Haeg
That's fine

Court
April 20th deadline for that document

Haeg
Do I get a chance to respond to that?

Court
State is entitled to the last word
You included a lot of words in your 245 page document
Get your key points in line to make at oral argument regarding the first motion to dismiss
How much time?

2:43:08 PM DODD DApril 1st will be 8 years since this nightmare
April 1st will be 8 years since this nightmare
I would say a week?
Would also like to express my confusion on the memorandum
Didn't really focus on Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbons

2:43:43 PM I felt the court was ordering memorandum on ineffective assistance of counsel
I did not depose Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbons, thought that needed to happen for me to
make the prima facia case
I put an enormous amount of effort into that memorandum
I know you said it should be concise and brief but there are big problems in my case
Thought would have to depose Judge and Trooper to make case against them, that was my
impression

Court
I thought you did depose them

Haeg
I subpoenaed them
I'm trying to become a lawyer
If you have to depose by written questions, it prepares the people
Takes away the effectiveness of a deposition
If that was the case, prefer not to do depositions and do a hearing
Them was the first time they would see the questions, your honor could gage their credibility
Then could have follow up questions to prove they are lying
What happened with my attorneys is unbelievable

Court
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Oral argument on motion to dismiss number 1

2:46:39 PM Haeg
Ineffective assistance of counsel, Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbons
The court put words in my mouth .
I said Trooper chauffeured Judge
Limited to sentencing

Court
Need to do more than say they had chauffeured contact
That's what I was expecting, the details

Haeg
I had put in motions to supplement that they lied in an official investigation
Everyone had said if they lied at my trial then it's over, I get a new trial
Are they sleeping together? Is that what I need to put in there?
Why would they lie about it?
I don't know exactly what they did
If they lie during an investigation, it means that something horrible happened in my trial
I could put in that they're sleeping together
I don't know if that happened

Court
I gave you opportunity to do more

2:49:16 PM Haeg
I appreciate that but I'm not an attorney
I don't know what I need to put before the case to rise to a prima facia case

Court
I've read a number of affidavits, there was chauffeuring during and after trial

2:50:05 PM Haeg
What more would I have to prove?

Court
To answer that would be giving legal advice, cannot do that

2:52:02 PM Can set for 2:30 on Monday, April 30th

2:52:10 PM OSPA
No problem
Same conference line?

Court
Same line for all participants

Haeg
I don't have my calendar
It'll be fine

2:52:57 PM OSPA
Haeg's airplane was forfeit as part of the trial
Airplane is forfeit, valid judgment
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2:53:22 PM We go through literally years of litigation
In his appeal, court of appeals denied request
They upheld it all the way along
Once appeals process was over, state sought order from FAA requesting change of title
Learned FAA needed more specific information to change the title
I did exactly what I would in a similar situation
I filed on June 9, 2010 to modify the judgment so we could title the plane
Law of forfeiture is clear
State v. Wright
It is forfeit as to all owners
If innocent 3'd party, they are entitled to file for remission hearing and present evidence why not
negligent in lending out plane
If can meet their burden, could be entitled to the value, not necessarily the plane itself
State also provided court with argument that did not believe CR 35 did not apply in this situation
Were seeking modification of a clerical mistake
I would ask court to take a look at CR 36, allows court at any time to correct a clerical mistake
No question that plane was forfeit and court of appeals upheld decision
Plane is being validly held by state
It was forfeit as to all owners, was the intent of the court
State has repeatedly invited Haeg to file a motion for remission
If he requests, not going to oppose
Will simply make him meet his burden that his corporation was not negligent in allowing him to
use the plane

2:57:48 PM Bottom line, state didn't commit any prosecutorial misconduct
When an asset is forfeit, will utilize them in one format or another
Because plane is sitting there does not mean he gets it back
Whether or not-it gets titled does not give it back to Haeg

.This plane belongs to the state
Does not seem to be a basis for his allegations of prosecutorial misconduct
There have been a substantial number of motions that were outstanding or not ruled upon
No responses filed and court ultimately ruled in State's favor
Urge you to dismiss his PCR claim with respect to misconduct

2:59:43 PM Haeg
It's all well and nice what the state is saying
What they're trying to do is called illegal
Statute, modification of sentence
Reads statute
That law is backed up by Supreme Court
I just read you the statute
State wants to modify the judgment against me 5 years after the fact
I don't care what reason the state uses
It's the law of the land
It's going to be obeyed because it is the law of the land
Validly forfeited?
No one notified me or the corporation when it was seized
Cites statute, opportunity for hearing required

3:01 :24 PM When they seized the plane from my house, I asked Troopers when I could get plane back
Had bear hunters coming in tomorrow
Troopers told me I could never get it back
No notice of a hearing
Reads statute
I never got any of that
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On the warrant seizing plane, state falsified all evidence locations to my guide area
They used that to justify guiding charges

3:02:51 PM High level of fines, couldn't justify forfeiting
Falsified the law to do what they did to me
Didn't give me a hearing when I asked for one
False evidence locations were never addressed
To prove the unimaginable consequences to me, my attorneys told me I'd been given immunity
Gave statement
Told Troopers and prosecutor the locations were false
Could be proven with their own equipment
Nothing was done about it
A year later at trial, state continued to falsify the evidence locations
Whole case was that I was a rogue guide
I had a wolf control permit in my pocket, was told to shoot wolves from the air
State testified under oath that they found all this evidence of where I guide
I told my attorney to make that guy admit he lied
Said I was going to come unglued, would pick up a chair and kick that guys ass
Chuck Robinson asked Trooper Gibbons
Trooper said he had to recant
It was proven perjury by the state
Robinson said there was nothing I could do about it
Sentenced to nearly 2 years in jail
20,000 fine
Took guide license for 5 years
The wolves were shot in area where I guide
Tainted my whole trial

3:06:05 PM For Peterson now being allowed to break the law, to fix a valid forfeiture?
Never was a valid forfeiture
Required hearing to be held within days if not hours
I never got a hearing, was never notified
I had nothing but a speeding ticket on my record at that time
Life as I knew it was over
Started my business when I was 18, it was gone, just gone
They never followed due process of the hearings, is required by statute
Never notified corporation of right to a hearing
Never notified me

. I told everyone it was my primary source of putting food in my family's mouth
Will read you the US Supreme court case, cites case
Can't falsify the law in taking my property

3:08:37 PM I can show they perjured all the evidence to ruin my life
Had the due process been followed, would be an enormous difference in outcome
Want warrants thrown out
You understand what I'm saying?
The evidence seized from warrants would be thrown out
Everything would have ended
US v. VF Grace, reads case

3:10:16 PM My wife and kids are here, they bore a brunt that no family should bear
The truth of this document happened to me
If due process had happened on April 1, 2004, we wouldn't be sitting here today
At one time I said I would rip the state in two
It won't be me, it'll be the public when they find out what the state is doing to the common citizen
State told me to go out and kill wolves, I did that
Then they falsified evidence and ripped my family apart
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They used my own attorneys
3:11:44 PM Talk about pissed

I've just started
If nothing happens here, I'll go on
I talked to the FBI for an hour yesterday
I'll go through the proper channels
Put dates on my motions now to see when they're ruled on
You ruled on it, 1/17/12
One year and 12 days after I made the motion
Right here you have an affidavit stating everything presented to you was decided in 6 months
I know that your honor stayed my case for 69 days
It was in your lap for 377, minus 69 days, over 4 months past 6 month deadline
My wife says we can't keep doing this
It just keeps happening and happening
I've looked at your calendar, I know you're busy
When they took my plane 8 years ago, ended my business
Very angry and very bitter man
I want some justice
I want to lash out at my attorneys, the troopers, the prosecutors
When court validates what they do, they become a part of the injustice
Anger in me is not solely at the court but at everything that broke down in the process
If the state would have put who owned the plane and given the owners due process, we wouldn't
be here today
But they didn't do that
The reason why there were no hearings, they didn't want their falsification of evidence to be seen
Think about it

3:15:14 PM Why else would they violate the statute that requires a hearing
The cover up is now coming out 8 years later

Court inquires of Haeg

3:16:44 PM Haeg
Can I take a minute?

Court
You may
One more question
Wrote the fair market value
You've been telling me it's a hundred thousand dollars plus, not tracking
Also said it's a rust bucket, not properly maintained

3:18:05 PM Haeg
I didn't write that affidavit, I hired an attorney
Chuck Robinson
Paying the professional $250 an hour, he said sign it, so I signed it
Corporation owned it and I own the corporation
I didn't see the significance
The corporation is there for a reason, to protect us
Corporation would be attacked and not me, you have to know that
I bet half the people here have had a corporation or a business
As far as my knowingly saying it was my plane, it was my attorney's duty to find out
He never came to me before he wrote it out
Even the state knew the corporation owned it
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I'm just a guide
3:19:50 PM I grew up out in the wilderness

All I knew was that my life was coming to an end, I hired a professional
The plane has unique modifications that can never be duplicated
FAA will not authorize them anymore
Some of them were in conflict
When we had it appraised, appraiser found out, would have to do additional paperwork to find out
the true value
Value is considerably less without the paperwork
Maybe $1000 worth of paperwork by a licensed mechanic would increase value by $90,000
There are two competing values, actual and legal
Probably a quarter of the people here own planes
Could have been sold at the time, just like that
That is why the values look skewed

Court
Understand
Peterson argued that corporation did not take opportunity to argue innocent owner
Response?

Haeg
Also made argument that I would never prevail
I own corporation, fighting losing battle
I was so busy on all these other fronts
The plane has been sitting there for so long
Mechanic said the whole thing will have to be rebuilt, Phil Cochran told me that

3:23:45 PM Can look at things one way and you can look at them another
Seemed state had an argument
If corporation was owned by me, can't say wife had an innocent third party interest
Once you go past 180 days past judgment, no modification no matter if claim is fraud
They ain't even claiming fraud
They want to go back and fix it
Hey Andrew, you can do that
Lets just go back in time to 2004, I'm flying around shooting wolves
They can sell the plane
After we're bankrupt, Robinson said, we might be able to bond it out

3:25:06 PM Scot Leaders, our wonderful District Attorney, said was against the law
Usurping the law to put food in my family's law
What the hell is the state doing now?
They want to sell the plane
They're trying to get rid of my plane, so if I win, then I lose
Dave Haeg cannot ever have that plane back because he might sell it
State is falsifying a law
What kind of world do we live in?

Court
I did issue an order
Ultimately if you do prevail in the PCR, state could potentially be liable for value of plane at time
of seizure

3:26:28 PM Haeg
I want the plane
Had modifications I can never get again
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Purple plane with a bat symbol

3:26:51 PM Court
Read in one of your pleadings that you did not want the plane
It was now a rust bucket

Haeg
I want it rust bucket or not
After 8 years, should have had it maintained
They don't want to give it back, or give it back as a rust bucket
I want it put back in the same condition
I want the money back that I should have made
I want the backseat filled with hundred dollar bills up to the ceiling

3:27:52 PM When the plane comes back, I want it in the same condition
That is all that is acceptable
AS28.05.131
Waste v State

Court
Need to interrupt
I need to hear from Peterson in his reserve time for a reply
Did spend a fair amount of time reviewing the 245 page document
I do want to have Peterson address and recreate, if one does not exist, the terms of the immunity
agreement that Haeg and lawyers have referenced

3:29:41 PM Content, details, terms of the immunity agreement
Also, content, terms, and details of the plea agreement in its last formulation
Understand it might not have been finalized
Not trying to get into the negotiations but the memorandum is replete with references

Haeg
Also want the map

Court
Was it returned to state after the trial?

OSPA
yes

Court
Will also want the map

3:31:35 PM OSPA
Will address the last issue he talked about, the statute and Waste v State
Arguing Failure to give notice
Please take a look at the court of appeals ruling, they addressed this very issue and denied his
claim
This matter has already been resolved
This is not the appropriate place to address this issue
He keeps saying no authority to modify judgment
Not only filed affidavit in 2006, also in 2005, both times claiming he was the owner of the plane
They were signed under penalty of perjury
State believes it had a good faith basis for clarifying the judgment
Forfeit as to all owners
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State does not have an obligation to go out to all possible owners
3:33:36 PM It is their obligation

He was there when Troopers seized the plane
No question he knew
All he needed to do was file a request for remission

Haeg
I'm not a lawyer

OSPA
can file a request now, I will not oppose it
Regardless of the outcome, if judgment is clarified, no effect on whether the plane was forfeit
The airplane will sit indefinitely in storage and nothing will happen
Will ultimately be carted out
Forfeit as to all owners
Haeg has not shown a prima facia case regarding prosecutorial misconduct
Will use this asset in the same way they would use any forfeit asset
Appreciate your time and consideration today

3:35:31 PM Court
Can make a point, no more argument

Haeg
2 points
Said I did not oppose application, I did oppose
I have the returned green card signed by the magistrate himself
His claim is invalid, signed on 4/19/11
Peterson says that when they seized my plane I knew
Yeah, my life as I knew it was flying off
He said all I had to do was ask for a hearing
U.S. supreme court case
They came to my home and took my stuff

3:37:26 PM I had clients show up the next day
Do you think I was opening up this law book to see if I had a right for a hearing?
I was trying to service my clients
Seizure was on 4/1/04
I never got notice of a hearing, never got a hearing
Retained Cole 13 or 14 days later
I have sworn testimony from Cole
My attorneys told me I had no right to anything

Court
Understand
That is in the ineffective assistance of counsel arguments
Wanted to know if you were represented by counsel at time of seizure
Will take the motion under advisement
Not promising I'll rule before the oral argument on the oral argument regarding the first motion to
dismiss

3:39:17 PM Haeg
Can I address one thing?
When I wrote the memorandum, I was focused entirely on the attorneys
Can I file an addition to that focusing on Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbons
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Court
If want to add something in that arena, may do so

3:39:54 PM Try to get it done within a week
You referenced it but not in relation to what I was specifically asking you to do

Haeg
Telling me I do not have to depose them?

Court
No obligation to depose
Need to make prima facia
You addressed why you took the stand
You did take the stand
With regard to Murphy and Gibbons, point to anything, judge palling around with a key witness
Haven't cited any case like that
If you have something in that arena ...

Haeg
I found something but it's so shocking
I would think it wouldn't be tolerated

Court
Want to address it
Not uncommon at turn of the century, lots of places in the bush didn't have judges, attorneys, or
courtrooms
Would have trial on the beach, everyone would come
Merely travelling together, by itself it not necessarily improper

Haeg
I know but then they lied about it
They're lying for a reason
They discuss their whole plan on how to frame me

3:43:17 PM Court
Not going to make assumptions
Address prima facia case if you can make one, difference to the jury

Haeg
I know what you're saying
Unbiased judge
If you don't have an unbiased judge...
She made ruling that there could be no arguing that wolf control permit could protect me

OSPA
Would like copy of the document accepted from other side

3:44:29 PM Off record
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In the Superior Court at Kenai Alaska

Media No: KN1 Judge: C. Bauman

Date: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 Clerk: K. Gdula

Case No: 3KN-10-1295CI

..

Pro se
OSPA - Andrew Peterson (telephonic)
Jan Deyoung - Limited entry for Marla Greenstein (telephonic)
Peter Maassen - Limited entry for Judge Margaret Murphy (telephonic)

Haeg to file pleading re: Judge Murphy' Deposition by close of business on 7/7/11;
Subpoena for Marla Greenstein is QUASHED;
Haeg may do a written deposition of Greenstein;
Court to get back to parties regarding a deposition taking place in the Kenai
Courthouse;
Court to review pleadings re: State's Motion to Dismiss

Case Title:

Type of Proceeding:

Counsel 'Present:

Plaintiff:
Defendant:

Court Orders:

Summary of Proceedings:

David Haeg

Status Hearing

Vs. State of Alaska

4:07:13 PM On record
Court id's
Will take these in reverse order
Set hearing to be status in regard to all pending motions to get a sense of the sides and the
priority of matters
Presumably, you've received the decision I entered with regard to the Master's license

Haeg
Did get it

OSPA
I got it and forwarded it to occupational licensing
They should be issuing the license and contacting Haeg
Believe he has filled out the renewal application that all have to fill out
If he pays his fees, license should be issued
Should be ready shortly

Court .
Did sign order for expedited consideration with regard to deposition of Greenstein

Deyoung
Thank you

4:09:53 PM Haeg
I just received a letter, not a motion
This is what I received with my check returned

lis this what you mean?
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•
Court
No
Talking about a motion that was filed and signed earlier today
Greenstein is covered under confidentially and asking subpoena to be quashed

4:11 :07 PM Similar motion filed by Maassen in regards to Judge Murphy

Deyoung
I did speak to Haeg earlier today and he provided me with a fax and email address
We provided documents to both those places
He should have gotten it provided the equipment was working
Surprised to hear he hasn't seen it
Guess it was around 2 or 2:30
My assistant did it
Don't have the exact time but it would have been the same time Maassen and Peterson received
theirs

Maassen
I received the email at 2:33pm

4:12:41 PM Haeg
My daughter had band practice at 1:30, I had left around 1 pm

Court
Orally mention the key points of the motion

Deyoung
The key point is that a statute protects from disclosure any proceedings any reports or
proceedings
She is protected and prohibited by the statute from giving any information out
We have asked for subpoena to be quashed and for protective order to be issued, protecting her
from any discovery efforts
There is exception that provides for some information to be given out
She can confirm a complaint was filed
Even if she can answer those questions, that information would not have relevance in the case
Any investigation by the commission has no bearing on the fairness or appropriateness at trial
Not admissible and not relevant

Court
Why couldn't he effectively use her and her office as the unofficial investigator?

Deyoung
Could file the allegations
Statute prohibits him from using the office in that regard

4:16:17 PM Haeg
Don't know if I have questions but I have a list of responses to her claim that there is a privilege to
what Greenstein has done
Two different referrals were issued, stated it was relevant to my case
I have things I would like to talk about, why it's relevant and should be in
Should be no privilege

I Court
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Will quash the deposition of Marla Greenstein that is currently scheduled
Will permit Haeg to submit Deposition upon Written Questions
Write out your questions for Greenstein and send them off, service on her through attorney
She would then be able to object to particular questions in writing

4:18:50 PM It may be that she cannot answer any questions
Until they see the questions, they won't know
I'll give you a chance to respond and I'll make a determination
I'm not going to do that in an expedited fashion
Quashing in person deposition for next week
Permitting Rule 31 procedure in lieu of

Haeg
That's pretty clear
I can go over my position fairly quickly
Want you to listen to my position
Very pertinent case law I want you to consider

Court
Will give you the opportunity; hit the nail on the head, key points

4:20:42 PM Haeg
I have a constitutional right to compel witnesses in my favor
She is a material witness
Greenstein has talked about this case freely in recorded conversations with me and my wife
She never said it was confidential
She has talked about everything I wish to bring out anyways
Its in the public record in my case over and over
Judge said we had both brought it up in a non-confidential manner
Entitled to confidentiality but not observed, it was waived in essence
I am very adamant about this and very concerned
They are using the confidentiality to perpetrate a crime
United States Auto v Whirley, Alaska 1974
5 lines are pertinent
Reads from case

4:24:21 PM A number of the witnesses Greenstein told me she contacted are sitting in this room at this
moment
Greenstein falsified what their testimony would have been
Perpetration to cover up
Presiding judge was obtaining rides from an individual while presiding over my case
Federal government says they are now claiming it didn't happen because it's not allowed
Trooper and Murphy admitted the rides were taking place and Greenstein now says the rides
didn't take place until after I was sentenced
I filed a complaint
You've probably read enough
There is overwhelming evidence there
I filed a complaint with bar association
I taped recorded Arthur Robinson, he says absolutely no he was not contacted
Said we all saw Murphy riding around with the Trooper during my case

Court
Hold up
You are into the argument zone now
With regard to the deposition of Greenstein, the ruling stands, it is quashed
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I am giving you the opportunity to ask questions in writing
Not going back to issue
Deyoung may hang up

Deyoung
Thank you, I will

Deyoung disconnects

4:27:49 PM Court
Maassen filed motion in regards to Margaret Murphy

Maassen
Murphy is sitting Judge in Homer
There isn't any evidence showing her testimony is crucial and unobtainable from other sources
The evidence he wants is in regards to the rides Trooper gave the Judge
My suggestion is that Trooper be deposed first
Following that, make a showing of why he didn't get the information he wanted

Court
Not intending to decide now
Request was decision to issue by noon on Friday
Can you file something by close of business tomorrow?

Haeg
I believe so
I'm new to this
When the same issue came up before, I'm sure you have the record, said absolutely the Judge's
are allowed to be subpoenaed, that is my allegation of wrongdoing
It was granted one time
That was just over whether Judge Murphy should preside over my case or not
Her actions are a crucial part that could explain why innumerable other actions took place and
were never addressed

4:31 :06 PM I'm not an attorney, doing the best I can

Court
Helpful if you could reference the particular dates that the Judge said on record the things you
indicated
I don't have command of every piece of paper in the file

OSPA
There is a subpoena for Gibbons
Am representing him
I didn't move to quash it
Moved to continue it

4:32:42 PM He is currently out in Bristol Bay, not schedule to be back until 15th of July
He is working in Delta
Could have the location be the courthouse as opposed to some community center

Haeg
Did choose location
Sterling Court Reporters, her name escapes me
She is expensive
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There is a court rule
You have the authority to appoint someone to take depositions
Ask you to appoint Tom Stepanosky to do it
I am not financially able to do ti
As far as doing deposition in courthouse, fine with that

4:34:14 PM If moving the dates, ask for an order, ordering the state to produce Gibbons
Big 01' burden on me
I am not opposed to come to the courthouse
What Gibbons has done wears on me and my family every day
I don't want to lose control where I do something stupid
Doing it in the courthouse may be better
I've been beat for 7 years and I'm weary
I want him to be deposed before Murphy
Those are some concerns I have

Court
Understand what is behind Peterson's request to have the deposition in courthouse
When I speak to Clerk of Court, I am told this is very rare
What is available, in terms of space, very tiny space, attorney/client conference room
That doesn't seem appropriate

OSPA
I was under the impression there was a large room where the bar exam was taken
I was hoping to use that facility
Could potentially look for other locations to accommodate state's concerns
Courthouse is the most neutral ground

Court
Inclined to defer Trooper's deposition until he is back in the area
Want to land on a date

OSPA
I will be representing him
He is under subpoena if he's been served
I will make sure he's there
Set a date when room is available?

4:38:39 PM Court ,
There are occasionally other meetings in the room, is the jury assembly room
Monday the 18th or 19th of July?

OSPA
Ask for 19-22
Ask it not be the 18th to give him that day to drive all the way from Delta

Haeg
I would prefer the 19th

OSPA
Absolutely not a problem
3 hours is the limit
I might try and fly down the morning of
Request 9 am so I don't have concerns about arrival
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Haeg
Trooper Gibbons was the main witness in my case
I would like that because he is such a critical witness that he not be limited to 3 hours
I would like to ask that the depositions not be limited in length

4:41 :33 PM Rules say I can only subpoena 3 witnesses without getting authorized by court
I have a number of other witnesses I would like to depose also
It is a complex case

Court
The word complex means different things in different contexts
I am sort of biting my tongue
Everyone thinks their case is the most important and complex
While this has it's complexities, doesn't rise to a complex case, not saying its simple but doesn't
necessarily carry the same meaning
Problem with enhancing Gibbons time to 6 hours?

OSPA
I think that's fair, I guess
I don't think he testified for more than an hour at the trial
6 hours seems rather lengthy
Limit to 6 and state has no objections

Court
Will set limit on 6 hours
Ask questions the witness can understand, not questions that go on and on and on
Not suggesting you do that but I have attorney's that do that
Expecting clear, cogent questions

4:46:06 PM Expect Peterson to adhere to appropriate standards
6 hours on that deposition
I do not know if I have court authority to have this transcriber paid for at court expense
Court reporter needs to be independent
There are some reporters who are stenographic and those who record

Haeg
They said they record with tape recorder
Don't believe they do stenoqraphic
Rules allow for videotaping by the parties, basically doubles the charge
Someone working for the parties can run a video camera
I envisioned having the court reporter swear in the witness, run the recorder and I would
additionally have a video going
Did note it was audio/visual

4:48:01 PM OSPA
No concern provided that a copy is provided to the state

Haeg
No problem

Court
Will get back to the parties with regard to a precise room location
Will try to have it in the courthouse
Will hear from Haeg no later than close of business tomorrow
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In all likelihood will defer the deposition of Murphy
May do it the same as Greenstein, written questions

Haeg
Would prefer Greenstein first, then Gibbons, and then Murphy

4:50:03 PM Do I go forward and write the questions for the written deposition immediately and ship them off?

Court
That is at your convenience
Don't have to wait to do that
It is your freedom to do when you get around to id
Will be ruling before noon on Friday having received whatever Haeg has filed by close of
business tomorrow

'If was to file a reply, do it first thing on Friday
I have an all day hearing on Friday
Maassen can hang up

4:51 :14 PM Maassen disconnects

OSPA
I have two issues
With respect to other depositions, if end of scheduling a deposition with Murphy, ask that it
happen in a similar timeframe following Gibbons so that I don't have to fly back down
Generally these depositions are not necessarily a public hearing
Assuming he will want some folks there

Haeg
I hadn't really thought about it
We'll have the court reporter, I'll be there, Mr, Stepnosky on the video camera and notes, maybe
someone to do the camera
There has to be a court reporter there

OSPA
No problem

Court
What I have observed is that you have sometimes had an entourage come to court for hearings
Nothing wrong with that
In a deposition, that doesn't work so well
Not inappropriate to request sequestration of witnesses
I see no problem in what you have outlined
No entourage

4:54:40 PM Haeg
I didn't even think of that

Court
So no problem there
What's next?

OSPA
,That's it
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Court
There are a slew of motions in this case
I put a stay on these motions to get a handle on things
I ruled on one of the most pressing motions, giving the Master's Guide License back
Next motion to have priority is the Peterson motion on behalf of the state to dismiss the post
conviction relief petition

4:55:47 PM It is a common motion
I haven't reviewed it yet
Opposition filed?

Haeg
I have and the state has replied to my opposition

Court
Oral argument on that motion?

q,

Haeg
I would like to have oral argument
Because if its granted then it's over
I would greatly like to have oral arguments on that
There are a number of motions I submitted since to supplement the arguments or case with both
evidence and claims
It has continued to generate very disturbing instances
There are ongoing problems that I have asked to have addressed
Evidence has come to light after I have filed

Court
Think I understand what you are saying

OSPA
don't think need for oral argument
Pointing out certain claims were fully addressed on his appeal
It's a matter of law
Dealt with the issue so not to be addressed in PCR
Dismiss claims that were appropriately addressed on appeal
Would narrow and focus this PCR, give it a nice focus of where weare headed

4:59:35 PM Court
At this point, it is my intention to review that motion, opposition, and reply
Take into account the supplemental motions of Haeg
Will be looking at it with an eye of what has been addressed by court of appeals
I had actually hoped that an attorney for Haeg would be helping the court with that exercise
I don't have the benefit of that
That is what I will be doing
If I get through that exercise and feel I need benefit of oral argument, I'll schedule it on fairly short
notice

Haeg
I called down there to work around her calendar
They said to schedule it for whenever and they would work around it
I did make effort to accommodate whatever they have going on
I was writing something here that I didn't want to forget
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Court
Problem with setting deposition of Murphy the day after Gibbons?

Haeg
No

Court
Need to go off record

5:02:35 PM Off record
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In the Superior Court at Kenai Alaska

Media No: KN1 Judge: C. Bauman

Date: Thursday, June 16, 2011 Clerk: K. Gdula

Case No: 3KN-10-1295CI

Case Title: David Haeg Vs. State of Alaska

Type of Proceeding:

Counsel Present:

Plaintiff:
Defendant:

Court Orders:

Motion Re: Guide License

Pro se
OSPA - Andrew Peterson (telephonic)

Motion is taken under advisement - written decision to issue
Calendaring notice to issue for status hearing regarding otherpendinq motions

Summary of Proceedings: Peterson is unavailable the weeks of 7/11/11 and 7/18/11

10:09:04 AM On record
Court id's
Haeg's motion, you may go first

Haeg
Have something I would like to clarify
My impression this hearing is to address my January motion to go back to guiding immediately
My concern is that I filed that on 1/19, the state opposed
On 1/31 I filed a reply
A couple days ago I received another opposition from State
I haven't replied because I just got it
It's over 130 days past the 10 day deadline
Ask court strike the opposition
I don't believe they have a right to have a 2nd opposition

OSPA
I filed it in response to your court order
Ordered to file a new opposition, that was my understanding
That is why I did it
It's probably irrelevant at this point, we're going to make argument
Anything in my opposition I can raise orally
You didn't want to be re-hashing the filings but rather make arguments that would help clarify the
issue
Seems that maybe court didn't realize there was an original opposition filed

Court
Motion to Strike is denied
You can take into account this opposition

Haeg
I just got it and was just working on my oral arqument
I am not prepared to address it
I want it on the court record that it was filed after the deadline and no authority to do so
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10:12:29 AM Court
You have had a chance
It came into court file on June 10th

Its not a hard read
I have lightly read through it
The board is telling you to file a complete initial application and pass the test

Haeg
That's correct

Court
Take that into account in your arguments

Haeg
I'll try but I am 'not prepared
I have been precluded on doing exactly what the state just did

Court
I've ruled so get to the motion
You get more than 5 minutes today, not holding you

Haeg
I've been held strictly to it and have been cut off in the past
I was convicted and sentencing in 2005, state argued for 660 days in jail and that license be
taken for 5 years

10:14:17 AM Scot Leaders prosecuted me
Reads from document
I was sentenced to 2 years in jail and license was suspended for 5 years
After sentencing, I appealed and asked for sentence to be stayed
State opposed anything being stayed
Imprisonment is stayed if appeal
Stayed imprisonment but refused to stay my license suspension
Crystal clear that there was no question that I would be able to go back to guiding 5 years from
that moment
That was at 2 am
My sentencing went for 14 hours straight
Court required me to spend over a month in jail
I couldn't guide until a year after appeal and released from jail
I asked to guide again and state said no
I filed this motion protesting
State claims I am barred from guiding for 5 years after imprisonment
No credit for the years before that I couldn't guide
Now increased to 9 years because I appealed my conviction
At sentencing they specifically claimed it was for 5 years after being sentenced
Ban starts from when someone is convicted
Court ordered suspension cannot be increased administratively for the same offense
What new crime have I committed?
State refuses to allow me to provide for my family
Quotes Andrew Hamilton
State already unjustly took a year of guiding
I gave up a year of guiding, they changed my charges to justify taking my license for 5 years
Falsified evidence and conspired to convict me of something I am not guilty of
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That was my oral argument for the state's original opposition
10:19:22 AM . If you would let me I could open the book and tell you what I think about their second opposition

State now claims in opposition filed 130 days past time limit, basically says if your license is
suspended you cannot renew it
They take your guide license
Statute says you can't run down and renew it
Supposed to renew every 2 years
Another statute says if you do not renew, it expires
I have talked to legislators and senators
They said if someone is not guiding, don't pay to keep renewed, the license expires
Problem is, they took two different statutes, written in two different places in the book
Very creative interpretation
If license is suspended, not allowed to renew
Legislature specifically wrote a law, discipline of guides and transporters
Reads from document

10:2420 AM Says what the board may do in addition to what the court does
The board may now have me go in for remedial training, may have a civil fine, and other things
When I went to legislature, they said its clear that I should immediately file a court action
They said if I paid my dues, I should immediately go back to guiding as everyone understood at
the time I was sentenced
I asked for the law to be changed or something to happen
They consider the laws to be correct
State should not be creatively interpreting the law
At the time I was sentenced,it was an incredible leap for them to sentence me to 5 years
I was out with the wolf control program
Some horrendous things happened for me to be convicted
I was licensed to do what I did, I have evidence
I have this huge penalty on me and it is so wrong on so many levels
I think of all the pain we've been through
We have a lodge that still sits out there
Pay thousands of dollars a year
Every day we can't use it, further to where we can't fight
We have hunting camps, lots riding on this

Court
Reads from appeal
Question to you is, so far as you know, did the court modify the judgment to show suspension for
5 years? .

Haeg
Absolutely, that did happen

Court
Why shouldn't his license be reinstated?

OSPA
Let me start by answering the last question with regard to suspension
Haeg is correct
District modified the judgment, license was suspended
Standard judgment forms have the word revocation
May be semantics or may be important
Title 8 says the license may be suspended for a minimum of 3 years

10:29:14 AM Names section of Title 8
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Court
Reads from document
5 year suspension was not less than 3 years

OSPA
10:30:00 AM Court appeals made clear in oral argument

Not intended to permanently revoke
That is why court changed it

Court
Ordered the board to do the suspension?
Or did she directly suspend?

OSPA
Guiding license is revoked for 5 years, just directly revoked it

Court
Board took action to suspend or revoke?

OSPA
Took action to suspend
They would have done that effective, should have been, date of conviction in 2005
Has absolutely been more than 5 years
The initial assumption that I made, first to admit I was wrong, thought he would be barred from
getting license back
Bar from reinstating from license
Issue really is, took a closer look, Judge Murphy crafted his judgment so that he didn't serve more
than 5 on a fish and game conviction
Served 10 days on falsification charge
Haeg is not barred from reapplying because he did not serve more than 5 days on any single
charge
Haeg is barred by statute from reinstating his license
If not renewed within 4 years, must file an initial application

10:34:06 AM Idea is when someone has been out of guiding industry and not filing paperwork or meeting
requirements, they have to file an initial application
That is not to say he is not qualified
May be qualified
Need to ensure that the individual still meets the requirements
Sent him a letter saying that he needed to submit an application and it would be evaluated
He is absolutely entitled to reapply
This hearing we are having now is getting the cart before the horse
He needs to follow the correct procedures
if denied, he could appeal it
After administrative judge, he could appeal it to Superior court, that is the appropriate method to
get this in front of your honor

10:37:56 AM This would provide before you, an entire record
Right now, we have no idea
The question really is, are you eligible to be reinstated? Do you meet requirements? Are you in
good standing?
This is what we don't know with Haeg
I assume he will be relicensed
Haeg was a Master big game guide
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Licensed to contract and run their hunt and business
Allowed to use the Master title if they met certain requirements

10:39:21 AM One of those is not having been convicted of a fish and game violation
The term was eventually phased out
A registered guide and a master guide are basically identical to run their own hunt and operation
The bottom line is this, he needs to reapply and go through the proper procedure
Would look at errors that took place throughout his trial
Not denials of reinstatements 5 years after the fact
Hasn't submitted a new application
First need to determine if he is still qualified and submit the proper qualifications
If any questions for me, happy to try and answer them

Court
Time served in jail is not an impediment?

OSPA
Correct, not a bar to reapplying
It will not bar him from reapplying
Individual days served, not cumulative days

10:43:55 AM Provided he still meets requirements, if he reapplies he will be relicensed as a big game guide
Don't know if they will reissue him the title of Master guide
Believe they are phasing out this title
Just going to "registered guide"
The eligibility to maintain the title of a Master title is subject to not having convictions in a certain
number of years
When a master guide is convicted and doesn't have a suspension, may result in a loss of the use
of the title

Court
Regulation that may preclude him from being relicensed as big game?

OSPA
No
If he reapplies, provided he meets qualifications, will be licensed as a registered big game guide
I am not the one to make that determination
He hasn't reapplied
Don't see anything about his conviction that would have him barred but I don't know if they will
give him the title of Master
According to statute, has the same effect for operating a business, no difference

Court
Want to go through requirements of 61O(a)

OSPA
Want to clarify, I am the statewide fish and game prosecutor, I do not represent licensing
That is the AG's
I utilize statutes for purposes of prosecution
I have stepped a little bit outside my area of expertise but happy to continue

Court
Reads through requirements

10:48:58 AM Haeg
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I passed the exam

Court
Continues reading

Haeg
Because I passed it the first time means I'll have to take it again, doesn't mean I'll pass again

Court
Trying to go through the list

10:49:49 AM Continues reading

OSPA
Yes, missing section
Directs court to section

Court
Reads requirements

10:53:18 AM OSPA
If a license is suspended or revoked, having title of Master is a big deal, when someone has had
it suspended or revoked, don't think entitled to have that title
Still presumably, it appears once he submits applications will meet the requirements to be a
registered guide again
Needs to submit the application
He can ask for the Master title again
He may get it and he may not

Haeg
This whole case was not about guiding
It was about Alaska's wolf control program
I will explain very clearly what happened to me and my family
I have been a guide since I was 18
Killed first moose when 13
Killed first brown bear when 16
This is my life we're talking about
What everyone fails to inform you is that I talked to the big game board, when you apply you have
to wait many months before you are allowed to take the test
You have to be investigated after you pass the test
The backlog was nearly 2 years long
State is saying, lets do the back door approach and take his license for 2 more years
I run my own show, was a Master guide
As far as I'm concerned, I still am
I work hard

10:56:18 AM Have to be a registered guide for 13 years to become a master guide
Proud to be a master guide in this state
My whole life has been stripped away from me
State wants me to reapply
It will take over 2 years
I had assistant guides working for me
I don't know if I could get all those people, the recommendations and stuff, very difficult to do
Been 7 years out of the business
State is trying to say that we told the judge, had to get 5 years on license, Scot Leaders is a
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District Attorney in town
10:57:46 AM Judge said would give me 5 years

Screwed me out of a plea deal
We did not guide for a whole year
My anger is coming out now, not in any way directed at your honor
It is directed at the position my family has been put in, life is so very short
Leaders asked the Troopers if he knew anything about me not guiding for a year, said he didn't
know why
I filed a bar complain against Leaders
He lied to the court, conspired with Trooper
Screwed me out of a year of livelihood
He said he knew I had given up the year for the plea agreement
I didn't get credit for that year
While Peterson makes a great eloquent argument, I am just a guide, he says it's self explanatory
that I have to do this
At the time I was sentenced, fighting tooth and nail
State wants to revoke my license
That is whats happening here
Minimum of 2 years process to get license back
So unfair
I feel like grabbing the State and ripping it apart
I shouldn't
I should sit here and say we'll go back

11:00:20 AM I'm 45 years old now, this started when I was 38
Please give me my guide license back, let me go back to work
Occupational licensing told me if I was sentenced to 5 years and didn't guide, should be
immediately be able to go back to doing what I love to do
Those were exact words
Yet now, he says there is all this other stuff
License is expired
Same as taking your license to practice law, when wanted it back, have to go back to law school
It is incredibly unfair
At the time it was decided, it was crystal clear that I would go back to guiding
If it wasn't clear, I very likely would have been sentenced to soemthign different
How can we go back and change what I was sentenced to?
I am not going to get a Master's guide license back
It is a big deal
Purple air plane
Tried to bond it out before I was convicted
Leaders said I couldn't because it's a unique plane and would send the wrong message
There are things that people are not playing fairly with and it affects people like me that have a
family
Used to be a successful, thriving business
Now we are one our knees
It is so unfair, indescribable

Court inquires of seasons of guiding

Haeg
11:03:32 AM Started in August with caribou and brown bear, September is moose, October is brown bear,

spring brown bears in April and May
No sheep or goats, no deer
Right here and now, hypothetical, if I asked you to go on a hunt, I would be guilty of a felony for
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soliciting services
Even 'if you gave it back right now, no way

11 :04:39 AM Do you know how hard it is to get hunters to come to Alaska to hunt?
Book customers years in advance

Court
Realize it is highly competitive

Haeg
I was a high-end business
We have a lodge
A lot of guides use tents

11:05:54 AM This was our whole income
Hunts are booked 2 - 4 years in advance
We cater to very wealthy clients
If I get my license back, I don't go back
That's when I start trying to get clients

Court
Will take this under submission
Will write a decision and will address it as promptly as I can
Not making a ruling as we speak

Haeg
Back when sentenced, everyone knew how much hurt it would be to me to have 5 years
suspended
That was the assumption
Crystal clear, everyone recognized I would go back to guiding in 5 years
How now can I be sentenced to more?
I paid my dues

11:07:51 AM Even if I had no concerns, guilty or not, I was sentenced and I paid the price
How much more egregious will it be if I pay more than the price and then find out I shouldn't' have
paid the price at all?
Appreciate your insight into what I am dealing with
Guiding business isn't like a lot of others
When I get license back, it just means I can start crawling

Court
Do understand that
Ask you to hold
Not ruling today
In all likelihood, will be issuing some sort of status hearing with regard to the other motions and
issues
Don't have a list with me
Have general sense that in this case, the priorities go: license/job, plane, and then conviction
Missing something in terms of big picture or key points, bring that to my attention in due/course
I will issue a calendaring order for status hearing to prioritize issues and to move forward in a
logical fashion
Think still a stayed motion to dismiss, not overlooking
Not certain of the best time in court's calendar'
Half hour status hearing
Some of the motions may have fallen by the wayside for lack of action

11 :11 :00 AM Or simply the passage of time
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Focus now is on getting a decision out on this motion, guide license

11:11:36AM OSPA
There will be a couple weeks in July that I won't be in the office
7/11 and 7/18, won't be in the office .
Just to give a head's up for calendaring purposes

Court
Typically JA would contact both sides and try to get a mutually convenient time

11:12:34 AM Off record
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In the Superior Court at Kenai Alaska

Media No: KN1 Judge: C. Bauman

Date: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 Clerk: K. Gdula

Case No: 3KN-10-1295CI

State of AlaskaVs.David Haeg

Status

Case Title:
}

Type of Proceeding:

Counsel Present:

Plaintiff: Public Defender - David Seid (telephonic)
Public Defender - Whitney Glover (telephonic)

Defendant: OSPA - Andrew Peterson (telephonic)

Court Orders: Public Defender's Agency is released from representing Haeg
Haeg will now be representing self
Argument on Motion Re: Master's Guide License: 6/16/11 @ 10am - CJB

Summary of Proceedings:

4:09:04 PM On record
Court id's

; .
Public Defender - Glover
As far as hybrid representation, want to stress that Public Defender agency does not do that as a
policy
Object to that type of representation here
I think Seid might want to add something, not sure

~:
'f·
"

\.,

Public Defender - Seid
I am going to object to hybrid form of representation
Its against agency policy'
Also not authorized by statute
Can file something or argue more if the court wants
All these cases are going to come my way, think Glover had asked for 3 weeks to respond
All I can say is that I will do my best
I don't have the file, have seen the most recent pleadings

4:11 :34 PM OSPA
I represent the state in PCR cases only in which I have tried, essentially
I have a full trial calendar, a couple appeals and this PCR with Haeg
I only handle a couple a year
I've spoken with our appellate division
My understanding is that there is quite a back log
I can't imagine having 56 PCRs at the same time
I suspect I could see about getting someone to appear on the line if you want to discuss that
further
I would just like some clarification
On Monday you stated that Haeg was able to contact me and communicate with me

I
Both are objecting to the hybrid counsel and I am uncomfortable in communicating with Haeg
But he is filing pleadings on his own behalf
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Public Defender claims they are the representing agency
Maybe this should be clarified before we proceed

413:45 PM I am a little unsure and uncomfortable on how to proceed

Court
Appreciate concerns
Would opt to represent self?

Haeg
Correct

Court
Hearing from Glover and Seid that as a matter of policy the Public Defender's office will not go
with hybrid representation

Public Defender - Seid
Would also submit as a matter of law, that is correct
If you want me to argue further, I will
Trying to summarize
There are 2 constitutional rights at play
Constitutional right to counsel
Constitutional right to self-representation
No right to hybrid representation
Just not a constitutional right
As a matter of law, under enabling statute, does not authorize hybrid representation or stand by
counsel
Must be clearly authorized by law
Persons eligible for representation under Public Defender statute
Constitutional right to counsel supports this as well, choice of representation or self
representation
Not a right to hybrid or advisory counsel
It is a choice of the client, to be represented with full representation of the agency

4:18:06 PM Limited resources and supposed to act like private lawyer
Don't have absolute right to choose counsel
Or if not satisfied, no right to new appointment
Can represent self
I've read the pleadings, whether or not I agree, he certainly satisfied Indiana v Edwards for a pro
se Defendant
Hybrid exceeds the mandates
Also policy arguments, but court orders are court orders
What is it that the court wants me to address?

Court
Haeg's position, Public Defender is ordered to provide hybrid representation in McCracken

Public Defender - Seid
There have been cases
Court has not specifically said no hybrid representation
Should only allow hybrid when counsel and Defendant can coherently work together
1988 Alaska court of appeals case

Court
Provide meaningful legal service?
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Public Defender - Seid
Would have to speak to Glover

4:22:21 PM Public Defender - Glover
When talked to him, said if he wanted us to represent him, we would but would be time before we
would get to it

Haeg
Glover is correct
She did say at times she could assist fully
I said only wanted her help
She said only after she reviewed the case would she know if that could happen
She said that review was years away from now
I said that wasn't acceptable to me
Talked to Joe Montague
Have a right to do depositions before hearings
In depositions, much of this would be ironed out without your involvement
There may be concessions by the state that things went wrong

. Costs a lot of money to submpoena people
I don't know how to do depositions
Montague said Kenai office would be happy to have an attorney help me depose people

4:25:21 PM Would ask the outstanding motions to be ruled on and then start a big hearing in front of your
honor
Cold turkey without depositions
I do know I have the right to do it
I do have the pertinent quote from McCracken, can show it to you
Reads from case
Basically the attorneys don't want me running off half-cocked
There was a concern by somebody, if I am leading the charge and things go haywire, I can file
ineffective assistance
If that is the case, I will waive my right to that
I am not that interested in the representation part of it as the deposition and using the resources
in addition to counsel
Does that make any sense whatsoever?

Court
It does
Am familiar with McCracken
One of the most dangerous offenders
No one wanted to let him out of Department of Corrections
You filed a lot of pleadings

4:2951 PM Assuming Seid and Glover are not prepared to make any arguments with regard to motion to do
with Master Guide License

Public Defender - Seid
Not familiar
Just looked at McCracken case
Don't know if you want me to respond
Right now he is our client
I feel uncomfortable
What was cited to the court is from the summary of the case
McCracken is a case where he did not want counsel but the court basically said there needs to be
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in some respects
Issue was whether he could represent himself or whether it was ok to give him an advisory
counsel
Would just say that later cases more fleshed that out

432:29 PM What Haeg is asking for, he can ask court to provide fees
That is not an authorized representation of us
Decisions on who to depose, when to depose, who to subpoena
Those are decisions that counsel makes
Certain absolute rights Haeg would have, but we would make those decisions
Not within that right to have counsel

4:34:04 PM Public Defender - Glover
Would like a ruling in this hearing if we are going to represent Haeg or if he will represent himself
Ask that we not be in a position where he is making arguments on his own behalf until this has
been determined
If you want us to represent him fully, then renew my request to be given until middle of July to
respond
Would give chance to review and respond on his behalf

Court
Coming back to Haeg
Understood your comments
Montague is in charge of local office
Glover was assigned
Seid is getting the baton with regard to your case and others
Can give additional time to see if you can come to a landing
This is not a situation where they will be declaring a conflict of interest
They have an overworked schedule and don't have the time to get on your case in the fashion
you would have
Want additional time or come to a landing now?
Hybrid counsel is not going to be available

4:36:50 PM Haeg
I would like to move forward on my own without any help
Pretty apparent Glover couldn't handle it
I will represent myself from here on out

Court
Certainly have a right to do so
Prepared to honor that right
But once you exercise that right, the door is closed

Haeg
I understand
I do know that I found a case where someone representing themselves was allowed to have a
friend assist
This case is very complicated, a lot of issues intertwined
I have a lot of people who have put in an enormous amount of time and effort
If I could possibly have someone up here to help move along, I would appreciate that

Court
Like legal assistant? Marking exhibits? Taking notes and generally support you?
As opposed to speaking on your behalf
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Haeg
Not speaking on my behalf but may remind me of things I have forgotten

4:39:17 PM OSPA
No concern

Court
Will ask Haeg and Peterson to figure out time for argument on the Master's Guide issue
Have time Friday or tomorrow morning

OSPA
Have trial call at 8:30 and then meeting at gam
Friday would not work for me
Tomorrow is best at gam

Clerk
10am is available

OSPA
That is fine

Haeg
That is fine

Court
Last chance, Mr. Haeg, I will excuse the Public Defender's office

Haeg
No problem on that
I am curious about the comment on monetarily doing something
Do you know what they were talking about?
Appeared to be a way to maybe recoup my money from the court?

Public Defender - Seid
4:41 :51 PM It is my understanding that he can make application to the court to issue subpoenas and help with

those things
Allowing indigent people
Suggestion to Haeg, I think there are provisions in the administrative rule
That is where I would start if I were him

Public Defender - Glover
First thought is Rule 12

Public Defender - Seid
Agree

Court
Tomorrow at 10am
Public Defender is excused from representation

4:43:05 PM Off record
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In the Superior Court at Kenai Alaska

Media No: KN1 Judge: C, Bauman

Date: Monday, June 13, 2011 Clerk: K, Gdula

Case No: 3KN-10-1295CI

Case Title: David Haeg

Type of Proceeding: Status

Counsel Present:

v« State of Alaska

Plaintiff:
Defendant:

Court Orders:

Public Defender - Whitney Glover (telephonic)
OSPA - Andrew Peterson (telephonic)

Status hearing: 6/15/11 @ 4pm
Court orders title transfer of forfeit plane to be put on hold, pending motion
Haeg and OSPA may communicate directly

Summary of Proceedings: Public Defender David Seid to be present telephonically for next hearing

4:03:58 PM On record
Court id's

Public Defender
I can tell you that I received your order requesting counsel respond to something Haeg filed in
January
Another attorney will be taking this case over for me, I am resigning
Request court grant us until July 14th for him to respond
New attorney is David Seid
That would give him about 3 weeks to respond
His number is 465-3909
I have talked to Haeg about this and gave him his phone number' I believe
I don't think I have given him address and fax, happy to do that

Court
Emergency motion filed on June io"
Also the state filed something the same day, opposition to return to guiding and master guide
license
Preventing the state from disposing of the property disputed in this case until it is included

4:07:20 PM Public Defender
Have not had time to speak about that and have not received the State's oppositions either

Court
According to this was only sent to Haeg

OSPA
I don't think we knew who was representing him
Oversight on our part
I will copy the Public Defender today, will get it out via email or hard copy, either way
I've already sent an email to Haeg, that is a bit confusing
Normally when counsel is involved we don't talk to a Defendant
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He contacted me directly last week and was going to file the motion himself
He asked what my position was and I told him I wouldn't oppose request for expedited
consideration

4:09:13 PM 5 working days to file an opposition
No problem with him seeking expedited consideration however we will oppose the motion
In 2004, the airplane was forfeit as to all owners
That is the state's position
We have held on to it but we intend to transfer title at this time, the appeal in the criminal matter is
over
The only way a plane can be disposed of by the state is if a title has been transferred to the state
Have been holding this plane since 2004
At this point, state is going to ask FAA to transfer title to the state
What the state will do with it, I don't know
Do intend to ask that the title be transferred
I have no idea how long it would take the FAA to transfer the title
Suspect the individual who would apply for the transfer is on leave for most of the month
If filed in July, think would be before the end of July
Don't know the timing
I believe that is correct
When the trial court signed recent order, plane was forfeit as to all owners
I forwarded that to the Troopers and that person is on leave

Court
Order that the state put the title transfer on hold until I have ruled substantively on the pending
motion
Don't mean to suggest that I will grant the motion in the end but I want to clearly have the ability
to act on it without having things already transpired

OSPA
I understand
I'll send an email to the state and make sure that is clear

4:12:55 PM Court
Just an oral order at this point
If you need an order, happy to do one
Basically am swamped with other work, in midst of a long civil trial in a wrongful death case
Any problem with requested extension by the Public Defender to have until July 13th?

Haeg
I do have a problem
I filed, its been nearly 7 years since I've been able to work my business
I filed that motion in January
5 year guide license suspension was up nearly a year ago
Although it doesn't affect anyone except me and my family, it hurts like not much else can
You gave Public Defender's 20 days to file
Should be fairly easy for them to put their 2 cents in
When I came here and asked for assistance from Public Defender, I thought I was clear that I was
asking for co-counsel so that I could keep things moving
It appears that is not the case
I have a huge concern

4:15:06 PM After what happened with my first 3 attorneys, I refuse to have someone represent me
Just a trust issue on my end
Turns into a timing issue too
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In my discussions with Glover, she flat told me there is no way she could review my case inside of
6 months
She said it might be 6 years before she reviews it

4:15:50 PM That ain't good enough
The rules say within 60 days
We have had enough
I can't wait and my family can't wait
If I can't have the help of a Public Defender on my terms, help with deposing of witnesses, I
request that I represent myself again
If they can't follow the rules to help me, we can't have them help us

Court
The problem with what you just said, it comes to conditions
These are decisions you have to make and come to a landing
Either terminate your attorney and represent yourself or you don't

Haeg
I thought it may come to that
I found the case law that says you can have both or there is a case that says that you can, in
some cases, your rights may be best indicated by allowing a Defendant to represent himself with
the assistance of a Public Defender
I thought I pointed that out
That's what I want just so I can keep things moving
Don't want to get hijacked by an attorney
I don't mean to paint all attorneys as bad
McCracken v State, 1974
Just a short thing
Reads from document
I know what I am asking is not the usual, fully understand

4:19:24 PM I think this may be an unusual case, I believe it is
If I can't have that, thought it was pretty clear at the representation hearing
Only would accept counsel if I could remain in control, my motion made that clear
If I can't have that counsel, I want to represent myself again

Court
Will go back and review where we were
You made it clear that you were hopeful to have a hybrid counsel situation
You did qualify for counsel at public expense
That was over objection that OSPA expressed
I did appoint Public Defender
I expected you ahd whoever assigned would have a discussion to see if the hybrid setting could
be worked out
I would have expected that if that were something the Public Defender's would not engage in, I
would hear about that
Public Defender could have declared conflict and Office of Public Advocacy might be willing to
serve

Public Defender
Typically the Public Defender never agrees to that type of an arrangement
As far as that creating a conflict, doesn't create a conflict of interest
That is the typical position the Public Defender agency takes, don't normally agree to hybrid
situations
I can't agree at this point to that type of arrangement with Haeg
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4:23:04 PM He would like things to happen very quickly
Haeg misheard me or there was a miscommunication about the amount of time it would take
His case will probably be addressed within 18 months

4:23:31 PM I have been very careful with him, haven't had an opportunity to review his case

Court
60 days to review?

Public Defender
That is correct
There is a tremendous backlog in the PCRs now
There is a very large backlog and he is my newest case
I just received an actual file in my office 2 weeks ago
Very new to my case load

Court
Hard time understanding why it would take so long to review

Public Defender
I have 53 pending PCRs
Some resolve quickly and some have 10 boxes of material to be reviewed

Court inquires of Public Defender

Public Defender
I haven't reviewed his case so I don't know a lot about the time it would take to address it
It's the newest case and we take them in order
Its the last in the case load
We have discussed this
It would be around 18 months before can get something filed
July 13th was to respond to your order requesting we respond to motion
That is separate from filing an amended application

4:27:30 PM You requested that we respond to that motion

Court
I didbut I also appointed the Public Defender on April zo"
Not understanding
Hear that you have a heavy caseload but you have statutory responsibilities
Not understanding why you are not meeting those

Public Defender
I have explained my situation as best I can
Not sure what else I can say
Huge backlog and there is only one of me
Newest case that I have

Clerk attempts to reach Public Defender Seid - voicemail

Court
4:32:05 PM Will squeeze this in on Wednesday afternoon

Very short hearing, argument with regard to pending motion for the Master guide license
Expect to hear from Mr: Seid to see if he will be able to work with Haeg, hybrid capacity or
otherwise, policy wise and as a practical matter
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OSPA
Calion the conference line again?

Court
Yes
Same procedure at 4pm
Glover to let Seid know

4:32:55 PM Not expecting him to be able to make the argument, will permit Haeg to make the argument as to
the Master's Guide license
Not a rehash of what is written in the motion
Very succinct
Hit the nail on the head opportunity for both sides
If, as a practical matter or policy wise, the Public Defender cannot serve, need to hear of
consequences of remaining in the case

Public Defender
Will certainly let him know

OSPA
one more question
I would like some clarification
Ethical allowance when it comes to communicating with Haeg
It is my position that I can communicate with him directly since it is hybrid

Corut
Is unusual
Clear that Haeg wants to move forward with things
He can contact you directly and not unethical for you to contact him
With pleadings, in limbo, serve both Haeg and Seid

OSPA
My assistant will serve Glover and Seid with pleading as soon as hearing is over

Court
If Seid has a different view on the ethics can hear on Wednesday

Public Defender
It is my understanding that we do not have hybrid situation at this time
I do object to OSPA having contact with him until this is resolved

Court
Understand but expected something from your office before now
All I am getting is extension requests
We are in limbo land and I have ruled
I will hear from Seid on Wednesday at 4pm

4:36:16 PM Off record
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In the Superior Court at Kenai Alaska

Media No: KN1 Judge: C. Bauman

Date: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 Clerk: K. Gdula

Case No: 3KN-10-1295CI

Case Title:

Type of Proceeding:

Counsel Present:

Petitioner:
Defendant:

Court Orders:

Summary of Proceedings:

3:06:34 PM On record
Court Id's

In the Matter of: David S. Haeg vs State of Alaska

Representation

Pro se
OSPA - Andrew Peterson (telephonic)

Petitioner to file pleading by close of business 2/22/11 in regards to Mr. Dolifka
appearing as hybrid counsel

Tom Stepanosky
I'm here to keep records for Dave
Like a polish Paralegal

Court
Here to see about representation
There is a fair volume of materials
Trying to approach this in a somewhat logical fashion
There was a hearing scheduled like this in the post conviction case and it never happened
Interesting in being represented by an attorney

3:08:24 PM Petitioner
I want the assistance of an attorney but do not want to be represented by one because of what
has happened in the past
Other Judges have said that I appear to be capable
I'm a professional
I'm a master guide
I would like to have a professional help
I am in a unique situation maybe that hasn't occurred
I would like to have help, don't want the reigns taken from me
There were points in time where I wanted something done and they said they would do whatever
they wanted to do
Everything I've worked for since I was 18 was on the line
This is 7 years later
Not a cut and dried answer but this is where I'm at
Alaska Case Law says a Petitioner for Post Conviction Relief has the right to represent himself as
long as the waiver is knowing and voluntary
It's knowing but this is anything but voluntary
That's because of what happened with the last 3 attorneys in a row
Dale Dolifka was my business attorney, has been for my whole life
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e/
He says by no means should I hire another attorney because of whats happened

3:11 :12 PM I've had clients of mine trying. to find one, couldn't find out
Dolifka says by no means should I represent self
I went with Marc Osterman and tape recorded every conversation I ever had with him

Court
Aware of that
Have read some but not all of your attachments
Included some transcripts of your conversations
I know Mr. Osterman from being here in court

Petitioner
My very real concern, my wife's and a lot of people that are here now, my business attorney said
my third attorney may represent my first attorney rather than me because of what happened
Osterman said he was going to reverse conviction and sue those attorneys to saying there was
nothing that could be done
He handed me a bill
He did that while he was under oath
What we feared had come to pass .
Tried to hire attorney that maybe didn't have allegiance to other attorneys up here
But after 7 years, I may not have went to law school but I've gotten an education that allows me to
look at the law and the facts and see that something horribly wrong has happened here
Willing to spend 7 years of my life and my family's life
I don't want to do it myself because I'm a flight instructor, bush pilot, master game guide

3:14:45 PM I know the value of having someone who has went to school and has the knowledge and
experience but because of the past I am scared to death
Maybe can have some help but not be taken out of the equation
Want co-counselor hybrid counsel
Someone that could help me in a courtroom, this is where I need the help most
I am capable of writing briefs
I have never objected or presented evidence
This is it
Have run appeal clear up to the US Supreme Court
I don't want to blow my chance

Court
With regard to hybrid counsel, can you afford it on your own behalf?

Petitioner
We are barely getting by at this point
We may be able to
At one point we put together a financial statement and sent it in, not one ever ruled on that
It should be in the record
If you could look at that and see if you could appoint me counsel
It almost seems like it would be better to get someone to help me if they were appointed

3:17:23 PM Court
Want to interrupt for a moment
I need to look at a particular statute
I think I saw the document you are referring to with regard to your finances
I'll see if I can zero in on that

3:20:03 PM Looks like your motion for a REPH was granted but never happened
Filed motion with regard to Peter Maassen?
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Petitioner
He was going to represent Murphy

3:23:35 PM Court
I see a document from 8/25 and then things jump to a Judicial Reassignment in October 29
Cannot find your document
Can see if you qualify for a Public Defender appointment
They may be reluctant to cede any portion of their normal purview as attorneys
Assuming that you qualify financially, reflect on that for a bit
Hybrid counsel has different meanings
As I understand it, you want the benefit of the advice of counsel
Problem with adiministrative Rule 12 appointment, compensation is limited to $75 per hour
They basically are appointed by court and zeal may be tempered by the hourly rate

3:29:19 PM Petitioner
Are you limited to what attorney you could appoint as to Rule 12?

Court
Interesting question that I am contemplating in another matter

Petitioner
I imposed on my friendship with Dolifka but if he were appointed for me

Court
The concept that has evolved relatively recently, unbundled services
That means in family law cases the concern by some attorneys is that once you enter an
appearance, will be held to the case even if the client is no longer paying you
Can enter an appearance for a limited purpose in the case and then be excused
Its an evolving concept
Doesn't apply to post conviction relief matters
Inquires if Peterson would have problem appointing Dolifka in a hybrid situation

Peterson
There are couple things that come to mind
.Dolifka has been a witness in another hearing already
Interesting issue with having him be counsel
When it comes to evaluating a Petition to Revoke, appointed counsel has time to evaluate if there
is a valid issue
Don't know if that will be imposed for a hybrid issue
I'm trying to grab the rule right now
I'll have to provide that to the court at another time

3:33:58 PM Court
Does that apply in a Rule 12 administrative appointment setting?
Looking at Title 12 section 72, statutory group of laws by the legislature with regard to Post
Conviction Relief
Or may be in criminal rule
In any event, if inclined to go with counsel, I'll ask you to let Dolifka know that Court is poised to
appoint him under Rule 12 and he needs to consider whether the fact that he was a witness
presents a conflict of interest problem
That will be his judgment and not the courts
If he's comfortable taking on a hybrid role, then I certainly don't have any problem appointing him
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3:36:02 PM Peterson
One concern, when I look at Administrative Rule 12
Court must first appoint Public Defender agency
This is a new area of me
Don't know if this is something you can waive
Criminal Rule says to make sure court orders counsel within 60 days

Court
Reads from Rule
No determination here that Mr. Haeg is indeed indigent
Don't know that appointment of a hybrid counsel would necessarily be one that would implicate
351.E

Peterson
Court will appoint and then state will pay for Dolifka without a finding of indigency?

Court
Short answer is yes

Peterson
I'm confused
I would like to see counsel in this case
How is court going to appoint counsel without seeing if he qualifies?

Court
Court may need to review the scope of its authority under administrative Rule 12
At the present time, I want you to follow through with letting Dolifka know about Rule 12
Would like to give you a period of time, 5 business days to contact Dolifka and give me a brief
written report

3:40:10 PM Petitioner
I understand
Can I ask for a recording of this hearing today?
Can that happen or do I have to wait?

Court
The clerk's office will have the details
Think it's fairly quick

Petitioner
I think he will be hesitant
He has gone a long way to help me with the situation
If indeed I can't find counsel to help me, court satisfies itself that this was a waiver to right to
counsel?
Don't take this the wrong way
The first time I represented myself, my judge sent me to API for a psych evaluation
I was one scared puppy in that facility
After 2 hours of talking to the evaluator, she said without a doubt, your attorneys turned on you
She's not an attorney but I'm just saying

3:43:38 PM She did find me competent to represent self
But that was another court at another time
Now I know, the rules mean nothing unless you exercise them
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I can only ask for the rules to be followed
3:44:10 PM This says the court must satisfy itself, knowing, intelligent, and voluntary waiver

I stand on the fact that it is anything but voluntary

Court
I hear what you're saying but you do have to go forward in some fashion, in due course, in this
case
Cannot put the court in a catch 22 situation

Petitioner
I understand but it goes back to what the whole PCR is about
I didn't write this
I feel I'm reading it the correct way
Cole was private counsel
Robinson also private
As was Marc Osterman
No matter what attorney sits next to me know, I'm the one who's going to be in control
I would like to approach Dolifka first

3:46:49 PM If we get out of here in time, I'll do that today and see what can happen with him
Having an attorney we can trust and has our interests at heart, is far more important that having
an attorney is knowledgeable
A very great attorney is nothing if his interests aren't aligned with yours

Court
Within 5 business days, by close of business 2/22/11 I want to receive something from you, Mr.
Haeg
Copy it to Peterson
Something with regard to Mr. Dolifka's willingness or issues
If it turns out I need to make a determination as to your indingency, not that of your wife, it bears
on you, may need to do that even if Dolifka agrees to serve
I'll be reviewing if that is precedent to an appointment
If Dolifka does not want to serve, will leave option open to you to appoint the Public Defender's
Lets assume that that attorney says your application is not going to fly and it has no merit,
hypothetically
It's either open to you to discharge the Public Defender's office and proceed on your own
If you can find private counsel that you have comfort with or hybrid representation you can pull
them in and they can enter some sort of special appearance and we will merrily go forward in the
case

Petitioner
You would allow me to discharge the Public Defender's and move forward on my own?

Court
They don't have the authority to dismiss PCR, just have opinion to voice

Petitioner
Would they be hybrid?

3:51 :01 PM Court
I believe their policy is to represent the client
Believe they are resistant to hybrid representation
If appointed, you can explore that with them
You can always discharge them
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Have constitutional right to represent self

3:5135 PM Petitioner
I had other constitutional rights that weren't exercised
I'm pretty gun shy over what is going on

Court
Not going to be moving forward on any other motions until counsel situation has clarified itself

Peterson
No concerns

3:52:16 PM Off record
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In the Superior Court at Anchorage Alaska

Media No: 604 Judge: S. Joannides

Date: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 Clerk: M. Malalang

Case No: 3HO-10-64CI

Case Title: In The Matter of: David S Haeg and State of Alaska

Type of Proceeding: Evidentiary Hearing

RE: Motion to Disqualify Judge / Representation Hearing

Counsel Present:

Plaintiff: Pro-se
Defendant:· Alfred Peterson

Court Orders: ~ Did issue order on Motion to disqualify, Granted
~ Case to be reassigned to another judge
~ Mr. Haeg to file his position for possible hybrid counsel by September 2,2010,

if nothing filed, will assume Mr. Haeg is proceeding without counsel
~ Motion to quash subpoena filed by Mr. Cole in court, no action

Summary of Proceedings:

9:30:45 AM

933:58 AM

9:34:16 AM

On record
Court in session / identifies case and parties

I COURT:

I
-issue of representation today
-did issue order on Motion to disqualify, Granted .

I -issue the confidential order, based on confidential issue commission can address it
-will have the case reassigned to another judge
-my role is only to decide the issue of representation
-issue of Mr. Haeg is seeking through court appointed counselor his own .

I

-do remember there is something going on in the criminal case, thought there was complaint to
. forfeiture, PCR judge will address that as soon as possible
I-do hope to have the other order out by today if not tomorrow

I Mr. Haeg
-don't think we qualify for court appointed counsel
-we went through it once before, we still have assets
-McKracken vs. State 1974
-my issue, my belief that my representing myself is voluntary

I

-I used to be a master guide, have been a commercial pilot since I was 18
-they risk dying
-I want this court to satisfy it's self, that I have been black balled

COURT:
-have your finances changed since the last time you applied

Mr. Haeg
-do have friends around the world
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I -I want lil.Y shot at presenting to this court, my side if this is a voluntary professional person
i -! have people here that I would like to
. -that I have been forced to represent myself

9:38:21 AM The court may satisfy itself that I for go counsel - intelligent decision

9:3844 AM ? Mr. Brent Cole enters courtroom

Mr. Haeg
-I would like to question him

? Mr. Brent Cole hands the clerk paperwork

939:09 AM COURT:---
-Mr. Cole, you cannot interrupt Mr. Haeg
-issue before me today, know you have a lot of concerns of what happened
-issues for the PCR judge
-my role is very limited, for judge Murphy to recuse herself

I-on grounds of impropriety
I -adequately represented, they are in a position for confidentiality

-can you afford to hire a layer, do you qualify for court appointed lawyer
-you do understand the value of a lawyer, that it would be beneficial

9:41 :37 AM ~" we can cail you, Mr. Cole
>- Mr. Cole leaves courtroom

94149 AM -issue today is very narrow
dust if you qualify for court appointed counsel
-you should file the paperwork
-discretion of court appointed counsel
··if you don't quaiify, then I maybe in a position to appoint you an attorney
-people should have lawyers
-do you want me to see the paperwork to s~e if you qualify

943:25 AM Mr. Haeg

I
-disagree.with you that I may get court appointed counsel

94346 AM 518P2nd85.1974 '
.. . . . .

9:44:33.AM I CO~RT:
-will take a look at this
-can go off record

944:40 AM I Off record

9:50:36 AM I On record
I ',.. ,

I COURT:'
I -have read McCracken

I
-McCracken is incarcerated and you are not
-can appoint under Rule 12 .

I -for purposes of presentation, I don't have the power to appoint an attorney
I -will hear from the state and hear from you again '

9:52:08 AM i Peterson
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-would benefit if Mr. Haeg had counsel
-do believe he has assets to hire an attorney
-he has donea very effective job
~his briefing was adequate
-don't know of anotheravenue to make the process more efficient
-can't getaround his assets

953:33 AM COURT: .
-as soon as I issue my order, then to Judge Gleason
-then will be assigned another Judge

9:54:20 AM Peterson
-confidentiality order will be sent to?

COURT:
-commission, SOA, Mr. Haeg, Judge Murphy
-results of the judicial conduct meeting - not a secret
-so the understand Mr. Haeg's concern
-will be up to them to decide
-Judge Murphy will not be presiding over the case
-I didn't go that far to decide any wrong doing
-importance of the public's confident, appearance of impropriety, did grant the request

9:56:34 AM -sometimes people go to remote places, sometimes law enforcement are the only people to help

I
them there
-judicial conduct committee, did believe there was an impropriety
-did not find collusion, procedurally assigned to the trial judge
-understand that you have witnesses here to speak that you have been forced to represent
yourself, not here to decide that issue
-will look at McCracken
-any other cases to look at?

959:24 AM I Mr. Haeg
Newer case, Hampton vs. Huston, 1982
653P2D1058 .

>- pause

10:01:28 AM COURT:
-again, indigent individuals, can't find you indigent
-something that you believe that people are not indigent

10:02:04 AM Mr. Haeg
-Alaska is a young state
-found an amount that law has not been
COURT
-willing to look at other States
Mr. Haeg
-not that I want you to appoint counsel for me, even though I can hire my own
-mostly for Alaska's own good, there is a problem here, I spent 7 years of my life, we lived in hell
-their dad who put them in hell, must think something is wrong
-asking you to let me put on evidence - so they can
-this forum is the only one - been to them all
-it isn't a matter of my questioning my attorney, would like to do it in two witnesses

10:0447 AM I -Lithka, my business attorney and my wife
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-there is a problem in this state, problem with the legislature
-problem people taking money, it's hidden, it's damaging - not understand why it is damaging
-hire an attorney yet, do something bad to your family
-my interpretation -I don't have Westlaw, I just get on the internet

10:06:32 AM COURT:
-can go on the State of Alaska website
-I sometimes pull cases from Gooqle than Westlaw, it's sometime faster

10:07:13 AM Mr. Haeg
-I'm not an attorney
-people just dismiss me because I have not been to law school, it's a valuable thing
-my daughter has said, we are living in hell
-you have eluded to the fact that they rode together, that has been muted, in rural locations
-rny bigger concern that the fact when I filed a complaint, I have it on tape, the official investigator
- Marla Gibbons
-you look like you agreed that the rides did take place before I was sentenced
-it's a felony, a conspiracy, proven that he committed perjury

1010:09AM COURT:
-I did not reach that issue of the judicial conduct
-I did point out all the issues that you raised, am sending along with it all the affidavits to the
judicial conduct

Mr. Haeg
-they.are crying for everyone to do it
-it has been wiped away
-that lie, no one will do a thing about it
-it gets confidential, we lived the nightmare so no on has to do that
-this isn't over, I've just begun

10:12:12 AM COURT:
-don't want you to misinterpret what I have in the order
-not just that investigator just looks at my order
-understand that you are frustrated
-know you want justice and know that you want it now
-you were successful for Judge Murphy sitting on the case
-it is going to the commission for them to look at them
-cohersion for you to do a limited record
-will give you a record to do certain findings

10:14:24 AM Mr. Haeg
-calls Mr. Dolifka

10:14:42 AM Witness Sworn/Affirmed:
Dale Dolifka

10:15:43 AM Mr Haeg
-do you understand I do this with a lot of misgivings

10:1603 AM COURT inquires
(am a lawyer in Alaska

I (35 years
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1016:17 AM Direct Examination by Mr. Haeg
(was a teamster lawyer
(your business attorney, not sure
(could have been 20 years
(you were very emotional, I knew your world was about to change
(I was not seasoned to do your
(thought you needed a criminal lawyer
(I referred you to Jim McCummus
(you did not hire Jim McCummus
(thought you were calling me as a friend

10:18:39 AM (you did hire an attorney he referred you to
(I did talk with you many times, just trying to be a friend
(I was worried about you
(you are very emotional, knew how it was impacting your family
(we you lost your airplane
(your life had changed, didn't know how I was going to protect you that way
(yeah, you hired Brent Cole
(I've been very ill for 2 years, my memory is not the same
(think you had fired Mr. Cole
(then referred you to Mr. Robinson in Soldotna
(I noticed that letter
(do remember the hackles on my neck stand up, that wasn't the only time

102249 AM (you did hire Chuck Robinson
(my recollection - something happened in your case, things crashed with Mr. Robinson
(that's when I became very confused in your case
(even contacting Judge Hansen
(it had made no sense of what happened
(when it didn't work, I was quite disturbed when I had an attorney that I had that much faith in
(I'm not a criminal attorney
(don't understand how you had due process
(I am just wore out trying to figure it out, I can't
(one of the reasons I may have said those things, I was cynical of our court system in Kenai
(you are not the only person from the community
(5-6 year period, tell me of things that went on in our system up there
(we sent them to the governor, your case is one of many
(you called me many times
(I tried to befriend you: my doctor said that I got to stop
(my friends watched it implode
(it is a different community today than it was 2-3 years ago
(Judge Hansen would validate everything I have said to you

10:29:12 AM (I would have kept notes, think a lawyer from Minnesota
(he was very disparaging, he said we had a Kangaroo Court
(have Troopers conspiring with Judges - guess it's a concern
(incompetency, read where Judge Card screamed at the District Attorneys
(cynicism of how are we going to get our community back, don't know how that happened
(I understand the importance of having an attorney
(you put a lot of lawyers to shame
(you are above some lawyers
(I can't believe I told you to represent yourself, surprising how you have represented yourself
(I told you to go get an attorney
(you hired an attorney, not one that I recommended
(I read all the pleadings, more power to the courts
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(the attorney - Mark Osterman
(if you made the tape recordings that I made to you
(that is primarily why I sought counsel from Judge Hansen
(other cases that were disturbing
(Judge Hansen took an interest in your case, it was troubling to me, it wasn't the only one
(disturbs ethics of any kind

1036:55 AM Objection, speculation, would like him to ask the question
COURT: just the answer is evidence

10:37:34 AM (do understand that you recorded our conversations

COURT:
-before we admit them, tell me what you hope to show

Mr. Haeg
-arn not voluntarily giving up my right to counsel
-good old boys club, for the greater good of the State, I wish to stand up and do my part
-actual conversation with a 37 year old attorney

10:3920 AM COURT:
-that you were represented, hired Osterman, unwilling to proceed
-tried to hire someone from the lower 48
-member of bar here said that you have a lot of

Mr. Haeg
-exactly, he said needed 12K
-he hands me a brief, that is no good, 12k is gone, 36K is for point on appeal
-can't effect the lives and lively hood, he said it was a prima facia of evidence

10:41 :34 AM COURT:
-accept that as true, only limited amount of time
-attempted to find representation, but unwilling to take your cause because of the impact of other
lawyers

Mr. Haeg
-they take and drive my ship and drive it into a ditch
-they sabotage me

COURT:

I
-allegation on conspiracy of amongst members of the bar on this issue, not going to be proven
through this testimony
-concerns of Mr. Osterman, should go to the bar

Mr. Haeg
-I have gone everywhere
-these tape recordings will not go anywhere
-I am - not trying to do anything wrong
-I am forced to

COURT:
because you can't find one adequately

Mr. Haeg
3HO-10-00064CI 8-25-10 Page 6 of 13
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-correct

10:4527 AM Peterson
-seems like an odd process
-testimony is better saved for the PCR hearing

COURT
-state usually doesn't attend representation hearings
-usually PCR, people incarcerated, that a defendant really understands what they are giving up
-he can afford to hire one, but he cannot find one
-will give you some time to make your record

Mr. Haeg
-thought it was going very well
-if Delifka thought it.was so bizarre
-we have a constitution right, yet I cannot find

COURT:
-tape of Osterman's comments to you
-that he didn't want to take the case because of the livelihood of other attorneys

104845 AM Mr. Haeg
-valid subpoena - some did not show up

10:49:19 AM Dale Dolifka
Direct Examinationby Mr. Haeg continues

104958 AM (I never understood on your plea agreement
(plea to lesser charges, tell everything you know, then charges increased
(I interpreted, how you could have found yourself in that position

I

(it was a poor case
(until you spoke, there were a lot of holes in that case

I (told what you told and did not have a plea agreement
I (get your charges increase, unfair to pull a sentence out

(could have been in the context of the little travels
(all the stuff that you filed for a new judge
(community was outraged
(she has been the only judicial investigator for 21 years
(that is what smells so bad

105601 AM (once you poison something, how did this go on built on a lie on an affidavit

105625 AM COURT:
-this kind of information is usually for PCR judge

10:56:52 AM Mr. Haeg
(if that tape is in 2006, I did say that
(I did say that, federal level
(as a southerner, 1probably said that
(Engelton and I tried to get the newspaper
(Kenai! Soldotnawe sit in this cauldron, that was the poison when it went to the court system
(I already paid a huge price -- as confidential and continues to do
(I doubt more than it already has
(am not telling you anything more because it will just get worse

3HO-10-00064CI 8-25-10 Page 7 of 13
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11: 10:05 AM

11:13:33 AM

11:13:38 AM

Cross Examination by Mr. Peterson
(don't remember him doing that

i (I delve led into the file for my information

I
(believe there was an admission to that effect of wolves

I
~lha.veheIPe,d so' rnanypeoplefrom confidentiality
(people don'ftrust me anymore ',', .-

i (what they said inmy room,stayed there :
I (when it was drug out, don't' know if they thought my confidentiality was broke
I (most of the time, thought I was his friend .
I (client management, lawyer 30 years

, Witness excused

COURT:
I -sc common for people to record everything
I "family law cases, even people.recording the proceedings today

-understand why are-family is here, is there reason for your daughters to be here

Mr. Haeg
-they have been through it already, it is nothing new

I -there was atime when it was incredible concern
-most of the time it was my wife's concern
- not anything that should be a concern to my kids

111637 AM I il'Jitness Sworn/Affirmed:
3HO-1 0~00064CI 8-25-10 Page 8 of 13
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Jackie Haeg .

1117:01 AM Peterson
-attorney client privilege
-spousal privilege, she runs the risk of that, PCR case, issue should be raised

11:17:38 AM COURT:
-if your wife testifies, issues related to find an attorney in the road blocks that you have
-at your PCR thestatewould take a position to question your wife
-not prepared to address that today, spousal privilege is so strong
-just explaining it to you know

Mr.Haeg
-she has already testified in another hearing
-it has already been waived - about the same issues

11:19:32 AM -it was over 4 years ago

COURT:
-August 24, 2006, from Tamara Russell, evaluation, competent to proceed for your own legal
defense, you were found to be competent

, Mr Haeg
-it was just for the appeal
-PCR, they should satisfy themselves

COURT:
-I take no position on it today

11:21 :03 AM Jackie Haeg
'j . Witness Previously Sworn/Affirmed Resumes Stand:

Direct Examination by Mr. Haeg
(I was skeptical, felt attorneys were there to help us
(we went in another proceeding, knew it wasn't true, so what you were telling me was true
(it made me believe --- not for me to commit perjury, I knew it was false
(he had said that when this,first happened, he told us he could file motions
(knew he wasn't telling me the truth
(when the plea agreement broke, that he notify the prosecutor's boss to see if there was
something he could do

11:25:34 AM (we lost our business, savings. College funds
(mental issues on our family, our marriage, mortgage our house, we had to sell things
(a lot of credit, attorney fees

I (was worried
(don't think most families would have gone through this
(this does need to be addressed so it doesn't happen to anyone else
(guide license taken ---

11:28:03 AM Peterson
-we have been doing this for 1 Y2, thought this is a representation hearing

COURT:

I

-understand that you have suffered an emotional toll, that is a given
-based on your statement, do accept it as true

3HO-10-00064CI 8-25-10 Page 9 of 13
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I -accept that would be her testimony

11:30:22 AM Direct continues
(believe we have

113102 AM COURT inquires
(recent we have not been trying to look for a lawyer
(last hired a lawyer, was Osterman
(many efforts .
(I think probably around 20, not all in Alaska some of them in Washington, Minnesota, Oregon

11:32:29 AM Redirect Examination by Mr. Haeg
(two clients, did refer us
(what you did, it could have been, David

11:34:43 AM Mr. Haeg
-we went everywhere, we went to Widner, Murtaug
-I believe it scared all of them
-for retainer, 50K, he said he already sent it to Chuck Robinson
-the hackles are up on my neck, we have been to everyone
-he just said just keep selling stuff

11:36:29 AM Witness excused

11:3633 AM COURT inquires Mr: Haeg
(3'd grade, then home schooled
(everything I learnedfrom books

; .. ::. I (got into flying and guiding because of where I lived

.. 11:37:37 AM COURT:
-who ever home schooled you did a good job
-diagnosed with learning disabilities?

11:38:07 AM Mr. Haeg
-nope

COURT:
-looks like you understand the legal issues

Mr. Haeg
-that: is fair

COURT:
-do you have the ability to obtained unbundled legal services?

Mr. Haeg
-I have -Mr, Dolifka, he would help me with the concepts
-sometimes you just need to step back, wrong and right
-sorne help even in Germany, as I write documents
-emergency documents, do well because we have a tremendous grass roots to run it by people

,

-they have a chance to

11:40:46 AM COURT:
3HO-10-00064CI 8-25-10 Page 10 of 13
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-does sound like you have an amazing support

Mr. Haeg
-this is what showed up when I told people not to come
-people willing to show up from Idaho
-have someone here to
-thinking of all the support I have -- a system that I feel is broken

11:41:49AM COURT:
-you do understand the benefits of legal counsel
-there have been attorneys who would zealously represent you

Mr. Haeg
-would like Mr. Dolifka to represent me

COURT:
-used to be a time when we could list attorneys, we are not allowed to do that any more
-it has taken a financial toll on us
-you can submit a confidential information on your finances
-not uncommon in PCR

;(.~. . "

•.• .i

f J:,

11:45:28 AM Mr. Haeg
-there will be
-think some poor attorney in relinquishing the reins that I know, that I have the ability to do myself
-rniss one filing deadline and the whole thing is over
-think you are one fine judge and you should be the chief justice
-it's the same thing with the attorneys that behind the scenes - do you know where you are going
-rnonth later before my brief was due
-was I the only one talking to Mr. Osterman
-you could appoint to a number of attorneys, how would I get a good one

11:48:16AM COURT:
-realist, I couldn't find there isn't an attorney out there to adequately represent you
-cannot find that you have made a showing that there isn't someone out there to raise these
issues for you
-not trying to sell you the Public Defenders

I -if you can't afford that lawyer, there are options
-sometimes lawyers and clients disagree on tactics
-there are circumstances, can have hybrid representation
-there to have an attorney there to assist you
-just want to make sure that you understand that there is more than one option

11:53:08 AM Mr. Haeg
-appreciate that, would jump at that chance
-how do I find that lawyer
-sorneone may damage the case then that puts me back years
-everyone in this state knows me now
-Dale Miller, everyone knows who I am, he is getting my stuff all the time

COURT:
-sornetimes it is a good idea to listen to a lawyer's perspective, right or wrong
-we need to address the issue, would find that you understand what a lawyer can do for you
-can't find that you are not voluntarily waiving your right, you have this fear that you are not going

3HO-10-00064CI 8-25-10 Page 11 of 13
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•
to get a good enough lawyer to represent you
-can tell you are really concerned
-think you still have the ability to get the choice to get a lawyer
-would you like me to review any information to see if you qualify for a court appointed lawyer
-want to talk to an attorney for hybrid representation hearing

11:59:01 AM Mr. Haeg
-would like not to make a decision right now
-would like to be able to write a response
-would like to talk to my support
-fear of getting an attorney, think I am good at righting briefs
-I have yet to learn on objects, when something is leading
-what I would gain from an attorney as if I got the wrong one

COURT:
-you can be primary counsel in a hybrid representation

Mr. Haeg
-I had to fight tooth an nail to get my tooth back
-hybrid, can I just get rid of them

.12:03:09 PM

COURT:
-if you are lead counsel, you are filing the pleadings
-there are parameters
-understand it is a big decision,
-that you understand hybrid counsel, importance of having a lawyer'
-option of hybrid counsel through Public Defender or through another attorney
-I will give you 14 days or 7 days

12:04:08 PM Will request reassignment
-except representation issues
-all issues have been stay

I
-there were defendants who wanted hybrid counsel

. -up to you if you want that option

Mr Haeg
-I personally don't want to go there
-but will talk to my support group

12:05:35 PM COURT:
-file something by September 2, 2010

12:06:03 PM Peterson
-if nothing filed, then, waived

12:06:29 PM COURT:
-will just assume that you are proceeding on your own if you don't file anything

Mr. Haeg
-pleasure to be in a courtroom like this than in the other that I have been in

COURT:
-will send out order

3HO-10-00064CI 8-25-10 Page120f13
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-no position, will send the judicial committee

Mr. Haeg
-that you just have to open any door
-it's the-public who depends on an honest judicial system
-if they are the ones that are the problem
-although you are not the proper venue, there is a concern that is going, entities that there is
something wrong here, seen by enough eyes
-it isn't like I didn't go to the proper people first

COURT
-thank you

12:0927 PM Off record

3HO-10-00064CI 8-25-10 Page 13 of 13
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·1' •
In the Superior Court at Anchorage Alaska'

Media No: 604 Judge: S. Joannides

Date: Friday, July 09,2010 Clerk: M. Malalang

Case No: 3HO-10-64CI

David Haeg/p, David Brummellp
Andrew Peterson-Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals

Case Title:

Type of Proceeding:

Counsel Present:

Plaintiff:
Defendant:

In The Matter of: David S Haeg

Scheduling Conference

Vs. State of Alaska

Court Orders: > Evidentiary Hearing RE: Motion to disqualify judge
August 25,2010 @ 930am-145pm, August 26, 2010 @ 9am-130pm

Mr. Haeg
POBox 123, Soldotna, AK 99669
262-9249-home
398-6403-cell

Summary of Proceedings:

12:35:04 PM On record
Court in session I Court identifies case and parties

COURT:
-scheduling hearing
-unless someone is an attorney, do you need him there for something

Brummel
-here for moral support

COURT:
-allow him there for moral support for today only
-did request all files, did receive the criminal file also
-reviewed the issues, understand the complaint
-motion to disqualify, whether it should be granted or denied, need to make sure I have all the
information I need
-have the letters of the judicial conduct commission hearing, Exhibit 32, January 12 letter
-interviewed witnesses, do have the transcripts
-an appearance of impropriety
-have you seen any thing from

12:40:32 PM Mr. Haeg
-what judge Murphy and Trooper givens said, have the tape recording of that
-Marla Greenstien said she called everyone on my list
-I contacted every witness and no one had contacted Ms. Greenstien
-they told her that the rides took place

3HO-10-00064CI 7-9-10 Page 1 of 5
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12:42:14 PM COURT:

-just trying to find out what 1need from the judicial conduct commission

Mr. Haeg
-I Telephonically gave testimony
-Greenstien said that the complaint was dismissed, there was an official opinion
-official opinions only issued when there are sanctions

>- Haeg shows Peterson document
>- Haeg hands document to court
>- Pause, Court reads document

12:45:35 PM COURT:
-formal ethics opinions
> reads document

12:46:28 PM -commission did formally look into it, they did investigate in opinion #25
-opinion states that she wasn't sanction
-may request to review to see their records

12:48:11 PM -Issue request to see the judicial to see their records in camera
-post conviction relief cases are assigned to the trial judges

12:50:22 PM -you referenced a letter in your motion
-was there a letter that was missing from the file?

12:50:38 PM Haeg
-my concern is that I brought that letter from myself to I believe my attorney-Brent Cole
-he thought that 1shouldn't have brought that letter
-Dale Lulifka, in Soldotna
-knew why you did what you did
-he told me to put it before the court
-he faxed it to Judge Murphy
-that letter kept an entrapment defense

12:53:23 PM COURT:
-was it faxed as a part of a motion?
-did you find the first page in the file?

12:54:29 PM Haeg
-first page was there, no letter
-signed by Brent Cole, signed by Brent Murphy
-I overruled a man to put it in the record
-I went through 2 different attorneys
-irrefutable defense
-the letter was a taken as an a defense
-state needed to prove that entrapment did not happen
-I sent in in over my attorney's objections

12:56:40 PM -criminal attorney and judge had dropped the ball
-signed into the court record, then it was removed
-that Trooper was giving rides to Judge Murphy
-I have a very clear tape joking that they were going to go get a coke
-they testified that it did not happen
-Marla Greenstein, they said that it never happened
-actual proof that everyone in this courtroom that she gave right to the primary witness
-That happened every day of my trial

3HO-10-00064CI 7-9-10 Page 2 of 5
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-everything of my life is gone

COURT:
-my role isn't to review the case
-just what happened between the judicial conduct commission and the missing letter

12:59:52 PM Haeg
-I have proof that she gave accepted rides
-judge was riding around with the primary witness
-I had 6 years of my life taken away from my family, I am so angry
-would like those tapes entered into evidence
-I talked to all the witnesses
-her lying during and official investigation

1:0119 PM COURT:
-helpful to request of the judicial conduct commission records

1:01:52 PM Mr. Peterson
-ask that judqe Murphy be notified that you are requesting those letter

COURT:
-do intend to give notice

Mr. Peterson
-state law does not give

1:03:04 PM COURT:
-this would be going to the presiding judge, not necessarily to the same judge

Mr. Peterson
-PCR is usually handled by the office who tried a matter

1:0417 PM COURT:
-if there is a provision for a judge a to hear from you
-will issue an order today, asking for that material
-will asked for an in-camera review
-serve Judge Murphy, Presiding judge
-do need something in writing
-instruct the parties not to contact judicial conduct commission or judge Murphy on this issue
-will request in writing, will send the judicial conduct commission an order requesting it's records

1:07:47 PM Haeg
-thought this was going to be a scheduling conference, as I requested in my motion
-did ask that
-did contact Marla Greenstien for her to be a witness, .do have a number of witnesses
-thought that is what this is for-to schedule the hearing I requested

1:09:46 PM COURT:
-will be scheduling a hearing
-don't know how long it will be to get the information

Haeg
-just asked when she would be available to be a witness, did talk to her secretary

3HO-10-00064CI 7-9-10 Page 3 of 5
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-some witnesses have conflicts

Mr. Peterson
-state would like to reserve to file a motion/briefing on the matter

1:12:53 PM Haeg
-me and my family will be gone August 5-27

Mr. Peterson
-not available week of August 30, week of October 4

COURT:
-scheduling

Haeg
-have 15 witnesses, people that attended my sentencing
-most would be under 5 minutes

Mr. Peterson
-will need to wait to see your findings

118:21 PM COURT:
-Evidentiary Hearing August 25, 2010 @ 930am- 145pm
August 26,2010 @ 9am-130pm

1:19:29 PM -confirms mailing address
P a Box 123, Soldotna, AK 99669

1:1952 PM 262-9249-home
398-6403-cell

Haeg
-can you enlighten me on how to subpoena someone?

120:25 PM COURT:
-Clerks office can help you in subpoena witnesses
-order Trooper to appear

121 :32 PM -not sure if you serve Judge Murphy directly
-clerks office can help you
-do you intend to provide additional information?

1:23:11 PM Haeg
-maybe I could have the witnesses
-I want the court to know the truth of what happened

COURT:
-if I'm going to ask for additional information for judicial conduct information
-would move the case along

I
Haeg
-if I have tape recordings, do I need to give copies of those recordings?

I
3HO-10-00064CI 7-9-10 Page 4 of 5
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COURT:
-I can't give legal advise, will need to discuss that with a lawyer
-if parties decide to supplement by July 28th

, 2010

1:26:12 PM Off record

3HO-10-00064CI 7-9-10 Page 5 of 5
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DEC-08-20 10 01: 37 PM P.02/02

Plaintiff,

Defendant

vs.

(p
IN THE DISTRICTfSUPl'RIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA .., >"

AT 8:NCHOw-.IIt () ~~~,
I\~~, ) .p, ~~ Q '~("'.-< .

"T'. 6., n A '. ~ d (.) -;::-U "V ~ \ -.~ .... ~ .....{\ .
) ~\ ~ , 0 ~

:.(\ '\ ~ .A'\ :..---:: -~ t::;"
) '-(' ..-A V' , jI .>
) ~~? -o ·~I'.~;;'·
)

...... v .~ ....~ r ... s-,

./..~ .(..... /' ..:;U~
) ,...., ("J /" \........~~~ ..

~.... r?- '0-'

~ CASE NO. \D- '?\ ~;. \"~I
______________-i~ NOTICE OF CHANGE OFJU~G~ -

(Peremptory Challenge)

Pursuant 10 Civil Rule 42(c)/Crlmlnal Rule 25(d), t"'e 5n..~ of B\"iS'l.l. .o plalo,tiff • ~~~ant. hereby peremptorily challenges the Judge assigned to this case,
Judge~c ~ t"Y'4v'\ . Names and addresses of all parties (or their
attorneys) in this case are (attach additional sheet if necessary):

DcAVi ct l-h~~ e:/:"1
P.o. B(N IZi1,
'2"O\cJ..Otn~ I A~ (~~~.",,'1

I certify that a copy of this notice has been sent-I ach of the persons listed above.<I ~.~
])e,.e 1Mbev- 3,20\0 bi#-.~_--:--~-;:;;----:-::::",..,.,...... _

Date

TRIAL DATE:
CALENDAR C"'A'-:LL-:----------
LOCATION: _

OTHER:

Civil R. 42(0)
Crim. R. 25(d)

CALI:NDARINC3 NOTICE

ORDER

lI!i This case is reassigned to Judge ga..u.~
o This Notice of Change of JUdge is not approved beoause

o It is not timely.o Other: --

12-~'lO
D~a~te------

-~:~
I certify that on ~"",O,,-' _
a copy of this order was sent to:

Judge _

JUdge , fkl.'I'1'Tr"T.=:r--
Partje~~/ i'(Z,lv tvl"'-

Clerk: ~~~~_ C-)
TF·935 (2/00)(151.4)
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF JUDGE

FOR COURT USE ONLY
Notice is )ZJ timely. 0 not timely,13 A peremptory challenge has not previously been fQt

. A peremptory challenge was previously filed~ plaintiffs. 0 defendants.
I ;~I 'ff/ to . ''1,:~)''''-::)tcc.. tOccfL-,1.-

Date Clerk / JUGQe
<,
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Type or Print Name

CASE NO. 3l-tO - \D- OOC)lal.l (I

ach of the persons listed above.
~~~~.

'It---::;;'-__...-~-~

ORDER

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

Date

vs.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF JUDGE
(Peremptory Challenge)

Pursuant to Civil Rule 42(c)/Criminal Rule 25(d), t~ sn.\e of f1\~'l..c.... ,
D Pla~~bant, hereby peremptorily challenges the judge assigned to this case,
Judge e MQ,V\ . Names and addresses of all parties (or their
attorneys) in this case are (attach additional sheet if necessary):

DC\.Vi'tl H-t.\.eCi
p.O. BO)( 12.~

S O\&t.OlYlC\. »«. C1&l !P1/1
j

I certify that a copy of this notice has been sent

])e(.p!Mb~v 3/2D\O

IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
AT ANC.WOW.,'i._

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

------------_.)

D This case is reassigned to Judge _

D This Notice of Change of Judge is not approved because.

D It is not timely.
D Other: _

FOR COURT USE ONLY

Notice is )Z1 timely. D not timely .B A peremptory challenge has not previously been filed.
A peremptory challenge was previously filed~Plaintiffs. D defendants.

I 'd/']/,0 . 'c» /), 0 h--- I-

Date Clerk / Jul!fg~
-,

c·.....
c::::
N

co
o

~

Date Judge / Clerk

I certify that on _

a copy of this order was sent to:
Judge ~___'_ _
Judge _

Parties/Attys _

Clerk: __

TF-935 (2/00)(81.4)
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF JUDGE

Type or Print Name

CALENDARING NOTICE

TRIAL DATE:
. CALENDAR C·7A~LL--:----------

LOCATION:' _
OTHER:· _

Civil R. 42(c)
Crim. R. 25(d)
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DEC-01-2010 12:19 PM

""

, P, 02/02

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ALASKA

DAVID HAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Plaintiff,

Defendant.

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

~ ) Case No. 3HO-10-00064 CI

Notice of Reassignment

---.f h I~ - fLLM.(.VI'-' ,
This case is reassigned to Judgevt'N' '1:Y'J', 'Superior Court Judge

for all purposes.

,~ , ,

ENTERED this .....-Ldayof December, 2010 at Anchorage, Alaska.

~~~
'SHARON CGLEASON
Presiding Judge
Third Judicial District

I certify that on ~o/ ID a
Copy of the above was mailed to the parties of

Record: c{,\dees/o;;Rk
~

" 'Gielal-AsslstHht
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IN THE 'SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT HOMER

DAVID HAEG.

In the Matter of the
Application for Post
Conviction Relief of

)

)

)

)
)

------------)

Case No. 3HO-10-64CI

ORDER RE: MOTION FOR CHANGE ,OF JUDGE

In response to the court's order of November 18, 2010

Haeg filed a renewal/clarification of his motion for change

of judge from the undersigned and ~ moiionto change venue

from Homer to Kenai. In its initia16pposition to Haeg's

motion for change of venue and/orchange of judge the State

asserted that Haeg could not knowingly participate in

proceedings on the merits of . his' case 'before the

undersigned and simultaneously seek a change of judge. The

Stat.'e did not assert that Haeg had already used his one

opportunity to peremptorily challenge the assigned judge or

that Haeg's motion for change of judge was untimely.

Haeg's ini tial motion for change .of v errue and/or

change of judge was nota motion touching on the merits of

his post conviction relief action and E'iven if it were the

court did not decide the motion to :change venue but rather'

denied it because it was moot-..d. e., •the .court did not weigh

the. arguments as to .;yhether clmnging venue was appropriate

because Haeg mista.kenly believed that venue was Valdez when
....~~::.. :

in fact it was Homer. Thus Haeghas not waived his right

to request a change of judge. Haeg.' s motion for change of

judge is GRANTED. The presiding judge 'will reassign this

matter to another judicial officer.

ORDERRE:,CHANGE OF JUDGE
Page 1 of.2
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The venue issue will be decided by the new as~igned

The undersigned lS not addressing Haeg's

renewed/clarified motion for change of venue from Homer to

Kenai.

judge .1

DATED this 1s t day of December 2010 at Valdez, Alaska.

Daniel Schally
Superior courtJUd9~re

---'

I certify that on IdiALeD

~
op- of this document was sent to
~- Attome (s) of record (';b{J1+

Other;t,:!Q.~~ _
at ad~ress of rec

By__--=--'-'~..:------_

I The State's motion to dismiss Haeg's PCR application. filed March 5; 20 IO. also remainspending and
will be decided by the new assigned judge. Itappears that Haeghas yetto respond to that motion.

ORDER RE: CHANGE OF JUDGE
Page 2 of 2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF J\LASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

STATE OF ALASKA,

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
Case No. 3I-I0-10-00064CI

Applicant,

Respondent.

v.

DAVlDHAEG, )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

------------)
(l'rial Case No: 4MC-04-00024CR)

ORDER GRANTING REQUEST FOR DISQUALIFICATION

This court was assigned the task of reviewing Judge Murphy's order denying'

Applicant David F-Iaeg's request that she be disqualified from presiding over Haeg's

post-conviction relief application'! On July 28, 2010, this court issued an order

narrowing the issue of whether judge Murphy should recuse herself to the question

of whether her contacts with prosecution witness Trooper Gibbens during the trial

and sentencing proceedings warranted recusal based on the appearance of

improprierv.? After further consideration, David I-Iaeg's request for the

disqualification ofJudge Murphy is GRANTED for the following reasons.>

1 S'ee Order (April 30, 2010).
2 S'eeOrder Narrowing Scope of Review ofJudge Murphy's Order Denying Motion
to Disqualify Judge Murphy for Cause Quiy 28, 2010) (denying Applicant's request to
disqualify Judge Murphy on all other grounds but the appearance of impropriety).
3 See also the confidential order supplementing this decision not yet issued by the
court.

ORDER NARROWING SCOPE OF REVIEW OF RECUSAL IN P.C.R.
Case No. 3HO-10-00064 CI
Page 1 of 5
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•
Haeg alleges that during his trial in the remote community of McGrath, Judge

Murphy openly accepted rides from Trooper Gibbens. In support of this argument,

Haeg (1) submitted numerous affidavits" over the course of this court's consideration

of the issues related to disqualification and (2) referenced materials from the trial and

sentencing transcript.

A review of the transcript and log notes of the hearing Haeg references reveals

the cited conversation took place in court at 6:48 p.m. September 29, 2005, just prior

to a 21-minute break, at Haeg's sentencing hearing.> As the transcript reflects, Judge

4 Cf 7-25-10 Mot. to Supplement Guly 28, 2010) Ex.6 (affidavits ofJackie Haeg,
Tony Zellers, Tom Stepnosky, and Drew Hilterbrand); Affidavit of Wendell Jones
(former Alaska State Trooper) (August 2,2010). For example, Tony Zellers, a retired
Air Force Captain, asserts that on July 28, 2005, a day during which he was a state's
witness during the trial, and on September 29,2005, the day of the sentencing
hearing, "I personally observed Judge Margaret Murphy being shuttled in a white
Trooper pickup truck driven by Trooper Brett Gibbens; leave and return with
Trooper Gibbens in the same truck during breaks, lunch, and dinner; and leave with
trooper Gibbens when court was finished for the day." Jackie Haeg, Haeg's wife,
asserted the same as to the trial days and other days in her own affidavit. Jackie Haeg
AfE. Four affiants state that on September 29, 2005, the day of the sentencing
hearing, the affiant "personally observed" Judge Margaret Murphy taking rides from
Trooper Gibbens throughout the day. 7-25-10 Mot. to Supplement Ex. 6 (affidavits
of Zellers, Stcpnosky, Hilterbrand); Jones AfE.
S The conversation was as follows:

MR. ROBINSON [J-Iaeg's counsel. Substitution of Counsel (Dec. 15,
2004) (case no. 4MC-04-024CR).]: Before we get going again I think
we're going to need about a 10 minute b'reak
THE COURT: At least. I have to get to the store because I need to
get some ...
MR. ROBINSON: So why don't we take long enough to go to the
store and ...

-, THE COUR'T: Get some diet Coke. And I'm going to commandeer
Trooper Gibbens and his vehicle to take me because I don't have any
transportation.

ORDER NARROWING SCOPE OF REVIEW OF RECUSAL IN P.C.R.
Case No. 3HO-l 0-00064 CI
Page 2 of 5
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Murphy informed the parties that she was going to "commandeer" Trooper Gibbens

to take her to the store. It appears that Prosecutor Leaders, sensing some possible

appearance issue, began to address this concern. Haeg's trial counsel then stated he

did not object to Judge Murphy obt~ining a ride from the trooper.

Canon 2(1\) of the Code ofJudicial Conduct provides that a judge "shall"

avoid both impropriety and also "the appearance of impropriety." In addition,

Canon 3 requires a judge to weigh the possibility that an appearance of impartiality is

likely to flow from his or her participation in any case, in light of the circumstances,

even if the judge finds him or herself fully capable of subjective fairness inthe

MR. ROBINSON: All right.
THE COURT: 1\11 right, Trooper Gibbens?
TROOPER GIBBENS: Well, yeah.
MR. ROBINSON: You've been commandeered.
lVIR. LEADERS [State Prosecution]: As long as there's no issue of ...
MR. ROBINSON: Oh, no, no, I don't have any problem ...
THE COURT: Yeah, I'm just telling you that I - I can tell you I'm not
going to talk about the case.
MR. ROBINSON: You've been commandeered.
THE COURT: He's just going to drive me over there to get some diet.
Coke and we'll be back.
MR. ROBINSON: All right.

.THE COURT: Why don't we start back up at like 10 after
MR. ROBINSON: Okay.
THE COURT: Okay?

. (\X1hispered conversation)
THE COURT: Off record
(Off record)
THE COURT: Okay. We're back on record. Who did you want to
call, Mr. Leaders? Or Mr. Robinson, I'm sorry....

ORDER NARROWING SCOPE OF REVIEW OF RECUS1V~ IN P.CR.
Case No. 3HO-l0-00064 CI
Page 3 of 5
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matter.s The purpose of this rule is to further the important goal of "promoting

'public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary."'7 .

A t this juncture, this court does not seek to resolve whether (1) Judge

Murphy's contacts with Trooper Gibbens were inappropriate and/or occurred during

. the trial as well as the sentencing and (2) any of Haeg's concerns about what occurred

at the Judicial Conduct Commission." These issues are best left for review within the

PCR proceedings when claimed legal errors and alleged improprieties before the trial

court are addressed.

This court has not conducted an evidentiary hearing to conclude that there

was any wrong-doing on Judge Murphy's part with regard to Haeg's alleged

submission of his explanatory letter." In addition, Judge Murphy's request for a ride

from Trooper Gibbens toward the end of the sentencing hearing, which was coupled

with an explanation that she would not discuss the case with him and was

acknowledged as appropriate by Haeg's counsel,"? does not in and of itself raise an

appearance issue. Nevertheless, the affidavits raising questions over the .extent of her

contact with prosecution witness Gibbens during the trial raise a sufficient

appearance of impropriety that will negatively affect the confidence of the public, and

Haeg himself, in the impartiality of the judiciary.

6 Perotti v. State, 806 P.2d 325, 327-28 (Alaska 1991):
7.Amidon v. State, 604 P.2d 575, 578 (Alaska 1979) (quoting Canon 2(A)).
8 For a more detailed discussion of Haeg's concerns, see this court's confidential
order supplementing this order, to be issued hereafter.
9 See July 28,2010 Order Narrowing Scope of Review.

ORDER Ni\RROWING SCOPE OF REVIEW OF RECUSAL IN P.CR.
Case No. 3HO-10-00064 CI
Page 4 of 5
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DONE this

r:

CONCLUSION

The sentencing hearing transcript indicates that Judge Murphy discussed the

propriety of her ride with Trooper Gibbens with counsel for both sides and that

Haeg's counsel "d[id]n't have any problem" with her requesting the ride.

Nevertheless, it is premature to rule conclusively that earlier rides and meals did not

occur, since such a ruling would require an evidentiary hearing that is best held in the

post-conviction relief proceeding itself. Haeg's motion to disqualify Judge Murphy is

GRANTED due to concerns over the appearance of impropriety.

·cX 0dr;:f August 2010 at Anchorage, Alaska.

'\,

STEP.HAN E '. J0;\NNIDES
Superior Court Judge

10 C/ transcript of proceedings, quoted supra at n. 5.

ORDER NARROWING SCOPE OF REVIEW OF RECUSAL IN r.c.n.
Case No. 3HO-10-00064 CI
Page 5 of 5
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT FAIRBANKS

In The Matter of Application for I
Post-Conviction Relief of I

I
DAVID S. HAEG I
____________1
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

CASE NO. 4MC-09-00005 CI

The State's motion to transfer this PCR to Judge Murphy is.

GRANTED / 'f)EI~m8. The Applicant's motion to change venue to Kenai

I~~·te>
is DENIED and venue for this matter ~ill remain at.

---!hMW--- fls
DONE at Fairbanks, Alaska, this~day of-;It~ ,2010.

f

3/~f()
RAYMOOD M. fUNK

"'-hi. 10 dLo~ '\ ~;strc4e- UW 1\\0.'4 UJ

f'v\o6[
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IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT FAIRBANKS

David S Haeg,

vs.

State of Alaska,

Applicant,

Respondent.

CASE NO: 4MC-09-00005CI

NOTICE OF JUDICIAL
ASSIGNMENT

This case is assigned to the Honorable Judge Raymond Funk for all purposes including

trial.

1/15/2010
Date

By: KGriffith
Deputy Clerk

I certify that on 1/15/10
a copy of this order was mailed or delivered to: .

Office of Special Prosecutions &Appeals
David S Haeg

Clerk: KGriffith

)\1'6-) 1"0

~"-U\ \-t,~<iLk G

iCc'::"

FILE COPY

CIV210(cv) (2/04)
{) Notice Of Judicial Assignment 02867
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IN THE DISTRICT/SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

David S Haeg, '

vs.
Applicant, CASE NO: 3KN-10-01295CI

State of Alaska,
Respondent.

INVENTORY AND RECEIPT

INVENTORY

The exhibits/depositions listed below and a copy of this form were released to Andrew Peterson by the
following method:

~ Certified mail (Attach certified mail receipts to this form)
o Messenger service (Receipt below must be signed)o Pick up by person listed above or his/her representative (Receipt below must be signed)
o Temporary release authorized by Judge ,Exhibits are to be returned to court by __'

(Check box above showing release method)

List of Exhibits/Depositions Released:

o Copy of exhibit list attached, (Circle those released.)
~ List of exhibits:

# 25, large map

o List of depositions:

September 13, 2012
Date Deputy Clerk

RECEIPT-FO~ EXHIBITS/DEPOSITIONS

~i
o Addressee

C. Date ofDelivery

q ~ 1'l~IZ.

D. Is delivery address different from lIem1? O;tes
,IfVES; enterdeliveryaddressbelow: r:1 No

COMPLETE THIS SECTION ON DELIVERY
~ - ~ ; , ;

STATE OF ALASKA
OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROSECUTIOS
AND APPEALS
ANDREW PETERSON
310 K STREET, SUITE 308
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501

• Complete items 1, 2,and 3.'Also complete
item 4 if Restricted Delivery is desired;

• Print your name and address on the reverse
so that we can return the card to you.

• Attach this card to the back of the mailpiece,
or on the frent if space permits.

1...Ai'icle Addressed to:

3. ServiceType j

ti(l. CertifiedMaJID Express M;'I I
ITRegistered orReturnReceipt for Merchandise '1
o InsuredMail rr C.O.D. J

3KN-10-1295,CI 4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) OVes I,

2. Article Number II " , ,, I ' I 1
, (Transfe!trdm s~ i70 10 1870 Dod 8' ,~ -) 419 11202' 811 /I I /I !

PS·Form 3811, February 2004 DomesticReturnReceipt 102595'02·M·1540 I

p;

.. . .
PS Form 3800 August :>006 Sec nt'ver

t

I certify that I receivedthe ex:ribits/deoositions.noted.above. .. . - -----------.
,

postage I-$~..-'-'---~004
Certified Fee

rn
o Return ReceIpt Fee
CJ .(Endorsement Required)
CJ Restricted Delivery Fee 1-----..-....1

(Endorsement Required)
1------"'"""""---'-1

CJ

~ ~,%;=::;···········_·················-··-·····--·l

Ci,y,s;ai6;ZiP+4···········-··-··_····-··_--··---j

CJ
, I""-

i eo
r'l
rsBni~---'--'------:
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

Appellant,

vs.

)
)
)
)
)
) CASE NO. 3KN-IO-1295 CI

)
)
)

------------)

ORDER

Pursuant to the request of the Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals

dated August 24, 2012, the wall map labeled as an exhibit in this case shall be released by

the civil department to the Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals with a copy of this

order.

+--Dated at Kenai, Alaska, this~ day of September, 2012.

Carl Bauman
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE
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a.'.A~,,&&.z.i,.J.t1! ai'liI¥iii ow
Aug-24-2012 11:19 AM Stat~f Alaska Dept. of Law 90/;

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET

OFFICE OF SPECIAL
PROSECUTIONS AND APPE~S

310 K Street, Suite 308
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-2064

III

To: Clerk of the Kenai Court Fax Number: (907) 283~8535

From:

Re:

Tina Osgood for A. Andrew Peterson, AAG

SOA v. David Haeg; 3KN-IO-1295 CI

Number ofPages Including this Sheet: 1

PLEASE RETURN THE WALL MAP THAT'S LABELED AN EXHIBIT. It's
approximately3'x 5~ printed in color; and has an exhibit sticker on it

A copy of this request WILL NOT follow in the mail, unless requested by the court.

Tina Osgood
Law Office Assistant J
Office ofSpecial Prosecutions andAppeals.

The information contained in this FAX is confidential and/or pl'ivileged, Thi$ FAX is intended to be reviewed
initially by only the individual named above. If the reader of this TRANSMITTAL PAGE is not the intended
racipiant 0, a representative of the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review. dissemination, 0"

copying of this FAX or the informaficn contained herein is prohibited. If you have received this FAX in B1T01',

please immediately notify the sender by telephone and. return this l'AX to the sender at tho above address.
Thank you. (NOTE, With regard to ally charges which may be noted. in this fax, please note that "the charge is
merely an accusation and that. the defendallt(s) is/are presumed innocent until and unless proven guilty." Rule
3.6(b)(6), Alaska Rules of Professional Conduct.)

Please inform us immediately if you do not receive this transmission in full.
(907) 269-6262 Ask for: Tina Osgood
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-10-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 7-11-12 motion for sanctions and to compel discovery, is hereby
GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this__day of " 2012.

MOOT
Superior Court Judge
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-I0-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 6-6-12 motion, to strike the state's opposition to Haeg's 5-11-12
motion, is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of , 2012.

MOOT
Superior Court Judge
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-10-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 5-ll~12 motion, for an immediate evidentiary hearing on newly
discovered false evidence that was knowingly presented and never corrected by
the state during Haeg's trial, is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this, __day of , 2012.

MOOT
Superior Court Judge
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 4-27-12 motion, that AAG Andrew Peterson be held in contempt
of court and filled $50,000, is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of " 2012.

MOOT
Superior Court Judge
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DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-10-00064CI)
)
)
)

,
"

The applicant's 4-27-12 motion, that independent investigator Henry F. Schuelke
III be appointed to investigate David S. Haeg's prosecution, appeal, and post
conviction relief proceeding for corruption, is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this day of ---', 2012.

MOOT
Superior Court Judge
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG )
)

Applicant )
)

v. )
)

STATE OF ALASKA )
)

------------)
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-I0-01295 CI

ORDER

Having considered the applicant's 7-27-11 Motion for

Evidentiary Hearing to Address Claims of Confidentiality and/ or Privilege,

the state's opposition, and any response thereto,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the applicant's motion is

DENIED. The applicant may re-notice depositions in this matter

consistent with this Court's earlier rulings if additional discovery by the

applicant is desired.

DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this day of , 2011.

NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-I0-00064CI)
)
)
)

The applicant's 7-27-11 MOTION FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING TO

ADDRESS CLAIMS OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND/OR PRIVILEGE is hereby

GRANTED / DENIED. The date for the evidentiary hearing is set for

___________2011.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this__day of , 2011.

NOT USED

Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVID HAEG

STATE OF ALASKA
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
CASE NO. 3KN-10-01295 CI

Applicant

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

------------)
Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

ORDER

Having considered the applicant's 1-5-11 motion for hearing and

rulings before deciding state's motion to dismiss, the state's opposition, and

any response thereto,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the applicant's motion for an

evidentiary hearing is DENIED. It is further ordered that the applicant's

motion to invalidate the modified judgments is denied. The state may / may

not dispose of the airplane pending the outcome of the PCR application.

DONE at Kenai, Alaska, this day of , 2011.
,.;

NOT USED
Superior Court Judge Carl Bauman
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,
CASE NO. 3KN-I0-1295 CI

Applicant,

Respondent.

vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

----------------)

ORDER DENYING HAEG'S 6-18-12 EMERGENCY MOTION FOR
RULINGS AND HEARINGS BY JULY 4, 2012

Haeg filed an emergency motion on June 18,2012. Haeg requests immediate rulings and

hearings to overturn Haeg's conviction, for immediate rulings and hearings to return the seized

property, and for immediate rulings and hearings to schedule a jury trial so Haeg may present the

case for both punitive and actual damages. Haeg's request for this relief and an expedited

timeline to decide the Motion to Dismiss is denied. The court will be ruling on the Motion to

Dismiss in due course and the case is under advisement.

The court further cautions Haeg that self-help, such as he proposes in his emergency

motion, is inappropriate and may have criminal consequences.
. . sr":

Dated at Kenai, Alaska this M day of June, 2012.

c~b~
Carl Bauman
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

. CERTiF'ICA'Ti0N5="F'=D':':IS:':T'=R~IB~U::T~IO~N:--II
. I certify that a copyof the foregoing was mailedto
t~M~I~eir addresses of record:tfu-d

(r.;J H d- /)P..lfhg),1A
Dale ~

J t " i:oitI

Haeg v. State, 3KN-lO-1295CI .
Order Denying Haeg's 6-18-12 Emergency Motion for Rulings and Hearings by July 4, 2012

Page I of 1
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

'c:
:z:OQ

I'.:>
=-'I'.:>

The applicant's 6-18-12 emergency motion for rulings and hearings by July 4,
2012, is hereby GRANTED / DENIED.

Done at Kenai, Alaska, this__day of , 2012.

~OTUSED

Superior Court Judge
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FILED
SlATE OF ALASKA

THIRD DISTRICT
EMERGENCY

2012 JUN 18 PM 3: ~O
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE ,QFAlof~

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KEml:fr\

BY~~~~~o PUT 'CLERK

DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-10-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

6-18-12 Emergency Motion for Rulings and Hearings by July 4, 2012

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this emergency

motion for rulings and hearings by July 4,2012. On 6-16-12 Haeg emailed the

state to see if they opposed with no response received by the afternoon of6-18-12.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On April 1, 2004 (over 8 years ago) the plane and property

that Haeg used as the primary means to provide a livelihood for his family was

seized by the state with affidavits that materially falsified evidence locations (of

wolves Haeg killed while permitted to kill wolves during the Wolf Control

Program) to Haeg's guide area - a false location which the state specifically used

to justify charging Haeg with guide crimes and for plane/property forfeiture.

(2) Even though constitutional due process required that Haeg be

notified of his right to a postseizure hearing "within days if not hours", Haeg was

1
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never told of his right to a hearing to protest the plane seizure or to just bond the

plane out. Attorney Brent Cole has testified under oath that, when Haeg hired him

weeks after plane seizure, the reason he never told Haeg of the right to a hearing to

protest the seizure or to bond the plane out was he thought Haeg was going to

commit suicide because he was so depressed about the state taking the plane.

(3) Cole has testified Haeg required the evidence be submitted

that Haeg was told by the state to do exactly as Haeg was later charged with doing;

Cole testified he submitted this evidence to the court; but now all that remains of

this evidence in the officialcourt record is the cover letter Cole submitted with the

evidence - proving the official court record has been tampered with to harm Haeg.

(4) Cole has testified the state gave Haeg immunity and then

required him to give an "interview/statement" and to also make a map. During his

"statement" Haeg was taped telling the state the evidence locations on the warrants

had been falsified. Later Tony Zellers told and proved to the state the evidence

locations had been falsified to Haeg's guide area - and again the state taped

themselves being shown the proof of their false evidence and affidavits.

(5) Haeg's statement was then quoted by the state as reason to

charge Haeg with guide crimes, Haeg's map was used against Haeg at trial, and

long after he was convicted Haeg found out Alaska law prevented him from being

prosecuted after he had been given immunity - no matter what other evidence

there might be - and that his statement could not be used for anything whatsoever.

2
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(6) At trial the state continued falsifying the evidence locations to

Haeg's guide area and it was only after Haeg forced Chuck Robinson (Haeg's

second attorney) to confront the state did the state admit they knew the evidence

had been falsified. Proving the perjury's harm, Judge Murphy's specific reason for

Haeg's devastating sentence was the evidence was found in Haeg's guide area

forgetting the state itself admitted this was false. And ifHaeg's judge specifically

used the perjury to sentence him what did Haeg's jury use to convict him?

(7) Cole has now testified the reason he never tried to help Haeg

was that ifhe did so the state would punish him after Haeg's case was finished.

(8) Robinson has testified that Haeg's only viable defense at trial

and appeal was that the state lacked "subject matter" jurisdiction because the state

forgot to swear to the information charging Haeg. Yet Robinson, during this same

testimony, also testified the state cured the lack of subject matter jurisdiction by

swearing to the charging information before trial. And Robinson told Haeg at trial

and on appeal that he (Haeg) should not bring up the false evidence locations,

immunity violation, Cole's sellout, etc. because this would "admit" that the court

had "subject matter" jurisdiction over Haeg. (Haeg can now prove the state always

had "subject matter" jurisdiction over Haeg, that Robinson knew this, and that

numerous other things - like the known use of false evidence by the state and the

use of Haeg's immunized statement - would irrefutably overturn Haeg's

conviction - all which Robinson had to know when he was "representing" Haeg)

In other words Robinson focused Haeg's entire defense on a non-existent issue

3
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and then told Haeg for non-existent issue to work all the real issues, anyone of

which would overturn Haeg's conviction, must be ignored.

(9) Mark Osterman (third attorney hired for Haeg's appeal), after

first looking at Haeg's case and being hired by Haeg, stated on tape it was "the

biggest sellout of a client 1 have ever seen", promised he would immediately

overturn Haeg's conviction, and would help sue Cole and Robinson for millions

on Haeg's behalf. Yet after this Osterman told Haeg on tape that he could not use

Cole and Robinson's sellout of Haeg because "I can't do anything that will affect

the livelihoods ofyour first 2 attorneys" and then claimed Haeg owed him 3 times

the amount ofmoney he had agreed to charge, on tape, before Haeg hired him.

(10) State prosecutor Leaders, in a certified document, testified

that he never used Haeg's statement in the information charging Haeg with crimes.

Yet Leaders' charging information specifically states that "David Haeg" gave a

statement and recites 5 pages of Haeg's statement as justification for the charges

(corrupted by the false evidence locations) forcing Haeg to trial.

(11) Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct investigator Marla

Greenstein irrefutably falsified an official investigation to cover up that Haeg's

trial judge (Judge Murphy) was chauffeured by the main witness against Haeg

(Trooper Gibbens) during Haeg's trial and sentencing and afterward conspired

with Murphy and Gibbens to keep this covered up. And later yet Greenstein, in

response to Haeg's Alaska Bar Association complaint against her, falsified a

verified document to cover up that she had corruptly exonerated Judge Murphy.

4
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(12) To see if the map used against Haeg at trial was the one Haeg

had made, the court ordered the state to produce the trial map and ordered Haeg be

given a copy. The state then refused to provide a copy and Haeg ended up having

to look at the original - which had been placed in the court record ofHaeg's case.

Haeg found out that sometime after the state required him to mark the locations on

the map (an aeronautical chart) the state falsified the Game Management Unit

boundaries to corruptly make it appear that the wolves were taken in the same

GMU as which Haeg guided in. In other words, even though the state was

eventually forced to verbally admit they knew the evidence had been falsified to

Haeg' guide area, they never corrected the GMU boundaries they had falsified on

the map to show the same thing to Haeg's jury - irrefutably proving they knew the

map was false when they used it to convince the jury to convict Haeg.

(13) During recent sworn deposition testimony Cole has claimed

nothing has occurred that would lead him to believe the U.S. Department of

Justice is investigating the corruption in Haeg's case. Yet in Cole's discovery to

the state (a copy of which was provided to Haeg) there are letters from Cole to the

Department of Justice proving they have been soliciting information from Cole

about Haeg's case and Cole has been providing this information to them.

(14) Judge Bauman has delayed Haeg's post conviction relief

proceedings to the point he has had to falsify numerous sworn pay affidavits in

order to be paid - affidavits that certify nothing presented to Judge Bauman has

went longer than 6 months without being decided. This has led to a felony

5
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criminal complaint against Judge Bauman along with an investigation by the

Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct (where investigator Greenstein corruptly

exonerated Judge Bauman, this was overturned because of Greenstein's

corruption, and a now new investigation has been ordered).

(15) The above - anyone ofwhich requires Haeg's conviction to

be overturned and property restored - are just a few of the instances proving

widespread corruption and conspiracy to frame Haeg for guide violations. The

recent depositions of Robinson and Cole, certified transcripts ofwhich are now

posted on the website www.alaskastateofcorruption.com. prove in detail just how

pervasive and extensive the corruption in Haeg's case actually is.

Discussion

The above finally forced Haeg to realize the illegal actions and felony

crimes by the prosecution, Cole, Robinson, Osterman, Judge Murphy, and

investigator Greenstein were all calculated with 2 objectives: (1) framing Haeg as

a rogue guide out to benefit his business by killing wolves in his guide area - so no

.one would ever find out or realize the state was in running the incredibly

controversial WolfControl Program in violation oftheir own rules; and (2)

obtaining a fraudulent judgment against Haeg that would require all honest

government employees to help break Haeg before he can expose what happened.

Haeg now realizes the illegal and fraudulent judgment against him has the same

power and worth of any other fraudulent document - absolutely nothing.

6
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Delays (well over 8 years in Haeg's case) starve into submission those who

start fighting because they realize they were victim of a racketeering influenced

corrupt organization (RICO) involving their own defense attorneys working with

corrupt judges, prosecutors, troopers, and judicial conduct investigators.

Haeg filed for post conviction relief over 2 and 12 years ago and Judge

Bauman claims Haeg has yet to identify a harmful error and thus has no right to an

evidentiary hearing where he may effectively present the evidence of injustice.

It is now the 9th straight season Haeg has been illegally deprived of the

plane/property that he used to put food in his family's mouth - without anyone

(other than Superior Court Judge Stephanie Joannides - who disqualified Judge

Murphy from Haeg's PCR and then certified the evidence ofMurphy, Gibbens,

and Greenstein's conspiracy and corruption) doing a thing to address the injustice.

And although it has been over a month and a half since the oral arguments

on the state's first motion to dismiss - in which the state was unable to refute

Haeg's evidence and claims of shocking injustice, no action has been taken and

another ofHaeg's short seasons continues to roll by. Yet when the state wanted to

seize the property Haeg used to provide a livelihood the court gave them seizure

warrants on the very same day they applied for them with false affidavits.

Something is horribly wrong when the courts allow the government to put a

person out of business overnight with false affidavits, covered up by the persons

own defense attorneys (who empty the persons checking, saving's, retirement,

kids college funds, home equity, saleable assets, etc, etc, etc, in order the state may

7
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more quickly break the person), and yet the person put out of business must fight

for 8 years and counting (along with withstanding jail time, tens of thousands in

fines, hundreds of thousands in forfeitures, and loss ofprofessional license) to get

his illegally taken business property back after he can prove it was illegally taken.

The odds a family could survive such an attack, by such an incomprehensible

alliance of criminals using a person's trust and the color of law so effectively, is

infinitesimal - explaining why these corrupt prosecutors, attorneys, and judges

have gotten away with it for so long and are so good at it.

Conclusion

In light of the above Haeg asks this court for immediate rulings and

hearings to overturn Haeg's conviction, for immediate rulings and hearings to

return the seized property, and for immediate rulings and hearings to schedule a

jury trial so Haeg may present the case for both punitive and actual damages.

Ifby July 4,2012 there are no rulings or hearings scheduled Haeg will

travel from his home to the state impound yard in Anchorage on Lake Hood to

repossess the property he used to provide a seasonal livelihood for his family. In

order that the state may adequately prepare a SWAT team (as they did when

seizing the property from Haeg's home with illegal warrants and later to prevent

Haeg from testifying of Greenstein, Murphy, and Gibbens' corruption during

public testimony before the Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct) Haeg will

arrive promptly at noon on July 4, 2012 - with the wrenches and other tools it will

take to get the plane and other property safely home.
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This is the least Haeg can do, before he is broken and unable to ever do so

by a 9th consecutive season of being put out of business, to pay for the wonderful

life our constitution has already given him and to ensure others, including his two

daughters, can also have the opportunity to experience a wonderful life free from

government injustice.

"The strength ofthe constitution lies entirely in the determination ofeach
citizen to defend it. Only ifevery single citizen feels duty bound to do his share in
this defense are the constitutional rights secure." Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
Physicist and Professor, Nobel Prize 1921

I declare under penalty ofperjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on ~X rUj !f I :< 0)2 . A notary public or other official empowered
I

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorrution.com

'LVa~~
Dav;d S. Haeg 7
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on LI-f /1, 2.. 6/2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the following parties~Peterson, Judge
Gleas nN'udge . annid s, U.S. D partment of Justice, FBI, and media.
By: ) -) -

- (/ -
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3K.N-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

Applicant,

Respondent.

e ~!"rllEO
-- /HiRDOEI~f~~1A

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE ST~~Q,F ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICTA'f~AFI AM 10: 13

CLERK OF TRIAL ~OURT
BY
D'"fPh~~'Ut

v.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

7-11-12 Motion for Sanctions and to Compel Discovery

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this 7-1-12 motion

for sanctions and to compel discovery.

Prior Proceedings

1. On December 13, 2004 Haeg, through attorney Arthur Robinson,

filed a comprehensive pretrial discovery request of the state. In spite of this

request no discovery was provided. See attached.

2: On June 5, 2012 Haeg filed an interrogatory/discovery request of the

state that be submitted under oath. See attached.

3. On June 20, 2012 assistant attorney general Andrew Peterson filed a

response which, instead of providing the discovery requested, repeatedly claimed:

(a) that the state had provided all information in its possession; (b) that the
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information requested was not relevant to Haeg's peR claims; (c) that the

information was not designed to lead to discovery of admissible evidence; (d) that

the information is protected by attorney/client privilege; and (d) that the

information is protected as work product.

4. In spite ofHaeg's specific request the interrogatory/discovery

response be made under oath AAG Peterson failed to do so.

Claims

1. On information, belief, and evidence Haeg believes the state, before

Haeg's trial and after a complete discovery request, withheld information

favorable to Haeg - including but not limited to: (a) that the state was intentionally

falsifying evidence and locations to frame Haeg for guiding violations; (b) that the

state was using Haeg's statement against Haeg; (c) names ofwitnesses and

potential witnesses they had contacted; (d) what was discussed with witnesses and

potential witnesses; and (e) that witnesses and potential witnesses were exposed to

Haeg's statement.

2. On information, belief, and evidence Haeg believes that the state,

before Haeg's trial and after a complete discovery request, used Haeg's

immunized statement to: (a) prosecute Haeg both in their "case in chief' and

otherwise, (b) to find/obtain evidence and/or witnesses, and (c) to prepare/taint

trial evidence and/or witnesses.

3. On information, belief, and evidence Haeg believes that the state,

during the current post conviction relief proceeding and after a complete discovery

2
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request, is continuing to withhold information favorable to Haeg - while

affirmatively claiming there is no such evidence.

4. On information, belief, and evidence Haeg believes that the people

involved with his prosecution, defense, appeal, and PCR - including but not

limited to Judge Murphy; prosecutor Leaders; Trooper Gibbens; attorneys Cole,

Robinson, and Osterman; AAG Peterson; and investigator Greenstein - are using

claims of privilege to conceal that they are involved in an ongoing criminal

conspiracy and/or cover up that Haeg was provided an illegal and unconstitutional

trial, sentencing, appeal, and PCR proceeding.

Evidence

1. In spite of a direct request, no information whatsoever was provided

by the state before trial that they had contacted, and/or considered using as

witnesses, Tony Lee, Toby Boudreau, and/or Lewis Egress (others may yet

surface) in regard to Haeg's prosecution and/or of what was discussed with or

shown to these people. Yet information has surfaced after trial that all these people

were contacted/interviewed by the state in connection with Haeg's prosecution

before Haeg's trial, material evidence was seized from them in connection with

Haeg's prosecution, and no word ofwhat was discussed with, seized from, or

shown to these potential witnesses was provided to Haeg. Only through his own

post trial investigation has Haeg found information of the above and that the state

was intentionally tainting these people with Haeg's immunized statement.
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2. State trial witness Toby Boudreau repeatedly testified at Haeg's trial

that Haeg and "Tony Lee" obtained Wolf Control Program permits as pilot/gunner

partners. See trial pages 271 and 272. Yet Haeg's Wolf Control Program partner

was Tony Zellers - not Tony Lee. Haeg gave Tony Lee's name to the state during

Haeg's statement as the person who had control and responsibility of the trap line

the state was using to charge Haeg with trapping violations. In other words Toby

Boudreau must have been so effectively exposed to Haeg's immunized statement

before trial that he (Boudreau) thought Tony Lee was Haeg's Wolf Control

Program partner instead of Tony Zellers. As neither Haeg nor his attorneys ever

talked with Boudreau before trial this is the only way Boudreau could have known

a person named Tony Lee was involved. Yet in spite of this irrefutable evidence

proving Haeg's statement was used to prepare Boudreau's trial testimony, this

information was never provided to Haeg after a pretrial discovery request and is

not being provided after Haeg's recent PCR discovery request. Now, in spite of

the overwhelming evidence otherwise, the state continues to claim no use of

Haeg's statement was made during trial (when it could not be used even before

trial, when it is clear they used it to find and prepare their witnesses who testified

at trial, was used to obtain the map used at trial, etc, etc).

-
3. In spite of repeated requests by Haeg the state only provided

approximately 20 understandable minutes ofHaeg's 5-hour immunized statement

to the state - the use of which in any manner by the state against Haeg is

prohibited. And it is thestate's burden to prove none of their evidence or
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witnesses were tainted in any manner by Haeg's statement - which is not possible

if almost all of the recording is now unintelligible.

4. The state failed to inform Haeg or the jury that the state offered

Tony Zellers a deal ifhe testified against Haeg - testimony which occurred 

violating Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150 (U.S. Supreme Court 1972). This is

another unacceptable discovery violation.

5. The evidence already produced during Haeg's PCR (state's threats to

Haeg's defense attorneys and subsequent/ongoing cover up, transactional

immunity and subsequent/ongoing cover up, statement use and

subsequent/ongoing cover up, evidence falsification and subsequent/ongoing cover

up, the chauffeuring of Judge Murphy by Trooper Gibbens and

subsequent/ongoing cover up, etc, etc) prove that AAG Peterson's claims of

attorney client privilege and attorney work product are invalid - as these claims of

privilege may not be used to cover up evidence of wrongdoing.

6. Further positive proof that the state has failed in its discovery

obligations is the recent production of the falsified map used against Haeg at trial.

Prior to trial Haeg (through attorney Robinson) had requested a copy of any and

all material the state intended to use against Haeg at trial. In spite of this the state

failed to provide Haeg a copy of the materially falsified map they used to convict

Haeg at trial. This map was just recently given to Haeg because of Judge

Bauman's order that the state do so - and after it was produced Haeg found it had

been materially falsified to support the state's case for convicting Haeg and that
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the state used it even after they knew it was false. Had the state given Haeg a copy

ofthis map before trial, as required, Haeg would have used it to prevent his unjust

conviction over 8 years ago. Just as the state failed to produce the falsified map

after Haeg's discovery request over 8 years ago (which would have prevented

Haeg from being unjustly convicted) they are now failing to produce what was

discussed with witnesses and potential witnesses - information which will require

Haeg's conviction to be overturned.

7. To support the state's opposition to Haeg's 3-19-12 Ineffective

Assistance of Counsel Memorandum and 3-29-12 Judge Murphy/Trooper Gibbens

Memorandum, AAG Peterson attached "Exhibit 4" (an email from prosecutor

Leaders to various Troopers about needing to find a way to maximize the

. punishment imposed on Haeg); "Exhibit 8" (an email from prosecutor Leaders to

various Troopers about needing to find a way to maximize the punishment

imposed on Haeg); "Exhibit 28 (an affidavit from prosecutor Leaders); "Exhibit

29" (an affidavit from Trooper Gibbens); and "Exhibit 32" (an affidavit from

Judge Murphy). Yet Haeg had never seen or received a copy of "Exhibits" 4,8,

28,29, or 32 before they were attached to AAG Peterson's opposition, they are not

in the court record, and, far more shocking, Haeg has never seen or received a

copy ofexhibits J-3, 5-7, 9-27, 30, 3J, and all above 32. As exhibits in his case he

was, and is, required to be given these.

8. The above proves Haeg's discovery request is relevant to Haeg's

PCR claims and is designed produce admissible evidence - in direct conflict with
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AAG Peterson claim that Haeg's discovery request is not relevant to his PCR

claims and not designed to produce admissible evidence.

Conclusion

The failure by the state to honor their discovery obligations before Haeg's

trial concealed the fact the state was falsifying trial evidence and using Haeg's

immunized statement to obtain trial evidence and taint trial witnesses. This first

discovery violation has already resulted in Haeg's unjust conviction and over 8

years of damage. Allowing the state to now continue its pattern and practice to

violate its discovery obligations during Haeg's PCR is unacceptable.

The discovery violations in Haeg's case are far worse than the discovery

violations that overturned Senator Ted Stevens' conviction. In Stevens' case the

discovery violations merely concealed evidence that would have helped impeach

the government's witnesses. In Haeg's case the discovery violations have

concealed the fact the government itself was intentionally falsifying evidence and

was intentionally tampering with witnesses.

In light of the above Haeg asks that:

1. AAG Peterson be held in contempt of court and fined $50,000 (per

Rule 95) to sanction his refusal to produce the discovery Haeg requested.

2. That AAG Peterson be ordered to produce all material in the state's

possession or ability to obtain that is in any way connected to Haeg's case

including but not limited to material in Robinson's December 13,2004 discovery

request and in Haeg's June 5, 2012 discovery request. Information known to be in
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the state's possession that has never been provided to Haeg, at the very minimum,

are the complete interviews ofToby Boudreau, Tony Lee, Lucky Egress, Bobbie

Fifithian, and David Haeg; physical evidence obtained from these persons; and

exhibits 1-3,5-7,9-27,30,31, and all those above 32 (which are proved to exist

by the State's Opposition to Haeg's 3-19-12 Ineffective Assistance of Counsel

Memorandum and 3-29-12 Judge Murphy/Trooper Gibbens Memorandum).

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

onJ 0.0/ I <, <. 0/2 . A notary public or other official empowered

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

.alaskastateofcorru tion.com
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Re: State v. Haeg ,
9af?e No, 4MC- 04 - 02 4>P:'<~": '.~': " .•~''- ,,,,~,,,".",,,"'~'''~''"'':c-~,,_.,".,J,.,,,,'<

Scot Leaders
District Attorney
120 Trading Bay, Suite 200
Kenai, AK 99611

Dear Ms. Leaders:

I have been retained to ·represent,:,··t.he·'..'defendin(-:'in.the
above-referenced matter. pursu.ant't'6.·:Al~lska~Crimin:al::RtHe·16,
please disclose the following information on' this 'case within
your possession or control to the defense 'and make available for
inspection and copying:

A. Potential Witnesses

1. The names and addresses of persons knoWn by the
government to have knowledge of relevant facts, and their written
or recorded statements or summaries of statements.

This request includes disclosure of the names and addresses
and statements of any rebuttal witnesses known by the government
co have knowl~dge of relevant facts. Howe v, State, 589 P.2d 421
(J-\.laska 1979).

2. Any writ.ten or recorded sj:atements and summaries of
statements, and 'the substance of any oral statements made by the
defendant.

3. '. Any written' or -re~ordedstatements 'and-' stlrnh!afTe's "of
.statements and the substance bf any oral- . sf~telTIents 'riladeB);-'aCO~
defendant or co-conspirator.

Arthur S. Robinson Eric Derleth: Associate

1 015
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include

a. Books

PapE!rs, incluci~~g:

.~.:

names anl-'a.ddress~s"·6t~~~thor'orprodil6~t of
the paper.s , .; . . . - '" :,--._,:~,-.. c.,

name and ia<-1dre'ss'of author o't papers i.:': - ....:".

name and:;.~adcJ;i~§s :-:d(:~::p'~rsoij,-'o- ·oigai1i:.~'-atXoh-.~
(public' c?rpri-~.§lte)"i",·or~9t.he~.~cEmtft'y:fioI!l"
whom gover~eIlt obtaine'dtne."papers. ":;;',.:>' .r :

date whenF'governme'nt ~;recerved,'papers .. :»::~.. .•">

identity'! of . any cop i es " provided··that·.a:te<,c:.~···~:
copied' frpm .0:r'iginal paper s ." ,. . .

1.

4.
5 .

2.
3.

b.

c. Documents~ including~

1.

2.

3.

4.

names and addresses of author or producer of
documents.
names and addresses of persons, organizations
(public or private) and other entities from
whom government received the documents.
date when government obtained possession or
control of the documents.
identity of any copies of documents made from
original documents.

d. Photographs, including:

1.

2.

name and address of the person(s) who took
the photographs, date when photographs were
taken and brief description: of relationship·

. to any~lement of .the. offense cha:r-ge(f~:·.<~:'
Ldent i.fLcat.Lon 'of . all phbtographs"'tha:t~are

reproduced from originals.
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Prior convictions of Defendant ari&' widiess,esC.

,e ..

, i

3.

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

" .
, ,..- ..,.- ... ..', - ~ . :-

r,~i}:?~~~~'

to be used by _the~toyernrii:eilt:' at, .a J:J.~~_r.ing' C?~';C:"""~'::,':-'; -,
trial. ' , . , '',-'''., :',' " Y' - ."" '.

Objects 'riot' Ln yC?A:i:";;,P'0s.s¥,s.,pion ',and "Ccijit~i?l, "
but intended '-;foruse,aE,,;-a :hearing "ortrial::"',c:-~',

Any and C;;:ll"obj.~b"fs'knbwn<,t-'6:~'~b'e:,in' :t)1e,'~':;~;:j'~};';
possession 'or' 'controf,:6y',sorneone' 'efseoi'" '~'

others, blIf' is :!:~terided~to be',used.' by
government ,atafhearing 'or ,,-trIiH ..' . '~,'" ",'". ........ :.: ..- ... - ',; --~--~'..._,:.-.-:' '~<=~:-:'._-~~::2" ,'_.. - .....

/ ..•. ~,.
..t .I.J 1

1\.' ...\. .... ,'. ~

1. Any record of prior(convi~t:ions e"f; the'-de,fendant,

2 . Any record of prior convi.ct.Lona of .per sona whom the~'

prosecuting attorney intends to call as witnesses at a hearing or
trial.

D. Expert Witnesses

Information regarding expert. witness in accordance with
Alaska Criminal Rule 16(b) (1).

E. Information Provided by Informants/Electronic Surveillance

Any relevant material on information relating to the guilt
or innocence of the defendant which has been provided by an
informant: and. any electronic surve'illance, including wiretapping
of:

1. conversations to which the defendant or the defendant's
attorney or agents of the attorney was a party.

2 . p.remi.sesvof the defendant; defe.ndant~;~.. attorney or. :- "
agents of the at t.orney . '; . ,.

F, Information Tendinq to Neaate Guilt or Reduce Punishment
_._---------~------~---_._..__-!_._----,---_.._,----------
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members of the prosbcut.in:gat:tdrn~YL!3:.s'falf'i·-an:d
; -. . --~ . - .:-..... ...

".'r;"";

Information
Attorney extends
control of

a)

.-., -, '-' ,""- -, -.= -
within possession ·orcon.tr6l :·9Ff.tie·"ProEr~cutirig~" _...
to material and information: in!Ohe-poss~.Elsion:.dr '" -,'

_. .. .

. .J"

b) any others who hav~ participat~(i in. the i~vestigatipn.
,@/,;,.orevaiuationofthecaseandwho!:!it.her· regularly:report'q,~'.With, "." .• ,
r ~.~:~; reference to the par t i.cul.ar case :".have:i,'(,::":i--e'p',oFfetd':;",,·to -:c'fhe';:'~"':";':\. .,:,.~_.~.'

prosecuting attorney's office. --.'-

This request for discovery should_ be considered to be a
continuing request for discovery. It extends to material and
information in the possession or control of your office or your
staff, and any others who have participated in the investigation
oz . evaluation of the case and who either regularly reports, or
with reference to. the particular case, have reported to your
office.

If there are any questions with regard to this request,
ple~se do;not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,
Robinson & Associates

Arthur S, Robinson
,Attorney at. Law
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(1) On December 13. 2004 Haeu (through attornev Arthur
• ' ..""_ J

Robinson.

"(2)

.:!~)~. .~ .:_.f ..:... '"

AAG~pdek6ri::aSkedforilisCbvg;ftg~~:i~:1~:':~1\~!~:";;
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i0:~.·
~.. - ,"

siares entire file on Hacg.

.:....

- -.~:

i·
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..

.' "~~~~;~;~.:";~~"
Soldo~'~aska ~9669 .' f:1~:. ,;" j'.
(907) 262-9249.arid262-8861 fax
haeg@alaska.net
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BEN ESCH
JUdge

Deirdre Cheek
Clerk of Court
Kenai Trial Court
125 Trading Bay Dr., Ste. 100
Kenai, AK 99611

RE: Haeg v. State
2KN-I0-1295 CI

Dear Ms. Cheek;

~up£rior QIoud
~tal£ of J\11t5Ra

SECONO JUDICIAL DISTRICT

P.O. BOX 1110
NOME, ALASKA 99762-1110

June 19,2012

(907) 443-5216
FAX (907) 443-2192

Thank you very much for your help in getting the earlier pleadings in this case.
Unfortunately, I need to request your further assistance in obtaining document from the above file.
I need copies of the following documents, hopefully by the first of the month:

Document Name Docket Date CtView Ref number
Application for PCR 1/7/10 02
Motion to dismiss PCR 3/5/1 0 14
Motion to disqualify Judge Murphy 3/15/10 16
Motion for representation hrg. 3/30/1 0 19
Notice of reassignment 12/8/10 78
Order appointing PD 4/20/11 112
Order partially granting dismissal. 1/3/12 198

Please let me know if this request presents any problem.

Yours truly; b'
{di~u<
BENESCH
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,

DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-I0-00064CI)
)
)
)

Respondent.

Applicant,

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALA~~
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI '~Ol"'ot?

"'~It~
.1(;4' ~~~"'~t.

&y ~ .... () ~ ~/CI
a . *.,..£< lOt')

. "'1; <:
'1;,/~

~

DG~..
v.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

6-6-12 Motion to Strike State's Oppostion to Haeg's 5-11-12 Motion for
Immediate Evidentiary Hearing on Newly Discovered Known False Evidence

Presented During Haeg's Trial (and now to Judge Bauman)

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this 6-6-12 motion

to strike the state's opposition to Haeg's 5-11-12 motion for immediate

evidentiary hearing on newly discovered false evidence that was knowingly

presented and never corrected by the state during Haeg's trial (and now knowingly

presented to Judge Bauman).

Prior Proceedings

---....

(1) On May 11,2012 Haeg filed a motion for immediate

evidentiary hearing on newly discovered false evidence that was knowingly

presented and never corrected by the state during Haeg's trial (and now knowingly

1
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presented to Judge Bauman). In addition, on this same day, Haeg sent the state a

copy of this motion by first class mail.

(2) On June 1,2012 state Assistant Attorney General (AAG)

Peterson postmarked sending both the court and Haeg an opposition to Haeg's

May 11,2012 motion - which Haeg received on June 5, 2012.

Discussion

(1) Rule 77(c)(2) states that the time limit for filing an opposition is 10

days from the date of service of the motion. Yet AAG Peterson waited to file an

opposition until 20 days after Haeg filed his motion - twice the amount of time

allowed. In addition, AAG Peterson made no request for an extension of time

before the time limit ran out or claim his failure to act was excusable - as was

required under Rule 6(b).

(2) AAG Peterson never addresses Haeg's claim of why an immediate

evidentiary hearing is needed - that it has just been discovered the state knowingly

used a falsified map to convict Haeg. AAGPeterson only tries to justify refusing

to provide Haeg a map copy free of charge as Judge Bauman ordered - and tries to

justify failing to provide Haeg this copy within the 3 or 4 days as he promised

Judge Bauman during the April 30, 2012 hearing.

(3) Again AAG Peterson violates the rules and laws that are in place to

ensure citizens can obtain justice before they are starved into submission. This is

still being allowed to happen even though it is now over 2 and a half years since

2
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Haeg filed for post conviction relief, well over 8 years since the state first seized

Haeg's airplane and business property with Gibbens' affidavits that falsified where

the evidence was found, and after Haeg has filed motion after motion for

expedited consideration of his case - motions which have all been denied.

Conclusion

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks that AAG Peterson's

opposition, filed far after the time to do so expired without any motion for

extension or justification, be stricken from the court record of Haeg's case.

In spite ofHaeg's best efforts to protest (proven by his protests during his

"interview" and protests when it came up at trial) everyone - including Leaders,

Gibbens, Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to falsify the

evidence to Haeg's guide area in order to destroy Haeg's guide business and

protect the Wolf Control Program.

In spite ofHaeg's best efforts to protest (proven by his documenting the

evidence and demanding it be placed in the court record) everyone - including

Leaders, Gibbens, Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to

eliminate any and all evidence the state told Haeg to do exactly as he was charged

with doing in order to destroy Haeg's guide business and protect the Wolf Control

Program - going so far as to take properly admitted evidence out of the official

court record - while leaving in evidence proving it had been admitted.

3
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In spite ofHaeg's best efforts to protest (proven by recordings ofHaeg and

Cole when Cole was representing Haeg) everyone - including Leaders, Gibbens,

Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to violate Haeg's

right against self-incrimination by telling Haeg he had immunity, telling him he

was required to give a statement, and afterward denying Haeg had been given

immunity when Haeg's statement was used in numerous ways - corruption which

is irrefutably confirmed by the sworn testimony of Cole himself and of the

attorney working with him at the time in question - Kevin Fitzgerald.

If the state and an ignorant defendant's own attorneys are allowed to work

together to destroy favorable evidence, and to manufacture false evidence, anyone

can be convicted of anything - not matter how innocent they are.

The enormity and growing size of the cover up being attempted is mind

boggling. Haeg and a growing number of the public continue to watch in horror as

attorney after attorney and judge after judge try to cover up the impossible.

Calmly, inexorably, and with complete disregard to personal consequences Haeg,

along with many others seriously concerned, will continue to very carefully

document the now rapidly expanding corruption, conspiracy, and cover up in his

case and, when no more are willing, or forced, to "drink the loyalty Kool-Aid",

will fly to Washington, DC and not leave until there is a federal prosecution of

everyone involved.

Adickes v. S. H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144 (United States Supreme Court 1970):

4
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"Such, then, is the character of these outrages -- numerous, repeated,
continued from month to month and year to year, extending over many States; all
similar in their character, aimed at a similar class of citizens; all palliated or
excused or justified or absolutely denied by the same class of men. Not like the
local outbreaks sometimes appearing in particular districts, where a mob or a band
of regulators may for a time commit crimes and defy the law, but having every
mark and attribute of a systematic, persistent, well defined organization, with a
fixed purpose, with a regular plan of action. The development of this condition of
affairs was not the work of a day, or even of a year. It could not be, in the nature
of things; it must be slow; one fact to be piled on another, week after week, year
after year....Such occurrences show that there is a pre-concerted and effective
plan by which thousands of men are deprived of the equal protection of the laws.
The arresting power is fettered, the witnesses are silenced, the courts are
impotent, the f{;IWS are annulled, the criminal goes free, the persecuted citizen
looks in vain for redress. "

Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (United States Supreme Court 1961):

"[T]he local administrations have been found inadequate or unwilling to
apply the proper corrective. Combinations, darker than the night that hides them,
conspiracies, wicked as the worst of felons could devise, have gone unwhipped of
justice. Immunity is given to crime, and the records of the public tribunals are
searched in vain for any evidence ofeffective redress.

The State, from lack of power or inclination, practically denied the equal
protection of the law to these persons ...those who representing a State in some
capacity were unable or unwilling to enforce a state law.

[Ijf secret combinations of men are allowed by the Executive to band
together to deprive one class of citizens of their legal rights without a proper effort
to discover, detect, and punish the violations of law and order, the State has not
afforded to all its citizens the equal protection of the laws.

Whenever, then, there is a denial of equal protection by the State, the courts
of justice of the nation stand with open doors, ready to receive and hear with
impartial attention the complaints of those who are denied redress elsewhere. Here
may come the weak and poor and downtrodden, with assurance that they shall be
heard. Here may come the man smitten with many stripes and ask for redress.
Here may come the nation, in her majesty, and demand the trial and punishment of
offenders, when all, all other tribunals are closed....

The United States courts are further above mere local influence than the
county courts; their judges can act with more independence, cannot be put under
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terror, as local judges can; their sympathies are not so nearly identified with those
ofthe vicinage; the jurors are taken from the State, and not the neighborhood; they
will be able to rise above prejudices or bad passions or terror more easily. The
marshal, clothed with more power than the sheriff, can make arrests with certainty,
and, with the aid of the General Government, can seize offenders in spite of any
banded and combined resistance such as may be expected. Thus, at least, these
men who disregard all law can be brought to trial.

Does the grim shadow of the State step into the national court, like a goblin,
and terrify us? Does this harmless and helpless ghost drive us from that tribunal -
the State that mocks at justice, the State that licenses outlawry, the State that
stands dumb when the lash and the torch and the pistol are lifted every night over
the quiet citizen?"

Haeg will prevail, no matter how many judges, prosecutors, troopers, or

defense attorneys join the conspiracy to cover up, not because he is strong or

clever - it is because the axe he swings is named United States Constitution and as

the forces against it grow it will bum brighter and brighter, calling all those sworn

to protect it to its aid. And while a criminal conspiracy ofjudges, prosecutors,

troopers, and defense attorneys is powerful indeed, our Constitution and those

sworn to uphold it are far mightier still and will prevail. Our Constitution and the

countless people who have died for it demand nothing less.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on ~/1'\..t GI ;:;z 0/2 . A notary public or other official empowered
I

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

6
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many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

[VIJ" 1-
David S. Haeg
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on :fr'-;1'L€ r;{;:(6/2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the following partit?s: Peterson, Judge
Gleasor JUdgeJoaIJPi~)U-:S. Department of Justice, FBI, and media.
By: ) /./~ ./tA .
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BEN ESCH
JUdge

Deirdre Cheek
Clerk of Court
Kenai Trial Court
125 Trading Bay Dr., Ste. 100
Kenai, AK 99611

RE: Haeg v. State
2KN-IO-1295 CI

Dear Ms. Cheek;

~up£rillr QIllUrt
j&lnlr of J\lnskn

SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

P.O. BOX 1110
NOME, ALASKA 99762-1110

May 31, 2012

(907) 443-5216
FAX (907) 443-2192

In may capacity as Chair of the Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct, I would
request your assistance in obtaining some document from the above file. I need copies of the
following documents:

Document Name Docket Date CtView Ref number
D n ... ,..1.,:.... ~,o..tt:¥1(T P~ ...... T_J':'>':,,"'~-n'" '" I;t /1 1 rd

-..J~ ........ ,£ ....• ...'~f,..IIJt ...~""y . .1 J..... Ui.J.:..~b .::..: -j'l 1. l. 7 ...

~ Order on Rep. Status 3/4/11 101
, Reply to Rep. Order 3/17/l1 103
• Order on Rep. Status 4/11/11 108
• Reply to 4/11 Order 4/18/11 112
• Order of Stay 5/27/11 115
IP.D. Dismissed/Withdrawn 6/15/11 129
~ Order on Stay & Brief Sched. 8/3/11 165

Please let me know if this request presents any problem.

Yours truly; //}

~
BENESCH
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Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

The state sent the map out for copying on May 1, 2012. The map was

opposition to David S. Haeg's (hereinafter "Haeg" or "Applicant") 5-11-12 Motion.

informed him that the map was ready to be picked up. Haeg has previously sent a friend

.t.

Respondent.

Applicant,

~ . .: .,'

STATE OF ALASKA,

v.

its undersigned Assistant Attorney General, Andrew Peterson, and hereby files this

COMES NOW the State of Alaska (hereinafter "State"), by and through

STATE'S OPPOSITION TO HAEG'S 5-11-12 MOTION FOR IMMEDIATE
EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON NEWLY DISCOVERED FALSE EVIDENCE

PRESENTED DURING HAEG'S TRIAL.

. . . VRA CEf{TIFICATION
I certify that this document and its attachments do not contain (1) the name of a victim of a sexual
offense listed in AS 12.61.140 or (2) a residence -or. business 'address or telephone number of a
victim of or witness to any crime unless it is an address used to identify the place of the crime or it
is an address or telephone number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the
information was ordered by the court. -

returned on May 7, 2012. The state contacted Haeg the week of May 7, 2012 and

from Eagle River to collect discovery. Haeg declined to pick up the map and asked to

have it mailed. The State responded that the cost of postage would be substantial and

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

·:~.)HIRDJUDICIAL.DISTRICT.AT.K~IA'"i;~ot,('" .'.:'.: .... , .·,.....=;Al....·",.
'DA VlD HAEG, . .,), ....- Ii

)' .. , l\l~ - ~.1(}\1 ._ ..
) __lOlA COUf'S ...
) v-~ Dep""·') ey------
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) CASE NO. 3KN-I0-01295 CI
)
)

-------------)
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State's Opposition to Haeg's 5-11-12 Motion
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"

map on May 14,2012 despite Haeg's refusal to pay for the postage.

rsori.L>
Assist ~y General
Alaska Bar No. 0601002

By:
.~~~~-

»-
DATED at Anchorage, Alaska, this -e day of June 1,2012.

MICHAEL C. GERAGHTY
ATTORNEY GENERAL

which point Haeg said to use the map for fire starter. See Exh. I. The state mailed the

, This is to certify that on this date. a correct
copy of the forgoing was mailed to:

::D::LV)CI<. Ha~
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Page 1 of 1

Peterson, Andrew (LAW)
.__._--_._--------_._-----_._--- -----_. -_._------
From: Osgood, Tina M (LAW)

Sent: Thursday, May 10,20122:58 PM

To: Peterson, Andrew (LAW)

Subject: Haeg

David Haeg called. He called several people, I think you, the civil department, and Sherry included,
before he was transferred to me. He asked about a map. I talked to you and you gave me the copy of
the map that you had copied. I called Mr. Haeg back and told him we had the map and asked him to
send someone after it as he has done in the past. He asked me to mail it. I replied that the postage
would be substantial. He said to use it for firestarter then and hung up. The map is sitting at my desk
should Mr. Haeg change his mind.

Tina Osgood
Law Office Assistant I
Office of Special Prosecutions and Appeals
310 K Street, Suite 308
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 269-6262
(907) 269-7939 fax .

6/1/2012 02916



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI FILED in ~"lntll Ol)uru

Stato.tAI.aka Thfnil OUtrlct
at Kenai, AltaI/IS

MAY 11 2012
DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-1O-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

5-11-12 Motion for Immediate Evidentiary Hearing on Newly Discovered
Known False Evidence Presented During Haeg's Trial (and now to Judge

Bauman) and 5-11-12 Reply to State's Opposition to Haeg's 4-27-12 Motions

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this 5-11-12

motion for immediate evidentiary hearing on newly discovered false evidence that

was knowingly presented and never corrected by the state during Haeg's trial (and

now knowingly presented to Judge Bauman) and 5-11-12 reply to state's

opposition to Haeg's motions that AAG Peterson be found in contempt of court,

fined, and that an independent investigator be assigned to investigate Haeg's case.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On April 30, 2012 oral argument hearing was held on the state's fir~l

motion to dismiss - even though this motion had already been decided. During this

hearing state AAG Peterson, after Judge Bauman's order he do so, presented the

1
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map used against Haeg at trial. Judge Bauman ordered Haeg be given a copy 

which AAG Peterson promised to do within 3 or 4 days.

(2) On May 4,2012 AAG Peterson opposed Haeg's motions that AAG

Peterson be found in contempt of court, fined and that an independent investigator

be assigned to investigate Haeg's case.

(3) On May 9, 2012, because he never received the ordered map copy,

Haeg examined the original in the Kenai courthouse and found that it falsified the

locations of Game Management Unit (GMU) boundaries to corruptly make it

appear the evidence against Haeg was found in the GMU 19-C, the GMU in which

Haeg guides and has a hunting lodge - a falsification the state admitted to

knowing and making at the beginning ofHaeg's trial but never corrected.

(4) On May 10,2012 AAG Peterson's office stated they had not sent

Haeg a map copy, as Judge Bauman ordered, because of the "expense" to do so.

Evidentiary Hearing

Only because ofJudge Bauman's order that the state produce the map used

against Haeg at trial has it now been discovered the state knowingly presented

false evidence against Haeg during Haeg's trial (and now during Haeg 's peR)

and did nothing to correct the known falsification. Haeg requires an evidentiary

hearing at which he is allowed to prove; (l) that the state's map is false; (2) that

the state's false map was used against Haeg at trial; (3) that the state, knowing the

map to be false, did nothing to correct the falsehood; and (4) that the state has now

knowingly presented the same false map to Judge Bauman during Haeg's post
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conviction relief proceeding - without informing Judge Bauman it was false. And

the false map (corruptly indicating the wolves were taken in the same GMU that

Haeg guides) irrefutably supported the state's case that Haeg was taking wolves to

benefit his guide business (instead offor the Wolf Control Program that Haeg was

licensed for) - and that this justified convicting Haeg of guide violations that

would destroy his business. Additional proof of the materiality and effectiveness

of the false evidence location on the map is Judge Murphy's use of the false

evidence locations as her specific justification for the severe sentence she gave

Haeg.

Also disturbing is that Haeg and Zellers, during their "interviews",

affirmatively told and proved to the state that the evidence locations on the search

warrants affidavits had been falsified from GMU 19-D (where Haeg was not

allowed to guide) to GMU 19-C (where Haeg could and did guide) - and after

being told this the state still falsified the GMU boundaries on the map so the

wolves appeared to have been taken in GMU 19-C instead of19-D.

"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be such by
representatives of the State, is a denial of due process, and there is also a denial of
due process, when the State, though not soliciting false evidence, allows it to go
through uncorrected when it appears. Principle that a State may not knowingly
use false evidence, including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction,
implicit in any concept of ordered liberty, does not cease to apply merely because
the false testimony goes only to the credibility of the witness. A lie is a lie, no
matter what its subject, and, if it is in any way relevant to the case, the district
attorney has the responsibility to correct what he knows to befalse and elicit the
truth. " Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S. Supreme Court 1959)

"We have consistently held that a conviction obtained by the knowing use
of perjured testimony is fundamentally unfair and must be set aside if there is any
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reasonable likelihood that the false testimony could have affected the judgment of
the jury." United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97 (U.S. Supreme Court 1976)

"[T]he dignity of the U.S. Government will not permit the conviction of any
person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and free nation does not
need convictions based upon such testimony. It cannot afford to abide with them."
Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court 1956)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and hearing if
state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf, has contrived

.conviction through pretense of trial which in truth is used as means of depriving
defendant of liberty through deliberate deception of court and jury by presentation
of testimony known to be perjured, and in such case state's failure to afford
corrective judicial process to remedy the wrong when discovered by reasonable
diligence would constitute deprivation of liberty without due process." Mooney v.
Holohan, 294 U.S. 103 (U.S. Supreme Court 1935)

"Indeed, ifit is established that the government knowingly permitted the
introduction offalse testimony reversal is 'virtually automatic. 'United States v.
Stofsky, 527 F.2d 237 (2nd Cir. 1975)

"The idea that the government would knowingly rely of false testimony in
obtaining a conviction is repugnant to the very concept of ordered liberty and is
perhaps the most grievous accusation that can be leveled against a prosecutor."
United States v. Wallach, 935 F.2d 445 (2nd Cir. 1991)

"The ultimate mission of the system upon which we rely to protect the
liberty of the accused as well as the welfare of society is to ascertain the factual
truth, and to do so in a manner that comports with due process of law as defined
by our Constitution. This important mission is utterly derailed by unchecked lying
of witnesses, and by any law enforcement officer or prosecutor who finds it
tactically advantageous to tum a blind eye to the manifest potential for malevolent
disinformation.

A prosecutor's 'responsibility and duty to correct what he knows to be false
and elicit the truth,' requires a prosecutor to act when put on notice of the real
possibility of false testimony. This duty in not discharged by attempting to finesse
the problem by pressing ahead without a diligent and good faith attempt to resolve
it. A prosecutor cannot avoid this obligation by refusing to search for the truth and
remaining willfully ignorant of the facts. What appears clearly for this record is a
studied decision by the prosecution not to rock the boat, but instead to press
forward with testimony that was possibly false ... and not develop any evidence or
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information that would either hurt their case or damage the credibility of their
conniving witnesses.

Such false testimony and false evidence corrupts the criminal justice system
and makes a mockery out of its constitutional goals and objectives. It is just as
constitutionally unacceptable for the government to put a guilty person in prison
on the basis of false evidence as it is to have an innocent person suffer the same
fate.

In this connection, the principals which compel our decision here are not
designed to punish society for the misdeeds of a prosecutor, see United States v.
Agurs, 427 U.S. 97 (U.S. Supreme Court 1976), but to vindicate the accused's
constitutional right to a fair trial, a fundamental right for which the prosecution
shares responsibility with the courts.

What emerges from this record is an intent to secure a conviction ofmurder
even at the cost of condoning perjury. This record emits clear overtones ofthe
Machiavellian maxim: 'The end justifies the means,' an ideal that is plainly
incompatible with our constitutional concept of ordered liberty.

Nowhere in the Constitution or in the Declaration ofIndependence, nor for
that matter in the Federalist or in any other writing of the Founding Fathers, can
one find a single utterance that could justify a decision by any oath-beholden
servant of the law to look the other way when confronted by the real possibility of
being complicit in the wrongful use of false evidence to secure a conviction in
court." Commonwealth v. Bowie, 243 F.3d 1109 (9th Cir. 2001)

"The reason matters went awry is that Boscovich, the representative of the
Government....chose to keep silent and not disclose his knowledge that statements

. he had made to the court and jury were false. Because the prosecutor's failure to
correct his false representations could have affected the.jury's verdict, we
reverse ... 'such a situation involves prosecutorial misconduct and a corruption of
the truth-seeking function of the trial. Stated somewhat differently, we conclude
that the prosecutorial misconduct was not harmless beyond a reasonable doubt in
this case. " United States v. Alzate, 47 F.3d 1103 (lIth Cir 1995)

Because the state failed to correct their false evidence that they knew was
false during Haeg's trial, because the state has now presented this known false
evidence to Judge Baumen during Haeg's PCR, and because this false evidence
was not harmless beyond a reasonable doubt (as Judge Murphy's senten~e,

justification proves), Haeg respectfully asks for an evidentiary hearing so fruth and
justice may be had along with proving how extensive the corruption really is.
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Reply to AAG Peterson's Opposition to Finding AAG Peterson in Contempt
of Court and Fining Him

In AAG Peterson's opposition he claims nothing he has done violates AS

09.50.010 - which specifies acts or omissions that constitute contempt.

Yet Peterson, among many other violations over the years, has:

1. Had Haeg physically threatened ifHaeg continued to pursue his

PCR application, violating AS 09.50.010(3) - misbehavior by an attorney.

2. Refused to provide a map copy to Haeg - in direct violation of the

courts order he do so, violating AS 09.50.010(5) - disobedience of a lawful order.

3. Falsely claimed the law allows Haeg's judgment to be modified over

5 years after the fact, so the court would illegally modify the judgment against

Haeg, violating AS 09.50.010(3) - violation of duty by an attorney and AS

09.50.010(4) - deceit by a party.

4. Falsely claimed Evidence Rule 410 only applies to evidence

presented during the state's "case in chief' (so the court would overlook the

violation of the state using Haeg's statement in the charging information),

violating AS 09.50.010(3) - violation of duty by an attorney and AS 09.50.010(4)

- deceit by a party.

5. Falsely claiming, in his most recent opposition, "a Malkin analysis

would at best result in the affidavit being reevaluated without the reference to

19C." Yet Malkin holds that unless Trooper Gibbens could prove that the false

19C statement was not made intentionally made, the search warrant should be
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invalidated whether or not probable cause would remain from the affidavits after

the misstatement were excised. See Malkin:

"The rule we embrace is that once a defendant has pointed out specifically
that statements in the affidavit are false, together with a statement of reasons in
support of the assertion of falsehood, the burden then shifts to the state to show by
a preponderance of the evidence that the statements were not made intentionally or
with reckless disregard for the truth. If, in/act, the police officer affiant
intentionally made the misstatements then the search warrant should be
invalidated whether or not probable cause would remain from the affidavit after
the misstatements were excised. A deliberate attempt to mislead a judicial officer
in a sworn affidavit deserves the most severe deterrent sanction that the
exclusionary rule can provide. Further, the fact that the officer has lied puts the
credibility of the officer and of the entire affidavit in doubt."

This proves that AAG Peterson's claim, that the search warrants could not

be invalidated, to be false - as there is no way Trooper Gibbens could prove by a

preponderance of the evidence he had not intentionally falsified the location of the

evidence locations - meaning the search warrants would be invalidated no matter

what other evidence there was. Gibbens own GPS coordinates (and those of other

state aircraft) irrefutably prove the evidence was found in GMU 19C, was many

miles from GMU 19D, Gibbens himself testified that he was an wildlife trooper,

trapper, and resident ofmany years in GMU 19 - meaning he was expert in

knowing the Game Management Unit boundaries ofGMU 19, and Gibbens

himself had placed in his own report the motive for his falsification - Haeg taking

wolves in his guide area would support devastating guide charges.

6. AAG Peterson's other misrepresentations of the law to the court to

harm Haeg are too numerous to count - to deprive Haeg ofnotice he could protest

being put out of business with false warrants, to deprive Haeg of electronic
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monitoring, to not stay Haeg's incarceration pending appeal, that it was not

perjury when Trooper Gibbens admitted his sworn testimony was false only after

he knew he had been found out, etc, etc, etc.

Reply to AAG Peterson's Opposition to Independent Investigation

AAG Peterson claims Haeg provided no authority for the court to appoint

an independent investigator. Haeg provided United States v. Theodore F. Stevens,

No. 08-231 (DC Cir. 2008) as authority for a court to appoint an independent

investigator in cases evidencing corruption:

Executive Summary

"The investigation and prosecution ofD.S. Senator Ted Stevens were
permeated by the systematic concealment of significant exculpatory evidence
which would have independently corroborated Senator Stevens's defense and his
testimony, and seriously damaged the testimony and credibility of the
government's key witness. Months after trial, when a new team of prosecutors
discovered, short order, some ofthe exculpatory information that had been
withheld, the Department of Justice ("DOJ") moved to set aside the verdict and to
dismiss the indictment with prejudice."

"To preserve justice in America, we must carefully analyze injustice
whenever we find it. The Report does that. Ifwe don't learn from injustice, we are
doomed to repeat it. We can't pretend it didn't happen. Mere reverence for the
Constitution does not assure that it actually protects individual liberties. This
Report is a powerful tool to prevent future violations of the rights of citizens. Our
hope is that the tragic circumstances of this case and the misconduct described in
the Report will never be repeated. The Report serves to remind that every citizen
is at risk ofwrongful conviction unless honest, skilled professionals perform their
respective roles in the criminal justice system with diligence, zeal and respect for
the rule of law. Needless to say, if this can happen to a United States Senator in a
federal courtroom in Washington, D.C., it can happen to any citizen anywhere in
America."
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Conclusion

The misconduct in Senator Ted Stevens's case is nearly nonexistent when

compared to Haeg's case - as Stevens own attorneys were on his side and he had

an honest judge.

In spite of Haeg's best efforts to protest (proven by his protests during his

"interview" and protests when it came up at trial) everyone - including Leaders,

Gibbens, Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to falsify the

evidence to Haeg's guide area in order to destroy Haeg's guide business and

protect the Wolf Control Program.

In spite of Haeg's best efforts to protest (proven by his documenting the

evidence and demanding it be placed in the court record) everyone - including

Leaders, Gibbens, Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to

eliminate any and all evidence the state told Haeg to do exactly as he was charged

with doing in order to destroy Haeg's guide business and protect the Wolf Control

Program - going so far as to take properly admitted evidence out of the official

court record - while leaving in evidence proving it had been admitted.

In spite of Haeg's best efforts to protest (proven by recordings of Haeg and

Cole when Cole was representing Haeg) everyone - including Leaders, Gibbens,

Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to violate Haeg's

right against self-incrimination by telling Haeg he had immunity, telling him he

was required to give a statement, and afterward denying Haeg had been given

immunity when Haeg's statement was used in numerous ways - corruption which

9
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is irrefutably confirmed by the sworn testimony ofCole himself and ofthe

attorney working with him at the time in question - Kevin Fitzgerald.

If the state and an ignorant defendant's own attorneys are allowed to work

together to destroy favorable evidence, and to manufacture false evidence, anyone

can be convicted of anything - not matter how innocent they are.

The enormity and growing size of the cover up being attempted is mind-

boggling. Haeg and a growing number of the public continue to watch in horror as

attorney after attorney and judge after judge try to cover up the impossible.

Calmly, inexorably, and with complete disregard to personal consequences Haeg,

along with many others seriously concerned, will continue to very carefully

document the now rapidly expanding corruption, conspiracy, and cover up in his

case and, when no more are willing, or forced, to "drink the loyalty Kool-Aid",

will fly to Washington, DC and not leave until there is a federal prosecution of

everyone involved.

Adickes v. S. H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144 (United States Supreme Court 1970):

"Such, then, is the character of these outrages -- numerous, repeated,
continued from month to month and year to year, extending over many States; all
similar in their character, aimed at a similar class of citizens; all palliated or
excused or justified or absolutely denied by the same class of men. Not like the
local outbreaks sometimes appearing in particular districts, where a mob or a band
of regulators may for a time commit crimes and defy the law, but having every
mark and attribute of a systematic, persistent, well defined organization, with a
fixed purpose, with a regular plan of action. The development of this condition of
affairs was not the work of a day, or even of a year. It could not be, in the nature
of things; it must be slow; one fact to be piled on another, week after week, year
after year. ...Such occurrences show that there is a pre-concerted and effective
plan by which thousands of men are deprived of the equal protection of the laws.
The arresting power is fettered, the witnesses are silenced, the courts are
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impotent, the laws are annulled, the criminal goes free, the persecuted citizen
looks in vain for redress. "

Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (United States Supreme Court 1961):

"[T]he local administrations have been found inadequate or unwilling to
apply the proper corrective. Combinations, darker than the night that hides them,
conspiracies, wicked as the worst of felons could devise, have gone unwhipped of
justice. Immunity is given to crime, and the records of the public tribunals are
searched in vain for any evidence ofeffective redress.

The State, from lack of power or inclination, practically denied the equal
protection of the law to these persons ...those who representing a State in some
capacity were unable or unwilling to enforce a state law.

[I]f secret combinations of men are allowed by the Executive to band
together to deprive one class of citizens of their legal rights without a proper effort
to discover, detect, and punish the violations of law and order, the State has not
afforded to all its citizens the equal protection of the laws.

Whenever, then, there is a denial of equal protection by the State, the courts
of justice of the nation stand with open doors, ready to receive and hear with
impartial attention the complaints of those who are denied redress elsewhere. Here
may come the weak and poor and downtrodden, with assurance that they shall be
heard. Here may come the man smitten with many stripes and ask for redress.
Here may come the nation, in her majesty, and demand the trial and punishment of
offenders, when all, all other tribunals are closed....

The United States courts are further above mere local influence than the
county courts; their judges can act with more independence, cannot be put under
terror, as local judges can; their sympathies are not so nearly identified with those
of the vicinage; the jurors are taken from the State, and not the neighborhood; they
will be able to rise above prejudices or bad passions or terror more easily. The
marshal, clothed with more power than the sheriff, can make arrests with certainty,
and, with the aid of the General Government, can seize offenders in spite of any
banded and combined resistance such as may be expected. Thus, at least, these
men who disregard all law can be brought to trial.

Does the grim shadow of the State step into the national court, like a goblin,
and terrify us? Does this harmless and helpless ghost drive us from that tribunal -
the State that mocks at justice, the State that licenses outlawry, the State that
stands dumb when the lash and the torch and the pistol are lifted every night over
the quiet citizen?"
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Haeg will prevail, no matter how many judges, prosecutors, troopers, or

defense attorneys join the conspiracy to cover up, not because he is strong or

clever - it is because the axe he swings is named United States Constitution and as

the forces against it grow it will bum brighter and brighter, calling all those sworn

to protect it to its aid. And while a criminal conspiracy ofjudges, prosecutors,

troopers, and defense attorneys is powerful indeed, our Constitution and those

sworn to uphold it are far mightier still and will prevail. Our Constitution and the

countless people who have died for it demand nothing less.

I declare under penalty ofperjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

. A notary public or other official empowered

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

David S. Haeg
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on jJlq/y / / J 2() / Z a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the followihg parties: Peterson, Judge
Gleaso /"JUdg7'Joann.ides U.S. Department of Justice, FBI, and media.
By: ) 'i/ ..
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STATE OF ALASKA,

"~ . ,;\ ·~·.·\.~-r,:·)"

Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024 CR

COMES NOW the State of Alaska (hereinafter "State"), by and through

Respondent.

~ ;'-j (>:~:: .' 1~ ,'. .:~, t

'Appiica~t, :""

v.

Haeg first motion asks this court to find AAG Peterson in contempt of

opposition to David S. Haeg's (hereinafter "Haeg"or "Applicant") 4-27-12 Motions

its undersigned Assistant Attorney General, Andrew Peterson, and hereby files this .

, "',":"" 1"XRA,CER~!FJCf-TI~N,; , 1/'",".:,,>
J certify that this documeIit and itsattachnients "do 'not contain' (I)the'miine of a victim of a sexual
offense listed in A,S 12,61.140 or (2) a residence or business address or telephone number of a
victim of or witness 'to-any crime unless it is an address usedto ide'ntitythe placeof tile crime or it
is an address or telephone' number in a transcript of a court proceeding and disclosure of the
information was ordered by the court,

STATE'S OPPOSITION TO HAEG'S 4-27-12 MOTION THAT AAG
PETERSON FOUND IN CONTEMPTOF COURT AND FINED; AND 4-27-12

MOTION FOR INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION OF HAEG'S CASE

filed in conjunction with his PCR application.

court and to impose a fine of $50,000 for defending the state's conviction of Haeg as a

result of his intentionally killing wolves same day airborne outside of the duly

designated predator control area. See Motion for Sanctions, pg. 39. Haeg references

-: ,if;:' ';'C, , "IN TilE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE'STATE:OFALASKA ".
;,,~ ""1;,,.,' ...... ;;.:.~.~, ~ ~:, ', .. : ..• "" . - •.... ',•. " ", -': .:' -; ....~•.~,>~\-:.~ {':,;. ; ';':}'~, ..' 1~:,:~ ,!,:~,~;":,,," ..'
j; : G,:in", ,~;;::, :;(,.',:iTH1Rtn upibA,L'I5rsTRICT'A:+'KEi.IRf ~"\,, ,"G' .,'p':,n'f il
;; ";"" ",C',.: ,,;;;:uIlfFi"I"*t~ ,f

bAVID'~HAEG:"""""" """') ," ,', ~",~"""",""",-,":=t~1:-Iot~cJ
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'..

the allegations in the preceding 38 pages as evidence in support of his motion. Haeg

provides this court with no authority for holding a prosecutor in contempt under similar

situations and/or for imposing an unprecedented fine of $50,000. Haeg's motion IS

without merit and should be dismissed.

Contempt under Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure 90(b) may only be

premised on disobeying or disrespecting a court of law or its members, officers, or

proceedings.' Alaska Statllte09.50.010 specifies .twelve acts oromissions that constitute

contempt, and all are related to court proceedings. In the present case, AAG Peterson

has not disrespected a court of law or its members or proceedings, .but rather is

diligently defending the state's conviction of Haeg despite the litany of unchecked

personal attacks.

Haeg claims that his prosecution was illegal and that by defending the

prosecution, AAG Peterson is in contempt. Haeg alleges that the misstatements III

Trooper Gibbens' affidavits are irrefutable evidence of the illegal prosecution. See 4-

27-12 Reply to State's Opposition, p.I-8. There is no support for the contention that

.Haeg's prosecutionwas illegal: The.lower court allowed the prosecution and the Court

of Appeals for the State of Alaska upheld his conviction. Haeg fails to recognize that

the Court of Appeals already ruled on this issue in his underlying appeal, thus the issue

of Gibbens false statement is not before this court as part of his PCR claim.

The only issue before this court is whether or not Haeg's counsel was

ineffective by failing to address this issue prior to trial. This is a Malkin analysis that

both Cole and Robinson decided was not an issue worth raising pre-trial. See State v.

State's Opposition to Haeg's Motion to Find Contempt and to Appoint Independent Investigator
David Haeg v. State; 3KN-IO-1295 CI
Page 2 of3
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-. •
statement in an affidavit. Once this is demonstrated the burden shifts to the state to

Haeg's second motion asks that Henry Schuelke be appointed to

not committing contempt by defending the prosecution in these PCR proceeding.

counsel did not commit error in failing to challenge the warrants and AAG Peterson is

MICHAEL C. GERAGHTY
ATTORNEY GENERAL

BY~etersoil
Assistant Attorney General
Alaska Bar No. 060 I002

this analysis, the warrant would have been deemed valid. Consequently, Haeg's

5E- .
DATED at Anchorage, Alaska, thisL day of May 2012 .

best result in the affidavit being reevaluated absent the reference to 19C. Even under

wolves were killed outside of the predator control area. A Malkin analysis would at

independently investigate Haeg's case. Haeg provides no authority for this court to

Malkin, 722 P.2d 943 (Alaska 1986); see also Cole Depo, p. 41-42, Robinson Depo, p.

19C as opposed to 19D is not material to the charges filed by the state as all of the

the truth .. Only intentional or reckless misstatements are excised from the affidavit. In

show that the misstatement was not made intentionally or with a reckless disregard for

12-13. Malkin provides a defendant must first show that there is a material false

this case, contrary to Haeg's contention, the statement that the wolves were killed in

appoint an independent investigator. This court should deny Haeg's motion and instruct

. Haeg to focus on the process of Iitigating his PCR appIieation,

<,
This is to certify that on this date, a correct
copy of the forgoing was mailed to:

J::i7v1J)t:A W?h .
.~ 5JI~;; j

-.../
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DAVIDHAEG,

Applicant,

v.

STATE OF ALASKA,

Respondent.

(Trial Case No. 4MC~04-00024CR)

)
)
)
)
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF
) Case No. 3KN-I0-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-1O-00064CI)
)
)
)

5-7-12 Notice of Authorities

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this 5-4-12 notice

of authorities.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On April 30, 2012 oral arguments were held on the state's first

motion to dismiss - even though this motion had already been decided.

1. Authorities and Discussion of Known FalseTestimony by State

"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be
such by representatives of the State, is a denial of due process, and there is
also a denial ofdue process, when the State, though not soliciting false
evidence, allows it to go through uncorrected when it appears. Principle
that a State may not knowingly use false evidence, including false
testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, implicit in any concept of ordered
liberty, does not cease to apply merely because theJalse testimony goes
only to the credibility oJthe witness." Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1959)

"[T]he dignity oJthe Us. Government will not permit the conviction
ojany person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and free

1
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nation does not need convictions based upon such testimony. It cannot
afford to abide with them." Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1 (US. Supreme
Court 1956)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and
hearing if state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf, has
contrived conviction through pretense of trial which in truth is used as
means of depriving defendant of liberty through deliberate deception of
court and jury by presentation of testimony known to be perjured, and in
such case state's failure to afford corrective judicial process to remedy the
wrong when discovered by reasonable diligence would constitute
deprivation ofliberty without due process." Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S.
103 (U.S. Supreme Court 1935)

"The principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, [is] implicate in
any concept of ordered liberty ..." Giles v. Maryland, 386 US. 66 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1967)

"Indeed, ifit is established that the government knowingly permitted
the introduction offalse testimony reversal is 'virtually automatic. ' United
States v. Stofsky, 527 F.2d 237 (2nd Cir. 1975) (citing Napue v. Illinois, 360
U.S. 264 (US. Supreme Court 1959)

"The idea that the government would knowingly rely offalse
testimony in obtaining a conviction is repugnant to the very concept of
ordered liberty and is perhaps the most grievous accusation that can be
leveled against a prosecutor." United States v. Wallach, 935 F.2d 445 (2nd

Cir. 1991) (citing Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S. Supreme Court
1959)

The court and AAG Peterson has claimed it did not matter that

prosecutor Leaders and Trooper Gibbens knowingly presented false sworn

testimony againstHaeg at his trial- claiming that even if Gibbens had

testified truthfully that the wolves were not taken when Haeg guides they

were still taken outside the Wolf Control Program area. The overwhelming

caselaw above proves this claim false - that even if the false testimony had

2
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nothing to do whatsoever with the case the conviction must be reversed.

The reason is that a state prosecutor or trooper, with the government's

power, must not commit, or knowingly allow, perjury to convict a fragile

individual. If this is allowed it tells a prosecutor or trooper they may

commit or overlook felony perjury and/or conspiracy to obtain a

conviction. (As happened in Haeg's case when both Leaders and Gibbens

had been told of, and shown, the false evidence locations prior to trial yet

both continued to work together to persist in concealing the truth at trial)

And in Haeg's case, even though it makes not the slightest

difference in why Haeg's conviction must be overturned, the perjury by

Gibbens was material to the state's case. Leaders entire case was that Haeg

was killing wolves where he guided in order to benefit his guide business ~

and thus should be convicted of life devastating guide charges. The .

effectiveness of this argument was proven by Judge Murphy's specific use

of Gibbens perjury and Leaders argument to justify Haeg's severe sentence.

Robinson (Haeg's trial attorney) gave this same excuse during his

deposition ~ that Haeg should be convicted with guide violations no matter

where wolves were taken if they were not in the control area. Yet when

Haeg asked Robinson if this was true if the wolves were taking in one of

the "donut holes" (areas not in the control area that were completely

surrounded by the control area), Robinson testified, "I never thought you

3
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should be charged with guide violations." This proves how corrupt Haeg's

prosecution became after the introduction of the false evidence location.

And when you combine this false motive for Haeg's actions with the

removal, out ofthe official court record, (felony tampering with evidence),

of the evidence ofHaeg's true motive (that the state told Haeg he must take

wolves wherever he could find them to save the Wolf Control Program) and

you understand how totally devastating the state's known false testimony

really was. It changed the entire evidentiary picture from Haeg was doing

as the state required - to Haeg was rogue guide out to feather his own nest.

2. Authorities and Discussion of False Warrant Affidavits

"[A]ll evidence obtained by searches & seizures in violation of the
Federal Constitution is inadmissible in a criminal trial in a state. Nothing
can destroy a government more quickly than its failure to observe its own
laws, or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own existence." Mapp v.
Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (U.S. Supreme Court 1961)

"Once defendant has shown that specific statements in affidavit
supporting search warrant are false, together with statement of reasons in
support of assertion of falsehood, burden then shifts to State to show that
statements were not intentionally or recklessly made." Lewis v. State, 9
P.3d 1028, (Ak.,2000)

"State & federal constitutional requirement that warrants issue only
upon a showing of probable cause contains the implied mandate that the
factual representations in the affidavit be truthful." State v. Davenport, 510
P.2d 78, (Ak.,1973)

"Misstatements on warrants were material and intentional,
justifying suppression of evidence obtained through use of the warrants. "
State v. White, 707 P2d 271 (Ak., 1985)

'''[Defendant] has everything to gain and nothing to lose' in filing a
motion to suppress..." U.S. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440 (9th Cir. 1991).

4
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AAG Peterson claims that the cure for Gibbens false evidence locations in

his warrant affidavits (used to seize Haeg's property and evidence used against

Haeg) is that the false information is removed and if the affidavit still provides

probable cause for the seizure the evidence/property is not suppressed or returned.

Yet the caselaw above proves ifthe false information was intentional or reckless,

as it was in Haeg's case, the evidence must be suppressed - to punish the state and

make sure they do not continue to knowingly or recklessly include false

information on warrants to obtain evidence or seize a fragile citizens property.

Proof the false evidence location was intentional is Gibbens admitted he

knew the location was false after he was confronted during cross-examination at

Haeg's trial.

Proof the false evidence location (claiming the evidence was found where

Haeg guides) was material is shown in # I above.

3. Authorities and Discussion of Right to Notice

AS 28.05.131 Opportunity for Hearing Required

(a) [T}he Department ofPublic Safety ....shall give notice ofthe opportunity
for an administrative hearing before ....a vehicle is impounded by that department.
Ifaction is required under this section and prior opportunity for a hearing cannot
be afforded, the appropriate department shall promptly give notice ofthe
opportunity for a hearing soon after the action as possible to the parties
concerned.

"The purpose ofnotice under the Due Process Clause is to apprise the
affected individual of, and permit adequate preparation for, an impending
"hearing. " Memphis Light, Gas & Water Div. v. Craft, 436 U.S. I (U.S. Supreme
Court 1978)

5
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"[Ilfan applicantfor the writ knows that he is dealing with an uneducated,
uninformed consumer with little access to legal help and little familiarity with
legal procedures, there may be a substantial possibility that summary seizure of
property - however unwarranted - may go unchallenged, and the applicant may
feel that he can act with impunity. " Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1983)

AAG Peterson (and amazingly the Alaska Court ofAppeals during Haeg's

original appeal) claims that the due process "notice" required after the seizure of

property is "notice" that the property was seized - and that because most of

Haeg's property was seized in his presence this satisfied the "notice" required by

due process. Yet as proven by AS 28.05.131 and the U.S. Supreme Court above

the notice required is notice ofyour right to a hearing to protest the seizure.

And the reason why the state and Haeg's attorneys never gave Haeg notice

of his right to a hearing to protest the false seizure warrants is clear - it would

have been exposed the state was falsifying evidence locations to frame Haeg for

guiding violations.

4. Authorities and Discussion of Rule 410

Rule 410. Inadmissibility of Plea Discussions in Other Proceedings.
(a) Evidence of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or of an offer to plead guilty or
nolo contendere to the crime charged or any other crime, or ofstatements or
agreements made in connection with any of the foregoing pleas or offers, is not
admissible in any civil or criminal action, case or proceeding against the
government or an accusedperson who made the plea or offer if:
(i) A plea discussion does not result in a plea ofguilty or nolo contendere,

To foster negotiations the rule provides that nothing that is said during plea
bargaining may be used against the accused in any proceeding, whether criminal,
civil or administrative. Thus, the accused is free to discuss the case without resort
to hypothetical statements of fact and without fear that a slip of the tongue may be
devastating at a later trial or other proceeding.

6
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AAG Peterson, Cole, and Robinson (and amazingly the Court ofAppeals

itself) claim Rule 410 only prevents plea agreement statements, if no plea

agreement is made, from being used during a prosecutions "case in chief'. Yet as

clearly shown above the statement may not be used for anything - let alone in

charges forcing someone to trial- as happened in Haeg's case. In his reply brief,

and in the affidavit he drew up for Haeg to sign, Robinson repeatedly claimed the

state could not use Haeg's statement in the charges forcing Haeg to trial. Yet now

that Haeg has been convicted and Robinson is forced to cover up (so he cannot be

sued for malpractice), everyone now claims Haeg's statement could be used to

force Haeg to trial- more collusion, perjury, and cover up.

5. Authorities and Discussion of Who Makes Decisions

Brookhart v. Janis, 384 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court 1966) ruled it is the
defendant, not the attorney, who is captain of the ship: "Although the attorney can
make some tactical decisions, the ultimate choice as to which direction to sail is
left up to the defendant. The question is not whether the route taken is correct;
rather, the question is whether [the defendant] approved the course." ... "The
defendant, and not his lawyer or the State, will bear the personal consequences of
a conviction... And although he may conduct his own defense ultimately to his
own detriment, his choice must be honored out of 'that respect for individual
which is the lifeblood of the law.'" (Quoting People v. Malkin, 250 N. Y. 185,
350-51 (1970) Brennan, J. concurring).

AAG Peterson, Robinson, and even Judge Bauman claim that Robinson

could decide not to call Cole as a witness after: (1) Haeg had demanded Cole be

forced to testify at Haeg's sentencing in response to 56 written questions Haeg had

prepared for Cole to be asked - questions that would prove Haeg had given up a
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year of his livelihood on the promises of Cole and the state and then been screwed

out of it by Cole and the state; (2) Haeg had demanded and paid Robinson to

subpoena Cole and Robinson had done so; Haeg had paid for Cole's witness fees;

Haeg had paid for Cole's airline ticket; Haeg had paid for Cole's hotel room;

Robinson never told Haeg that Robinson had received a letter from Cole stating

that Cole would not show up in response to the subpoena; Robinson never told

Haeg that he did not intend on calling Cole to testify; and Robison told Haeg that

nothing could be done after Cole failed to show up to testify,

It is clear Robison had sold Haeg out and was in actuality representing

Cole's interest in not exposing Cole's collusion/conspiracy with the state to

deprive Haeg of a year of his livelihood for absolutely nothing. It is clear that

calling Cole was exercising Haeg's right to confront the witnesses against him as

Haeg demanded and paid for, it was Robinson's duty to follow Haeg's orders - as

the U.S. Supreme Court in Brookhart above demanded Robinson do.

And Robinson's recent excuse for not doing so is absurd: Robinson claims

waiving attorney/client privilege by calling Cole could have harmed Haeg - yet

Cole was subpoenaed to Haeg's sentencing and Robinson had already had Haeg

himself testify at trial, where the state was allowed to ask Haeg anything and

everything they wanted and Haeg was required to answer. So Cole's testimony

could not possibly harm Haeg - it could only help.

6. Authorities and Discussion of Using Court of Appeals Decision
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NOTICE

Memorandum decisions of this court do not create legal precedent.
See Alaska Appellate Rule 214(d) and Paragraph 7 of the Guidelines of
Publication of Court ofAppeals Decision (Court ofAppeals Order No.3).
Accordingly, this memorandum decision may not be cited as binding
precedent for any proposition of law.

AAG Peterson (and Judge Bauman) have both cited the Alaska

Court ofAppeals (COA,s) decision in Haeg's appeal as legal precedent in

Haeg PCR - even though the decision in Haeg's appeal was a memorndum

decision that cannot be used. In addition, the COA's decisions in Haeg's

appeal are provably corrupt:

a. The COA's refused to stay Haeg's appeal so he could file for

PCR, violating the COA's own precedent in State v. Jones, 759 P.2d 558

(AK 1988). This added over 3 years to the attempt to starve Haeg out.

b. The COA's gave the state 380 days in which to file their

appellee brief after Haeg filed his appellant's brief- when Appellate Rule

217 requires the state to file within 20 days of Haeg's filing. This added

over a year to the attempt to starve Haeg out. See Haeg's 1-8-08 opposition.

c. The COA's gave the state a "do over" - by telling the state to

file a second brief after the COA's claimed the state's first brieffailed to

refute Haeg's claims oferror. This prevented Haeg from winning on appeal

- as he should have - and added years to the attempt to starve him out.
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d. The COA's failed to address Haeg's biggest and most plainly

identified issue that would have required Haeg's conviction be overturned

using the court record of Haeg's trial alone: that the state knowingly

presented false testimony against Haeg at trial. Even after Haeg filed a

motion for reconsideration the COA's refused to address this issue. This

prevented Haeg from winning on appeal - as he should have - and added

years to the attempt to starve him out. See Haeg's appeal brief and motion

for reconsideration.

e. The COA's ruled that Haeg was "hunting" because his

activities for the wolf control program were governed by title 16 and thus

Haeg could be convicted of same-day airborne hunting. Yet 5AAC 92.039

"Permit for taking wolves using aircraft" (the permit Haeg was given to

take wolves from and aircraft) states:

"[T]he methods and means authorized in a permit issued under this
section are independent ofall other methods and means restrictions in AS
16 and this title. "

In addition, 5AAC 92.11O(m) states:

"A wolf population reduction or wolf population regulation program
established under this section [the section governing Haeg's permit] is
independent of, and does not apply to, hunting... "

It is clear the COA's falsified the law to prevent Haeg from winning

on appeal - as he should have - and added years to the attempt to starve

him out. See COA's decision.
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f. The COA's ruled Haeg did not litigate, in the district court,

that the prosecutor violated Evidence Rule 410. Yet Haeg's May 6, 2005

affidavit, filed with the district court, and Robinson's May 6, 2005 reply,

prove the COA's claim is false. It is clear the COA's falsified the facts to

prevent Haeg from winning on appeal - as he should have - and added

years to the attempt to starve him out.

g. The COA's ruled that Haeg's statement could be used

against Haeg as long as it was not used in the state's "case-in-chief." Yet as

Evidence Rule 410 proves this is false. It is clear the COA's falsified

Evidence Rule 410 to prevent Haeg from winning on appeal - as he should

have - and added years to the attempt to starve him out.

h. The COA's ruled it didn't matter that Haeg's statement was

used to convict Haeg, as there was other evidence available. Yet Evidence

Rule 410, the Alaska Supreme Court, DC District Court, and u.S. Supreme

Court hold this cannot happen:

"The Government must do more than negate the taint; it must affirmatively
prove that its evidence is derived from a legitimate source wholly independent of
the compelled testimony." Kastigar v. United States, 406 U.S. 441 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1972)

"[N]one of the testimony or exhibits ...became known to the prosecuting
attorneys ... either from the immunized testimony itselfor from leads derived from
the testimony, directly or indirectly ...we conclude that the use of immunized
testimony by witnesses to refresh their memories, or otherwise to focus their
thoughts, organize their testimony, or alter their prior or contemporaneous
statements, constitutes evidentiary use rather than nonevidentiary use. This
observation also applies to witnesses who studied, reviewed, or were exposed to
the immunized testimony in order to prepare themselves or others as witnesses.
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When the government puts on witnesses who refresh, supplement, or
modify that evidence with compelled testimony, the government uses that
testimony to indict and convict.

From a prosecutor's standpoint, an unhappy byproduct of the Fifth
Amendment is that Kastigar may very well require a trial within a trial (or a trial
before, during, or after the trial) if such a proceeding is necessary for the court to
determine whether or not the government has in any fashion used compelled
testimony to indict or convict a defendant. If the government chooses
immunization, then it must understand that the Fifth Amendment and Kastigar
mean that it is taking a great chance that the witness cannot constitutionally be
indicted or prosecuted.

Finally, and most importantly, an ex parte review in appellate chambers is
not the equivalent of the open adversary hearing contemplated by Kastigar. See
United States v. Zielezinski, 740 F.2d 727, 734 (9th Cir.1984) Where immunized
testimony is used ... the prohibited act is simultaneous and coterminous with the
presentation; indeed, they are one and the same. There is no independent violation
that can be remedied by a device such as the exclusionary rule: the ...process itself
is violated and corrupted, and the [information or trial] becomes indistinguishable
from the constitutional and statutory transgression.

This burden may be met by establishing that the witness was never
exposed to North's immunized testimony, or that the allegedly tainted testimony
contains no evidence not "canned" by the prosecution before such exposure
occurred.

If the government has in fact introduced trial evidence that fails the
Kastigar analysis, then the defendant is entitled to a new trial. If the same is true as
to grand jury evidence, then the indictment must be dismissed." United States v.
North, 910 F.2d 843 (D.C.Cir. 1990)

"We do not doubt that, in theory, strict application of use and derivative use
immunity would remove the hazard of incrimination. Because we doubt that
workaday measures can, in practice, protect adequately against use and derivative
use, we ultimately hold that [former] AS 12.50.101 impermissibly dilutes the
protection of article I, section 9.

Procedures and safeguards can be implemented, such as isolating the
prosecution team or certifying the state's evidence before trial, but the accused
often will not adequately be able to probe and test the state's adherence to such
safeguards.
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One of the more notorious recent immunity cases, United States v. North,
910 F.2d 843_(D.C.Cir.) modified, 920 F.2d 940 (D.C.Cir.1990) illustrates another
proof problem posed by use and derivative use immunity.

First, the prosecution could use the compelled testimony to refresh the
recollection of a witness testifying at North's criminal trial. The second problem,
however, is more troublesome. In a case such as North, where the compelled
testimony receives significant publicity, witnesses receive casual exposure to the
substance of the compelled testimony through the media or otherwise. Id. at 863.
In such cases, a court would face the insurmountable task of determining the
extent and degree to which "the witnesses' testimony may have been shaped,
altered, or affected by the immunized testimony." Id.

The second basis for our decision is that the state cannot meaningfully safeguard
against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony. Nonevidentiary use "include
assistance in focusing the investigation, deciding to initiate prosecution, refusing
to plea-bargain, interpreting evidence, planning cross-examination, and otherwise
generally planning trial strategy." United States v. McDaniel, 482 F.2d 305,311
(8th Cir.1973). Innumerable people could come into contact with the compelled
testimony, either through official duties or, in a particularly notorious case,
through the media. Once persons come into contact with the compelled testimony
they are incurably tainted for nonevidentiary purposes.

This situation is further complicated ifpotential jurors are exposed to the
witness' compelled testimony through wide dissemination in the media.

When compelled testimony is incriminating, the prosecution can "focus its
investigation on the witness to the exclusion of other suspects, thereby working an
advantageous reallocation of the government's financial resources and personnel."
With knowledge of how the crime occurred, the prosecution may refine its trial
strategy to "probe certain topics more extensively and fruitfully than otherwise."
Id. These are only some of the possible nonevidentiary advantages the prosecution
could reap by virtue of its knowledge of compelled testimony.

Even the state's utmost good faith is not an adequate assurance against
nonevidentiary uses because there may be "non-evidentiary uses ofwhich even the
prosecutor might not be consciously aware." State v. Soriano, 68 Or.App. 642, 684
P.2d 1220, 1234 (1984) (only transactional immunity can protect state
constitutional guarantee against nonevidentiary use of compelled testimony). We
sympathize with the Eighth Circuit's lament in McDaniel that "we cannot escape
the conclusion that the [compelled] testimony could not be wholly obliterated
from the prosecutor's mind in his preparation and trial of the case." McDaniel, 482
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F.2d at 312. This incurable inability to adequately prevent or detect nonevidentiary
use, standing alone, presents a fatal constitutional flaw in use and derivative use
immunity.

Because of the manifold practical problems in enforcing use and derivative use
immunity we cannot conclude that [former] AS 12.50.101 is constitutional.
Mindful of Edward Coke's caution that 'it is the worst oppression, that is done by
colour ofjustice,' we conclude that use and derivative use immunity is
constitutionally infirm." State ofAlaska v. Gonzalez, 853 P2d 526 (Ak Supreme
Court 1993)

It is clear the COA's falsified the law to prevent Haeg from winning

on appeal- as he should have - and added years to the attempt to starve

Haeg out.

I. The COA's ruled that Judge Murphy did not prevent Haeg

from claiming he was not hunting. Yet Judge Murphy specifically ruled

before trial that Haeg could not claim he was not hunting and Judge

Murphy did not allow a jury instruction that Haeg's permit prevented

hunting convictions. It is clear the COA's falsified the facts to prevent

Haeg from winning on appeal - as he should have - and added years to the

attempt to starve him out.

J. The COA's ruled that the "notice" required by due process

regarding property seizure is "notice" the property has been seized - not

notice that you are entitled to a hearing to contest. As shown above in AS

28.05.131 and U.S. Supreme Court case Memphis Light above this is false.

It is clear the COA's falsified the law to prevent Haeg from winning on
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appeal - as he should have - and added years to the attempt to starve him

out.

k. The COA's ruled Haeg's attorney had "waived" numerous

rights by not bringing them up at the proper time or in an improper way but

then ruled that Haeg had to litigate this during PCR. Yet the COA's refused

to stay Haeg's appeal so he could do so and refused to order the district

court to accept Haeg's PCR application after the district court refused to do

so. See Haeg's 1-8-08 opposition.

7. Authorities and Discussion of Attorney Dolifka's Testimony

Attorney Dale Dolifka investigated the COA's decision in Haeg's

case, including presenting the COA's decision to other attorneys and

former judges, and all agreed the Court ofAppeal's decision violated the

Appellate Rules:

8-25-10 Dale Dolitka Testimony

Superior Court Judge Stephanie Joannides presiding

Mr. Haeg: Ok -um- do you remember saying something 'sold your soul
for a deal and then the State and Cole sold you down the river'. Is that?

Mr. Dolifka: I - I could have very well said that ...

Mr. Haeg: Ok.

Mr. Dolifka: Cause your - your whole plea thing just boggles my mind to
this day.
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Mr. Haeg: Ok 'other than just an outright payoff of a judge or jury it is
hard to imagine anyone being sold down the river more'?

Mr. Dolifka: I don't remember saying that but I - I might of.

Mr. Haeg: Ok -um- -uh- ...

Mr. Dolifka: That could have been in the context of- of all of the - the
little travels ... I mean your stuff even with the proprieties that went on I'm so glad
you got a new judge on this because one of the things that smelled so bad to - to
lay people was all the stuff that you filed for new judge about. The judge riding
around with the Trooper and commandeering vehicles. I mean that smelled to
high heaven. Especially to non-lawyers. That was one of the things he
community was most outraged was just. ..

Mr. Haeg: Well and not only that - that when I went to the single
investigator ofjudicial conduct and I can prove she lied. I mean that and when she
told me - well I guess I'm testifying but ... Is the fact that she investigated and
because she's been the only judicial investigator for 21 years and - and you
reading the stuff should know she lied. Was that a concern?

Mr. Dolifka: Of course. I mean it was and it was ... Look at the people that
are here today. It was those things that became so troubling. Not only in your
case but other cases down there. You would see this stuff and you would just go
'my god that cannot be ...

Mr. Haeg: Ok.

Mr. Dolifka: .. .true' ...

Mr. Haeg: Ok. Well let me - I'll just 'your end ofthe bargain was not
met. It was heads I win tails you loose. You didn't even have to be a lawyer or
you don't even have to be a lawyer to know inherently there's something wrong
with that'.

Mr. Dolifka: I - I'm sure I said that and I still feel that way. That how you
- when you went and told everything that you did thinking you had an agreement.
Turns out you didn't have agreement and your charges got exponentially
increased. That statement I made right there. I absolutely said it. I'm sure and I
agree with it today.
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Mr. Haeg: Ok if! told - 'ifyou told a thousand ordinary citizens that for a
deal you went in an spilled your guts and then never got the deal they would find
that appalling. That's what smelled so bad to me'?

Mr. Dolifka: I'm sure I said that.

Mr. Haeg: -Um- 'the fruit of the poisonous tree started with the warrants
which claimed all the evidence was found where you guide. The dominos should
have all went down right there. That's what I thought Chuck would latch onto'?

Mr. Dolifka: Well yeah when - when I read your case and the lay people
here read your case it appears that the whole the whole foundational things built
on a lie. Unless we're all misreading it it looks like it - it the whole deal about
section this and all the affidavits. Everything had it. And then the hearing while it
wasn't that at all it - when I used it. .. And that was kind of odd thing to use as
fruit of the poisonous tree. We all had that. For us old coots that was a common
theory in law school. And once you poison something it's like a house without a
foundation. So all the good folks that are here today that we would talk about - I
think almost everyone goes back to that original seminal issue that how the hell
did this case go on when it appears to lay people and to me a lot of it was built on
a lie in a sworn affidavit?

Judge Joannides: And Mr. Haeg just want to tell you that this kind of
information (undecipherable) is the kind of information that generally goes to PCR
judge about the legal defects in the case.

Mr. Haeg: -Um- 'Everyone in your case has had a political price to pay if
they did right by you. If they did right by you the DA would take it out on them
and other cases. Then you got the case of your lawyer and the other lawyer got
hurt. You had a series ofsituations which everyone was doing things to protect
everyone rather than you because there was a price to pay'?

Mr. Dolifka: I agree with that.

Mr. Haeg: Ok. -Um- 'Your case has shades of Selma in the 60's. Where
judges, sheriffs, and even assigned lawyers were all in cahoots together'?

Mr. Dolifka: Well I don't remember that but as a southerner I probably said
that.

Mr. Haeg: But anyway let me just see if you remember this. 'The reason
why you have still not resolved your legal problems is corruption. I can tell you

. exactly what happened. In the early stages you were one of the first that I realized
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it was corruption. At first I thought it was ineptness. Over time in this journey
with you here's a corrupt case here's a corrupt case and here's a corrupt case.
Now here's what happens when they come up on appeal. You have a Supreme
Court sitting there looking at a pile of dung and ifthey right by you and reveal you
know you have the attorneys going down, you have the magistrates going down,
you have the troopers going down. You are one small part ofthe pocket. A lot of
lawyers would agree with me. The reason is all gummed up at the top. You're
just one ofmany. It's absolute unadulterated self-bred corruption '?

Mr. Dolifka: If that was in that era down there I - I probably did say that. I
- I was - I had got to such a point of cynicism that I - I was ready to throw in the
towel.

Mr. Haeg: Ok and then you ...

Mr. Dolifka: But 1...

Mr. Haeg: ...you gone on 'I talked to JudgeHanson about this. I talked to
Judge Hanson for 3 hours about your case. I lean on him all the time. He now
sees it. The system crushes them. I don't have any question now because I
couldn't figure out why your appeal could be over and done with. I walked over
here and lawyer A says my god they're violating every appeal rule ever. How can
it be like this? s

Mr. Dolifka: Well I probably...

Mr. Haeg: Ok. I mean this is you know then you said 'I absolutely have
no faith left in the system'?

Mr. Dolifka: During that time that I probably would have said that.

8. Authorities and Discussion of Perjury

AS 11.56.200. Perjury
(a) A person commits the crime of perjury if the person makes a false
sworn statement which the person does not believe to be true.
(b) In a prosecution under this section, it is not a defense that
(1) the statement was inadmissible under the rules of evidence; or
(2) the oath or affirmation was taken or administered in an irregular
manner.
(c) Perjury is a class B felony.
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AS 11.56.235. Retraction as a defense.
(a) In a prosecution under AS 11.56.200 or 11.56.230, if the false statement
was made in an official proceeding, it is an affirmative defense that the
defendant expressly retracted the false statement
(I) during the course of the same official proceeding;
(2) before discovery ofthe falsification became known to the defendant;
(3) before reliance upon the false statement by the person for whom it was
intended; and
(4) if the official proceeding involved a trier offact, before the subject
matter of the official proceeding was submitted to the ultimate trier of fact.

AAG Peterson and Robinson claim that it was not perjury when Trooper

Gibbens "corrected" himself only after he knew his sworn false trial testimony had

.been discovered. Yet this is by definition perjury - the person giving the false

sworn testimony can only "correct" themselves before they know their false

testimony has been found out - not after they know it has been found out.

8. Miscellaneous

a. AAG Peterson having Haeg threatened with physical harm ifHaeg

continued to pursue post conviction relief.

b: Leaders threatening to harm Cole if Cole advocated for Haeg.

c. Peterson never answering and talking in circles when asked by Judge

Bauman to address the state using Haeg's statement in the charging information

that Haeg went to trial on.
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d. Peterson repeatedly referring to the "deposition" of Scot Leaders -

when Haeg was never informed Leaders was deposed, given an opportunity to

attend the deposition, or given an opportunity to cross-examine Leaders.

e. When Haeg filed a criminal complaint of the troopers perjury against

Haeg it was "investigated" and dismissed by Roger Rom - the state attorney who,

at the very same time of his "investigation", was defending the state's conviction

ofHaeg. All authorities, including the Alaska Bar Association, hold this is an

unacceptable conflict of interest.

f. State ethics attorney Dave Jones ruling that it was not unethical for

troopers to commit perjury at trial. By definition acts that are illegal are unethical.

g. Judge Bauman's dismissal ofHaeg's claim and evidence against

ACJC investigator Greenstein, when all who have looked at the evidence claim

this alone is enough to overturn Haeg's conviction - and then investigator

Greenstein's dismissal ofHaeg's complaint against Judge Bauman without

addressing Haeg's claim or the evidence against him - and then ACJC chairman

Judge Esch having to reverse Greenstein's dismissal ofHaeg's complaint against

Judge Bauman.

h. ACJC chairman Judge Esch denying Haeg's request to testify,

during ACJC open public testimony, about ACJC investigator Greenstein's

corruption - and then Judge Esch having Haeg met by a trooper SWAT team when

he attended the open pubic testimony portion of the ACJC meeting.
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I. Judge Bauman's dismissal of Judge Joannides 2 separate referrals to
'j-

the Alaska Commission on Judicial Conduct - referrals which certify evidence

that Judge Murphy, Trooper Gibbens, and judicial conduct investigator Greenstein

conspired to cover up the corruption of Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens

during Haeg's trial and sentencing.

J. Judge Bauman's dismissal of the fact that Judge Joannides ruled that

at a minimum Judge Murphy gave the appearance of impropriety (which is in

itself unacceptable according to Judicial Canons) while she presided over Haeg's

prosecution.

k. Judge Bauman ruling that Haeg was "indigent" and then ruling Haeg

must pay for depositions and denying Haeg' request for transcriptions of

depositions taken by the state. See Nichols v. State, 425 P.2d 247 (AK 1967):

"In the recent decision ofLong v. District Court oflowa, the United States
Supreme Court held that a refusal of a stat court to furnish an indigent prisoner
with a transcript.. .. was to deny the prisoner the equal protections of the laws."

I. Attorney Robinson's sworn deposition testimony that he never said

there was a "good old boys club" of "judges, magistrates, prosecutors, and

troopers that protect their own" against claims of perjury and corruption - when

Haeg has tape recordings ofRobinson stating exactly this.

m. The official record ofthe Alaska Bar Association proceedings

against Cole coming up "empty" and the Bar's refusal to reconstruct the official

record with Haeg's recordings that were made at the very time in question-
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forcing Haeg to appeal, with an "empty" record, the fact Cole testified under oath

that Haeg had immunity and could not be prosecuted - but let him be anyway after

being threatened by the state.

n. The evidence "missing" out of the official court record of Haeg's

prosecution - evidence that would have provided the motive for Haeg's actions

and would have destroyed the state's case Haeg's actions were to benefit his

business.

o. Haeg's public defenders "not being able to meet statutory

obligations" - and forcing Haeg to represent himself.

p. AAG Peterson's 14-page opposition to Haeg representing himself.

q. Judge Bauman first denying oral arguments on the state's first

motion to dismiss - and then Judge Bauman holding oral arguments on the state's

first motion to dismiss - after he had already decided this motion.

r. Judge Murphy, Magistrate Woodmancy, and ACJC investigator

Greenstein hiring private criminal defense attorneys after Haeg's subpoenas.

s. Director of the Alaska State Troopers, Colonel Keith Mallard, telling

Haeg that Haeg's allegations of trooper perjury "was just sour grapes" and that he

[Mallard] "will not dignify you [Haeg] with an address to which you can send a

complaint." This response from Mallard came after the FBI told Haeg to contact

Colonel Mallard with the evidence of trooper perjury.
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Conclusion

In spite ofHaeg's best efforts to protest (proven by his protests during

his "interview" and protests when it came up at trial) everyone - including

Leaders, Gibbens, Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to

falsify the evidence to Haeg's guide area in order to destroy Haeg's guide business

and protect the Wolf Control Program.

In spite of Haeg's best efforts to protest (proven by his documenting the

evidence and demanding it be placed in the court record) everyone - including

Leaders, Gibbens, Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to

eliminate any and all evidence the state told Haeg to do exactly as he was charged

with doing in order to destroy Haeg's guide business and protect the Wolf Control

Program - going so far as to take properly admitted evidence out of the official

court record - while leaving in evidence proving it had been admitted.

In spite ofHaeg's best efforts to protest (proven by recordings ofHag and

Cole when Cole was representing Haeg) everyone - including Leaders, Gibbens,

Haeg's own attorneys, and Judge Murphy - worked together to violate Haeg's

right against self-incrimination by telling Haeg he had immunity, telling him he

was required to give a statement, and afterward denying Haeg had been given

immunity when Haeg's statement was used in numerous ways - corruption which

is irrefutably confirmed by the sworn testimony of Cole himself and of the

attorney working with him at the time in question - Kevin Fitzgerald.
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If the state and an ignorant defendant's own attorneys are allowed to work

together to destroy favorable evidence, and to manufacture false evidence, anyone

can be convicted of anything - not matter how innocent they are.

The enormity and growing size of the cover up being attempted is mind-

boggling. Haeg and a growing number of the public continue to watch in horror as

attorney after attorney and judge after judge try to cover up the impossible.

Calmly, inexorably, and with complete disregard to personal consequences Haeg,

along with many others seriously concerned, will continue to very carefully

document the now rapidly expanding corruption, conspiracy, and cover up in his

case and, when no more are willing, or forced, to "drink the loyalty Kool-Aid",

will fly to Washington, DC and not leave until there is a federal prosecution of

everyone involved.

Adickes v. S. H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144 (United States Supreme Court 1970):

"Such, then, is the character of these outrages -- numerous, repeated,
continued from month to month and year to year, extending over many States; all
similar in their character, aimed at a similar class of citizens; all palliated or
excused or justified or absolutely denied by the same class of men. Not like the
local outbreaks sometimes appearing in particular districts, where a mob or a band
of regulators may for a time commit crimes and defy the law, but having every
mark and attribute of a systematic, persistent, well defined organization, with a
fixed purpose, with a regular plan of action. The development of this condition of
affairs was not the work of a day, or even of a year. It could not be, in the nature
of things; it must be slow; one fact to be piled on another, week after week, year
after year....Such occurrences show that there is a pre-concerted and effective
plan by which thousands of men are deprived of the equal protection of the laws.
The arresting power is fettered, the witnesses are silenced, the courts are
impotent, the laws are annulled, the criminal goes free, the persecuted citizen
looks in vain for redress. "

Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (United States Supreme Court 1961):
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"[T]he local administrations have been found inadequate or unwilling to
apply the proper corrective. Combinations, darker than the night that hides them,
conspiracies, wicked as the worst of felons could devise, have gone unwhipped of
justice. Immunity is given to crime, and the records of the public tribunals are
searched in vain for any evidence ofeffective redress.

The State, from lack of power or inclination, practically denied the equal
protection of the law to these persons ...those who representing a State in some
capacity were unable or unwilling to enforce a state law.

[1][ secret combinations of men are allowed by the Executive to band
together to deprive one class of citizens of their legal rights without aproper effort
to discover, detect, and punish the violations of law and order, the State has not
afforded to all its citizens the equal protection of the laws.

Whenever, then, there is a denial of equal protection by the State, the courts
of justice of the nation stand with open doors, ready to receive and hear with
impartial attention the complaints of those who are denied redress elsewhere. Here
may come the weak and poor and downtrodden, with assurance that they shall be
heard. Here may come the man smitten with many stripes and ask for redress.
Here may come the nation, in her majesty, and demand the trial and punishment of
offenders, when all, all other tribunals are closed....

The United States courts are further above mere local influence than the
county courts; their judges can act with more independence, cannot be put under
terror, as local judges can; their sympathies are not so nearly identified with those
of the vicinage; the jurors are taken from the State, and not the neighborhood; they
will be able to rise above prejudices or bad passions or terror more easily. The
marshal, clothed with more power than the sheriff, can make arrests with certainty,
and, with the aid of the General Government, can seize offenders in spite of any
banded and combined resistance such as may be expected. Thus, at least, these
men who disregard all law can be brought to trial.

Does the grim shadow of the State step into the national court, like a goblin,
and terrify us? Does this harmless and helpless ghost drive us from that tribunal -
the State that mocks at justice, the State that licenses outlawry, the State that
stands dumb when the lash and the torch and the pistol are lifted every night over
the quiet citizen?"

Haeg will prevail, no matter how many judges, prosecutors, troopers, or

defense attorneys join the conspiracy to cover up, not because he is strong or
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clever - it is because the axe he swings is named United States Constitution and as

the forces against it grow it will bum brighter and brighter, calling all those sworn

to protect it to its aid. And while a criminal conspiracy ofjudges, prosecutors,

troopers, and defense attorneys is powerful indeed, our Constitution and those

sworn to uphold it are far mightier still and will prevail. Our Constitution and the

countless people who have died for it demand nothing less.

I declare under penalty ofperjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on J1l(// 4, 2 6)2 . A notary public or other official empowered

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorrution.com

David S. Haeg
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on /llct v' '), 2DIl a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the f6110wlhg parties: Peter~on, Judge
Gleaso ,Judge Joann] es U. <Department of Justice, FBI, and media.
By:

---f~7'"""'o.....:>,<-«---'--+---r--&-"'-'''---:1c----
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DAVIDHAEG,

STATE OF ALASKA,

Applicant,

Respondent.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT KENAI ...?~.

-~ttt: Iif:~
~~i;

"t"'"~1:7::c~.~ '-~~'

) . 4P~l '~~~
) '",'-......~.,"'-li?lOI;
) ~ -'~00tJ.
) ~ ~
) POST-CONVICTION RELIEF <. .oe~,..
) Case No. 3KN-I0-01295CI
) (formerly 3HO-I0-00064CI)
)
)
)

v.

(Trial Case No. 4MC-04-00024CR)

4-27-12 Reply to State's Opposition; 4-27-12 Response to Judge Bauman's
Order; 4-27-12 Motion that AAG Peterson be Found in Contempt of Court

and Fined; and 4-27-12 Motion for Independent Investigation of Haeg's Case

COMES NOW Applicant, David Haeg, and hereby files this (1) 4-27-12

reply to state's opposition; (2) 4-27-12 response to Judge Bauman's order; (3) 4-

27-12 motion that AAG Peterson be found in contempt of court and fined $50,000;

and (4) 4-27-12 motion for independent investigation ofHaeg's case.

Prior Proceedings

(1) On April 20, 2012 oral arguments were held concerning AAG

Andrew Peterson's falsification of the law to the court - so that the state could

cover up the illegal seizure and forfeiture of the plane that Haeg used to provide a

livelihood for his family.

(2) On April 2, 2012 Judge Bauman ordered Haeg and the state to

address the recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions in Missouri v. Frye and Lafler v.
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Cooper "as regards to plea negotiation related issues in this case" including

whether they effect "Haeg's claim that the district court erred by failing to inquire

about plea negotiations."

(3) On April 20, 2012 state AAG Peterson filed an opposition to Haeg's

3-19-12 ineffective assistance of counsel memorandum and 3-29-12 Judge

Murphy/Trooper Gibbens memorandum.

Discussion

(1) 4-27-12 reply to state's opposition.

(a) In his opposition AAG Peterson numerous times uses Cole's sworn

Alaska Bar Association (ABA) testimony. Yet during Haeg's deposition of Cole

both Cole and AAG Peterson refused to let Haeg question Cole about his ABA

testimony. See Haeg's ineffective assistance of counsel memorandum. This

unquestionably violates Haeg's constitutional right to confront the witnesses

against him.

(b) AAG Peterson claims Trooper Gibbens' affidavits and trial

testimony he found the wolf kill locations in Game Management Unit (GMU) 19

C were only a misstatements. Yet long before trial both Trooper Gibbens and

prosecutor Scot Leaders had twice been informed (by Haeg and by Tony Zellers

during their "statements") that the locations were false and were actually located

GMU 19-D, the GMU in which the wolf control program was taking place and

where Haeg did not and could not guide. See Haeg's PCR memorandums,

exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement. Yet knowing the affidavits were
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false neither Leaders nor Gibbens corrected the false affidavits. See trial record

and Haeg's PCR memorandum and exhibits. Instead they later continued to falsify

the kill locations at trial with Leaders suborning and accepting Gibbens trial

testimony that the wolves were killed in GMU 19-C. See trial record. Only after

Gibbens knew his perjury had been discovered (when Haeg flat demanded

Robinson force Gibbens, during Gibbens' cross-examination, to admit he knew the

wolves were killed in GMU-19-D) did Gibbens admit he knew his testimony was

false. See trial record. This is the exact definition ofperjury:

AS 11.56.200. Perjury
(a) A person commits the crime of perjury if the person makes a false
sworn statement which the person does not believe to be true.
(b) In a prosecution under this section, it is not a defense that
(1) the statement was inadmissible under the rules of evidence; or
(2) the oath or affirmation was taken or administered in an irregular
manner.
(c) Perjury is a class B felony.

AS 11.56.235. Retraction as a defense.
(a) In a prosecution under AS 11.56.200_or 11.56.230, if the false statement
was made in an official proceeding, it is an affirmative defense that the
defendant expressly retracted the false statement
(1) during the course of the same official proceeding;
(2) before discovery of the falsification became known to the defendant;
(3) before reliance upon the false statement by the person for whom it was
intended; and
(4) if the official proceeding involved a trier of fact, before the subject
matter of the official proceeding was submitted to the ultimate trier of fact.

This known perjury by Trooper Gibbens, or even its acceptance by

prosecutor Leaders - who also had been told the wolves had been killed in

GMU 19-D, means Haeg's conviction is invalid:

3
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"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be
such by representatives of the State, is a denial ofdue process, and there is
also a denial of due process, when the State, though not soliciting false
evidence, allows it to go through uncorrected when it appears. Principle
that a State may not knowingly use false evidence, including false
testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, implicit in any concept of ordered
liberty, does not cease to apply merely because the false testimony goes
only to the credibility of the witness." Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1959)

"[T]he dignity of the U.S. Government will not permit the conviction
of any person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and free
nation does not need convictions based upon such testimony. It cannot
afford to abide with them." Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1956)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and
hearing if state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf, has
contrived conviction through pretense of trial which in truth is used as
means of depriving defendant of liberty through deliberate deception of
court and jury by presentation of testimony known to be perjured, and in
such case state's failure to afford corrective judicial process to remedy the
wrong when discovered by reasonable diligence would constitute
deprivation ofliberty without due process." Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S.
103 (U.S. Supreme Court 1935)

"The principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence,
including false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, [is] implicate in
any concept of ordered liberty ... " Giles v. Maryland, 386 U.S. 66 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1967)

"We hold the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment is
violated when a defendant has to stand trial on an indictment which the
government knows is based partially on perjured testimony ..." United
States v. Basurto, 497 F.2d 781 (9th Cir. 1974)

And once Haeg and Zellers pointed out Gibbens' affidavit had

falsified the evidence locations to Haeg's guiding GMU and that this meant

the state's claim Haeg was killing wolves for his own benefit was false, the

state was obligated to correct the affidavits:
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"[A]ll evidence obtained by searches & seizures in violation of the
Federal Constitution is inadmissible in a criminal trial in a state. Nothing
can destroy a government more quickly than its failure to observe its own
laws, or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own existence." Mapp v.
Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (U.S. Supreme Court 1961)

"Once defendant has shown that specific statements in affidavit
supporting search warrant are false, together with statement of reasons in
support of assertion of falsehood, burden then shifts to State to show that
statements were not intentionally or recklessly made." Lewis v. State, 9
P.3d 1028, (Ak.,2000)

"State & federal constitutional requirement that warrants issue only
upon a showing of probable cause contains the implied mandate that the
factual representations in the affidavit be truthful." State v. Davenport, 510
P.2d 78, (Ak.,1973)

"Misstatements on warrants were material and intentional, justifying
suppression of evidence obtained through use of the warrants." State v.
White, 707 P2d 271 (Ak., 1985)

"'[Defendant] has everything to gain and nothing to lose' in filing a
motion to suppress ... " U.S. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440 (9th Cir. 1991).

And irrefutable proof the known perjury harmed Haeg is the fact

Judge Murphy specifically cited the false locations to justify Haeg's severe

sentence. And if Judge Murphy used the known false testimony to sentence .

Haeg it is certain Haeg's jury used it to convict him. See court record.

(c) AAG Peterson claims that Cole and Robinson believe that the

misstatements by Gibbens were not intentional. Yet if Cole or Robinson admitted

the misstatements were intentional and they did nothing they would be admitting

they had committed ineffective assistance of counsel and malpractice - while

denying the misstatement was intentional would help insure Haeg remained
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convicted and thus not legally able to sue them for malpractice. See Shaw v. State,

816 P.2d 1358 (AK Supreme Court 1991):

"We hold that a convicted criminal defendant must obtain post
conviction relief before pursuing an action for legal malpractice against his
or her attorney. The requirement of post-conviction relief promotes judicial
economy because many issues litigated in the quest for post-conviction
relief will be duplicated later in the legal malpractice action. This is because
dispositive post-conviction relief is relevant to the issue of proximate
causation. The burden of proof in the two proceedings is similar."

This is an incredibly potent motive for both Cole and Robinson to falsely

claim they did not think Gibbens intentionally falsified the evidence locations to

GMU 19-C, the GMU in which Haeg guided.

(d) AAG Peterson claims that although Gibbens' affidavit claims the

wolves were killed in GMU 19-C the affidavit makes no mention that Haeg is a

big game guide and/or that his lodge is located in GMU 19-C. Yet Gibbens'

affidavit specifically states:

"Within the remote camp know as Trophy Lake Lodge located near
Under Hill Creek near the Upper Swift River in GMU 19-C. ..Trophy Lake
Lodge is located in Game Management Unit 19-C and is large guide camp
which Haeg owns and uses/or both commercial and private use ..."

See Haeg's PCR memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to

supplement.

(e) AAG Peterson claims that Cole explained evidence could not be

suppressed unless the false statement was intentional. Yet Lewis v. State above

and Franks v. Delaware below states the falsehood need only be reckless and if the

state is informed of a falsehood, as they were, they were required to cure the
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falsehood, which they did not. See Franks v. Delaware, 438 U.S. 213 (U.S.

Supreme Court 1978):

"It would be an unthinkable imposition upon [the authority of a
magistrate judge] if a warrant affidavit, revealed after the fact to contain a
deliberately or recklessly false statement, were to stand beyond
impeachment. "

In addition, Gibbens and Leaders' admitted perjury and subornation of

perjury at trial prove the misstatement on the affidavit was intentional. See Haeg's

PCR memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(f) AAG Peterson claimed Cole testified that even guides get the

location of a Game Management Unit wrong. Yet Gibbens and Leaders were both

told about the false evidence location and instead of correcting it they pressed

forward with the same falsehood at trial until finally forced to admit they had

knowingly done so. It is irrefutable that they did so intentionally and maliciously

and it is irrefutable that this falsehood harmed Haeg. See Haeg's PCR

memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(g) AAG Peterson claims Cole testified that since Gibbens affidavit

made no mention of the game management unit that Haeg hunted in a motion to

suppress would not result in a dismissal of the case against Haeg or a return of the

airplane. As already shown above Gibbens affidavit included both the location of

where Haeg hunted and the location ofHaeg's lodge. See Haeg's PCR

memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.
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(h) AAG Peterson claims Cole testified that filing a motion to suppress

would put the case in a trial posture, which was not a favorable position for Haeg.

Yet when Haeg decided to go to trial neither Cole nor Robinson put Haeg's case in

a trial posture by filing motions to suppress, to protest the falsified evidence

locations, to protest the illegal warrants and perjury, to protest the violation of

Haeg's immunity, to protest the state told Haeg it was for the greater good of the

state for Haeg to do exactly as the state charged Haeg with doing, to protest the

witness against Haeg chauffeuring Haeg's trial judge, etc, etc. See court record.

It is exactly as ifHaeg were landing an airplane, told his crew to abort the

landing, and the crew never firewalled the throttle, sucked up the landing gear, or

set flaps for climb. It is no wonder Haeg and family crashed and burned.

(i) AAG Peterson claims that while Haeg at times wanted to fight the

charges, he ultimately agreed to Cole's strategy of negotiating. Yet Haeg has

recordings of Cole, while Cole was representing Haeg, proving that Cole lied to

Haeg about what could be done to fight. In other words Haeg would have never

negotiated if Cole told him the truth - proven by the fact Haeg went to trial

without ever being told the incredible strength of his defenses against the state.

And Peterson's claim, that Haeg ultimately agreed to Cole's strategy of not going

to trial, is irrefutably false - Haeg went to trial. See court record and Haeg's PCR

memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(j) AAG Peterson claims that Cole discussed bonding the plane out with

Haeg. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole, while Cole was representing Haeg,

8
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proving that Cole never discussed bonding the plane out with Haeg. Cole has also

testified under oath that he never discussed bonding the plane out with Haeg. See

Haeg's PCR memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(k) AAG Peterson claims Haeg claimed Cole provided ineffective

representation by allowing Haeg to give a statement to Trooper Gibbens and

prosecutor Leaders. Haeg never claimed this. Haeg claimed that Cole provided

ineffective representation by telling him he had been given immunity, that he was

required to give a statement, and then allowing Haeg to be prosecuted along with

letting the state use his statement to do so. See Haeg's PCR memorandums,

exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(l) AAG Peterson claims that Cole had Haeg give a statement so the

state would not shut Haeg's business down. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole,

while Cole was representing Haeg, proving this was not the case. See Haeg's PCR

memorandum and exhibits. In addition, the state could not legally shut Haeg's

business down before Haeg was charged and convicted. See Haeg's PCR

memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(m) AAG Peterson never refutes that Cole has testified twice under oath

(during his ABA testimony and during his depositionfor this case) that Haeg had

transactional immunity for his statement - preventing Haegfrom ever being

prosecutedfor anything that was discussed during the statement - which was

everything that Haeg was later prosecutedfor.
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"Transactional immunity" affords immunity to the witness from
prosecution for the offense to which the compelled testimony relates.
Black's Law Dictionary (9th Ed.2009).

(n) An attorney working with Cole while Cole was representing Haeg

(Kevin Fitzgerald) has also testified at Cole's request that Haeg had been given

transactional immunity. Even more shocking than this is the fact that Fitzgerald

also testified that prosecutor Leaders had affirmatively told Cole that he (Leaders)

was not going honor Haeg's immunity. See Haeg's PCR memorandum and

exhibits. This proves that not only did Haeg have immunity, Cole knew Leaders

was going to violate it, Cole never told Haeg this, Cole never did anything about

the immunity violation, that Leaders knowingly and maliciously violated Haeg's

immunity and right against self-incrimination, and Cole, Leaders and AAG

Peterson have committed multiple acts of perjury to cover everything up. See

Haeg's PCR memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(0) AAG Peterson claims that during Haeg's "interview" by Leaders and

Gibbens it was never mentioned that Haeg's statement was "immunized" and

would prevent Haeg from being prosecuted. Yet Cole, who was representing Haeg

when Haeg gave the statement (the "interview" took place in Cole's office with

Cole present), has twice testified under oath that Haeg had been given

transactional immunity for the statement - which would prevent Haeg from being

prosecuted. And Cole has testified to the reason he did not protest when Leaders

affirmatively told Cole that he (Leaders) was going to violate Haeg's immunity-
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Leaders and the state threatened to sanction him ifhe did. See Haeg's PCR

memorandums, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

.(p) AAG Peterson claims that even Haeg believed his statement fell

under Evidence Rule 410. Arthur "Chuck" Robinson (who Haeg hired after firing

Cole) told then ignorant Haeg that his statement fell under Evidence Rule 410. As

Haeg was paying Robinson $250 per hour for his expert legal advice it is

understandable that then ignorant Haeg believed Robinson's advice and did not

know it was just another falsehood to cover up the growing scandal. See Haeg's

PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(q) AAG Peterson claims that Cole negotiated a resolution that was very

favorable to Haeg. This "very favorable" resolution included 55 days in jail, 110

hours of community service, $11,000 fine, suspension ofHaeg's guide license (the

primary way for both Haeg and wife to make a livelihood) for 1-3 years, forfeiture

of the plane and other property that was the primary means by which Haeg and

wife provided a livelihood and worth hundreds of thousands of dollars, restitution

of$4500, and suspension of Haeg's trapping license for 10 years. If this is a "very

favorable" resolution for doing exactly what the state asked, one must wonder

what an "unfavorable resolution" might be. This doesn't even take into account

that Haeg was given immunity that prevented Haeg from being prosecuted at all or

that the state intentionally falsified all the evidence locations to justify a guiding

prosecution and strip Haeg of Wolf Control Program law protection. See Haeg's

PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.
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\ (r) AAG Peterson claims Haeg should have accepted any number of

plea agreements the state offered and/or Cole negotiated. Yet AAG Peterson never

once addresses Haeg's claims and proof that Cole (and Robinson) lied to Haeg to

force Haeg to even consider a plea agreement at all - let alone one that involved

harming Haeg's guide business. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(s) AAG Peterson claims the state did not break a plea agreement by

filing an amended information. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole, both when Cole

was representing Haeg and immediately afterward, proving that this is exactly

what the state did. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and

motions to supplement.

(t) AAG Peterson claims there was a complete agreement on November

8, 2004. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole, both when Cole was representing Haeg

and immediately afterward, proving there was no agreement on November 8,

2004. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to

supplement.

(u) AAG Peterson claims the state had the option of changing the

charges to AS 08.54.720(a)(15) when lesser charges had already been filed: Yet·

Haeg had already given up a year of guiding and flown in multiple witnesses from

as far away as Illinois in reliance on the lesser charges. See Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement. After this

detrimental reliance the state could not increase the severity of the charges:
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"When the prosecution makes a 'deal' within its authority and the
defendant relies on it in good faith, the court will not let the defendant be
prejudiced as a result of that reliance." United States v. Goodrich, 493 F.2d
390,393 (9th Cir. 1974).

"The indictment upon which Garcia's convictions are based was
obtained in violation of the express terms ofthe agreement and is therefore
invalid. The upholding of the Government's integrity allows for no other
conclusion." U.S. v. Garcia, 519 F.2d 1343 (9th Circuit 1975)

"Government must adhere strictly to the terms of agreements made
with defendants-including plea, cooperation, and immunity
agreements ... " Santobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 257 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1971)

"[A] court must carefully scrutinize the agreement to determine
whether the government has performed; in doing so, court must strictly
construe the agreement against the government." Stolt-Nielsen v, U.S.,
442 F3d 177 (3d. Cir. 2006)

"Modern notions of due process have belied the notion that a
prosecutor may invoke his discretion to evade promises made to a
defendant or potential defendant as part of an agreement or bargain. That
being the case, a defendant or witness does have more to rely upon than
merely the "grace or favor" of the prosecutor... to allow the defendant
some redress for prosecutorial reneging." Surina v. Buckalew, 629 P.2d
969 (Alaska 1981)

"Where an accused relies on a promise ... to perform an action that
benefits the state, this individual ...will not be able to "rescind" his or her
actions.... In the plea bargaining arena, the United States Supreme Court
has held that states should be held to strict compliance with their promises.
.. .courts consider the defendant's detrimental reliance as the gravamen of
whether it would be unfair to allow the prosecution to withdraw from a plea
agreement. Closson v. State, 812 P.2d 966 (Ak. 1991)

(v) AAG Peterson claims that prosecutor Leaders filed the first

information before Cole made an open sentencing plea agreement for Haeg. Yet

Leaders filed the first information months after Cole billed Haeg for making an
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open sentencing agreement with Leaders. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(w) AAG Peterson claims that Haeg had agreed to forfeit the airplane

before the first information was filed. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole, both when

Cole was representing Haeg and immediately afterward, proving that Haeg never

agreed to forfeit the plane. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and

motions to supplement.

(x) AAG Peterson claims that Leaders was first asked about open

sentencing after business hours on November 8, 2004. Yet Cole billed Haeg for

asking Leaders about open sentencing months before November 8,2004. See

Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(y) AAG Peterson claims that Haeg made an agreement that left nothing

to the courts discretion. Yet Haeg has recordings of Cole, both when Cole was

representing Haeg and immediately afterward, proving that Haeg never agreed to

anything in which left nothing to the courts discretion. See Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(z) Peterson claims that information provided by Haeg during his

"interview" was not used or admitted at trial. Yet during Haeg's 6-11-04

"interview" Gibbens is tape-recorded having Haeg mark in pen on a map where

the wolves were killed.

Gibbens: "Why don't we mark them out with a digit, chronologically?"

Haeg: "yeah"
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Gibbens: "or a 1 where it was with a pen and it will show up just a little

better." See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to

supplement.

Then, during Zellers 6-23-04 "interview" Gibbens is tape-recorded telling

Zellers to confirm the locations that Haeg had already marked in pen on the map.

Gibbens: "Well real quick while I've got the map out I'll have you look it

here and I'll show you the marks that David [HaegJ made and you tell me ifyou

concur or unconcur basically." See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits,

and motions to supplement.

Then prosecutor Leaders himself, on the court record during Haeg's trial,

stated that the map being used and admitted against Haeg was the same exact one

as Haeg made during his "interview". See trial court record, page 281.

Leaders: "This is a map Trooper Gibbens has said - you were the one that,

right, that did this ... "

Gibbens: "Yes."

Leaders: " ...and then it was used in an interview, one with Mr. Haeg, which

is not admissible because it was based on plea negotiations and also with Mr.

Zellers regarding the - where the wolves were taken. "

This map was labeled exhibit # 25 on court record page 286, admitted into

evidence against Haeg on court record page 333, and used against Haeg by

Trooper Gibbens and prosecutor Leaders - see court record pages 333 - 373, 422,
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441,461,467,469,474, and 475. This irrefutably proves that information

provided by Haeg during his interview was used and admitted against him at trial.

Also shocking is that Leaders and Gibbens later work together to deceive

Judge Murphy and Haeg's jury into believing Gibbens placed the marks on the

map. See trial court record, pages 281, 332, and 333.

Leaders: "This is a map Trooper Gibbens has said - you were the one that,

right, that did this?"

Gibbens: "Yes."

Leaders: "And did you mark them somehow on the map?"

Gibbens: "1-1 marked them in pen on the map ..."

This irrefutably proves that not only was the map Haeg made with pen

during his "interview" used and admitted against him at trial, prosecutor Leaders

and Trooper Gibbens conspired to suborn, and commit, perjury to conceal this

from Judge Murphy and Haeg 's jury.

AAG Peterson was given the proof of this and is now affirmatively and

knowingly trying to cover it up. And this doesn't address the fact that the state

released what was in Haeg's statement to the media and all Alaska's major

newspapers published it - so Haeg's jurors were already tainted with Haeg's

statement before his map was admitted against him at trial. See Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(aa) AAG Peterson claims Cole believed that the court would forfeit

Haeg's plane at open sentencing. Yet Cole has testified under oath the reason he
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never told Haeg he could bond the plane out, and was entitled to notice ofa

hearing and a hearing to protest being put out ofbusiness, was because Haeg was

so comatose over the state taking the plane Cole thought Haeg was going to

commit suicide. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions

to supplement. In other words Cole wanted and expected Haeg to commit suicide.

And once a bond is in place ifthe item is forfeited the bond is forfeited - not the

plane. So no matter what happened Haeg would have been able to keep the plane

had Cole told him the truth. And this doesn't even consider the fact that the seizure

affidavits had been intentionally falsified - meaning the plane cannot be forfeited.

(bb) AAG Peterson never once refutes Haeg's claims and evidence Cole

and Robinson lied to Haeg to deprive Haeg of numerous defenses after Haeg had

specifically asked how to defend himself - forcing Haeg, before he began to get

suspicious of both Cole and Robinson, to believe he had to negotiate.

(cc) AAG Peterson claims Haeg's testimony at trial "corroborated"

Gibbens affidavits and that Haeg's allegation, that Gibbens misstatement was

intentionally made, is false. Gibbens affidavits claimed the wolves were killed in

Game Management Unit 19-C. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits, and motions to supplement. Haeg never testified that the wolves were

killed in 19-C - so Haeg's testimony does not "corroborate" Gibbens' testimony.

See court record. And long before trial both Haeg and Zellers (during their

"interviews") informed both Gibbens and Leaders about the false evidence

locations on Gibbens affidavits and neither Gibbens nor Leaders did anything
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about it, as they were required to. See caselaw above and Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement. Irrefutable proof

this falsification was intentional is that Gibbens continued to persist in the GMU

19-C false evidence location, and Leaders continued to accept it, at Haeg's trial

and only after Gibbens knew his falsification at trial had been discovered did he

admit the truth - that the wolves had actually been taken in GMU 19-D. This

proves Gibbens falsification was intentional. See court record. And this

falsification was critical. The states life-destroying claim Haeg must be convicted

of guide crimes rested on their specific argument was Haeg taking wolves where

he guides to benefit his guide business. See court record. Haeg did not, and could

not, guide in GMU 19-D while he did, and could, guide in GMU 19-C. And proof

that this falsification affirmatively harmed Haeg is Judge Murphy's specific use of

the false GMU 19-C location to justify Haeg's severe sentence. See court record.

(dd) AAG Peterson claims that Haeg's own testimony supported that

Haeg ''was involved in the predator control activity to some degree to increase his

business." At trial prosecutor Leaders asked if from where Haeg conducted wolf

control activity wolves and/or moose could travel to Haeg's guide area. As wolves

and/or moose can travel hundreds if not thousands of miles Haeg answered yes 

and this is what the state now claims was Haeg admitting to benefiting his

business. See court record.

(ee) AAG Peterson claims Robinson did not believe a motion to suppress

the search and seizure warrants would have been successful. Yet the evidence is
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overwhelming that the state falsified the warrant affidavits intentionally -

requiring suppression:

"[A]II evidence obtained by searches & seizures in violation of the Federal
Constitution is inadmissible in a criminal trial ina state. Nothing can
destroy a government more quickly than its failure to observe its own laws,
or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own existence." Mapp v. Ohio,
367 U.S. 643 (U.S. Supreme Court 1961)

"Once defendant has shown that specific statements in affidavit supporting
search warrant are false, together with statement of reasons in support of
assertion of falsehood, burden then shifts to State to show that statements
were not intentionally or recklessly made." Lewis v. State, 9 P.3d 1028,
(Ak.,2000)

"State & federal constitutional requirement that warrants issue only upon a
showing of probable cause contains the implied mandate that the factual
representations in the affidavit be truthful." State v. Davenport, 510 P.2d
78, (Ak.,1973)

"Misstatements on warrants were material and intentional, justifying
suppression of evidence obtained through use of the warrants." State v.
White, 707 P2d 271 (Ak., 1985)

"'[Defendant] has everything to gain and nothing to lose' in filing a motion
to suppress... " U.S. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440 (9th Cir. 1991).

(ft) AAG Peterson claims that Robinson denies telling Haeg nothing

could be done about the falsified search and seizure warrants. Yet Haeg has

evidence and witnesses proving Robinson told Haeg nothing could be done. See

Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement. And

when Gibbens admitted to intentionally falsifying the evidence locations at trial

Robinson still did nothing with the false warrants (or proven trial perjury by the

state) to defend Haeg. See court record.
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(gg) AAG Peterson claims that Robinson denies failing to tell Haeg he

was entitled to a prompt post seizure hearing. Yet Haeg has evidence and

witnesses proving Robinson never told Haeg he had right to a prompt post seizure

hearing. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to

supplement.

(hh) AAG Peterson claims that Robinson states Haeg did not want to

bond the plane out because of limited funds. Yet Haeg has evidence and witnesses

proving Haeg never told Robinson he did not want to bond out the plane because
-,

oflack of funds. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions

to supplement.

(ii) AAG Peterson claims that Haeg's motion to bond out the plane -

made to Judge Murphy on July 8, 2005 - was denied. Judge Murphy never ruled

on this motion and it is still outstanding. See court record. In other words not only

is Peterson again making false claims to the court, Judge Murphy has been

falsifying the sworn pay affidavits required by AS 22.15.220 (requiring district

court judges and magistrates to swear under penalty of perjury that nothing,

presented to them for decision has gone undecided for more than 6 months) every

2 weeks for at least 6 Y2 years. This is approximately 169 counts offelony perjury

by Judge Murphy. As Judge Murphy sentenced Haeg to 3 months in jail for a

single count of unsworn falsification Judge Murphy will be sentenced to

approximately 80 years in prison (six months prison per count for sworn

falsification, times 169 counts).
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OJ) AAG Peterson claims Robinson had no proof that the state told Haeg

to take wolves outside the area. Yet Haeg had documented exactly when, where,

how, who, and why he had been told this, Cole testified under oath he submitted

this evidence to the court - proving false Robinson's claim there was no proof.

More disturbing yet is that the evidence Cole submitted to the court was removed

and/or destroyed out of the official court record while proof the evidence had been

in the court record remained. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits,

and motions to supplement. This is the felony of tampering with evidence - while

the court record was in Judge Murphy's possession.

(kk) AAG Peterson claims Robinson felt Haeg claiming the state told him

he must take wolves outside the wolf control area would essentially be admitting

that Haeg actually killed wolves outside the wolf control area. Yet Robinson

actually had Haeg testify he took wolves outside the area. So there could be no

harm - other than presenting a defense that would have prevented Haeg from ever

being charged or convicted. Robinson never did a thing to explain why Haeg

testified the way he did. Worse yet Robinson never did a thing to expose the state

had falsified the evidence locations, from seizure warrants to trial testimony, to

make is seem Haeg was a rogue guide out to benefit his guide business - which,

when combined with Haeg's partial testimony, was devastating. And the reason

Haeg testified at all was Robinson told Haeg that he must testify as the state was

going to use the "bad" parts ofHaeg's statement against Haeg at trial- and for

"good" parts ofHaeg's statement to be heard Haeg had to testify. Robinson
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testified under oath he told Haeg this - irrefutably proving Haeg's "interview"

statement his was used to force Haeg to testify at trial. (AAG Peterson then claims

Haeg "elected" to testify - proven false by the forgoing.) See Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(11) AAG Peterson claims Robinson denies telling Haeg that there was

nothing Haeg could do to enforce the plea agreement violated by the state. Yet

Haeg has tape recordings ofRobinson and witnesses proving Robinson stated the

plea agreement the state violated "was water under the bridge" and nothing could

be done about it. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions

to supplement.

(mm) AAG Peterson claims Robinson denies telling Haeg he would lose at

trial because Cole had given the state everything. Yet Haeg has tape recordings of

Robinson and witnesses proving Robinson stated Haeg would lose at trial because

Cole had given the state everything. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(nn) AAG Peterson claims Robinson stated "unequivocally" that Leaders

never used Haeg's statement against Haeg at trial in the state's "case in chief." Yet

on cross-examination while being deposed Robinson admitted the map Haeg made

during his statement was admitted against Haeg during the state's case in chief.

Robinson then tried to explain this away by claiming that when Zellers pointed at

Haeg's map (after it had been admitted and used against Haeg during Gibbens

testimony) the map then became Zellers' by virtue ofthe fact Zellers pointed at it
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- after it had already been admitted and used against Haeg. See Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement. And Robinson's

claim Haeg's statement was only excluded from being used in the state's "case in

chief' is just more lies and cover up. Evidence Rule 410 prevented Haeg's

statement from used anywhere - as it was in the newspapers and in the charging

informations - not just in the state's case in chief. Robinson himselfhadpreviously

documented that the state could not use Haeg's statement anywhere when

Robinson, in his May 6, 2005 reply, protested the use ofHaeg 's statement in the

informationforcing Haeg to trial. See court record and Evidence Rule 410:

Rule 410. Inadmissibility ofPlea Discussions in Other Proceedings.
(a) Evidence of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or of an offer to plead guilty or
nolo contendere to the crime charged or any other crime, or ofstatements or
agreements made in connection with any of the foregoing pleas or offers, is not
admissible in any civil or criminal action, case or proceeding against the

.government or an accused person who made the plea or offer if:
(i) A plea discussion does not result in a plea ofguilty or nolo contendere,

To foster negotiations the rule provides that nothing that is said during plea
bargaining may be used against the accused in any proceeding, whether criminal,
civil or administrative. Thus, the accused is free to discuss the case without resort
to hypothetical statements of fact and without fear that a slip of the tongue may be
devastating at a later trial or other proceeding.

(00) AAG Peterson claims Robinson denies ever telling Haeg he would

no doubt win on appeaL Yet Haeg has tape recordings ofRobinson and witnesses

proving Robinson told Haeg he would no doubt win appeal - and that this was so

sure Haeg should not even put up a defense at trial. See Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.
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(Pp) AAG Peterson claims Robinson believed Haeg had a valid

''jurisdictional'' challenge and that this was the only possible defense he could

identify. Yet during his deposition Robinson testified under oath that the

"jurisdictional" issue had been cured by the state long before trial - yet Robinson

still pursued it to the exclusion ofall else (the false warrants, the known trial

perjury, the immunity, the statement use, the entrapment, etc.) - even using it as

the basis for Haeg's appeal after trial. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(qq) AAG Peterson claims Robinson denies that Haeg had immunity. Yet

Cole has twice testified under oath that while he represented Haeg the state gave

Haeg immunity. And Fitzgerald, who was working with Cole while Cole

represented Haeg, has also testified the state gave Haeg immunity. In addition,

Fitzgerald testified that prosecutor Leaders had affirmatively stated he (Leaders)

was not going to honor Haeg's immunity. See Haeg's PCR memorandum,

exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(rr) AAG Peterson claims Robinson denies Gibbens committed perjury

at Haeg's trial because "under the rules ofperjury, one is allowed to correct a

misstatement." Yet Robinson also testified Gibbens "corrected" his misstatement

only after he knew his swornfalsehood had beenfound out. This means that

Gibbens, when he first gave the sworn false testimony knew it was false when he

gave it and also proves that he would have never "corrected" his sworn false

testimony had he not been found out. This is by definition perjury:
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AS 11.56.200. Perjury
(a) A person commits the crime ofperjury ifthe person makes a false sworn
statement which the person does not believe to be true.
Perjury is a class B felony.

AS 11.56.235. Retraction as a defense.
(a) In a prosecution under AS 11.56.200 or 11.56.230, if the false statement
was made in an official proceeding, it is an affirmative defense that the
defendant expressly retracted the false statement
(1) during the course of the same official proceeding;
(2) before discovery ofthe falsification became known to the defendant;
(3) before reliance upon the false statement by the person for whom it was
intended; and
(4) if the official proceeding involved a trier offact, before the subject
matter of the official proceeding was submitted to the ultimate trier of fact.

In other words Gibbens cannot retract his testimony and use this as a

defense after he knew his falsehood had beenfound out. Proof the perjury harmed

Haeg - even after Gibbens had admitted it was perjury - was the fact Judge

Murphy specifically used Gibbens' false testimony to specifically justify Haeg's

severe sentence (apparently Judge Murphy forgot Trooper Gibbens had admitted

he had testified falsely) And no one is allowed to be convicted upon known false

testimony by the state:

"Conviction obtained through use of false evidence, known to be such by
representatives of the State, is a denial of due process, and there is also a
denial of due process, when the State, though not soliciting false evidence,
allows it to go through uncorrected when it appears. Principle that a State
may not knowingly use false evidence, including false testimony, to obtain
a tainted conviction, implicit in any concept of ordered liberty, does not
cease to apply merely because the false testimony goes only to the
credibility of the witness." Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264 (U.S. Supreme
Court 1959)

"fTlhe dignity of the U.S. Government will not permit the conviction of any
person on tainted testimony. The government of a strong and free nation
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does not need convictions based upon such testimony. It cannot afford to
abide with them." Mesarosh v. U.S., 352 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court 1956)

"Requirement of 'due process' is not satisfied by mere notice and hearing if
state, through prosecuting officers acting on state's behalf, has contrived
conviction through pretense of trial which in truth is used as means of
depriving defendant of liberty through deliberate deception of court and
jury by presentation of testimony known to be perjured, and in such case
state's failure to afford corrective judicialprocess to remedy the wrong
when discovered by reasonable diligence would constitute deprivation of
liberty without due process." Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1935)

"The principle that a State may not knowingly use false evidence, including
false testimony, to obtain a tainted conviction, [is] implicate in any concept
of ordered liberty ... " Giles v. Maryland, 386 U.S. 66 (U.S. Supreme Court
1967)

(ss) AAG Peterson claims Robinson denies that Cole's presence at

Haeg's sentencing was "relevant" and this is why Robinson did not enforce the

subpoena against Cole. Yet Robinson also testified that Haeg flat demanded Cole

be forced to testify at sentencing about the guide year Cole had Haeg give up

because the state promised to give Haeg credit for it - and about all the state

required Haeg do for a plea agreement they broke after Haeg had paid for it. (Haeg

had also given Robinson a written list of questions he demanded Cole be asked.)

Because Cole would have testified the state promised to give Haeg credit for the

guide year his presence was incredibly relevant at Haeg 's sentencing - as Cole

never testified and Haeg never got credit for the year. Cole has testified that this

effectively turned Haeg's 5-year guide license suspension into a 6-year guide

license suspension. Also disturbing is the fact that long after he had been

sentenced without credit for the year Haeg found a letter from Cole to Robinson
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(in the files Haeg obtained after firing Robinson) in which Cole stated he did not

intend on obeying the subpoena and asked Robinson not to call him as a witness.

Robinson testified he never told Haeg that he did not intend on calling Cole

- even after he decided not to call Cole. This prevented Haeg from firing

Robinson in time to find someone who would force Cole to testify so Haeg would

get credit for the guide year as the state had promised. And ifHaeg would have got

credit for the year it would have proved Haeg had bought andpaidfor charges

less severe than what Haeg hadjust be convicted of-rendering Haeg's conviction

null and void:

"When the prosecution makes a 'deal' within its authority and the defendant relies
on it in good faith, the court will not let the defendant be prejudiced as a result of
that reliance." United States v. Goodrich, 493 F.2d 390,393 (9th Cir. 1974).

"The indictment upon which Garcia's convictions are based was obtained in
violation of the express terms of the agreement and is therefore invalid. The
upholding of the Government's integrity allows for no other conclusion." u.s. v.
Garcia, 519 F.2d 1343 (9 th Circuit 1975)

"Government must adhere strictly to the terms of agreements made with
defendants-including plea, cooperation, and immunity agreements... " Santobello
v. New York, 404 U.S. 257 (U.S. Supreme Court 1971)

"[A] court must carefully scrutinize the agreement to determine whether the
government has performed; in doing so, court must strictly construe the agreement
against the government." Stolt-Nielsen v, U.S., 442 F.3d 177 (3d. Cir. 2006)

"Modem notions of due process have belied the notion that a prosecutor may
invoke his discretion to evade promises made to a defendant or potential defendant
as part of an agreement or bargain. That being the case, a defendant or witness
does have more to rely upon than merely the "grace or favor" of the prosecutor...
to allow the defendant some redress for prosecutorial reneging." Surina v.
Buckalew, 629 P.2d 969 (Alaska 1981)
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"Where an accused relies on a promise... to perform an action that benefits the
state, this individual, ..will not be able to "rescind" his or her actions .... In the
plea bargaining arena, the United States Supreme Court has held that states should
be held to strict compliance with their promises....courts consider the defendant's
detrimental reliance as the gravamen ofwhether it would be unfair to allow the
prosecution to withdraw from a plea agreement." Closson v. State, 812 P.2d 966
(Ak. 1991)

"Detrimental reliance may be demonstrated where the defendant performed some
part of the bargain; for example, where the defendant provides beneficial
information to law enforcement." Reed v. Becka, 333 S.C. 676, 511 S.E.2d 396
(Ct. App. 1999)

"Counsel ineffective for failing to move to compel the state to comply with
pretrial agreement and failing to advise the defendant of this option." State v.
Scott, 602 N.W.2d 296 Wis. 1999

And it is irrefutable it was Haeg's decision, and not Robinson's, to

force Cole to testify at Haeg's sentencing:

Jones v. Barnes. 463 U.S. 745 (U.S. Supreme Court 1983) & Brookhart v. Janis.
384 U.S. 1 (U.S. Supreme Court 1966) ruled it is the defendant, not the attorney,
who is captain of the ship: "Although the attorney can make some tactical
decisions, the ultimate choice as to which direction to sail is left up to the
defendant. The question is not whether the route taken is correct; rather, the
question is whether [the defendant] approved the course." ... "The defendant, and
not his lawyer or the State, will bear the personal consequences of a conviction...
And although he may conduct his own defense ultimately to his own detriment, his
choice must be honored out of 'that respect for individual which is the lifeblood of
the law.''' (Quoting People v. Malkin, 250 N. Y. 185, 350-51 (1970) Brennan, J.
concurring).

(tt) AAG Peterson claims Robinson denies that Haeg ever asked him

(Robinson) to sign an affidavit regarding his representation ofHaeg. Yet the

following June 6, 2006 10:44 AM email was sent to Haeg from Robinson (see

attachment for copy of original) after Haeg requested Robinson sign an affidavit

regarding his representation ofHaeg:
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David:

I'm in receipt of your 5/23/06 letter to me containing a proposed affidavit
or questions for me to fill out. You requested that I let you know by June 1,
2006 if for some reason I was not able or willing to do so. I am unable and
unwilling to fill out the proposed affidavit you sent me. Many of the
questions you ask me to answer call for legal conclusions which I'm not
willing to make. Many of your questions call for speculation on my part
which I will not engage in. Some ofyour questions do not relate in any way
to ineffective assistance of counsel claims.

Chuck Robinson

This proves Robinson's testimony, that Haeg never asked him for an

affidavit regarding his representation ofHaeg, is more felony perjury.

(uu) AAG Peterson claims Haeg's allegations that Trooper Gibbens (the

main witness against Haeg) chauffeured Judge Murphy and ate meals with her

while she presided over Haeg's prosecution, "are simply untrue." Yet Haeg has

affidavits from numerous witnesses stating that they had each personally

witnessed Gibbens chauffeuring Judge Murphy and having meals with her while

she presided over Haeg's prosecution. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits, and motions to supplement. And the official court tape recordings of

Haeg's prosecution captured Judge Murphy and Gibbens themselves joking about

the chauffeuring while Judge Murphy presided over Haeg 's prosecution. See court

record. And Superior Court Judge Stephanie Joannides, after looking at all the

evidence, disqualified Judge Murphy from presiding over Haeg's case for cause

and sent 43 and 77 page certified referrals to the Alaska Commission on Judicial

Conduct (along with sending a copy of the 77 page referral directly to Judge
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Bauman to be placed in the official record ofHaeg's case) documenting Judge

Murphy's corruption and the evidence judicial conduct investigator Marla

Greenstein completely falsified her investigation to corruptly exonerate Judge

Murphy after Haeg's original complaint about the chauffeuring. See Judge

Joannides' certified 77-page referral in court record.

Further proof ofthe incredible corruption is that Haeg filed an Alaska Bar

Association complaint against attorney Greenstein for falsifying that she contacted

the witnesses Haeg provided, along with completely falsifying the testimony they

would have given had they been contacted. Greenstein then filed a verified

document with the Bar certifying that not only had she contacted the witnesses

Haeg provided she had contacted Robinson about the chauffeuring of Judge

Murphy by Gibbens. Yet Robinson has also testified Greenstein never contacted

him and that he also remembered judge Murphy being chauffeured by Gibbens

while she presided over Haeg's prosecution. In other words every single witness

Greenstein claimed to contact during her official investigation ofJudge Murphy

has sworn under oath they were never contacted - and sworn that Greenstein had

completelyfalsified the testimony they would have given had they been contacted.

And when Judge Joannides requested to review Greensteins "confidential"

investigation "in camera", Greenstein refused to provide it to Judge Joannides. See

Judge Joannides 77-page referral and Haeg's motions to supplement.

(vv) AAG Peterson claims Judge Murphy swears she ate all her meals in

the Takusko House or alone in the court office during Haeg's prosecution. Judge
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Murphy apparently never mentions the Hotel McGrath Band B in her affidavit 

where she was also witnessed dining with Trooper Gibbens during Haeg's

prosecution. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to

supplement.

(ww) AAG Peterson claims Judge Murphy swears that although the court

record captured her and Gibbens joking about the chauffeuring it never took place.

Yet the official court tape recordings also capture Judge Murphy admitting she had

no transportation other than Gibbens (she had flown in from Aniak to conduct

Haeg's week long trial and 2 day sentencing in McGrath and there are no rental

cars or public transportation in McGrath). And numerous witnesses have testified

under oath they personally witnessed Gibbens chauffeuring Judge Murphy exactly

as the official tape recordings captured Judge Murphy and Trooper Gibbens joking

about. Numerous witnesses have testified under oath that every single time they

personally seen Judge Murphy arrive or depart the "courthouse" (a small building

which doubles as an Iditarod Sled Dog Race checkpoint) it was with Trooper

Gibbens. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to

supplement.

(xx) AAG Peterson claims Judge Murphy swears that she did ride with

Gibbens once, but it was after Haeg's sentencing. Yet all witnesses have testified

they never seen Judge Murphy walk to or from the courthouse and that every

single time Judge Murphy arrived or departed the courthouse it was in Gibbens

truck with Gibbens driving. And Judge Murphy admitted on the court record she
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had no transportation other than Gibbens. See court record and Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

More incriminating yet is that Judge Murphy and Gibbens testified to

judicial investigator Greenstein that Gibbens never chauffeured Judge Murphy.

See Judge Joannides 77-page referral in court record.

(yy) AAG Peterson claims Judge Murphy swears that she never left the

courthouse on September 29,2005. Yet numerous witnesses claim they personally

witnessed Judge Murphy leave the courthouse in Gibbens truck with Gibbens

driving on September 29,2005. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits,

affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(zz) AAG Peterson claims Trooper Gibbens provided an affidavit

swearing "it would not be uncommon for him to give someone a ride in McGrath

due to the limited options for transportation." This also makes it clear that for
,

Haeg's weeklong trial and 2 day sentencing Judge Murphy was dependant on

Gibbens for her transportation around McGrath.

(aaa) AAG Peterson claims Gibbens swears he remembers giving Judge

Murphy a ride but can't remember when. Yet Gibbens testified to judicial

investigator Greenstein that he never chauffeured Judge Murphy. See Judge

Joannides 77-page referral in court record.

(bbb) AAG Peterson claims Gibbens swears he never had a meal with

Judge Murphy. Yet numerous witnesses have testified that they personally
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witnessed Gibbens having meals with Judge Murphy. See Haeg's PCR

memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to supplement.

(ccc) AAG Peterson claims that Gibbens affidavit supports Murphy's

affidavit. Yet Gibbens never swears he did not chauffeur Judge Murphy during

Haeg's trial and sentencing as Haeg claims - this does not support Judge

Murphy's affidavit.

(ddd) AAG Peterson claims that Robinson, Leaders, and Gibbens refute

that the map Haeg provided to troopers was used against him at trial. Yet this is

not Haeg's claim. Haeg's claim is that during his "interview" he was required to

mark, in pen with numbers, the wolf kill locations on a map provided by Trooper

Gibbens and prosecutor Leaders. As proven in (z) above, Haeg, during his

"interview" with Gibbens and Leaders, was required by Gibbens to mark with

numbers in pen, on a map provided by Gibbens, the locations of the wolf kills:

Gibbens: "Why don't we mark them out with a digit, chronologically?"

Haeg: "yeah"

Gibbens: "or a 1 where it was with a pen and it will show up just a little

better." See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and motions to

supplement.

Then, during Zellers 6-23-04 "interview" Gibbens is tape-recorded telling

Zellers to confirm the locations that Haeg had already marked in pen with

numbers on the map.
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Gibbens: "Well real quick while I've got the map out I'll have you look it

here and I'll show you the marks that David [HaegJ made and you tell me if you

concur or unconcur basically." See Haeg's peR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits,

and motions to supplement.

Leaders on record statements during Haeg's trial irrefutably prove the map

Haeg marked with numbers in ink during his "interview" is the same map

admitted and used against Haeg during trial. See trial court record, page 281.

Leaders: "This is a map Trooper Gibbens has said - you were the one that,

right, that did this ... "

Gibbens: "Yes.':

Leaders: " ...and then it was used in an interview, one with Mr. Haeg, which

is not admissible because it was based on plea negotiations and also with Mr.

Zellers regarding the - where the wolves were taken. "

This map was then labeled exhibit # 25 on court record page 286, admitted

into evidence against Haeg on court record page 333, and used against Haeg by

Trooper Gibbens and prosecutor Leaders - see court record pages 333 - 373, 422,

441,461,467,469,474, and 475.

This irrefutably proves that the map, provided by Gibbens but marked on by

Haeg in ink with numbers during his "interview", is the same map that was

admitted and used against Haeg at trial because Leaders, during Haeg's trial

confirmed it was the map used at Haeg's "interview... regarding where the wolves

were taken." Then Gibbens and Leaders, to cover up their violation ofHaeg's
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right against self-incrimination, conspired to falsely testify it was Gibbens who

placed the marks and numbers on the map. See above and court record.

AAG Peterson was given the proof of this conspiracy and, rather than

exposing Gibbens and Leaders, is now affirmatively and knowingly trying to

cover up for them. See Haeg's PCR memorandum, exhibits, affidavits, and

motions to supplement.

(eee) AAG Peterson claims that Haeg provided Leaders with a map. Haeg

never provided Leaders with a map. Months prior to Haeg's "interview" Cole had

required Haeg to mark the wolf kill locations without numbers on a map in pencil,

without numbers, and send it to him (Cole). See attached map from discovery to

the state from Cole. In other words Haeg was required to mark the wolf kill

locations without numbers in pencil on a map for Cole long before Haeg's

"interview" and then Haeg was required to mark on a second map the wolf kill

locations with numbers in ink for Gibbens during Haeg's "interview". So Haeg has

made 2 different maps, one in Cole's possession in pencil without numbers, and

one in the state's possession in ink with numbers. It appears that Cole gave Haeg's

first map, marked in pencil without numbers, to Leaders prior to Haeg's interview.

It is irrefutable Cole's map is not the same as that Gibbens required Haeg to

make during Haeg's interview - as Cole's map has the wolf kill locations marked

without numbers and not with numbers Gibbens as is heard on tape requiring Haeg

to do during his interview. See attached map from Cole's discovery to AAG

Peterson.
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(fff) AAG Peterson claims that the map Haeg made for Cole is not trial

Exhibit #25. As shown above this is true - trial Exhibit #25 is the map Haeg made

for Gibbens during Haeg's interview.

(ggg) AAG Peterson claims that trial Exhibit #25 was made by Trooper

Gibbens. It is entirely possible that Gibbens added information to the map (trial

Exhibit #25) after he left Haeg's "interview" with it in his possession. (Haeg does

not remember placing a "legend" on the map that is apparently on it now,

according to AAG Peterson.) But it was Haeg who marked the locations of the

wolf kill locations on trial Exhibit #25 with numbers in ink. So for AAGPeterson

to claim trial Exhibit #25 was made by Gibbens alone is not true - as it was Haeg

who identified the wolf kill locations on trial Exhibit #25.

(hhh) AAG Peterson never refutes Haeg's claim that (in addition to Haeg's

immunity) Haeg's statement could not have been used, as 5 pages of it was, in the

charging information forcing Haeg to trial:

Evidence Rule 410. Inadmissibility ofPlea Discussions in Other
Proceedings.
(a) Evidence of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or of an offer to plead
guilty or nolo contendere to the crime charged or any other crime, or of
statements or agreements made in connection with any ofthe foregoing
pleas or offers, is not admissible in any civil or criminal action, case or
proceeding against the government or an accused person who made the
plea or offer if:
(i) A plea discussion does not result in a plea ofguilty or nolo contendere,

To foster negotiations the rule provides that nothing that is said during plea
bargaining may be used against the accused in any proceeding, whether
criminal, civil or administrative. Thus, the accused is free to discuss the
case without resort to hypothetical statements of fact and without fear that a
slip of the tongue may be devastating at a later trial or other proceeding.
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The use ofHaeg's statement was devastating.

(iii) AAG Peterson asks that:

"Haeg's petition for post conviction relief to be dismissed in its entirety
without leave to amend as Haeg is unable to meet his burden of establishing any of
the violations alleged."

Yet at this point Haeg does not have to establish the violations alleged to

require the evidentiary hearing he is asking for to prove his case - he just has to

set out facts that, if true, would entitle him to have his conviction over turned-

which Haeg has done:

'"If, within the framework of the complaint, evidence may be
introduced which will sustain a grant of relief to the plaintiff, the complaint
is sufficient,' Id. The court 'must presume all factual allegations of the
complaint to be true and [make] all reasonable ... in favor of the non
moving party." Kollodge v. State, 757 P.2d 1024 (AK Supreme Court
1988)

"Motions to dismiss are viewed with disfavor and should rarely be
granted." Reed v. Municipality ofAnchorage, 741 P.2d 1181 (AK 1987)

"[I]f the application - either in its original form or as augmented
following notice of intent to dismiss - sets out facts which, if true, would
entitle the applicant to the relief claimed, then the court must order the case
to proceed and call on the state to respond on the merits." State v. Jones,
759 P.2d 558 (AK 1988)

"A complaint should not be dismissed 'unless it appears beyond
doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim
which would entitle him to relief." Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41 (U.S.
Supreme Court 1957) and Shooshanian v. Wagner, 672 P.2d 455 (AK
1983)

"In fact, granting the Rule 12(b)(6) motion would be improper if the
Shooshanians' complaint states a claim upon which some relief may be
granted, although the relief demanded may not be the kind to which the
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party is in fact entitled to obtain." Shooshanian v. Wagner, 672 P.2d 455
(AK 1983)

Rules require that Haeg be allowed to amend his PCR application, if

needed, to survive a motion to dismiss. See Hampton v. Huston, 653 P.2d 1058

(AK 1982) and Mely v. Morris, 409 P.2d 979 (AK 2008)

And as Haeg is pro se (representing himself) his application should not be

dismissed on technicalities:

"The pleading of pro se litigants "should be held to less stringent
standards than those oflawyers. We have held that where the essence of a
pro se litigant's argument is "easily discerned" from his briefs, the trial
court should consider the pro se litigants argument, provided that the
applicatble law is well established and the opposing party would not be
prejudiced by the court's consideration of the issue." Rathke v. Corrections
Corp. of America, Inc., 153 P.3d 303 (AK Supreme Court 2007)

Haeg's PCR application cannot be dismissed until he has been given an

evidentiary hearing to prove his case - as he has made a prima facie case by

claiming under oath his attorneys actively represent interests in conflict with

Haeg's and that this conflict of interest harmed Haeg; that the state conspired to

knowingly present false testimony against Haeg and that this harmed Haeg; that

the state conspired to knowingly violate Haeg's right against self incrimination;

and that Judge Murphy had actual bias against Haeg, conspired with Trooper

Gibbens and judicial investigator Greenstein, and that this harmed Haeg:

"It is settled that a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel is one
that generally requires an evidentiary hearing to determine whether the
standard adopted in Risher v. State, 523 P.2d 421 (AK 1974), was met by
counsels performance. Particularly where, as here, it is the pretrial and post
trial performance of counsel as well as the performance during trial that is
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specifically alleged to have been inadequate, it is not sufficient that the trial
judge found counsel's performance as observed in the course of trial to be
adequate." Wood v. Endell, 702 P.2d 248 (AK 1985)

Haeg is claiming he received ineffective assistance of counsel along with

prosecutorial and judicial misconduct before trial, at trial, and after trial. Haeg

must be given an opportunity to prove this at an evidentiary hearing.

(2) 4-27-12 response to Judge Bauman's order.

Missouri v. Frye and Lafler v. Cooper support the absolute right a

defendant has to effective assistance of counsel at very nearly all proceedings but

do not impose a duty on a court to inquire into plea negotiations.

(3) 4-27-12 motion that AAG Peterson be found in contempt of court

and fined $50,000.

Haeg has realized Peterson, by intentionally falsifying statutes, rules, and

facts to the court to cover up Haeg's illegal prosecution and to cover up a growing

conspiracy (now including Gibbens, Leaders, Rom, Judge Murphy, Magistrate

Woodmancy, investigator Greenstein, Cole, Robinson, and Osterman at a

minimum), has committed contempt of court and should be fined. See Alaska

Civil Rule 95 and independent investigator Henry Schuelke's recent 525-page

report into Senator Ted Stevens' prosecution. Because of AAG Peterson's corrupt

actions, which far exceed anything federal prosecutors did in Stevens' case, Haeg

asks that in addition to being found in contempt AAG Peterson be fined the

$50,000 maximum fine allowed by Rule 95. For evidence of AAG Peterson's

corruption see above, below, previous court filings in this case, and Haeg's
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original criminal case - where AAG Peterson recently falsified the law to the court

in order to illegally and corruptly modify the judgment against Haeg.

(4) 4-27-12 motion for independent investigation of Haeg's case.

Because of the widespread corruption exposed in Haeg's case - implicating

at a minimum: prosecutors Peterson and Leaders; attorneys Cole, Robinson, and

Osterrnan;judges Murphy and Woodmancy; trooper Gibbens; and judicial conduct

investigator Greenstein - Haeg respectfully asks that independent investigator

Henry Schuelke (who investigate Stevens' prosecution) be appointed by the court

to investigate Haeg's prosecution, appeal, and post conviction reliefproceeding.

Numerous people following Haeg's case have pointed out the evidence of

.corruption already exposed in his case - before investigation - far exceeds all that

exposed after Schuelke's 2-year investigation of Senator Ted Stevens prosecution

- which only uncovered corruption in the Stevens' prosecution team. In Haeg's

case not only is the prosecution team criminally implicated so are Haeg's judges

and defense attorneys, topped offwith a judicial conduct investigator. In light of

overwhelming evidence of corruption above to deprive Haeg of nearly every

constitutional right that guarantees a fair trial, along with the subsequent felony

crimes ofperjury to cover it up, Haeg ask that investigator Schuelke be appointed

immediately.

After 8 long years Haeg may not know how all this will end but he does

know one thing absolutely - the public will demand his case be independently

investigated with the same care and thoroughness as was Stevens' prosecution.
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Conclusion

In light of the above Haeg respectfully asks that state's motion to dismiss

be denied; that AAG Peterson be found in contempt of court and fined $50,000;

and that Henry Schuelke be appointed to independently investigate Haeg's case.

The enormity and growing size of the cover up being attempted is mind-

boggling. Haeg and a growing number of the public continue to watch in horror as

attorney after attorney and judge after judge try to cover up the impossible.

Calmly, inexorably, and with complete disregard to personal consequences Haeg,

along with many others seriously concerned, will continue to very carefully

document the now rapidly expanding corruption, conspiracy, and cover up in his

case and, when no more are willing, or forced, to "drink the loyalty Kool-Aid",

will fly to Washington, DC and not leave until there is a federal prosecution of

everyone involved.

United States Supreme Court in Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (1961):

"[T]he local administrations have been found inadequate or unwilling to .
apply the proper corrective. Combinations, darker than the night that.hides them,
conspiracies, wicked as the worst ·of felons could devise, have gone unwhipped of
justice. Immunity is given to crime, and the. records of the public tribunals are
searched in vain for any evidence of effective redress..

[C]ertain States have denied to persons within their jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws. The proof oil this point is. voluminous and
unquestionable... the State made no successful effort to bring the guilty to
punishment or afford protection or redress to the outraged and innocent. The State,
from lack of power or inclination, practically denied the equal protection of the
law to these persons ... those who representing a State in some capacity were
unable or unwilling to enforce a state law.
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[1]f secret combinations of men are allowed by the Executive to band
together to deprive one class of citizens of their legal rights without a proper effort
to discover, detect, and punish the violations of law and order, the State has not
afforded to all its citizens the equal protection of the laws.

Whenever, then, there is a denial of equal protection by the State, the courts
of justice of the nation stand with open doors, ready to receive and hear with
impartial attention the complaints of those who are denied redress elsewhere. Here
may come the weak and poor and downtrodden, with assurance that they shall be
heard. Here may come the man smitten with many stripes and ask for redress.
Here may come the nation, in her majesty, and demand the trial and punishment of
offenders, when all, all other tribunals are closed...."

The United States courts are further above mere local influence than the
county courts; their judges can act with more independence, cannot be put under
terror, as local judges can; their sympathies are not so nearly identified with those
of the vicinage; the jurors are taken from the State, and not the neighborhood; they
will be able to rise above prejudices or bad passions or terror more easily. The
marshal, clothed with more power than the sheriff, can make arrests with certainty,
and, with the aid of the General Government, can seize offenders in spite of any
banded and combined resistance such as may be expected. Thus, at least, these
men who disregard all law can be brought to trial.

Does the grim shadow of the State step into the national court, like a goblin,
and terrify us? Does this harmless and helpless ghost drive us from that tribunal -
the State that mocks at justice, the State that licenses outlawry, the State that
stands dumb when the lash and the torch and the pistol are lifted every night over
the quiet citizen?" Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (U.S.Supreme Court 1961)

Haeg will prevail, no matter how many judges, prosecutors, troopers, or

defense attorneys join the conspiracy to cover up, not because he is strong or

clever - it is because the axe he swings is named United States Constitution and as

the forces against it grow it will bum brighter and brighter, calling all those sworn

to protect it to its aid. And while a criminal conspiracy ofjudges, prosecutors,

troopers, and defense attorneys is powerful indeed, our Constitution and those
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sworn to uphold it are far mightier still and will prevail. Our Constitution and the

countless people who have died for it demand nothing less.

I declare under penalty of perjury the forgoing is true and correct. Executed

on /)PI! '( /.../; 2tJ,/2 . A notary public or other official empowered

to administer oaths is unavailable and thus I am certifying this document in

accordance with AS 09.63.020. In addition I would like to certify that copies of

many of the documents and recordings proving the corruption in Haeg's case are

located at: www.alaskastateofcorruption.com

£k:?~
PO Box 123
Soldotna, Alaska 99669
(907) 262-9249 and 262-8867 fax
haeg@alaska.net

Certificate of Service: I certify that on &0/ '))/ 2()/2 a
copy of the forgoing was served by mail to the fOl'Owing partie~: Peterson, Judge
Gleas , udge). ann' es,J-I.S Department of Justice, FBI, and media.
By: ) .~ . ~
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U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder
950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington DC 20530

Dear Mr. Holder,

I met Mr. Haeg the evening I was a speaker at the recent "2nd Amendment Freedom
Rally" at the Kenai High School Auditorium and over several meetings I learned of the
Corrupt Court Cases he has been involved in fighting, and I have PERSONALLY REVIEWED
the Court cases, the Facts and the Law, and I inn asking you to intervene so he can receive Due
Process, and Justice. I will be attending his "Public Corruption Meeting" this Saturday evening at
the Soldotna Sports Center from 7 P.M.- 9 P.M. It is being advertised over the radio and with his
airplane flying a Banner announcing the meeting. He is a VERY dedicated man and he has
invested his whole life in this fight because the State of Alaska and his attorneys have attempted
to deprive him of his Entire Livelihood as a Master Guide with TREMENDOUS CORRUPTION.

I have lived here in Alaska since 1963, and I first became involved in law issues in Kodiak
with a Petition to try to prevent the 1968 Gun Control Law. Attorney Madsen, who later became a
Judge and a son of Charles Madson the old Brown Bear Guide in Kodiak and brother of Alf
Madsen, another Guide who later died when his plane crashed there in Kodiak, drew up that
Petition for me at no charge because he believed in the 2nd Amendment also. David has made his
living with a plane and a rifle his entire life and he deserves JUSTICE!! I ask you to read the
following and come to Mr. Haeg's aid.

(I) I have PERSONALLY reviewed The Facts, The Law, and The Fillings that apply to David
Haeg's case,

(2) The Facts and The Law PROVE that David Haeg's PCR application CANNOT be
dismissed before he is allowed to compel attorney testimony at a Formal Deposition.

(3) The Facts and The Law PROVE David Haeg was deprived of Numerous Basic
Constitutionally Secured Rights, and this has devastated his life and his families lives and this is
Absolutely Unacceptable.

(4) The Facts and The Law PROVE David Haeg's attorneys and the State of Alaska,
INTENTIONALLY used deception and color of law to deprive him of these Rights, and this is
Absolutely Unacceptable.

(5) The Facts and The Law PROVE that even the Official Court Record was tampered with to
deprive David Haeg of his defenses, and this is Absolutely Unacceptable.

(6) The Facts and The Law PROVE that the State is continuing to attempt TO DECEIVE
EVERYONE in their Motion to Dismiss, so David Haeg's PCR Application is dismissed before
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he can compel the attorneys to testify, which will have the Direct Effect Of Keeping The Above
Crimes Covered Up, and that is Absolutely Unacceptable.

(7) A Named Defendant AND Material Witness has been assigned as a Judge in this case, AT
THE STATE'S SUGGESTION, and that is Absolutely Unacceptable.

(8) The Primary Reason all this is so Absolutely Unacceptable is because this
corruption can affect anyone and everyone in or out of this entire State. This Framing A
Man for a Crime can be perpetrated even against your sons and daughters. ANYONE CAN
BECOME A VICTIM!!!!! If this mess is allowed to continue to fester The People, in order
to protect themselves, will be required to eventually take the law into their own hands, and I
don't want to see that happen. The People also need to be told about what is going on!!

~.~mJb
Seymour Marvin Mills
P.O. Box 51
Sterling, Alaska
Postal Zone 99672
907-262-9289 seymourm@gci.net

C.C.

FBI Assistant Special Agent in Charge, David Heller
101 E. 6th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907-276-4441)

AK Supreme Court Chief Justice Walter Carpeneti
303 KSt.
Anchorage, AK. 99501
(907-463-4771)

Judge Margaret Murphy
3670 Lake St., Building A
Homer, AK 99603
(907-235-8171)

AK Governor Sean Parnell
PO Box 110001
Juneau, AK 99811
(907-465-3500)

AK Senate President Gary Stevens
Capital Room

Juneau,AK
(907-465-4925)

(1-800-821-4925)

U.S. Attorney Karen Loeffler
222 West 7th Ave., #9, Rm 253
Anchorage, AK 99513
(907-271-5071)
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US Attorney General Eric Holder
950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington D.C. 20530

Dear Attorney General Holder:

I seek your assistance on behalf of David Haeg, of Soldotna, Alaska. I have been
following his legal battle with the State of Alaska for over 5 years now. I never would
believe a court system could be so corrupt in this day and age ifI hadn't witnessed it
myself during that time. I have seen blatant violations of individual Constitutional Rights,
unchallenged perjury by state officials and members of the Alaska Bar, and State
appointed judges ignoring state and federal laws aimed at ensuring individual rights to a
fair trial. I have read the court records which show State officials tampered with evidence
to gain a search warrant, using that tampered evidence during the trial to achieve
conviction, and the judge factoring in the tampered evidence to explain the severity of her
sentencing. I am aware of official court records that contained evidence beneficial to Mr.
Haeg's defense removed as if it was never in place, only a cover sheet where it once
belonged.

At every step of the way, in an effort to use existing laws to obtain a fair trial, Mr. Haeg
has met with a court that twists the law or won't fairly apply the legal precedants in their
case against him. There needs to be an investigation into the corruption that the State of
Alaska used from the beginning of this case to successfully make-an example out ofMr.
Haeg. I have witnessed the unusually harsh penalty dealt to Mr. Haeg ruin his livelihood,
the culmination ofyears of hard work, while nearly bankrupting him. This was all a result
of Mr. Haeg volunteering his efforts to help the State of Alaska in their misguided Wolf
Control program.

It is unacceptable that the stench of corruption has managed to infiltrate the branch of our
government that is entrusted with the sacred oath to enforce existing laws and our
constitutional rights. Without an investigation into this particular case, and many others
like it, by a legal entity outside of Alaska, this corruption will continue to fester,
fomenting distrust of the State's judicial system and unrest in the Republic.

1fw
William J. Twohy
38720 Gavin Circle
Soldotna, Alaska 99669

Cc: David Heller, Walter Carpenti, David Haeg, Karen Loeffler, Margaret Murphy, Sean
Parnell, Tim Twohy
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TO: U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder
950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington DC 20530

CC: FBI Assistant Special Agent in Charge David Heller
101 E. 6th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501

CC: AK Governor Sean Parnell
PO Box 110001
Juneau, AK 99811

CC: AK Supreme Court Chief Justice Walter Carpeneti
303 K St.
Anchorage, AK 99501

CC: AK Senate President Gary Stevens
Juneau, AK 99801

CC: Judge Margaret Murphy
3670 Lake St., Building A ' .:
~o_~er~ AK 99603

• .' .• ~ :".:t .

','
, ,

.' .'

cc: U.S. Aitoin~y~Kareii~Loeffle~ :-:.; (.- :', '·!~·'.. ~:i:,-:·i; ..~:'7:-:-;:.;~~;;.·:~7·."'--'·:'.~.:=·~·:,! "'11.;,

222 West 7th Ave., #9, Rm 253
Anchorage, 'AK 99513

. .
cc: Dave Haeg

PO Box 123
Soldotna AK 99669

Dear Sir,

".' .' .,.;. 'l •

I have known Dave Haeg for a long time and have watched his plight for justice and seen what
he and his family have wrongly gone through to this point in time and find it an atrocity, I have
came to the conclusion that without help from his fellow citizens, and maybe involvement from
many sources on up the ladder, that this type of corruption and scandal by government paid
officials willkeep happening and get much worse, I feel it is my duty to write this letter and I
would like to request a response of some kind, and will personally follow this through with Dave
until justice is served:

• '." :" •• ' ,', ... 'J ,,':,': ":•• '; \ ." ~

(1:)' ::. -,.. lhave PERSONALLY reviewed the facts, law, and filings that apply to David
Haeg's case.

'(2): .~ ',.,!:Thefaets :and law provide that David Haeg's PCR application CANNOT be
dismissed before he is allowed to compel attorney testimony at a formal deposition.
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(3) The facts and law provide David Haeg was deprived of numerous basic
constitutional rights, this has devastated his life and as an American this is totally unacceptable.

(4) The facts provide evidence that David Haeg's attorneys and the State of Alaska
intentionally used deception and the color of law to deprive these rights -This is also

, unacceptable.

(5) The facts prove that even the official court record was tampered with to
deprive David Haeg of his defenses -This is outrageously unacceptable.

(6) The facts provide clear evidence that the State is continuing to attempt to
deceive everyone in their Motion to Dismiss - so David Haeg's PCR application is dismissed
before he can compel the attorneys to testify - which will have the direct effect of keeping
the above crimes covered up -This is surely unacceptable.

(7) That a named defendant and material witness has been assigned as judge in ./
this case, at the State's suggestion -This is grossly unacceptable.

(8) The reason all this is unacceptable is not just because of the incredible damage
to David Haeg and his family - it is unacceptable because it may be me or my sons and
daughters who are the next victims to be framed for a crime they did not commit by this
incredibly effective, hard-to-believe, and hard-to-prove alliance between Alaska's
prosecutors and defense attorneys and many other government officials. -

(9) The oath millions of Americans and public officials have taken before taking an
office i's as follows; "I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against
all en'emies, foreign and DOMESTIC... " demands nothing less.

(10) This case is not just going to go away. All the efforts by those involved in this
shamefully corrupt case to make it go away and sweep it under the table will not happen.
There are enough people fed up with this type of corruption, I believe with all my heart
that in the end justice will be seryed and those involved will be punished to the full extent
of the law and their job given to someone who will live up to the constitution and provide
for everyone's basic rights as a citizen of this great state and the United States of America.

Please consider everything that has been outlined in this letter. Something must be done to right
the wrongs that have happened here with this case.

Best Regards '

Doug Boykin
Po Box 1805
BunaTexas 77612
409-273-8707
April 5, 2010
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Timothy D. Twohy
1241 Paddy Place
Wasilla, Alaska 99654

March 22,2010

The HonorableJudge Blankenship
. Superior Court PresidingJudge

101 Lacey Street
Fairbanks, Alaska 99101

Dear Judge Blankenship,

This letter is request for your immediateinterventionand correction for the judicial error ofJudge Funk, who
has and without cause, disqualified himself and assigned Judge Murphy to (his) assigned Post Conviction
Reliefapplication case; 4MC-09-DOOO5CI Haegv. State

Judge Funk reassignedhis case, subsequently to a States "Motion to dismiss", to a Judge that has previously
provento be biased, has collaborated with State witnesses,permitted false testimony on search warrants and
at trials, and will be the named defendant for her collusion, conspiracy and tampering with official court
documents.

After readingboth sides of the Haeg Case, the actions of our justices in Mr. Haegs case, mimic the
corruption,conspiracy and cover-up stories of actual cases such as Watergate, yet are shockingly more
incredible than any John Grisham novels.

How can the peopleexpect justice when courts allow the State Prosecutors to pervert the judicial process by
choosing the venueandthe Judge for a case, such as Judge Funk has regardingHaeg?

Following Judicial Cannon excerpts from our Alaska Court System:

A judge shall considerand decideallmatters assignedto thejudge except those in which the judge's
disqtmlification is l't!t1uired.

Underthis rule, a judge is disqualified whenever thejudl}e's impartiality might be Questioned, regard/e<;s
Ofwhetherany specific rule in Section .3E(1) apply

Anyone who reacts what has happened can clearly see that Judge Funk neglectedhis (assigned)judicial
obligation. And, that Judge Murphy's impartiality is morequestionable and demands for her immediate
disqualification. Only if the government is forced to follow the rules, will the people be assured fair
treatment.

This Court cannot allow the State to tell her, whenor where a case will be decided. Any attempt by theState
Prosecutors to control the Judiciary, simply prostitutes the Courts and reveals nothing short of a absolute
corrupt, totalitarian society, that if continues to prevail, will be met with violent opposition, as our forefathers
have had in the past.

Thank you for your consideration to reassign the Haeg case, back to your Court or to a venue that will
providea fair, accessible and impartial fo for theHaeg family.

10 39\td 98089LEL06 L9:GG 010G/1G/£003008



u.s. Attorney General Eric Holder
950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington DC 20530

April, 17. 2010

Dear Sir:

We have personally reviewed the facts, law and filings in David Haeg's case. We have
attended several of his court proceedings. We are neighbors of David and Jackie Haeg
and know them to be upstanding citizens who abide by the laws of our state and country.

The facts and law prove David Haeg's PCR application CANNOT be dismissed before
he is allowed to compel attorney testimony at a formal disposition. Mr. Haeg has been
denied and deprived of too many Constitutional rights that we hold dear. This needs to be
fixed! His family has been devastated by the lack of government officials and the courts
upholding Constitutional rights that we all have assumed are there for being followed but
have instead been trampled upon..

The facts and law show beyond reasonable doubt that Mr. Haeg's attorneys and the State
of Alaska used deception and outright lies to deprive him of the rights given each citizen
in the Constitution and laws of our great land.

It is beyond comprehension that even the official court record was tampered with and
pages are now missing from his file which would have proven his main defense. This is
unacceptable!

It is appalling that the facts and law prove that the State by its Motion to Dismiss is
continuing to deceive everyone. Mr. Haeg's PCR application would be dismissed before
he could compel the attorneys to testify. This is "another indication of the desire of the
State and attorneys to not follow the facts and law so that the truth is again covered up.
This is unacceptable!

To top all of this, the assigned judge in this case "was a named defendant and material
witness in Mr. Haeg's case and the state suggested this judge. How can this be? This is
unacceptable!

Think about this. All of the above is disgraceful on the part of our government and
judicial system. The horrible damage done and being done to the Haeg family is
unnecessary and unreasonable BUT what if this behavior by the system were happening
to you or your children? If the state and attorneys continue to get away with this kind of
behavior of not following the law or the facts, our state and country as we know it will no
longer exist. We do not want this for our children and grandchildren so we are
compelling you to listen and fix this situation as we know you have the capabilities to do.
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This attack on our Constitution is unacceptable and we will do whatever is necessary to
inform the public because the public can and will defend the Constitution even if
government officials will not. Remember the oath taken by millions of American citizens
to "support and defend the Constitution of the United States against enemies both foreign
and domestic ... " demands that we do just that because many of us take this very
seriously. ,"

S?~ f/I)n:...----
Larry M. Poage

&dJ~~~
Ruth E Poage

P.O. Box 2138
Soldotna, AK 99669
(907) 262-7540
poagies@yahoo.com

cc: David Heller, FBI; U.S Attorney Karen Loeffler; AK Governor Sean Parnell; AK
Supreme Court Chief Justice Walter Carpeneti; AK Senate President Gary Stevens; Judge
Margaret Murphy
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US Attorney General Eric Holder
950 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington DC 20530

April 16,2010

A public corruption meeting was held at the Soldotna Sports Center in Soldotna, Alaska
on Saturday April 10,2010.

Over 200 people attended; listened to direct witness testimony of the corruption in David
Haegs prosecution; examined the physical evidence in David Haeg' s prosecution;
discussed corruption in numerous other cases; agreed the problem has gotten so bad it is
will not or cannot be addressed by State agencies; and agreed it can only be addressed by
the federal government with law enforcement agents from outside Alaska.

Enclosed are copies of the petition signed by those by who attended the above meeting,
asking for a federal investigation.
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In order to breathe life into our Constitution we do hereby demand the
current federal investigation be completed, and a prosecution started,
concerning the corruption during David Haeg's case. We believe that in
David Haeg's prosecution there is clear and convincing evidence Alaska's
defense attorneys are intentionally depriving their own clients of
constitutional rights and/or are conspiring to do so - violating 18 U.S.c. 241
242. See U.S. Supreme COUl·t filings at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com.

Return to: David Haeg for hand delivery to the U.S. Department of Justice
* PO. Box 123 * Soldotna, AK 99669

Fax 907-262-8867 * email haeg@alaska.net
Or call 262-9249 for pickup
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In order to breathe life into our Constitution we do hereby demand the
current federal investigation be completed, and a prosecution started,
concerning the corruption during David Haeg's case. We believe that in
David Haeg's prosecution there is clear and convincing evidence Alaska's
defense attorneys are intentionally depriving their own clients of
constitutional rights and/or are conspiring to do so - violating 18 U.S.c. 241
242. See U.S. Supreme Court filings at ",",vw.alaskastateofcolTuption.com.

Return to: David Haeg for hand delivery to the U.S. Department ofJustice
* P.O. Box 123 * Soldotna, AK 99669

Fax 907-262-8867 * email: haeg(ri)alaska net
Or call 262-9249 for pickup
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In order to breathe life into our Constitution we do hereby demand the
current federal investigation be completed, and a prosecution started,
concerning the corruption during David Haeg's case. We believe that in
David Haeg's prosecution there is clear and convincing evidence Alaska's
defense attorneys are intentionally depriving their own clients of
constitutional rights and/or are conspiring to do so - violating 18 U.S.c. 241
242. See U.S. Supreme Court filings at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com.
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Return to: David Haeg for hand delivery to the U.S. Department of Justice
* PO Box 123 * Soldotna, AK 99669

Fax 907-262-8867 * email: haeg@alaska.net
Or call 262-9249 for pickup
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In order to breathe life into our Constitution we do hereby demand the
current federal investigation be completed, and a prosecution started,
concerning the corruption during David Haeg's case. We believe that in
David Haeg's prosecution there is clear and convincing evidence Alaska's
defense attorneys aloe intentionally depriving their own clients of
constitutional rights and/or are conspiring to do so - violating 18 U.S.c. 241
242. See U.S. Supreme Court filings at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com.

(Sign & print name, address, phone number, emaiI.& date)
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Return to: David Haeg for hand delivery to the U.S, Department ofJustice
* POBox 123 * Soldotna, AK 99669

Fax 907-262-8867 * email haeg@alaska,net
Or call 262-9249 for pickup
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In order to breathe life into our Constitution we do hereby demand the
CUITcnt federal investigation be completed, and a prosecution started,
concerning the corruption during David Haeg's case. We believe that in
David Haeg's prosecution there is clear and convincing evidence Alaska's
defense attorneys are intentionally depriving their own clients of
constitutional rightsand/or are conspiring to do so - violating 18 U.S.c. 241
242. See U.S. Supreme Court filings at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com.

(Sign & print name, address, phone number, email & date)
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Return to: David Haeg for hand delivery to the U.S. Department ofJustice
* POBox 123 * Soldotna, AK 99669

Fax 907-262-8867 * email: haeg@alaska.net
Or call 262-9249 for pickup
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In order to breathe life into OUI' Constitution we do hereby demand the
current federal investigation be completed, and a prosecution started,
concerning the corruption during David Haeg's case. We believe that in
David Haeg's prosecution there is clear and convincing evidence Alaska's
defense attorneys are intentionally depriving their own clients of
constitutional rights and/or are conspiring to do so - violating 18 U.S.c. 241
242. See U.S. Supreme Court filings at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com.

-C/
(Sign & print name, address, phone number, email & date)
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Return to: David Haeg for hand delivery to the U.S. Department of Justice
* PO Box 123 * Soldotna, AK 99669

Fax 907-262-8867 *, email haeg@alaska.net
Or call 262-9249 for pickup
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In order to breathe life into OUI' Constitution we do hereby demand the
current federal investigation be completed, and a prosecution started,
concerning the corruption during David Haeg's case. We believe that in
David Haeg's prosecution there is clear and convincing evidence Alaska's
defense attorneys are intentionally depriving their own clients of
constitutional rights and/or are conspiring to do so - violating 18 U.S.c. 241
242. See U.S. Supreme Court filings at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com.

. (Sign & print name, address, phone number, email & date)

Return to: David Haeg for hand delivery to the U.S. Department ofJustice
* POBox 123 * Soldotna, AK 99669

Fax 907-262-8867 * email haeg@alaska.net
Or call 262-9249 for pickup
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In order to breathe life into our Constitution we do hereby demand the
current federal investigation be completed, and a prosecution star-ted,
concerning the corruption during David Haeg's case. We believe that in
David Haeg's prosecution there is clear and convincing evidence Alaska's
defense attorneys are intentionally depriving their own clients of
constitutional rights and/or are conspiring to do so - violating 18 U.S.c. 241
242. See U.S. Supreme Court filings at www.alaskastateofcorruption.com.
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Return to: David Haeg for hand delivery to the U.S. Department of Justice
* P.O. Box 123 * Soldotna, AK 99669

Fax 907-262-8867 * email: haeg@alaskanet
Or call 262-9249 for pickup
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AREA DESCRIPTION: Unit 19.

Unit 19
Wolf - General Hunt
Residents and Nonresidents

o
I

15
I

30
Io Hunt Areao Subunit Boundary

f.-:...J ClosedArea
c=J Controlled Use Area

~ ManagementArea

fZ.2] National Park/Monument

~ NationalWildlifeRefuge~
~ MililSI)'Closure

E3,Other StateAreas

I?~~I Closed10Hunting
';"

'\-
Please refer to the Alaska Huntinq Requlations booklet for baq type, seasons, and additional requlations concerninq this hunt. """'-..~.
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Units 19A and 19B
Black Bear - General Hunt

Residents and Nonresidents

'\-
Please refer to the Alaska Huntinq Requlations booklet for baq type, seasons, and additional requlatlons concernlnq this hunt. ~-~.

30
I

15
I

o
I

N

A WMn~

t-+--+--+--t--+--+--+-il
DHunlAreao Subunit Boundary

L.J Closed Area

c::~ Controlled Use Area

~ Management Area

t'ZLJ National Park/Monument

~ National Wildlife Refuge ~
I:'rfj Military Closure

E:J Other State Areas

lritt·jJO:! ~Igsed 10Hunting
0'.

AREA DESCRIPTION: Units 19A and 19B.
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Unit 19D
Black Bear - General Hunt

Residents and Nonresidents - Harvest Ticket Required

. ~
Please refer to the Alaska Huntinq Requrations booklet for baq type, seasons, and additional requlations conceminq this hunt. ~.

25
I

AREA DESCRIPTION: Unit 19D.
NA ~ 1~5

B HUnl Area

Subunit Boundary

L=--] Closed Area

[f;~:] Controlled Use Area

~:J!11 Management Area

t2:2J National Park/Monument

~ National Wildlife Refuge ~

~ Military Closure ~

E:::J Other State Areas

I~I Closed to Huntinq
~" .

50 Miles
I
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Unit 19
McGrath

Region 3
I<

A 'l-.
0 10 20 40 Miles

'\.I I I ...--.

Game Management Units I Special Management Areas

E~.gl Closed Areas III Other State Lands 0 Unit Boundaries

,..,.,., Controlled ~ National Parks - - Unit Sub-Boundaries
L...::J Use Areas National Presaves' __ Roads

: Management Areas r·'_~J &Other
State Refuges, ~._., Federal Lands --+-+-- Railroads

~ Sanctuaries, &
- Critical Habitat Areas
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';:i=r"oiri':
·'To:·
'Se·nt:
Subject:

. .;..

From: Chuck Roblnsori
Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2006 10:07 AM
To: David Haeg (haeg@alaska.net)
Subject: Request For Bonnie Burger's affidavit

Dear David:

.~ .

In your email and letter to Bonnie requesting that she answer certain questions for purposes of an affidavit, you
requested that you be notified before June 1, 2006 of any reason or unwillingness for her not to do so. This is
notice that Bonnie will not answer the questions in your proposed affidavit. Many of the questions ask for legal
conclusions which she is not qualified to answer. The questions concerning Mr. Jayo don't seem pertinent to an
effective assistance of counsel claim. If these questions are directed at a refund for fees and cost you paid for his
telephonic attendance at your sentencing hearing, then you can address that issue with me. I might be willing to
make some adjustment on the fees and cost you paid for his attendance.

Chuck Robinson

Protected by a Spam Blocker Utility·,
Click here to protect your inbox from Spl'l.m

6/6/200603027



From: Chuck Robinson .
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2006 10:25 AM
To: David Haeg (haeg@alaska.net)
Subject: proposed affidavit for Arthur Robinson

David:

I'm in receipt of your 5/23/06 letter to me containing a proposed affidavit or questions for me to fill out. You
requested that I let you know by June 1, 2006 if for some reason I was not able or willing to do so. I am unable
and unwilling to fill out the proposed affidavit you sent for me. Many of the questions you ask me to answer call for
legal conclusions which I'm not willing to make. Many of your questions call for speculation on my part which I will
not engage in. Some of your questicns do not relate in any way to ineffective assistance of counsel claims.

Chuck Robinson

'.

(

-C' 'i
.·.·.'.,.1.
..... ...

.....

Protected by a Sparn Blocker Utility.
Click here In protect your irlno:.: from Spam.
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~p"6ng,:o'2 ':!h~ 'meri...t~ ~f!et._·gope., cji~C,~fr 1.0 t~!!..~ ''2/s.c9.very me~t'anls,!,s' _of ?,~po~tIO~S (whlph ,hays ~lre8?r 9.c.cul!e<!.andwh.'~~ <~ud9e. ~u,!!an'ls ?0.ad~l~qq~and/n.terrop~t?~~.~ "'!.!'/~h. ,rh'i~sti!tf! ~a_s ,9~~~ ,~si.'Jg '9..,:-,t~~ l~ft;P. ,!}-'!!2tfJ_s: '(911 ~~~us.t .~,~~ !'~;;!§'le ~.
i28·pag~~. of,!~~~rr9,ga!o~es,.a~~1.sslC?~~~, and r:I~~~es,.) It IS~,I~ar·J.l!d~e !3~l!'!!.~.'"! 1~/,1~1~ttng.Jh~ rules b~p_~~_req.~,l,nng the ~.!~t~ ,.o~!~~~~~>:o,t~e<,~'p~;.. ,r~c.~y~!!,:!,~;c tedr.whICh'IS a dlsa~y~~t~~e"for. ~.~~:·It l~ a furth~~vj9Iatt,0~Jor~J~.9g!:l¥u, !M. ~i~c~
!'e~ 'w~hout:requiring the~sta,te:to.resp:ond to.the merit~ <?f,H?eg:s.cas~. Fl:lrther,lnjustlce.Is,thaton Septem~er 2~;-2011 sta~e ASSistant Attorney ..G.eneral,' .", on.ffled'an , ' " deposition'of Mr: Robinson; I perso~ally spoke'with d Mr:~
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r~re,c~iV~~ ~:C9:~~,Of:~,!~:s:affid~v,it ~rom th.e state. (elt~i~atlf"!g any need to d~pose'CoJe) and nOW,JUd9"~,,,~auman Is,orden~g'lndJgen~,H?,eg.t6conp~ct. ,i~xpe~SI,Ve'(~Ub~~nas",~r~vel, ,';,, ','," " ,calT)era's.r~orders..,etc)'depositlon:anrv-:ay~ When:Cole:h

~~~'~i::;~e '~'d~~'t~~~·~a~'1;~fU:~~le~~~d~'sh~king:Mpri~~' f~~ie:: c~~~:a~~i~s;'all.·his,a~~rney~ 'in'h';S~1'9 '~~~~ ~~~ic~~i~n ~~·"p~g~,~·~~.~eir;~~~~~~r0~~;~a-(,;i O"k~~~i~n~~i~i:~h~li~:~,,~;id'en~;i~:~~:n:··~~~~~e~·~~J.~':~~<,~~y:'h~S ~~o~~e~~il~~1~'i~'i~~i~"~~~~ ;'
h~the"'proo('p[ov.ing t~eY;h,ad,li~~i.tO;~i~:~a~~ then sP~~if!9~II(appije~,t~~'law-th~~ e~ta~lish,ed,tha~ hiicfh.(~ot,b~n:Ii~,t.~ th~~~'w~gl~'ha~~~~~~•.~ dlff~r~n't~ci.utc~~):. S~~ H'a~'~ yqR fiHnQ~:'t~~-.~t~te:s~1?tron,t~.di~,f!lisrH~eg's'oPP?Jitlon't~'t~,e.s§t~:!lI~il?~,tO:-, "
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11.e.. 6!.5'P.2~ 129~:(A!asl.<.B 1_98;4):·~.the supreme ~o.u~pf.~alt.fo~nl~ p0ln!?d out 'n Peo~le v.:~oH~' 23 9a1.3~ 41~~(~W~);.~n eVI~ent/~ry ~!'.~g~s.a/most,a':'f~Y!f!,a p~~.U!S't,~.t!?<~n,eff~t'~e.~a~ss~tJ1.C?~,o(!!J.e~F.t,v~.a~/~~a~co o.'r:o,!nse!.,6~., {'~'~ ·t~"~~.;.~:,;,,..; '. .'"":~:,,.ti.t-,..t'tc.~·{1':.~~~"~:',,:;';'J~"\>~
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~c:~ f!lC?!/O[J ~nd_affi~a~/!8on.t~/Q ch~rg~~'w~/Ch C!'!! ~et~~~e '!f'.C! ~!?~f!fic,"",-1j;,.,.:: ";,. ,'~ ',:: ','" .. , .~:;.., .' ~ . I 'j.',~, :;( ::"\17'» ••(,t-t '.", i.,~'" ~,;'jt? ~~it ,::"'-~l",.~r <1~-t'~:' '¥~;;',~'~:J'. j' '1' J. ;~~;"fl. ;'''$:J.'i,.,~:~,:!i;,,~,..j .,'4.~',.;'fi"';f,"~~
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t~,ay,s~'!?~ ~:~g~~.aJ,,~ase>~;:~2d. t~I~'C,a~e IS',no~,far f~om th~Jme;,t:u~,the ~ee,c~fic a,n,d,d.~t~!led.'actua!~.~_e'!!WJ~ '?tJI).7,:Pf?)ltl0'2;.~:.,,~hl!~.~mr:r~n:b!~~~can'!?_t aMhJ.sJI!'!.'i.t~!.e ~'said,. !if, 1f'.C.~tff(L'~,tfJ.,e a!iBflatit?ns ?~~:ue. !!Y~ pe~i!i~flef is
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~nq~nd ,disre"galti ~efef;ts ·ot"~orrn.~·.'w~en:'s~meone !s'~ro s~,~,:(/r repres€7ryting.hlmself;o! h~~~!f/ry,P'PFJ~.~~!'f-I~ep·~S/J~i ~~{:t~} (;'~....~~.;,; ¥-'f,'~",' ~.:t ~ ~ ':,.~~~ ,":~~",~~~ X~~. :<~~"~" .~ ~!.: . "'.
jngle rl1emberof the pUblic.w~o has,read,Judge Bauman's o_rders"n:tade wlthouf~aeg's ~equired.~open:~q:::.t urt;-' e " , ' , udge,Bauman to cover .up:the
:a d~li~era!e".and:m~liclo.us.d8P:riv~!i6n ·of_H!leg:~::qo.nsJi!~tib~~!-!ig5!:to· a;h~ff~c~iye, oPR0itu~j~y:to.ip~s~iitr -'co~ .. ' ., ,c~~ri.ii....~ef£~~ ..,_. ~ , :~: De~a!tme6(~f"'JL;S!IC,~:,can
~,were furth~r driven by the ~can of worm~6. "scandal~ ;and ,~toxic,r.~lease" thafwould spread,t , ',' ,own pro~ine~t ~ttomeys w~re .. cons ,unon,andjLJ9g~;to..tra,me d
! y~afs'Y'~s:,f~l~ifying'ofli9ial~i~~est!g~tions .to co~,er,:u'p' f~x th~;Co.lTli~,t iU~,~es:" ~o~'''~,~ny ,q.'", 'j~9P'~R!}~{Ervo~;Y"ju~ge,lr[~estigat~9:bYJ~,arl~., <' '_ ., y~"c!'tS~w,?:Y,fd,bE!l_sGs~eCt...· " ,. " _,', .'>' x.,. _. 'h,_'

t~~~! ~he .0utiQg '.~{ just,tw~,.co~~t {ydrJ.e;;,causFfd oye~.400~ ccinVif~~~?¥. ~? ~e ~~~.~u~~~. :,Th~ . '~,~ - :'I~~;'~~~>t~,~3:~.~~-~~,~~.~t.~,I~,~?~~~rJ~~;~~~lt~~~~;t.~~:~~: .;~o;~ ,t -'":':' ~"~~:;~f{",;<?~;"t~Jl~~4~::~~~~~'!~~U~,!~,
~~abbV~: ,r.:~:}/ ",,,, ~ ';''':'..,'";, , '~''''' . ".~.u ",,/,.';... 7'.-:' .' :"\\~';'>i:'*::t:~;:;~ "."/.o':~: ~<::: ,:: ~~:,(:~;\~ :::~,~::"~ll': ~~-;;" ,~~ ~~ :~·t,:,·rj:J:\ ~t;; ;'.~ ';:~: ;l~·\,:~--:.'~:::"~~'-,?:l,".~~;.:o ..;,t,.,l~ [~::'; '.~,
~,p~,~ullY}~SkS!t~~,t Ju~~e Ba0l1)~~'be disqualif(e~ "from;Hae~fs;,~9R f?!'~ause~;;-<:as J.ui::Jge",B~u. ~~",' '>,"... ~" .' ,'f. '" !~~:"co~~"~Il{: '~n~~.[l):l,9-.n, p'[!v,~nJ.j~~.~g,.ti9ry;:,~~80;>.I!lJ!;!hi:.c:~Q.spt~CY.,;;1_~:~~tB.!
auman has"broxe,f} '-aw,~ru(e, and cannon to,harrnHaeg'~ denyingHaeg the:prompt.pu.blic·or~1 . ' 'was,Haeg'sright and totset the,:.stage""forqenyi was'supposed t~:b6 a'~r~"!pt,public.evidenti,!ry(hearing;arwhi
:ruptidry anCi'cottsPifaCY..oi',hiso~n attorneys, ·jud.ge Murphy.~Trooper,GiblJ:6~.prosecutor,Leaders;·. " " , " ,".:..,:;Juiige"aauman ,cf,l,(lnot bf/'ailo"wed tfpresi'" . -ver·__i{~egj .~se:·;H,a~~fs; flUngc~mina!~~n,~)udi~,i,a!'C~n~ , ....

~Pe~ttu,I!Y'~s~~.!~a.t a ne":,,, ,un:~rrup~,il,Jdg:.~, ~n.~...~n~~1ing ~to .c~~er'~f? f9r.m~ E=,rim.e~ a~9 c.~~,spir?,~~"Ot.,J;!~':'.~~,u~" ~~,clg.~..s.~~Jt8rr,eY~~,!ro<?p'e~~:\~JJ9 J~9J,CI.9-I,lr~~,~~lg~t ,e,Ir!J~ed!~t~,ly. ~~I~Q~~t~ 9.ec!,~~,H~~_,~~C~,;.~qn:,~a~~'3q!JI.nS9~ ~~"~·!>~~edl!~e,:~~,. "'.' " ,"0' ...... "'''' _

s'p,rci~,e,ct their ow-n" w~,en·Haeg asked,how t~ey ?an ge,t.:awax,with·.such'bl<l,tant:crim~s:. When'Haeg,said,he was goinSJ toisue Robinson statoo,the Shaw,Y'St~te" 566 (AK,,1993):prevented'~aeg rrqm1sumghiS aUorrleys unless,he .overturn~;hi~:convlction:on,,~lin

pa,s-~~~t.heryew.'·J~?ge ailow him.to s'upplementthe record of;his'case wi~h the.,ev!gen~e a,nd,c1aim~ ....,. '.' "a:~ev;~jq~g.e,·· , "mediffiteiy'~ch~~f~:J)~a!< a&um~!1l~t'!nl"o~e,~ ~~u~.. ~~:,t~~~~~~e'~;"~~ti9~-f!.0'd,tsp,1j~~;"~i~~t_ -

~~:,~~£I,:~~~;~r6e·h~~~'.ih ~~"nai,i,~fgrst~'~o~rt(?o'm. ~4a~§~'J'f t~!(g~~~rig··~f~~a~'~~'i~i;;". ~ ,. ~, _ iJ~~~f" ~~~(~:i~~::~~.~~~~',\' }'~:-~, ,~~~:~"''~~.:':; .~~~;.':(~~~;~: ~~i ;'<~~~~::~tr~i~\~!"~'1:' "~:t...
lfarguments,on·the state's'motion to dismiss is over Haeg asks that-a'scheduling hearing,be'promptly held,to,se .that Haeg,,may,fu!ly"and·falrly.present'hls·,evldence and,witnesses:proving'he'di Ir, "'~<:(:", ::.;'.""., '~:'f '. ",~' ",' t.. ·:.. . " ~' .."!'" ;". ", ,~~: ~ ;-',"'"., ~~.;, ': :.' ,:.""":';' ~"::':l)~. .:. ;~;' ..\~:~:' .~,~";"::' ';~' :; -;:~?:'.- ....' . . .," .' ~.,' _ ..'''.~; .;: ':~"";':' ,~;'1,: ~:' ~~..j-" .?~> .;:~.}.: ""::: ~;",~ ':" '; '.' .':~. ",,~~: ':.".,).~ '_; ~~-.~.;,:,: ~ " _~ ,:,J
ter 8:,nd, paid'for by almost ~ years of agony by the HaE!g.family, all Haeg~asks for is hisbas,jc co~stitutio,nal righ~ ~o, present'evidenc~ , " , ' . ~ffectlveIY".noPEln court , .~f1ow the st~te everyppportunity to .~tute !t.~ThiS me~ns,Ha~g'rr:'ust l?e',?bl,e,to~~uDpoen

;n:c.ou.rt <;tnd ;~nder. oat~,' at a'very 'lTlinim,um all:three.·of~aeg'~ ,atto.rneys,~ L~di~i~I.co.n~"u6t j~v~stigar~r. M~~a~G~~,eri~ti~n).tt-i~"."itn~sse~ '~,~O~~i,~)tj~§Dyrty1.~!I~i~(e:en~t'ei~·.,t.al~j.t~.eij;';D~"" M.ufpi1y, Trooper:Brett '.G.ibbe_n~; ,a~~~ ,?rosecutC?~,~cotr~e,adeij,~. ex~tly: as.§uPi~o~; Co.~it ~
ved Haeg when making the ~ase JUdge.M~rphy shoul~ be disqualifleq. In other: words Haeg'asks for. the same'opportunifX,t,! put on hi?,case'as the state,:was allowed.,When prosec - wh,,:rf! the stat,e ,was aflow~.to present anY"a,n,d:all eVicfenc,e and any.E
:w.i~he-d inf{a~g·s,w~ek::/ong.t!J~l.and two'day sente'Jcing.'Superi,f;~".Cou.rt~judge Joannide~:.~as--;~,lread~;.~e.t.~rt:Ji~"e!=l.Haeg • '- > p~~~ ". ,- -,' '-""'" . rPtjy:~:co;rup~io.~:,~~.~,· tWO'?~Y)JngJ;vide.!;t!aiX!lea:rinfi:,ori·thI~,iss~~:alone~,~~n~.:"t&?i;h '
l~e:Murphy.from'presidlng,over tlaeg's P~R - ruling that, "I granteg,Mr.·l:Ia~g's,request to.disqlja1ttY 'JuCJge,Murphy tic . . o~impropriety. '!.It ~~ms, clear,that'if JUdge'M~r .,..
iven.t)i~rfr9ril,pre~idingt?ver..Ha'eg's·~CR'it is eyldent'-~er sa.m~'acti.on~ ~r~v~nte~ H':leg,fr0f!!.a!9-!r'p,,?~~~!!~n~' " prSJpriety; 'Ju:~~~, JC?ahnj.~~~;r;YI,~d.~J_ti.<!gf~.U,rPIfY "'c'~ '."

ial,'C~m~on that is required to'be cOJTlpl,iedwith"But if Judge,Bauman neve.rat,low::;,Haeg to present,-,in,an open'7o. , '. '", ' "','o0P!3T Gibbens, ~~c;t prosecut9r Le~ders.they ,will .neverhave;to
;violai(ons.of ~he'MBil~ of,Bigh,ts6'in Haeg';; case!?y the'governrT!Em~ will ,,!~~.er be know,no"r ac;tdressed ••ngnl~·'" -' "right to. st ~nreas6,6~ble,s~~~J:I~'~ aDC!.'~eizure.~;:iighf ag~jb~~t,s,~Ii,!!1cnmi.natjon;·;righ(to:C~0Pel.~i.tne~s~~;~~g~t t.~~t~e,~i,stw

~;~~;~i~;:~:/~~~e~~6~~~~~~~~edj~i~~~~ tri~1 bijury,'(o!,i~)s';~~"/~m;'th~t'sh~~~,that f;~edo·~';i~4:,~::~~·t~~ _ ,_. . _ '<. ""~:;', _,' _ ~ ,. _. . .:.••;,.!,~.i;~~~',::~:';!':t:~~~~l~\.~'~~'~~i::;:<~~~, ~:~.<~,\~;,~:. ':.' "._;'~..... r~~, "}~~( t ;:~:<:~ ~~~ ~:~'.':',~,~~~~~~~1:,.~~'~~~1T~"~:.j
~~~b~~e~ or' the adoption of.~he C~~stituti~n,. i~s'opp~~ents reeeatE!d./t ch~'!Ie,! t~~t .th~"Con~t!tu!ion ~~. ~'!l~~9.;~P!J(ct.,~.ope2 !~e.},,:<!y;,tO)Y~W'Yr,bY)~~. ~!!]t'J~/.fJoye"!(Q~nr·,f~S~J[1,!h.eJr.mi~_~~ ..~~~~~h!3 [71~'!1?', of ~~~.~ritis~,';!p!~.t~(;m ot,ciyii rif!~tS>t;>ef9.:e~an...'1.,·during,thel~~voflf~~'?fI..!/[h~y' ,dema~

Weh~.'the 'p~OPiei~f no',~~tion can~/ose thei; libertys; /~ng'as aa;,i,otRi;h;s,like'ours'~s~',,;ives a'nd,it~:b;Si~:~iJtP~s~~' ~re't~~~sci~;;;i~~~~ i;td;~ ,. ed'~b,~;·r;i;,a~aid~~~'tlnJX·' "~g~;h~t ~fi£ ~.~~ieji~at~v;,I~e0c~s~a~~'~'r8c·t~~es~~hi~n,rJiJ1r;;i~1hj
IUStjCeHu'go'L'SlaCk'USguoremeC,ourt'justjce >' ,..,'" ,'.~ ':. '...~.. ' .. '.. ::.j':' '<:'~"\::';'":';.','\~\{ ;'~~~''':;"~~~':A''':'~:;~~: . , ..;'r:,~,'':::'t~~t ';>f··· ... '~ ~~""':~.. \' '~~:. ~~~·'·"",i·'.,:,:~;~-·~·:~\::~·\;:: .:.;:~ii.'1::,~~:';';r.: ..'~~~'1~:·~~1
~~n,~~ cJ~arly,~9peOl:d. t.he w.a~,to tY~anny tiy ,th~,go~e!f.1!l1et)t: tiy bn~a~i~g law:,~,~nnon",a,~d ~le,te.,d.en~~f:la.e9 !h~ ~!?Ii~.D~~~n9.E~.~~"s:~~~,~DdEl!;i<.~ ~;a.~d~$p~~ifis:. righ!.~;'ruIEl.sf.C~f)rl :'a~ve.;,£~!·t~. :"~{- ";~",:'10:,~~~~~; ,,~~': ". ~~..: ..\'.. \;:~~::!;'.~:',.~,·:~~·;"'~:ty ..~
~ .~h~~t.~e. fEl~IS,i~ ~'growing, n}llTlt?e!-t?f those ~eri~~sly ?o~cerne~:'\~iII',co_n~i.nu~;to, very.c~~efilJY dosupen!,.the'Eix~~~9!ng.w~!? of.'q9rry~~tion a~~\-c,~n;;pl.r ,,~:lI'ey~n!uaI1Y:'w~e~'<'1~:~9r~, :ent~ th~~net t,?:cpv,er, ~p',fO!{.~:-:erYone·eJ~e! fly:!g Washington DC to Cle:
lion :~f everyone u:lVolved for the,felonles of,consplnng..to·use posltl<?ns of tr~s.t and ~~e co.lorof law to Intentlonally,v1t?'B:te o,ur.~o.nstitutlon:,~ .~;,'f:,-'.">,,-,:;~,~,- >?''!? ,~,{¥,;, ,t__ ,:{'- ,,,~!,,,..; <: \.: J-! ','. ~':"""I': '--:Fr..! '~'!:'! .;' ::.~.;:" :J~i,::l"~ ;~"'''>:' :J~.;' ,~iil-'::"',
!~g,as~s th~t ,oral, argumer'ts ~.e h:ld,on,bo,th'his}j1C?tion~~o. 'di~q~aljfy,Jud~e'B?,uma:n f?f c~u.s~e and~~i~:~9iion'tq·strik,':l·'~L.!.P~~ ~~tTfnaf.1's:~anu~.~,,?.O.12 ,~.,~;~,:-i,~.~I,~.:,,.. ~<~,);~: -".~::?<\ .: .'" .': ,':':: >_,~!;h:,~~~''},%;j~'~ ..~;':f;' ':';->.' :~ht ,:~::$':: I ;. .~~;::;~t::.:
ler penal~y of perjury the f.orgomg IS,true and correct-Executed on Jar:tuary,:13, 2012. A notary publlc.or.other offiCialempowered mister oaths'IS Ie a,nd th~S'1 am c~rtifymg thIS In ,,!-c9ordanC~,wit~'AS.:O.g.63.020:II),,a,dditlon Lw~>uld like to,ce

~1;"\'~""'""". -=~~'O~'"~"': :;.':~! ',,", cttf1fi;1;:~'IF~ 1ii!;t:';~:~R~t;~:i~~Y~?t~~
,'Serv;oe:loert!fy.thaton Jan~arl13,2012 a oOPY olthe forgo;ng -:<as s~rved by mail fo.the follow;ng parties: ~e!er.s?r:,Ju~~e, :' " ,~Udg;10:"!'2j~es, ~.~: D'!p~,,!enl ~!'J.ustl~~;.FBli.~d,~ '. .,.- /,,;:,:~:( ,;'-,';;'.,,,{~_:~" ,:' :' _; , ;, - :', : ;""" ' t ; .;> .r~:. ~

t:~;'.::'_---"C-~_2:~-'-~_~::'L----::~'-:;.':.~"c~;:'t~~4:i'~~~t~~i~~4;f';~~~i!::1r{;;W~0i!t~!~~j~~~

, ' 'lX~ .-" ',' ,-.. ,;,~' ,:, '
t.' ,. '"

, , ~, ,,'~ -~,.., ..,,':?~" {~~ ':'"
¥ ....... ~~-:--.:~ '"::!.~~,;;'" ",,~, " ":-::r''1'''''!",":I'''t<o,'Y'''J'''f:''~-:'',~...:""t'j'';C-~:...~~:"~'';1.:~: ~ :7;~:'~::'·±--:~::-::-~~~'.:Z:'~~<'-""'"
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